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PREFACE
The 1978 Spring Aerospace Medical Panel Meeting of the NATO Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development met at Fort Rucker, Alabama, U.S.A., 1-5 May 1978. Hosts for this meeting were the United States
Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory and the United States Army Aviation Center.
A single theme was chosen for the meeting--Operational Helicopter Aviation Medicine. This was the first
panel meeting devoted entirely to the unique and special medical problems of helicopter flying. Aircraft inventories of NATO nations have been evolving from an almost totally fixed-wing fleet to a mixed fleet of fixed-wing
and rotary-wing (helicopter) aircraft. There is a trend to increase the number of helicopters in direct support
of the ground soldier to provide air mobility and firepower. The helicopters employed have become increasingly
complex, and the operational missions have become extremely difficult and demanding for aircrews. The operational demand for combat flexibility provided by military helicopters assures their continuing importance to
NATO in high mobility land warfare. Operations at sea involving long duration station holding, antisubmarine
warfare, and foul weather search and rescue create entirely different problems. The helicopter will be indispensable to assure evacuation of the wounded to specialized care centers. In the civilian sector, the helicopter
already has become a vital element in rescue missions of the wounded or the seriously ill. Experience has shown
that helicopter operations present work environments, special stresses, and environmental demands on aircrews
which are significantly different in type and/or degree from those in fixed-wing operations.
In order to give those attending the panel meeting a broad overview of the helicopter environment, the Army
Aviation Center gave a tactical demonstration of the anticipated military use of the helicopter and a glimpse of
the environment and the stresses faced by the aircrew. In addition, a series of in-depth operational briefings
covering four major areas of helicopter operations were presented. One dealt with Soviet helicopters and what
the Soviets are doing with rotary-wing aircraft. Topics of the other three operational briefings were medical
evacuation in the NATO theater, antisubmarine warfare operations using the helicopter, and anti-tank and air-toair operations with the helicopter. These briefings and demonstration caused panel members to be vividly aware
of the daily and anticipated use of the helicopter. The urgency of the need to discuss the different medical aspects
of helicopter use was made apparent.
Sixty-six papers were presented in six sessions. In addition, six poster papers were presented. These
papers dealt with aviation medicine topics unique to helicopters, helicopter operations, and the aircrew who fly
helicopters. The papers covered six major topic areas:
Medical Aspects of Evacuation and Search and Rescue Operations addressed helicopter inflight patient
monitoring, resuscitation and support, hoist and rescue missions, special medical equipment requirements and
developments, and design of helicopters specifically for medical evacuation.
Environmental Aspects of Helicopter Operations involved papers and discussions about the environmental
effects and control of hot and cold climate operations, the acute and chronic effect and control of helicopter vibration, and cockpit toxicology.
Helicopter Operations Crew Fatigue Panel papers covered aviator fatigue and its causal effect on aviator
performance and accidents.
Human Factors of Helicopter Design and Operations addressed cockpit design, instrue.nt configuration,
aircrew work load and its assessment, performance measures, combat operations under primitive or field conditions, sustained operations in support of ground combat operations, and related subjects.
Visual and Acoustic Aspects of Helicopter Design and Operations included cockpit lighting, aircraft
conspicuity, visual displays, night vision equipment, communication noise, aircrew hearing loss, and weapons
impulse noise.
Helicopter Safety and Crashworthiness covered crash injury analysis, designs for injury prevention, restraint systems, energy absorbing seats, helicopter escape, and postcrash fire.
The enthusiastic participation by the panel members and authors made this an open forum for the exchange
of information on helicopter medicine. We did not receive answers to all our problems, to all our concerns, but
we heard how others are looking at the same or similar problems. The information each member took back to
his owr field of work will help him meet and perhaps solve perplexing questions we all face.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT (TER)
SESSION I:

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF EVACUATION AND SEARCH/RESCUE OPERATIONS

The importance of helicopters in sanitary evacuations has been particularly stressed in this session.
ever, civilan and military interventions may vary, for conditions are not identical.

How-

Evacuations of the civilian wounded, especially those of road traffic, may profit by a technical and territorial organization, as our colleagues of West Germany have shown us.
The helicopter must be as quickly >
after the accident).

possible at the place of the accident (optimal time is within 15 minutes

It is also necessary that the wounded be transferred within an hour to a hospital specialized in the treatment of trauma.
We had the opportunity to appreciate the interest of a landing zone close to the hospitalization ward.
Highly trained personnel, when available including a doctor and/or a nurse, should be ready for every
emergency helicopter.
The crew must be perfectly trained in hovering and winching techniques.
Such progress encounters financial difficulties; all the more that the personnel and the equipment must
be permanently on alert.
It is also important to improve the conditions of night interventions, especially in the case of mountain
accidents.
Military evacuations are more difficult to perform because the helicopter often becomes efficient only when
operations are waning; there again, night interventions may seem desirable and may be facilitated by optical
aids.
On the medico-physiological level and in any case of evacuation, the influence--sometimes adverse--of
vibrations on the biological equilibrium of the wounded must be taken into consideration and all necessary steps
must be taken.
Sea evacuations also set a particular problem and we have been quite interested in the approach techniques
and the training of the personnel in charge of these missions.
SESSION II:

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

The session on Environmental Aspects of Helicopter Operations was introduced by outlining one of AGARD's
missions--that of indoctrination and support of aircrew. A definition was given of the word environment, and
the English and American definitions were very similar, that being surroundings mean those factors affecting
the development of an organism or its behavior. To support this, a number of environmental factors were then
outlined. Namely, that of what was the ideal environment and this normally taken as being the home situation.
The pilot is taken from this ideal situation, given a sophisticated aircraft which has now become very fast, presented with a varying array of instruments and weapons, and then asked to go and operate in a variety of hostile
outside environments such as hot and cold weather, poor visibility, mountainous areas, etc., and then in the
more recent hostile ground environment--that of the anti-tank and anti-air.
The papers presented covered the operation of aircraft in the northern aspects of NATO with all their inherent cold problems not only for aircrew but for ground crew and soldiers as well. Complementing this, we
then discussed certain rescue problems in high and cold sea states and the on-board equipment required to retrieve casualties in this particular situation.
On-board toxicology measuring systems were given in a first class paper. The question of on-board
oxygen systems was raised, and it was generally considered that this was something requiring further investigation.
Methods of head and body cooling were described in an effort to reduce aircrew heat load. The effects of
vibration and temperature variations from inside one particularly common helicopter model, the vibrations
being transmitted through the seat resulting in backache, were given and a plea made for continuing work to
be done in this area.
The session did not stimulate a great deal of discussion as one would have hoped and the reluctance to
discuss the problems concerning air-to-air combat environment was probably due to the fact that most of the
audience present had probably not thought much about it or never really considered it, and those who had
probably were reluctant to discuss it because of security classification.

Xi

SESSION III:

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS CREW FATIGUE PANEL

the panel on Helicopter Operations Crew Fatigue, we were able to review the
In review of Session 111,
problem of performance degradation and resultant effects or accidents as a function of aircrew fatigue and the
potential increase in this problem due to the high reliability of future aircraft systems and the tactical requirement for sustained operations.
Presentations delineating methods which are proving to be useful in assessing the crew fatigue problem in
the flight environment were also heard. Finally, an insight into an aviation program aimed at decreasing flight
crew fatigue was provided. Thus, we were privileged to address not only the problem and a number of scientific methods to address certain aspects of it, but were provided information on a program which is attempting
to apply scientific data and pilot education to decrease performance degradation and loss due to aviator fatigue.
In view of the operational briefings presented earlier in the week that discussed the capability of our aircraft to now out fly man, this area of research is in need of a much more concentrated effort and immediate solutions to these tactical flight related problems seem to be increasingly critical in light of the need for our joint
continuous and sustained tactical operations to counter the potential enemy threat.
SESSION IV:

HUMAN FACTORS OF HELICOPTER DESIGN AND OPERATIONS

The session of Human Factors of Helicopter Design and Operations pointed out that the man-machine interaction with respect to the helicopter is indeed a complex one. Further, it pointed out that this complexity arises
from the machine as well as from man himself.
The papers demonstrated that this complex interaction must be understood if the helicopter is to be maximally exploited. In general, the papers concentrated on three major areas with regard to this interaction.
These areas included: concepts and methodologies for use in designing helicopters which will be more man
compatible; selection and medical training of helicopter crews; and measurement and modeling of the helicopter
man-machine system.
With regard to design concepts, we were provided many options for utilizing advanced technologies for
achieving better man compatibility. These options included multiplexing, fly-by-wire, head-up displays,
helmet mounted displays, and multifunction displays to mention some. With regard to methods to aid in crew
station design, we were provided several avenues of approach for gaining information which would reduce the
perpetuation of previous design errors. Also, methods were oresented which will serve to aid in the design
process. Such methods consider the aviator's sensory, motor, and cognitive tasks as well as his physical
characteristics.
In the area of selection and medical training of helicopter crews, we were provided information about test
batteries which incorporate cognitive, psychometric, and physiological data for predicting flight performance.
We were told how certain physical characteristics such as spinal abnormalities may be used as selection criteria
for helicopter pilots and why these pilots have unique aeromedical training requirements. In addition, we were
told what these unique training requirements were, and how to establish a curriculum for teaching them.
Lastly, we were shown that a system's model is most desirable for explanatory, predictive, and evaluative
purposes. Toward this end we were provided a model concerned with predicting flight difficulty as well as
multivariate analyses which included aircraft, physiological, subject, and control input variables.
In summary, this session was a most rewarding session to chair. It demonstrated that much is being
accomplished in an area where much needs to be done. I anticipate that together we will continue to make
progress in this topical area.
SESSION V: VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
During the session on Visual and Acoustic Aspects of Helicopter Operations, problem areas were identified
and defined. There was a consensus that the problems were detrimental to safe and effective helicopter operation. Papers were presented that proposed to better fit the man into this hostile environment by the application
of existing knowledge in the behavioral and biological sciences. New developments in techniques and methodologies to extend and protect visual and auditory performance while performing aircrew duties were also presented.
A summ. ry of the excellent work presented supported the self-evident conclusion that biomedical science
can resolve almost every problem Identified, either by the application of existing knowledge or by research
programs directed toward the resolution of the problem. The major issue not resolved is the inescapable fact
that even though man is the driving function of helicopter operations, sufficient priority and support are lacking to permit his optimal protection and function.
It was also well established during this session that there are cost effective operational advantages to be
gained from biomedical science if given proper priority in the development, product improvement, and application of helicopter systems. In an earlier session, the threat briefing, informaton was provided concerning
the priority and attention given to man in the helicopter operational enlvironment by our potential enemy. We
of
learned, unfortunately, that they are far superior to NATO in their attention to the biomedical requirements
the pilot. Hopefully, this conference may help to reverse this advantage.

xii

SESSION VI:

SAFETY ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER DESIGN AND OPERATIONS

The last session was particularly rewarding because it had the unifying theme of crashworthiness, a relatively new word for the vocabulary of aerospace medicine. We first heard about the marked reduction of burns
caused by crashworthiness principles as applied to fuel system design and the use of Nomex flight clothing.
This was then followed by an engineering evaluation of fire suppression devices and their cost effectiveness.
The lack of these features in civil helicopters was reported. Next came a useful demonstration of the effect of
helicopter accidents on the vertebral column, and the ergonomics of and the injuries sustained in French helicopters were discussed. We then had two useful sessions from designers of U. S. helicopters, and we heard
something about the work conducted by the U. S. Army looking at the effectiveness of seats and restraints and
related test data. A brief outline of developments in the UK then followed. All these papers produced lively
discussion periods which showed there was a considerable amount of interest in common which should enhance
cooperation in helicopter design in the future.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
HELICOPTER TRAINING PROGRAM
Major General James C. Smith, US Army
Commander
United States Army Aviation Center and Fort Rucker
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

This may be the only rudimentary presentation you are going to have during this week's conference. I
scanned through the subjects to be presented to you and decided that you ought to know how we all came into
this business of helicopter operations.
So for a few minutes, I am going to tell you what the Aviation Center is, what we do here and give you
some increased sensitivity for the basis of helicopter operations.
We are doing some things at Fort Rucker now that we did not do last year. If you were to look at the developments over the years since 1954 when we moved the Aviation School from Fort Sill to Fort Rucker, you
could understand why helicopter operations are continuing to be so dynamic. You are here at a good time
and some of the points I will make will form the basis for a number of your presentations.
It started when a Piper Cub was launched off a carrier, if you want to call it that, in the North African
invasion in World War I1. Starting with that type of aviation in 1942, we progressed on to the Korean War
where we first began our air helicopter aeromedical evacuation. The first time the helicopter was used extensively in war; at least a war of the United States.
Then we went into Viet Nam and the favorite picture I could show would be a cunship firinq. But essentially it was a war in the ground environment, not the air environment. So I think the term aerospace has to
be translated into some different terms when you start talking about helicopter operations and helicopter medicine. This is where we are today; hovering, attack helicopter firing a missile in the ground environment
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1
These are four primary missions of the Aviation Center. The training of aviators, mechanics and other
specialists is our primary mission and is the standard mission of most schools adapted to aviation. This is
the heart of all that we do in the way of analyzing the past and projecting to the future. Everything else we
do at the Aviation Center stems from the development of doctrine, tactics and literature. We travel all over
the world making sure that our aviation training is the type that we want it to be and that it meets the quality
and the standards of that which we teach here. We also support reserve component training. We have about
half of our Army aviation program in the National Guard and Reserves, so obviously we have to pay a lot of
attention to them, All this is put together to perform the mission of Army aviation.
Now those of you who are from foreign nations, in many cases are aware that all your helicopter support
is contained in your air force. Here we have it in the Army (Fig. 2), "to augment the capability of the Army
to conduct prompt and sustained combat incident to operations on land." In fact, if you were ' read a list o'
missions of our United States Air Force you would find one which is essentially like our miss 'n--to support
the Army.
Unique in our Army family is the fact that the Aviation Center team contains six separate identifiable
agencies, all collocated here at Fort Rucker so that as a team we can produce with minimum resources a cohesive package on any subject related to Army aviation (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

We have two kinds of testing in the Army: developmental testing and operational testing. The Aircraft
Developmental Test Activity belongs to another major command of the Army which is essentially the one that
does all the developmental testing. The Test Activity is located here along with my Aviation Board which is
the operational testing agency for aviation materiel in the Army. Obviously, we gain the benefits of having
the two together. We are unique in that we are probably, for the major effort of development and testing,
the only post in the Army that does have them collocated. It makes for a very cohesive effort.
The aviation element of the Army Research Institute located here is the scientific agency for human behavioral aspects of Army aviation deployment. Its presence here provides some tremendous advantages for
us because this is where we do the course development for all our aviation training and we are very involved
in this area.
I am not going to dwell on the Aeromedical Research Laboratory; you know what it is here for. Our
Aeromedical Center, in addition to providing all our medical care, also conducts Army flight surgeon training.
The Army flight surgeon school is part of the Aeromedical Center.
The US Army Agency for Aviation Safety, more commonly known as LISAAAVS, is collocated here. Out of
all the data that are developed as a result of our accident experience come many analyses which form the basis
for new tactics, new techniques and new procedures, all of which are designed to conserve our resources in
the future.
Our Army Communications Command Agency, in addition to providing all our electronic support and communications support, controls, commands and services all our air traffic control facilities throughout 'ur
training complex of 70 miles by 60 miles; all tower control at stagefields; our instrument procedures; ii. trument equipment; and all the personnel involved in that activity are part of this particular agency.
Just to give you some feeling for the environment that we have here, I will discuss our population and
some of its composition (Fig. 4). We have a duty day population of approximately 17,000. Of this number
approximately 2, 000 are students. You can see that there are a lot of us here supporting these students, who
we have as our most important product, in the school. We have a rather large population of both Department
of the Army civilians and contractor personnel who instruct in our various training programs.
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Fig. 5

Our primary arrival airfield is Cairns Army Airfield (Fig. 5).
If you were to come in here in a fixed wing
aircraft, this is whe-e you would land. Most of the airspace in the vicinity of Fort Rucker is controlled by us
(Fig. 6). In order to control this airspace and to make sure we can integrate military traffic with all the civilian
traffic that might fly through it, we have a radar approach control center at Cairns manned by Department of
the Army civilians (Fig. 7).
But in order to do helicopter instrument training, recognizing how slow helicopters fly, we have within our controlled airspace developed our own airway system (Fig. 8). This system
is operated by the Army using rated Army air traffic control personnel with Army air traffic control student
participation. It is collocated with the radar approach control at Cairns Army Airfield.

Fig. 7

Fig. 6

Fig. 8
Hanchey Army Heliport has extensive maintenance, classroom and administrative facilities (Fig. 9).
It
is currently the basefield for cargo, attack, light observation aircraft and the TH-55 which is our primary
helicopter flight trainer. Hanchey is the largest heliport in the free world.
Lowe Army Heliport was originally a fixed wing airfield, but with the increased emphasis on helicopter
training was converted to a helicopter basefield (Fig. 10) . The UH-1 "Huey" is the only aircraft currently
based there.
Our modern classroom buildings are the hub of our academic training (Fig. 11). They are equipped with
the most up-to-date training aids which include detailed functional training devices and closed circuit television with both live and video tape production. Pilot training is essentially a half day on the flight line and
a half day in the classroom.
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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We train aircraft mechanics in both the UH-1 and OH-58 helicopters (Fig. 12).
training facility contains 28 classrooms and 67,000 square feet of hangar space,

Our modern maintenance

Aircraft to support our aviation training include 403 aircraft. Of these 29 are fixed wing and 374 are rotary
wing. These aircraft, of course, are in the hands of an aircraft maintenance contractor which is unique, essentially unique throughout the service. You can see what I mean by unique when you consider our budget (Fig.
13). Out of our 245 million dollar budget for FY 78, a very large part is in major contracts. The 29 million
dollar service contract for aircraft maintenance is probably the largest service contract in the Army.
Our training is divided into five general categories. These are: undergraduate training, which is
initial entry type training for pilots; graduate training; specialty courses; and professional development (Fig.
14).
Professional development, for example, consists of our two warrant officer courses, We have an aviation
warrant officer advanced course and a branch immaterial warrant officer senior course. Our last category of
training is nonresident instruction. We prepare all the materials for all the subjects we teach for worldwide
distribution. Current enrollment is in excess of 7,000 students.
Undergraduate training or initial entry training is where the Army aviation program becomes very unique.
We are the only service that takes individuals essentially out of high school and make pilots out of them. All
the other services require at least four years of college. We take young people directly out of the civilian community, "off the street" if you will, and out of our military units and bring them into our initial entry program.
We also bring commissioned officers from the Army into the pilot training program.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

The number of graduates we are programmed for in FY 78 will give you an idea of the scope of our operation (Fig. 15). Undergraduate training will have 879 graduates and graduate helicopter training will have over
2,000 graduates this year. In this number we have about 500 aviators who have been on extended ground assignments from 3-7 years. Ground duty is other than in an aviatirn position. We bring these aviators to Fort
Rucker and refresh them before they go to their new aviation assignments.
We have a considerable output of enlisted students which this year should be over 4,000 students.
enlisted training consists of maintenance, air traffic control and flight operations courses.
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Fig. 16
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We also have a very vigorous allied training program at our school (Fig. 16). Notable in this regard is
our EURO/NATO course in which we have Germans, Danes, Norwegians and the Dutch. We have approximately
30 German students! in training at all times with a small number from the other three countries. A relatively
large number of Israeli students are also trained here along with students from numerous other nations, We
have had students from 26 nations here at one time.
I am now to the point where I want to make some detailed explanations of the kind of training we do (Fig. 17).
I would like to compare our present initial entry course which we started using in June 1977 to the previou,.
course. The previous course consisted of 180 aircraft hours and 20 hours of UH-1 flight simulator. Our present course consists of 175 aircraft hours and 40 hours of UH-1FS time. I would now like to point out some comparisons between the two.

MI

Fig. 17
Our primary training has been reduced from 85 hours to 50 hours. What we did was to eliminate most of
the solo time except for the solo time in which very specific maneuvers are practiced by the students. In reality what we did was to eliminate those hours where we had student pilots going some place to have an accident.
Transition training in the UH-1 "Huey" has remained essentially the same. The major change in this phase
is that we moved the cockpit procedures training into the academic portion of training instead of the flight portion.
In the instrument stage you can see one of our major changes--increasing simulator hours from 20 to 35.
The Army in recent years has relied heavily on flight training simulation to the great advantage of proficiency
and effectiveness in training as well as cost reduction.
We think we know how to train an instrument pilot best and here is how we do it. The student receives
training first in the simulator for approximately two weeks. Then the simulator and aircraft are alternated
until the last week of the course when all training is conducted in the aircraft. We are turning out better instrument pilots now than we ever had in the Army even though we have reduced this phase from ten to eight
weeks and aircraft hours from 30 to 20. Overall, we think it is the best package effort anyone could put together on instrument flight training.
For the first time in the history of Army aviation, we have a night qualification course. Probably some of
our more significant advances in overall combat capability of the Army lie right here. You know the type
threat against which we will fly in a future war is that which we depict about the Soviet Union. A very mid to
high intensity air defense environment, all kinds of lethal weapons many of which can be brought to bear against
helicopters. We think we are going to have to operate much more at night. In our previous course a pilot at
graduation had flown approximately 12 hours at night which was spread throughout the course. In the present
course each student receives 20 hours of night just in the night qualification phase. If a student cannot fly at
night he goes no further in this course. No one ever washed out in previous courses because they could not
fly at night. There wasn't any way to define it; the hours were spread too thinly.
In the last four and one-half hours of the night qualification phase, every student receives training in night
vision goggles. The students are taught the capabilities and limitations of the night vision goggles, a device
in which the Aeromedical Research Laboratory has had great input.
For example, training with night vision goggles in order to make it safe requires increased emphasis in
safety. The Aeromedical Research Laboratory developed filters which can be mounted on our night vision goggles which permit us to fly in the daytime as if it were night. We use the day filters to conduct our night vision
goggles training in the combat skills phase of training. This is just one thing the Aeromedical Research Laboratory has done, and I think that by having the lab here at Fort Rucker as a member of our team has helped
to facilitate that development.
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Another new innovation in our initial entry course is the training cf Aeroscout pilots. For the first time
in Army aviation history we teach aeroscouts at Fort Rucker. In years past, all scouts were trained in their
unit. An individual would go to flight school and learn to fly the Huey. When he reached his unit they would
point to him and say you will be a scout pilot. Then the unit had to expend the time to train him to be a scout
pilot. We are now taking ten students out of each IERW class and giving them 60 hours of aeroscout training
in the combat skills phase to include transition into the OH-58 helicopter. The remainder of the class continues
on to combat skills taught in the UH-1 aircraft. Students in both tracks receive five hours of UH-l flight simulator training in tactical instruments.
What are tactical instruments? Well, it is basic instruments and it will teach you to fly in a stateside or
European environment under whatever air traffic control system is in operation. Tactical instruments takes
what a person learns in instrument training and applies the capabilities of the aviator and air crew to operate
in the forward area of the combat zone. Whereas in our normal instrument training we are talking about taking
an instrument flight from 4,000 feet above the ground on up within the capabilities of the aircraft versus tactical
instruments where we are talking about being able to fly instruments 30 to 500 feet above the highest obstacle.
Once the destination is reached, an approach, an instrument approach, to a small tactical beacon in the forward
area of the combat zone is made.
The two areas which I would like to make sure you understand are that the frontiers of Army flight now lie
in the night qualification phase and tactical instruments which we teach in combat skills. These are all based
on a good basic instrument course.
For those of you who are sensitive to human behavior changes, let me now discuss some of the changes
we have made since 1969 in our training program (Fig. 18). Primary training has been reduced from 100 hours
to 50 hours. UH-1 transition has remained the same except for the cockpit procedures training which I mentioned earlier. Instruments has gone from 50 hours flight time to 20 hours now and from 71 UH-1 flight simulator
hours to 40 including five hours of tactical instrument training. Combat skills has increased significantly
from 25 hours to 60. All this in a period of nine years.
I think you can see our emphasis has been on preparing the aviator while he or she is here in school for
that environment in which the unit will fly against the Soviet threat.
I call it the ground environment; not the air environment.
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OPERATIONAL BRIEFING
SOVIET HELICOPTERS
Ralph P. Alex, President
International Helicopter Committee of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale
1037 Stratfield Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06432
Thank you, Colonel Knapp, for your very complimentary introduction. I enjoy coming to meetings like this
where helicopters are the main topic and where fixed-wing aircraft will someday unfreeze and whirl their wings.
My discussion today will cover Soviet helicopter technology. I was introduced to Soviet technology in 1953.
In 1959 as President of the American Helicopter Society and President of the International Helicopter Committee
of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale, I visited the Soviet Union and was allowed to visit test bases,
factories, and also to fly many of their helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. This was the first time an American
was allowed to do this. They also.allowed me to take a great quantity of pictures. I returned to the U. .S. with
all this film undeveloped. The general comment on my return was, "I am sure they let you leave with undeveloped
film because at some point they most likely x-rayed all of it and the result will be blank film, "--but it wasn't.
Most amazing was the fact that every picture came out except the one roll where I forgot to remove the lens
cover. It was also amazing that, while/ am not a photographer, most all the pictures were of good quality.
Since this visit I have been continuously impressed by their progress in tle rotary-wing art of helicopter
production. They have been parallel with the U. S. since the development of the first successful helicopter-the Sikorsky XR-4 was delivered to the Army Air Corps in 1942. This helicopter is now in the Smithsonian
Institute. The USSR began their helicopter development a few years later and over the past 33 years have become
a major helicopter designer, producer, and user. Many different helicopters have been built and several in substantial production quantities. During the past 20 years that I have been President of the International Helicopter
Committee of the FAI, the Russians have been members. Many years ago they told about the international helicopter competitions held in their country. These consisted of five events that comprised a training syllabus with
pilots judged on points and precision flying. Finally in 1971, the Helicopter Committee had its first World
Helicopter Competition in Buckeburg, Germany. The Russians were not able to enter. The Germans won the
event. In 1973, a Second World Helicopter Competition was held at Middle Wallop in Great Britain. The Russians
furnished a men's and women's team flying their Mi-1, a 20-year old helicopter. With their long experience
training for the five events, they won the World Championship for men and women; and tied for first place in
the team event with Great Britain.
I am now going to tell you a little about their development history and discuss some of their current and
future plans which I was told about during our meeting in Paris in February of 1978. While understandably there
is skepticism regarding some of their stated accomplishments and goals, I think that one must agree that they are
well within the "state-of-the-art."

Fig. 1. Soviet Mi-I

Fig. 1 is a photograph of the Mi-1. This is the first of a design series by the Mikhail Mil Design Bureau.
The helicopter is powered by a 525/575 hp radial piston engine which is a Russian version of the Pratt and
Whitney R-1340. It has a three-blade rotor with steel tube-step tapered segmented spars with pin-joint splices;
the leading edge is laminated wood; and the wood ribs are covered with fabric. This construction was progressively changed to eliminate splices and pinned attachments through the years; and finally, the blades used the
same technology as in the U.S.--aluminum extruded leading edge spar and aluminum sheet pockets for the blade
airfoil shape. This aircraft from the beginning of its development had anti-iced windshields, engine carburetor
heat and rotor blade de-icing. The early versions used alcohol and the later versions used an electrical system.
It has a scary starting system. It is a compressed air system with a storage tank. So, if the tank is empty, you
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can't start. I asked, "Why don't you use an electrical system?" The reply was, "We can't afford it; and also,
there is plenty of air everywhere. All you have to do is compress it. " They have built over 3,000 of this model
and trained over 9,000 pilots for their military and reserve forces. At present they are being used by their many
aero clubs for proficiency training. Many are in extended storage. Gross weight of this helicopter is 4,200 lbs,
cruise speed about 85 knots (100 mph).

Fig. 2.

Soviet Mi-4
"Hound"

Fig. 2 shows the Mi-4 which was Mil's next larger effort. The aircraft is very similar and slightly larger
It is powered by a USSR version of the Wright R-1820, 1450 hp engine. It has a
than the Sikorsky H-34 (S-58).
four-blade rotor system and originally used steel tube spars and built-up wood leading edge and fabric covering. Subsequent models have aluminum extruded spars and aluminum pockets. The blades are electrically
de-iced as is the windshield. The tail rotor is wood construction. A radar altimeter is standard equipment on
this machine as it is on all helicopters operating in the Soviet Union. The climate in the USSR is so varied that
there is a constant need to be prepared for icing, whiteout, IFR weather, and a minimum of navigation aids.
Therefore, a radar altimeter is considered basic equipment. They also have a very simple navigation system.
It consists of a basic three receiver ADF. It receives three signals from positioned transmitters in the field and
it automatically computes position from these three fixed points. A continuous X and Y coordinate display instrument provides continuous position update. The instrument can be stopped to transfer position to a simple running
map kneepad system. This navigation system is absolutely simple, very lightweight, and quite accurate. The
radar altimeter has been there for years. They have built over 4,000 of these machines and they also have
licensed other countries to build this machine. They have allowed Nationalist China to build them. Nationalist
China has built about 80.

Fig. 3.

Soviet Mi-6
"Hook"

In 1957, they decided that the U. S. was coming along on big helicopters, and they went ahead and built
this machine. It was built in 1957 and shown to the public and the western nations in 1959. Since then, they
have built over 500 units. This helicopter holds several world speed records. It still holds the world speed
record for 1,000 km closed course, 186 mph average speed set in 1959. It can carry up to 80 troops, it carries
two six-by-six trucks and has two 5,500 hp flat-rated turbines. The turbines rating at sea level, for five
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minutes, is 7500 hp. Again, dual radar altimeters, weapons ystems mount in the nose, and quite a solid aircraft--one that they gave away to many of their satellite countries. They derated the machine for normal use to
improve reliability. Instead of allowing it to fly at 97,000 gross, it flies at 83,000. They have very few spare
parts. When the spares disappear, since there was no follow-on support promised, the satellite courtries don't
normally fly them very much after that. So, most of their friendly sister nations that have had the Mi.6's have
flown them for a period and they they go into storage and they stay there. What the Russians are going to do
about that, I don't know. This 114-foot diameter rotor with 122 rotor rpm has flown on a 100 km closed course
for an official world record at 211 mph. In the United States, the Black Hawk set the 15/25 km world's speed
record at 220 mph. To break the 100 km USSR record of 211 mph would require flying for five or six minutes at
very high speeds and would require boosting the engines to 40 or 50 percent over maximum power. The attempt
was canceled. The feat of 211 mph for 100 km is still held by the Mi-6. Incidentally, all these machines have
been produced in quantity. All these machines, even though they are in civilian dress, are military--it depends
on what mission is assigned. As to the interior, it is quite a good interior; same type of construction as here.
Today they have the biggest hydraulic presses for forging titanium, aluminum, and steel in the world. They
have a 75,000 ton press and five 55,000 ton presses so they can make forgings for greatly increased production
rates, and they are ready for it now.

Fig. 4.

Mi-2

This machine was built from the Mi-i. It has two small turbines. What did they do? When they heard us
dicsussing the facts and by reading our magazines and literature, they learned that when you have to have the
helicopter operate in all weather, very low and slow, and near troops and people, you must have it multi-engine.
This one has two 375 hp turbines. In 1956 they decided to develop a family of turbines. They built 375 hp
turbines, 800, 1500, 2000, and 4000 hp sizes. They got them all to operate within a period of five years. Some
of them not as successfully as others, but there were about 4,000 of these machines built. Production today is at
a rate of 30 a month. The main manufacturing facility is in Poland. The Mi-2 flies a little faster than the Mi-i,
but basically it is the Mi-1, turbinized. I asked what it was used for as it is completely outfitted inside as an
exec luxury machine. I asked, "Why do you have plush interiors?" He said, "We have executives in Russia,
too. Why do you think that we haven't?"

Fig. 5. Mi-10
"Harke"

This is the Mi-10 which they built from the Mi-6.
Fifty of these machines were built. We think it takes
after the Sikorsky Crane, but it was developed about two years later. It has a rear-facing operator control with
a sling that can carry 20 tons on the hook. It has no hoist. It has the same 114-foot rotor. It has flown 215 mph.
Considered not too successful, because of each mission to transport missile components, it sort of fizzled.
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Fig. 6. Kamov-25

Kamov is a coaxial man and he thinks tail rotors and tail cones and tail fuselages are a danger and not necessary. They contribute to parasitic power so he puts coax rotors and eliminates tail rotor losses. He has built
five sizes so far. This had 800 hp engines, originally. Today these are rated at 1500 hp. The gondola. the
belly nose section there, is for the rear-facing operator who crawls in there so that he can control the 3-ton load
they can pick up on the sling from the carriers and, also, from the smaller missile ships that it has to supply
from the carriers and from the supply ships. It can carry 11 troops; it has flown 175-185 mph at times, though
officially the Russians say it won't fly over 125. It is carried on the Moskva helicopter carrier. It has anti-ship
missiles on it now. It has dipping sonar and good radar out to line of sight. They tell me that with some of the
IR equipment on board it can pick up line of sight up to 80 miles at about 12,000 feet. It can pick up a two degree
surface temperature change on the water. This is what the Russians tell me, though they can't tell me much
about what the two degree difference means. They built about 120 of this model.

Fig. 7.

Kamov-25

m r

You can see they have electric folding rotor blades. Now they are putting the blades closer together and
making kneeling landing gear to have smaller hangar spaces on the deck, so they don't have to have such a
high compartment or hangar space for the machine. The machine weighs about 16,000 pounds and has a 3-ton
payload, and about 2j hour endurance.

Fig. 8.

Kamov-26
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They built this small machine and it is called a Kamov-26. It has piston engines, carries about one-half
ton of cargo. They built about 4,000 of these and it is used as a training machine and for agriculture and spraying. Also, in the farmlands, it is used for carrying minor supplies, cargo and spare parts.

Fig. 9.

Mi-8
"Hip

The Mi-S was built, we think, to match the U.S. Sikorsky S-61, a 24-30 passenger transport. They only
built 110. They tried to market it in western Europe; they did not succeed too well. The machine has some
world records. It was flown 180-190 mph by women for world records on long distances. Today it is used as
a commercial transport and a later one as a troop transport. You will see pictures of some movies showing it
in operation in East Germany, and I think it would be interesting to you. It has two 1500 hp flat-rated engines,
weighs about 23,000 pounds, and carries 27-30 passengers and 22-25 troops. I said, "Why do you carry 25
when a squad is much less and why don't you have a squad carrier like the U.S.?" They said, "A squad must
be very flexible. It might be required to be 20 or 10, but we have to have it large. You might want a Pathfinder crew or PR people to accompany a squad."

Fig. 10.

V-12
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"Homer"

They went ahead and built the V-12 in 1970. They began building this machine in 1968. In 1970, they flew
it.
It has two Mi-6 rotor systems, one on each pylon on each wing panel, and each rotor can carry about 95,000
pounds, but they have improved them so this aircraft flies at a gross weight of a quarter million pounds. It will
carry 300 troops. It is the equivalent of the Soviet An-22 transport. As a transport it goes into the theater,
stays in the theater, and delivers.the equipment the big airplane brings into the rear of the forward areas.
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Fig. 11.

V-12
(In flight)

This is the V-12 in flight. Some of the flights it has had back from the Paris air show have been unusual.
There is a man that sits way on top of the pilot's office in a little cupola and watches both rotors. When they
get out of phase and begin to vibrate and cowlings begin to open and fall off, he advises the pilot and they
land. I told them that it means the ship must be underdeveloped. They said it was very well developed except
at times when it behaves that way. This is the type machine that can fly at 120-125 knots and probably faster,
but they do have that unsymmetrical loading that causes a resonance, and they don't dare try to fly it too fast
because they won't be able to slow down in time. They are building six more.

Fig. 12.

Mi-24
"Hind"

This is the Mi-24 gunship that they decided to build, and they built it basically from the Mi-8. It has a 72foot diameter rotor, two 1500 hp derated engines that can put out at least 2500 hp each. It has wing stations for
pods for 57 millimeter free (unguided) rockets, folding fin, and also, the outboard stations are for the bombs,
missiles or other ordnance. In the front, the nose, is the gunner/copilot or he acts generally as copilot. He
has a formation stick and he can take the aircraft over for some missions. In back, side by side, there are two
pilots. In back of them in the cabin is a fire control or an artillery or a missile adjuster, and he acts like an
artillery adjuster. He receives data from forward Pathfinder units; he gets information as to coordinates of
enemy equipment, either tanks or armor of some kind; and he will then plot that information and transmit it to
the gunner up forward who will then fire the missile. This capability has only been available within the last
two or three years. This Mi-24 has been flying for four years now. These missiles that they are firing in this
manner are not wire-guided; they are like the Hell Fire, fire and forget, up to 12-15 km. He gives them the
coordinates, they fire in the general direction, and he can see the missile traveling on the CRT as he has a television sensor in the nose. In the last stages target approach, terminal guidance trajectory, he can watch the
target, put the missile on target, activate the television recorder, watch the missile hit the target, and come home
with that information, or rerun the tape on the screen and see what the missile really hit. They say it is wonderful for recording serial numbers of equipment they hit and they even look carefully at who is in the aircraft. I'm
not sure they are telling the truth, but at leait they have a good line. Basically, that is what they have now.
The only other man they have in the aircraft most all the time is the crew chief. It is a five-man crew aircraft.
In the movies, in this early model, you will see a cabin space big enough to carry 14-15 troops besides the
ordnance and the five-man crew. It weighs 25, 000-26, 000 gross when it takes off for its mission. It has about
21 hours of fuel. Some of the information that the Russians say we have erroneously gotten is that at that gross
weight it has a range of about 80 km. They say, "Don't you believe that. We will never go anywhere without
full tanks, it is uneconomical." The other thing they say, "with this machine, you must keep 12-15 km back of
the MLR and back of the target because if the target is close enough to fire missiles at you, the Mi-24 is too big
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a machine and any loss rate is unacceptable. We cannot lose our crews, they are few, and they are very important. They are very highly trained. We must keep them alive so we keep the aircraft far back and will not
engage any targets close enough to where we might get return fire that might be effective from the other side."
This is their philosophy. Initially, they built about 80 of the Mi-24. About 40 were in East Germany for the
first couple of years and there are many more there now. They stopped production on this machine after about
200. The next ones that you will see are the machines that are in production now at rates up to 30 a month.

Fig. 13.

Early version
of Mi-24

This is the old machine, the early version of the Mi-24. The forward area mounts a nose chin turret; the
landing gear is retractable. They said the gear must be retractable because they are going to have 360 degree
fire from the turret. This is so they can sweep an azimuth of 360 degrees and fire at targets to the rear.

Fig. 14

This is a smaller machine with a 58-foot rotor and weighs about 15,000 to 16,000, same engines. Lately,
in a clean version, it made world records in 1,000 km closed course at 200 mph and 500 km closed course at
207 mph. It carries anti-ship missiles and it has carried them in East Germany--in training maneuvers. I asked
them why they do that; they are not flying at ships. Well, it is a good place to train, and we are amongst all
the other gunships and gives them the type training we want. What type training is that? Mainly it is contour
flying, absolutely in the nap-of-the-earth, in defilade for protection. So this is a smaller machine, very high
speed. Incidentally., the women flew it and they made five records. They timed a climb to 6,000 meters (about
19,000 feet) in 41 minutes. It is a climbing fool and reliable. I said, "Why do you have the women pilots fly it?"
They answered, "They are perfectly competent, and we want to show you westerners that we don't need SAS
and automatic flight stabilization; vibration is contained."
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Fig. 15.

Mi-24

This is an underview of one of the latest machines with the bubble turrets--side view of the machine. This
is one of the earlier versions, the number three version, and the side view changed somewhat. This is the
earliest machine, that first Mi-24 with the side-by-side pilots and the forward observer. This is the squadron
you will see in the movie, so we won't harp on it; but it has the big turret with the 20 mm cannon, gatling gun
in the nose, and IR direction fire control, radar, and also a laser range finder with the turret. Once you find
the target, the laser range finder wi'l automatically hold on to it as an optical contrast seeker and sweep the
target at very high rates of deflection. They claim it is very effective and they have used it. If you can look
and see the cockpits, they have bubble canopies now instead of the flat non-gliuit glass that they had. They
said non-glint doesn't work because it flares and glares too badly inside. So hey now have canopies, which is
the best of two worlds but still compromised, and right now they say they are testing a canopy that retracts in
the hover or in the hover position where they pop up and fire. Under this condition, they have no canopy at all.
That gives you three things: (1) no glint, no glare; (2) a feeling that you are out in the battlefield area, a
more secure feeling; and the other (3) no weapon is going to hit them due to deflection of the round, either rifle
fire or cannon fire, where even shrapnel might hit the cockpit canopy and that spall could incapacitate the pilot.
If he has no structure or canopy the only time he can get incapacitated by a hit is if he is hit directly, which
could happen even if the canopy was there. So, they think they have the best of three worlds, and it is an unusual concept.
COMMENTS BY SPEAKER
There are two other things I would like to tell you about the Russians. One is that they would like to tell
you that everything is successful and everything they are doing is operational and with the long range missile
keeping far away from the MLR, and I think that is a pretty valid one. The other basic thing that they just told
me in February is that they are developing four" RPV's because they cannot allow, in their way of thinking, the
experienced crews of all their aircraft to be exposed to fire when they are going against sophisticated weapons.
The losses will be untenable and totally unacceptable. They are making RPV's of the mini, the gunship, and
will make them non-manrated so that their gross weight will be about half of the present machines and the cost
will be about a quarter. That is their goal. They have developed multi-fuel type engines in the small category,
and it is very lightweight and will weigh less per pound horsepower, and they are now actively developing a
3,000 pound lift gunship, a 12-15 troop equivalent RPV remote power vehicle that would carry cargo, fuel and
other supplies into forward areas. As for manned aircraft, they will only move forward when the area is sterile
and it is safe to enter, and if it is safe they will put their manrated aircraft into the area and their troops. These
are the combat tactics they propose. It was explained to me quite in detail at their meeting, and it is pretty hard
in two days to get any real feel for it, but that is their view. Right now they are building 30 gunships a month
and 10 transports a month, and they say that they cannot build too many more than that a month. During last
year's combat maneuvers, they experienced very large loss rates and came to the conclusion that they must
develop these new tactics. The last thing to remember is that their aircraft is about the same as ours, a little
more rugged, and with speeds of 200 miles an hours, with their combat performance as we saw in the short film.
with some of the things we saw in our world championships and other places, that their combat performance is
quite acceptable. Thank you very much. it was a pleasure to be here.
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OPERATIONAL BRIEFING
ATTACK HELICOPTERS
COL John C. Bahnsen
TRADOC System Manager, Attack Helicopters
United States Army Aviation Center
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362
My job is a very simple one--I am to insure that the American helicopter force takes very few losses and
make sure the Russians have very high losses.
I am going to talk with you about some of the things we are doing in the attack helicopter business.
areas I will discuss with you are as follows:
--

Total Attack Helicopter Weapon System Management

--

NATO Battle

--

Helicopter Air-to-Air Warfare

--

Unique problems in Attack Helicopter Employment

The

"JAWS" is the acronym for the Joint Attack Weapons System (JAWS) tactics development and evaluation (TDE)
conducted by the U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force utilizing the Air Force A-10 attack aircraft and Army attack
helicopters. The film I will show you will depict how we integrated the A-10 close air support aircraft and attack
and scout helicopters. I served as Army director of the Joint TDE.
(JAWS FILM SHOWN)
The tremendous stress placed on the Air Force pilots positioned in the nose of the A-10 was measured by the
Air Force. The stress placed on the attack and scout helicopter pilots was not measured. I wish we had done so;
it was a failing on our part,
Our job is attack helicopter total system management which includes personnel, tactics, hardware, training
and logistics. We know less about the personnel area than the other areas just mentioned where we know a great
deal. Herein lies the challenge to operational helicopter aviation medicine. We must learn the impact on human
bodies and minds of our new weapon systems and employment thereof.
The principal attack helicopter missions are as follows:
--

Anti-armor

--

Cavalry

--

Air Assault

Our primary mission, of course, is anti-armor. The traditional mission of cavalry includes the economy of
force missions, reconnaissance and security. Air assault missions are supported by attack helicopters for security and suppression of enemy personnel and air defenses along the assault route.
My discussion of the NATO battlefield will include only the anti-armor mission. The NATO central battle
scenario we will face looks like this--two US tank companies (approximately 30 direct fire anti-tank weapons
systems) opposed by two enemy regiments with approximately 210 direct fire weapons systems, a 7-1 ratio.
This is a most difficult situation at best. Each US weapon would have to destroy seven enemy weapons as they
close within engagement range.
Reduction of enemy targets by engagement at longer ranges can be conducted by a platoon of attack helicopters each carrying 16 Hellfire missiles. If two attack helicopter platoons could be brought to bear on the
is
force of 210 enemy systems with 90% effectiveness, we could attrit the enemy to a 3 or 4 to 1 ratio which
battlefield.
reasonable to defend against. This is a worse case actual example from a sector of the European
Herein lies the reason for having highly capable attack helicopters available on the battlefield.
at Fort Rucker.
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NOE flight was required, the pilots often lost track of the air-to-air mission or when pressed with the air engagement, they often lost track of their location. Trying to accomplish two distracting missions at the same
time (air-to-air engagement and NOE navigation), human capability is challenged to the utmost. Common use
terminology for the air-to-air mission does not exist and must be developed.
Tactically, we determined that the best flight mode is to remain at terrain/NOE flight. Combat action is
very fast. If you skyline yourself you are much more vulnerable. The necessity for coordination with the
air defense elements was examined and must be evaluated further. An evaluation of our current weapons
available on the attack helicopter showed that the 7.62 mm gun and the current 2.75 inch rocket system were
of little value. Some type of "heads up display" is required for fixed forward firing weapons. A fire control
system for an on-board cannon will probably be required. Several fire control switches would have to be
moved to other locations in the Cobra cockpit to facilitate air-to-air engagement. They have to be located
where they can be felt by hand rather than requiring the pilot to bring his back into the cockpit. A simple
protective coating on the helmet sight attachment is also required to keep the crew from scratching the canopy.
The attack helicopter employment problems of concern to the medical community include fatigue assessment
and impact; day-night crew integration training and procedures; crew communication difficulties; laser protection; life support system adequacy; and requirements for night vision capabilities. The fatigue factor at
the NOE environment is high but unknown and unmeasured. Will our new helicopters outfly our crews, especially when we have a day/night 24-hour mission? Integrating our crews for day and night missions will
present problems. We need reliable but simple methods of communication in the NOE environment and during
radio silence. The impact of dark adaptation on our crews and our night vision capabilities present a severe
challenge to mission accomplishment.
Finally, I show you the list of aviation medicine concerns that are worrying the attack and scout helicopter
force today:
--

Personnel Fitness

--

Man-Fighting Machine Interface

--

Impact of Stress on Mission

--

Night Vision Systems/Night Operations

--

Aircrew Fatigue Aspects

--

Human Factors Engineering

We are thinking seriously of using separate day crews and night crews and perhaps a manning ratio of up
to two pilots to one cockpit seat for our new 24-hour capable attack helicopter. How we get these will depend
to a great deal on the medical research identifying the fatigue and stress factors and other factors to be faced
at NOE flight.
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OPERATIONAL BRIEFING
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION,

EUROPE

Thomas C. Scofield, Major, MSC
Chief, Aviation/Operations Branch
Headquarters, United States Army Medical Command,
APO New York 09102

Europe

INTRODUCTION
Distinguished AGARD panel members and guests, it is a pleasure for me to be here this afternoon to provide
you with a brief picture of the United States Army Medical Command, Europe, and aeromedical evacuation
within the European Theater 1978.
During the next few minutes, I would like to review some of the more significant actions and events that
have taken place in Europe; review how we are organized for our mission in Europe; review the United States
Army doctrine governing medical evacuation; and address two issues concerning the use of helicopters in a
high intensity conflict in Europe.
For the purpose of this briefing, I will concentrate on the field medical evacuation units, which have
the responsibility of patient evacuation.
The United States Army field medical assets in 1964 consisted of two hospital centers, three medical groups,
six medical battalions, evacuation hospitals, surgical hospitals, ground ambulance companies, and several
smaller medical units to support the U. S. Forces. Because of numerous studies, budget restraints, and congressional action, such as the Nunn Amendment, the medical capability in Europe has been greatly reduced
(Fig. 1). From 1965 to 1967, one hospital center, three medical battalions, two evacuation hospitals, five ambulance companies, one clearing company, and one medical depot were eliminated as well as the two medical holding companies and the medical holding detachments. However, during this period we gained an air ambulance
company and two helicopter medical detachments as well as one medical brigade (Fig. 2). From 1968 through
1971, a medical group, all of the medical battalions, and several evacuation hospitals, surgical hospitals, and
ground ambulance companies were eliminated from the total force (Fig. 3). From 1972 through 1974, medical
assets were further reduced. However, two helicopter medical detachments were added to compensate for the
loss of the ground ambulance companies (Fig. 4). The years 1975 through 1978 were characterized by still
further reduction in medical assets (Fig. 5)
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The United States Army Medical Command, Europe, is a subordinate command of the United States Army
Europe and Seventh Army, the major Army command in Europe. General Reid is the Chief Surgeon of the
United States Army, Europe and Seventh Army (USAREUR), as well as Commander, United States Army Medical Command, Europe. As Chief Surgeon. United States Army Europe and Seventh Army. General Reid is responsible for the United States Army health service to Europe.
United States Army Medical Command Europe has two missions. First, be prepared to provide medical
support in the event of war; and second, provide peacetime health care services to United States Forces and
their families. To accomplish the peacetime mission, the American sector in the Federal Republic of Germany,
consisting of two U. S. Corps. V and VII, and the 21st Support Command, is divided into seven medical department activities (MEDDACS).
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In addition, outside the American sector, are five MEDDACS (Fig. 6). Various field units, under the command and control of the 30th Medical Group, a subordinate command of MEDCOM, provides the aeromedical
evacuation capability within Europe. Today, within Europe, we have one air ambulance company and four air
ambulance detachments.

Fig. 6
The air ambulances are stationed in seven permanent locations from which they provide support to all the
MEDDACS within the Federal Republic of Germany. The Headquarters, 1st and 3d Platoons of the 421st Medical
Company (Air Ambulance), are located at Nellingen. The 4th Platoon of the 421st Medical Company is located
at Darmstadt. The 2d Platoon of the 421st Medical Company is located at Schweinfurt. The 159th Medical Detachmer~t (HA) is located at Fuerth, Germany. The 15th Medical Detachment (HA) is located at Grafenwoehr.
The 236th Medical Detachment (HA) is tocated'at Landstuhl. This provides MEDCOM with a total of 49 UH-1H
air ambulances (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7
There are four ground ambulance companies in Europe. The 651st Medical Company (AMB) is located at
Ludwigsburg; the 42d Medical Company is at Nuernberg; the 557th Medical Company (AMB) is located at
Darmstadt; and the 583d Medical Company (AMB) is located at Landstuhl (Fig. 7).
Aeromedical evacuation of patients in Europe follows basic U. S. Army doctrine, which governs the medical
evacuation of patients from the most forward facility of the evacuation system--the battalion aid station or field
site pick-ups to the hospitals in CONUS. There are three zones in the aeromedical evacuation system--the forward combat zone; the rear combat zone or communication zone (COMMZ); and the zone of interior (Fig. 8).
The Army is responsible for evacuation of patients within the combat zone. The primary means of evacuation for the U. S. Army within this zone is the UH-1H helicopter air ambulance. Patient evacuation is organized
into four levels extending rearward in an integrated and continuous system. Each level, from unit to COMMZ,
provides a greater treatment capability than does the preceding level (Fig. P).
The organization of medical support is flexible and will be influenced principally by the tactical situation.
Composition will vary widely with different situations and operational environments.
There are five levels of medical support:
--

Unit level, which is an integral part of the 2d level division.
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Fig. 8
Unit level medical support is the first level and is organic to division. These small medical units (platoons
or sections) perform three primary functions. The first is to provide aidmen to the infantry, armor, or mechanized company of the battalions. The second is to establish and operate the company aid posts and battalion
aid station, and the third is to provide evacuation from the point of injury back to the aid station, aid post, and/or
battalion aid station.
The division level medical support is the second level and is provided to the entire division by its organic
medical battalion. The medical battalion operates the division clearing stations and evacuates the patients from
the forward battalion aid station.
The third level of medical support is corps level. The corps employs air and ground medical evacuation
assets to evacuate patients from the divisional medical clearing stations to the hospitals located in the COMMZ.
Of note here, the air ambulance may by-pass any level of medical support; for example, the battalion clearing
station, and go directly to the combat support hospital if the condition of the patient is urgent. This decision is
made by the pilot-in-command of the air ambulance in concert with the medic on board the air ambulance. This
is an essential factor in rapidly moving the patient to the facility that can best treat the type of injury sustained
by that patient.
The fourth level of medical treatment and evacuation is the communication zone. All medical units in the
communication zone are assigned to the medical command. Presently in Germany, patients are evacuated from
the corps area utilizing ground and air ambulances. Rail and U. S. Air Force tactical aeromedical aircraft may
or could be used in time of war. These patients are moved to the general station or field hospitals located in
the COMMZ.
The final level of support involves movement of patients from the COMMZ to the zone of interior--CONUS.
This level of evacuation utilizes United States Air Force evacuation aircraft. These patients are taken to
named general hospitals, named post hospitals, and other federal hospitals in CONUS. This completes the
chain of medical evacuation.
Two of the issues expressed by critics of helicopter aeromedical evacuation in Europe are that the helicopters will not be able to survive on the battlefield because of the Warsaw Pacts anti-aircraft capabilities and
fire power. The tactics developed here at Fort Rucker and the techniques employed and adopted insure that
we can and will survive in this environment, if we train properly. Additionally, weather has been expressed
as a factor that will prevent helicopter operations in Europe. Presently, we labor under peacetime weather
restrictions which are there for safety. In time of war, these restrictions will be reduced or eliminated.
Weather may well be a helpful factor to us--what the enemy can't see, he cannot hit. Further, weather may
limit his tactical movement. Proper training and continuous evaluation of instrument efficiency will insure
that we can safely perform in adverse weather conditions. I believe we can survive on the modern battlefield,
if air ambulance assets are used properly, and that we will evacuate as far forward as the tactical situation
dictates; however, mismanagement and improper employment of air ambulance assets will severely degrade
our evacuation capability. The medical family must constantly review and reemphasize the proper use of air
ambulance assets. Air ambulances shnuld be utilized to evacuate emergency and priority cases which must be.
evacuated immediately to save life or limb. Air ambulances should not be used to evacuate minor illnesses.
There is a continuous need to train tactical personnel and medical personnel in the proper and most effective
method of evacuation.
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All indications are that the next conflict will be highly lethal.

The conflict may well be characterized by:

--

Higher rate of casualties.

--

Fewer hospital beds.

--

Scarce medical evacuation assets.

--

Longer distances for evacuation.

--

Congested and interrupted main supply and evacuation routes by refugees and tactical units.

--

Shortage of physicians and specialized surgical teams.

--

Consumption of large amount of supplies.

These conditions dictate proper employment of air ambulance assets.
The keys to success for successful evacuation in this environment are:
--

The proper utilization and the proper mix of air and ground evacuation vehicles.

--

Evacuation of patients as far forward as the tactical situation permits by air. If the severity
of the injury is such that air evacuation is warranted, then that option should be considered
in concert with the tactical situation. If the injury is minor, ground evacuation is advisable.

--

Mating the patient with the physician best capable of treating the patient's particular type
injury as quickly as possible.

--

Orchestrating patient flow to treatment facilities.

--

Cycling medical aviation units in and out of combat regularly to maximize efforts without
degradation of aircraft and crew availability rates.

Further, to meet the challenge of the modern day battlefield, we need helicopter aeromedical research. From
the beginning of flight, man has experienced physiological problems which have limited his ability to operate
his aircraft safely. Each new aerial development has created new problems. To survive and evacuate our
patients, we need the aeromedical research scientists--we need answers to questions concerning:
--

Fatigue.

--

Night vision devices.

--

Better instrumentation specifically designed for helicopters.

--

New and better life support equipment designed for helicopter crews.

--

New and better on-board medical equipment specifically designed for the helicopter environment
for en route treatment.

The challenges are there.

We need the aeromedical research scientist's help to solve these problems.

In the past few minutes, I have given you an overview of the Medical Command, Europe, discussed the medical evacuation doctrine, and addressed a few issues concerning the use and employment of helicopter air ambulances. We, in Europe, look forward to the next year wi-th great anticipation, realizing that there will be new
ideas, sweeping changes, and perhaps a reorganization or two.
Thank you for your interest and time. This concludes my briefing.
REFERENCES
1. George E. Chapin, Jr., "Medical Support" Briefing Presented to the Association of the United States
Army, Garmisch, Germany, 17 April 1978.
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SEA, CARRIER, ANTISUBMARINE OPERATIONS
Daniel R. Bilicki, CAPT, US Navy
HS Wing One
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Helicopter Antisubmarine Wing One is located at the Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, Florida, and has administrative control of seven helicopter antisubmarine squadrons. In this capacity the wing controls approximately 65 SH-3, Sikorsky Sea King aircraft. These aircraft, assigned to the individual squadrons, deploy
aboard the Atlantic Fleet attack aircraft carriers to provide antisubmarine warfare (ASW) protection for these
ships.
The threat we are immediately concerned with is the Soviet attack submarine, be it nuclear or conventional
powered. The quiet, elusive nature of the prodigious Soviet attack submarine is a constant threat to the CV,
its associated task force, international merchant shipping, sea lanes, and harbors throughout the world. Only
since 1959 has the Soviet Union placed sufficient emphasis on submarine production that this modern and powerful underwater weapon system has become the major strength of their Navy. Their submarine force presently
consists of nearly 00 units, which when compared to the U. S. force is larger and more diversified. The
versatility of the modern Soviet submarine poses a multiple sea going and land based threat. This includes:
torpedoes from attack submarines at close range; cruise missiles from attack submarines at 15-300 miles; and
ballistic missiles that could destroy a city such as Seattle, Washington, from an underwater firing position off
the coast of New Jersey. It is evident that the Soviet submarine poses an immediate and formidable threat to
national security and world peace.
Our mission specifically as Helicopter Antisubmarine Wing One is to nullify the awesome and everpresent
threat by means of antisubmarine warfare tactics. Antisubmarine warfare presents a significant challenge in
that 70% of the earth's surface is covered by water. Through systematic precision our highly trained professionals execute the four phases of ASW: search, detect, identify, and destroy with accuracy.
The CV, a vast and mobile floating arsenal, measuring over 1000' long and 90,000 tons, is a self-contained
floating air station. It is home for over 5000 men and about 100 aircraft, which need to be fed, fueled, and
maintained to do the task at hand. It is, however, an extremely vulnerable and highly prized target. The
identify,
very noise it puts in the water is extreme and distinct, enabling the Soviet attack submarine to detect,
and track it with ease. The relatively small complement of capable ASW helicopters on board the CV provides
it with superb ASW protection out to 50 miles. The range can be extended by in-flight refueling; however,
other platforms prove to be more effective search vehicles at extended ranges. The SH-3's quick response,
rapid localization and timely kill capability utilizing sonar, magnetic anomaly detection equipment, sonobuoys,
and homing torpedoes are unprecedented.
The H-3 platform provides for compact placement of sensor and weapon packages. Mark 46 torpedoes can
be mounted port and starboard. Marine markers, or smokes, are in the aft section of the port sponson. The
dipping sonar is housed in a central well in the underside of the aircraft. The sonobuoy launcher is located
in the after section of the cabin and can be operated electrically from the cockpit. The mad towed body and
reeling machine are carried in the aft section of the starboard sponson and are particularly effective due to
their trailed position below and aft of the aircraft, removing them from self-induced aircraft interference.
Sonar evolutions are conducted from a hover. The sonar transducer can be positioned at various depths, has
active and passive detection capabilities, can provide bathythermograph information and underwater communication.
The H-3 can launch an attack on information provided by its own sensors or on information gained by
coordinated operations with other antisubmarine sensor platforms. The SH-3's versatility and unprecedented
localization accuracy, coupled with its unique ability to launch an active homing torpedo from a hover, gives
the helicopter a distinct advantage over other ASW platforms. It is able to flush the sinister hunter from his
den and deliver a precise, timely attack on the enemy submarine. Crew coordination and discipline in the
multipiloted aircraft are paramount in the safe and successful completion of all H-3 missions, especially the
demanding night, all-weather ASW operations. Each member of the ASW team plays a significant role in the
successful completion of the total ASW mission. As an integral member of the ASW team and in its unique
fleet support role, the SH-3 provides an inexpendable service to the Navy's modern fleet. The versatility,
vigilance, and valor displayed by the men of the antisubmarine helicopter squadrons have won the ASW helo
a permanent place in the Navy's antisubmarine force.
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RESCUE HELICOPTERS IN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MISSIONS
by
B.Gorgass, G.Frey, W.Stotz
Rescue Center
German Army Hospital
Mihringer Weg 105/I
7900 ULM, FRG
and
G.Kugler and I.Karger
Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club-e.V (ADAC
Zentrale)
Baumgartnerstrasse 53
8000 Muinchen 70, FRG
A. INTRODUCTION
During the Vietnam War, the military medical service and the civilian rescue organizations in the Federal Republic of Germany noted with admiration that the US Army was
able to fly every wounded person, with few exceptions, to the final unit for treatment
within 40 minutes from the time the injury occurred. Thus the American soldier had the
opportunity, under combat conditions, to be transported more rapidly and with more
care to a place where he could receive clinical treatment than many of our civilian
emergency patients in peacetime. The positive medical experience of the American medical service with its own ambulance helicopters were a decisive reason for starting
to use helicopters in the civilian rescue service in the Federal Republic of Germany
on a trial basis in 1967 and 1968 through the joint efforts of the various rescue
organizations, the German automobile club (ADAC), public authorities and the Federal
Army.
Despite many inadequacies, initial organizational problems, inappropriate medical
equipment and insufficient space in the aircraft, the results of the experiments were
so encouraging that in 1970, ADAC in Munich and in 1971 the Federal Army in Ulm began
to set up permanent rescue helicopter bases. By now, the entire area of the Federal
Republic of Germany is virtually covered by a network in which 24 rescue helicopters
are operated.
B. RESCUE HELICOPTER BASES IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
The size of the area of operations is determined primarily by the structure and geographical distribution of hospitals and special clinics as well as the population
density and - which is also important - the airspeed of the helicopter. All rescue
helicopters are stationed at well-equipped clinics. The experience of the various
centers confirms that in a relatively densely populated country like tae Federal
Republic of Germany, regions with a 50 km radius are suitable and practical as areas
of operation for rescue helicopters. This is because all aircraft can reach the
periphery of the area within 10 minutes.
Some areas of operation overlap, but particularly in the southeastern part of our
country, there are still gaps which for the most part will be filled in the near future.
The Federal Disaster Defence provides BO 105 helicopters at 16 bases. The Federal Army
contributes to civilian air rescue at 5 fixed bases with BELL UH 1 D helicopters. Three
bases are maintained by the German Air Rescue, a registered association, with Alouette
III and Bell Long Ranger helicopters.
The crew consists of the following personnel, depending on the type of aircraft:
Technical crew:
BO 105: 1 pilot from the Border Patrol
BELL UH 1 D: 1 pilot
1 flight engineer/navigator
Medical crew:
The medical crew is standard for all aircraft.
1 emergency doctor
1 emergency medical attendant
The emergency doctor is a doctor especially well-trained in emergency medicine from a
hospital with a helicopter base whose emergency surgery and/or anaesthesia ward operates
this service. The emergency medical attendants come from the various rescue organizations
which also manage the ground rescue service. These emergency medical attendants have
received special training in emergency medicine. However, for legal reasons they are
not permitted to carry out themselves such important measures in emergency medicine as
infusions, injections and defibrillation.
Nevertheless, these measures are frequently of utmost importance for the success of a
rescue mission. For this reason, all rescue helicopters in the Federal Republic have
a doctor on board. We are absolutely convinced that - at least in our country - the
operation of such an expensive means of rescue as the helicopter is only justified if
the patient is offered a maximum of medical care at the scene of the emergency and
during the flight.
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As chief promoter in the development of air rescue with helicopters, ADAC has assumed
a particularly important function. It negotiates with the health insurance companies
for almost all bases about the lump sums to be paid for each rescue mission, settles
these amounts and is responsible for the statistical documentation.
Apart from this air rescue service system, there are 12 helicopter bases of the SAR
service, operated by the Federal Army. The helicopters based there can in certain
exceptional situations be requested in order to transport civilian patients.
The willingness of the health insurance institutions to pay approximately DM 850,(about 0 400) per mission was the most important requirement for establishing an air
rescue service.
C. RANGE OF FUNCTIONS AND OPERATION TACTICS OF THE RESCUE HELICOPTER
As a supplement to and in support of the completely developed ground rescue service,
the rescue helicopters fly primary, secondary and "other" missions.
PRIMARY MISSIONS are rapid flights to the scene of the emergency. Emergency medical
care for the patient, if necessary air transport to a suitable hospital.
With SECONDARY MISSIONS, we distinguish between "urgent" and "non-urgent" flights. By
secondary missions, we mean the transportation of an emergency patient from a hospital
whose capacity does not suffice to provide the necessary treatment, to a clinic which
is adequately equipped for final treatment, both medically and in terms of personnel
and organization.
Urgent in this connection means that the danger to life is still acute and the entire
mission must be carried out as rapidly as primary missions. Frequent causes for these
urgent secondary missions are cranial injuries which can only be treated in a neurosurgical clinic and severe respiratory disorders which can only be treated in large
intensive care units with facilities for permanent artificial respiration.
Non-urgent secondary missions means that air transport to a special clinic offers advantages in terms of distance, transportation trauma and time. There is, however, no
acute danger to life. The rescue means used in primary rescue service should, if possible, not be used for this type of transportation so that they remain available for
acute emergencies.
Various, more infrequent types of missions fall in the category "Other Missions". They
include:
- transportation of blood and organs
- transportation ofl- edical equipment or special medical
teams to smaller hospitals
- transportation of technical rescue teams, for example
the fire brigade, with special equipment like hydraulic
expanders to free persons who are wedged in, divers or
mountain rescuers.
A particularly important function of rescue helicopters when used in disaster cases is
transporting patients acutely in need of treatment both rapidly and carefully over
greater distances to several key hospitals and special clinics.
The rescue helicopter is alarmed via the supra-regional rescue control center of the
rescue service. Here the decision is made as to whether an ambulance, a rescue missions
ambulance with doctor or a rescue helicopter should be sent, depending on the nature
of the emergency alarm and in view of the distances, the traffic situation and weather
conditions.
D. RANGE OF PATIENTS
In the early years when the air rescue service was being developed, bringing a trained
doctor with an emergency medical attendant and suitable equipment to the scene of the
accident as rapidly as possible was thought to be the rescue helicopter's most important
task. After ensuring vital functions, transportation of the patient to the clinic with
ground vehicles was possible in many cases. Operational tactics and medical equipment
were for the most part oriented towards attending persons injured in road accidents.
The public supported this procedure since the alarming increase of road accidents was
visible to all daily in a particularly drastic way.
However, it was recognized increasingly that the less spectacular but similarly alarming
increase of civilizational disorders which also represent an acute threat to life made
it necessary to use helicopters for primary missions as well. Particularly in rural
areas in which the family doctor cannot always be reached immediately and cannot reach
the scene of the emergency fast enough, there are more and more cases, in which the
emergency doctor with the rescue helicopter is alarmed in order to treat and transport
patients, for example those with myocardinal infarctions, serious cases of poisoning
or neonatal disorders.
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Urgent Primary Missions

(n = 8740)

Traffic accidents
Accidents at work

58.4 %

Accidents at home

2.9 %

Burns

0.7 %

5.7 %

Accidents caused by sports

2.6 %

Accidents caused by water

0.8 %

Accidents in mountains

0.3 %

Rail accidents
Air emergencies

0.7 %

Gunshot injuries
Internal emergencies
Other emergencies

0.4 %
0.6 %
19.7 %
6.8 %

Quite typical examples of reasons for primary missions of rescue transport helicopters
of the Disaster Defence for 1977 are given here. The rescue helicopter is alarmed in
around 74 % of the cases for accidents. The predominance of such emergencies is partly
due to the fact that there are practically always landing possibilities for the rescue
helicopter where road accidents occur. Although helicopter landings in inhabited areas
do present some navigational problems, acute disorders which usually occur in homes or
at work make up a clearly defined percentage (approximately 20 %).
Below we give a breakdown of the 1,150 secondary missions flown by our Rescue Center
in Ulm, based on other criteria:

Reasons for Transport
Diagnosis and therapy for cranial and brain
traumata
Respiration and intensive therapy
Internal disorders

(n = 1150)
30.01 %
25.13 %
24.43 %

Operational care for surgical emergency
patients

7.04 %

Neontal disorders
Burns

5.47 %
2.26 %

Poisoning
Transportation of blood and organs

1.91 %
2.34 %

(Death of patient before transportation

1.14 %)

(Death of patient during transportation

0.27 %)

The varying frequencies reflect the various reasons for transfer of the hospitals in
our area. They are determined by the distribution of the hospitals, the types of clinics
and the stage of developmaent of the ground rescue service in each area of operations of
the rescue helicopter. As far as the whole country is concerned, we find that with the
improvement of the ground rescue service, in particular by making ambulances with
doctors available, the ratio of primary to secondary missions changes so that there are
proportionately more secondary flights. The greater the distance the patient must be
transported, the more apparent the important advantage of the helicopter compared with
ground rescue service becomes.
E. EQUIPMENT
The range of operations and the patients inevitably determine the nature and extent of
the medical equipment in rescue helicopters. There are various basic principles:
- The medical equipment must be such as to meet the requirements for all branches
of medicine, for example traumatology, toxicology and cardiology.
- It must make possible proper treatment of patients of all ages, from the premature
infant to the aged person.
- All equipment for emergency diagnosis and elementary therapy must be easy to transport
outside the helicopter as well so that it can be used at the scene of the emergency.
- All equipment must be adapted electrically to the helicopter so that use of the
equipment does not present any problem during the flight and no disturbances occur.
An example of this is the equipment of the BELL UH 1 D from the Rescue Center in Ulm:
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Portable equipment for treatment outside the helicopter
BAG COMBINATION
-

-

"RESPIRATION" Bag with medicine and equipment to treat
isolated disturbances of the respiratory system
"CIRCULATION" Bag with equipment to treat other emergency
patients, particularly in case of cardiocirculatory emergencies

- portable ECG monitor with defibrillator
- 1 set for gastric irrigation and detoxication
- 2 stretchers, a vacuum mattress
- apparatus for rescuing persons wedged in
(Force rescue axe)
Built-in equipment for observation of patients and treatment during the flight
- Anaesthesia apparatus for artificial respiration and for
combined anaesthesia during the flight
- Cabinet with instruments, medicine and bandages
- Disaster kit with 20 liters of blood reserves, bandages,
analgesics, etc. as anaesthetics for disasters
- Incubators of different sizes can be installed on short
notice in order to transport newly born infants in all
helicopters.
The stretcher used on these missions is placed lengthwise behind the pilot's seat and
the substitute stretcher is placed directly above it in the same direction. This
longitudinal position of the stretchers gives us around 60 % more space at the head
of the patient so important emergencymeasures such as intubation and puncture of
central veins can be taken in the aircraft and if necessary during the flight. Although
space is limited, all the usual resuscitation methods can be employed at any time.
The second stretcher is used only in dire emergencies when a patient's life is in
danger since the patient lies directly under the cabin roof when the stretcher is set
in place in the upper stretcher lock. If the stretcher is locked in place in the
middle, the patient would lie too close to the patient underneath.
In the BO 105 helicopters, the two stretchers on which the patients are transported
are placed side by side. The medical equipment is for the most part similar to the
equipment described above.

F. SUMMARY OF OUR EXPERIENCE
1. Flight Experience
As doctors, we can only repeat statements made by experts in the field of helicopter
flying. Pilots employed in the air rescue service stress unanimously that this
activity requires great flying skill since in most missions, landings must be made
on unfamiliar territory and many flights are flown in bad weather. In addition, this
service involving work with patients requires an exceptional humanitarian commitment.
2. The Significance of the Air Rescue Service for Medical Care of the Public
As a result of the rapid transportation of a specially qualified doctor to the patient
whose life is in danger and the possibility, if necessary, of transporting the patient
to a suitable clinic further away at a warrantable risk, there has been a considerable
improvement in medical attendance in general and in rural areas in particular. The
period of rest required in the hospital is shortened by the fact that an emergency
doctor is on board the helicooter and the extent of oermanent damage is decreased. The
use of the rescue helicopter has proven a lifesaver for many patients.
We hesitate to give exact figures for the number of human lives saved, since in many
cases where the necessity of the flight is undisputed, attendance by the helicopter
doctor is only the first decisive step towards saving a life. Without optimum clinical
treatment, many patients would die afterwards.
We consider the rescue helicopter as a mobile intensive care unit which, as the extended
tool of the hospital, cannot be replaced in certain emergencies by any other means of
rescue. The rescue helicopter has now become an indispensable factor in the compound
system of the rescue service of the Federal Republic of Germany.
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AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION ON THE PREDICTED EUROPEAN
BATTLEFIELD - A SCENARIO IN URGENT NEED OF ATTENTION
by
Dr William C.Wood
5200 Oak Meadow
Memphis
Tennesee 38134
USA
SUMIAARY
The lifesaving efforts of American helicopter ambulances durin, this nation's
involvement in the Republic of "ietnam conflict are legendary. In that war American
forces maintained air superiority. MEDE"AC helicopters evacuated wounded from
throughout the battle area. Due to the current antiaircraft capabilities of the
Warsaw Pact nations, however, helicopters operating in the mid to high intensity
predicted battlefield in Europe will be required to fly at lower altitudes and
will frequently be denied access to contested airspace. A pro-ram of medical
evacuation using primarily groind vehicle evacuation forward of the bri ade
trains area is presented in this paper. It is suzgested that MEDEVAC helicopters
be used on a "shuttle" basis, operating between the brigade trains area and the
supporting combat support hospital. It is believed that this plan will accomplish
the mutually supporting goals of increasing the number of lives saved and improvina
helicopter ambulance survivability on the predicted European battlefield.
The history of American involvement in the conflict in the Republic of Vietnam
indicates that throughout active 11nited States participation air superiority by
American forces was maintained. The primary hazard to American aircraft operating
over South "ietnam was enemy ground fire. A landmark achievement in the Irietnam
War was the employment of a highly sophisticated medical evacuation system using
helicopter ambulances. wever before in the history of warfare had medical
evacuation been obtained so rapidly. Thousands of lives were saved by prompt
helicopter evacuation, often under enemy fire. As Neel so well pointed out,
the use of a helicopter ambulance evacuation system promoted centralization of better
equipped, better staffed hospitals, and made specialty medical care more readily
accessible to the combat casualty, often within minutes of actual wounding.3
However, the employment of the helicopter ambulance was contingent on the
maintenance of air superiority. Superb communications must also exist to properly
use helicopter evacuation. The Vietnam conflict was characterized by a fluid
battlefield, with frequent "search and destroy" operations. Rear support areas were
in many cases accessible only by air. The helicopter ambulance provided the ideal
medical evacuation mode for this type of warfare.
In the more recent Yom Kippur War, or the War of Atonement, as some have called it,
extensive antiaircraft capabilities of the Egyptian and Syrian forces compelled the
Israeli Defense Force to modify aircraft tactical employment methods. Airspace over
both the nolan Heights front and the Suez front was contested and aircraft losses by
both parties on each front were considerable. It would appear from published accounts
that the Israeli Defense Force was forced to rely primarily on ground evacuation of
combat casualties in these areas. The use of tracked, armored personnel carriers as
medical evacuation vehicles was shown to be an important, indeed a required, means of
casualty evacuation in this intense period of fightina. The employment of helicopters
in the contested airspace about the FEBA(forward edge of the battle area) was limited.'
It is believed that this conflict more nearly approximates the predicted mid to high
intensity battlefield which would occur in a European conflict than did the Republic
of Vrietnam engagements. It is obvious that, although many similarities between the
predicted European battlefield and the October War are seen, there will likely be
significant differences which will affect the techniques of medical evacuation.
Historically speaking, a combatant's perception of what will happen to hi4
after wounding has and always will be a significant component of troop morale.
Medical evacuation doctrine must be applicable to the projected tactical environment
and must consider the relevant factors of the enemy threat, the terrain, and the
anticipated weather conditions. As the technique of modern warfare changes, a continuing reassessment of medical evacuation doctrine is essential.
The Predicted European Battlefield
Warsaw Pact forces are extensively equipped with an impressive array of antiaircraft weapons. The fully tracked, highly mobile ZSU 23- quadruple antiaircraft
system is a potent weapon a-ain-t low flyin- aircraft. Forward troop units are
equipped with vehicle launched and shoulder launched antiaircraft missles. Just as

in I'ietnam, small arms fire will further endanger aircraft operating in the lower
flight altitudes.

The presence of this threat has placed increased reliance by
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helicopter units on the use of F'OE (nap-of-the-earth) low level flight and on the use
of terrain features for masking.
European terrain differs markedly from that of the Sinai. mhe preeminent danger
to rotorcraft in the European environment is the multitude of wire hazards. NOE
flight techniques are a necessity, yet wire hazards remain an ever present threat to
the aircraft operating at low altitudes, often only a few feet above the surface.
Valleys provide protected approaches, and the use of such routes may allow access
to units for casualty retrieval if no wire hazards are present.
Weather in Europe, particularly in the winter months, is notoriously poor, with
snow, rain, and fog.
Icing conditions may occur, further complicating medical
evacuation.
American helicopter crews must be prepared to function in the CBR environment.
Training with the M24 aviator protective mask is a crucial component of unit combat
readiness and MEDE"AC units must be prepared to evacuate casualties under condilions
in which use of this mask would be required. Night operations will play a role in
future conflicts, just as they did in the Yom Kippur War. MEDEVAC will be more
difficult under nighttime conditions, but these helicopter ambulance units must be
prepared to function at any time of the day or night. The development and employment of the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggle holds -reat promise of improved night
capability. Medical evacuation operations are a fertile field for extensive
employment of these highly sophisticated night vision devices.
It is obvious that the European battlefield will be incredibly sophisticated,
from tactical,threat, electronic, C3R, and logistic standpoints. Since the European
battlefield would be predicted to be a mid to high intensity combat situation, casualty
loads will be heavy. A premium will be placed on the prudent use of helicopter
ambulances. The goal of medical evacuation is to provide the marimum lifesaving
support as rapidly as possible. Use of medical evacuation helicopters in contested
airspace where their survival is endangered might well result in aircraft losses.
These aircraft must be properly used to ensure their survival and the performance of
their mission in the most efficient manner. The luyury of air superiority can no
longer be assured on dav one of a European conflict. Ground evacuation must be used
to evacuate casualties to a point in the brigade rear area where helicopter ambulances
can more safely operate with greater chance of survival for rapid and more efficient
casualty transportation. 'Iefore proceeding, a review of current United States Army
medical evacuation doctrine is appropriate.
The Evacuation Sequence in Today's United States Army
In the current concept of medical evaclation from the forward ed e of the battle
area (-EBA), the unit battalion aid station contains an evacuation section which
is sent forward from the battalion rear area to the FEBA for casualties.
'he wounded
are then brought to the battalion aid station, where initial life-savink' treatment is
provided by the battalion physician's assistant. In support of each division is a
medical battalion, composed of four medical clearin- companies. Each medical clearin
company contains a clearing section with physicians and an evacuation section, with
wheeled vehicle ambulances. The medical clearing company sends the wheeled ambulances
of its evacuation section forward to the battalion aid station to pick up casualties,
who are then broug ht to the medical clearing company area. In general, one clearing
company is colocated with the Division Support Command (DISCOM) trains in the division
rear area. Employment of the remaining three medical companies is flexible, with at
least one medical clearing, company supporting each committed brigade of the division.
The medical clearin- company for each brigade is customarily located in the brigade
trains area in the brigade rear. Supporting each committed division will be a combat
support hospital with an increased complement of medical personnel and equipment. It
is anticipated that the combat support hospital will be either in the corp area or
in the division rear area. YEDE17AC helicopter ambulances are corp assets. In the
"lietnam War MEDEI'AC evacuation frequently bypassed the battalion aid station and flew
to either a combat suprlrt hospital or an evacuation hospital. This provided specialty
medical care much sooner than -;rolind transportation and resulted in a tremendously
improved chance of survival for the wounded individual. This evacuation system is
of coijrse somewhat more complicated than given above, but this b-zief outline will
assist in understanding the changes to he suggested below.
'he increased casualty load expected in a mid to high intensity conflict, coupled
with finite helicopter ambulance resources and the tactical factors previously mentioned,
indicate that increased reliance on -round transportation is essential for the
predicted European battlefield. Particularly significant in casualty evacuation from
the area about the RE"A(forward edge of the battle area) will be the use of tracked,
armored vehicles, such as the M113 tracked ambulance, which will be required in many
cases to safely move casualties from the forward battalion zone to a point of safe
pickup by unarmored ground wheeled ambuJlances. Prudent use of all vehicles moving
toward the rear areas will be absolutely essential to ensure timely evacuation of
all wounded. It is proposed that the MEDEVAC helicopters not evacuate from locations
forward of the medical clearinp company position in the brigade rear area. FOE and
low level flight techniques, includin- the use of protected approaches, may be
necessary to enter this area.
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mhe brigade commander should be given the option of personally permitting
MEDEAC missions forward of the brigade trains area. In this case he should be guided
by tactical considerations, includin- local air superiority status, and by the advice
of his brigade sur-eon regarding the urgency of casualty evacuation as assessed from
available medical information.
The use of the MEDEVAC helicopter to rapidly and efficiently transfer patients
from the medical clearing company to the combat support hospital or evacuation
hospital assures more efficient use of the physicians and facilities at the medical
clearing company. Survivability of the MEDEVAC helicopters is improved, allowing
their continued use. "se of this suggested system ensures that life-saving medical
support by physicians at the medical clearin, company will not be overflown. Initial
resuscitation by physicians in the medical clearing company with adequate treatment
for shock, fractures, and hemorrhape, will improve the survival of patients being
evacuated for specialty care in the larger supporting medical facilities.
Medical evacuation, just as military doctrine and tactics, cannot be planned
from or based on a previcus military conflict.
'he use of military evacuation
assets must be continuously reassessed in light o9fchan es in the projected
battlefield environment. -he Tnited States Army has been a world leader in the
employment of the helicopter ambulance, setting a precedent for concern for the
wounded soldier that has saved countless lives. It remains for us to adapt the
sin-ular aspects of the predicted European battlefield to our helicopter
capabilities. -y approaching this problem and solving it we will increase our
effectiveness in evacuating wounded, thus savin an increased number of lives and
decreasin- morbidity. At the same time we will enhance survivability of our
helicopter ambulances which can then evacuate more casualties and save more lives.
Evolution of the doctrine of MEDE"AC helicopter employment will pay rich dividends
in lives saved on the predicted European battlefield. It will also maintain combat
readiness of our units and minimize loss of combat effectiveness due to wounding.
The predicted European battlefield represents a challenging area for implementing
improved techniques of medical evacuation.
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MARYLAND'S MED-EVAC HELICOPTER PROGRAM
R Adams Cowley, M.D.
Professor of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, and
Director, Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services
22 S. Greene Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
U.S.A.

A Med-Evac helicopter program, developed by the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical
Services in 1968 with the Maryland State Police Aviation Division, has been transporting patients
to the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services' Shock Trauma Center since 1970. The
system was developed to reduce the high rural fatality rate. Helicopters pick up victims from
the scene of accidents and speed them to special care centers which can manage severe multiple
trauma and other medical problems. The helicopters are also used for interhospital transfer
of critically ill and injured patients, physician emergencies, transport of premature or ill
neonates, transport of medical personnel and supplies. By using the helicopters 90 percent of
flight time for police work, the cost of Med-Evac transports has been kept down. The survival
rate has improved since the beginning of the program to 82 percent of all transports.

The fatality rate in road traffic accidents is ten times greater in rural areas than in metropolitan areas.
This may be accounted for by the higher speeds travelled on country roads, delay in discovery of accidents
on little travelled roads, waiting for ambulance transportation, longer distances to be covered, sparcity of
physicians and specialty resources and the fact that it is still general practice to transport the victim to
the nearest hospital, regardless of its capabilities.
In military situations, helicopters have proven their value for medical evacuation from remote areas to
treatment centers. But, although there have been experimental programs, helicopters have not been widely
accepted in civilian operations as an arm of the emergency health care delivery system.
A Med-Evac Helicopter system was developed in 1967 by the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical
Services (MIEMS*), in cooperation with the Maryland State Police (MSP) Aviation Division. The system
has been transporting patients to the MIEMS Shock Trauma Center since 1970. It has proven to be economical and medically effective. (1)
The Center, established in 1960, had evolved by 1968 into a sophisticated clinical facility capable
of providing definitive care to multiply injured patients. But a means was needed to get critically injured
traffic accident victims from the state's rural counties to the treatment center in Baltimore.
After some preliminary trials with military helicopter transports, the Center approached the Maryland
State Police to obtain helicopters to share between police work and patient transportation. In 1968, a
Department of Transportation grant was awarded to develop the program. Bell 206B jet Rangers with
capacity for two litter patients in addition to the pilot and observer/medic were chosen. The helicopters
were to be used mostly for police work, but Med-Evac transports were to have first priority. A large, allweather heliport was built adjacent to the Center. The observer/medic completed the standard EMT-A
81-hour course and then took additional training at MIEMS.
The Air Med-Evac system was the first element added to the clinical Shock Trauma Center. Later,
other specialty referral centers were added to build an integrated, complete emergency medical services
system for Maryland. The whole system has grown tremendously since 1970, and is now responsible for
planning, developing, coordinating and evaluating all aspects of emergency medicine in Maryland. (2 , 3)

The MIEMS was established in 1960 as the country's first Shock Trauma Center. In 1968 it moved into its
own building, containing an admitting area, operating rooms, critical care recovery unit, intensive care
unit, clinical STAT laboratory, and research laboratory. The clinical hub of the state emergency medical
services system, the center merged with the system in 1977 to become the Maryland Institute for Emergency
Medical Services. System components in addition to the Med-Evac program include the MIEMS Shock Trauma
Center, specialty referral centers, areawide trauma centers, a statewide communications system, research,
evaluation, and educational programs for physicians, nurses, and EMT/paramedics. The system provides
continuity of care from notification of an accident, resuscitation at the scene, transportation, definitive
care and rehabilitation.

3.2
EMS SYSTEM COMPONENTS
A communications system evolved from the need to coordinate helicopter transports. Now, through
voice and telemetry communications, SYSCOM, the statewide system communications center, can link,
county fire departments, central alarms, ambulances, hospitals, helicopters, consulting physicians and
specialty referral centers to any other element anywhere in the state.
The specialty referral centers provide treatment for specific critical problems.
copters transport patients from the whole state to these centers in Baltimore.

The Med-Evac heli-

The original center is the Adult Shock Trauma Center at MIEMS, which provides treatment for patients
with:
- Severe injuries to two or more body systems
- Cardiac and major vessel injuries
- Uncontrolled shock from any cause
- Multiple injuries with complications such as shock, sepsis, respiratory, cardiac and liver failure,
alcohol and drug overdose
- Severe facial and eye injuries
- Burns
- Gas gangrene
- Carbon monoxide and other poisoning.
Head and spinal cord injuries are treated in a special Central Nervous System program at MIEMS.
The Johns Hopkins Hospital Pediatric Trauma Center provides services similar to those for adults at MIEMS
for children, tailored to meet the specific and different needs of children. The Baltimore City Hospital
Regional Burn Center provides the medical personnel, facilities and rehabilitation required by burn victims.
A State Intensive Care Neonatal Program at Baltimore City, University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins Hospital
manages critically ill and premature newborns referred from all over the state. The Curtis Hand Center at
Union Memorial Hospital has special microsurgical facilities and personnel for the repair and reimplantation
of severely injured and severed hands and arms and facilities for rehabilitation of these injuries.
These centers are the top level of care in the comprehensive EMS master plan for the state and are the
only level of centers to receive helicopter transports. Other levels in the "Echelons of Trauma Care"
system include the University Center level at Johns Hopkins Hospital and University of Maryland Hospital
in Baltimore, and Areawide Trauma Centers in each of the state's five EMS regions. (Figure 1) Because of
the geographical isolation and rural nature of Maryland's Eastern Shore, the Areawide Trauma Center there,
Peninsula General Hospital, will receive helicopter admissions. At each level, strict requirements for
facilities, equipment, staffing, clinical procedures and evaluation must be met before the center can be
designated as part of the system. (Figure 2)
The foundation of the system continues to be local hospital emergency rooms, which handle 85 percent
of the trauma cases. The Areawide Centers are prepared to handle the next, more critical 10 percent. The
most critical 5 percent are transported by helicopter to the specialty referral centers.
The Maryland EMS system is voluntary and based on the understanding and participation of citizens,
physicians, EMT's, hospitalsand communities throughout the state. Public information and education
programs for citizens explbin how the system and its components relate to them and how to access the
system. The medical community is involved through councils in each of five geographical regions and
through medical control groups and advisory councils. Physicians are also contacted directly so that the
function of the specialty referral centers, the type of patients appropriate for referral, the method of
interhospital transfer, and available consultation may be explained.
MED-EVAC OPERATION
The Maryland State Police Med-Evac helicopter fleet has grown to 14: four two-litter Bell Jet Rangers,
eight three litter Hueys, and two eight-litter Sikorskys. Increased state funding within the last year provides
for more manpower to be trained and to staff the service around the clock. Four bases, geographically
distributed across the state are now staffed 24-hours a day. In the near future, helicopters will be based
at four more locations to assure complete coverage of the state. (Figure 3)
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The Med-Evac system is used for six major purposes: 1) direct pickup of patients with life-threatening
injuries from the scene of an accident; 2) interhospital transfers for critical multiple trauma victims; 3)
transfer of any patient whom a local physician deems an emergency needing care and equipment which are
unavailable in his hospital; 4) transport of premature infants from outlying hospitals to the State Intensive
Care Neonatal Program hospitals; 5) transport of medical personnel to the scene of the accident or to other
hospitals for emergency care or evaluation; 6) transport of medical supplies, blood or blood components,
and organs for transplantations.
DIRECT PICKUP
Seventy percent of the Med-Evac transports come directly from the scene of an accident, usually a
highway. Maryland's volunteer and paid ambulance and rescue squads cooperate with the State Police MedEvac program to provide initial triage and facilitate rapid transportation to the appropriate care facility. The
direct pickup at the scene of the accident involves the air med-evac helicopter by one of two methods. The
helicopter crew, while on patrol, may see an accident or be alerted by monitoring emergency radio bands.
In these instances, they would usually be the first paramedical assistance to arrive. Or a civilian or a
highway patrolman may call the county central alarm for help, and the alarm dispatches an ambulance with
a simultaneous request for helicopter support.
To coordinate the jurisdictional function and responsibilities at the scene of the accident, representatives from state police, local ambulance services, and physicians responsible for emergency health care
delivery developed the following guidelines:
Whoever arrives first at the scene of the accident assesses the injury. If the injury is serious, he
calls for both a helicopter and an ambulance. If the ambulance arrives first, the crew immediately administers first aid and resuscitation. If the injury is not life-threatening, the patient will be taken to the local
hospital. A more serious injury will be taken by ambulance to an areawide trauma center. If the injury is
life-threatening, the ambulance crew will continue resuscitation at the scene until the helicopter arrives to
transport the patient to the Adult Shock Trauma Center or other specialty referral center. If the helicopter
notifies those at the scene that it cannot reach the scene in a reasonable time or that the mission is not
logistically possible, the ambulance crew will proceed immediate with the patient to the areawide trauma
center. If the helicopter arrives at the scene first, the crew provides immediate first aid, resuscitation
and injury assessment. If the victim does not require transport to a specialty referral center, they sustain
the patient until the ambulance arrives for transport to the local hospital.
Mean response time for helicopters from call to pick up is 15 minutes. The helicopter crew spends
no time at the scene stabilizing the patient, applying complex splints, G-suits, starting intravenous lines
unless the victim is trapped in or under a vehicle. Instead, the medic/observer maintains the airway,
administers oxygen, stops external bleeding with compression pads and practices cardiopulmonary
resuscitation as needed. He is capable of inserting an esophageal obturator in comatose patients.
From most corners of the state, helicopters can reach the Baltimore centers within the critical "Golden
Hour." (Research has shown that if patients reach definite care within one hour of a serious injury their
chances for survival are much enhanced.) During this trip, the pilot contacts SYSCOM with the estimated
time of arrival and the nature of the patient's injuries.
When the helicopter lands on the Shock Trauma Center heliport it is met by an anesthesiologist and a
nurse who rapidly assess the patient during the five-minute ambulance ride to the center.
In the admitting area, a diagnostic operation room, the remainder of the multidisciplinary team is
z.zrubbed and assembled, anticipating the injuries described by the pilot. Rapid, agressive resuscitation
and stabilization follows a predetermined protocol.( 4 ) If necessary, the patient can be moved to an adjacent
operating room for surgery.
Once stabilized, patients are taken to the Critical Care Recovery Unit (CCRU) where they are closely
monitored. The average stay in the CCRU is five days, after which the patient is transferred to a step-down
unit, the Intensive Care Unit. Average stay is again about five days. From the ICU, the patient may be
transferred to the Intermediate Care Unit, a general hospital bed, a rehabilitation facility or home.
INTERHOSPITAL TRANSFERS
For interhospital transfers, a physician of an outlying hospital telephones SYSCOM at MIEMS to
request assistance. A Shock-Trauma physician experienced in endotracheal intubation may be sent to
accompany the transfer. All patients accepted for admission come directly to the Shock Trauma Center
emergency receiving area where second triage is performed. They do not pass through the hospital emergency
room.
Those admitted are stabilized, diagnosed, and transferred directly to the 12-bed Shock Trauma Recovery
Unit, to the operating room, or to the Intensive Care Unit for further assessment, management, and treatment.
Those patients not requiring the Center's facilities (4%) are referred to appropriate areas elsewhere in the
hospital (e.g. , ICU, CCU) or to a general hospital bed.
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PHYSICI AN EMERGENCY
When an emergency arises in the community and patient's survival is compromised because of inadequate facilities or a lack of specialized equipment, any physician may request assistance from the Shock
Trauma Center by calling SYSCOM. Such patients automatically qualify for air med-evac transportation
unless the Shock Trauma and the referring physician indicate that an ambulance would be the more suitable
mode of transportation.
TRANSPORT OF MEDICAL PERSONNEL
Physicians may be taken to the scene of an accident where victims are trapped or pinned under a
vehicle, or if the emergency rescue crews suspect that certain medical procedures are required at the scene.
Neurosurgeons, anesthesiologists, and thoracic surgeons have been flown to outlying hospitals to help
evaluate and treat patients when the hospital involved did not have the physician staff to prepare the
critically injured patient for transport.
TRANSPORT OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Rapid helicopter transportation is of great value to convey unstable and perishable medical supplies,
such as blood or blood components, and organs for transplantation, when these are required by other hospitals
for both emergency and elective procedures. This especially pertains to distances exceeding 50 miles.

TRENDS
Each year admissions to MIEMS Shock Trauma Center have increased an average of 7.89 percent. For
the last few fiscal years the admissions have been as follows: 1972, 615; 1973, 782; 1974, 872; 1975, 920;

and 1976, 1105.
Eighty-two percent of the admissions are delivered by helicopter, 70 percent from the scene of an
accident. Admissions are highest in summer months. For example, in June, 1976, there were 130 admission,
compared with 73 in January, 1976. Saturday is the busiest day for admissions, with Sunday and Friday
next. The largest number of admissions occur within several hours each side of midnight, with the fewest
during morning hours. Sixty-five percent of MIEMS patients are 17 to 35 years old; 76 percent are males.
Sixty-six percent are admitted as a result of traffic accidents, 10 percent because of assault.
In calendar year 1977, there were 1300 Med-Evac helicopter transports, 814 to Adult Shock Trauma
Center at MIEMS, 120 to the Pediatric Trauma Center at Johns Hopkins, 180 to Baltimore City Hospital's
Neonatal ICU, 77 to the University of Maryland Neonatal ICU, 54 to Johns Hopkins Neonatal ICU, 49 to
the Baltimore Regional Burn Center at City Hospital, 29 to Union Memorial Hospital's Curtis Hand Center,
21 to Washington Burn Center, 9 to Peninsula General Hospital and 35 other Med-Evac transports.
In 1976, of those transported directly from the scene, 9.5 percent were discharged to home within '24
hours. The majority of this group had been intoxicated upon admission, which complicates the already
difficult assessment and exclusion of head injury at the scene.

SURVIVAL
in 1976, of patients admitted directly from the scene, 6 percent were dead on arrival, either from a
rupture of a heart chamber, thoracic aorta or vena cava; severe head injuries; or fracture dislocations of
upper cervical vertebrae.
Of those arriving alive, 2.1 percent died in the admitting area from hemorrhage from major vessels or
irreversible brain injury. Fifty-six percent underwent immediate, total repairative surgical procedures, during
which 2.8 percent died. Uncontrollable hemorrhage accounted for all but three of these deaths.
Ninety-five percent of all patients who arrived alive survived to be admitted to the Critical Care
Recovery Unit. Irreversible brain damage caused therapy to be discontinued within 24 hours for 2.1 percent.
Of those surviving beyond 24 hours, 6.7 percent died in the unit within seven days, the majority due to
brain death, the others due to sepsis. (Table 1)
Comparison of statistics for highway traffic accidents transported by Med-Evac helicopter from the
scene to MIEMS from 1972 to 1976 show improved survival rates. The percent discharged to home within
24 hours wtas cut in half: 19.2 percent in 1972 to 9.5 percent in 1976, reflecting improved triage at the
scene. The number of patients dead on arrival decreased from 8.7 percent to 6.0 percent. The death rate
in the admitting area fell from 5.3 percent to 2.1 percent and in the operating room from 6.3 to 2.8 percent.
In the Critical Care Recovery Unit, the mortality of those who survived beyond the first 24 hours dropped
from 8.0 to 6.7 percent. If the decreased early mortality can be attributed to more successful resuscitative
and intra-operative care, more critically Ill patients would be carried over to the Critical Care Recovery
Unit, making these figures more Impressive. Of all patients transported by Med-Evac, the percent surviving
rose from 74.5 percent in 1972 to 82.1 percent in 1976, and of those who arrived alive, from 81.6 percent to
87.4 percent. (Table 2)
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TABLE 1
HELICOPTER TRANSPORTS TO MIEMS 1976
ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Transported
Dead on arrival (DOA)

From Scene
497
30 (6.0%)

Indirect
122
6 (4.9%)

Arrived alive
Died in admission area (AA)
Died in operating room (OR)

467
10 (2.1%)
13 (2.8%)

116
2 (1.7%)
5 (4.3%)

Admitted to Critical Care Recovery Unit (CCRU)
Died in CCRU within 24 hours
Discharged home within 24 hours

444
10 (2.1%)
47 (9.5%)

109
6 (5.2%)
5 (4.3%)

Admitted to CCRU longer than 24 hours
Died in CCRU after 24 hours

387
26 (6.7%)

98
11 11.2%)

Total Survivors

408 (82.1%)

92 (74.4%)

TABLE 2
HELICOPTER TRANSPORTS TO MIEMS 1976
ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Direct from Scene
1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

Total transported

208

315

324

361

497

Dead on arrival (%)

8.7

5.4

3.7

7.8

6.0

Deaths in admission area (%)

5.3

5.7

3.5

3.3

2.1

Deaths in operating room (%)

6.3

6.0

4.5

1.8

2.8

Total deaths in first 24 hours (%)

12.6

14.8

9.0

6.6

7.1

Discharged home within 24 hours (%)

19.2

13.0

15.1

11.1

9.5

Died in CCRU after 24 hours (%)

8.0

8.9

6.8

8.9

6.7

Survived % all cases transported

74.5

74.6

82.7

79.5

82.1

Survived % those who arrived alive

81.6

78.9

85.9

86.2

87.4
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COST EFFECTIVENESS
The Med-Evac system remains cost-effective, because the helicopters are used for Med-Evac missions
only ten percent of the total helicopter patrol time. The other 90 percent is used for routine police work:
search and rescue for missing persons, aircraft and boats; criminal investigation support including search
for escaped prisoners and persons fleeing crime scenes, general area searches for stolen cars and property
that may be abandoned in rural, wooded, or isolated areas; surveillance and trailing of vehicles and persons
suspected of involvement in criminal activity; aerial photography and area surveys in connection with murder,
arson, etc.; route surveys and security; traffic control; security transports, support in disasters and civil
disturbances and highway patrol. Med-Evac missions have first priority however. By using this sharing
system, the cost of each transport has been held down to $48 which is paid by the state. To keep the cost
per transport down, the helicopters confine activities to an area which can be patrolled while maintaining
an acceptable time-distance relationship with the specialty referral centers; are maintained on a full 24hour alert and dispatched simultaneously with surface ambulance; and transport only patients with major
life-threatening conditions to avoid competing with surface ambulances. To remain effective, helicopters
maintain liaison and communications with state, county, and local police departments, ambulance units and
treatment centers to assure maximum utilization and transport only to medical facilities which provide the
necessary sophisticated level of treatment.
The Maryland Med-Evac Helicopter Program has thus proven that helicopters can be used successfully
and efficiently to bring critically injured civilians to care. It has become an essential element in Maryland's
integrated system of EMS care.
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NIGHT IESPTT
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(PVEI !IFA VI TH BrTr Ulf- 1 1)
T! rOPTPUS
By
')r. Heinz Knoche, 'aj. GAF
Tlelicopter Transportation "ing, 64
1597 Ahlhorn, Postfach 300
Germany

SU"'.ARY
Flight physiological aspects and disorientation problems of night rescue missions with Bell
TIH- 1 D helicopters are shown. Countermeasures which have proved to be successful in fighting
disorientation are mentioned.

Night rescue missions over sea are in nrinciple a ask of the NAVY, however, when a SAl
detachment was stationed at DRC[hOUANNU, it became necessary to establish procedures that would
enable Bell *IM- 1 D crews to conduct operations of this type under certain conditions. In
particular the pilot had to be capable of recognizing and assessing the increased risks involved
in a night rescue mission over sea in order to be able to decide on initiating a SAR mission, or
its timely abortion, respectively. The crew normally comprises of: pilot, copilot, flight
mechanic and air rescue specialist. Night search and rescue missions over sea are conducted
roughly in the following manner:
After being scrambled the helicopter nroceeds into the search area under IFR. In order to ,,et
into the range of the activated emergency transmitter as quickly as possible, it may initially
be necessarj, of operate at a highter altitude (s. fig. I). As soon as the emergency transmitter
is located a homing is carried oit. The altitude may then be gradually reduced to 300 ft ASI. on
the radar altimeter. After overflying the target a flying nattern is initiated into the wind and
the survivor is again atproached. At a position P o'clock and a distance of about 2o - 25 m from
the survivor a seamarker is dropred, while height is maintained at between 5o - loo ft ASL and
sneed at between 3o - 5o KiTA-. The following pattern is then flown at 6o KITS and 3oo ft ASL (s.
fig. 2). The retracted landing light which points straight down is then turned on. Speed is then
reduced and descent initiated.
During the final ap-ronch at "o KIA', descent is further contirnued ;own to 30 't .SL. Derendinr
on wind conditions s-eed is maintained between 20 - o KIAS. The searchlight is then turned on
(s. fir. 3). Its use is at the discretion of the pilot. After visual cnntnct is established with
the urvivor, who shold - in his own interest - wear a reflectint, helmet, the winch cable is
lowered !ind speed is steadily reduced until the helicopter is hovering directly over or tehind
the target (s. below single winch, double winch). The helicopter is then directed to the target
by the flight mechanic in such a way as to nut the cable in the direction and reach to the
survivor. Cn directions given by the flight mechanic to the pilot the survivor is kept at a
2 o'clock position to the helicopter until his rescue is effected (s. fig. 4).
Single "inch:

The sling is moved to the survivor.

Double .!inch: The air rescue soecialist is moved to the survivor. In difficult conditions when
the approach procedure is not exact, the air rescue specialist is let down into
the water 2 - 3 m behind the survivor; the latter till then drift to the air
rescue specialist.
While this maneuver is in progress the copilot controls the situation by dividing his attention
between instrument reading and observation outside.
The description of this procedure sounds easy, however, it is bristling with flight physiological
problems:
1. Fight vision for example may be affected in many different ways, such as:
a) Daily and seasonal variations
b) Food
Our daily requirement is about Pooo I.Uof vitamin A. In the last war pilots engaged in night
operations were provided with vitamin A, because -ormal retions did not contain enough. When
normal nipht vision was obtained an additional increase by adding new doses of vitamin A was
not possible.
c) "etabolic disenses of the liver
d) Intestinal malabsorption resultin- in a vitnmin A defic'ercy as under c)
e) Nicotine, which diminishes tre blood

flow of the retina

f) Adaptation to darkness and avoiding of dsrzling
g) Oxygen uptake.
2. Fixation of an object should be avoided since

the macula is out of function at nignt.

3. Due to the lack of a horizon, stars are taken for lif-its on the pround and vice versa.
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4. There is always the possibility of spatial disorientation induced by various factors such
as the flashing enti-co~lision light during flght through clouds.
Some of these rrobloms only briefly mentioned are of particulnr importance to night rescue
operations such as dazzlin., and spatial disorientation.
Dazzling may result from
1. Instrment lights; they are ndjustable
2. Full moon when survivor is approached and is inside reflecting strip of moonlight
3. Turninp Pn the searchlight in misty weather; for this reason usp of searchlight is at te
discretion of r'ilot. Pest results were obtained by turnine on searchlight in intervals.
The considerably greater problem is disorientation. Disorientation is divided into the
following prsides:
Mild
- Pilot is in full control of helicopter
Moderate Severe

-

Pilot is not in full control of helicopter, adverse effects on helicopter control
may be possible
Pilot no longer has control over helicopter, definite wrong reactions in regard
to helicopter control

The following list contains the most frequent situations likely to result in disorientation in
helicopters in flight.
1.

Sensation of not being straight and level after bank and return to normal attitude (the
leans)

2.

Low altitude hover over water at night

3. Reflection of anticollision light on clouds and fog outside of cockpit
4. Trnnsition from JFR to VFR
5. ',isinterpretation of relative position or movement of ship during night approach.
6. Head movement while in bank or turn.
7.

'.isperception of true horizon due to sloping cloud hank.

8.

Inability to read instruments due to vibration

9. Awareness of flicker of rotors
1o. Fatigue

11. Distraction by helicopter malfunction
12. Formation flyinp at night
13. Deception by faulty instruments
14. Vibrations
15. Unter VFR in snow, rain, haze in low altitude hover
16. Loss of night vision capability
17. Symptoms of cold or flu
Additional factors in connection with disorientation in helicopters are:
Flying into smoke signals
2. Task saturation
1.

3. Wave motion interpreted as helicopter motion
4.
5.
6.

Low level search m~ssion at night
Lack of recent instrument flying
Communication difficulty, disturbing noise

7.

Rotation around lateral axis during trinsition from descent to stationary hover.

The most critical situation of the rescue maneuver is without any doubt the hovering flight
at about 3o ft altitude. In a study by F.R. Tormes and F.E. Guedry Jr., exrerience gained
during this state in H-3 helicopters equipped with automatic hovering flight control was
described as extremely hazardous. In this maneuver the crew of Bell UH- I D, a helicopter
which is not equipred with automatic hoverin- flight control facilities, has at this roint
absolutely reached the limit of their capability. Only maximum teamwork can lead to success
at this stage of the flight. The copilot having overall control of the situation is required
to supervise the pilot who is under great strain and shows a tendency for overcontro ling the
helicopter. Trong reactions due to disorientation can have dirastrous consequences. -ncreased
tendency for overc~ntrol is indicated during transition from descent to stationary Iovering.
Due to the displacement of the center of gravity the helicopter rotates around its ateral axis
and because there is a lack of reference points thp pilot has the sensation of tilting
backwards and upwards or backwards end downwards.(s. fig. 5)
The following factors adversely affect or make impossible hovering flights with Bell UR- I D
under the above crnditions.
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1. Lack of reference points (survivor, seamarker, dinghi) make a flight over a fixed position
impossible
2. Precipitation such as rain or snow will considerably affect or may make impossible assessment
of speed.
3. Direction control is difficult in still air
Salt spray around helicopter caused by rotor down-wash up to 50 ft may result in dazzling of
pilot when searchlight is turned on (s. above).
4. Smooth water surface makes assessment of altitude difficult and leads to a further
deterioration of the situation in connexion with 3.
Finally there are a number of potential countermeasures which have proved to be successful in
fighting disorientation.
1. Believe the pages and scan tem constantly
2. At first suspicion of disorientstion let the second pilot know
3. Avoid sudden or extreme head movements
4. learn to disrepard physical sensations
5. "Talk yourself" through the instrument scan.
6. Transition to instruments early in deteriorating weather.
7. If flying under IFR make only small corrections.
8. If in hover, depart hover, end first gain altitude and then increase forward speed,
As long as the Bell UH- 1 D is in service all suggestions for improvement can only be concerned
with the survival equipment. An emergency transmitter with maximum range and good signal quality
as well as a reflecting helmet for the survivor will surely have a positive effect on operations.
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COORDINATION OF MEDICAL ASPECTS OF THE AIR RESCUE SERVICE
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
by

Brig. General H.J. Linde, GAF (11W)
Head - Committee on Aeromedical
Aspects of the Air Rescue Services
German Association for Aviation and
Aerospace Medicine (DGLRH)
Federal Armed Forces Medical College
Infanteriestrasse 17
8000 M3nchen 40

Federal Republic of Germany

The ground rescue service in Germans has been supplemented by a helicopter rescue service since 1971 after it had become apparent that in the case of emergency patients requiring medical and surgical treatment the important factor was to get the doctor to the
patient quickly. Before that time, the endeavors in Germany were directed at taking the
patient from the scene of the emergency to a hospital for medical treatment as quickly
as possible. Since then, it has been proved that a considerable reduction of the mortality rate could be achieved by taking the physician to the scene of the emergency. At
the scene of the emergency, the physician, with appropriate equipment, can render suitable first aid directed primarily at restoration of the vital pulmonary and circulatory functions. When the patient's condition is restores so that he is transportable, he
can be evacuated by ambulance or helicopter to a hospital while his vital functions are
being maintained. In Germany this procedure permitted approximately

1oo

- 15o human

lives per helicopter per year to be saved that would have been lost at the scene of the
accident otherwise.

Secondly, it has become evident that evacuation by helicopter is suitable for all patients without exception and that the helicopter provides a means to fly to specialized
hospitals within a short time which an ambulance might possibly need hours to reach.

The helicopter rescue service in Germany meanwhile is spread over the territory of the
Federal Republic of Germany in 24 stations, forming a rescue network with individual radii of operation not exceeding 5o km. This arrangement at the same time permits reaching the patient within lo minutes of flying time.

The majority of the helicopter belongs to the Federal Ministry of the Interior and is
intended for employment in disaster operations. This means that they are first of all at
the disposal of the Federal Government for supra-regional employment in disaster situations; for reasons of expediency, however, they are being utilized also in case of minor
disasters such as represented by any serious traffic accident, grave industrial accident,
or medical Emergency.

Thus the Federal Ministry of the Interior at the present time provides helicopters of
the BO loS type at 18 hospitals, the Federal Armed Forces have BELL UH 1 D's available
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at 3 military hospitals, and a civilian organization has BELL 2o6 "Long Ranger" and BO
lo5 type helicopters available at 3 additional hospitals. All missions are paid for by
the public or private health insurance organizations and trade cooperative or professional associations according to a uniform accounting procedure. These payments, however,
cover only the operating costs and not the investment costs of the aircraft as such.
Private airlines, therefore, cannot expect to recover their actual costs from the payments of the health insurance companies.

From the variety bf types of aircraft initially there resulted also a variety of types
of equipment carried by the helicopters. A committee of the Federal and Laender governments, with the technical advice of the "German Society of Aviation and Space Medicine"
and other organizations involved in the emergency rescue service have developed standards to ensure uniformity of the aeronautical equipment of the rescue helicopters so
far as possible, to adjust this equipment to the criteria of employment, and to ensure
a mode of transportation affordin the best possible protection for the patient. In this
respect, flying safety with the requirement for 2 independent rotors, low noise level,
and diminished vibrations plays a decisive role. The question of absolute IFR capability
for rescue helicopters is presently under investigation, without, however, any apparent
results so far. This is one of the points of attack for criticism by opponents of the
air rescue service.

In addition to the aeronautical equipment of the aircraft, the medical equipment is an
essential element of the capability of successful employment: Standards corresponding
to the medical equipment uniformly specified in the Federal Republic of Germany for rescue aircraft on long range missions have also been developed for rescue helicopters.
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Every rescue helicopter stationed in Germany, therefore, carries the following medical
equipment:

-

Self-contained breathing system

-Fresh air breathing unit
- Suction unit/intubation set
- Sphygmomanometer

- Infusion solution and infusion set
- Puncture set for peripheral and central veins
- Surgical dressings including special dressings for burns
- Fixation material and splints
- Vacuum mattress

- Injection material
- Surgical pocket instrument case
- Stomach probes
- ECG display unit
- Defibrillator
- Otoscope

- Surgical dressings and general care equipment
- Pharmaceuticals

At the present time, there is no helicopter on the market that ideally meets the space
requirement for physician, medical aid personnel, and patient; to achieve that, we would
have to develop a flying operation theater.

The best aircraft and the best equipment would be useless, however, without an appropriately trained crew on board. German regulations, therefore, require that each aircraft must carry a physician trained in emergency medicine and a male ambulance nurse.
Both must be fully traines in all measures dictated by emergency medicine and in the responsible operation of medical equipment on board. Beyond that they must have some
aeromedical experience in order to meet all requirements peculiar to the air transport
of emergency patients. All items of medical equipment are so installed as to permit
their employment outside of the aircraft as well.

A number of special provisions applies to the mountain and sea rescue service, such as
installation of a winch to permit rescuing injured persons in the mountains or at sea
and hauling them on board. The winch has also proved valuable in rescue operations from
burning sky-scrapers which did not offer any possibility for landing.
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Basically, not every emergency patient must be evacuated by rescue helicopter. Depending
entirely on the local conditions, evacuation by ground vehicle may frequently be more
practical after restoration of the vital functions at the scene of the accident, however,
the rescue helicopter must offer every opportunity for continued optimum medical care of
the patient. Control of the pulmonary and cardiac functions, in particular, must be ensured, as well as infusion and intubation therapy.

The helicopters are alerted via the local control centers operated by welfare organizations, fire departments, or police. By 1979, there will be a uniform emergency telephone number - 11o - valid throughout Germany. Beyond that, the control centers directing rescue helicopter missions can also be reached be telephone directly.

The rescue helicopters made available by the Federal Armed Forces are part of the Search
and Rescue (SAR) Service of the German Federal Armed Forces; they are integrated into
the civil rescue network for special missions, but when a requirement arises they are at
the disposal of the SAR Service in its primary mission.

For the German Federal Armed Forces, participation in the helicopter rescue service constitutes an essential aid in their training mission. In conjunction with the employment
of ambulances equipped with facilities for rendering emergency treatment, the rescue
centers of the German Armed Forces conduct courses on emergency medicine for physicians
and male ambulance nurses in which medical officers and non-commissioned officers of the
Medical Service receive appropriate training.

It should also be mentioned that, in addition to the short range emergency rescue missions flown by helicopters, there are 7 airlines in Germany engaged in long range aeromedical evacuation, so-called "repatriation flights": these are primarily missions for the
purpose of flying sick or injured tourists or employees from abroad back to Germany for
hospital treatment. Presently there are efforts under way to coordinate this organization with the helicopter organization and the ground rescue service in order to provide
for continuous transportation of the patients to the facility where they will ultimately receive treatment.

s-s
In conclusion, let me summarize the mission of the rescue helicopter:
1. Transportation of the physicians and male ambulance nurse to the scene of
emergency.
2. Evacuation of the emergency patient.
3. Urgent transfer of emergency patients from the location providing initial hospital
treatment to a specialized hospital.
4. Urgent transports of
-

organs,

-

units of blood from a blood bank,

- pharmaceuticals.
5. Search for persons over water and in mountain areas.

Since the establishment of the helicopter rescue service in 1971, about 65.ooo missions
have been flown in Germany, over 18.ooo missions in the last year alone. This constitutes a significant contribution to saving the lives of patients in acute distress. We
have learned from medical statistics that every 6th mission was an absolutely life saving one.

With an annual death rate of between 15.ooo and 18.ooo persons killed in traffic accidents on the German hightways and in the cities and a correspondingly high number of critically injured persons it is impossible today to imagine rescue operations without the
use of helicopters.

The same applies to the rescue of emergency patients in cases such as cardiac infarction
and poisoning.

In this context let me refer you to the experiences of the US and Israeli armed forces
in their respective armed conflicts.

Although we can use the emergency rescue service in peacetime to train for a national
emergency, may we all be spared the big test in a possible state of defense.

Summary

Specially equipped rescue helicopters have been used in the Federal Republic of Germany for six years now to provide emergency internal and surgical treatment to patients
quickly at the scene of the accident and to evacuate them by helicopter to a special clinic, if required. About 65.ooo missions have been flown.
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For this purpose, 24 air rescue stations have been established in Germany ensuring almost complete coverage of the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Since various government and private institutions are involved in the helicopter rescue
service, coordination of the regulations governing the employment and equipment of all
helicopters was necessary so that every patient would receive the best possible treatment under identical criteria.

Moreover, the number of cases requiring aeromedical evacuation by fixed-wing aircraft of
tourists and employees of German firms involved in accidents in foreign countries has
been increasing in the past years. The German Society of Aviation and Space Medicine has
issued guidelines specifying minimum requirements for aeromedical evacuation of sick and
injured persons and has initiated the standardization of the on-board equipment for these cases as well.

The SAR service of the German Federal Armed Forces has a considerable share in the emergency air rescue missions flown.
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MEDICAL ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER EVACUATION
AND RESCUE OPERATIONS
Daniel S. Berliner, M.D., LTC, MC, SFS
Chief, Medical Division
United States Army Agency for Aviation Safety
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362, USA
ABSTRACT
The use of helicopters in patient evacuation, both from site
of incapacitation and between medical facilities is well known
and its usefulness well documented. The special environment
of the helicopter, however, is a continual cause of concern
to the aerospace medicine specialist and the aviation medicine
community. There are problems in using the current state-ofthe-art helicopter for patient evacuation. While the best
solution lies in redesign of patient care areas or production
of new prototype aircraft, less costly solutions are possible.
Education is a key to the success of an inflight patient care
program. This applies to referring health care providers at
all levels and onboard patient care attendants. With adequate
training, standardization of inflight equipment, to isolate
the patient from the vibrating and noisy rotary wing platform
and to enhance continuation of care begun on the ground, is
essential. The sophistication of inflight patient care and
monitoring is limited only by imagination and funds, but care
should be taken to insist on standardization of such equipment within and between medical evacuation helicopter units.
To prevent helicopter evacuation aircraft from being utilized
as air taxis, merely carrying patients, but providing little
or no onboard patient care, continuing monitorship by the
aerospace medicine specialist is required. Establishment of
an operational heliborne patient evacuation system within
the research and development community may prove to be the
means to these goals.
The use of the helicopter in the evacuation of both military and civilian patients
is the concern of all responsible members of the aerospace medicine community. The methodology with which patient movement by helicopter is accomplished varies considerably
with location dependent upon the emphasis from and availability of physicians trained in
the uniqueness of helicopter aviation medicine. While the helicopter is often the only
available means of rapid patient evacuation, problem areas exist that must be considered
when deciding to transport sick persons by this means.
The following case history demonstrates four areas of concern in helicopter patient
movement.
Mrs. A. G., a 6S-year old black female, had been burned in an apartment fire
in a small town in Indiana, USA, at 1730 hours, 25 Nov 73. The local physician telephonically contacted a military medical evacuation unit some 45 flying minutes away at 1915 hours and requested patient transfer by helicopter
to a burn center in Nashville, Tennessee, USA--a two-hour flight. His description of the patient's condition, when queried by the unit flight surgeon,
was that of a somewhat debilitated lady, burned over 35 percent of her body,
primarily over her trunk, and fully stabilized for helicopter flight. Inasmuch as no attendant from the local hospital was available to accompany the
patient, the unit flight surgeon chose to fly this mission. On arrival at the
requesting hospital at 2015 hours, the flight surgeon found a patient with
upper trunk and neck, partial and full thickness burns covering approximately
40 percent of her body, in acute respiratory distress, having no tracheostomy
accomplished, no urinary catheter, and a butterfly intravenous catheter in
her left hand. The local physician expressed serious concern over the flight
surgeon's request for tracheostomy, urinary catheter, and central venous pres-

sure (CVP) intravenous catheter placement prior to helicopter evacuation.

By

2200 hours, the patient had begun to be hydrated as per the Brooke burn formula, using a CVP line, had a Foley urinary catheter in place, and was being
aerated through a tracheostomy on a portable Bird respirator. Her semicomatose
state precluded adequate historical review prior to flight. While the patient
remained alive en route, this status was not readily determined by the flight
surgeon due to poor lighting in the helicopter and inadequate monitoring equipment for the vibrating, noisy helicopter (use of a hospital blood pressure
cuff and stethoscope being impossible, as well as incompatible with the aircrew helmet). An inability to accurately communicate the condition of the
The opinions presented herein are those of the author's and in no way reflect Department of Defense or Department of the Army policy.
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patient to the receiving burn center due to the monitoring difficulty as well
as radio incompatibility between helicopter and hospital resulted in a less
than enthusiastic welcome by the burn center staff regarding its readiness to
deal with the severely ill patient. The requirement that the helicopter land
at a local airport, necessitating a 30-minute ambulance ride to the burn center,
further degraded the sequence of care to the patient. Her eventual survival
of this ordeal might be considered to be in spite of her two-hour helicopter
flight.
This appraisal clearly points out four problem areas of helicopter patient movement.
These are:
1. The knowledge of the health care provider as to the suitability of helicopter
evacuation for a particular patient, information based upon an understanding of the
stresses and capabilities of helicopter patient movement.
2. The preparation and stabilization of patients prior to helicopter flight by the
sending facility or field site.
3. The inflight protection of the patient from the vibratory and noise stresses of
helicopter flight and the continuation of medical monitoring and treatment while flying.
4. The knowledge by the receiving facility as to the stresses and capabilities of
helicopter patient movement.
Philosophically, while patient care is of utmost concern to patient evacuation by
air, the capability to provide care in flight has been difficult at best.
In some circles,
policy decisions have yet to be made regarding the extent of aeromedical input to the
mechanism of patient transportation by helicopter. The previous Vietnam era saw patients
being moved by helicopter with little care being provided en route. The goal was speed
of movement from injury site or field medical facility to a rearward hospital. This was
not without merit and certainly saved numerous lives during that conflict. With the advent of the 1980's, however, ambulatory and emergency health care has become increasingly
more recognized as a key element to the total health care system. Thus, pre-hospital
care of the acutely ill or injured patient can be forecast to save many more lives than
the modality of initiating care only after arrival at a fixed medical facility.
In the
interest of providing a continuum of health care to such a patient, the helicopter's role
in today's and tomorrow's patient care system must be that of delivering high quality
health care by trained medical attendants while rapidly transporting the patient between
treatment sites.
In approaching helicopter evacuation of patients as a subsystem of both the health
care delivery system and the rotary wing airframe, a number of substantive improvements
must be made to continue the progression of helicopter aviation medicine such that health
care is provided throughout heliborne patient movement. Two such areas are beyond the
scope here. They are the systematized, standardized approach to aviation life support
equipment for all crewmembers and a modular approach to design of patient care packages
for new and proposed airframes. The current rotary wing fleet will be flyable for many
more years, and the real world problems of caring for patients in such aircraft are
within technical capabilities and are a necessity. The environment of helicopter flight
in current equipment is hostile to the ill or injured patient, but is a necessary form of
transport on the battlefield and in locales incapable of handling fixed wing aircraft.
This need, coupled with stresses from vibration, noise, lack of space and lighting, lack
of pressurization, and environmental factors of altitude, temperature, humidity, and airborne contaminants (dust) produce a paradoxical, but tolerable situation. Such tolerance
must not be based upon a philosophy that helicopters used for patient evacuation are
transportation tools in which provision of health care is not required. Rather, the aerospace medicine community can tolerate the inadequacies of the helicopter in patient transport only if positive steps are taken to insure that quality health care is provided
throughout the evacuation process.
Four areas of emphasis can accomplish this necessary goal. First, the aerospace
medicine specialist must educate health care providers at all levels regarding the uniqueness of helicopter flight, t-K-"eapabilities of the heliborne patient evacuation system,
and the required preparation of the patient for helicopter movement. Physicians, nurses,
and ground ambulance crews alike must be aware of their responsibilities as key members
of the health care team providing pre-hospital and stabilizing care to a critically ill
or injured patient. Emphasis on continuation of their efforts in the air is essential and
can be provided through a military or civilian aviation medicine education program.
Second, the current helicopter evacuation system, whether military or civilian, must
be continually monitored by aerospace medicine specialists.
In the military, the helicopter evacuation unit requires input and monitoring by local flight surgeons. Regionalization of responsibility for the military system would serve to capitalize on slim resources of aerospace medicine specialists, while infusing timely and accurate input to
planning, operations, after-action resumes, and critiques of missions flown by helicopter
evacuation units.
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A third area is that of training of all aircrewmembers involved in inflight patient
care by the aerospace medicine specialist. The documentation and evaluation of such
training must prove that even those who infrequently participate in this modality of care
(as civilian nurse anesthetists and respiratory therapists) are capable to care for patient needs, can use and maintain necessary medical equipment, are familiar with the
stresses of helicopter flying, and are professional in manner and attitude.
Finally, the aerospace medicine community must develop a single manager concept for
all equipment used in helicopter evacuation of patients on as broad a scope as possible.
The emphasis has to be on standardization, at least for each aircraft type and involving
sister services within a defense establishment. Uniformity and interchangeability of
equipment will further serve to reduce training cost as crews moving from one military
unit to another will not have to deal with an orientation to differing, often locally
procured medical equipment. The system can then approach the capabilities of fixed wing
aircraft involved in patient evacuation with the goal being compatibility, especially
when transfer of patients from helicopters to fixed wing aircraft becomes a necessity
under combat conditions. Specific concerns are essential in the following areas:
1. Space - Modification of interior configuration may not be cost-effective in the
current airframe, but continues to be a problem in maintaining unobstructed access to unstable patients.
2. Communication - Attendant-controlled, two-way capability between patient and
aircrew is necessary, with requirement for built-in hearing protection and special design
for conscious patients with head trauma. Attendant aircrew need to be able to talk to
civilian and military receiving and sending health care facilities.
3. Fire Protection - Clothing for all medical attendants and covering for patients,
all of fire retardant material, is needed, even in helicpters with crashworthy fuel systems.
4. Restraint Systems - Configuration of litters, attendant seats, restraining harnesses, and belts must protect patients and attendants in G-force survivable aircraft
accidents.
5. Containment - Provision to protect patients from rotor blade downwash and dust
on movement to and from aircraft, from vibration characteristics of the airframe, and
capability to maintain constant cabin temperature in flight is necessary.
6. Medication Kits - Standardized pharmaceuticals and intravenous materials need to
be unbreakable, easy-to-use, and single-dose type.
7. Lighting - Draping between cockpit crew and patient care area is required to prevent interference with pilot's ability to navigate at night, with patient care area lighting of adequate intensity to permit medical activities in a nighttime environment.
8. Oxygen and Suction (constant and intermittent) - Easily regulated built-in system with capability for humidification of medical oxygen is required. This must not
interfere with aircraft electrical and navigational systems, but must be compatible with
standard portable pressure respirator.
9. Monitoring - Compact, built-in, vibration-tolerant, readable vital-sign monitor
(for temperature, pulse, respiration, and blood pressure) that does not interfere with
aircraft electrical and navigational systems is necessary. This must be compatible with
standard portable electrocardiographic and defibrillation equipment.
10. Aircrewmembers - Continual flight surgeon input to standardized training emphasizing an ability to handle dynamic patient situations, use and maintenance of medical
equipment, and knowledge of stresses of helicopter flight is needed. The cockpit crew,
the heliborne medical attendant, and the flight surgeon must work together as an inseparable team.
Such a prospective and operational approach to heliborne patient movement should
prove to serve the needs of patient, aviator, and health care providers alike. With initiation or continuation of quality health care aboard a helicopter as a primary goal, a
systems approach to the rotary wing patient movement platform can be the means to this
end. Standardization, commonality, intuitiveness, and, the key ingredient, interpersonal
teamwork can serve and benefit this visiblegap in the military and civilian health care
delivery system.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF A STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM
UPON AVIATOR PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD DURING A MEDEVAC HIGH HOVER OPERATION
M. G. Sanders, R. T. Burden, Jr., R. R. Simmons
M. A. Lees, & K. A. Kimball
US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
Stability augmentation systems are purported to reduce pilot
workload during hover, nap-of-the-earth, and IFR maneuvers. The
current research project examines a method of aiding the MEDEVAC
pilot in performing a hover maneuver while perhaps reducing
workload. A modular, four-axes stability augmentation system
(Ministab) with integrated rate attitude and heading retention
was installed on the USAARL JUH-lH helicopter. Participating
personnel for the project were nine US Army aviators with a total
average of 1172 flight hours. The aviators hovered at 30 feet
above ground level for five minutes under each of the three
following flight control conditions:
(1) Unaided--"normal" hover
with visual flight rules conditions, (2) using Force Trim, and
(3) using the Ministab. Continuous information from twenty pilot
and aircraft monitoring points was recorded on an incremental
digital recorder for all flights. Multivariate analyses were
performed on both aircraft status variables and control input
workload/activity measures. Under the conditions tested, the
stability augmentation system evaluated did not provide a clearcut improvement in flight performance and workload across all
flight parameters.

INTRODUCTION
Successful completion of the Army medical mission often requires that the MEDEVAC
helicopter pilot be capable of performing precise stabilized hovers during the extraction of injured personnel. The precision hover, required for hoist extractions, is one
of the most difficult and taxing flight maneuvers. The potential severity of this
mission essential maneuver, when high altitudes, adverse weather and immediate threat
factors are considered, requires efficient execution. Thus, the "out-of-ground effect"
hover maneuver contains two primary elements of concern--a need for a high degree of
precision and a concomitant potential for excessive workload. These two areas also
reflect the input and output of a multidimensional tracking task which is another way
of describing the precision hover. A schematic of the control loop involved might be
described as follows:
Psychomotor Activity

Aircraft Status Parameters

Control Inputs
Cyclic left-right,
fore-aft, collective
and pedals

Aircraft response to control
inputs as well as aircraft
response to environmental
factors such as winds
The aircraft status changes,
s depicted by the flight
instruments and outside visual references, serve astee
stimuli for precise psychomotor control

In a study by Anderson and Toivanen (1970),' pilot workload was evaluated relative
to varying levels of autopilot assistance during an IFR formation flight using a UH-]
flight simulator. This evaluation "revealed that the increased autopilot capability
enabled the pilot to perform considerably better under the highest workload condition
tested."
As well, "pilot control inputs and aircraft responses required for position
control were significantly lower when the outer loop [heading, altitude, and heading
and altitude] hold modes of the autopilot were engaged."
A four axes stability augmentation and altitude retention system (Ministab) was
installed on the USAARL JUH-1H test vehicle for a comparative evaluation with other
The intent of the system was to
standard flight control conditions (Kaiser,1 1976).
augment the pilot's performance in pitch, roll, heading and altitude hold. The fourth
axis (altitude hold) was not operated during the current evaluation. The objective of
the current study was to evaluate aviator workload and aircraft status maintenance
capability when using the stability augmentation and2 attitude retention system as
compared to more typical flight control conditions .
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METHOD
Subjects
Participating personnel for the project were nine US Army aviators with an average
age of 27.7. Their rank varied from Chief Warrant Officer to Captain and their average
total flight hours were 1172.2. The UH-i helicopter was reported to be the aircraft in
which they had logged the most flight time. The subjects were all currently in assignments which required flying and had been on flight status for an average of 3.8 years.
Apparatus
The Ministab was made available for testing by the US Army Air Mobility Laboratory
at Fort Eustis, Virginia. The Ministab is a "modular stability augmentation system
with integrated rate attitude and heading retention that can be applied to any helicopter having boosted flight controls." A computer with an integral rate gyro which
senses motions of less than 1/100 of a degree/second is dedicated to each axis.
The test vehicle was a JUH-lH helicopter instrumented to measure and record pilot
control inputs and aircraft position, rates and acceleration. This Helicopter InFlight Monitoring System (HIMS) measures aircraft position in six degrees of freedom
while simultaneously recording cyclic, collective and pedal inputs and aircraft status
values. These data were recorded in real time on an incremental digital recorder.
Continuous information from twenty pilot and aircraft monitoring points was recorded
for all flights. Table 1 provides a list of these parameters along with a partial
listing of measures that can be derived from the directly recorded information.
TABLE 1
PARAMETERS MEASURED AND DERIVED

Parameters Measured

Derived Measures

Pitch
Roll
Heading
Position X

Pitch Rate
Roll Rate
Rate of Turn
Constant Error, Average Absolute Error,
RMS Error
Ground Speed, Constant Error Average
Absolute Error, RMS Error

Position Y
Acceleration X
Acceleration Y
Acceleration Z
Roll Rate
Pitch Rate
Yaw Rate
Radar Altitude
Barometric Altitude
Airspeed
Flight Time
Rotor RPM
Throttle
Cyclic Stick (Fore-Aft)
Cyclic Stick (Left-Right)
Collective
Pedals

Roll Acceleration
Pitch Acceleration
Yaw Acceleration
Rate of Climb, Average Absolute Error,
Constant Error, RMS Error
Rate of Climb

Control Position, Absolute Control
Movement Magnitude, Positive Control
Movement Magnitude, Negative Control
Movement Magnitude, Absolute Average
Control Movement Rate, Average Positive
Control Movement Rate, Average Negative
Control Movement Rate, Control Reversals,
Instantaneous Control Reversals, Control
Steady State, Control Movement

Pilot inputs to controls were generally defined in the following manner. Control
inputs on the cyclic fore-aft, cyclic left-right, and pedals were required to have the
following characteristics:
(1) seven successive samples of data (the data were sampled
20 times per second; therefore, .05 seconds per sample) were compared to data sampled
.25 seconds later; (2) differences were obtained between these data occurring .25
seconds apart; (3) the average for three consecutive differences had to exceed .07S
inches; (4) this difference had to be in the same direction for five consecutive
comparisons. The same general requirements were made of the collective control inputs
with the exception that six consecutive comparisons were required at .09 inch movements
per comparison.
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Flight Testing
A Ministab training program of instruction used for system familiarization is
provided in Appendix A. All in-flight evaluations took place at the Highfalls stagefield. A one-minute period was allotted just prior to the actual testing on each
condition for practice on that condition. The aviators were tested under each of the
three flight control conditions:
(1) Unaided--"normal" hover during visual flight
rules (VFR) conditions; (2) using Force Trim; (3) using Ministab. "Force Trim or Force
Gradient enables the pilot to trim the control as desired for any condition of flight
by means of springs and magnetic brake release assemblies. The Force Trim can be
activated on the cyclic controls and the pedal controls. These devices are electromechanical units used to induce artificial control feeling and returns the cyclic to
the desired initial position" (Operator's Manual, 1971).'
The aviators hovered at 30 feet above ground level (AGL) in essentially the same
location (over the stagefield runway) for five minutes under each condition. Table 2
indicates the three flight conditions evaluated and controls (Con) required. The order
of testing for the three experimental conditions was counterbalanced to minimize order
effect bias. The direction of the wind was determined before the test of each flight
condition and based on this information a heading was chosen that allowed the aircraft
to face into the wind during the hover.
TABLE 2
FLIGHT CONTROL CONDITIONS EVALUATED

Flight Conditions

Flight Parameters
Pitch

Roll

Heading/Yaw

Altitude

1.

Unaided--"Normal" VFR
Hover Conditions

Manual Con Manual Con
With Cyclic With Cyclic
Fore-Aft
Lateral

Manual Con
With Pedals

Manual Con
With Collective

2.

Force Trim

Force gradients on with
manual override for control changes with the
cyclic,

Force gradients on with
manual override for control with the
pedals.

Manual control
with collective.

3.

Stability Augmentation
Attitude Retention
System (Ministab)

Monitor & make manual
control inputs when
conditions exceed the
10% control authority
of the system.

Monitor & make Manual control
manual control with collecinputs when
tive.
conditions exceed the 10%
control authority of system.

Subjective Evaluation
After each flight condition was completed, a Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities
Rating Scale was filled out by the subject (Cooper and Harper, 1969)."
Post flight,
the subjects completed a biographical data form and a questionnaire concerning aspects
of their flight under the different experimental conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three primary analyses were performed on the data collected during the evaluation
of the stability augmentation system. The first analysis to be reported concerned an
examination of the existing wind conditions relative to the research helicopter during
the evaluation. Again, the order of testing of the three flight conditions was counterbalanced across subjects to minimize order effect bias. Testing was continuous in that
each condition evaluated was immediately followed by the next condition (approximately
five-minute separations).
The wind information collected during the testing periods
was evaluated with the Versatile MANOVA program (Schori, 1976)5 to determine if the
wind direction, velocity, or aircraft heading relative to wind direction (crosswind
component) varied among the three flight conditions. The results of this analysis are
reported in Table 3.
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ANAI. SIS OF VARIANCI Willi DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
SUMMARY WIND IATA
I-light Condition Mean,

Variable

Unaided

Force Trm

Standardized
Ministab

F'

Canonical Wts

Crosswind Component'

13.15

12.12

14.95

0.23

Wind Direction Mean'

195.28

229.01

201.42

0.06

0.034

15.78

10.40

I0.33

0.97

-0.171

Wind Velocity Mean'

8.85

9.0

9.07

0.29

-0.129

Wind Velocity Std Deviation'

1.72

1.47

1.90

2.97

-0.307

Wind Direction Std Deviation'

,

-0.278

Overall Multivariate Test of Sivnificance
Wilks

Lambda

F-Ratio

0.580

df(Num(

0.750

en

10

Total Discriminatory Power (Estimated Omega Squared)

Prob

24

0.07

0.309

Significance Test, Individual Canonical Variables
Root 1--88.64% Variance
Chi-Square = 6.11, df = 6, p , 0.41
Root 1l--11.36% Variance
Chi-Square = 0.96. df - 4. p , 0.91
'Univariate F-Ratio, df = 2/16.
of probability.
'Unit of measurement--degree.
'Unit of measurement--knot.

These F-Ratios were not significant at the .OS

level

An examination of these data reveals that no significant differences were observed
either univariately on any of the variables or overall in the multivarite test of
significance. Indeed, the means listed in Table 3 indicate that very little difference
did exist in wind direction variability, velocity and crosswind component across the
three flight conditions. Therefore, performance and/or aircraft status differences
found can be attributed to the flight conditions being evaluated and not extraneous

wind variables impinging upon performance.
The second analysis pertained to an evaluation of aircraft status or stability
variables. These variables are listed in Table 4 along with the findings of the analysis.

TABLE 4
MULTIVARIATE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
WITH DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
.aFlight
Unaided

Va r iable
Pitch Std Deviation'

0.69

Roll Std Deviation'
Heading Std Deviation

2

Condition Means
Force Trim
Msnistao
F'
Ministab
F'Canonical
0.80
0.83
2.05

Standardized
aoia
t
Wts
0.069

0.74

0.83

0.76

1.89

0.091

2.70

3.55

2.44

1.82

0.058

0.20

-0.051

Radar Altitude
Std Deviation'

2.28
2
2.32
Overall Multivariate Test of Significance

Wilks Lambda

F-Ratio

df(Num)

0.48

1.41

8

Total Discriminatory Power

dflDen)
20

(Estimated Omega Squared) = 0.40

Significance Test, Individual Canonical Variables
Root 1--74.8% Variance
Chi-Square - 6.97, df - 5, p - 0.22
Root 11--2S.1t Variance
Chi-Square - 2.76. df - 3. p - 0.56
'Univariate F-Ratio, df - 2/16.
of probability.
'Unit of measurement--degree.
,Unit of measurement--feet.

These F-Ratios were not significant

at the .05 level

Prob
0.23
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It is indeed noteworthy that none of the variables examined (aircraft axis variation
and rate measures) proved to be different to a significant degree across the three
flight conditions. That is, the aircraft position variability and rate variability
about each of the four axes did not change significantly when the stability augmentation system was activated as compared to the force trim and unaided flight conditions.
The third analysis to be described concerns the control input data which could
relate to the activity requirements or workload of the operator. Table 5 contains the
flight control variables which describe performance along each of the four primary
flight control channels. The magnitude of control inputs was examined along with the
number of inputs per second.
TABLE 5
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE WITH DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
CONTROL INPUT PARAMETERS

Flight Condition Means
Unaided Force Trim Ministab

Variable

F1

Standardized
Canonical Wts

Cyclic Fore-Aft (CFA)
3
Control Movement Magnitude

0.35

0.38

0.27

11.71**

0.0372

CFA Control Movements
No of Occurrences/Sec

0.78

0.75

0.50

9.63**

0.0182

Cyclic Left-Right (CLR)
3
Control Movement Magnitude

0.33

0.34

0.32

0.32

-0.0252

CLR Control Movement
No of Occurrences/Sec

0.73

0.68

0.74

0.40

-0.008

Collective Control
Movement Magnitude 3

0.27

0.34

0.43

0.98

0.007

Collective Control Mov
No of Occurrences/Sec

0.02

0.06

0.q4

2.40

-0.013

Pedals Control
Movement Magnitude 3

0.25

0.30

0.20

6.57**

Pedals Control Mov
No of Occurrences/Sec

0.29

0.38

0.19

5.09*

0.012
-0.008

Overall Multivariate Test of Significance
Wilks Lambda
0.084

F-Ratio
2.73

df(Num)
16

df(Den)
18

Prob
0.02

Total Discriminatory Power (Estimated Omega Squared) = 0.90
Significance Test, Individual Canonical Variables
Root I--75.5% Variance
Chi-Square = 18.7, df = 9, p = 0.02
Root 11--24.4% Variance
Chi-Square = 9.6, df = 7, p = 0.20
1
Univariate F-Ratio, df
2/16.
2
Primary Contributor.
3
Unit of
measurement--inch.
*P. 0 5
** p = .01

Four of the variables examined univariately showed significant differences across
the flight conditions (p < .05) and are so designated in Table S. Individually, the
cyclic fore-aft flight control channel demonstrated that the Ministab did indeed reduce
perceptual-motor workload in that 35% fewer inputs were required during the Ministab
hovers as compared to the Unaided flight condition. As well, 33% fewer inputs were
required during the Ministab hover as compared to the Force Trim hover. The average
magnitude of cyclic fore-aft control inputs was also smaller for the Ministab hover as
compared to the control inputs during the Unaided and Force Trim flight conditions.
Pedal control inputs also indicated a significant reduction in perceptual-motor workload by aviators when hovering with the Ministab. Thirty-four percent and forty-nine
percent fewer pedal control inputs were made during the Ministab hover than during the
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Unaided and Force Trim flight conditions respectively. As well, the average magnitude
of the control movements was smaller for the Ministab flight condition.
An evaluation of the results of the control input multivariate analysis indicates
that performance varied significantly across the three flight condit ions (f = 2.73, df
= 16/18, p = .02).
One root accounted for the significant discrimination (chi-square =
18.7, df = 9, p = 0.02) and accounted for 75% of the variance. The total discriminatory
power or estimated omega squared was 0.90. A review of the primary contributors among
the standardized canonical scores depicted in Figure I that the flight performance
displayed under the Ministab condition is characterized by fewer and smaller cyclic
fore-aft control movements along with slightly smaller cyclic left-right control inputs
as compared to the Unaided and Force Trim flights.
Statistically, the variables utilized
in the control input analysis produced a significant separation between the Ministab
flight condition and the Unaided and Force Trim flights as witnessed by Figure 1. The
scores plotted in Figure 1 represent mean canonical scores or a composite group mean
for each flight condition.
Subjective Evaluations
The questionnaire utilized to obtain subjective/pilot opinion information about the
flight evaluation provides several important points which impact the results of the
study. The most important point made by several of the pilots was that the familiarization or instruction period given the pilots before flight testing (Appendix A) was
not adequate for full proficiency with the system. This implies:
(1) the stability
augmentation system either requires greater experience than that described in Appendix
A for adequate proficiency or the system is not automatically easy to master and may or
may not be adequately understood and controlled with more experience with the system,
and (2) the outcome of evaluation is more dependent upon level of experience with the
system than was initially considered. It should be pointed out that the program of
instruction received by each test subject was along the lines of that recommended by
the system developers. The subjects were also equivocal about whether or not the
Ministab aided or interfered with normal precision control while hovering. Five subjects stated that the system aided their hover while four considered the system an
interference.
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CONTROL INPUT DATA

MEAN CANONICAL SCORES

The three flight conditions were ranked by the subjects as to which gave them their
best hover performance. The outcome indicated that the Ministab provided the best
hover performance (mean rank = 1.44) followed by 1.78 for the Unaided condition and
2.78
for xhe
Force Trim hover condition. The Force Trim flight condition was not the
familiar
or normal
mode of hover for the subjects and was considered undesirable
because of control stiffness and reduction in control "touch."
The results of the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale which was completed by each of the subjects after each of the flight conditions revealed the
following ratings:
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Mean Pilot Rating
3.11
3.33
4.33

Flight Condition
Unaided
Ministab
Force Trim

These subjective rating data again demonstrate the very slight perceived differences
between the Unaided and Ministab flight conditions--the Unaided hover condition being
the least demanding followed closely by the Ministab with a larger separation occurring
between the Ministab and Force Trim conditions.
It should be noted that several months prior to the investigation reported in this
article, the Ministab system was evaluated by a test pilot at Fort Rucker, Alabama.
Several of the test pilot's written comments about the evaluation seem to support the
objective and subjective results of the current investigation (Simon, 1976). 6
In general, the test pilot made favorable comments about the system; however, it
was noted that the "pure SAS [stability augmentation system] gain in the roll axis
appeared to be higher than it should be .... This tendency was noted several times
during the evaluation, usually occurring in a climbing turn."
In addition, the test
pilot stated that "the length of time required for the 'automatic fly-through' process
or synchronization (where the controls are moved a small amount and held momentarily
without depressing the mag brake button) was acceptable for up and away/cruising flights
although a little learning was necessary to adapt to the time lag. However, this
'synchro time lag' was excessive in the hover regime probably due to the frequency of
control inputs required for holding a position over the ground. It was noticed that a
sizable number of corrective control inputs were made which did not cause or allow the
system to synchronize itself."
The test pilot suggested a reduction in time lag "which should further reduce pilot
workload."
It is reported that this time lag reduction was accomplished before the
current investigation. However, it is possible that the reduction w.- not sufficient
and coupled with the excessive gain in the roll axis, which was mentioned earlier,
these two factors could have produced the reduction in effectiveness of the Ministab
(equivalence seen in the number of control inputs per second and magnitude of movement
across the three flight conditions) along the cyclic left-right control dimension. No
gain problems were noted by the test pilot along the pitch axis which corresponds to
the reduced number of control inputs observed in the cyclic fore-aft control dimension
for the Ministab condition relative to the Unaided and Force Trim conditions (Table 5).
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, under the set of conditions that existed during the evaluation, the
stability augmentation system examined did not provide a significant change in aircraft
stability. More completely, aircraft status maintenance was essentially equivalent
across all three flight conditions.
The multivariate analysis data indicated that statistically the Ministab did reduce
the overall control activity requirements for the aviators. However, performance on
the collective control was essentially equivalent across the flight conditions in terms
of both movement magnitude and number of inputs. This equivalence should be expected
because, as mentioned earlier, the attitude hold mode was inoperative during the study.
Although the aviators tested were aware of this, their opinion of the Ministab was
based upon the total performance requirement which included collective control activity.
Another factor which could relate to the lack of perceived differences between the
Ministab and the Unaided condition was the cyclic left-right control input data which
indicated no differences in magnitude and number of inputs across the three conditions.
Obviously control inputs made in the helicopter are a vector reflecting both left-right
and fore-aft components, but because of measurement requirements the control inputs are
described independently in terms of fore-aft and left-right activity. An integration
of the fore-aft and left-right information could indicate whether or not more workload
is experienced on the cyclic control under one or another of the flight conditions.
However, the key issue here is that the stability augmentation sytem evaluation did
not, under the conditions tested, provide a clear-cut improvement in flight performance
and workload across all flight control parameters. This position is supported by the
results of the questionnaire as well as the Cooper-Harper rating data. It is quite
possible that given a much higher degree of experience on the part of the test pilots
with the Ministab, along with more turbulent conditions, the Ministab could produce a
more stable platform for hover operations, medical hoist, weapons delivery, etc., and
provide a substantial reduction in control activity requirements for the pilot. Future
research at the US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory will examine state-of-the-art
improvements in stability augmentation systems in order to provide information which
will enable the pilot to maximize his capabilities, enhance mission accomplishment, and
extend the pilot's effective performance range in continuous operations.
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APPENDIX A

Ministab Training (POI)

Time:

30-60 minutes

a. Preflight--Point out basic components of system associated with the preflight
of test aircraft (static stops, computers, radar alt).
b. System Description--To familiarize pilot with internal (cockpit) controls of
Ministab system, i.e., control head, circuit breakers, cyclic, and collective control
surfaces (gray control box familiarization).
c. System Operation--To point out system capabilities and limitations. Explanations to include emergency procedures of (1) primary system, (2) yaw axis, and (3)
LORAS (low airspeed indicator).
d. Pilot Familiarization and Technique--Purpose is to allow pilot to become comfortable in utilizing system.
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THE BOAT THAT IS A RAFT
George P. Gillespie
Mechanical Engineer
Aircraft and Crew Systems Technology Directorate
Naval Air 7evelopment Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974

The Mini Boat, a life raft developed by the NAVAIRDEVCEN
(Naval Air Development Center) under the sponsorship of the
Naval Air Systems Command (AIR-340B), has succeeded in placing
the center of mass of the survivor below the center of buoyancy
of the raft. This property enables the Mini Boat to be superior
to traditional one man life rafts by posessing unique in-water
characteristics and improved ligistics.

The helo aircrewman experiences fatigue and related discomforts from his noisy, vibrating, and
sometimes hot aircraft (1).
These discomforts can degrade the performance required for normal flight
duties as well as for emergency conditions. During an emergency the pilot usually can autorotate his
helo to a relatively controlled landing, but the physiological problems stated above can compound the
after effects of the crash, i.e., shock, panic, and disorientation (2).
Furthermore, in an over water
incident where impact has compromised the structural integrity of the helo, sinking will occur within
one minute (3).
The rapid rate of sinking and the physical and physiological effects of in-rushing
water are great deterrents to the escape of any potential survivor.
Once the aircrewman escapes, a life raft adds greatly to his survivability, however, there is less
than a 10% chance (4) that an aircrewman can release and remove the MPLR (Multiplace Life Raft) that is
stowed within the sinking helo. A "quick fix" solution to the problem is to have a life raft for each
aircrewman after emergency egress. This has been accomplished by packing an LR-l, the traditional one
man life raft, into a "back pack" configuration and issuing it to all crewmembers as an add-on to
required survival equipment. Although the "back pack" serves its intended function, its bulk ar: weight
not only increase inflight discomfort, but it can also degrade the mobility of potential survivors.
The NAVAIRDEVCEN has investigated these problems and is in the early stages of development of a
"Helo Flotation System" and an "Automatically Expelled/Deployed Multiplace Life Raft System". The
former is designed to actually float the helicopter with externally mounted inflatable spheres located
around the helo to provide even and stable flotation. The latter will automatically expel and deploy a
multiplace life raft containing a heater system and "blanket". These systems have the potential to
allow helo aircrewmen to fly in a virtual "flight suit" environment. However, both efforts require
airframe modification and are long term developments.
A short term solution involves the Mini Boat, a program sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command
(AIR-340). SAR (Search and Rescue) data obtained from the Naval Safety Center revealed that 97% of all
helo aircrewmen downed over water are rescued within one hour. Based on this data, the NAVAIRDEVCEN
determined that in order to reduce weight and bulk, a minimum size life raft and mission specific aircrew survival equipment would be developed. This policy allowed for great flexibility and led to the
development of the Mini Boat (5) and four mission specific helo aircrew configurations.
The Mini Boat is a one man life raft that demonstrates superior water survivability characteristics,
improved logistics, and improved operational interfaces. The raft is made of a series of vertically
aligned air tubes, divided into two distinct chambers. The primary compartment is inflated with s 56g
(2 oz.) CO 2 cylinder, compared to a 224g (8 oz.) one for the LR-1. while the secondary compartment is
2
2
inflated orally. The raft is heat sealed using two sheets of coated nylon fabric, 136g/m
(4 oz/yd ).
Since oxygen in the atmosphere attacks cement, the problem of seam deterioration in cemented inflatables
is eliminated with the use of heat sealing. Not only are maintenance and reliability characteristics
greatly improved, but the stable seams permit the use of vacuum packaging to replace detailed inspection
and maintenance with package inspection. The Mini Boat weighs 1.59 kg (3.5 Ib) and can be packaged into
3
3
3
3
a 1600 cm (121 in ) volume, while the LR-l weighs 3.41 kg (7.5 lb) and takes up 6900 cm (522 in ) of
space.
Although the Mini Boat comes in a small, lightweight package, its water characteristics are unique.
The Mini Boat is commonly referred to as a raft; it is actually a boat because the center of mass of
the survivor is below the center of buoyancy. Because of this feature the Mini Boat has excellent
stability as verified in limited sea trials (6). After the primary chamber (Figure 1) is inflated the
raft has shape and can be boarded (Figure 2) by depressing, with one hand, any portion of the raft and
either sliding or rolling into the raft. The primary inflation chamber provides about 75 mm (3 in) of
freeboard (height of the raft above the water), even though the survivor is sitting in a Mini Boat full
of water. The survivor's recommended sequence of operation is to immediately obtain an additional 75 mm
of freeboard (150 mm total) by orally inflating the secondary inflation chamber with five breaths
(Figure 3). This air will remain in the uppermost cell since pressure of the water line restricts the
air from entering the lower portion of the secondary chamber. At this time the survivor may evaluate
his situation and decide when, and if, oral inflation and helmet bailing should be completed. Oral
inflation will take less than 2.5 min. (about ten additional breaths), with an effort required similar
to that required when inflating a balloon; helmet bailing will also take about 2.5 min., and all but
.5 1 (.53 qt.) can be removed from the raft. The Mini Boat will now display 300 mm of freeboard with
very good stability (Figure 4).
Sea water can be added to the raft for additioral ballast at that time
by depressing the side.

iI

Besides providing a comfortable support for the body, the inflatable sides of the Mini Boat provide
thermal barrier between the sea and the body. This advantage is being extended in the development of
an All Weather Mini Boat. An inflatable canopy is being developed that can be retrofitted to the current
Mini Boat. Subjective cold temperature test data will be generated, then fabric changes, heat reflective
laminates, inflation system changes, pumping systems (for removing sea water from !he raft), and portable
heating systems will be evaluated in a trade-off study.
Current plans consider introduction of the Mini Boat to the Naval Air Fleet in three modes, with
vacuum packaging playing a significant role in each. The first mode is for man mounting as exemplified
in a back pack for the Helo Pilot/Copilot Survival Vest. The Mini Boat will be packaged into a
280x280x20 mm shape and will be completely deployed upon inflation. The second mode consists of stowing
individually packaged Mini Boats in the helo at convenient locations near exit ports, hatchways, or in
seat systems. Priority in this mode is to make the Mini Boat readily accessible and easily attainable
to the egressing aircrewman. Quantities and exact locations will be determined at a later date, but will
depend, of course, on helo class, mission, and available space. The third mode is for packaging the All
Weather Mini Boat into the Rigid Seat Survival Kit in the Fighter/Attack community.
If vacuum packaging is proven to be feasible in the above modes, periodic visual inspection will
replace scheduled maintenance. As long as the package still has a vacuum, it is safe to assume that the
Mini Boat has not been affected from external sources and is in the same state as the day it was packaged. The total use of heat sealing guarantees that the Mini Boat seams will not deteriorate in the
package. Although the Mini Boats are completely sealed inside the vacuum package, the raft is completely
deployed, ready for boarding, after jerking the inflation toggle. This action simultaneously breaks the
vacuum and actuates the C02 inflation system.
The Mini Boat is amenable to wide and varied applications because it possesses superior in-water
characteristics. It is a space and weight saver and it possesses superior logistic properties. Today
the Mini Boat is being evaluated by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), the United States Air Force
(USAF), and the National Aviation and Space Administration (NASA).
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UH-60A MEDEVAC KIT
Horace T. Hone
Systems Design & Development Branch
Engineering Department
Sikorsky Aircraft Division of
United Technologies Corporation
Stratford, Connecticut 06602
U.S.A.

SUMMARY
The Sikorsky UH-60A or BLACK HAWK is the U. S.
Army's next generation Utility Helicopter. A kit
has been designed for converting the standard
BLACK HAWK
aircraft
to medical
evacuation
configuration, after removal of eight troop seats.
Four crash-attenuated litters are carried, plus a
60 Hz, 115 volt power pack that permits the use of
regular hospital equipment by casualties in
transit. Litters can be loaded transversely from
either side of the aircraft. A lifting facility
is provided for the upper litters.

INTRODUCTION
The helicopter, in the early days of its military and civil applications, might have
been classified as a luxury rather than a necessity; a luxury not in the sense that it
provided an extravagant degree of comfort, but rather in the sense of being highly
desirable yet not readily affordable or available. Today, the helicopter has achieved the
status of a necessity, and we in the industry aim to make it a comfortable necessity, a
readily affordable and available necessity. We believe that the enhanced performance
achieved in every type of helicopter mission will be conspicuously evident in the UH-60A
medevac operation.

PRESENT SITUATION
Currently the UH-l is still the U. S. Army's prime vehicle for the aerial evacuation
of casualties from combat zones (Figure 1). It has an extensive and distinguished background of operational experience and is capable of carrying up to six litter patients in a
remarkably compact configuration, accompanied by a medical attendant and sundry items of
medical equipment. The litters, of regular folding pole type, are longitudinally stacked
in tiers of three on either side of the aircraft. The attendant has partial access to one
side of each patient, but has very little room to maneuver. The vertical clearance between
patients is substantially less than the currently desired minimum of 18 inches (45.7 cm.).
The litters are secured by their handles to the bulkheads and poles on the inboard
side and to webbing straps between ceiling and floor on the outboard side, in the classical
manner. There is no deliberate crash-attenuation device, though the webbing straps provide
some degree of vertical energy absorption, but with undesirable asymmetric and rebound
characteristics. The crashworthiness of the system is governed by the strength limitation
of the litters themselves, at about 13 g downward load factor.
The Army has been particularly concerned about improving the litter loading and unloading operations (Figure 2). The top litters are naturally the most difficult on the
UH-l. A loading beam was developed to facilitate the procedure, but otherwise there is no
mechanical lift-assisting device.
FUTURE SITUATION
The vehicle which will replace the UH-l is the UH-60A BLACK HAWK. This was designed
by Sikorsky as model S-70 to the Army's specification for UTTAS (Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System).
The UTTAS program provided the opportunity to introduce a medical
evacuation system that meets all the current U. S. Army medevac mission requirements and
appreciably advances the state of the art from the point of view of the patient, the
medical attendant and the loading crew (Figure 3).
UTTAS REQUIREMENTS
BLACK HAWK is a larger machine than UH-l and can take advantage of about 50% more
effective cabin area. The UTTAS specification demanded a low profile for airtransportability reasons. Patient accessibility requirements dictated 18 inches (45.7 cm) clear
space above the litter poles. Also, beneath the lower litter there should be sufficient

, ,/

Figure 1.

UH-. Medevac Configuration.

vertical clearance to permit an energy-absorption stroke during a 42 feet (1280 cm) per
second 95th percentile survivable downcrash; this aspect will be covered later, but the
requirement
works outprohibit
at about
7.6 inches
(19.30
cm).in Collectively,
these
vertical
dimension
limitations
a triple
litters
a 54 inch however,
(137.16
cm.
cabin.
An on-going
study effort is underway
ontier
a 6 oflitter
configuration;
the) Army's
minimum capacity requirement can be met with a two-by-two litter configuration, with
seating for two ambulatory patients and a medic utilizing existing crashworthy troop seats.
PATIENT ACCESSIBILITY
In addition to the top accessibility requirement, the UTTAS specification called for
full length accessibility to all four patients by a 95th percentile medic. This precluded
the possibility of transporting the patients in a lateral orientation since, although the

5/
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Figure 2. Loading Litters Into UH-I.
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Figure 3.

The UH-60A "BLACK HAWK."

cabin is wide enough to accommodate four litters sideways, there would be insufficient
residual side clearance to permit longitudinal migration of the medic. Consequently, the
litters are flown in a fore and aft attitude, as in the UH-I, but now the attendant has head
to toe access to any patient (Figure 4). To further enhance accessibility, the traditional
litter suspension arrangement has been replaced by a system in which all four litters are
cantilevered from a central box-shaped pedestal. Thus, the attendant can minister to the
needs of each patient with a minimum of vertical structural impediment.

Figure 4. UH-60A Medevac Configuration.

94

LITTER LOADING
The time and effort required to load and unload litters have been considerably reduced
on the BLACK HAWK. The cabin has wide sliding doors on both sides and it would have been
feasible to load the litters directly onto longitudinal racks, two from each side.
However, there is a specification commitment for all litters to be loadable, in less than
two minutes, from either side of the aircraft. This is a highly desirable facility in most
combat situations, and in fact, it is quite essential in cases where, for various reasons,
The BLACK HAWK design achieves this by having the
only unilateral access is available.
aforementioned pedestal from which the litter supports are cantilevered, rotatable about a
vertical central axis, via pivot fittings in the floor and ceiling (Figure 5). Thus, the
litter supports are oriented laterally for loading and unloading, permitting any of the
four litters to be inserted or removed through either left or right door. The whole
"carousel" assembly is rotated manually. A pinning mechanism operable from both ends of
the pedestal locks the system in the lateral loading/unloading mode or the longitudinal
flight mode.
It is physically possible to close the doors and take off with the litters lateral,
In an emergency, the
but this configuration degrades accessibility and crashworthiness.
system could be rotated into flight mode during or after take-off by leaving the doors open
until the system is locked into flight position.
LITTER LIFT FACILITY
by a single transverse motion without any complex
The ability to load a litter
maneuvers represents a considerable advance, but there is another improvement which must
The upper litter supports can be lowered 19 inches (48.26 cm.) until
now be mentioned
they rest on top of the lower litter supports, and their height above ground is then only
is then loaded and raised to its
The upper litter
(Figure 6).
3-1/2 feet (106.7 cm.)
In the event that there is no requirement
normal level so that the lower one can be loaded.
for a lower litter, the upper litter support can be locked at an intermediate height
selected by the medical attendant for maximum convenience and accessibility.
The

lifting system utilizes

hand-cranks which

are

available at both ends

of the

pedestal so that either of the upper litters can be moved using one crank or two, if an
additional man is available. The controls which lock and unlock the lift system are
duplicated at both ends.
'ith the lift system, four 95th percentile patients can be loaded and secured ready
for t, ke-off in less than two minutes from either side of the aircraft.

Figure 5.

Loading Litters Into UH-60A.
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CEILING PLATE
,--ELECTRICAL LEAD

UPPER PIVOT

CENTER PEDESTAL

.

LITTER LIGHTS

LITTER SUPPORT

FLOOR PLATE
SUSPENSION
SYSTEM CABLES
Fiqure 6. UH-60A Litter Support System.
CRASH ATTENUATION
Reference was made earlier to the downcrash energy-absorption feature. This is provided for each litter individually by means of an attenuator in its support system. A
well-proven method of attenuation is employed, consisting of a solid wire passing between a
trio of rollers so positioned that the wire is progressi'elv deformed as it is drawn
through.
The system is calibrated to begin stroking at 13g for the weight of a 50th
percentile patient (including splints, plaster casts, blankets, etc.). The designated
stroke for this degree of attenuation is 7.6 inches (19.30 cm).
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
At each end of each litter support is a strap assembly that can be easily positioned,
length-adjusted and fastened to secure the patient to the litter, and the litter to the
litter support.
The litter supports
pedestal.

are quickly detachable

from their brackets

on the central

Removal of both right-side litter supports provides space for a rescue hoist to be
mounted in the right doorway.
Each upper litter support can be used as a seat for three ambulatory patients when in
its lowest position. In this configuration, a total of 8 ambulatory patients, 1 medic and
a normal 3 man crew can be accommodated.
The following alternative combinations of litter patients, ambulatory patients and
rescue hoist facility can be considered. In each case one medic and a normal crew of three
are carried.
a.
4 litter patients, 2 ambulatory patients, no rescue hoist.
b.
No litter patients, 8 ambulatory patients, no rescue hoist.
c.
2 litter patients, 5 ambulatory patients, no rescue hoist.
d.
2 litter patients, 2 ambulatory patients, plus rescue hoist.
e.
No litter patients, 5 ambulatory patients, plus rescue hoist.
Among other facilities are two 28 volt lights at each litter position and a pair of
intravenous fluid hooks at each end of each litter support.
A 200 volt, 60 cycle power pack is included with the MEDEVAC kit to provide power for
standard hospital equipment.
The whole kit, comprising the pedestal with litter supports and the power pack, can be
removed or installed in the BLACK HAWK in less than 50 minutes.
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SUSPENSION SYSTEM
The litter suspension system is portrayed by the series of Figures 7 through 13.
The litter and patient are strapped to a litter support (Figure 7), which is socketed
and pip-pinned on to L-shaped brackets (Figure 8), the vertical sections of which are
grooved to slide on rails at each end of the central pedestal (Figure 9). The vertical
motions of the brackets are synchronized by a crossed loop cable and pulley system (Figure
10), preventing the litter support from tilting and consequently jamming.
The attenuator, which works on the wire deformation principle, is incorporated in the
cable system (Figure 11). In the lower litter suspension system, the attenuator housing is
physically grounded to structure, but in the upper system it is movable, thereby providing
the means of raising and lowering the upper litters. The housing can be grounded at a
selected level by two pawls which lock onto one of the teeth on a rack, integral with the
housing (Figure 12). The pawls will be locked on the topmost tooth if the lower litter is
in use (Figure 12a); otherwise they can be locked on a lower tooth. The crash attenuation
stroke of 7.6 inches (19.30 cm) is available (Figure 12b) whichever tooth is used,
including the lowest one (Figure 12c). The attenuator housing is raised or lowered by a
simple cable and drum system (Figure 13) operated by hand crank. A lightweight assembly is
possible since it is isolated from crash loads by the rack and pawl device.
It will be noted that the crossed-loop cable and pulley arrangement, which forms the
basis of the suspension system, permits a simple integration of the synchronizing,
attenuating and (for the upper litters) the elevating facilities.

8 INCHES LATERAL
STRAP ADJUSTMENT

Figure 7.

Patient on Litter, on Litter Support, Straps Secured.

1I
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Figure 8.

Litter Support is

Semi-Permanently Socketed Onto L-Shaped Brackets.

,TONGUE AND
GROOVE
ENGAGEMENT

Figure 9.

L-shaped Brackets Slide on End Rails of Central Pedestal.
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CABLE ATTACHMENTS

SHEAVE

Figure 10.

Vertical Motions of L-Shaped Brackets Synchronized
by Crossed-Loop Cable System.

ATTENUATOR HOUSING
(GROUNDED TO STRUCTURE)
ATTENUATOR
ROLLERS

_

_

_

7.6 IN. ATTENUATOR

FSTROKE

ATTENUATOR WIRE
(UNSTROKED)
Figure 11.

ATTENUATOR WIRE
(FULLY STROKED AT 13G)

Wire-Bending Attenuator is Incorporated Into Crossed-Loop Cable System.
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UPCRASH
PAWL

PAWL HOUSING
(GROUNDED TO STRUCTURE)
ATTENUATOR HOUSING RACK

DOWN

CRASH
PAWL--

/
(A)

(B)

LITTER LOCKED IN
HIGHEST FLIGHT
POSITION
Figure 12.

(C)
LITTER LOCKED
IN LOWEST
FIGHT POSITION

LITTER FULLY
ATTENUATED FROM
HIGHEST FLIGHT
POSITION

Attenuator Housing for Upper Litter is Movable to Facilitate Loading.

TO HAND CRANK
/

LITTER RAISING
CABLE

LITTER LOWERING
CABLE
HOISTING DRUM

ATTENUATOR HOUSING RACK
SHOWN IN LITTER-LOADING
Fur'
'

Figure 13.

-POSITION

s

Complete Synchronizing/Attenuating/Elevating System for Upper Litter.
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L'EVACUATION SANITAIRE PAR HELICOPTERE
par
Louis VACHON
Ingenleur au Departament Recherchas
Wilfrid MESSENS
Ing~nieur des Yantas
Societ6 Nationale Industrielle ALsrospatiale
Division H@l icoptiras
Bolte postale 13 - 13722 Martgnane - France

RESUME
L'evacuation sanitaire d'urgence paut se concevoir salon trots formules
1. Transporter le bless#, dans l'etat oO ii se trouve, le plus rapidement possible, du lieu de l'acctdent
vers le centre hospitalier le plus proche.
2. Amner sur les lieux da l'accidcnt las elements d'une unit6 misdicale de premier secours, et ne transporter le blesse qu'aprds lut avotr donne las premiers soins necessitess par son 4stat.
3. Installer le bless6 dans un vehicule 6qulpes en unite ridicala de secours at lui donner les premiers
soins - en particuliar reanimation - pendant le transport. L'6vacuation devient alors partia integranta
du trattement,. Le temps de transport est ainst neutralises.
Jusqu'a maintenant, l'exiguites des cabines d'hesltcopteres, ne permettait, du momns en primaira, que
des esvacuations dans le cadre de la premiere formule.
L'una des derniebres productions de l'Aerospatlale - le Dauphin - tout en restant dans la ganne des
helicopttes legers, offra un volue utile de cabina et de saute suffisant pour envisager 1'esvacuation
sanitaire esvoluca, dans le contexte de la troisie~me formule.
En cooperation avec le corps medical, l'Aerospatiale Istudie pour le Dauphin une installation
taira tres evoluca, permettant I 'accomplissement en vol de tous las actes medicaux de reanimation etsani
depetite chirurgie, ainsi que la teletransmission des donnees medicales au centre hospitalier d'accueil.
Une premiere installation probatoire a ete realisee et essaye, en vol, sur une reconstitution
d'accident de la route. Simultanement, par suite d'un concours de circonstance tout A fait fortuit,
l'appareil ainsi esquip6 a et& utilise en op~raion reelle sur un cas particulie~rement grave. Un plein
succes a demontres la validites de la formu~i7.

Un pau d'histoire
L'idea est deja ancienna d'utiliserau benefice des services de santela vote aesrienna.
En 1870, au cours; du siege de Paris, 160 malades ou blesses graves furent elvacuess par aerostats I
La technique du cadre "porte malade" amovible qu'on accrochait au ballon etait en avance sur son temps.
Cette technique se retrouve sur las premiers heslicopte'res d'esvacuation sanitaire.
La naissanca de l'avlation sanitaire remonte A la fin de la premiLre guerre mondiala, at l'on peut
consideraer cette innovation dans las transports sanitairas comne tine ide d'origina fran~aise. La Docteur
Chassaing merite a juste titre le nom du "Pere de 1'aviation sanitaira".
11 avait constate aen1915 qua las blassuras des aviateurs esvoluaient beaucoup plus favorablament qua
celles de laurs camaradas de tranchees. 11 avait attribues ca privilesge au fait qua las aviateurs 6taiant
hospitalises d~s 1 'atterrissage, beneficiant ainsi de soins precocas. sans avoir subi la choquante epreuva
d'un long transport par route. 11 pensa qu'il fallait faire profitar tous las blesses da cc moyan d'Isvacuation, rapida at confortabla.
Rapidament, entre las daux guerres, la jauna aviation sanitaira acquarra ses lettres de noblessas.
Au cours de la derniere guerre, cc furent surtout las amfiricains qui employeraent ca transport. Entre la
desbarquement en Normandia at la capitulation de l'Allemagna, las Sky-Masters ont e~vacueL vars la GrandeBretagne ou las U.S.A. 385 576 blesses, dont 82 000 pendant le saul mois d'Avril 1945.
La Gesneral Eisenhower ecrivait catte me annee "Nous avons esvacue. par air, la presque totalite
de nos h8pitaux de 1'avant, at cette methode a sans doute sauvee des centaines, des milliars de vie".
Un diracteur du service de sante U.S .ARMY ajoutait : parmi las moyans qui parmettent de sauver le plus
de vies humainas, l'Ovacuation aerienna est A placer sur le mime plan qua le plasma at la penicilline".
Las helicopteres n'ont fait reellement laur apparition dans cc domatna qu'a l'occasion de la guerre
d'Indochine. Ils apparurent dans le diel indochinois le 7 Avril 1950. C'etait deuxc'illlo rs 360", capab as
d16vacuer chacun daux blesses. Laur premiere intervention cut un retantissevent considerable sur le moral
des troupes. Rapidement, par suite de sa maniabilit6, at de sa possibilit6 de sc poser pratiquament an
tout terrain, l'helicoptfre a pris le pas sur l'avlon, du rains pour les etvacuations primaires.

La conflit du Vietnam, mine par las americains a marqud la cons~cration de l'helicoptere, come
egnde guerre et sanitatre.
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Ce conflit a montri une rivolutlon de Iaconception sanitaire par l'envloi ginralisds de l'hlcoptere :on a assist# en r~aliO, non seulement au remplacenent de l'antulance par l'hlcoptire. mats bien
A la substitution de la vole afirienne A la vole terrestre pour tout cc qul est transport des bless~s;
90 %en effet de toutes les 6vacuations sanitaires ont eu lieu par hilicoptLire ou avion, ce qul donne des
chiffres absolument 6norms, tels que 25 000 6vacuations airiennes pour les trois derniers mois de 1965
(500 000 honues estant engages au Vietnam).
L'avantage de ce systbwe, sans parlor du confort du blesses r~side Osvidenuent dans la vitesse
d'#vacuatlon. Pour fixer les ides, rappelons quelques chiffres:
-

Vitesse utile moyenne de l'anibulance automobile au cours de la 26me guerre mondlale :10 km/'h.

-

Vitesse utile moyenne de l'helicoptire au Vietnam :130 km/h.

Le risultat concret fut que le dulal sl'coulant entre la blessure et l'arrivee du blesses dans la
formation hospitaliere traitante a fondu dans les mhics proportions. Le dOlai moyen qui estait de 16 heures
en 1945,6talt ramenes Apres de une heure.
Une constatation A faire est que de tres noiitreux blessess qul. avant l' 6 licoptere, seralent Morts
entre le champ de bataille et l'h~pltal, ont maintenant la possibilit# de survivre.
Ladeuxl&nc constatatlon est, qu'en d~spit du pourcentage plus esleves de blesses gravissimes. la martai@par blessure de guerre a Cste
extrhiement abaissee par rapport aux conflits precedents.
1914 - 19188%
1940

-

1945

-Coree

-Vietnam

4,5 %
2,5 %
1,5 % ArnWy
1,2 % Marines

En 1973, pendant la guerre du Kippour, le Service de Sante Israulien utilisa aussi l'h~L6icoptbre de
faqon intense, mais differeninent des amricains.
unitess ele6mentaires, ce moyen de transport na guere
bataillons israeliens, et ceci pour deux raisons:

efte
emp~loy#

plus avant que les postes de secours; des

-

Pour des considerations esconomiques "TSAfIALne disposait pas de la profusion d'h~licoptLres de lParme
amricaine.

-

Ensuite, parce que la mobilites des formations de blind~ss sur les champs de bataille ne rappelait en
rien la fixites relative des positions de la guerre du Vietnam. DUs lors, le poste de secours de bataillon
constitualt, de par sa moindre mobilites, le seul eschelon de l'avant permttant d'amorcer une esvacuation
par helicoptere.

tMais par contre, il a ete fait appel dans 80 % des cas aux moyens aeriens, pour les 6vacuations apres
misc en condition des blesses.
-

Soit A partir des postes de secours de bataillon pour les blesses les plus urgents, par heslicopteres
ameiricains du type "Iroquois", vers les h~pitaux de campagne deployes Al'arriere des lignes,

-

Soit A partir des points de rassentlement des brigades vers les h~pitaux, au moyen des "Iroquois" et des
helicopteres lourds franqais 'Super-Frelan".

Le delai moyen entre la blessure et la table d'operatlon na jamais despasse 4 heures pour ceux
evacuess du plus loin. Cette rapidites explique pour une large part le tres faible taux de mortalite (1,3 %)
enregistre dans les h~pitaux d'Israel.
Nous ne sonines plus, et par bonheur, en perlode conflictuelle. Les donnees memoes du probleme sont
entilrement differentes:
-

le nombre d'evacuatlons necessaires est considerablement reduit.

-

par contre la dispersion geographique des lieux d'accidents est beaucoup plus importante.

-

enfin, et ceci pour des raisons dconomiques evidentes, la flotte possible d'helicopteres sanitaires
disponibles est sans commune mesure avec celle misc en oeuvre lors d'un conflit militaire.

Par contre, si la quantites deOvacuatlon
sager d'augimnter la gualit6 des evacuations.

A realiser est trL~s
inferleure, ii devient possible d'envi-
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L'HELICOPTERE SANITAIRE, ANTENNE DE
REANIMATION ET DESOINS O'URGENCE

1. POSITION DE L'HELICOPTERE DANS LE CONTEXTE DES TRANSPORTS SANITAIRES
Dans les reions pourvues d'un riseau routier important et do structures midicalos A forto densitis,
il nest pas question d'envlsager le romplacement total des ambulances automobiles par un vfihicule airien
tel quo l'htlicopthre et ceci pour plusiours raisons:
(a)

Certainos conditions atmospheriques peuvent rendre le vol dangoreux ou impossible.

(b)

La couverturo totalo par hilicoptiros d'une nation exigorait un nonibre do machines et une infrastructure - natiriolle et huaine - dfimesurie.

(c) La penetration intigrale do lhilicoptire en milieu urbain ost loin d'ftre acquiso et no sera possible quo dans los cites do l'avenir.
Llhilicopthre ost donc: un moyen divacuation sanitaire complimntairo.
Par contre 11 est irremolagablo dans bien des circonstances:
(a)

Blesses ou malades graves pour lesquols le facteur temps a une importance capitalo.

(b)

Penetration dans des zones dipourvuos do riseau routier (sauvotage on mar, dans los Iles, on montagne ... ) ou dont l'accis par ambulance a iti rendu momentaniment impossible (accidents en chalne
sur autoroute).

(c)

Conditions mitiorologiquos faisant obstacle aux vihicules terrestres (neige, vorglas, inondatlons).

Dans les regions do grande itendue mis A faiblo densitis d'installations hospitaliiros, il est bien
evident quo, dans tous los cas, l'hilicoptiro ost le moyen d'6vacuation le mioux adapth.

2. MISSIONS DE L'HELICOPTERE SANITAIRE
A l'houre actuolle, compto tenu des appareils et des installations dont disposont nos organismes de
secours (protection civilo - gendarmerie). l'ivacuation par hilicoptire so limite au s! ~
r
du
malado ou d'un blossi, sans possibiliti d'intervention midicale pendant cette opisrati
s~siiW
avantages do cotte formulo itant d'uno part la vitesse, et d'autre part la possibiliti d'aller chercher 1e
patient dans une zone non accessible A I'aiulance routiiro.
Pour son programme d'installatlon d'isvacuation sanitaire do nouvelle generation par hilicoptire. la
SNIAS a retenu le principe suivant
'Ile transport dolt faire partie intigrante du traiteient"
Le blessi binificie ainsi, non seulement dune intervention plus rapide et d'un transport plus court
quo par les moyens conventionnels, mais do soins des le debut do l'intervention. La dune du transport
est ainsi neutralisie.
Los missions do 1'hilicopthre sanitaire do nouvelle generation pouvent donc so definir succinctement
connie suit:
(a) Transport primaire
-

accis rapide et le plus pris possible du lieu do l'accident,
preparation du blessi au sol et conditionnement en vue du transport,
soins pendant 1e transport et 6ventuollement interventions necessities par lvolution do l'istat
du patient,
transmission au centre hospitalier dostinataire do toutos los informations utiles A I& preparation
du traitement et A la prise en charge des l'arriviOl.

(b) Transport socondaire
Le malade - ou bless@ - itant deja stabilisi et sous traitement dans une unit# midicale dolt itre
transporti dans une autre unit# midicale, mileux fiquipie pour la poursuite dos soins.
Il importe do pouvoir continuer pendant le vol une thirapeutique initials dont 1 arrit, mine do faible
dun~e, pourralt itre prijudiciable. En outre, comma dans le cas d'Ovacuation pnimuire, une intervention immeidiate imposee par une evolution do litat du patient pendant le vol dolt itre possible.
Ce concept a Ott developpei par 1'Arospatiale avec: Is prkeus. cooperation de Monsieur le Professeur
BOURRET, Directeur du Centre do Recherche do Trautologie routire do Salon do Provence, et do Monsieur
le Profossour SERRES do l'Universit# do Montpellier.
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3. CARACTERISTIQUES DE L'APPAREIL
L'hllicopt~re, implicitement d~finl par le concept expos6 ci-dessus, a donc une double fonction
fonction vihicule
fonction antenne fiedicale
3.1. Fonctlon vehicule
Les principales caracteristiques requlses par cette fonction sont
*la disponibilitf
*la rapiditi de muse en oeuvre
*la possibillt6 d'atterrissage sur tous terrains et le plus pris possible du lieu de Vaccident
*la flabilites
*un co~t d'exploitatlon riduit
V apttude au vol de nuit et au vol tous temps.
Ces considesrations nous orientent vers le choix d'un apparell l6ger. 6quip6 d'un train A patins.
Ce choix limite donc, obligatoirement, le nombre de blesses transportables A chaque rotation. Les
statistiques ressortant de T'ana~yse des accidents de ra route montrent que le plus grand nonibre d'accldents graves coliporte deux blessds necessitant une intervention et un transport d'urgence. Nous avons donc:
limite la capacite de transport A
*2 blesses graves avec possibilit6 d'actes medicaux pendant le vol.
*ou 1 bless6 grave et 2 blesses lesgers, toujours avec assistance medicale,
*ou 4 blesses legers, avec 6ventuellement accompagnement medical, mais pratiquement sans possibiliteS
d'lntervention pendant le vol.
3.2. Fonction antenne mesdicale
3.2.1. en evacuation primaire
(a)

Amener sur le terrain
-

-

l'A~quipe medicale,
le matesriel necessiire pour degager le blesse outillage de desincarcesration pour accidents
routiers - projectew-s, materiel specialise pour accidents de montagne, etc ...
le matesriel medical perinettant de conditionner le blesse en vue du transport - en particulier
matelas coquille, attelles gonflables, immobilisateurs, matesriel de premier secours.

(b) Permettre de charger aisement le blesse deja installe sur brancard ou dans un matelas coquille.
(c) A bord de l'appareil et pendant le vol, permettre-les actes medicaux necessites par Pe6tat du
malade:
-

-

-

(d)

reanimation respiratoire
ventilation pulmonaire
intubation tracheale
aspiration -tubage
reanimation circulatoire
transfusion -perfusion
surveillance electronique cardio-vasculalre
stimulation cardiaque - massage cardiaque
d~fibrillation
petite chirurgie

Pendant le vol, transmettre A l'unite hospitalielre destinataire toutes les informations necessaires
a la reception du malade et A la preparation des interventions necessites par son estat, solt par
radio, solt par tle~transmlssion de donnees.

3.2.2. en evacuation secondaire
Le malade etant deJA stabilise, iinest plus question de preparation au sol . Par contre la poursulte pendant le vol de la th~rapeutique en cours peut exiger l'emport d'equipements particuliers
-

r~serves Importantes d'alr ou d'oxygdne,
source d'energie pour assurer le fonctionnement d'appareillages spsclaux (couveuse, poumnn
artificlel),
etc...
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3.2.3. deinition "architecturale" de Vappareil permettant l'accompllssement de la mission Antenne Mfidicale
Si du point de vue masse l'installatlon "antenne midicale" est peu pinalisante, 11 n'en est pas de
mime sur le plan des volumes nicessaires.
L'appareil devra comporter
-

une vaste soute, d'accbs facile, susceptible de contenir l'ensentle des apparaux nacessaires A
l'intervention au sal, les batteries d'alimentatlon de lapparelllage filectronique et Olectrique,
les reserves d'air et d'oxyglne, le respirateur volurrktrique.

-

une cabine de dimensions suffisantes pour
- permettre llinstallation de l'6quipe m~dicale,des blesses, de l'appareillage medical et d'armoires de rangement du petit materiel, des produits et medicaments divers.
- permettre lPexicution des actes misdicaux pendant le vol.

-

un niveau de confort suffisant pour 6viter au blessi des agresslons d'ambiance prajudiciables A
son &statet permettre AI'Piquipe mdicale Vaccomplissement de sa tfiche. En particulier
- stabilittl de Vol
- faible niveau vibratoire
- insonorisation
- chauffage.

4. CHOIX DE L'APPAREIL

-LE

DAUPHIN 360

Dans la gaimme des productions de l'Airospatiale, 1e Dauphin 360 s'est r#0il6 6tre particulirement
blen adaptas A cette mission. Tout en restant dans la cataqorie des hilicoptires lagers, 11 presente des

caractiristiques architecturales et
dimensionnelles ripondant en pous points
aux nicessitiss Ovoques ci-dtssus.7.4f515t

23

Pour des dimensi'ons extieures A
pelne suplrieures.4'celles de l'Alouette
111, 11 offre ad ipressionnant volume de
cabine de 5 13 sur un plancher plat de

L F~ 7

4.2
m2, quatre larges portes d'accis,
une soute ind~pendante de 1 m3 dotee d'une

'

_______

Porte triss
largement dimenslonnbe et d'un
abord particuliirenmnt ais#.
En outre, le confort offert par le
Dauphin est exceptionnel, tant du point
de vue vibratoire qu'acoustique.
A noter 6galement que le rotor anticouple est du type fenestron, ce qui
est un facteur de sicurit@impqortant
au cours des operations au sol.

n15

3.74 ft

Porte AV

JE
--

2.85 ft

246 ft

Porto AR

at

6.29f it
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Mals, Ilobjet de notre exposes Otant la presentation d'une installation sanitaire et non celle de
l'apparell porteur, nous nous contenterons de rappeler tres bril~vement les principales caracteristiques
du Dauphin

Carat~sistiuesVersion 360
Caraceristquesmonomoteur
Masse maximum au ddecollage
Charge utile
__________________________________

Vitesse max. (lINE)
__________________________________

Vitesse de croisitre rapide
Vitesse de croisiere Lsconomnique
Autonomie maxi,* sans reserve a 130 km/h
(70 Kts)
Distance franchissable, en croisiere economique, sans reserve
Rayon d'actlon, en croisiere esconomique,
avec 20 minutes de reserve

3000 kg
6615 lb
1432 kg
3157 lb

315 km/h
170 Kts

270 km/h
146 Kts
247 km/h
133 Kts
3 heures
42 minutes
655 km/h
353 Nm
300 km
162 Nm

5. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALE A BORD DU DAUPHIN
En etroite collaboration avec le corps midical et les SAMU, la SNIAS a realises une premiesre installation expesrimentale, le but n'estant pas d'optlmiser l'apparell en tant qu'esvacuation sanitaire, mais de
s 'assurer de la validites de la formule.
Cette installation est, en fait, un maquettage capable de voler.
Bien 6videimment, 1'amdnagement que nous vous presentons ne saurait avoir un caractere imposLe ou
desfinitif. 11 a seulement la valeur d'un exenple probatoire, deinentrant:
- que l'espace disponible dans la cabine est necessaire, mais suffisant pour retaliser l'installation
desfinie par le corps medical, et que cette installation est parfaitement operationnelle.
- que les qualit~s exceptionnelles de confort du Dauphin - tout particulilremnt dans le domaine
acoustique et vibratoire - perinettent 1 accomplissement des actes medicaux dans d'excellentes
conditions, et que les conditions d'evacuation du patient sont exemptes de risques de traumatismes supplementaires dus a des agresslons d'anbiance.
Le plan trois vues ci-apres expose schematiqueinent l'lnstallation realisee.
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1.Brancard sur son support
2. Emplacement pour deuxi~ame brancard (non installf)
3. Siege du m~decin r~animateur
4. Siege de Ilassistant ou infirmi~re (a dossier rabattable pour degager les tiroirs du meuble)
5. Ensemble armoire, recevant V'instrumentation, les diverses trousses chirurgicales. et la
pharmacie
6. Cardlo-Secours
7. Respirateur volum~trique
8. Tiroirs de rangement pharmacie et materiels divers
9. Aspirateur de mucosit6
10. Perfusion - Transfusion
12.
13.
14.
15.

Ensemble d'aspiration sur Venturi
Bouteilles d'air et d'oxyg~ne
Emplacements disponibles pour 1'installation d'autres appareillages m~dicaux
Soute de 1 m3 pour rangement des materiels utilisables au sol (desincarc~ration, matelas
inwiobilisateurs, attelles, etc ...
)

Ce schema est assez explicite pour que nous nentrions pas dans tous les Ostails de 1 installation,
d'autant plus que la d6Finition de l'instrumentation m~dicale est du ressort de l'utilisateur et non de
l'avionneur. 11 est bien evident qu'ele est fonction des zones et des conditions d'exploitation. Le r6le
de l'avionneur 6tant essentiellement de fournir un am~nagerient ayant la capabilit6 necessaire pour
recevoir tel ou tel type d'appareillage.
La photo ci-contre montre Ilinstallation
telle que definie par les SAMU de
Marseille et Montpellier, avec une instrumentation de leur choix. Mais I'on
voit clairement que les appareils de
reanimation et de surveillance peuvent
6tre remplaces par du materiel de toute
autre marque, sans aucune modification
structurale, et qu'il reste une large
place disponible pour l'installation
d autres appareil11ages compl ementai res.
(le deuxi~me brancard na pas @t
installe - il se positionne systematiquement au premier).

Un point tres particulier de cette installation est le support de brancard. Profitant de la grande
longueur de la cabine (2,30 metres - 7,54 ft) il etait souhaitable de pouvoir deplacer longitudinalement
le patient pendant le vol pour faciliter l'acces du medecin aux differentes parties du corps. D'autre
part, et ceci pour des imperatifs medicaux, 11 6tait necessaire de pouvoir donner au brancard des inclinaisons proclives ou declives a la demande, toujours pendant le vol. Enfin, ii est toujours malaise
d'introduire dans un vehicule un brancard par une porte laterale. Le porteur intesrieur se trouvant dans
des positions particul lrement inconmmodes.
La solution retenue a dtes un systeme d'interface entre le brancard et l'appareil constitut par
-

un dispositif A rails avec blocage, assurant le deplacement longitudinal,

-

un chassis en alliage leger destines A recevoir le brancard et muni d'un dispositif dinclinaison
de + 10%,

-

un ensemble Mecanique de rotation de ce chassis, simultanement avec son deplacement longitudinal,
cinematique tres simple de le faire sortir par la porte arriere, pour
permettant ainsi, par urie
recevoir le blesses sur sa civieare. Des pieds telescopiques escamotables assurent la stabilite de
l'ensenble en position sortie.

d'un bless6

Le support de brancard pr~sent6 sur nos differentes photos a Ct coniu pour recevoir les civi~res du
type utilis6 par les SAMU. Une 6tude est en cours d'un dispositif adaptable A tous types de civi~sres.
Simultan~ment des Litudes de suspension visco-6lastiques du brancard ant Cat 1anc~es, pour filtrer
les vibrations - d'un niveau dejA tr~s bas -transmises par le plancher.

Sur la photo ci-contre, on peut
constater que lorsque le brancard
est en position extreme arri~re
Vespace lib~r6 est suffisant
pour que le r~animateur puisse
s'agenouiller derriere la tete
du malade, et effectuer
aisement les operations d'intubation.

Enfin, pour les transports secondaires a caractgres tr~as
particuliers, le Dauphin est Lsquip6 des
moyens d'arrimage n~cessaire pour des
3-L
Nquipements, spkciaux tels qu' une
couveuse artificielle, par exemple, et
des sources d'6nergie pour assurer
leur fonctionnement pendant le vol.

D'autre part, un syst~me de transmission radio des donn~ses physialagiques fandamentales est en cours
de d~veloppement chez des dquipementiers sp~scialis~ss. Ce progranmme reqoit laide des Services Officiels
Fran~ais (D.R.E.T). L'exptrlmentation en est prL~vue au caurs de l'annee, & bard du Dauphin.

Le Dauphin, ainsi Lquip6, a 60 pr~ssent~s au 2Ime Congriss Mondial de la Resanimation I Paris, du19 au 23 Septembre 1977, 00 il a Ws particulierement appr~cies par de noiitweux misdecins r~animateurs.
Plus r~centient, il a W tests en conditions opesratlonnelles, sur la reconstitution d'un accident
routier, par les 6quipes m~dicales des SAMU de Montpellier et de M~arseille, et en particulier par
Messieurs les Professeurs; BOURRET et SERRE. L'excellence de son efficacit# s'est trouvL~e demontree par un
incident fortuit survenu alors que se deroulalent kes opefrations de tournage d'un film A des fins
didactiques et p~sdagogiques.
En desbut d'apr~s-midi, alors que 1l(quipe de production cinftatographique
plein d'atterrissage de 1lhdpital Saint Elol a Montpellier, le standard du SAMU
d'urgence de 1Vhdpital de Vaison-la-Romaine, petite ville situ&e A 120 km A vol
venait d'@tre terrass6 par un accident cardiaque et n~scessitait un transport et
dans un service cardlo-vasculaire.

s'affairait sur le terre
recevait un appel
d'oiseau. Un quadrag~snaire
son admission d'urgence

D'une part, par suite d'une situation conflictuelle, aucune ambulance routi~re n'Lstait disponible,
d'autre part, la duree du transport par route n'Ltait pas compatible avec 1'6tat du malade. Or,
rappelons le, lVappareil n'Otait 6quip~s que d'un maquettage, heureusement rdsalis6 Alaide d'un appareillage medical authentique.
10 minutes apres lappel et la mise Abord de l'appareillage de secours, l'appareil
d~collait de ]a DZ de l'h6pital, et 1lsquipage compl~tait pendant le vol les divers branchements Lslectriques et pneumatiques n~cessaires pour rendre le maquettage op~rationnel et pr~st Aassurer la survie du
malade durant son transport AMontpellier.
65 minutes plus tard, l'appareil 6tait de retour sur l'aire d'atterrissage o0 1'@quipe m~sdicale du
SAMU attendait le patient ddja largement tir6 d'affaires puisque linstallation avait parfaitement
fonctionn6 et permis, en vol, Vaccomplissement de la r~animation et des actes m~dicaux d&urgence requis
par son @tat.
Notons que la mdame
intervention effectu~e par une ambtulance routiire aurait demand6 pros de 4 heures.
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ABSTRACT
Three different concepts may be applied to casualty evacuation
1. Transport the casualty, as found and the quickest as possible, from the accident site to the nearest
medical centre.
2. Send a first aid unit to the site and transport the casualty only afterhaving given the first cares
required by his condition.
3. Place the casualty in a vehicle, equipped as emergency medical unit, give him the first cares - in
pa-ticular re-animation - during his transport. Then, evacuation becomes an integral part of the
medical treatment. The transport time is thus neutralized.
Up to now, due to the small space available in helicopter cabins, only evacuations according to the
first concept could be carried out, at least at the "primary" stage.
One of the latest AEROSPATIALE models - the "DAUPHIN" - while still being in the light helicopter
class, offers, in its cabin and luggage hold, a useful volume which is sufficient to contemplate an
improved casualty evacuation procedure according to the third concept.
In cooperation with medical services, AEROSPATIALE is designing, for the DAUPHIN, a very modern
ambulance installation allowing in-flight performance of all medical actions required for reanimation
and small surgery together with transmission of medical data to the hospital which will receive the
patient.
A first trial installation was made and tested, in flight, on the occasion of a traffic accident
simulation. At the same time, due to quite unpredictable circumstances, the aircraft so equipped was
used for an actual evacuation mission, in a particularly serious case. A full success demonstrated the
validity of th-is concept.

Some historical facts
The use of aerial transport, for the benefit of Medical Services, is a very old idea.
In 1870, during the siege of Paris, 160 seriously ill,
or wounded persons were evacuated by balloons
The technique of the removable "patient carrying" frame hooked to the balloon was well in advance of its
time. The same principle is found on the first helicopters used for casualty evacuation.
The birth of the ambulance aircraft dates from the end of the First World War, and it can be
considered that this innovation in casualty evacuation was initially a French idea. Doctor Chassaing
rightly deserves the title of "Father of Medical Aviation".
In 1915, he had noted that the wounds of aviators were healing quicker than those of the men fighting
in trenches. He thought this was due to the fact that airmen were taken to hospital irr.ediately after landing,
thus being cared for sooner, without having to go through the awful stressing period of a much too long
road transport. He felt that all casualties should have the benefit of such fast and comfortable
evacuation means.
Quickly, between the two wars, the young medical aviation will gain its nobility quarters. During the
last world war, the U.S. Forces, in particular, made great use of this type of transport. In the period
between the landing on Normandy beaches and the capitulation of Germany, the "Sky-Masters" transported to
Great-Britain or to the United States 385576 casualties, 82000 of which during the sole month of April 1945.
The same year, General Eisenhower write : "We have air lifted nearly all the wounded people treated
in our front line hospitals, and without any doubt this has saved hundreds, thousands of lives".
One Director of the U.S. ARMY Health Service added : "Among the means allowing the saving of the greatest
number of human lives, air evacuation is to be placed on the same rank as plasma and penicillin".
In this field, helicopters really made their appearance during the Indochina war only. It was on
April 7th, 1950, that they were seen in the Indochina sky. They were two HILLERS 360, each capable of
transporting two casualties. Their first action had a significant effect on the troop morale. Quickly,
thanks to its manoeuvrability and ability to land practically anywhere, the helicopter has supplanted
the aeroplane, at least for primary evacuations.
The Vietnam conflict, involving the United States, consecrated the helicopter both as a war machine
and as an ambulance vehicle.
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This conflict showed a complete revolution in the casualty evacuation concept through the general
use of helicopters : in fact, we saw not only the replacement of the conventional ambulance car by the
helicopter, but also the use of aircraft instead of ground vehicles for the transport of casualties.
Indeed, 90 % of all casualty evacuationswere carried out by rotary-and fixed-wing aircraft, this giving
fabulous figures, such as 25 000 air evacuations during the last quarter of 1965 (500 000 men being engaged
in Vietnam).
The advantage of this system, besides the comfort offered to the wounded persons, is obviously the
speed of evacuation. To give you some idea, let us recall some figures :
- Average useful speed of ambulance cars during World War II

: 10 ki/hour.

- Average useful speed of helicopters in Vietnam : 130 km/hour.
The concrete result was that the time elapsed between the moment the wound was inflicted and the
arrival of the casualty in a hospital had been reduced in the same proportion. The average time of
16 hours, in 1945, had been reduced to 1 hour approximately.
A first thing to be noted is that numerous casualties, who, before the advent of the helicopter,
would have died between the battlefield and the hospital, have now a good chance of survival.
A second noteworthy finding is that in spite of a higher percentage of serious casualties, fatality
rate has decreased strongly compared with that of previous battles
-

1914/1918

8%

-

1940/1945

4.5 %

- Korea

2.5 %

- Vietnam

1.5 % (ARMY)
1.2 % (MARINES)

In 1973, during the Kippour war, the Israeli Medical Service also used the helicopter extensively,
but not in the same manner as the U.S Forces.
Unlike in Vietnam, where helicopters were used right up to the fighting line, this means of
transport was rarely used further forward than the battalion medical post, and this for two reasons :
- On economic grounds, "TSAHAL" did not have at its disposal the great number of helicopters available to
the U.S. Army.
- Also, because the mobility of armoured units on the battlefield was, in no way, comparable to the
relative immobility of positions during the Vietnam war. Therefore, the battalion medical post, due to
its low mobility, was th! sole forward unit allowing the initiation of evacuation by helicopter.
But, however, in 80 % of cases, aerial means were used for evacuation after the first cares had been
given to wounded men.
- Either, for casualties requiring urgent care, using U.S. "IROQUOIS", helicopters, from the battalion
medical post to field hospitals installed at the rear,
- Or, using "IROQUOIS" and French "SUPER FRELON" helicopters, from brigade collecting points to hospitals.
The average time elapsed between the wound and the operating table never exceeded 4 hours, for those
evacuated from the farthest point. This rapidity clearly explains the very low fatality rate (1.3 %)
recorded in Israeli hospitals.
Happily, we are no longer on a war footing. The problem fundamettdls are widely different
- the number of evacuations required is greatly reduced.
- however, the geographical scatter of accident sites is very much greater.
- at last, for obvious economic reasons, the possible fleet of available ambulance helicopters is far from
having the size of that pushed into service during military operations.
Nevertheless, if the number of evacuations to be carried out is very much smaller, it becomes possible
to contemplate the improvement in the quality of evacuations.
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THE AMBULANCE HELICOPTER - A REANIMATION AND
URGENT CARE UNIT

1. THE HELICOPTER POSITION IN THE AMBULANCE FIELD
In districts provided with an important road network and very dense medical structures, it is out-ofquestion to contemplate the complete replacement of ambulance cars by an aerial vehicle, such as the
helicopter, and this for several reasons
(a) In some weather conditions, flying may be hazardous or even impossible.
(b) Full coverage of a country by helicopters would require an excessive number of machines and an
infrastructure - both in men and materiels - largely out-of-measure.
(c) The full penetration of helicopters in built-up areas is far from being accepted and shall be possible
in future cities only.
Therefore, the helicopter is a coplementary means of evacuation.
But, however, it

cannot be replaced in many circumstances :

(a) For seriously ill or wounded persons, when time becomes an essential factor.
(b) Penetration in areas lacking road network (sea rescue, islands, mountains ...) or when accessibility
by road is temporarily impossible (blocking of motor ways by successive accidents).
(c) Weather conditions preventing road traffic (snow, ice, floods).
In large districts, but with a low density of medical facilities, it is obvious that, in all cases,
the helicopter is the most suitable means of evacuation.

2. ROLE OF THE AMBULANCE HELICOPTER
At present, due to the aircraft and installations available to our assistance organisations (Civil
Protection - Gendarmerie), evacuation by helicopter is limited to the simple transport of an ill or
wounded person, without any possibility of medical action during this operation - the only advantages of
this concept being speed and the possibility of collecting the patient in areas inaccessible by
ambulance cars.
For an installation of a new generation, intended for the casualty evacuation by helicopter,
AEROSPATIALE has retained the following principle :
"Transport must be an integral part of the medical treatment"
Thus, the casualty benefits, not only from a quicker action and a transport time shorter than with
conventional means of transport, but he can receive cares right from the onset. Therefore, transport time
is neutralized.
The roles uf the new generation ambulance helicopter may be summarized briefly as follows
(a) Primary transport
- quick access, in the immediate vicinity of the accident site,
- preparation of the casualty and his conditioning for transport,
- cares during transport and, if necessary, medical actions required by changes in the patient's
condition,
- transmission to the receiving medical centre of all the information which can be useful to prepare
the treatmert and on taking over the patient on his arrival.
(b) -Secondary transport
The patient having been stabilized and treated in a medical unit has to be transferred to another
centre where more suitable equipment is available to continue the treatment.
It is important to be able to continue, in flight, the initial therapy which could be harmful if
interruptea. Further, as in primary transport, an immediate medical action found necessary, in
flight, by a change in the patient's condition should be possible.
This concept has been developed by AEROSPATIALE in cooperation with Professor BOURRET, Director of
the Centre of Research in Traffic accident Traumatology, of Salon-de-Provence, and Professor SERRES of the
Montpellier University.
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3. AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
The helicopter, implicitely defined by the concept outlined above, has a dual role
. a vehicle function
* a medical unit function
3.1. Vehicle function
The main characteristics required for this function are
Availability
Quick preparation for operation
Possibility of landing on any spot, in the immediate vicinity of the accident
Reliability
Low operating cost
Capability of right and all-weather flying
These considerations lead us to select a light helicopter, equipped with a skid type landing gear.
Therefore, this selection limits the number of casualties who can be transported on each flight.
Statistics derived from traffic accident analysis show that in the majority of serious accidents, two
casualties require urgent action and evacuation. Hence, transport capacity has been limited to
2 serious casualties, with possibility of medical action in flight.
or 1 serious casualty and 2 lightly wounded persons, always with medical assistance
or 4 lightly wounded persons, with a medical attendant, if necessary, but, practically, without
possibility of medical action in flight.
3.2. Medical unit function
3.2.1. Primary evacuation
(a) Bring to the site
- the medical team,
- the equipment required to clear the casualty : cutting tools in the case of traffic accidents spotlights, special equipment in the case of mountain accidents, etc...
- the medical equipment required to prepare the casualty for transport, in particular shell type
mattress, inflatable splints, immobilizing devices, first aid equipment.
(b) Allow easy loading of the casualty already installed on a stretcher or a shell type mattress.
(c) On board and luring flight, allow the performance of medical actions required by the patient's
condition :
- respirating reanimation
- lung ventilation
- tracheal intubation
- suction - tubing
- circulatory reanimation
- blood transfusion - perfusion
- cardio-vascular electronic monitoring
- heart stimulation - heart massage
- defibrillation
- small surgery
(d) During flight, transmit to the receiving hospital all the information required for the patient
reception and the preparation of actions required by his condition, either by radio or by automatic
data transmission.
3.2.2. Secondary evacuation
The patient condition being stabilized already, ground preparation is no longer required. However, the
in-flight continuation of the therapy may neccessitate the carrying of specific equipment.
- large reserve of air or oxygen
- power source to ensure the operation of special equipment (incubator, artificial lung)
- and so on.
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3.2.3. aircraft lay-out allowing the accomplishment of the "Medical unit" role
If from the weight aspect, the "medical unit" installation is not very penalizing, it is not quite
the same as regards the volume required.
The aircraft should have
- a large hold, easily accessible and capable of accommodating all the equipment required for
ground action, the batteries powering the electronic and electric equipment, the air and
oxygen reserve and the volumetric respirator,
- an amply dimensioned cabin :
- to allow the installation of the medical team, the casualties, the medical equipment and
stowage cupboards for small materiels, various products and medicines,
- to allow the performance of medical actions in flight.
- to give a comfort level sufficient to protect the casualty against any harmful effect from the
ambient conditions and to allow the performance of the medical team task. In particular
- flight stability
- low vibration level
- sound proofing
- heating.

4. SELECTION OF THE AIRCRAFT - THE SA 360 "DAUPHIN"

In the range of AEROSPATIALE helicopters, the SA 360 "DAUPHIN" appears to be particularly suited for
this role. While still in the light helicopter class, it features a general lay-out and dimensions which
fully meet the requirements stated above.
1.57 n

2 30 m

Although its overall dimensions are
only slightly greater than those of the
ALOUETTE III, it offers an impressive
cabin volume of 5 cu.m., a flat floor of
4.2 sq.m., four wide access doors, a
separate hold of 1 cu.m. provided with a
large door and easily accessible.

C4I"

E

Further, the comfort offered by the
DAUPHIN is really exceptional, both from
the vibration and noise level viewpoints
It is also to be noted that the tail rotor
is of the shrouded type (FENESTRON), as it
is an important safety factor during
ground operations.
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But, the subject of this lecture is to present an ambulance installation and not to describe
the vehicle, so we shall restrict ourselves to a brief reminder of the DAUPHIN main characteristics.

Characteristics
Maximum take-off weight
Useful load
aximum speed (VNE)
Fast cruise speed
Best range speed
Maximum endurance, without fuel reserve, at
130 km/hr (70 kt)
Range, without fuel reserve, at best range
speed
Radius of action, with 20 minute fuel reserve
at best range speed.

SA

360

300 kg
6615 lb
1432 kg
3157 lb
315 km/hr
170 kt
270 km/hr
146 kt
247 km/hr
133 kt
3 hours
minutes
42
655
350
300
162

km
n.m.
km
n.m.

5. TRIAL INSTALLATION ON "DAUPHIN"
In close cooperation with Medical Services and Emergency Medical units, AEROSPATIALE has designed
a first trial installation, whose objective was not to optimize the aircraft for casualty evacuation,
but to check the validity of the concept.
In fact, this installation is a flying mock-up.
Obviously, the lay-out, which we are presenting, can not be considered as imposed or final. It
has only a proofing value, showing :
- that the space available in the cabin is necessary, but sufficient to realize the installation
by the Medical Services, and that this installation is fully operational.
- that the DAUPHIN exceptional comfort qualities - particularly from the noise - and vibration
level aspects - allow the performance of medical actions in excellent conditions and that the
patient evacuation conditions are free from additional traumatism hazards resulting from ambient
conditions.
The 3-view drawing below, shows the installation principle.
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1. Stretcher on its support
2. Second stretcher location (not installed)
3. Seat for reanimator
4. Seat for medical attendant (with folding back to give access to cupboard drawers)
5. Cupboard for the storage of instruments, surgery kits and medicines
6. Cardiology equipment
7. Volumetric respirator
8. Drawers for the storage of medicines and miscellaneous items
9. Mucus suction device
10. Perfusion - Transfusion
11. Flowmeter
12. Suction equipment, operating from Venturi nozzle
13. Air and oxygen bottles
14. Space available for other medical equipment
15. Hold of I cu.m. for the storage of ground equipment (cutting equipment, mattress,
immobilizing devices, splints, etc.)
This diagram is self-explanatory, so we shall not go into all the installation detai ;, all the
more as it is the user who has to define the medical equipment required and not the aircraft
manufacturer. Obviously it depends on the operating areas and conditions. The role of the aircraft
manufacturer is limited essentially to the provisions for accommodating the type of equipment required.

The photo, shown opposite, represents

the installation as defined by the
MARSEILLE and MONTPELLIER emergency
medical units with equipment selected
by them. But it can be seen clearly that
reanimation and monitoring equipment may
be replaced by that of any other make
without any structural modification, and
there remains a large space available for
installing other complementary equipment.
(The second stretcher has not been

installed. Itis located syimmetrically to
the first strecher)

A very particular point regarding this installation is the stretcher support. Taking advantage of
the great cabin length (2.30 m - 7.54 ft), it was desirable to have the possibility of moving the patient
in the fore-and-aft direction, in flight, to facilitate the access to the various parts of the body.
Further, on medical grounds, it was necessary to be able to tilt the stretcher, up or down, as required
during flight. At last, it is always difficult to load a stretcher in a vehicle through a side door, as
the man who carries the strecher inside the vehicle has to take up particularly uncomfortable positions.
The solution retained is an interface system, between stretcher and aircraft, consisting in
- a rail-borne locking support allowing fore-and-aft motion
- a light alloy frame accommodating the stretcher and tilting over + 100.
- a mechanical assembly, allowing the simultaneous rotation and fore-and-aft motion of the above
frame. Thus, through a very simple movement, it is possible to push the frame through the rear
door for loading the casualty. Retractable telescopic feet ensure the stability in the
"out" position.

6.

.

.
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Loading a casualty

The stretcher support, shown in the various photos, has been designed to accommodate the stretcher
of the type used by the emergency medical units. A support suitable for all stretcher types is being
designed
At the same time, studies on stretcher visco-elastic suspension system have been initiated with a
view to filtering the vibrations - already at a very low level - transmitted by the floor.

On the photo, shown opposite, it can be
noted that when the stretcher is fully
rearward, the space thus cleared is
sufficient for the reanimator to kneel
down behind the patient and perform
the intubation operations easily.

At last, for very specific secondary transport, the "DAUPHIN" is provided with the necessary tiedown provisions for special equipment, such
as an incubator, and the power sources
required for their operation in flight.

I

/

I

In addition, a radio link system capable of transmitting fundamental physiological data is being
developed by specialized equipment manufacturers. This programme is sponsored by the French Authorities
(D.R.E.T.). Experimentation on the "DAUPHIN" is scheduled for this year.

1.

. .
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The DAUPHIN, so equipped, was presented to the second World Forum of Reanimation, held in PARIS
from September 19th to 23rd 1977, where it was well appreciated by many reanimators.
Quite recently, it was tested under operational conditions, during a traffic accident simulation,
by the MONTPELLIER and MARSEILLES emergency medical units, and, in particular by Professors BOURRET and
SERRE. Its real efficiency was proved by an unpredictable incident that occured while a film was being
taken for didactic and pedagogic purposes.
Early in the afternoon, while the filming team was busy on the landing area of SAINT ELOI hospital,
in MONTPELLIER, the emergency medical unit received an urgent call from the hospital of VAISON LA ROMAINE,
a small town 120 km away as the crow flies. A man, in his forties, just had a heart attack and his
transfer to a specialized cardiology service was urgently required.
But, due to social troubles, no ambulance car was available and the road transport time was not
compatible with the patient's condition. Moreover, let us remind you, the aircraft equipment was just
a mock-up and - luckily enough - consisted of real medical equipment.
Ten minutes after the call and the loading of assistance equipment, the aircraft took off and,
during flight, the crew completed the various electric and pneumatic connections required to make the
mock-up operational and ready to ensure the patient's survival during his transport to MONTPELLIER.
Sixty-five minutes later, the aircraft was back to the landing area where the emergency medical
team awaited the patient, who had somewhat recovered already as the installation had operated perfectly
and allowed the performance, in flight, of reanimation and urgent medical actions required.
It should be noted that the same operation carried out by an ambulance car would have required
4 hours.
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SOB ON0

In the late 1960's the Canadian Farces intouced the Beechcraft msketeer, an "off the shelf"
civilian light aircraft, for fixed wing pilot selection and primary training. This training was colocated with initial helicopter pilot training on the Kiowa helicopter at CF Portage la Prairie.
The mission profile, coupled with the type of aircraft used, produced a probability that in the
event of an aircraft crash, there would be a high survivability rate. These factors, along with the
difficulty in reaching a crash site, especially on winter terrain, necessitated the developmsnt of airborne evacuation capability.
The author was involved in the design and testing of a casualty evacuation kit utilizing the Kiowa
helicopter. This kit consisted of a stretcher support fraew, aluminum stretcher, and two rear doors with
bubble extensions to ensure the necessary width to transport one patient across the rear passenger capartment. Flight testing was carried out at the Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment at CFB (old Lake to
determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the Kiowa aircraft with the kit installed.
This kit was designed to fit any Kiowa helicopter in the Canadian Forces fleet. In the event of an
aircraft crash, this kit could be installed in the first available aircraft in approximately fifteen minutes.

TEXT
In the late 1960's the Canadian Forces introduced the Beechcraft Musketeer, and "off the shelf"
civilian light aircraft for fixed wing pilot selection and primary training. This training is co-located
with initial helicopter pilot training on the Cii 136 (Kiowa) helicopter at Canadian Forces Base Portage la
Prairie.
Both aircraft range up to seventy miles fron base, sae of it over fairly inaccessible terrain.
During the winter mnths, both the CT 134 musketeer and CH 136 Kiuwa training areas cannot be reached by
ground transport other than tracked vehicles. The speed of the tracked awrbiance currently in use is
approximately 4 oph. This would result in an unacceptable delay in reaching a crash site some distance
from the base.
The mission profile, coupled with the type of aircraft used and the relatively low air speed,
produced a probability that in the event of an aircraft crash, there would be a high survivability rate.
As well, both aircraft are single engine. These factors necessitated the development of an airborne
evacuation capability.
Development
There were a nuaber of ways this capability could be provided:
a.

use of the CH 135 (Iroquois) helicopter in a dedicated evacuation role;

b.

Refit two CH 136 (Kiowa) helicopters to accommcdate the Bell Helicopter Cmqpany arbulance kit;

c.

mount one litter across the back seat of the CH 136 (Kiowa) helicopter; or

d.

Attach tw

litter

pods to the skids of the CH 136 Kiowa helicopter.

The advantages and disadvantages of each of the options were as follows:
a.

option (a) - CH 135 (Iroquois):
(1)

Advantages:
(a)

(2)

Well documented capability of CH 135 Iroquois helicopter as a casualty evacuation
aircraft, including hoisting capability.

Disadvantages:

(a)

Cost of aircraft acquisition
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(b)
b.

Aircraft dedicated to a single role.

Option (b) - Bell Helicopter Company Ambulance Kit:

(1)

Advantages:
(a)

A proven kit

(b) Medical personnel and life support equipment can be carried in the cabin
(c)

No restriction to the flight envelope

(d) Pilots trained on aircraft type
(e)
(2)

Aircraft in Canadian Forces inventory and situated on base.

Disadvantages:
(a) Expensive retro fit required
(b) Aircraft cannot be used in the training role and therefore would require dedication
of aircraft to a single role

c.

Cption (c) - Litter across rear seat of CH 136:
(1) Advantages:
(a) Patient carried inside aircraft
(b) No extra heating required
(c)

Accessible to medical attendant

(d) Rapid installation time, therefore no requirement for dedicated aircraft
(e)
(2)

construction at base level

Disadvantages:
(a) medical attendant working space limited
(b) Restrictions to flight envelope
(c) Limited space for carrying emergency medical equipment

d.

Option (d) - Litter pods attached to skids of CH 136:
(1)

Advantages:
(a) Easy to construct at base level
(b)

(2)

Rapid installation time, therefore no requirement for dedicated aircraft

Disadvantages:
(a)

Pods unheated

(b)

Restriction to flight envelope

(c)

Possible undesirable sympathetic vibrations

These options were assigned priority of desirability and submitted to higher headquarters. The
proposals were studied both at Air Command and National Defence Headquarters. Canadian Forces Base Portage
la Prairie was then authorized to prototype, install, and test a rear seat litter for the CH 136 Kiaw helicopter.
Planning and production was carried out using expertise provided by Base Aircraft Maintenance
Engineering, Flight Safety, 3 Canadian Forces Flying Training Schol, Base Flight Surgeon, and Production
workbps.
The final kit design provided for a stretcher in the transverse position across the rear seat of the
CH 136 Kowa helicopter. This necessitated a modification to both rear doors to increase the inside fuselage
dimensions. Each door incorporated a "bubble" made of one-eighth inch thick glass reinforced plastic covered
on the inside with one-half inch thick foam padding. With the modified doors installed, the maximum internal
width of the fuselage was increased thirty inches to six feet ten and one-quarter inches.
7he support frame for the stretcher was bolted to the centre of the rear seat platform using the bolt
boles normally used for armament installation and rested on ft legs that extended from the frame to the floor
of the helicopter. The stretcher was designed to slide on the frame and secured by four removable pins. It
was also designed to be cmpatible with the stretcher support rails in the military pattern ambulances. The
stretcher, constructed of aluminum, is similar in dimensions to the supporting area of a folding litter used

Sthe Canadian Florces (21.6 X 72 inches for the Kicna Kit versus 27 X 72 inches for the folding litter)
Iemetal stretcher is designed to provide stronger support to the patient than the folding litter.Th
stretcher incorporates a one-half inch foam mattress which connects by velcro strips to the stretcher.
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Figure # 1

CH 136 with modified doors in place

-

Structural Analysis

The structural analysis of the litter kit was carried out by the Canadian Forces Engineering Test
Establishment to determine the applicable limits for the kit when carrying a patient. A model of a frame
bearing a 220 lb patient was analyzed. This analysis disclosed that in the event of a crash involving
relatively low G loads, there would be a deflection of the front legs of approximately ten inches.
This

would result in a risk of injury to the medical attendant and the patient and minor risk to the other
occupants of the aircraft.
The stretcher support frame was modified to provide a more rigid structure which could withstand
the following "G" loads when bearing a 220 lb patient:
Nx

9G

Ny

3G

Nz

6 G

Although the modified frame did not meet the reauirements outlined in the United States Army Aercuidical
Research Development Laboratory Technical Report 71-22, Crash Survival Design Guide ctober 1971, and
the Bell Helioupter Stress Report N-206-099-200, namely
Nx

20 G

Ny

l0 G

Nz

20 G

The stretcher suprt
frame was considered acceptable for a single production iten to De used in an emergency evacuation role only.
The loading on the two buble (doors) was found to be primarily aerodynamic. The loads an the
bubble door which could be encountered at 120 k)ots (ne) were calculated as follows:

80 knots
120 knots

Vertical
up 1 lb
up
Figure # 2

4 lb
-

Radial Outward
50 ib
110 lb

Aerodynamic loading on rear doors

Horizontal
aft 71 lb
aft 160 lb
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It was determined that the two hinge pins and the latch on each door could easily bear the extra
loads generated.
The CHI136 with the bubble doors installed was flown at air speeds up to 110 knots and in the
sideways and rearward flight to aircraft operating limits to check the structural integrity of the doors.
The modified doors remained firmly attached to the aircraft at all times. The general level of vibration
of the aircraft, with the bubble doors installed, at air speeds greater than 80 knots was higher than had
been experienced with the aircraft in the normal configuration. During manoeuvers at air speeds of 100
knots and above, the level of vibration was moderate. There was no reason to limit air speed on the
basis of vibration alone.
Weight and Balance
The casualty litter kit weighs 80 lbs and increased the longitudinal moment by 7,770 in/lbs. It
was installed symmetrically about the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. When placed on the stretcher,
the patient's weight acted through a longitudinal arm of 97.5 inches. The lateral centre of gravity of
the CH 136 shifted approximately 0.5 inches toward the side of the aircraft on which the trunk of the
patient's body was lying because of the concentrated mass of the human body in that area. With the pilot
and medical attendant sitting on the right side, the patient's head on the right side, the centre of
gravity of the aircraft was close o the right lateral limit.
The centre of gravity for the kit installed ran from extreme aft position with only the pilot on
board to the full forward position with addition of the patient and medical attendant. As a result of
this shift in the centre of gravity and to enhance the in-flight handling characteristics, it was reonmended that the aircraft with the litter kit installed should be flown with two front seat occupants at
all times.
Aerodynamic Testing
Aerodynanic testing was carried out at the Canadian Forces Engineering Test Establishment at
Canadian Forces Base Cold lake. Trim control position tests indicated that there was a requirement for
less forward cyclic, less right cyclic, and less right directional pedal displacement with the litter kit
installed; as opposed to the clean configuration. Both the lateral and directional control displacerent
curve show a flattening and eventual reversal of control gradient cmuencing approximately 80 knots.
The gradient reversal can be manifest by inadvertent over-controlling of the aircraft about both the
longitudinal and vertical axis and result in frequent excitation of the lateral-directional oscillation.
The CH 136 Kiowa with the litter kit installed responded normally to all controls throughout
most flight regimes. At speeds above 60 knots directional stability deteriorates and some dutch roll is
evident. lateral and directional stability decreased further in turns and at higher speeds. While all
these characteristics were deemed acceptable they would most certainly demand more of a pilot's attention
at night or when turbulence is encountered. During flight, it was noted that less forward cyclic is
required for a given speed than in normal configuration.
It was found that there was a tendency for the nose of the aircraft to pitch up upon entry into
autorotation. This moment increased in severity as the centre of gravity moves aft and as speed increases.
Ski installation had a very pronounced and potentially dangerous effect on this manoeuver, hence it was
ecommended that all flights with the litter kit installed should be with the skis removed and limited
to 90 knots indicated air speed.
Control in hover, lateral and rearward flight was virtually unchanged. No noticeable difference
in adverse yaw characteristics of the CH 136 was evident during qualitative testing in both configurations.
Addition of the litter kit to the CH 136 did not noticeably alter the handling characteristics of
the helicopter in co-ordinated level turns to the right or left.
Forward speed power requirements are drastically higher due to drag. An aircraft with three persons
on board may have a top speed of 80 knots and a flat out speed of less than 100 kmots with only the pilot
on board. The best range is accomplished at 92 knots and tests indicate a 15%deterioration in specific
fuel consurption.
Immnan Engineering
Due to the fact that the kit installation L~quires no modification or major mechanical changes to
existing aircraft, the installation is quick and efficient. A normal 3-man servicing crew installed the
litter kit in a Kiowa in 12 minutes without problem.
The design of handles on the stretcher, the size and position of the support rack, the wide doors,
and the quick release bayonet pins make for quick and safe loading and unloading of stretcher borne
patients.
The functional design was reflected in loading and unloading trials. After one practice, tw nonmedical crewmen were able to unload the empty stretcher in 6 seconds, load a stretcher borne patient in
14 seconds, and unload a stretcher borne patient in 9 seconds.
The shoulder breadth of a 95th percentile man wearing winter flying gear (underwear, shirt and
trousers or fatigues, boots and socks, jacket, helmet, and gloves) measures 20.7 inches. The width of the
Kiowa litter, 21.6 inches, allows personnel with 95th percentile shoulder breadth to fit within the width
of the stretcher. The stature or length of a 95th percentile man wearing winter flying gear including
helmet and boots, is 75 inches. As with the standard folding litter, the length of the stretcher does not

allow 95th percentile personnel to b-2 completely supported on the stretcher. As with the folding litter,
sow part of the boots or flight helmet may therefore extend beyond the edge of the stretcher. The
inside width of the modified Kiowa allows the stretcher to extend into the glass-fibre bubbles. This new
width of 80.25 inches allows the 95th percentile stretcher patient to fit the helicopter and allows
sufficient clearance for the inevitable movements of the patient associated with turbulence, etc.
The physical layout of the litter in the helicopter restricted the personnel that can use the rear
seat of the aircraft. Specifically, the area between the stretcher and the right seat back limits the
waist depth available (7 inches); consequently, only medical attendants in the 50th percentile or less
waist depth may fit comfortably. The medical attendant had some difficulty in getting in to the rear seat
with the stretcher and patient in place and required assistance with strapping-in because of the cramped
position. The pin which held the right side of the stretcher to the support frame impeded entry and exit
and may cause injury if personnel do not move cautiously. When strapped-in, the observer had difficulty
reaching both the door jettison handle and the normal door handle because the stretcher obstructed movement. A rear seat occupant with a short reach may be unable to jettison the right door. These features
are unsatisfactory but they are considered acceptable for a kit having limited emergency use.
The space available also restricts the amount of medical equipment that could be carried and the
ease of its use.
Conclusion
As a result of structural analysis, aerodynamic flight testing, and human engineering, numerous
design deficiencies were elucidated.
Structural analysis of the stretcher support frame did not meet the structural load factors for
personnel restraint equipment as specified in the USA AMRDL Report 71-22 or the Bell Helicopter Stress
Report N-206-099-200. The modified support frame was considered acceptable for a single production iten
to be used in emergencies only.
The installation of the litter kit, with the pilot and medical attendant sitting on the right
side and the patient's head to the right, the centre of gravity of the aircraft was close to the right
lateral limits. The fore-aft centre of gravity with the kit installed ran fran extreme aft position with
only the pilot aboard to the full forward position with the pilot, medical attendant, and patient aboard.
To enhance the in-flight handling characteristics, it is necessary that the two front seats of the aircraft be occupied at all times.
Aerodynamic testing disclosed that the CH 136 Kiowa helicopter with the litter kit installed
responds normally to all controls throughout most flight regimes. There is a definite deterioration of
directional stability above 60 knots. There is also a decrease in stability in turns. These decreases
in aircraft handling characteristics were deemed acceptable. There is a tendency of the nose of the aircraft to pitch up upon entry into autorotation. This movement increases in severity as the centre of
gravity moves aft and as speed increases. Ski installation has a very pronounced and potentially
dangerous effect as full forward cyclic deflection is required to hold pitch attitude horizontal during
entry into autorotations at 80 knots. As a result of this tendency to "pitch up" upon entry into autorotation, all flights with the litter kit installed were restricted to 90 knots indicated air speed, skis
removed, and two front seat occupants.
human engineering disclosed a major limiting factor in as the working space for the medical attendant was extremely limited. Personnel with larger than 50th percentile waist depth (7.9 inches) were
prevented from riding in the rear seat. This was considered acceptable as the medical attendants could
be pre-selected, and the speed by which a casualty is evacuated from the crash site is the critical factor,
not the comfort of the medical attendant.
These deficiencies outlined are significant enough to limit the casualty evacuation kit to a single
production item; to be used at Canadian Forces Base Portage la Prairie in an emergency evacuation role
only. Any other use of this kit would require extensive re-design and further aerodynamic testing,
especially in the area of autorotation.
It is quite evident from this paper that there were numerous difficulties encountered in the design
and production of this kit. There were unforeseen problems, especially in the area of changes to the flight
characteristics of the helicopter. As previously mentioned, some of these changes to the autorotation performance could be potentially dangerous.
The purpose of presenting tlis paper is to demonstrate that there must be active involvement from
multiple disciplines in the design and production of any medical iten for use in aircraft, especially in
helicopters. It is clearly demonstrated that changes of this significance to the structure and role of
the aircraft should be attAmpted only after extensive design analysis and only after extensive design
analysis and only if no other alternative is available.
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SUMMARY
Experiments in advance have demonstrated the amount of vibration stress for man
being transported in ambulances (wheeled vehicles). Further research should show
vibration exposure of wounded or sick people during transportation by the helicopter
UIl-1D. Acceleration were measured at the mounting parts of the stretcher, at four
points of transferring from the stretcher to the human body, and at two places upon
the body. This was done under 11 flight situations: racing the engine, ground running,
lifting up, suspense-flight, ascending-flight, horizontal-flight 60, 80, 100 and 116
kn, landing-flight and running out the engine. Effective values (rms) of acceleration
and frequency analysis were used as a basis for evaluation.
Summarizing it was found the vibration stress to be about 90 % smaller when transported
by helicopter than by wheeled vehicles. The middle of the three positions of the
stretcher showed the relative lowest vibration comparing upper and ground position.
From the mounting parts of the stretcher to the points of entrance into the body vibration decreases at about 90 % with exception of the situation at racing the engine.
Besides low frequencies (5 to 10 Hz) high frequency vibration (30 to 50 Hz) was found.
For the psycho-physiological evaluation of the measured vibration recent results of
laboratory research on the biomechanical behaviour and on the subjective sens. tivity
of man at lying posture can be used.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
2

a
ax,ay,az
aw
K-value
KXL,KYL,KZL
lotS
kn

acceleration (m/s
acceleration in one of the three directions of the coordinate
system (see lying posture in Fig. 2)
frequency weighted acceleration calculated by use of an electronic weighting network, up to now only valid for sitting and
stanling posture, ref. ISO 2631 111
"Wahrnehmungssthrke K", frequency weighted acceleration, ref.
German Standard VDI 2057 [2]
K-value at lying posture in one of the three directions x, y and
z of the coordinate system (see Fig. 2)
Root mean square = effective value
flight speed (knots), 1 kn = 0,5144 m/s

1. INTRODUCTION
In connection with the general question on human exposure to mechanical vibration of
soldiers driving or being transported in military vehicles we have reported on the
man's vibration stress during AGARD CONFERENCE held at Oslo Norway 22-23 April 1974
13]. There is also a high interest to know to which extend wounded soldiers or sick
civilian people being transported in ambulances (wheeled vehicles) or helicopters may
be exposed to mechanical vibration.
The aim of the following research was to find out humnn vibration stress at lying
posture during transportation in the ambulance helicopter U||-1I). Several flight conditions had to be changed and acceleration measurements had to be carried out at
three stretchers.
2. METHOO
For vibration measurements accelerometers
natural frequency 250 cps) have been used
plex-System and a FM-tape-recorder served
complete measuring system was done before
ditions during the field experiments were
corder.

+2

(strain gauge principle, range ± 100 m/s
in connection with amplifiers. A FM-Multias recording system. Calibration of the
and after the experiments. The flight conreported on an audiochanel of the tape re-
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2.1 PLACES OF MEASUREMENT
For evaluation of vibration exposure the points of acceleration trnnamission between
the stretcher and the human body are mostly important. Therefore accelerometers were
fixed at these points of entrance El, E2, E3 and E4 corresponding to Figure 1 and
Table 1. These are the points of relativ high pressure between body and stretcher.
Further more two points upon the body K2 and h4 and the fastening point T3 of the

stretcher were choosen.
Measurements were carried out at all three stretchers (lower, middle and upper positions). Acceleration directions were generally x (vertical) and at the point T3
additionally y and z (horizontal) (Fig. 2).
Table 1: Points of acceleration measurements

Symbol

(see also Fig. 1)

Measuring point
point of entrance of vibration

to the body part:
El
E2
E3
E4

heel
pelvis
shoulder-blade
head

-------------------------------------------------------

K2
K4
T3

upon the body part:
abdominal wall
forehead
fastening point of stretcher

2.2 VIBRATION ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

From the tape recordings RMS-values of acceleration for the duration of measurement
were calculated. In addition the most important frequencies by the way of narrowband-frequency-analysis [4, 5J could be found.
2.3 FLIGHT CONDITIONS
For the field measurements the following 11 different flight conditions for the helicopter UH-1D were choosen:
1.

racing the engine

6.

2.

ground running

7-

3.

liftung up

8.

4.

suspense flight

5.

ascending flight

9.

10.
11.

horizontal flight
"
"
"

"
"
"

60 kn
80 kn

100 kn
116 kn

landing flight
running out the engine

Because of the very short duration of measurement results of flight condition No. 3
and because of simular vibration behaviour of No. 1 and 11 running out the engine
were not be considered.
3. RESULTS
The results of vibration measurements at the point T3 (stretcher fastening) are shown
in Table 2 and in Figures 3 to 6. Vibration exposure data may be found in Table 3 and
in Figures 7 to 14. Frequency-analyses are demonstrated in Figures 15-20.
3.1 INFLUENCE OF VIBRATION DIRECTION, STRETCHER POSITION AND FLIGHT CONDITION
For the transversally located stretchers with their different positions typical accelerations at point T3 are shown in Figures 3 to 6. From Table 2 one may find out,
that the amplitudes of acceleration tend to be much smaller in both horizontal directions than in vertical direction with a ratio of about 1:3 to 1:4. That means that
vertical acceleration - at least for that typ of helicopter - is the most important
vibration direction.
In the average of all flight conditions and of the three directions the lowest vibration may be found at the middle stretcher position with the following ratio:
middle : upper : low (stretcher position)
I
: 1,15 : 1,34 (acceleration)
The different flight conditions significantly show increase of acceleration at point
T3 with increasing speed. At ground running and suspense flight acceleration tend to
be smaller.
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Table 2: Acceleration RMS in three patient-referrei directions (Fig. 2) at stretcher
fastening point T3
-

L = low,

M = middle,

U = upper stretcher position -

a c c e 1 e r a t i o n

flight condition
ground running
suspense flight
ascending flight
horizontal flight
60 kn
80 kn
100 kn
116 kn
landing flight

horizontal
L
M

y
U

I&IS

horizontal
L
M

z
U

2

[m/s 3

L

vertical
M

x
U

0,87
1,22
1,15

0,82
o,85
0,85

0,70
0,72
0,95

0,65
0,70
0,85

0,47
0,50
0,60

0,62
0,75
0,77

3,00
3,20
3,50

2,60
2,00
2,20

2,90
2,50
2,80

1,25
1,25
1,30
1,45

0,82
0,97
1,17
0,95

0,80
0,80
0,95
1,05

0,75
0,85
0,85
0,85

0,55
0,60
0,67
0,55

0,85
0,87
0,92
1,15

3,65
3,65
4,00
4,10

2,30
2,80
2,90
3,30

3,10
3,00
3,30
3,90

0,55

..

..

3,10

--

1,10

....

--

Table 3: Vertical acceleration RMS at point of entrance to the human body and at
body points (see also Fig. 1)

flight condition
ground running
suspense flight
ascending flight
horizontal flight
60 In
80 kn
100 kn
116 kn
landing flight

a c c e I e r a t i o n
T3
El
E2
E3
(for comparison)

RMS
E3

m/s 2 3 at points
K2
K4

(2,60)
(2,00)
(2,20)

0,37
0,37
0,37

0,22
0,20
0,22

0,20
0,24
0,30

0,30
0,22
0,25

0,40
0,35
0,35

0,29
0,20
0,25

(2,30)
(2,80)
(2,90)
(3,30)
(3,10)

0,40
0,42
0,50
0,52
0,37

0,25
0,25
0,30
0,32
0,37

0,30
0,30
0,37
0,47
0,25

0,25
0,25
0,35
O,4O
0,25

0,35
0,112
6,45
0,47
0,37

0,25
0,27
0,36
0,40
0,25

3.2 INFLUENCES TO MAN'S VIBRATION EXPOSURE
From the typical vibration curves (Fig. 7-14) it may be seen, that accelerations from
point T3 to all points El-E4 decreases considerably. This also show the effective
values in Table 3. For example at point E2 (pelvis)the effective value of vertical
acceleration will be diminished to 0,27 m/s 2 from 2,65 m/s 2 at point T3 (average of
all flight conditions). That means about 90 % damping by the elasticity of the
stretcher. Generally increase of vibration exposure with speed also can be seen.
In comparison between the different points El to E4 from Figures 7-14 and Table 3 it
may be found that vibration stress at pelvis E2 is relatively lowest, at shoulderblade E3 and at head E4 about 8 %, at heel about 60 % higher (average of all flight
conditions). Also the measuring point K2 (upon the abdominal wall) shows high values
as a consequence of body-resonances.
Specific situation may be demonstrated with racing the engine (Fig. 7). At about 200
cycles per min. typical resonances can be seen. Therefore amplitudes at points El and
E4 - close to fastening points of the stretcher - increase considerably. This is also
the case on the forehead (point KW). Patients therefore don't feel well subjectively
during this situation of short duration.
3.3 FREQUENCTES
For measuring point T3 the frequency analyses of Figures 15-20 calculated important
frequencies at 100-110 Hz, at about 70 Hz and lower. There was no frenquency of importance over 110 Hz. But at the stretcher high frequency is much less important
because of its elasticity. On the other hand at points El to E4 frequency analyses
show generally maxima between 5 to 10 lIz. In this frequency range human being reacts
very sensitiv because of body resonances.

124
I. JISCUSSION AN) EVALUATION
The vibration research with the helicopter UH-1,) led

to the following conclusions:

1. In comparison between the three stretcher positions relativ lowest acceleration on the mi,ldle one could be found.
2. Acceleration effective values at fastening points of stretcher in vertical direction x are as 3-4 times as high as in both horizontal directions y and z.
3. Flight conditions ground running, suspense flight, ascending flight and landing
flight in general lead to some smaller vibration exposure at points of entrance
to the human body than the horizontal flights with different speed.

4. With increasing speed acceleration values increase at all points of measurement.
5- When racing the engine at about 200 cycles per min. there is high resonance at
the helicopter, at the stretcher and also at the patients head. From that
point of view it would be a possibility of vibration protection to keep out the
patient when racing the engine.
6. Under all flight conditions significant decrease of vibration to the points of
entrance to the human body may be found. This diminution
tends to be 90 % at
pelvis.

7. In comparison with road vehicle transportation of lying people the helicopter
UH-ID leads to vibration stress of only about 10 %.
Up to now there does not exist any official vibration testing and evaluation procedure considering frequency sensitivity of man in lying posture. The official document ISO 2631 "Guide for the evaluation of human exposure to whole body vibration"
allows vibration evaluation of man (aw), but not yet when exposed in lying posture.
But further recent research on biomechanic behaviour of the different body parts and
on subjective vibration sensation carried out by our Institute [7) led to frequencydepending evaluation curves (Fig. 21 and 22) of the same K-value. From the calculated
K-values in the diagram of Figure 23 the tolerable exposure time may be find out.
This procedure really is valid for healthy people and it needs more knowledge on the
vibration tolerance of sick and wounded people. But the evaluation guide in future
may be helpful for analysis of vibration exposure in ambulance transportation.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE AIR RESCUE SERVICE IN THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
by
G.Kugler
Ailgemeiner Deutscher AutomobilCub-e.V
(ADAC - Zentrale)
Baumgartnerstrasse 53
8000 Muinchen 70
FRG
With the rapid increase of motorized road traffic, the number of accidents in the Federal Republic of Germany also escalated. From 1953 to 1976, 363,484 people died in
accidents on our roads. 10,520,000 were injured. This trend necessitated the adoption
of numerous technical safety measures and improvements in the emergency rescue service.
Surveys revealed that 10 - 15 % of the persons killed would have had a chance of survival if better and more rapid aid had been rendered at the scene of the emergency.
Thus saving human life ist not merely a question of quantity but of the quality of the
rescue means. It is not always rapid transportation to the nearest hospital which is
decisive for the patient, but optimum care at the scene of the emergency and final
treatment in a suitable hospital. If a person is seriously injured, his chances of survival decrease rapidly 10 minutes after the accident has occurred. Thus our goal must
be to bring the best assistance to the patient in this period. The traffic density on
our roads has proven to be an increasing obstacle for ground rescue service here.
At the beginning, we had no experience with the use of helicopters. It is true that
military helicopters were requisitioned in exceptional cases for the rescue service, but
these missions were limited for the most part to secondary transportation. In these
cases, the diagnosis for the patient had already been made. Thus the criteria for requisitioning helicopters to be used in primary missions had to be developed first.
This was the purpose of the pilot test initiated 10 years ago as part of a wide-scale
road safety program developed by ADAC (Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club). The pilot
test was conducted at first with a chartered helicopter. In 1970, ADAC had its own
BO 105 helicopter available for missions. It was the first civilian rescue helicopter
in Germany equipped according to the latest knowledge in the field of emergency medicine. The tests soon revealed an important fact - namely that not every helicopter is
suited for use in the rescue service. Aircraft with piston engines are not acceptable
because warming up the engines involves a loss of time and the engine vibrations are
transmitted to the cabin. Rescue work requires helicopters with turbine engines which
have a sufficient margin of power, a noise level of less than 8o decibel and little vibration. Furthermore, it is advantageous to have small rotor diameters for landings
where there is limited space only. Also, it must be possible to transport two patients
in such a way that the doctor and the attendant are seated at the head of each stretcher.
Since the helicopters flying rescue missions almost always fly (with special permission)
at a lower altitude than the safety altitude prescribed by law, helicopters with two
engines are preferable, especially as the areas of operations are usually densely populated. Heltcopters in the rescue service are subject to extreme wear and tear since
they very often fly with a full load and almost invariably fly short distances. Another requirement is a minimum of technical maintenance since this means that helicopters are more likely to be ready for operation at any time.
With its "Munich Model", ADAC laid the cornerstone for the air rescue service in the
Federal Republic of Germany. The experience acquired about technical, medical, organizational and financial requirements formed the basis for the use of other helicopters.
In order to accelerate development of the rescue service, ADAC placed two helicopters
at the disposal of the Disaster Relief. The Federal Ministry of the Interior set up a
plan in 1972 for an air rescue network to cover the entire country.
Today there are 3 systems in Germany:
1.
2.
3.

Disaster Relief with 16 stations
Federal Army with 5 stations
German Air Rescue with 3 stations.

All systems work according to the same organization plan.
The rescue helicopters which are stationed at clinics and have a doctor and a medical
attendant on board can start within 1-2 minutes of the time the emergency alarm is received. Neither previous knowledge of the diagnosis nor confirmation that the patient
will meet the costs for the flight is required in order for missions to be flown.Waiting for the diagnosis would mean an unnecessary delay which would negate the amount of
time saved by using the helicopter. Such a delay ist not in the interests of the patient.
Personnel in the rescue control centres is trained sufficiently in order .o make a decision about the necessity of a flight on the basis of the information given in the
emergency alarm by a layman. Special indication catalogues are available to the personnel for this purpose in addition. The quota of superfluous flights averages around
17.6 %.

I
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One disadvantage which has not yet been overcome in air rescue should be mentioned.
Missions are flown only in daylight hours, that is from 6:00 Am to 30 minutes after sunset. The helicopters have only VFR equipment and thus for safety reasons, only flights
between hospitals from landing base to landing base are possible at night under conditions of visual flight rules. Primary missions in which the helicopter must land on
roads or in extremely small areas present too great a risk in the dark. By now, there
are various technical developments, for example the Night Sun System, infra-red or goggles to intensify the remaining sunlight, but even then, wires or small obstacles are
still not perceptible enough. Since few secondary missions are flown between hospitals,
helicopters from the Disaster Relief are not kept on stand-by at night. Furthermore,
the noise problem would make stationing at the hospital difficult.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, we feel that the rescue service is the task of the
Laender (Bavaria, North Rhine-Westphalia, Lower Saxony, etc.). The rescue service is
governed by laws which are enacted by the I.aender. It is supported by local governments (towns, districts). Due to the extent of the helicopters' areas of operation
(50 km radius), towns and districts have joined together to form supporting associations. The Federal Ministry of the Interior places helicopters of the Disaster Relief
at the disposal of these associations, and the Federal Ministry of Defence does likewise with army helicopters in return for reimbursement of costs. A sum of DM 900 is
charged per flight hour. Administration of the rescue service was placed in the hands
of ADAC which has the greatest know how in air rescue and also an organization covering the entire area of the country. Thus in Germany, private and public institutions
work in close co-operation.
ADAC prepares special operations reports for all helicopters which are conceived as
data carriers for a computer program. For each flight, the doctor makes a report containing medical data and the pilot makes a report with flight data. ADAC's computer
processes these reports. 200 detail positions are evaluated for each flight. In 1977,
the ADAC computer processed over 20,000 reports. The annual statistics for 1977 for
all helicopters work out to about 300 printed pages. These figures help ADAC analyze
the efficiency of operations and provide a basis for calculating costs.
In 1977, 12,589 missions were flown (24.2 % more than in 1976) with 7,000 flight hours.
On the average, three missions are flown daily. The maximum number of missions flown
is around 12. In conglomerations such as Munich, Frankfurt ot Cologne, stationed rescue
helicopters fly 1,000 - 1,200 rescue missions annually. In 50 % of the missions, injured
persons are transported in the helicopter. In 30 % of the cases, the helicopter doctor
treats the patient and then arranges for his transportation in the ambulance. This
rendez-vous procedure makes it possible for the helicopter to remain available for serious, acute injuries or illnesses.
The average flight time for primary missions is 37 minutes and 74 minutes for secondary
missions. The ADAC computer found that flight time between the helicopter station and
the scene of the emergency is around 8-9 minutes. Patients flown in the helicopter are
not always transported to the hospital at which the helicopter is normally stationed.
It depends on the size of the intensive care unit at the hospital there and the capacity of other hospitals in the area. The percentage of patients delivered to hospitals
at which the helicopters are normally stationed varies between 80 % and 20 %. As a general rule, the patient is flown to the nearest hospital equipped to provide treatment.
Another important result of the computer evaluation shows that the helicopters can
usually land close to the patient, particularly when road accidents have occurred. The
distance between the landing spot and the scene of the emergency was less than 50 meters
in 70 % of the cases. However, the difference between smaller, manoeuvrable helicopters
and larger ones which come off less well by comparison, is apparent here.
The rescue helicopter is undoubtedly the most expensive means of rescue. Despite its
necessity, from a medical point of view, the air rescue service would not have had any
future in the Federal Pepublic of Germany if it had not been possible to ensure that
costs would be met. Direct operating costs for a helicopter in daily use amount to approximately DM 620,000 at a rate of about 1,000 flights annually. This amount can be
broken down as follows:
500 flights A DM 900
1 doctor
2 medical attendants
Insurance
Medical equipment
Maintenance costs for hangar
and miscellaneous expenses

DM 450,000
DM 80,000
DM 70,000
DM
3,000
DM 10,000
DM

7,000

DM 620,000
Costs for the doctor are refunded to the hospital and personnel costs for the medical
attendants are paid to the aid organizations.
As long as a patient is covered by health insurance, he is not charged for the helicopter flight. After prolonged negotiations with the health insurance institutions,
ADAC signed contracts for the refund of costs. These contracts stipulate that between
DM 830 and DM 900 will be paid for a rescue flight in which a patient is transported
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or is treated by a doctor. If 750 missions entailing medical attendance are flown annually, all costs would be met according to this scheme. The risk of flying superfluous
missions is also covered here. However, 1,000 and more missions are flown in densely
populated residential areas. In rural areas, this figure is considerably lower, namely
between 400 and 500 missions annually. Since fixed costs for the doctor, medical attendants and insurance remain the same in any case, deficits occur in rural areas which
must "be offset by the Laender or local communities. ADAC meets all administrative costs
which amount to over DM 1 million each year.
Air rescue is a public task. For this reason, the Federal Government finances investments for the helicopter (a rescue helicopter costs about 2,2 million), and the hangars
at the hospitals at which the helicopters are usually based are paid for by the Laender.
These costs need not be redeemed and this produces the advantage that the air rescue
service can work more economically than a private enterprise.
Still, a rescue helicopter is always a compromise between what is necessary medically
and feasible economically.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, long-distance missions (for example, transportation
of vital organs or of patients to hospitals for treatment of paraplegia or burns) are
also flown. These missions are flown by Federal Army aircraft and not by the rescue helicopters which only operate within a 50 km radius. The aircraft is requisitioned over the
alarm centre of the SAR in Goch. ADAC uses special ambulance jets to repatriate tourists
who have fallen ill abroad. These flights are financed by supplementary insurance. The
inland insurance booklet which ADAC offers its members contains a guaranty sum of
DM 25,000 for this purpose.

Summary:
The rescue helicopters stationed at hospitals serve primarily to transport the doctor to
the patient in order to ensure optimum treatment at the scene of the emergency. The
rescue helicopter is not a substitute for existing facilities offered by the ground
rescue service, but rather it is the best possible supplement. In order to avoid competition between helicopters and rescue ambulances, operations must be co-ordinated by
the emergency control centres. The helicopters must be ready for action within a very
short time. Combining rescue tasks with others (for example the police or military)
should be avoided. Increasing the density of the rescue network has proved its worth.
as can be seen in the reduction of the number of deaths resulting from road accidents.
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DISCUSSION
SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

Mr. Corgass, where is the rescue helicopter stationed--on the airfield or at the
hospital? Who alerts the rescue team for the mission?

GORGASS:
(Germany)

We think the rescue helicopter should be stationed at the hospital for two reasons.
First, the time for alarming the helicopter should be as short as possible. The
helicopter should start with a medical crew within two minutes after getting the
alarm. Second, the emergency doctor is a hospital doctor, and the whole time
for the mission should be as short as possible because he has to work in the
hospital, too.

PERRY:
(United Kingdom)

What is the density of population that you work out for an area to cover? It would
be nice to compare the Americanexperience with your experience. Are you covering very similarly populated areas? Can you tell us the population of the area you
serve?

GORGASS:
(Germany)

Nearly 80% of the German population is served by this helicopter rescue service
system. In the Munich area, which is a combination of several areas, one helicopter rescue station protects about three million people. Other stations covering
more territory only protect 500-700,000 people. We think that inhabitants of rural
areas should have nearly the same chance as the inhabitants of a city.

STEINMAN:
(United States)

Have any of you experienced any difficulties or taken any special precautions for
in-flight defibrillation on your helicopters?

SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

We make defibrillations during the resuscitation of patients on secondary transport; but before installing the defibrillator, we made an investigation in a hovering helicopter. We then put it in as standard equipment for the helicopter. The
same was done for civilian helicopters with no problems.

KLEIN:
(Germany)

We have been presented two different systems. You have mentioned, Dr. Gorgass,
the German system which insists that a doctor is on the helicopter. The American
system does away with a doctor and says that it is enough to have fast transportation. The differences may be that a doctor is with a patient in 10 minutes or that
the patient may be in a hospital within 20 minutes. It is a matter of a medical
question and it is a matter of costs and cost effectiveness. I would like to discuss
it a bit. My question to Dr. Cowley is, would he do away with his system and
take over the German system if he could do so?

COWLEY:
(United States)

First, I think you should qualify what you are doing. We are a small state. Most
of our helicopter missions are flown in 20 minutes. So, these are the points I
would like to make in relation to your [Germany] and our [United States) type of
program. One, our paramedics are very highly trained and they can do, I think,
most things that a doctor can do out in the field. Second, I would like to point
out that I don't care whether you are riding in an ambulance or a helicopter,
there isn't a great deal that you can do while in transport. If you don't believe
it, go out and pick up one of your ambulances and go down the road at 15 miles
per hour and try to resuscitate patients. It's difficult. Third, I would like to
point out in relation to the physician versus the use of paramedics thet our helicopters are stationed throughout the state. They don't have to be at a hospital,
go out, and come back. They are generally out in the region. During traffic
hours, in the mornings, and in the afternoons when people are going home, our
helicopters are up flying. They are monitoring wave bands which means that
any time they hear of an emergency they are in that vicinity and they simply
drop down and begin resuscitation. If the patient doesn't need to come into the
system that we have, the patient resuscitation continues until the ambulance
arrives. And it's vice versa with the ambulance. If we had a larger state where
there were two-hour transportation times and so forth, perhaps the physician
would be of value, but not in our system. Lots of money has been spent in our
state for developing large mobile vans with a doctor and a nurse on board. Thcy
are totally, in our opinion, non-cost effective because it is a waste of these people's
talents and time when a well-trained paramedic will do.

BURGHART:
(Germany)

It would be very interesting to combine the two systems more because of their
principles and philosophies. We must have a trained man at the scene as
quickly as possible, and you cannot translate the whole system from West
Germany to America and vice versa. I think the most important thing is that
there be a well-functioning system to save lives.

KAPLAN:
(United States)

I would like to ask you, in your opinion, in your system, what is your reduction
in mortality? Do you have a feedback close-looped with those central hospitals
who are capable of treating all? How many intravenous things are infiltrated
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during transportation? How are you evaluating and arresting internal abdominal
hemorrhage from the scene to the hospital? Do you recognize the advantage of an
anti-shoe K trouser in your system?

SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

Last year we had more than 11,000 missions documented by the ADAC. Mr.
Kugler will give some details later. We have transported more than 7,000 patients and from these 7,000 more than 6,000 got Intravenous fluid for shock and
about 3.000 people had intubation at the scene or during flight. I think that is
tremendous. In our country the law says that all these things can be done only
by a doctor; so we have to take the doctor to the scene. We say that we have
had, in West Germany, about 20,000 emergency case fatalities. We cculd have
saved more than 10% (more than 20,000 people) if we had had this system that we
have seen today. So, we can lower by 10 or 15% the fatality rate. In my opinion,
it is quite more than that. A victim who could become an emergency patient will
not become an emergency patient because the first aid and the first treatment
were so good that this patient does not become a statistic. An example--rupture
of the spleen. A young boy is in a bicycle accident. The police alert the helicopter. The helicopter crew comes within 10 minutes. The medical doctor and
the crew decide to bring this patient into the hospital--not to the nearest hospital
but to a hospital specializing in the problem. They see at once that there is
bleeding in the stomach or a rupture of the spleen, and so the young man will
be operated on at once. He will never go into shock and be a real emergency
patient. I think that it is a most important thing to give pre-clinical care not only
to save human lives, but also to bring these possible emergency patients to help.
This, in our opinion, is the most important thing, and you will never have this
statistic.

GOEDE:
(Canada)

In relation to a country like Canada that has a population of 22 million spread
over a vast area, some of it very concentrated, some of it very sparse, what is
the minimum concentration of population that makes this system cost effective?
Second, what is the maximum radius of area to be covered by one helicopter?

SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

Mr. Kugler's paper discusses costs and financial problems, so perhaps we can
answer your question after that paper.

CAILLE:
(France)

I have a question concerning night rescue operation procedure. Are your Bell
helicopters equipped with forward looking infrared?

SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

Up to now we have no experiences with infrared , but right now we are trying to
find out whether this infrared will work. It is similar with the night vision
goggles--we are studying their use now.

CAI LLE:
(France)

(Question directed to Dr. Sanders, United States) How can you talk about work
load using a subjective evaluation--a self-rating scale and without referring to
electrophysiological data (ECG, for example) ? Don't you have any objective
criteria? The only operating scale is a function of the pilot's psyche. The objective is limited to self-rating scales, to self-judgments by the pilot. Why
didn't you make any evaluations that were electrophysiological--EMG or ECG?

SANDERS:
(United States)

A self-rating scale wasn't the primary criteria. We used subjective ratings-both a questionnaire and a Cooper-Harper Scale only as adjuncts to the objective
performance criteria values that we recorded in-flight during the evaluation. We
have a helicopter in-flight monitoring system that records 20 channels of flight
data, both pilot controlled inputs as well as aircraft status values. These were
our primary criteria or primary sources of information. We used the subjective
criteria only to add more information to the study so that we get a better and
more complete picture of what is happening both as the pilots perceive those
and as they operate during the hovers. We considered using EKG or EEG information. On some studies those types of data are obtained, but for this study, for
the shortness of the period in which we were testing, it is difficult to relate
specific physiological data to the kind of pilot performance information that we
were looking for. We felt that the actual control activity in the aircraft status
information was far more important for our purposes.
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CARBON MONOXIDE - A SIGNIFICANT AEROMEDICAL RISK
by
Joseph C.Denniston, Maj., VC
Frank S.Pettyjohn, Col., MC
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US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker
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ABSTRACT
Current concepts of the pathophysiology of low level exposure of humans to carbon monoxide (CO) will be
presented. The review will include a discussion of endogenous and exogenous sources of CO and CO absorption,
transport, and elimination. The toxic effecta of acute and chronic CO exposure, CO effects on cognitive and cardiopulmonary function, equivalent physiologic altitudes by CO,and tolerable limits of CO exposure will be delineated.
Emphasis will be placed not only on the factors that determine carboxyhemoglobin levels in the body but also on the
impact to aviators of transient elevations in ambient CO within the combat operational environment.
The correlation of cigarette smoking, CO,and equivalent altitudes is exemplified by the following:

Smoking
History

Number
of
Cigarettes

%
COHb

Actual
Altitude
(Feet)

Equivalent
Altitude
(Feet)

Non-Smoker

1

2.39

5,000

8,000

Smoker

1

6.47

5,000

11,000

The COHb could increase even greater depending on smoking inhalation habits, type of cigarette, and a multi-factor
effect of physiological variables. Examples demonstrating the importance of such physiological factors as temperature,
ventilation, altitude and underlying cardiopulmonary disease on the resulting carboxyhemoglobin level will be presented.
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NORTH SEA AND NORTH FLANK WINTER OPERATIONS
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to provide a general review of the nature of problems which are encountered during helicopter operations in northernmost Europe where the winter climatic conditions range from
sub-arctic to arctic.
It was a decade or so ago when a significant part of the UK contribution to NATO was committed to the
defence of the north flank. At the time we had behind us many years of continuous experience of temperate,
tropical and desert environments but little more than a dwindling memory of Korea 20 years previously and
only a superficial knowledge of the problems to be faced during sustained operations in the far north.
While the geographic location and climate were to be new, the operational objectives of Naval helicopter
aviation remained unchanged. These objectives fall into two broad categories. The first concerns the
search, identification and ability to attack surface or submarine vessels. This role is performed by a
variety of helicopters (Wasp, Lynx, Wessex and Sea King) operating primarily from ships, ranging from a
single aircraft carried on small ships to a full squadron on larger ships. The second category is the
operation of the Commando Carrier which provides a mobile spearhead quick reaction force, either a Royal
Marine Commando or British Army Unit, which is heliportable and self-sufficient.
It is in this latter
category that the change to the arctic environment has had the greatest influence, gained through the
experience of annual winter training periods based at Bardufoss in northern Norway.

ARCTIC TRAINING IN THE COMMANDO ROLE
The objective of the periods of training at Bardufoss is to familiarize aircrew with the operation of
their aircraft in an arctic environment and with the standard techniques of flying their aircraft in the
Commando role including snow landings, troop and load lifting, navigation, mountain flying and night flying.
The training periods include deployment of the force from the ship, operating from a fixed base ashore and
periods operating from forward operating bases (FOB).
The FOB is a mobile self-contained unit operating
small numbers of aircraft in support of the ground forces. It operates from tented accommodation and without
the benefits of permanent site utility services, ie power, water, heating, lighting etc. A FOB may be
deployed for up to a month and the manning reflects the need for the servicing and maintenance of aircraft
and for the temporary deployment of smaller sub-units in support of aircraft operating singly, grounded aircraft etc. It is evident therefore that it is necessary to place as much emphasis on the structure and efficient function of the ground support organisation as it is to develop the necessary techniques and skills in
airmanship under arctic conditions. Since it is not possible to expose all aircrew and ground personnel to
first-hand arctic experience each year, the philosophy has been to maintain continuity with an increasing
nucleus of highly experienced personnel. Thus not only are these personnel qualified to carry out predeployment indoctrination and training in the UK but they ensure a minimum of necessary re-learning at each
deployment and the continued progression in the development of new techniques and equipment.
CLIMATE AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
A decade ago no specific provisions had been made in terms of aircraft modifications or personal equipment and clothing for general service use in the arctic. It was perhaps inevitable that for the first
deployment to Norway the issue of additional clothing to combat the extreme cold weather included the
Canadian parka, windproof trousers and mukluks. However, while this clothing is suitable for the consistently cold dry climate of northern Canada, the Norwegian climate is significantly different in one important
respect. Although the average temperature throughout the coldest winter months remains well below freezing,
the Norwegian climate is characterised by short sudden thaw periods due to a shift of the wind to a southwesterly direction. These warm periods are often associated with rainfall and they usually terminate by an
equally sudden return to subzero conditions. Temperature variations as great as 15-20 0 C in a 24 hour period
are therefore by no means uncommon.
The Canadian clothing provides too much protection during the warmer
spells but also it becomes saturated with water which promptly freezes with the return of the colder weather.
A further important consequence of the warm spells and precipitation is the conditions underfoot which turn
into a layer of ice covered with a film of water. These conditions are better suited to crampons and tracked
vehicles than standard footwear and wheeled vehicles.
Following the recognition of the inadequacies of some of the items of clothing and footwear the opportunity has been taken over the past decade, under the auspices of the tri-service Mountain and Arctic Warfare
Committee and the Aircrew Equipment Research and Development Comittee, to rationalise all land winter
clothing asiemblies for both ground personnel and aircrew 2 . Aircrew clothing is based on a 3 layer clothing
assembly with an additional supplementary outer layer drawn from the range worn by ground personnel. This
layer is not worn in the cockpit or when flying. The inner layer of aircrew clothing consists of underwear,
either cotton ribbed knit or acrilan pile: the intermediate layer consists of the aircrew jersey, shirt and
trousers; the outer layer may be either the Cold Weather Flying Suit or the Combat Flying Suit. The supplementary layer, which is being phased in to replace the Canadian parka and trousers, provides a quilted jacket
and quilted trousers with a windproof oversmock and trousers. The emphasis on footwear has shifted away from
the routine use of mukluks to boots which may be worn with thermal or waterproof overboots as indicated by
the conditions.
The aircrew clothing assembly provides a thermal insulation value of approximately O.360 C m2 W-I
3
(2.4 Clo) . With the addition of minor modifications to the cabin heating system for arctic based aircraft
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this assembly enables aircrew to remain comfortable when in the aircraft and for survival purposes it is
0
adequate for survival in conditions down to -40 C. Although sockets are provided in the cockpit for electrically heated gloves and socks they are rarely used except by some rear crewmen whose duties require them
to be at the open cabin door to supervise load lifting, during landing approaches, reloading external
cameras etc. A second problem for these rear crewmen is the need for face protection particularly during
recirculating snow conditions.
ARCTIC FLYING
The greatest limitation to flying Commando role aircraft in the arctic is the lack of visibility to
navigate safely, either due to low cloud or snow fall and 'white out', rather than a temperature or icing
limitation. This limitation remains the overriding factor despite the ability of aircraft to remain airborne in icing conditions. If the weather deteriorates to below visual flying conditions the procedure is
to land and wait for the weather to clear. Aircrew therefore must be prepared to survive and for this
reason carry in the aircraft the items of supplementary cold weather clothing, snowshoes, combat sleeping
bag and an arctic survival pack. This procedure is less hazardous, particularly in mountainous areas, than
climbing to above safety altitude and the possibility of encountering extreme icing conditions at altitude
or the inability to penetrate down safely again.
The selection of suitable and safe landing sites requires pilot experience and training particularly
when landing in virgin snow or on sloping or uneven sites where there is a shortage of good visual reference
cues due to the lack of contrast in the panorama of snow. In soft dry snow some recirculaticn of snow is
inevitable but in suitable landing sites it settles rapidly. However it does not follow that firm snow or
frequently used sites are free from hazards. Special vigilance is necessary to avoid engine damage due to
the ingestion of chunks of ice and other foreign objects, for example where crusted snow has been broken up
by the movements of vehicles and around maintenance sites.
The pick-up
procedure in the
which illustrate
points underline
training.

and disembarkation of troops at remote landing sites is essentially a standard operating
Commando helicopter role. Nevertheless there are a number of simple but important points
the way in which operating in the arctic environment can affect these procedures. These
the dependance upon planning and co-ordination which can only be perfected by regular

(i)
As in any situation, the helicopter and troops are especially vulnerable to attack during the
process of embarkation or disembarkation. Any snow cloud formed by recirculation as the helicopter
comes in to land is very obvious from long distances so that a premium must be placed upon splitsecond timing and organised speed. Apart from tactical vulnerability, aircrew who are comfortable in
their aircraft sometimes fail to appreciate the discomfort of troops outside the aircraft and they
should make every effort that they are not responsible for unnecessary delays.
(ii)
The seating in the helicopter must be arranged to allow bundled skis and packs (pulks) to be
carried such that they can be rapidly unloaded but do not pose an obstacle to the disembarking troops.
The additional bulk causes an internal problem but underslung loads are unaffected. However, hooking
on a load from the snow is a violently uncomfortable job.
(iii) Internal communications with the troop leader are essential as he may need re-briefing on the
way to the landing point. If the pre-arranged landing point is unsuitable the troop leader must know
exactly where they are on the map as once on the ground orientation can be very difficult.
(iv)
When disembarking troops in fresh deep snow the pilot may have to remain at I power throughout.
Notinfrequently the troops will step out up to their waists in snow and their period of vulnerability
will be increased up until the time they can don their skis or snowshoes.
(v)
Embarkation from predetermined rendezvous points requires split second timing to minimise the
time for which troops are not wearing skis or snowshoes. If a marshaller is used he should be well
clear of the recirculation snow cloud and wear goggles and face mask. The helicopter should make a
first-time approach and land with its starboard wheels alongside the packs, bundled skis and men who
lie face down until the helicopter has settled. Liquid fuel cookers should be empty. Again the
priority is to get airborne again as quickly as possible and each man must know exactly what he has
to do.
(vi)
As far as is possible the amount of snow carried into the aircraft should be kept to a minimum.
If it is allowed to melt and then freeze the cabin floor can become treacherous. For this reason the
cabin is usually maintained at low temperatures and the crew maintained in comfort by wearing the
approved scale of clothing.
GROUND SUPPORT SERVICES
Consideration of the effects of operating in the arctic is inseparable from the difficulties faced by
the aircraft maintainers and support groups on the ground. Much of their work must be carried out in the
open under extremely unpleasant conditions and, unless man management techniques are good, men become
unnecessarily cold and dispirited, morale flags and standards suffer. These effects are most noticeable
among younger personnel who appear to lack the resilience of those a few years older. It is most important
that all those in supervisory roles should have a full understanding of clothing discipline and the effects
of cold on performance and of the recognition and prevention of hypothermia, frostbite and fatigue. In particular it has been found necessary to emphasise the relationships between wind speed, temperature and the
net wind chill effect and to point out that rotor downdraught creates windspeeds of 25-40 kts or more.
In general the servicing and maintenance of aircraft takes approximately twice as long as under ideal
temperate conditions. Some of the additional time is due to the inhibitory effect of extreme cold weather
clothing on mobility and tactility rather than the effect of cold per se. Naturally this effect is most
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noticeable in physical tasks such as the fitting or removal of aircraft covers. Covers are necessary on
parked aircraft in certain weather conditions to reduce snow ingress through aircraft doors and hatches and
to reduce direct deposits of snow and ice on the rotor blades and aircraft fuselage. The ease with which
all tasks are done is also strongly influenced by other factors such as wind and the conditions underfoot.
The problem of providing gloves or mittens which combine warmth, tactility and dexterity for skilled tasks
however defies an ideal solution. Thus while it is relatively easy to maintain warmth of the body, feet
and hands it is not possible to keep the fingers warm without sacrificing tactility and dexterity. The most
efficient organisation for line maintenance and servicing has been found to be an arrangement of the team in
relays in which each man works for a set period followed by a period for rewarming.
The actual time taken to perform any task is subject to two characteristic effects. The earliest
effect is a progressive fall in the time taken over the first 2-4 days of the exposure of newcomers to the
arctic environment. Presumably this is due to a combination of acclimatisation and familiarisation with the
techniques of applying skills in the real, as opposed to simulated, conditions. Once over this period, the
time taken for each task is relatively constant and independent of the temperature until the temperature is
0
down to about -2 °C. Below -20°C the time taken increases progressively with each increment of the fall in
temperature.
SHIPBORNE OPERATIONS
Except for activities which take place on the flight deck the effect of the climatic conditions is
much less severe at sea than on land. Aircrew are dressed for water survival and wear 'dry suit' iyrion
coveralls over appropiiate layers of clothing which provide thermal insulation values from 0.24 C m W
0
(1.6 Clo) to 0.34 C m V I (2.2 Clo) . This degree of protection is usual for survival in the North Sea
where the water temperatures may be as low as those in the Arctic Circle. Thus even if a member of aircrew
fails to use his liferaft and remains immersed in water at 2.5°C it would take an average of 12 hours for
0
his deep body temperature to fall to 33 C, the temperature at which consciousness would be lost 4 . The construction of the aircrew liferaft incorporates an inflatable floor and canopy so that with the benefit of
this additional insulation there should be no limit to the survival time.
At present no alternative to the aircrew immersion coverall is available for use by non-aircrew passengers in helicopters. Since the garment is individually fitted from a size roll and is designed to be worn
over standard flying clothing it is not the ideal garment for use by casual passengers. Apart from the
relative frequency of the overwater transfer of passengers in military helicopters, civilian operators are
becoming increasingly involved in providing routine services to oil rigs and platforms, many of which are
far offshore in the North Sea. The military services, and more recently industry, have recognised the
requirement for a simplified, easily donned, multifit garment based on the "dry (or nearly dry) suit"
principle. A number of such garments are becoming available for evluation but it will be no easy task to
produce a satisfactory garment.
As on land, the burden of the climatic conditions is felt not by the aircrew but by those working on
the flight deck where the effects of windchill and freezing spray will penetrate any but the best protective
clothing. A decade ago it was considered tha the flight deck clothing should provide protection for exposures up to 2 hours. After exercises in 1974 it was demonstrated that flight deck personnel could be
exposed for periods up to 6 hours under exceptionally severe conditions including the wind chill effects of
rotor down draught. It was hardly surprising therefore that garments previously intended for a maximum of
2 hours exposure were found to be inadequate. Flight deck crews are now fully protected with what is essentially the ground forces arctic combat ensemble with the addition of a water and wind proof outer layer comprising foul weather jacket and trousers. The hood of the foul weather jacket has been designed to provide
maximum protection of the face from wind.
CONCLUSIONS
Although the arctic is an extremely hostile environment it is evident that with careful planning and
preparation, the provision of proven equipment and proper training, the disadvantages of the environment
can be minimised. The operational tasks are therefore achieved to the maximum possible within the constraints imposed by the environment.
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PROTECTIVE APPROACHES IN THE MODERATION OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF EXTREME AMBIENT CONDITIONS IN HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
Louis J. SantaMaria, B.S.
Aircraft and Crew Systems Technology Directorate
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974 USA

SUMMARY
Protective measures in the moderation of the physiological effects of stressful
environmental conditions for aircrew personnel is a concern for continuing research. The
report is divided into two parts:
(1) head cooling in a simulated warm environment with
subjects at rest and exercising and (2) raft type in the emergency environment of cold
water conditions.
To study the effectiveness of a head cooling system, three subjects were individually exposed to ambient temperature levels of 32.20C and 40.6 0 C. Tests were conducted with and without head cooling under resting conditions. Under conditions of light
activity simulating an increase in metabolic heat production of 150-200 KCAL/hr, only the
cooling mode was used at each ambient temperature. The assessment was based on temperature
and comfort sensation, skin and body temperature, heart rate and total weight loss. The moderating effects of head cooling were indicated in the setting-resting conditions; with exercise the advantages were less apparent, possibly as a result of system limitations.
In the cold water phase, the Encapsulating Life Raft (ELR) and the USN LR-I raft
was tested at three levels of air-water temperature conditions, i.e., 15.6 0 C/10 0 C, 7.20C/
0
0
0
1.6 C, and 2.8 C/-6.7 C, and a constant wind velocity of 25 km/hr. Two volunteer subjects
were similarly equipped with minimal personal protective equipment. The advantages gained
by the use of the ELR were indicated in terms of body temperatures and subjective reports
even under the most stressful conditions of the program.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of designing adequate personal protection for use by aircrewmen under adverse environmental conditions either in the normal operating envelope or in emergencies involving separation from the aircraft is one of continuing interest and concern.
Probably from the very beginning of the development of protective suit assemblies and
associated auxiliary equipment, the resolution of the complex problem includes the consideration of two diametrically opposed forces, i.e., adequate protection in the emergency
environment for effective completion of the search and recovery maneuver, on the one hand,
and the requirement that pilot and aircrewmen be unstressed and unencumbered in the successful accomplishment of their mission, on the other. While the latter requirement is of
paramount importance in normal flying conditions, it is none the less important that aircrew personnel be afforded the maximal level of environmental protection consistent with
prevailing search and recovery operations. The onslaught of an emergency, for example,
characterized by extremely low air and water temperatures, elevated wind velocity and
hazardous sea states, reawakens in aircrew personnel who have opted for a quasi-comfortable
suit configuration to the importance of a protective system leading to survival.
Protective measures in the moderation of the physiological effects of stressful
environmental conditions for aircrew personnel is a concern of continuing research in the
Applied Physiology Laboratory of the Naval Air Development Center. The subject matter for
the present report is divided into two Darts, the one considering head cooling as a protective approach in a simulated warm environment of the aircraft compartment and the other
with protective measures in the simulated emergency of cold water conditions.

METHODS
I.

Head Cooling in Warm Environments

In the determination of the effectiveness of head cooling in a warm environment,
a water-cooled helmet liner and its associated portable cooling unit designed by the
Aerotherm/Accurex Corporation, Mountain View, California was used. Three0 volunteer
subjects were individually exposed to ambient temperature conditions of 32.2 C (900 F) and
0
40.6 C (105'F) for trial periods not exceeding two hours in duration. The tests were conducted with and without head cooling while the subject was at rest or performing light
activity to increase metabolic heat production to an approximate level of 150-200 KCal/hr.

The pattern of exercise was as follows: standing (7 min.), marking time in place (4 min.),
sitting (4 min.), and standing knee lift (5 min.). The timed sequence totalling a period
of 20 minutes was repeated throughout the trial. The duration of each exposure was in
the range of 1-2 hours depending upon the stabilization of resultant physiological effects
or the life span of the effectiveness of the cooling capacity of the system. The evaluation wqs based on the following parameters: temperature sensation, comfort sensation,
surface skin and oral temperature as indicated and recorded by a Digetec Temperature
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Measuring System using thermistor sensors, pulse rate and total weight loss. Except for
the latter, all other measurements were made at 10 minute intervals during each trial.
The subjects were similarly clothed in standard flight equipment including Nomex underwear and flight suit, integrated torso harness, flying helmet and leather boots.
II.

Raft Study in Cold Water Conditions

The cold water exposures were conducted in an experimental chamber in which a
3.0 m. diameter pool containing water to a depth of 1.0 m. was located.
The water was
chilled to the desired temperature by means of wet ice; chamber temperature was controlled
by means of the refrigeration system integrated with the chamber facility. Air and water
temperatures were checked at regular intervals. A wind velocity level of about 25 km/hr
was generated by two wall fans as part of the refrigeration system and by two 24" floormounted fans directed towards the experimental subject. Multiple surface skin and rectal temperatures were determined by means of thermistor sensors whose outputs were indicated and recorded by means of a Digetec Temperature Measuring System. The surface skin
thermistors were 13 in number and were adhered to the following body areas:
forehead,
upper arm on the lateral aspect, lower arm on the anterior aspect, dorsum of the hand,
pad of the index finger, chest, upper and lower back, lateral and medial aspects of the
lower leg, dorsum of the foot and pad of the great toe.
The rectal probe was inserted
some 6-8 cm. and adhesed at the sacral area with sufficient curvature of the thermistor
lead wire to obviate the possibility of retraction.
The aggregate of 13 surface skin and
I rectal probes was directed from the suit assembly and connected by means of two common
plugs to the Digetec System. By means of a time-controlling device, a full scan of all
temperatures was made at regular intervals of 10 minutes duration throughout the course
of exposure; in the same system, elapsed time was indicated by a digital clock. Mean
skin temperature (MST) was derived from the segmental temoerature readings according to
the following weighting factors:
torso, 35%; upper arm, 7%; lower arm, 7%; head, 7%;
upper leg, 19%; lower leg, 13%; hand, 5%; and foot, 7%.
Upon completion of the process of adhesion of temperature sensors on the body
surface and the insertion of the rectal probe, an initial scan of all the temperature
readings was made to assure that all was in working order.
Adjustments could be made at
this time while the subject was exposed to a normal room environment.
The subject was
then equipped with a minimally protective suit configuration consisting of the following:
Nomex underwear and coverall, anti-g suit, torso harness, survival vest and life preserver.
The flight helmet, Nomex gloves and exposure mittens, wool socks and flight boots completed the personal protective system. Prior to entry into the experimental chamber, a
second series of temperature recording was made to assure further that the temperature recording system was in proper order.
Upon entry into the experimental chamber, the subject
was instructed to demur only so long as to dissipate any body head build-up attributable
to the exertion of the dressing procedure.
Following this interval which was a matter of
minutes in duration, the subject climbed a ladder and exposed himself to the water environment.
As mentioned previously, the subject was monitored at 10 minute intervals and
at the same time was interrogated by an inside observer regarding his sensations of comfort and temperaure and shivering level.
Sensations of comfort were noted according to
a 4-point scale as follows:
1-comfortable, 2-slightly uncomfortable, 3-uncomfortable
and 4-very uncomfortable. A 7-point scale was used for sensations of temperature as follows:
1-cold, 2-cool, 3-slightly cool, 4-neutral, 5-slightly warm, 6-warm and 7-hot.
Shivering
levels were indicated as slight, moderate or extreme.
The termination of a given trial was determined by the attainment of a pre-set
time limit or of certain temperature levels as represented by a deep body temperature of
35.OOC or of an extremity temperature of 7.2-8.9oC.
The subject could terminate the trial
at any time by an expression of unwillingness to continue under the orevailing environmental conditions, even without the attainment of time and temperature limits just mentioned.
Further, the test conductor reserved the right to terminate a trial exposure for any reason consonant with the safety and well-being of the volunteer subject. At the end of the
exposure, the subject was immersed in a small tank containing water of 41-430 C temperature
for rewarming purposes.

RESULTS
I.

Head Cooling in Warm Environments

The results of the head cooling trials are presented in Table 1 as average
values of the different measures employed in the pro gram. At environmental temperatures
0
of 32.2 C, mean skin temperature was only slightly affected in the resting mode, with or
without cooling.
In the exercise mode with cooling, an average increase of 1.6 0 C in MST
was observed. Average head temperature was decreased by 1.6cC in the cooling mode at rest
0
but only slightly affecting in the exercise mode.

Under any condition at 32.2 C ambient
temperature, oral temperature was only slightly affected.

As expected, the exercise mode resulted in an increase in heart rate by 22
beats/minute; the measure was only slightly affected in the resting mode with or without
cooling. While weight losses were comparable in the resting modes, a reduced order of
the measure was observed in the exercise mode at ambient temperatures of 32.2 0 C.
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CONDITION

MEAN

HEAD

ORAL

HEART RATE

SKIN T(°C)

T(°C)

T(°C)

(B/min)

REST-32.20 C
NO COOLING

+0.3

-0.3

REST-32.20 C
COOLING

-0.1

-1.6

EXERCISE32.20 C
COOLING

+1.6

+0.1

REST-40.6OC
NO COOLING

+1.6

REST-40.60 C
COOLING
EXERCISE40.60
COOLING

+0.4

WT LOSS

(g)

DURATION

(min)

+4

310

120

N.C.

320

100

+0.2

+22

240

120

+0.7

+0.3

+19

470

110

+0.6

-0.4

+0.1

+7

270

70

+1.4

+0.6

+0.3

+10

535

80

N.C.

Table 1. Physiological Changes in Exposures to Warm
Environmental Conditions with Head Cooling.
Data represent average values.
At environmental temperatures of 40.60 C, MST increased by an average value of
0.6 C from starting levels in the resting-cooling altitude; average increase of the same
measure 0 under conditions of rest-no cooling and exercise-cooling were comparable at 1.60 C
and 1.4 C respectively. Regarding head temoerature, cooling with the subject at rest resulted in a slight decrease while with no cooling an average increase of 0.70C was observed. With subjects exercising while being cooled at the higher ambient temperature,
an increase in head temperature approximating the increase under resting-non-cooling
conditions was observed. Oral temperature increased under all conditions of testing
to values ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 C. Heart rate changes in the resting-cooling mode were
slightly lower than in the resting-non-cooling mode; the order of heart rate change under
conditions of exercise-cooling was slightly higher than in the rest-cooling mode but not
higher than under conditions of rest and no cooling. For approximately equal time periods
extrapolated from actual tests, an increasing order of weight loss was indicated as subjects were exposed to conditions of rest-no cooling, to rest-cooling and finally to the
exercise-cooling mode.
0

Regarding subjective responses of comfort sensation at ambient temperatures of
32.2 0 C, the trials were characterized as uncomfortable to very uncomfortable under restno cooling conditions, ranging from comfortable to slightly uncomfortable under conditions
of rest-cooling, and from comfortable to uncomfortable with exercise-cooling. In 40.6 0 C
environments, rest-no cooling altitudes resulted in uncomfortable to very uncomfortable
responses, rest-cooling effected slightly uncomfortable to uncomfortable comments and exercise-cooling responses ranged from slightly uncomfortable to very uncomfortable.
As for temperature sensation at 32.20 C, rest-no cooling trials resulted in responses ranging from warm to hot and slightly warm to warm in the cooling modes under conditions of rest and exercise. In 40.6 0 C environments, subjective responses were the same
under all conditions of the experimental program.
II. Raft Study in Cold Water Conditions
The results of tests using the encapsulating life raft (ELR) and the standard
LR-l are presented in Table 2 and described under each set of water and air temperature
combination.
1. Conditions:
A.

Raft:

15.6 0 C Tw and 10.0 0 C Ta
ELR

In four tests conducted under conditions of 15.6 0 C Tw and 10.00 C Ta, each subject
undergoing the experimental treatment with replication,0 the duration of exposure was the
planned two hours. The order of decrease in Tr was 0.5 C in all tests except in the first
exposure of the lesser experienced subject. In this case, Tr decreased by 0.90 C, but upon
examination at the end of the trial it was noted that the sensor was slightly retracted
possibly as a result of body
movement in boarding the raft. Mean skin temperature (MST)
was decreased by only 1.10 C (ave) in the one subject and by 3.40 C (ave) in the other less
experienced subject. Both subjects characterized the tests under these conditions as
"neutral" in regard to temperature sensation and "comfortable" in terms of comfort sensation.
B.

Raft:

LR-l

The four tests using the LR-l raft under the sane temperature conditions were also
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of two-hour duration. The order of Tr decrease in two tests ranged between 0.51C and
1.0°C; the measure in the remaining two tests was lost as a result of subjective movements
while in the raft. The MST was lowered by an average of 5.20 C (range of -3.6 to -7.50 C)
from starting levels. Under the prevailing temperature conditions, the two experimental
subjects using the LR-I raft described the exposures as "cool" and "slightly uncomfortable"
in regard to temperature and comfort sensation, respectively.
2.

Conditions:
A.

Raft:

7.20 C Tw and 1.60 C Ta
ELR

In three of the four tests conducted under these conditions, the two-hour testing
period was completed with no difficulty. The remaining test was terminated after a period
of I hour 30 minutes in the interest of subjective comfort; the results of this test are
not being reported. In the
three two-hour exposures, Tr was decreased b an average of
0.7°C (range -0.5 to -l.00 C) from initial levels; MST was lowered by 4.4 C (range -4.0 to
-4.70 C) within the same exposure period. In regard to temperature sensation, the subjects
reported a "slightly cool to cool" condition; a report of "comfortable to slightly uncomfortable" was indicated in regard to comfort sensation.
B.

Raft:

LR-I

When the LR-l raft was used under the same temperature conditions, the duration of
four tests varied within a range of 1 hour 20 minutes to 1 hour 40 minutes. Three of the
four tests were terminated because of subjective discomfort and shivering level; the remaining test was terminated as a result of the attainment of a critical core temperature
of 34.9 0 C. The average decrease for the latter measurement in all tests was found to be
1.20 C (range -0.6 to -2.30 C).
The average decrease in MST among the four tests conducted
with the LR-l under these temperature conditions was of the order of 6.80 C (range -5.1 to
0
-7.9 C).
The subjects characterized these tests as "cold" in regard to temperature sensation and "slightly uncomfortable" insofar as comfort sensation was concerned.
3.

Conditions:
A.

Raft:

2.80 C Tw and -6.70 C Ta
ELR

Under these conditions of testing, the respective subjects were able to tolerate
the exposure for the full two hours with no accompanying difficulties. The results represent the data from just two tests, one for each subject with no replication. It was considered that one valid exposure for each subject using either raft would suffice under the
extreme temperature conditions considered in this program of work. With the ELR raft, MST
was decreased by 2.4 0 C (range -2.1 to -2.80 C); the Tr was lowered by 0.80 C (range -0.4 to
-l.10 C).
In these tests, both subjects described the exposures as being "cool" and "comfortable."
B.

Raft:

LR-l

Both tests conducted using the LR-l raft were terminated in advance of the expected
2-hour run. In the one test of I hour 20 minutes duration, Tr had decreased to the preset end point of 35.0 0 C necessitating the removal of the subject from the test environment.
The other test was terminated at the end of 1 hour, 10 minutes at the subjects request.
At the end of each run the Tr was observed as having decreased by an average of 2..2 0 C
(range of -2.0 to -2.36 C) while MST decrease was of the order of 7.20 C (range -6.8 to
-7,6C). The LR-I tests at the coldest set of temperature conditions were described by
the subjects as "cold" and "uncomfortable to very uncomfortable."
Water/Air
Temp-C

Raft-No.
of Tests

Duration
Hr:Min

A MST
°C

ELR-(4)

2:00

LR-I-(4)

A Tr
°C

Comfort
Sensation

2.2

0.4

Comfortable

Neutral

2:00

5.2

0.8

Sl. Uncomf.

Cool

ELR-(3)

2:00

4.4

0.7

LR-I-(4)

1:30

6.8

1.2

Comf. to
S1. Uncomf.
Sl. Uncomf.

S1. Cool
to Cool
Cold

ELR-(2)

2:00

2.4

0.8

Comf.

Cool

LR-1-(2)

1:15

7.2

2.2

Uncomf. to
Very Uncomf.

Cold

Temp.
Sensation

15.6/10.0

7.2/1.6

2.8/6.7

Table 2.

Results of Tests Using the ELR and LR-l Rafts in a Cold Water Environment.
Data represent average values.

DISCUSSION
I.

Head Cooling
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As a personal protective system intended to alleviate the stressful effects of
extreme environmental conditions, liquid conditioning has been the subject of considerable interest for the past twenty-five years.
Early in its development, the advantages
over gaseous ventilating system for full body protection were clearly outlined in terms
of the reduced power requirements and increased effectiveness of the approach. As a resuit of the efficiency of liquid conditioning as a personal protective system under adverse thermal conditions, it was further developed by NASA for use in space flights involving periods of high energy expenditure during extra-vehicular activity (4,5).
As a
protective system for aircrew personnel of fixed or rotary-wing aircraft, the full-body
liquid conditioning approach has not gained favor, possibly as a result of its restrictive
characteristics in respect to conductive surface requirements, a condition aggravated in
flights of longer duration.
From the full-body suit design, attention was drawn to the possible use of a
liquid conditioning garment covering only the torso area of the body.
Used in conjunction
with a portable wet ice compartment as the heat sink, the abbreviated torso suit was
successfully demonstrated for use in helicopter operations.
As an extension of the application of liquid conditioning to less generalized
body surfaces, research in partitional or differential body cooling was undertaken as a
means of dissipating unacceptable levels of metabolic heat production (1,7). With increased interest in segmental cooling, attention was directed to the head area as the most
effective avenue of heat transfer under adverse thermal conditions.
In an investigation
making use of a cooling hood, the potential uses of head cooling as a means of removing
as much as 30% of the total body heat production were indicated (6).
From an aspect even
more specialized than the head area, a novel approach making use of neck cooling was shown
to be effective in the improvement of subjective indices of thermal zones and comfort levels
0
in environmental temperature conditions of 46 C (8).
The aporoach made use of a small
2
(7cm ) local heat flux applied to an area superficial to the carotid arteries.
In an evaluation of a water-cooled helmet liner, Kissen et al. (3) found that
the magnitude of all physiological responses including skin and mean 9-6dy temperature,
mean heart rate, body heat storage, sweat loss and physiological index of strain were
significantly reduced by head cooling at environmental temperature conditions of 460C and
40% RH.
The elevation of rectal temperature, however, was the same for both non-cooled
and head-cooled conditions. The effect of head cooling on psychomotor performance tests
was found to be negligible as a result of the heat loads imposed. The circulation of the
conditioning system in this study made use of eight liquid-cooled neoprene patches covering
the back and crown of the head, extending anteriorly to just below the hair line and
laterally over the temples but excluding the ears, the jaw angles and upper part of the
neck.
Inlet water temperature and flow rate were maintained at 18oC and 1.OL/min.
respectively.
Making
use of a similar system-in exposures at environmental temperatures of
0
0
95 F and 115 F, Williams et al. (9) reported a significant reduction in the elevation of
0
rectal temperature, heart rate and sweat loss during head cooling at 115 F. and predicted
that the helmet liner would be effective at much higher thermal loads including exercise
or higher environmental temperatures.
In the design of a liquid conditioning system for the head of aircrew-personnel,
the requirement that the protective and functional characteristics of the helmet system
be not diminished is of primary importance.
In an attempt to accomplish this, the conditioning channels, covering mainly the back and crown of the head as used in the present
study, were made part of a cloth helmet over which the hard hat was worn. As such, it
resulted in limited coverage of the head as compared to other systems where the forehead,
sides of the head and neck were additionally covered by the patches through which the circulating medium flowed.
The limited coverage of the system used in the present study may
have accounted for the mild changes in some of the physiological measures of concern.
In
the absence of a sufficient data base from which to determine the significance of the
effects of the experimental treatment on the pertinent physiological measures, the values
were presented as average responses of the different subjects used in the study.
Within
the lesser order of magnitude indicated by the changes in the reported physiological measures, the moderating effect of head cooling is indicated in terms of mean skin temperature,
head temperature, oral temperature and heart rate in the resting condition at both environ0
mental temperatures of 90°F and 115 F.
Weight loss under the same conditions was not so
directly affected by head cooling as evidenced in tests of a lesser order of time in duration. With subjects undergoing light activity under conditions of the experimental program, the beneficial effects of head cooling regarding these measures was less obvious.
In general, therefore, the findings under resting states sustain those of other researchers interested in head cooling as a protective measure for aircrew personnel in adverse
thermal conditions of higher temperature. Under conditions of increased levels of metabolic
heat production, increased coverage of the head and neck areas, increased flow-rate of the
circulating medium over the one employed in the present system and possibly a lower order
of inlet water temperature with an appropriate range of preferred temperatures may be

ryecessary to realize the full advantages of head cooling.
II. Raft Study in Cold Water Conditions
In the design of protective systems for cold weather operations, attention has
been centered on personal garments and auxiliary equipment as constant-wear items for
aircrew-personnel. This approach has resulted in a continuous search during the last
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decades for protective suit systems which, while attempting to meet with current requirements of cold water survival, were adequate and acceptable to personnel during normal flying operations. It was considered that the development of a modular system composed of
protective components actuated in the event of an emergency over cold water conditions
would solve the perplexing problem presented by acceptability during flight and thermal
In meeting this challenge, the encapsulating life
protection in an emergency environment.
raft was developed as the flotation platform supplying the additional thermal protection
required on cold water impact (2).
In the actual operation of the encapsulating life raft during aircraft separation
above 152 m. (500 ft), the aircrewman would be completely enveloped and virtually in a dry
state even upon water entry. With the capability of low level separation, it is envisioned
at least in concept, as being useful in helicopter operations. In separations below altitudes of 152 m, however, the encapsulating raft would be actuated in the water environment
and be comparable to the conventional life rafts in terms of normal boarding procedures
following the crewman's exposure to the water environment. The development of the encapsulating raft, therefore, would result in the transfer of the burden of cold water protection systems from the aircrewman's personal protective system as constant-wear equipment
to the flotation platform in the emergency of cold water exposure.
Within the limits of the current investigation, the effectiveness of the encapsulating life raft in cold water environments, as compared with the standard USN LR-l raft
under similar conditions, regarding the lessening of the loss in body temperature and in
evoking more acceptable levels of subjective sensation of temperature and comfort has been
indicated. In actual 2-hour trials, average mean skin temperature losses were of the order
of 2-4oC with the more protective raft, as opposed to losses ranging from 5-7oC with the
standard raft in tests of approximately one-half duration under the most severe water and
air temperature conditions employed in the study. Under these conditions, the duration of
exposure was dictated by the attainment of subjective tolerance limits or of critical body
temperatures. Subjective sensation of temperature and comfort in trials using the encapsulating raft ranged from "neutral" and "comfortable", respectively, to "cool" and
"comfortable" as the ambient temperature conditions were lowered according to the experimental approach. When the standard LR-I was used, the subjective responses regarding
temperature and comfort ranged from "cool" and "slightly uncomfortable" respectively, to
"cold" and very "uncomfortable" as the temperature conditions became more severe. As a
result of the more acceptable subjective responses indicated in the program, the adequacy
of the encapsulating life raft is further indicated.
As envisioned in the use of the encapsulating life raft, the total effect, both
psychological and physiological, of remaining in a virtual dry state cannot be underestimated in the extension of survival in frigid water masses. Not only is the survivor protected from the debilitating effects of cold water exposure in the boarding of a standard
raft, but he is also given the appropriate circumstances, protected thermally from the
effects of severe ambient conditions upon aircraft separation prior to water impact. Although the latter maneuver may be a matter of minutes in duration, the former involving
the boarding of a standard raft may be appreciably longer depending on the condition of
the downed airman and the severity of the sea state. During this interval of time, the
physiological state of the survivor may be so severely affected as to seriously compromise
his effort3 to regain a level of thermal balance in the raft environment. The proper use
of the - capsulating raft would reduce the harmful effects of immersion and would effective
hance the possibility of extended survival in cold water emergencies. In view of
the c' ;
w'ater protection afforded by encapsulation as shown within the limits of the current bL4Jy, it is concluded that the encapsulating life raft, of present or future design,
should t- cinsidered as a major component in aircrew protective systems.
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DK-2950 Vedbaek
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The Sikorsky S-61 helicopter was introduced into the Danish Search
and Rescue Service in 1966 and has been used for more than 3500 missions.
More than 90% have been for civilian medical support, as a result of
which the helicopter has evolved from a pure rescue vehicle to the point
where it also should be considered a mobile intensive care unit. Much
attention has been paid to the design of the helicopter cabin and to
crew education, which now in 80% of the missions includes a specially
trained physician. The experiences from more than 600 missions wherein
the helicopter was employed as a mobile intensive care unit have
demonstrated that the military has provided to the Public Health Service
in Denmark a valuable means for patient evacuation.

Denmark has three unusual geographic features; it is almost completely surrounded by the sea, the
coast is highly indented, and some 500 islands are included in its territory. An unusually large shipping
volume passes through these waters, which at times are assaulted by violent storms.
A rescue service against disaster at sea has long existed (something on the order of five centuries),
especially along the western coast of Jutland. Years ago this was carried out by fishermen combating the
waves in small rowboats, often with the loss of the rescuers' lives. Later, the duties were taken over by
special rescue ships home-berthed in the bigger harbours.
In 1951, a special squadron of the Royal Danish Air Force was formed to operate this service. The
first aircraft were S-55 helicopters supported by the amphibious Catalina. But a new era began in 1966
when the unit was re-equipped with the S-61, a bigger, very sturdy and fast helicopter able to operate day
and night, 365 days a year, far away from the Danish coast if necessary.
In the beginning, the mission was almost pure search and rescue; more than 3500 such operations have
been carried out. One of the first and still most prominent was the rescue of sixty passengers and crew
of the ill-fated ferry Skagerak which plied between Norway and Denmark. On September 21, 1966 the vessel
was hit by massive waves during a hurricane and shipped between 150 and 200 tons of water. Shortly after
Mayday was sent out, five helicopters and some ships were able to evacuate 145 passengers from lifeboats
and dinghies. Only one man died, from a myocardial infarction.
This and subsequent similar airlift successes reflected great credit upon the skill and couraoe of
the helicopter crews, as well as the competence with which the Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC) controlled
it.
Manned 24 hours a day, the RCC always has a duty officer not only trained in coordination and management
but who also has had practical experience in search and rescue. Within a few moments after a call for help
is received, he has determined whether it could be supplied just as efficiently and quickly from another
source such as the Salvage Corps. When responsibility for providing helicopter aid is accepted, the duty
officer gives the necessary instructions and within a maximum of fifteen miuntes the helicopter is airborne.
The RCC is located in the middle of Jutland, but the Rescue Squadron operates from three widely dispersed
bases so that a request for help can be answered with minimum flying time. One base is in the northern
part of Jutland, another in the southern part, with the main one at the Vaerloese Air Force Base near
Copenhagen.
More than 90 percent of the missions have been of civilian character, such as support to the fishing
fleet, civil shipping, civil aviation, and to individuals distressed during recreational activities. But
during the last years, support has also been given to the Public Health Services in the form of evacuation
of sick or injured patients from isolated islands or from smaller hospitals to the bigger ones. This
development meant that the helicopter was no longer only a rescue vehicle, but now had to evolve into a
type of mobile intensive care unit since the transportation interval could very well be an hour or more.
.The S-61 Sikorsky helicopter used is most suitable as the cabin provides not only ample space for
patient observation and treatment, but also is so designed that a stretcher can be surrounded by apparatus
for oxygen, suction, ECG with defibrillator, 12 volt incubators, and respirators, along with a wide variety
of medical gear and drugs. Since we must have standardization in emergency medicine, this same equipment
will be found in the civilian salvage corps vehicles and in most Danish hospitals. Supplies are stored in
a transport container which contains smaller boxes, each having units for particular tasks, such as ventilation, suction, infusion, splints, drugs, and bandages. All assemblages can be hoisted from the helicopter
to shipboard or the ground.
We have found the S-61 has an added important advantage, as the five-bladed rotors cause minimum
vibrations and turbulence, insuring the best transport medium for the patients, since it is almost free
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from positive or negative accelerative forces during takeoff and landing.
The crew ordinarily consists of two pilots, one radio operator, one flight engineer (who also serves
the hoist operator), and a medical technician trained in land and sea rescue techniques. It is particularly
noteworthy that although several helicopter services worldwide routinely operate without an on-board physician, in the Danish Search and Rescue Service a physician is an added supplement whenever a potential
need for his skill is foreseen. This became policy at the request of the other crew members in spite of
their well-demonstrated capabilities, since all wanted the best possible care for each patient. Presently
approximately 80% of the missions carry a doctor.
Physicians allocated to this duty are usually those who have already completed their obligations in
national service. Since they must perform alone in one of the most difficult and demanding disciplines,
emergency medicine, each must have acquired practical experience after licensure. All are required to
complete a post-graduate course in the Air Force medical school where their training, apart from military
and aviation medicine, emphasizes acute and disaster medicine which involves supervised practice in
anesthesiology, chest and abdominal traumatology, acute extremity surgery, treatment of acute central
nervous system injury, and acute psychiatry. Furthermore, the pathophysiology and management of drowning
and hypothermia are intensively reviewed. This education is provided by teachers from the university
hospitals whenever the military physician faculty do not have the necessary expertise in some of the more
highly specialized fields.
The training also included a few weeks of basic navigation, radio procedures, air control, meterology,
and the rudiments of flying. The physicians practice hoisting operations from land, sea, and rubber boats;
participation in simulated survival exercises is required.
This preparation in flying and operational procedures is of tremendous importance, since the physicians
are then able to descend onto a ship and there make an immediate appraisal of a patient's condition, and if
necessary, to start treatment before evacuation to the helicopter.
Scarcely any two rescue or transport operations are the same. For this reason the helicopters must
carry many different types of equipment ranging, for instance, from a single or double harness which
amazingly does not increase the discomfort of even the severely injured, to a large flotation basket litter
for hoisting litter patients. This latter combination was developed within the squadron as a modificatiun
of the normal Sikorsky stretcher and basket; it takes less cabin space, is easier to lower onto a ship in
a high sea, and floats with an adult person should it be inadvertently detached from the mooring. The
helicopter can even carry a patient in his own hospital bed, a method often used for burn cases or those
with an injured spinal cord. All services are free of charge.
Since 1972 there have been more than 1000 missions in which a physician joined the crew. In over
600 of these the rescue helicopter had to act also as a mobile intensive care unit, as all the patients
needed very close observation and treatment, such as I.V.-drips, artificial respiration, correction of
cardiac disorders, and many surgical interventions. Only one patient has died during the evacuation, a
too early born baby with severe respiratory distress syndrome; demise occurrred just before arrival at
the Copenhagen University Hospital.
Analysis of our detailed reports on each of the missions produces a rather startling observation.
Unless trained in anesthesiology, aviation medicine, or emergency medicine, most physicians do not comprehend what patient movement may produce. The transport of patients who are physiologically decompensated,
whether from disease or injury, must per se be considered a further trauma. One means of obtaining that
evidence is to insure that there is effective communication between the receiving hospital and the flying
unit, with feedback from the hospital. In this way we can demonstrate the uncritical rushing of patients
to hospital is actually an emotional flight from professional responsibility. This must be emphasized and
reemphasized. The only acceptable practice in emergency medicine is to stabilize the patient before
transport and to prevent further deterioration during transit to definitive medical care. It is because
the Search and Rescue adheres to this practice that the Danish success rate is so great.
Our experience in this area during peacetime has shown that there has been no special ditficulty in
performing these efforts within the helicopter--if the cabin of the vehicle is big enough and equipped
to act as a mobile intensive care unit; if the crew is educated in advanced first aid; and if the rescue
physician in addition to his education in-emergency medicine also is trained as a crew membe- in helicopter flying under all conditions.
In this way, the use of an expensive but efficient military apparatus and organization provides the
Public Health Services a supplementary means of patient evacuation from the sea and from isolated areas,
in addition to secondary transportation between hospitals. All of these have been proven to be safe and
easy on the patients. Further it provides realistic, professionally rewarding training for the Armed
Forces in meeting their responsibilities in national disasters.
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SUMMARY
A system has been designed and developed for the measurement of toxic gases while in flight. The
system is based on the use of several instruments including a multi-channel infrared spectrometer, a
mass spectrometer as well as several other instruments and techniques. The techniques have been applied
to the evaluation of weapons gases and contamination from engine exhaust in the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) as well as other aircraft systems.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
UTTAS
ppm
NBS
IR
JEOL
OSHA

- Sikorsky YUH-60A Aircraft
- Parts per million (1% = 10,000 ppm)
- National Bureau of Standards
- Infrared
- Japan Electronic and Optical Limited
- Occupational Safety and Health Administration

INTRODUCTION
A system which was developed at the United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) uses
a direct and immediate approach to the evaluation of toxic air contaminants occurring in in-flight helicopter aircraft and in the field at weapons firing sites.
Among the toxic chemicals encountered in the cabin atmosphere are hydrocarbons from the bleed air
system, carbon monoxide contamination from the heating system (10) and exhaust products from the weapons
system (7,8,9). The system can also be used for on-site testing of exhaust accumulations of weapons
fired from fixed enclosed areas on the ground (11). The toxic chemical mixtures in the air from weapons
firing are rapidly changing with often low (ppm) concentrations.
Acceptable ceiling concentration and time limits for exposure to atmospheric toxic chemicals in the
in-flight helicopter are set by MIL-STD-800, 21 July 1958, and Code of Federal Regulations pt 29, July
1976 (OSHA Regulations). MIL-STO-800 and OSHA gives acceptable ceiling concentrations on the accumulation of chemical mixtures in the atmosphere such as from fixed ground weapons firing. These ceiling concentrations range from 0.02 to 5,000 ppm for various substances.
As previously stated, the atmospheric chemical mixtures have low, constantly changing concentrations.
Therefore, collecting the sample on-site and performing the chemical analysis in the laboratory entails
precautions and serious analytical problems. The sample collection method requires an enormous number
of precisely timed samples because of the constantly changing atmospheric chemical mixture. In addition,
certain compounds such as ammonia, nitrogen dioxide and hydrocarbon-free radicals react with each other
and with trapping devices causing errors in the analysis.
The instrument must be contained in a limited space and operated from a minimum power supply. It
must sustain operations while vibrating at a continuum of frequencies in the environment of impulse noise
from weapons firing and frequently changing air pressure. Changing water vapor partial pressure may also
be a source of interference. Because of the stringent requirements of the analytical instrument for inflight analysis aboard the aircraft, the analytical instrument may be used for on-site ground weapons
exhaust analysis also. The analytical capabilities of the instrument should be such that a chemical with
concentrations in ppm can be measured directly even though it exists in a mixture of airborne chemicals
and elements of much higher concentrations.
The MIL-STD-800, 21 July 1958, which remains as the military standard, though it is outdated, allows
a ceiling concentration of carbon monoxide at 0.005 percent or 50 ppm. The standard (MIL-STD-800) recommends on-site sampling with subsequent analysis in the laboratory. The equipment used for on-site testing
should conform to MIL-D-3945 or MIL-T-3948 which is carbon monoxide, colorimetric detector kit or NBS
colorimetric indicating carbon monoxide.
Numerous other methods of analysis and instruments for sampling at timed sequences have been used since
1958. A rapid timing sequencer for toxic gas sampling (12), a carbon monoxide analyzer from Mine Safety
Appliance Co. (MSA) carbon monoxide meter, Model 08-9141 (13), Geoscience Cadet carbon monoxide detector
(14), and numerous other catalytic detectors (9) for carbon monoxide are manufactured by the Mine Safety
Appliance Company and various other companies.
In September 1974 Kenneth G. Ikels published a Report (15) on a system for on-site oxygen contaminant
detection. The system used a portable infrared (IR) analyzer which became commercially available in 1971
from the Wilks Scientific Corporation, South Norwalk, Connecticut.
The purpose of this study is to report an analytical system (utilizing a portable Wilks infrared
instrument) that is capable of doing on-site analysis of air contaminants of in-flight helicopters. In
addition, we will describe other systems including the Varian mass spectrometer, the JEOL gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer and others.

METHODS
Mass Spectrometry - A Varian EM-600 mass spectrometer was purchased for use as a means of detecting
gases that conceivably had not been previously identified. The project was to have an onboard, real time
system that could detect gases before the various components could react together. This goal has not
been realized with this instrument because of the numerous technical problems involved. The instrument
is useful though and there is potential for further analytical ability.
The mass spectrometer is a low resolution instrument (approximately 200) and was designed as a teaching instrument. Its simplicity, however, increases the capacity for development of the system. There
are no separating capabilities, i.e., the instrument is not coupled to a gas chromatograph and, therefore,
a mixture placed in the inlet is analyzed as a mixture. The sensitivity has been found to be lacking.
It can detect gases only in concentrations greater than about 0.03% or 300 ppm. This is a problem because many of the trace components are in a range much lower than this (i.e., I ppm). The difficulty
is that one is trying to analyze 1 ppm of trace gas in the presence of 800,000 ppm nitrogen and 200,000
ppm oxygen. For this reason it would be highly desirable to have some means of separating or concentrating the sample. A sample concentrator was constructed which consisted of a series of valves and
stainless steel tubing. The sample was allowed to enter the concentrator under vacuum. A short length
of stainless steel tubing was packed with activated charcoal and stoppered at both ends with glass wool
very similar to a chromatographic column. The charcoal column was cooled with liquid nitrogen to 730 K
before the sample was applied. The column was then allowed to warm slowly while mass spectra was being
taken. Some separation of N2 and 02 took place but when H2S was used as a trace gas, it was not detected. The technique is a promising one, though, and further development will be required to make the
pre-concentrator useful. A major disadvantage of this system is the length of time required to analyze
a sample and the cumbersome use of liquid nitrogen.
Another problem one encounters when using the mass spectrometer is the difficulty in controlling the
inlet pressure accurately. The peak height is proportional to concentration but also the partial pressure of the gas in the inlet. If the pressure is not controlled accurately, no quantitative results can
be obtained.
Electrical and vibration problems were also encountered. Initial attempts to isolate the system from
vibration consisted of simply placing the instrument on a piece of 2 inch foam rubber. Vibration was
still excessive so the mass spectrometer was bolted to a board which was suspended by springs from a
frame which proved successful in removing the vibration. The electrical system in the helicopters of
interest has a 28 volt DC system. An inverter is required to provide 110 volts AC for both the mass
spectrometer and the vacuum pump. Since the mass spectrometer requires a regulated power supply, a
Topaz inverter of sufficient capacity was used. The vacuum pump requires a considerable amount of current (about 4 amps at 110 volts). A Carter rotary inverter is used with the vacuum pump, and with the
loss in power through the inverter, a 40 amp 28 volt circuit minimum is required. A 28 volt DC motor
for the vacuum pump would save considerable weight and energy.
The sample of interest is air. Figure I shows a mass spectrum of a mixture of air. At m/e of 40
note the Argon (Ar) peak. This peak is equivalent to 940 parts per million (ppm). Argon can be used
as an internal standard because of its fixed concentration in air. If one expands the sensitivity until
the Argon peak is nearly off scale, then one could quantitate a gas in the 200-300 ppm range. In the
harsh environment of flight, much noise is present which leads to some error even at this level. One
can see that at concentrations below this the noise level would exceed the peak height of the compound
of interest.
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Figure 1. Mass Spectrum of Air Using the Varian EM-600 Mass Spectrometer
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Wilks Infrared Analyzer - This instrument was designed for monitoring of gases in the industrial environment. It is Ideal though for use in an aircraft because of its portability, low power consumption
and durability. A considerable amount of work has been done by Ikels et al. (6) with an earlier model
of the same instrument. The Wilks Model 80 single beam infrared spectrometer has a 20 meter pathleength
gas cell and is controlled by a microprocessor. It was connected to a Hewlett-Packard 700m XY recorder.
The instrument is able to detect gases in the very low parts per million range (± 1 ppm). The sensitivity of the instrument occurs because of the very long pathlength gas cell, i.e., there is a large
number of molecules in the beam in order to accomplish a reasonable amount of infrared absorption. The
microprocessor increases the power of the infrared analysis by allowing one to select and rapidly change
specific wavelengths. It also allows one to program values for standards of several gases so that he
can get an immediate printout of the concentrations of those gases.
A person might question the possibility of one compound absorbing at the wavelength that one is
trying to measure another. This is indeed a possibility but the microprocessor can account for these
interferences. For example, NH3 has some absorption at the S02 wavelength. This is measured when the
standards are being run. A matrix of all the wavelengths and all the absorptions at those wavelengths
is created. A Fortran program supplied by Wilks when the instrument was purchased is used to solve the
matrix. The results are entered into the instrument and the interferences are accounted for.
The XY recorder was used to record the infrared spectrum from 2.5 to 14.5 microns by connecting the
absorption to the Y axis and the wavelength output to the X axis. The separation of wavelengths is
accomplished with a novel system of variable wavelength filters. There are three filters and the infrared spectrum is divided into three sections because of the three filters. The filters do not have the
resolution of a grating instrument but the filter system is very durable compared to a grating instrument
which is an important factor in the portability of the instrument.
The instrument has been programmed to measure quantitatively the compounds at the wavelength described in Table I.
TABLE I
COMPOUNDS AND THE WAVELENGTH AT WHICH MEASURED
Compound
Reference
H20
Methane
Ethane
Ethylene
N02
C02
CO
S02
NH3
Acetylene

Wavelength (Microns)
4.00
2.689
3.275
3.300
3.340
3.39n
4.250
4.761
8.905
i.834
13.750

Range Calibrated
Not Applicable
Not Calibrated
0-50 ppm
0-50 ppm
0-50 ppm
0-50 ppm
Not Calibrated
0-50 ppm
0-50 ppm
0-50 ppm
0-50 ppm

The H20 and C02 were not measured quantitatively because of their natural presence in air and their
strong infrared absorption. The 20 meter pathlength was used in this analysis. If one chooses to
measure H20 and C02 quantitatively, he must reduce the pathlength. The cell does have the feature of
variable pathlength. Also, a substance such as calcium chloride and ascarite can be used for removing
the C02 and H20 in order to zero the instrument.
Ikels (6) reports that methane, ethane and ethylene can be separated quantitatively by pressurizing
the cell to 10 atm. I have not found this to be possible at 1 atm, but have not pressurized the cell.
Any hydrocarbon absorbs in the area of 3.2-3.4 microns and with possible interference in an unknown
system such as bleed air or gun gases. A more appropriate way of reporting the result would be
"hydrocarbons calibrated as methane" unless further identification could be made by mass spectrometry
or some other technique.
A problem that has been discovered concerning the 20 meter cell is the length of time required to
fill the cell. Figure II shows that 5 minutes of sampling is required in order for the cell to fill
completely with a sample. This means that an underestimation of the concentration is possible. Work
is underway to determine the extent of the underestimation if less than 5 minutes time is available in
which to sample.
Single Channel Instruments - Several companies produce portable instruments for detecting various
gases. Mine Safety Appliance Company, 600 Pennsylvania Center Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235,
produces a portable carbon monoxide indicator which is completely self-contained. The principle of
operation is an electrochemical polarographic type cell which electro-oxidizes carbon monoxide to carbon
dioxide. The carbon dioxide is detected and the resulting signal is monitored, temperature compensated
and amplified to drive a meter or chart recorder. A small pump pulls an air sample into the inlet and
through a flow Indicator. The instrument is simple to use but does have its limitations. Some other
gases interfere and give false readings so it is not entirely specific. Its response time is 90% of
final reading 30 seconds which is better than the infrared analyzer as far as response time. One limitation that is a problem with this and all other gas analyzers is that changes in atmospheric pressure
change the calibration of the instrument. This is particularly a problem in the helicopter in that all
results must be corrected for altitude.
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Infrared Absorbance of Carbon Monoxide Versus Time of Gas Introduction

Another method of testing for unknown toxic gases is what is called "detector tubes" which are
simply short glass tubes which contain chemicals on some solid support. A known quantity of air is
drawn through the tube with a syringe type pump. The toxic gas reacts with the chemicals producing a
color change in which the distance is proportional to the concentration of the gas present. Their advantage is their sensitivity as well as the wide variety of substances that can be tested. Their limitation is that they are not highly accurate and they do have some interferences. Detector tubes can be
obtained from Mine Safety Appliance Company or Matheson Chemical Company.
Research Appliance Company, Gibsonia, Pennsylvania 15044, makes several analyzers including a
N02-NOX analyzer with recorder. The principle is a photometric cell and a chemical that reacts with
the nitrogen oxides. Its sensitivity is good, less than .5 ppm, but it requires a fairly long period
of time of sampling, i.e., 90% response in 2 minutes. They also have a S02 analyzer that works on an
electro-conductimetric principle and can detect concentrations to .01 ppm.
Energetics Science, Inc., 85 Executive Boulevard, Elmsford, New York 10523, makes small single and
two channel instruments for monitoring carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen oxide and nitrogen
dioxide. Their detection sensor is based on electrochemical oxidation or reduction. Again, each instrument has its limitations and interferences but sensitivity and portability are good.
The means of gathering samples can be quite complicated in themselves. One method used is that of
bubbling the air (sample) through some solvent. The toxic gases then dissolve (hopefully) in the solvent which can be brought to the laboratory for analysis. Considerable error is likely here for many
reasons such as rate of flow through the liquid, solubility of the compound in the liquid, temperature
of the solvent, etc. This method though semi-quantitative can be used to detect very low level of gases
and because of the sophistication of the instrumentation can be very specific.
Another technique would be the absorption of the gas on an inert material such as charcoal at very
low temperatures. This technique has the problems associated with working with liquid nitrogen and a
fairly complex system of flowmeters, pumps, etc., must be used. An advantage with this technique is
that it minimizes changes in the composition of the sample while it is being returned to the laboratory.
A third method Is the use of evacuated containers. The bulk of such a system is a problem of pressurization of the cylinder is required to obtain a sample large enough for a complete analysis. Also,
the reaction of the gases and the absorption to the walls of the container are sources of error. Basically, the proper approach to gas analysis is an evaluation in the field or in flight where possible and
then further investigation in the laboratory when some unknown toxic gas has been detected.
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Other Methods of Analysis - Numerous other methods are available for gas analysis but most are not
well suited to the helicopter environment. This instrumentation requires that the analysis not be made
while in actual flight. There are advantages to both methods many of which have already been monitored.
The advantage of a system in the laboratory, though, is that it can be much more complicated and therefore greater accuracy and sensitivity can be obtained. Our laboratory has a JEOL gas chromatograph-mass
spectrometer with computer that can be used for gas analysis in the laboratory. Of course, such a system
requires that some means of collecting the sample must be devised.
RESULTS
During the period 12-14 April 1977, the US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) Biochemistry
Branch of the Aviation Medicine Research Division evaluated toxicologic gases related to the operation
of the Sikorsky UTTAS (UH-60) aircraft at the request of the US Army Developmental Test Activity (USADTA).
As representative examples of toxic gases which would possibly accumulate in the aircraft during
typical operational conditions, carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen dioxide/nitric oxide (N02/NO) levels
were monitored continuously and quantified during aircraft tests. In addition, an onboard mass spectrometer was used to produce immediate mass spectral data in order to analyze rapidly decaying toxic compounds. Samples were also taken in sealed nonreactive containers for later in-laboratory analysis using
a high resolution, high sensitivity JEOL D100 mass spectrometer. The evaluation was divided into two
phases: (1) accumulation of toxic gases from the aircraft engines and (2) generation of toxic gases as
a result of weapons firing.
Both phases were conducted under a variety of conditions which, according to experimental design,
would encompass as many operational procedures as the UTTAS would be anticipated to perform.
Aircraft Engine Evaluation - Tables II and III represent the gases detected in the aircraft as a
function of selected aircraft maneuvers. The reference for this test was MIL-STD-800 which is the basic
reference standard for carbon monoxide evaluation in military aircraft (1).
TABLE II
CARBON MONOXIDE EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES (GROUND TESTS)
Heading Relative
To Wind Direction

CO Measured
Parts Per Million (ppm)

00

Maximum Standard
Parts Per Million (ppm)

<1
2
1
1

900
1800
2700

1200
1200
1200
1200

Wind velocity was reported as 1 mph.
TABLE III
CARBON MONOXIDE EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES (FLIGHT TESTS)

Condition
Normal Cruise Power
Full Military Power Climb
Aircraft Circling
Hovering

Backward Flight
Lateral Flight

CO Measured
(ppm)

Maximum Standard
(ppm)

<1
4
1
5

1200
1200
1200
1200

1
1

1200
1200

Gun Gas Evaluation - During the test series, airspeed (AS) was varied from 40 to 100 knots. Degree
of offset by the right and left gunners was effected through a representative number of positions while
conditions, such as number of rounds fired and status of the aircraft ventilation system, were varied.
All tests were conducted at an altitude of 1,000 feet.
Carbon monoxide (CO) was monitored continuously during the test series and was found to vary from
0 to 20 parts per million (ppm). The worst case situation occurred at the slowest airspeed tested (40
knots) with both guns at maximum firing rate. However, the CO level did not exceed OSHA standards (2)in
any combination of conditions. Nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide (NO/NO2) were also monitored continuously and no detectable levels were found.
Mass spectrographic (MS) analysis revealed the gases presented in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
MASS SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF GUN GASES*

Gas

Sample 1 (ppm)

Sample 2 (ppm)

NO
NO2
SO2
HCN
H2S**

None detected
None detected
24
18
126

None detected
None detected
8.5
21
63

OSHA Standard Based on 8 Hr/
Day, 40 Hr/Week, Weighted
Exposure Level (ppm)
5
5
5
10
50

*Accuracy is ± 25%.
**OSHA standards only allow one 10 minute exposure of 50 ppm H2S in any 8 hour period as opposed to
the other gases in the table which are based on weighted averages.
The two samples analyzed were collected during the worst case situation described above. Trace
quantities of other compounds were noted from the mass spectra generated but could not be positively
identified due to the complex nature of the mixture. The only compound that was present in significant
quantity is described as demonstrating a primary mass to change (m/e) ratio peak at atomic mass units
amu) 57 and is probably Allyl alcohol, 2 Butane-l-ol or a product having a similar fragmentation
pattern.
INTERPRETATION
Significant gas levels were identified according to current OSHA standards. All gases that were detected with the exception of hydrogen sulfide (H2 S) were in the category of 8 hour weighted exposure
compounds. This means that an individual may experience a maximum exposure level in a relatively short
period of time as long as the average stated level is not exceeded in an 8 hour period. Also, several
periods of exposure would be allowed as long as the cumulative dose did not exceed the average 8 hour
value.
The other category which is identified as ceiling concentration is more restrictive in that a one
time only exposure of a certain level for a stated number of minutes is allowed for any 8 hour per-ho.
H27-is-in the latter category.
It is felt that the aircraft ventilation system could not be adequately evaluated because of safety
considerations dictated by the firing ranqe. The rapid forward movement of the aircraft and the accompanying forced air ventilation through the gunner's door probably created an override situation which
could have masked any contribution by the aircraft's vent system. A low hover, maximum fire maneuver
would probably have permitted a better evaluation in this case.
Mass spectrographic identification of low molecular weight compound mixtures was accomplished
through peak matching and cracking patterns of known compounds. Quantification was achieved by using
Argon, which has a known concentration in air (.94% or 940 ppp) as an internal reference, and comparing
selected peak heights (3,4). The sensitivity of Argon and that of the unknown is used to establish a
ratio correction factor. The sensitivities are usually referenced to n-butane and are found in the
cornu compilation of mass spectral data (5). Fragmentation patterns are also determined from these
tables. The formula for the general quantitatlon calculation is:
Cx = SA X !_x X CA
Sx

PA

Where Cx = Concentration of unknown
SA = Sensitivity of Argon
Sx = Sensitivity of unknown
Px = Peak height of unknown
PA - Peak height of Argon
CA - Concentration of Argon in air (940 ppm)
During the test series, no significant accumulation of carbon monoxide was experienced.
Although present in significant quantity, the levels of sulfur dioxide (S02) and hydrogen cyanide
(HCN) were not interpreted as excessive because they are in the OSHA 8 hour weighted exposure category (2). For example, a gunner would have to be exposed to over 100 minutes of continuous firing in
one 8 hour period to exceed the stated safe level of SO2 when the worst case is used as a model.
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However, the situation is different with respect to H2S because this gas is in the OSHA ceiling concentration category. Due to the one time only exposure restriction imposed by this category, H2S concentrations were interpreted to have exceeded the safe limits as defined by OSHA regulations.
During the test series, there was no significant difference in gas concentration that could be attributed to the vent system being open or closed.
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BACKACHE IN UH-ID HELICOPTER CREWS
by
H.C.Schulte-Wintrop
L.T.K.
Man'ried v Richthofenstr. 8
4 Munster. FRG
and
H.Knoche
Helicopter Transportation Wing 64
4597 Ahlhorn
Postfach 300, FRG
In aviation one can sake the observation that progress in aircraft design and technical performance is not always accompanied by an improved ergonomical outlay. The development of helicopters with twobladed rotors meant a great step forward in the reduction of maintenance requirements. However, vibrational forces resulted which we are sure are one important cause of
backache in helicopter crewn flying this type of aircraft. Other factors like poor seat design
and draughty cabin conditions attribute to the complaints. Seats by the way are also a problem
in fixed wing aircraft even in modern airliners.
In the following we will not dwell on an explanation as to the pathology of spinal ailments in
helicopter crews but rather on a practical way of dealing with this problem which we think has
proved valuable. This is to say that we believe that more basic research on this topic is necessary. The fact that electronficroscopy seems to be a promising tool in further investigations
will be pointed out later. The important question of the recognition of vibration induced backache as an industrial disease depends on these studies.
The flight surgeon dealing with helicopter crews is of course interested in the etiology of
backache in order that an effective treatment and prophylaxis can be instituted.
For this purpose a questionnaire was prepared and handed to the crews (6). Out of a total of 145
pilots, flight engineers and air rescue medics questioned 40 % complained of backache during
flight and 51 % of backache after flight. The steady RPM setting during normal flight was marked
to cause discomfort in 37 % of the cases as opposed to only 4 % when increasing RPM. In 39 % of
the cases the pain was described as a lasting one. 29 % reported one of short duration. In 34 %
it was felt in the middle of the back over the dorsal processi, in 54 % in the lumbar region,
and in only 17 % in the neck (Fig. 1).
A study by Niethard (3) of the Orthopedic Clinic of the University of Heidelberg (Fig. 2) shows
fairly well matching figures for objective and subjective findings for back complaints. As to our
group one has to assume that the known dissimulation of flying personnel is in favour of our figures, in other words, the percentages given may rather be considered as too low. It may be added
that 33 % of the personnel questioned returned their forms anonymously.
On the average 5 years of flying time elapsed since onset of discomfort or pain. 16 % of our volunteers had some vertebral abnormality prior to flying. This compares favourably with the percentage
for all draftees born from 1946 through 1966 which is 62 %.
We have come to the conclusion that the following factors have to be considered as causative to
backache in helicopter crews:
Vibration, seating posture, draft, lack of specific exercises and vertebral abnormalities.
Coming now to the factor vibration we can simply state that the vibrations caused by the twoblade rotor of the UH-1D and being transmitted to the body through an undampened seat are beyond
the criteria set by US as well as German standards. The US Specification Mil A 8892 USAF (4) reads
(Fig. 3) as follows:
The vibration of crew seats which can affect crew comfort during unaccelerated flight and from
minimum to maximum cruising speed shall not exceed + 0,1 g at frequencies below 22 Hz, 0,1 mm
double amplitude at frequencies between 22 and 86 Hz and 1,5 g at frequencies above 86 Hz.
Unfortunately, the blade passing frequency which is the fundamental cause of obtrusive vibration
ranges from 9 - 11 in the twobladed UH-1D.
We know that proper spinal support during flight relieves complaints of backache. Some of our
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questioned pilots have found this out empirically. They use a cushion which is placed in the
lumbar area.
The explanation for this effect lies in the shockaboorbing qualities of the double "8"-curved
spine (Fig. 4). The UR-ID Pilot has to operate the stick with the right hand and the pitch with
the other (Fig. 5). This gives rise to a leaning forward posture neutralizing the lordosis
of lumbar spine (Fig. 6). In this way, more pressure is placed on the ventral parts of vertebral disco leading to narrowing of the vertebral distance and causing finally spondylotic
changes.
We have tried an airbladder similar to a bloodpressure cuff (Fig. 7).

This can be adjusted

to different lumbar curvatures. The result of this trial was encouraging and has led to an
improved seat design. A combination of a special vibration attenuating seat cushion plus a
backsupport is ideal. In our new seat we have compromised by introducing a seat cushion and a
noninflatable backsupport because the army felt that an airbladder might be too vulnerable
through the wears and tears of daily flying.
The influence of cool air during open door maneuvres or by way of structural leaks is another
factor in the etiology of backache. This implies other models than the UH-ID as well. We all
have come across with the effect of local cooling of muscular tissue. Even under warm weather
conditions a cooling effect takes place when moist skin is exposed to a winddraft. This is
called vindchill. Rigidity, tenderness and myogelosis can develop. Unfortunately, the lumbar
region which in most affected in not well protected by the flying suit worn in our service.
Therefore we use a circular garment made out of wool to protect this area. Sofar this has proved
very effective. Some of our volunteers remarked that special exercise& were helpful.
Jumping asp. squad jumps, however, sees to do sore harm than good. This is understandable since
it causes additional pressure on the already strained vertebral discs. Vertical stretching or
suspension from a horizontal bar alleviates backache.
In the treatment and prophylaxis of backache the following causal factors should be considered:
Vibration, draftseat design and lack of exercises and the symptoms of: painful and spastic
muscles, myogelosis, tenderness of dorsal procesm& and parenthesia. It remains to be seen whether
the latter findings are connected with an internal derangement of vertebral joints (Fig. 8) caused
by vibratory acceleration and displacement (1).
Noxious vibration is inherent in twobladed rotors. Further developments will have to take this
into consideration. In the meanwhile attenuation of these forces by special seat covers will be
given first priority. A new seat with vibration absorber is expensive and takes such time to develop. Draft effects can be eliminated by proper protection esp. of the lumbar area. The backrest of the seat sust be modelled to the vertebral curvature and finally a program of special
exercises is certainly of value. The ideal would be a specially equipped gymroom near the crew
stations where training can take place during standby times. Efforts should be made to strengthen
the erector trunci muscles. Treatment consists of heat application, massages and other forms of
physiotherapy.
With this program we feel that most of our helicopter crews can be kept on flying status without
detrimental effects. Lastly a few words about the pathological findings:
Richter (2) has put rats on a vibrating table with 49 Hz and an effective acceleration of 2 0
over 80-324 hrs. With scanning electronmicroscopy he was able to find a decrease of amorpheous
substance on the joint surface leading to an exposure of collageneous fibrous structures. The
degree of damage was depending on the duration of vibration.
Perhaps one will submit rats to identical influence as humans in a UH-ID. This would be one
possibility in finding out early pathological changes on the joint surface.
Nyogelosis shows also a histology when muscular fibres are examined by electronmicroscopy. As
Fasebender (5) of the Federal Armed Forces Medical and Hygiene Institute has pointed out the
findings are identical with those found in hypoxic muscular tissue. We have learned that the
"White finger syndrom" or Raynaud's phenomenon is one finding in workers operating vibrational
tools (for instance pneumatic airhamer and percussion drills (1)). It seems quite possible that
a diminished bloodflow is
culatory form of hypoxia.

the primary cause for the myogelotic changes, in other words, a cir-
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It might be asked what our Xrsy findings are. Unfortunately, we have no routine Xray of vertebral spine prior to the flying career and therefore no way of comparing with radiological finding& after say 1000 hr. of flying the UH-ID. For obvious reason we are also hesitant in taking
Xraym.
In cases of a more severe and chronic form of backache we have found spondylotic changes without
a certain pattern. We have, however, seen differences in the height of helicopter pilots when
on flying and when off flying. This, we feel, prove, the assumption that flying the UH-ID poses
an aggravated strain on the intervertebral discs leading to a narrowing of intervertebral distances.
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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DISCUSSION
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SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

In your honest, personal opinion, do you think that attack helicopters flying at
night should be on an oxygen systVm of some sort?

DENNISTON:
(United States)

This is something that is being argued. My personal opinion is that with night
flying we should be on oxygen from the ground up despite the night vision devices. There is no doubt that oxygen will enhance visual acuity, depth perception, and other things.

WENGER:
(United States)

Dr. Beck, you developed a full set of gear for your fully equipped troops? In
other words, somebody with a pack and fully equipped in that regard?

BECK:
(United Kingdom)

The development of the ground forces clothing is still underway. It has been a
fairly slow one, probably a rapid learning process but financially a slow one.
The biggest constraint has been financial and there has been as much rationalization as possible so there is still a certain amount of fluidity.

PERRY:
(United Kingdom)

I think you should remember one or two points from this session. The points
that have been trying to come through are that we have to look to having onboard oxygen systems for low level attack helicopters and that the stresses of
these machines will go up, requiring more work on toxicology such as the work
we have seen demonstrated here.
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US ARMY AVIATION FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS, 1971-1977
Gerald P. Krueger & Yvonna F. Jones
US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 577
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
An accident data survey was made to determine how frequently
aviator crew fatigue may have contributed to US Army aviation
accidents from 1971 to 1977. All accident reports in the US Army
Agency for Aviation Safety (USAAAVS) data base were reviewed.
Aviator fatigue was deemed to be a contributing factor in 42
rotary wing accidents which resulted in a total of Si fatalities
and 63 personnel injuries. Fatigue contributed to 10 fixed wing
accidents, resulting in three fatalities and five injuries. This
paper categorizes these fatigue related accidents by aircraft and
mission type and by time of day and day of week of the accident.
It also describes pilot activities prior to the accidents which
promote the likelihood of pilot fatigue contributions. The personnel
and equipment costs of these accidents to the Army are estimated,
and the relative importance of such accidents to the total US Army
aviation accident picture is assessed.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most plaguing aeromedical problems in Army aviation is that of aviator
fatigue. Many stressors of military flight operations act in combination to fatigue
the aviator. For example, the Army pilot routinely encounters such stressors as heat,
noise, vibration, blowing dust, hazardous weather, reduced visibility at night, exhaust
from engines or weapons and labyrinthine stimulation. In combat operations, additional
stress may be caused by psychic elements such as fear, family separation, frustration
and, of course, insufficient sleep.'
Our present rotary wing training operations add
to the list the increased stress found in low level and nap-of-the-earth flight and
also flight while wearing various head-mounted sensors, displays or sighting systems.
Some or all of these stressors may act on our aviators daily, and when they are combined with long hours of flying an aircraft in sustained flight operations, cause pilot
fatigue.
Aviator fatigue is obviously a multifaceted phenomenon. The immediate or shortterm workload of flying the aircraft, the duration and frequency of work/rest periods
in a 24-hour duty day and the cummulative workload over several days or months all contribute to a pilot's state of alertness and operational efficiency. 2 Because of the
multifaceted aspects of fatigue, it is very difficult to accurately determine its "true
impact" on the safe performance of military flight missions.
Nevertheless, discussions of aviator fatigue continually arise in determining
appropriate crew staffing ratios, planning military operations, and ensuring effective
pilot performance and safety. Inevitably, these discussions get around to posing the
question: "How many times has aviator fatigue been a contributing factor in aircraft
accidents?"
For years fatigue has been cited as a causal factor in many military aviation accidents. For example, isolated studies have estimated that aviator fatigue was a major
causal factor in at least 7% of the early Vietnam combat accidents' and in 15% of
European peace time helicopter accidents over a five-year period.' Karney reported
that in Fiscal Year 1976 aircrew fatigue was identified as a contributing causal factor
in 10 US Army aviation accidents.4
Because of the recurring interest in this topic, this report presents summary data
on US Army aviation accidents for which fatigue has been identified as a contributing
factor. The relative contribution of these accidents to the total number of aviation
accidents and their relative cost to the Army is estimated for the'period 1971-1977.
METHOD
Accident data described in this survey were obtained from the US Army Agency for
Aviation Safety (USAAAVS) at Fort Rucker, Alabama. The USAAAVS computerized accident
data base was searched for all Army aviation accident reports which identified "fatigue"
or "sleep deprivation" as possible contributing factors. These accidents were labeled
"fatigue-indicated." The year 1971 was chosen as a starting point for the search
because by that year the Army's aviation accident reporting system added pilot workrest history information on most of the accident reports entered in the USAAAVS data
base. The search covered accidents from all three components of the US Army worldwide--Active, Reserve, and National Guard.
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Computer printouts of the technical reports of the "fatigue-indicated" accidents
were reviewed. The printouts included descriptive information on the accident, a
narrative of events surrounding the accident, the investigation board's findings,
relevant personal data for the crew involved in the accident, a chronological account
of pilot activities 48 hours prior to the mishap, flight records, and cost data.
A two-fold approach was used in analyzing these data. First, the two authors
independently reviewed all the information listed for 134 "fatigue-indicated" accident
reports and gave each an overall subjective rating as to whether or not he or she
thought aviator fatigue may actually have contributed to the accident. These accidents
were labeled "fatigue-related."
No predetermined decision rules were established for
making these categorizations. The two independent sets of judgments were then compared
and an index of reliability was calculated to determine the degree of agreement. Next,
the twG judges met to agree on a common classification for those accidents which they
had classified differently. Summary statistics of important facts concerning the
accidents judged to be "fatigue-related" were then calculated. The judges rank order
listed the factors which they used in making such determinations.
Second, relevant data from all 134 fatigue-indicated accident reports were summarized
by descriptive statistics. The reports were categorized based upon crew personal data
provided in each accident investigation report. Categorizations such as amount of
sleep, flying hours, etc., were predominately based on information listed for the
piloting crewmember who was identified in the report as having played a definite primary
causative role in the accident sequence. In the US Army accident reporting system an
aviator is identified as having a primary role in the accident "when the factor(s)
which made the event most likely or inevitable are attributed to him." 5
In some reports
another individual, or factor (e.g., faulty maintenance or material failure), was
listed as the primary cause while the fatigued aviator at the aircraft controls was
listed as having a definite secondary ole.
Flight time and sleep data for this aviator
were included in the statist hical suaries. An aviator's role is considered secondary
"when the factor(s) attributed to him were those which, when considered alone, did not
cause the event but increased the likelihood of its occurrence."'
One important categorization in the accident reports is a determination by the
accident investigator(s) as to whether or not the factors of "sleep deprivation" or
"fatigue other" were definite or suspected contributors, or whether they were conditions
merely resent but which d
not necessarily contribute to the cause. The data were
summarized on these categorizations as well.
US Army aviation accident rates and relevant cost data were obtained from USAAAVS
to show the relative importance of fatigue-related accidents in the overall accident
picture.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Many of the complexities involved in the accident investigating and reporting
process became apparent in the review of the accident reports. Making post hoc determinations of the state of alertness of the pilots at the time of an accident is a
difficult task during the actual accident investigation process itself. It is an even
more difficult task in the analysis of accident reports some months or years after the
accidents. Some of the most perplexing problems were:
(1) All accident investigations
did not produce the same types and amounts of required information.
(2) Crewmembers
did not always live to "tell the tale."
(3) Occasionally, the figures obtained in
witness statements (e.g., numbers of hours of sleep or work, etc.) did not coincide
with those obtained by accident investigators piecing the puzzle together.
(4) Fatigue
was usually only one of multiple factors which appeared to have contributed to the
causes of many accidents. Nevertheless, this detailed analysis of a fairly large
number of accident reports provides a rough indication of the scope of the problem of
Army aviator fatigue.
Fatigue Determinations
The USAAAVS accident report repository contained 134 accident reports listing sleep
deprivation or fatigue indicators for one or more pilots during the years 1971 through
1977. Twenty-two reports were for fixed wing and 112 for rotary wing accidents.
The accident investigation reports listed "sleep deprivation" as being a definite
causal factor in 4% of these accidents; as a suspected contributor in 19%; and as
merely being a condition resent at the time Of tFeaccident in 8% of them. "Fatigue
other" was listed as a deiint contributor in 7% of the accidents; as a suspected
contributor in 71% and as a condition resent in 5% of the accidents. Sleep deprivation
and fatigue-other were indicated togetk
in-the same accident for 17% of the cases.
Generally, these indicators were attributed to the pilot who was listed as having
played a primary role in the accident.
In the accident investigation process it was left to the investigator(s) to determine whether "sleep deprivation" or "fatigue other" were factors in the accident. The
indications of whether these factors were definite or suspected causes or merely conditions present, were assigned to the accidents by a liajr1iiiuimer of different accident
investigators or teams of investigators.
In the absence of any predefined guidelines
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for making those determinations, it is likely that there were differences in the criteria
used by each investigator.
The two judges (the authors) in this survey classified 39% (52 of 134) of these
"fatigue-indicated" accidents as actually being "fatigue-related."
That is, the judges
felt that there was enough evidence in the accident report to lead them to believe that
fatigue may have actually contributed to the accident. This judgmental position can be
regarded as differing significantly from the mere indication that fatigue was a condition "present" at the time of the accident; and as being slightly more positive than
the "suspected factor," but also as stopping short of the position that it "definitely"
was a causal factor.
In the independent review of all the accident reports the two judges made a binary
classification of each accident on a nominal scale:
the accident either contained
"fatigue-related" causes or it did not. A comparison of the two sets of classifications
showed agreemert on 119 of 134 reports, a proportion of 89%.
When this figure was
corrected to reflect only the proportion of agreement beyond that expected by chance,
the index of agreement (Cohen's kappa) 6 was over .76 (confidence limits:
.65 < k < .85).
Perfect agreement would have resulted in a kappa coefficient of 1.00. A reliability of
.76 can therefore be considered fairly high.
The types of accident report information the judges considered to be important in
determining whether fatigue was or was not a contributing causal factor in the accidents
are listed in Table 1. Although the list rank orders the most important factors at the
top, the judges agreed that the scalar distance between items was slight. That is, for
analysis of some accidents the ordering of their importance may have been inverted.
The judges usually considered a complex combination of several or all of the items of
information in their deliberations.
TABLE 1
ACCIDENT REPORT INFORMATION CONSIDERED IN MAKING AVIATOR FATIGUE
CONTRIBUTION DETERMINATIONS

ITEM
Investigation Board's Findings and Recommendations
Narrative Account of the Accident
Chronological Account of Crew's Previous 72 Hours
No of Hours Duration of Last Sleep Period
No of Hours and Mission Types Flown in the Last 24 Hours
No of Hours Continuously Awake Prior to Event
No of Hours and Type of Work in Last 24 Hours
No of Hours Aviators Slept in the Last 24 Hours
No of Hours Slept in the Last 48 Hours
No of Hours Worked in the Last 48 Hours
No of Hours Flown by the Aviators in the Last 30 Days
Aviator's Unit & Command Response to Board Findings

RANK ORDER
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Army Aviation Accidents
To place the number of fatigue-related accidents into perspective, it is useful to
consider the scope of the overall Army aviation accident problem. The number of accidents,
the accident rate per 100,000 flying hours and their relative cost to the Army worldwide
for each of the seven calendar years are shown in Table 2.7 The data show that there
has been a steady decrease in the overall number of accidents and a slight decrease in
the accident rate since 1971. Not shown in the table is the fact that the overall
number of flying hours also decreased steadily from a high of 4,182,000 hours in 1971
to less than 1,500,000 hours in 1977. The number of fatalities, injuries and materiel
cost varied as a function of the type of accident (e.g., type of aircraft, number of
passengers and mission), the severity of the damage per accident and the escalation of
materiel costs. It might also be useful to recall that the US Army began phasing out
its involvement in Vietnam during 1971, and continued to do so throughout 1972 and into
the early months of 1973.
Fatigue Accidents
The 134 fatigue-indicated accidents which occurred over the last seven years are
listed in the middle two columns of Table 3. It can be seen that while the overall
number of accidents declined from year to year, the percentage of accidents which were
fatigue-indicated rose and fell variously, but in general, increased. Whether this
general increasing trend is due to an actual change in the distribution of various
causal factors for accidents or whether accident investigators have merely given increased attention to fatigue factors is not clear. The number of fatigue-indicated
accidents constituted an overall average of 10.6% of all the aviation accidents over
the seven-year period.
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TABLE 2
US ARMY AVIATION WORLDWIDE ACCIDENT RATES, 1971-1977
Calendar

No of

Acdt Rate per

Year

Accidents

100,000 Hours

1971

556

13.3

325

501

$ 88,743

1972

217

9.1

136

184

33,055

1973

115

6.3

72

93

20,362

1974

113

7.2

7

77

14,472

1975

93

6.3

52

106

15,129

1976

90

6.2

28

94

22,539

86

6.1

29

56

19,636

1,270

8.9

649

1,111

$213,936

1977

(11 mo)

Total

No of

No of

Fatalities

Injuries

Materiel Cost

($ Thousands)

TABLE 3
US ARMY AVIATION FATIGUE RELATED ACCIDENTS BY CALENDAR YEAR

All Accidents
Calendar
Year

No of
Accidents

Fatigue Indicated

Fatigue Related

No of
Accidents

No of
% of
Accidents Total

% of
Total

1971

556

44

7.9

19

3.4

1972

217

20

9.2

9

4.1

1973

115

17

14.8

6

5.2

1974

113

12

10.6

5

4.4

1975

93

14

15.1

6

6.5

1976

90

16

17.8

4

4.4

1977

86

11

12.8

3

3.5

1,270

134

10.6

52

4.1

Total

The 52 accidents which were judged to be "fatigue-related" constituted an average of
4.1% of all the Army aviation accidents worldwide for the seven-year period. This
figure seems to be a good descriptor of a fairly stable year-to-year distribution which
only ranged from 3.4 to 6.5% of the totals as shown in the right side of Table 3.
Costs
Table 4 shows the number of fatalities, injuries and materiel costs for both the
fatigue-indicated and the fatigue-related accidents by aircraft type, either fixed wing
or rotary wing. The 112 fatalities and the 190 injuries in the fatigue-indicated
accidents each represent over 17% of the respective total losses in all accidents
during the seven-year period (112 of 649 fatalities and 190 of 1111 injuries).
The
$27,724,000 total of materiel cost for these 134 fatigue-indicated accidents represents
13% of all the materiel losses for the seven years.
The fatigue-indicated accident rate for fixed wing aircraft was .15 per 100,000
flying hours. In terms of materiel cost, nine of the aircraft in the 22 fatigueindicated fixed wing accidents were classified as total losses. These accidents included
the loss of two significantly higher cost aircraft (OV-l's), accounting for over 73% of
the total materiel costs ($3,091,600 of $4,244,000).
The fatigue-indicated accident rate for rotary wing aircraft was .78.
Eighty-four
percent of the accidents (112 of 134) involved rotary wing aircraft. The rotary wing
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accidents accounted for 88% of the fatalities, 97% of the injuries and 85% of the
materiel loss in all fatigue-indicated accidents over the seven years.

TABLE 4
US ARMY AVIATION FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS AND THEIR COST BY CALENDAR YEAR

Fatigue
Calendar
Year

Fixed
Wing

Rotary
Wing

Grand

Indicated

Fatalities

Fatigue Related
In

s

Material Cost
I Thousands)

Accidents

Fatalities

injuries

Material Cost
is Thousands/

1971

3

0

3

$ 1,177

2

0

3

1,158

1972

3

2

0

140

2

0

0

40

1973

4

2

0

2,229

1

0

0

14

1974

3

0

0

31

1

0

0

23

1975

3

3

2

286

2

3

2

281

1976

3

3

0

221

1

0

0

103

1977

3

3

0

lb0

1

0

0

24

Total

22

13

5

S 4.244

10

3

5

$ 1,643

1971

41

64

98

9,577

17

44

18

3,989

1972

17

13

24

2,718

7

2

14

1,112

1973

13

6

19

1,955

5

3

10

1,036

1974

9

1

13

1,374

4

1

6

1.062

197S

11

8

1!

1,928

4

0

8

9S6

1976

13

3

13

4,868

3

0

4

263

1977

8

4

6

1.060

2

1

3

169

112

99

180

$23.480

42

51

63

S 81587

134

112

190

$27.724

52

54

68

$10.230

Total

_Total

Accidents

19711977

Thirty-five percent (39 of 112) of the fatigue-indicated rotary wing accidents
occurred in Vietnam. These losses were not attributed directly to hostile fire but
were categorized as combat zone accidents. They accounted for 58 deaths (34 of them in
a single CH-47 accident), 96 injuries (50 of them in another CH-47 accident) and over
$10.5 million in materiel losses. Twenty-one of these Vietnam accidents resulted in
total losses of the aircraft. All but one of the 39 accidents occurred in the years
1971-72.
The 54 fatalities resulting from the "fatigue-related" accidents account for over
8% (54 of 649) of all the fatalities in Army aviation accidents during the seven year
period. The fatigue-related injuries made up over 6% (68 of 1111) of all injuries for
the same period. The $10.23 million in materiel cost for these 52 fatigue-related
accidents represents 4.8% of all the materiel lossess for the period.
The fatigue-related accident rate for fixed wing aircraft was .07 accidents per
100,000 flying hours; and for rotary wing aircraft it was .29.
Eighty-one percent of
the fatigue-related accidents (42 of 52) involved rotary wing aircraft. These accidents
accounted for over 94% of the fatalities, almost 92% of the injuries and 851 of the
materiel loss in all the fatigue-related accidents.
Thirty-three percent (14 of 42) of the fatigue-related rotary wing accidents occurred
in Vietnam. These 14 accidents accounted for 40 fatalities (34 of them in the CH-47
accidents already mentioned above), 16 injuries and over $4,160,000 in materiel costs.
Eight of these Vietnam accidents resulted in total losses of the aircraft.
Model Aircraft
The fatigue-indicated and fatigue-related aviation accidents are categorized according to the model aircraft in Table S.
The approximate number of flying hours, the overall accident rates, and the fatigueindicated and fatigue-related accident rates for each of these same model aircraft are
listed in Table 6.

TABLE 5
OF AIRCRAFT, 1971-1977
US ARMY FATIGUE-RELATED AVIATION ACCIDENTS AND THEIR COST BY MODEL

Aircraft
Model

Material CostMti1Ct

Fatigue Indicated
Accidents

Fatalities

Injuries

Accidents

IS Thousands)

Fatigue Related
Fatalities Injuries

$

19

$

Material Cost
IS Thousandsj

0-1

1

0

1

OV-1

3

2

0

T-42

6

6

0

270

2

0
0

1
0

1.059
43

1

0

2

166

1

0

2

166

U-I
U-3

1

0

0

6

4

z

2

222

2

0

2

120

U-6

140

2

3

0

140

14

1

0

0

14

1

0

0

103

3

S

1.645

2

4

1,636

34

0

1,675

Fixed
Wing

0
0

U-21

3

0

0

285

Total

22

13

S

S 4.246

AH-1

14

4

8

3.226

40

3

CH-47

1
4

s0

4.413

1

3,025

-

CH-S4

1

2

2

OH-6

4

1

1

OH-13

2

0

2

21

2

0

2

31

2,683

14

3

Ib

1,1b5

188
21

OH-58

31

12

TH-S5

3

0

5

79

54

40

R9

.84b

21
2

12

41

4.090

Total

112

99

INS

$23.481

42

51

03

aI.S87

19711977

134

112

190

S27.727

52

54

8

UH-1

Grand
Total

0

1

U-IO

Rotary
Wing

3

2

U-8

I

3.1Z4

-

-232

TABLE 6
US ARMY AVIATION ACCIDENTS DURING THE YEARS 1971-1977 AS A FUNCTION OF AIRCRAFT MODEL

Fixed
Wing

Accidents

0-1

198

28

14.1

.5

OV-1

208

25

12.0

1.4

T-42

218

24

11.0

2.8

.9

37.7

3.4

3.4

8.3

1.7
2.0

U-1

29

11

U-3

61

5

U-6

204

19

9.3

U-8

341

35

10,3

U-10

11

6

54.9

U-21

396

20

5.1

Fatigue Indicated
Accident Rate

.6
9.2

Fatigue Related
Accident Rate

.5

5.9
.6
9.2

.B

.3

.05

433

25

5.8

Total

2.0.9

198

9.4

.1

AH-I

694

146

21.0

2.0

.6

CH-47

481

32

6.7

.6

.2

C;I-54

64

5

7.9

1.6

469

127

27.1

.9
3.7
.6

Others

OH-6
Rotary
Wing

Overall Acdt
Rate Per
100,000 Hrs

No of Flying
Hours
(Thousands)

Model
Aircraft

OH-13

54

7

13.0

3.7

OH-S8

2,206

181

8.2

1.4

TH-SS

932

79

8.5

.3

6,664

443

6.7

,8

656

52

To a

12.220

Total

14.319

1.072
1ran.

UH-1
Others

1.270

.3

7.9
8.8

.9

8.9

.9

.3

.4
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On the basis of the numbers of aircraft in the inventory and the number of flight
hours logged, four fixed wing aircraft are of special interest to today's Army:
the
OV-] Mohawk, the T-42 Cochise, the U-8 Seminole, and the U-21 Ute. The overall accident
rates for each of the first 3 of these was over 10 per 100,000 flying hours while for
the U-21 it was considerably lower at only 5.1 (Table 6).
Pilot fatigue did not stand
out as an accident factor for any one of these four aircraft (Tables S and 6).
Although
fatigue-indicated accident rates varied somewhat, the fatigue-related rates for these
four aircraft were all less than 1.0.
Some of these fixed wing aircraft are regularly flown by a single pilot while
others are rarely flown with less than two pilots aboard. However, eight of the 22
(36%) fatigue-indicated accidents were single pilot flights. Four of the ten fatiguerelated accidents were single pilot flights.
Nine of the 22 fatigue-indicated fixed wing accidents involved a total loss of the
aircraft. Four aircraft were classed as total losses in the fatigue-related accidents.
In the rotary wing category, seven of the eight helicopters listed in Tables 5 and
6 are still of interest to the Army. The OH-13 and OH-6 helicopters are no longer
found in the Active Army inventory, but the OH-6 is flown in many USA Reserve and
National Guard units. Table 6 shows that the overall accident rate for the AH-1 Cobra,
the OH-6 Cayuse and the OH-13 Sioux were each over 10 per 100,000 flying hours. The
fatigue-indicated accident rates for all the aircraft models of interest were less than
2.0. The fatigue-related accident rates of interest were all less than .7.
Twenty-seven of the 112 (24%) fatigue-indicated rotary wing accidents were single
pilot flights. Twenty of these involved the OH-58 Kiowa. Ten of the fatigue-related
accidents (eight for the OH-58) were single pilot flights.
Sixty of the 112 (54%) aircraft in the fatigue-indicated rotary wing accidents were
categorized as total losses. These total loss accidents included 29 of the 54 UH-1
Iroquois utility helicopters, 20 of 31 observation helicopters (18 OH-58's, 1 OH-6 and
1 OH-13), five of 14 AH-1 attack helicopters, all four cargo helicopters (CH-47 Chinook
and CH-54 Tarhe) and two TH-55 Osage trainers. Fourteen of 21 UH-l's, eight of 14 OH58's and three of four AH-l's involved in fatigue-related accidents were categorized as
total losses.
In terms of the relative cost of fatigue accidents (Table 5), the OV-1 materiel
losses were high. Both the human and material costs were high for the AH-1, CH-47, OH58 and UH-1 accidents.
Time-of-Day
The fatigue accidents are listed in Table 7 according to the time-of-the-day of the
occurrence. The 112 fatigue-indicated accidents were not evenly distributed over the
eight three-hour periods of the day shown in Table 7 (Chi-square = 25.90, df = 7, p < .005).
In fact, 69% of them (93 of 134) occurred during the 12-hour period from 0700 to 1900
hours (Chi-square with Yates correction for discontinuity = 19.41, df = 1, p < .005).
This seems reasonable since the greatest number of Army flying missions is accomplished
in daylight hours.
However, the 52 fatigue-related accidents were evenly distributed throughout the
eight time periods listed (Chi-square not significant).
Day-Of-The-Week
The accidents are categorized by the
The fatigue-indicated accidents were not
week (Chi-square = 15.3, df = 6, .01 < p
the fatigue-indicated accidents occurred
Friday.

day-of-the-week of the occurrence in Table 8.
evenly distributed over the seven days of the
< .025).
It can readily be seen that most of
on the four busiest work days, Tuesday through

The occurrence of the 52 fatigue-related accidents was evenly distributed over the
seven day week (Chi-square not significant).
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TABLE 7
FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME-OF-DAY OF OCCURRENCE

Number of Accidents
Aircraft Type

Fatigue
Indicated

Period of Day

Fatigue
Related

0400-0659

-

0700-0959
1000-1259
1300-1559
1600-1859
1900-2159
2200-0059
0100-0359

2
3
2
6
8
1

1
1

-

-

22

10

7
19
22
22
17
9
11
5

3
3
7
7
7
4
9
2

Total

112

42

Grand Total

134

52

Fixed
Wing

Total
0400-0659
0700-0959
1000-1259
1300-1559
1600-1859
1900-2159
2200-0059
0100-0359

Rotary
Wing

-

2
5
1

TABLE 8
FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS AS A FUNCTION OF DAY-OF-THE-WEEK OF OCCURRENCE

Number of Accidents
Aircraft Type

Day-of-Week

Fatigue
Related

2
2
3
5
3
5
2

0
2
2
0
2
3
1

22

10

13
9
19
24
22
16
9

7
3
8
7
10
5
2

Total

112

42

Grand Total

134

52

Fixed
Wing

Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat

Fatigue
Indicated

Total

Rotary
Wing

Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat

Aviator Activity Levels
Table 9 lists the mean and the range of the number of hours the aviators spent in
various activities prior to the accidents.
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TABLE 9
AVERAGE ACTIVITY LEVELS OF AVIATORS INVOLVED IN FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS

Fatigue-Indicated
Fixed wing
Rotary Wing
Flight Time
Last 24 Hr

Avg = 4.1 hr
Range = (0-8 hr)

Fatigue-Related
Fixed Wing
Rotary Wing

3.9
(0-10)

5.4
(0-8)

4.7
(0-16.5)

Work in
Last 24 Hr

11.0

(7-15)

11.4
(2-21)

12.3
(10-15)

13.4
(3-21)

Work in
Last 48 Hr

20.0
(7-24)

20.0
(2-40)

20.7
(20-24)

23.0
(6-40)

Continuously Awake
Prior To Event

11.3
(3-16)

8.5
(1-19)

13.1
(5-16)

10.6
(2-19)

Sleep in
Last 24 Hr

7.1
(4-9)

6.6
(2-11)

7.1
(4-8)

5.4
(2-10)

Sleep in
Last 48 Hr

14.6
(4-18)

13.9
(8-21)

14.4
(4-18)

12.6
(8-21)

Duration of
Last Sleep

6.9
(4-9)

6.0
(2-11)

7.1
(4-8)

4.7
(2-11)

Flight Time
Last 30 Days

29.3
(0-62)

46.9
(0-138)

32.7
(7-55)

43.0
(0-133)

The numbers cited are those for aviators who were listed as having played a primary
role in the accident. Row 1 of Table 9 summarizes the number of hours of flight time
the aviators logged in the 24 hours immediately preceding the accidents. The grand
mean for the pilots involved in all 134 fatigue-indicated accidents was 4.0 flight
hours in the last 24 hours. The standard deviation (SD) was 2.8. The average number
of flight hours for the pilots in the 52 fatigue-related accidents was slightly higher
with a mean of 4.8 and a SD of 3.2 hours. The large standard deviations and the broad
ranges cited in the table describe the wide variability of these measures. These data
demonstrate that one cannot infer aviator fatigue solely by knowing the number of
flight hours the pilot logged in the last 24 hours.
When making determinations about fatigue factors influencing aviator performance,
it is important to consider both the pilot's duty and off-duty activities for several
days prior to the accident. Rows 2 through 7 of Table 9 summarize work and sleep
activities for the 48 hours preceding the accidents. The hours listed in Rows 2 and 3
represent military duty hours. On the average, the pilots worked over 11 hours in the
last 24 hours and they worked over 20 hours in the last 48. Again, the variability in
these data was high. Twenty percent of the pilots (26 of 129) worked 15 or more hours
during the 24 hours preceding the accidents. Fifteen of these pilots were involved in
accidents judged to be fatigue-related. As the ranges indicate, there were some pilots
whose chronological histories listed a small number of duty hours prior to the accident.
Unfortunately, the descriptions of their off-duty activities were not always complete.
Some were very specific, for example, listing "four hours of reading" and some were
quite vague, as "I went out for the evening."
It was not easy to gauge the impact of
some of the off-duty activities on these pilots.
How long a pilot was continuously awake prior to the accident (Row 4, Table 9)
played an important part in making fatigue factor determinations. One-third of the
pilots involved in fatigue-indicated accidents (45 of 129 case histories which included
data on this question) had been awake for more than 12 hours. More importantly, fiftysix percent (28 of 50) of the pilots in the accidents judged to be fatigue-related had
been awake longer than 12 hours; 12 of these pilots were awake longer than 15 hours; 7
of them longer than 17 hours.
rhe mean number of hours of sleep which pilots obtained in the 24 and 48 hours
'raor to the accident (Rows 5 and 6, Table 9) is not very informative by itself. The
,,wrage% approxiAate the number of hours of sleep obtained by many adults on a regular
'Aamining the number of sleeping hours for each pilot on an individual basis
%o much .ire informative. One fixed wing pilot slept only four hours in a 48 hour
I
However, the next lowest amount of sleep for the fixed wing pilots was 13
S
LP
np a 48-hour period. Of the t05 rotary wing aviators for whom data were
, , nlv 12 slept less than four hours in the last 24 hours and only four slept
S.
ihf hours in the 48 hours preceding the accidents. The data for the number
.,..•
,htained during the 48 hours preceding the accidents clearly do not
-,
a'% fatigue determiners.
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Some of the explanations for the seemingly non-utility of knowing the number of
hours of sleep in the last 48 hours become apparent in an examination of the data on
the duration of the last sleep (Row 7, Table 9).
Twenty-five percent of the pilots (31
of 126) involved in the fatigue-indicated accidents slept for less than four hours
their last "sleep session" prior to the accidents.
Forty-two percent of the pilots (20
of 48) in the fatigue-related accidents slept less than four hours at a time. Thus,
although pilots were getting a total of six or more hours of sleep per 24-hour period,
many were not getting sleep of adequate duration in a single sleep session. Their case
histories cite "nap taking" frequently.
Man's sleep cycles usually alternate periods of light dreaming sleep necessary for
psychological restoration with deep sleep needed for physiological recovery. One such
cycle generally lasts on the order of 90 minutes. 8
It is very possible that the short
duration sleep periods of many of the pilots involved in these accidents prevented them
from getting enough "restful" REM sleep prior to the accidents.
The total number of flying hours a pilot accumulates during a 30-day period is
usually considered in the interest of determining if chronic fatigue is involved (Row
8, Table 9).
There has not been universal agreement as to how many hours per month a
pilot should be allowed to fly. The policies regarding such limits have changed several
times with increasing attention to combat fatigue losses. During the 1971-73 involvement
in the Vietnam conflict the Army aviators who accumulated 90 flight hours in a 30 day
period were to be monitored closely by both the unit commander and the flight surgeon.
A certificate of the crew member's fitness to continue accumulating flight tin.e above
110 hours had to be signed by the flight surgeon and the unit commander and placed in
the crew member's flight records.9
The present Army Regulation, AR 95-1,1o says that
"in combat, 140 hours per 30-day period has been considered a safe and effective
performance ceiling and as a general rule aviators flying beyond 90 hours in a 30-day
period must be observed frequently by a flight surgeon."
Sixteen percent of the pilots (21 of 134) involved in fatigue-indicated accidents,
seven in the fatigue-related category, accumulated over 90 flight hours in the 30 days
preceding the accident. All 21 of these accidents were in rotary wing aircraft, and
all occurred in Vietnam. Since the Vietnam involvement, only 2 of 67 pilots accrued
over 70 flight hours in the 30 days prior to their accidents. It seems that tracking
the number of flight hours per 30-day period is not a very sensitive measure of aviator
fatigue in peacetime operations.
Not shown in Table 9 are the data on missed meals. Irregularity of food ingestion
and lack of hot meals may influence a pilot's capacity for sustained optimal performance
and contribute to conditions of fatigue.' Seventeen percent of the pilots (23 of 134)
in the fatigue-indicated accidents missed one or more meals during the workday of the
accident. Nineteen percent of the pilots (10 of 52) involved in the fatigue-related
accidents missed at least one meal.
Analysis of Errors
One of the implications of the search for pilot fatigue is that fatigue will somehow cause a pilot to modify his performance. Performance changes may come in the form
of slower reaction times, lapses of attention, errors of omission or increased variability
in performance of known tasks."'
Categorizing accidents into those which involve detrimental pilot performance
changes is almost as difficult as making pilot fatigue determinations. Without elaboration as to how the decisions were made, 42 of the 52 fatigue-related accidents were
categorized as involving pilot errors. Table 10 lists these pilot error situations.
As examples of errors of omission and lapsed attention, two pilots landed fixed wing
aircraft with the gear up, and one pilot failed to place the prop lever in position
prior to takeoff. Four pilots allowed their aircraft to run out of fuel. Slowed
reaction times were apparent in late attempts to take corrective cation in degrading
autorotation conditions. Variability in performance was exhibited in sloppy hovers and
landings which resulted in accidents.
TABLE 10
PILOT ERROR IN FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS, 1971-1977

Error Situation

Fixed Wing

Rotary Wing

Takeoff
Landing
Fuel Starvation
Hover
Autorotation
Poor Visibility/Weather
Wire Strikes
Low Level Flight

1
4
2

1
8
2
4
5
5
6
4

Total

7

35
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CONCLUSIONS
Pilot fatigue is very likely to have been a contributing factor in 4.1 percent of
all US Army aviation accidents worldwide from 1971 through 1977. Fifty-four fatalities
and 68 injuries resulting from the 52 fatigue-related accidents account for over 8 percent of all fatalities and for over six percent of all injuries suffered during the
period. The $10.23 million in materiel losses for the fatigue-related accidents
amounted to over 4.8% of all materiel losses during the seven years.
On the basis of accident rates of .07 fixed wing and .29 rotary wing accidents per
100,000 flying hours, fatigue-related rotary wing accidents were four times more
common during the seven year period. The 42 rotary wing accidents accounted for over
94 percent of the fatalities, almost 92 percent of the injuries and 85 percent of the
materiel losses in the fatigue-related accidents.
Fatigue-related accidents did not occur in one model helicopter more than in
another. However, one-fourth of these accidents (10) occurred in single pilot flights
and eight of these involved the OH-58 Kiowa. Sixty percent (25 of 4t) of fatiguerelated rotary wing accidents resulted in a total loss of the aircraft.
Fatigue-related accidents were evenly distributed throughout the 24-hour day and
the seven day week.
The chronological history of a pilot's activities prior to an accident was useful
in determining whether or not pilot fatigue contributed to the accident. The duration
of a pilot's last sleep and the number of hours he had been continuously awake prior to
the accident seemed to be the indicators most relied upon. By themselves, the number
of flight hours logged and the number of hours slept the 24 hours prior to the accident
were not adequate determiners of pilot fatigue. An assessment of all the information
cortained in the case history was integrated into the rest of the accident investigation
report in making determinations of fatigue factors.
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SUMMARY
Monitoring of physiological parameters is meant to be of value for the assessment of workload in
laboratory and also field studies.
In-flight recordings of ECG, breathing rate and amplitude, ENG, EEG, EOG and Oz were transmitted
telemetrically from the helicopter crew station to the ground receiving station.
The investigators were provided with some objective data on the increase in biological cost for
an Agusta/Bell 204 helicopter pilot trying to maintain a given level of performance. In fact, the same
task was performed by the pilot in two .uccessive phases of an operational flight mission, the latter
being more demanding.
However, it still remains that the attempt to assess aircrew's acute fatigue calls first for the
solution of the methodological problem of the identification of parameters proving to be best adapted
to encompass the biological impairment and weariness sometimes associated with flight profiles.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Fatigue is a global concept to denote those changes in bodily physiology, decrease in work output
(either quantity or quality) and characteristic subjective feelings of tiredness or disinclination to
work which are all associated with a continuous activity (Perry).
The range of operations which rotary wing aircraft have to perform has become more and more
complicated. The helicopter has now become an all-weather vehicle in civil and military operations that
involve, for example, the transport or placing of heavy suspended loads, landing and takeoff at high
altitude in mountainOus areas, rescue and research missions flying over inhospitable wooded or rocky
land or heavy seas. This nerve-racking psychoemotive experience of the helicopter pilot in conditions
of a continuous state of vigilant expectation and fear of danger, a tension that by itself is sufficient
to wear out the psyche, is compounded by psychosensorial stimuli more or less specific to helicopter
flying such as flickering lights and vibration phenomena caused by the rotation of rotor blades, and
disorientation proving far more serious than in the case of fixed wing aircraft because accelerations
may occur simultaneously along all three of the aerodynamic axes of the vehicle (Rotondo).
Recently, new low altitude terrain flight techniques (nap-of-the-earth, contour and low level
flight) have become routine thereby further increasing the helicopter pilot's workload (Sanders).
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Subject A pilot of the IAF, stationed in Milan, with about 4,000 hours of flight experience in
both fixed and rotary wing aircraft, free from mental and physical disease at the last checkup made
within the previous year and of normal behavioural patterns.
He was briefed about the general nature of the project and his role, then given a Bottlang Airfield
Manual map (scale 1:200,000) on which the navigation course had been plotted.
3 Hellige electrodes were fixed on the heart region, 4 symmetrically on the mm erectores trunci,
2 on the forehead and I on the left suborbital region. A sensor was adapted to the microphone in front
of the right nostril.
Task

120 min operational flight misgion, VMC,
VIN Z5 NM, wind: variable 240 (*10),
5*1 KT, A: helicopter landing area

1st phase A-#B :
HDG 1600, 1AS 90 KT, climb rate 300 ft/
(20 min)
min, 3 min
B
:
1st 3 min hovering, 450' AOL
B-OD : zig-zag flight, 100' AGL, 8 min
D
:
2nd 2 min hovering, 90' AGL, 3 min
winching operation
D-4A :
straight flight, 1 min
2nd phase A-sF :
(50 min)
F-+F :

F-A :
3rd phase
(30 min)

A-*C :

4th phase
(20 min)

:

low level flight, HDO 1150, IAS 90 KT,
50' AOL, =,13 NM -- Sarnico (lake of Iseo)
11 min
following of lake contour anti-clockwise,
t42 NM, 15' AGL, IAS 90 KT, 28 min,
secondary task "identify all the boats
on the lake"
return flight - overflight of TWR, 30'
AGL with 250 bank, 11 min

.

'

map route flight, 100' AGL, IAS 40-80 KT,
30 min, secondary tasks "count the cablecars operating on the slopes", "count the
gliders flying in Valbrembana", "count
the vehicles on the highway"
Fig.l Navigation course utilized for the
identical to the let phase
experiment
A. helicopter landing area
D. winching operation point
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Apparatus - esserschmitt-Blkow-Blohm 8 channel PCM tilemetry system
- Recall Store 7 FM tape recorder
- Galileo conventional 8 channel electrograph
-

G-meter

-

Agusta/Bell 204 helicopter as test vehicle

RESULTS
The following physiological and flight parameters were recorded at the ground receiving station
when the helicopter crew station was within a range of about 7.5 NM (some 14 Km).
Phases
of
flight

Pattern

1st
beginning of hovering
at 15.54 hrs

®

ECG

V]

14
4

2nd
winching operation
end at 16.o8 hrs

®

4th
winching operation
end at 17.51 hrs

3rd
low terrain flight
at 17.24 hr.

®

-

111L LL I4
J-144
141.444

Breath

a

EMG

EG

BOG

Fig. 2

- Physiological and flight parameters recorded in flight.

It is evident that in the 4th phase of the mission, at 17.51 hrs, the respiratory volume with
irregular breathing rate, the amplitude of ENG patterns and the amount of eye movement and blinking
recorded from the helicopter pilot showed an increase as compared with the same parameters recorded
when the pilot was performing the same task (winching operation in hovering) in the 2nd phase, at 16.08
hrs. In fact, in the 4th phase the task was performed after 103 minutes of operational flight mission
including, for most of the time, secondary high vigilance tasks such as identification of boats whilst
flying along the meandering shore line of the lake, at 15' AGL, counting of cablecars on the slopes,
gliders In the valley and cars on the highway.
CONCLUSIONS
The pilot in command of the helicopter was a "desk pilot", experienced but out of practice.
During the low terrain flight he reached a state of high vigilance and alertness as shown by the
rare blinking and reduced eye mobility whilst he was looking outside the vehicle (pattern No.3,EOG at
17.24 hrs).
During the winching operation in the 4th phase (pattern No.4,EOG at 17.51 hrs) in hovering following
the performance of a 103 minute almost continuous vigilance task, the eye movements monitoring the
winching are probably less complex as compared with those recorded in the 2nd phase (pattern No.2, BOG
at 16.08 hrs).
This could be regarded as a sign of recollection of past skill, however the clear-cut increase in
blinking gives probably a hint of the onset of fatigue. The physical exhaustion, in particular backache,
of which the pilot complained, was not associated with feelings such as weariness and boredom, because
of his high motivation.
The crucial question is which physiological parameters prove of practical value in revealing the
onset of a state of acute fatigue. Undoubtedfy, breathing rate and amplitude show relatively early
changes with the increase in workload during helicopter flying (Pettyjohn) as well as ENG and EOG.
However, adequate computerized analysis of other physiological and behavioural parameters will
possibly provide the investigator with more subtle tools for the identification of fatigue.
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CHANGES IN THE ROTARY WING AVIATOR'S ABILITY TO PERFORM AN UNCOMMON
LOW ALTITUDE REARWARD HOVER MANEUVER AS A FUNCTION OF EXTENDED
FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS AND AVIATOR FATIGUE
Mz A. Lees, R. R. Simmons, L. W. Stone, & K. A. Kimball
US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P. O. Box 577
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
The US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) has long
recognized the importance of the aircrew as a critical component
during extended operations of the man-helicopter system. To provide the local flight commander with information describing the
effects of aviator fatigue on mission performance, USAARL has
developed an in-flight research program which examined changes in
man-helicopter system performance for a variety of flight maneuvers.
The current report describes the system performance changes in
the rearward hover maneuver across five days of an extended
flight schedule. Observed system performance has been categorized
into measures of the pilot's control performance, measures of the
aircraft's stability, and combined measures of total system
performance for each primary aircraft control channel. System
performance changes across the five flight days and within the
flight days were examined using multivariate analysis. Significant changes in each aircraft control channel are presented
and the overall changes in system performance are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The requirement to develop around-the-clock operational capability is well recognized within the US Army Aviation community.' '
To satisfy this requirement several
major developmental efforts have been initiated to improve the effectiveness of various
helicopter subsystems during tactical utilization including the development of night
vision, navigation and communication devices. One component of the man-helicopter
system that may be heavily affected by extended operations and the addition of tactical
subsystems is the aircrew, and in particular the pilot. Determining the effect of
extended flight requirements and aviator fatigue on mission performance is an area of
major concern to the local flight commander who now has the responsibility
to establish
3
flight time limitations and crew rest requirements for his flight crews.
The US Army 'eromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) has long recognized the importance of the aircrew as a critical component of the tactical helicopter system.
USAARL has also recognized the need to develop critical information regarding the
aircrew's extended flight capability and the requirement to relay this type of information back to the local flight commander to aid in the effective management of aviation resources. In response, USAARL has developed an in-flight research program to
examine realistic mission performance and to identify those changes in the man-helicopter system performance resulting from extended flight requirements and aviator
fatigue. The goal of this research program is to provide the local flight commander
with specific information that describes the critical time periods during extended
flight missions where man-helicopter system performance will be degraded. In addition,
this research is directed toward identifying those aspects of the mission performance
that are most heavily affected by changes in the aviator's performance, what type of
decrement can be expected, and to what degree the performance will be degraded. It is
anticipated that these results which focus on the changes in the aircrew will complement other research and development efforts on helicopter subsystems in providing a
comprehensive estimation of the man-helicopter system capability.
As a part of the ongoing aviation fatigue research program, USAARL has conducted an
extensive field investigation to determine the effect of extended flight requirements
on helicopter in-flight performance and on biomedical, physiological and psychological
parameters which reflect the pilot's flight ability.'
'
This report presents an examination of the rearward hover--one of the maneuvers
performed during five days of an extended flight schedule. This maneuver has several
characteristics which make it particularly relevant in assessing changes in the pilot's
flight control capability as a function of fatigue and extended flight requirements.
The rearward hover is a demanding precision positioning maneuver used in avoiding
obstacles. One possible application of this maneuver is in leaving or returning to a
position of maximum terrain concealment.
In addition, the rearward hover, as conducted
in the research investigation, is not heavily practiced in the training environment and
thus provides an opportunity to measure changes in the pilot's performance while engaged in a relatively unfamiliar maneuver.

I.

The current report describes the system performance changes in the rearward hover
maneuver across five days of extended flight requirements. The measures of the manhelicopter system performance have been categorized into measures of the pilot's control performance, measures of the aircraft's stability during the rearward hover and
measures of changes in the total system performance as measured by values which reflect
a combination of the pilot and aircraft performance.
The current report is the third in a series which examines the fatigue related
changes in helicopter system performance observed during a large-scale fatigue investigation.4 5 6 The major goal of the fatigue research program is to develop predictive
indices which will enable the local flight commander to judge the existing level of
aircrew fatigue and the potential impact on mission performance. The current report
concentrates primarily on a description of system performance changes as a function of
Future reports from the fatigue research program4 1 6
extended flight requirements.
will be used to determine the relationship between the measures of helicopter system
performance, as presented in this report, and measures of pilot fatigue.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The major fatigue research investigation, which provided the data for the current
report, was conducted at the USAARL field test facility located at Highfalls stagefield
near Ft. Rucker, Alabama. The subjects for this investigation were six US Army aviators
who had recently completed the Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) flight training course
at the US Army Aviation Center, Ft. Rucker, Alabama. The six aviators were divided
into three pairs of test subjects and each pair of subjects participated in a 12-day
research program. This research program included five flight days during which the
subjects completed 13 one-hour flight periods per day performing as the aircraft commander or first pilot. The experimental schedule implemented during the five flight
days and the list of maneuvers performed during each one-hour flight period are presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. A more complete description of the testing
procedures and schedule is available in previous reports on the major fatigue investigation.4 5
TABLE 1
SCHEDULE OF SLEEPING, EATING, AND TESTING

TIME
FRAME

SUBJECT
ACTIVITIES

EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES
Flight
HIMS
Urine

0100 to
0430

Sleep
Period

0500 to
0600

Flight

0615 to
0800

Breakfast
4 Testing

0800 to
0945

Flight

x x
x x

x

1000 to
1145

Flight

x x
x x

x

1200 to
1400

Lunch t
Testing

1400 to
154S

Flight

x x
x x

x

1600 to
1745

Flight

x x
x x

x

1800 to
2000

Supper &
Testing

2000 to
2145

Flight

x x
x x

x

2200 to
2345

Flight

x x
x x

x

2400 to
0100

Snack &
Testing

Blood

IP
Rating

Pupilometer DVA

Reaction
Time

Mood
Scale

Fatigue
Rating

x

x

x

x
x x
x x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
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TABLE 2
FLIGHT PROFILE

Bad Weather
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

3 ft. Hover - 1 minute
3600 Pedal turn - left about mast
3600 Pedal turn - right about mast
Slope - right skid
Slope - left skid
Hover taxi
Lateral hover
3600 Pedal turn - left about nose
3600 Pedal turn - right about nose
3600 Pedal turn - left about pilot
3600 Pedal turn - right about pilot
3600 Pedal turn - left about tail
3600 Pedal turn - right about tail
Rearward hover

(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)

(Measured)

Marginal Weather
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

10 ft. Hover - 1 minute
25 ft. Hover - 1 minute
50 ft. Hover - 1 minute
Simulated max-gross takeoff
Traffic pattern 300 ft. AGL
Crosswind
Downwind
Base
Final
Shallow approach

(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)

Good Weather
21.

22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

27.

Normal traffic pattern
Crosswind
Downwind
Base
Final
Normal approach
Max performance takeoff
Low level flight
Heading
Altitude
Airspeed
Confined area landing
Max performance takeoff
Heading
Altitude maintenance
Airspeed
Shallow approach

(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
(Measured)
IFR (Hood)

28.
29.
30.
31.

Standard rate climbing turn left to 1800
Maintain straight and level flight 15 sec.
Standard rate descending turn right to 1800
Deceleration to 40 knots

32.

Acceleration to 90 knots

Objective measures of the pilot's control performance and the changes in the stability of the aircraft were measured through the use of the Helicopter In-Flight Monitoring System (HIMS). This research system provides for the real time acquisition of
all major aircraft motion and pilot control parameters. HIMS monitors and records
aircraft movement in six degrees of freedom as well as pilot control movements on the
cyclic, collective and pedal controls. Measures of rates and accelerations along each
aircraft axis are also obtained. An on-board radio ranging system is utilized to
continuously track the research aircraft's position within the 100 square mile test
range. HIMS continuously monitors and records 20 channels of information using an onboard incremental tape recorder. Complete processing of the HIMS data provided 440
direct or derived measures of aircraft and pilot performance. A more complete description of this system and the resulting system performance measures are available in
USAARL Report No. 72-11.7
For the current investigation of man-helicopter system performance during the
rearward hover maneuver, subsets of performance variables were selected for examination.
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Each of these variable subsets (Table 3) examines one important aspect of the total
system performance. These subsets are further categorized into variables which concentrate on the pilot's control performance (Set A through D), those which concentrate on
the aircraft's stability during the rearward hover (Set E), and one set of variables
which has been created to describe changes in the total helicopter system performance
during the execution of the rearward hover (Set F).
TABLE 3
EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES OF HELICOPTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Pilot Control Measures
SET A
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cyclic Fore-Aft Average Control Movement Magnitude
Cyclic Left-Right Average Control Movement Magnitude
Collective Average Control Movement Magnitude
Pedal Average Control Movement Magnitude

SET B
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cyclic Fore-Aft Average Control Movement Magnitude Standard Deviation
Cyclic Left-Right Average Control Movement Magnitude Standard Deviation
Collective Average;Control Movement Magnitude Standard Deviation
Pedal Average Control Movement Magnitude Standard Deviation

SET C
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cyclic Fore-Aft Average Number of Control Movements Per Second
Cyclic Left-Right Average Number of Control Movements Per Second
Collective Average Number of Control Movements Per Second
Pedal Average Number of Control Movements Per Second

SET D
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cyclic Fore-Aft Percentage of Total Time in Control Movement
Cyclic Left-Right Percentage of Total Time in Control Movement
Collective Percentage of Total Time in Control Movement
Pedal Percentage of Total Time in Control Movement
Aircraft Stability Measures

SET E
1. Pitch Axis Standard Deviation
2. Roll Axis Standard Deviation

3. Heading Axis Standard Deviation
Combined System Performance Measures
SET F
1. Cyclic Fore-Aft Combined Performance (Cyclic Fore-Aft Pitch Control, Cyclic
Fore-Aft Percent of Time in Control Movement/Pitch Standard Deviation,
Cyclic Fore-Aft Average Control Movement Magnitude)
2. Cyclic Left-Right Combined Performance (Cyclic Left-Right/Roll Control, Cyclic
Left-Right Percent Time in Control Movement/Roll Standard Deviation, Cyclic
Left-Right Average Control Movement Magnitude)
3. Pedal Combined Performance (Pedal/Heading Control, Pedal Percent Time in Control
Movement/Heading Standard Deviation/Pedal Average Control Movement Magnitude)

Variables in Sets A through D describe various aspects of the pilot's control
inputs as determined through the processing of the changes in the aircrafts' control
positions.6 Variable Set A describes the size of the control movements and Set B
indicates the consistency or changes in the average distribution of these control
inputs for each of the primary helicopter controls. Variable Set C measures the average
number of control movements per second introduced by the pilots during the rearward
hover. Set D describes the percentage of the total flight time used by the pilot in
introducing control movements.
Each of the variable Sets A through D measures one aspect that is important in
describing the quality of the pilot's control performance. Thus, the size of the
control input as measured by the average control movement magnitude (Set A) is one
dimension of control quality. Relatively small control movements represent precise
control of the helicopter. Another important dimension, the consistency of the pilot's
control performance, is reflected in the measures of control movement standard deviation (Set B), which describes the distribution of the pilot's control movements.
Measures of the number of control movements per second for each of the control
channels (Set C) and the measures of the percentage of time spent in control movements
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(Set D) both describe slightly different aspects of the control effort utilized by the
pilot during the execution of the rearward hover.
Variable Set E describes the stability of the helicopter during the accomplishment
of the rearward hover. These variables measure error from an absolutely stable helicopter attitude that could be expected from a hypothetically perfect rearward hover
maneuver.
Variable Set F contains variables which are not directly obtained from the measurement of man-helicopter performance. These variables are ratios of objective performance
measures created to assist in further describing the system relationship between the
pilot's control performance and the resulting aircraft stability, as a function of extended flight requirements and aviator fatigue. These variables (combination performance) were constructed to adjust the measures of control effort by the measures of
aircraft stability to more clearly describe changes in system performance. The combination variable for the cyclic fore-aft control channel is defined:
(Cyclic Fore-Aft Percentage of Time in Control Movement/Pitch Standard Deviation)
Cyclic Fore-Aft Average Control Movement Magnitude
This variable uses a description of the pilot's control effort (% time) and then adjusts
it by dividing by the value of the system stability (Pitch SD).
Thus, given a relatively
constant value of control effort, an increase in system stability for this control axis
(as reflected by a decrease in the Pitch SD) would result in a higher value for the
numerator of this combination variable. Athe numerator of the variable is further
adjusted by the average size of the control movements under the assumption that the use
of relatively small control movements reflects more precise control of the helicopter's
attitude. For the interpretation of this combination performance variable, and those
which describe the other control channels, it is assumed that higher values reflect a
higher quality of precision helicopter control. Although these combination variables
have not been rigorously validated as measures of man-machine system performance, they
have been useful to the authors in obtaining a clearer description of the relationship
between the pilot's control performance and the aircraft's attitude stability for each
of the primary helicopter attitude control channels.
For the present investigation a
combination variable for the collective control channel was not developed. It was felt
that the dynamic resolution of the altimeters used to measure changes in the collective/
altitude relationship did not afford the same precision as did the measures of pitch,
toll and heading used to adjust the other control channel combination variables.
For the current investigation the in-flight performance on the rearward hover
maneuver was examined across the first four complete flight days of the fatigue investigation. The in-flight performance for the morning, afternoon, and evening flight
periods was also examined across the four flight days. In this manner changes in the
man-helicopter system performance both across flight days and within the flight days
was investigated. Each of the six sets of system performance variables were examined
separately using multivariate analysis of variance techniques8 to test for performance
changes across flight days, performance changes within the flight days, and for a day
by time of day interaction effect. Each of the six sets of performance variables were
also tested using a multivariate analysis of covariancel to determine if the measured
covariates, presented in Table 4, demonstrated a significant relationship to observed
performance error. Any overall analysis which determined that a significant change in
pilot or aircraft performance had occurred was further examined to determine the performance trend using orthognal polynomial contrasts. 8
TABLE 4
COVARIATES MEASURING ENVIRONMENTAL AND EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Wind Speed
Wind Gusts Speed
Degrees of Crosswind
Fuel Minutes (Measures Fuel Burn Off)
Maneuver Sequence Number (An Index of Accumulated Daily
Flight Time)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Examination of Pilots' Control Inputs
The first characteristic of the pilots' control performance examined for changes
both across and within the four flight days was the size of the control movements as
measured by the variables in Set A. The results of these analyses are presented in
Table S and demonstrate that there were no significant changes in the average size of
the control movements during the execution of the rearward hover maneuver. In addition,
the regression of the five covariates on each of the main effect error terms has indicated that there was no significant relationship between the measured covariates and
the ojserved differences in size of the control movements. Examination of the other
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pilot performance variables has shown that the covariates did not demonstrate a significant relationship with observed performance error for any of these analyses. In
addition, it was found that there were no significant results for the day by time of
day interaction term for the pilot performance variable sets. Thus, for the sake of
brevity the results from each analysis of covariance regressions for variable Sets A,
B, C, and D have not been presented. The results for the tests of performance change
across flight days and within flight days have been combined in Table 5. The nonsignificant results for the interaction terms have also been eliminated from this table.
TABLE S
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
PILOT CONTROL PERFORMANCE VARIABLES

F-Ratio'

Mean
Squares
Tested

Set A: Average Control Movement Magnitude
1. Day Effect (D)
1.662
D/DS
2. Time of Day Effect (T)
2.138
T/TS

Degrees of
Freedom
for
Hypothesis
12.00
8.00

Test of Trend for T
Linear
Quadratic

5.712
1.760

Set C: Number of Control Movements per Second
7. Day Effect (D)
2.294
D/DS
Test of Trend for D
8. Linear
22.338
9. Quadratic
.428
10.
Cubic
1.928
11.
12.
13.

Time of Day Effect (T)
Test of Trend for T
Linear
Quadratic

5.653

T/TS

13.024
1.450

Root

32.04
14.00

.123
.102

1
1

32.04
14.00

.091
.035*

1
1

4.00
4.00

61.00
61.00

.001*
.149

1
1

12.00

32.04

.030*

1

4.00
4.00
4.00

61.00
61.00
61.00

.001*
.788
.117

1
1
1

8.00

14.00

.002*

1

4.00
4.00

61.00
61.00

.001*
.229

1
1

Set B: Average Control Movement Magnitude Standard Deviation
3. Day Effect (D)
1.798
D/DS
12.00
4. Time of Day Effect (T)
3.004
T/TS
8.00
5.
6.

Degrees of
Freedom
P Less
for
Error
Than*

Set D:
Percentage of Time Spent in Control Movement
14. Day Effect (D)
3.359
D/DS
12.00
Test of Trend for D
15. Linear
22.716
4.00
16. Quadratic
1.433
4.00
17
Cubic
3.981
4.00

32.04

.003*

1

61.00
61.00
61.00

.001*
.234
.006*

1
1
1

18.

14.00

.115

1

Time of Day Effect (T)

2.048

T/TS

8.00

'F-Ratios are an approximation using Wilks-Lambda criterion.
or first roots are presented.
*Significance test accepted if P less than .05.

Only significant roots

When the standard deviations of the control movements were examined (Table 5.3 and
5.4) it was found that there was a significant difference between the morning, afternoon and evening flight periods although there was no significant change across the
flight days.
The changes within the flight days on the measures of control movement standard
deviation were also analyzed for trend information. The results of these analyses
(Table 5.5, 5.6) demonstrate that there was a significant linear change within the
flight days. Additional examination of the estimated mean values for each time period
has shown that there was a modest decrease in the control movement standard deviation
values for each of the control channels. The largest average change from the morning
to the evening flight periods was less than .1 inches standard deviation. Further
analyses of the changes in control movement standard deviation within the flight days
are found in Table 6. The standardized discriminant function coefficients presented in
this table reflect the relative contribution of each of the individual variables in
describing the most important dimension of performance changes between the morning,
afternoon and evening flight periods. These coefficients clearly show the cyclic foreaft control movement magnitude standard deviation as being the most important variable
in discriminating between flight periods. This finding is also supported by the univariate analysis results in Table 6 and in the correlations of this variable with the
multivariate composite scores. These findings suggest that there was a gradual decrease
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in the variability of the control movements from the morning to the evening flight
periods and that this improvement in control movement consistency was observed primarily on the cyclic fore-aft control channel.
TABLE 6
SET B VARIABLES--CONTROL MOVEMENT MAGNITUDE STANDARD DEVIATION
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE TIME OF DAY EFFECT

Variables

Univariate
F-Ratio

Mean
Square

Time of Day Effect--No Covariates (df
1. Cyclic Fore/Aft
Control Movement
Magnitude Std
Deviation

P
Less Than

SDF
Coefficient'

Correlations 2

3, 15)

9.01Z

.037

.006*

1.466

.812

Cyclic Left/Right
Control Movement
Magnitude Std
Deviation

2.044

.006

.180

-.866

.387

Collective Control
Movement Magnitude
Std Deviation

4.745

.010

.036*

.361

.578

4. Pedal Control
Movement Magnitude
Std Deviation

5.453

.016

.025*

-.109

.580

2.

3.

'Standardized Discriminant Function Coeffieient.
2
Correlations Between Variables and Composite Scores.
*Significance test accepted if P less than .05.

The Set C variables were analyzed to determine changes in the number of control
movements introduced by the pilots. The results (Table 5.7 and 5.11) demonstate that
there were significant changes both across days and within the daily flight periods.
The tests of trend (Table 5.8 through 5.10, 5.12, 5.13) showed that there were significant linear changes in the number of control movements. The standardized discriminant function coefficients displayed in Table 7 identify the cyclic fore-aft
control channel as showing the most important change across flight days. Examination
of these coefficients and the estimated cell means for each flight day has determined
that there was a gradual increase in the number of cyclic fore-aft control movements
across the flight days, a decrease in the number of control movements on the collective
and pedal controls and little change in the number of movements on the cyclic leftright control.
Examination of the standardized discriminant function coefficients for changes in
the number of control movements within flight days (Table 7B) and the average number of
control movements for the morning, afternoon and evening flight periods has determined
that the cyclic fore-aft, cyclic left-right and the collective controls all showed
important differences, with little change in the pedal control channel. Within the
flight days the observed trend was for an increase in the number of cyclic fore-aft
control movements per second and a progressive decrease in the control movements on the
cyclic left-right and the collective control channels.
The findings on changes in the number of control movements per second strongly
suggests that the pilots reallocated the usage of the four control channels as a function of increased flight time and the accompanying aviator fatigue. Within the flight
days there is a trend toward increased utilization of the cyclic fore-aft control and
decreased control effort on the cyclic left-right and the collective controls, with
little observed difference in the pedal control. When the performance across the first
four flight days is examined a clear trend again emerges suggesting an increased use of
the cyclic fore-aft control and a decreased usage of the collective and pedal control.
The above results show no substantial change in the number of the cyclic left-right
control movements across flight days.
The results of the multivariate analysis on the Set D variables (percentage of the
total flight time spent introducing control movements) are presented in Table 5.14 and
5.18. The only statistically significant change in this aspect of the pilots' performance was across the four flight days (Table 5.14). Further examination of these
performance changes (Table 5.15 through 5.17 and Table 8) demonstrate a marked linear
trend toward an increased percentage of time spent in control of the cyclic fore-aft
channel. In addition there is an observable trend toward a reduction in the percentage
of control time on the cyclic left-right control channel and the pedal control channel.
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TABLE 7
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
SET C VARIABLES--NUMBER OF CONTROL MOVEMENTS PER SECOND
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF DAY AND TIME OF DAY EFFECT

Variables

Univariate

Mean

P Less

SDF

F-Ratio

Square

Than*

Coefficient'

A.

Day Effect--No Covariates (df - 3, 15)

1.

Cyclic Fore/Aft
No of Control Movements
Per Second (CM/Sec)

Correlations

1.490

.037

.258

1.216

.275

.765

.011

.531

-.420

.173

2.

Cyclic Left-Right CM/Sec

3.

Collective CM/Sec

5.317

.160

.011*

-.771

-.586

4.

Pedal CM/Sec

4.243

.522

.023*

-.586

-.448

B.

Time of Day Effect--No Covariates (df = 2, 10)

5.

Cyclic Fore/Aft
CM/Sec

1.135

.022

.360

2.498

.101

Cyclic Left-Right
CM/Sec

.424

.004

.665

-2.297

-.021

7.

Collective CM/Sec

6.327

.116

.017*

-2.253

-.329

8.

Pedal CM/Sec

3.283

.443

.080

.578

-.233

6.

2

'Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficient.
Correlations Between Variables and Composite Scores.
*Significance test accepted if P less than .05.
2

TABLE 8
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
SET D VARIABLES--PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT IN CONTROL MOVEMENT
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE DAY EFFECT

Variable

Univariate

Mean

P Less

SDF

F-Ratio

Square

Than*

Coefficient'

.563

142.36

.648

-2.586

.003

1.329

.222

Correlations

2

Day Effect (df = 3, 15)
1.

Cyclic Fore/Aft
Percentage of Time
Spent on Control
Movement (CM%)

2.

Cyclic Left-Right CM%

1.769

472.38

.196

3.

Collective CM%

5.620

157.52

.009*

.636

.432

4.

Pedal CM%

3.843

1715.56

.032*

1.143

.384

Discriminant Function.
Correlations Between Variables and Composite Scores.
*Significance test accepted if P less than nS.
2'Standardized

The series of analyses presented immediately above have examined four aspects of
the pilots' control movement performance--the size (Variable Set A), the consistency
The integration
(Set B), and two measures of control usage or effort (Sets C and D).
of the information obtained from each type of performance measure strongly suggests
that the pilots reallocated some portion of their control effort in response to extended flight time and fatigue. Analyses of performance changes between the flight
days and within the flight days have demonstrated that the cyclic fore-aft control
channel tends to receive more of the pilot's effort and as a result, one or more of the
remaining control channels are allocated less control activity. The lack of any significant differences in the size of the control movements serves to indicate that there
were no drastic changes in the size of the control responses for any of the four
primary control channels--a finding subjectively affirmed by the authors who observed
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each flight.
It is also interesting to note that the consistency of the cyclic foreaft control movements improved (i.e., a smaller standard deviation) as the usage of
this channel increased throughout the flight day.
Examination of Aircraft Stability Measures
The analyses of the aircraft stability measures are presented in Table 9. These
results indicate no significant difference between flight days on the measures of
attitude stability found in Set E. However, the results in Table 9.3 show that there
were two dimensions of aircraft stability change within the flight days. Inspection of
the standardized discriminant function coefficients in Table 10 and the average standard deviation values for the pitch, roll and heading axes (not presented in this
report) has demonstrated that the first multivariate aircraft stability dimension
describes an increased stability of the pitch channel from the morning to the evening
flight periods accompanied by a less significant decrease in the heading stability.
TABLE 9
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
AIRCRAFT STABILITY MEASURES - ATTITUDE STANDARD DEVIATION (SET E)

Degrees of
Source
A.
1.
2.
B.
3.
4.

5.
6.
C.
7.
8.
D.
9.

10.

11.

Day Effect (D)
D
D Adjusted for Five
Covariates

F-Ratio1

Degrees of

Mean

Freedom

Squares
Tested

for
Hypothesis

for
Error

P Less
Than*

Freedom
Root

1.540

D/DS

9.00

31.79

.177

1

2.032

D/DS

9.00

19.62

.091

1

5.265
4.751

T/TS
T/TS

6.00
2.00

16.00
8.5

.004*
.041*

1
2

1.785

T/TS

6.00

6.00

.249

1

3.00
3.00

62.00
62.00

.001
.053

1
1

18.00

79.68

.246

1

18.00

65.54

.191

1

1.804

15.00

22.49

.100

1

Five Covariates on Time
of Day by Subject Interaction (TS)
2.034

15.00

8.68

.146

1

Five Covariates on DTS
Interaction

15.00

63.89

.091

1

Time of Day Effect (T)
T
T
T Adjusted for Five
Covariates
Test of Trend for T
Linear
Quadratic

8.170
2.707

Day by Time of Day Interaction (DT)
DT
1.247
DT/DTS
DT Adjusted for Five
Covariates
1.344
DT/DTS
Regressions
Five Covariates on Day
by Subject Interaction
(DS)

1.629

'F-Ratios are an approximation using Wilks-Lambda criterion.
roots or first roots are presented.
*Significance test accepted if P less than .05.

Only significant

The second multivariate dimension of change in aircraft stability is statistically
unrelated to the first dimension and accounts for a significant but less important
amount of the total performance change between the daily flight periods. Examination
of the standardized discriminant function coefficients (Table 10) and the average
standard deviation values has determined that this dimension portrays a gradual decrease in the stability of the aircraft's heading stability.
The combination of the analytical results from both multivqriate performance dimensions suggests that during the course of the flight day both the pttch and roll attitude becomes more stable at the expense of the heading stability. It is appropriate
to point out that the changes in aircraft stability was not exceedingly large, with the
largest average change from morning to evening being approx.nately 0.25 degrees for
pitch standard deviation (SD), 0.1 degrees for roll SD, and 0.5 degrees for heading SD.
However, it is clear that there was a consistent change in the stability of the aircraft's pitch attitude between the flight periods. It is noteworthy that this finding
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complements the trend toward increased usage of the cyclic fore-aft control found in
the analyses of the pilot's control movement.
TABLE 10
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
SET E VARIABLES--ATTITUDE STANDARD DEVIATION
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE TIME OF DAY EFFECT

Variable

Univariate
F-Ratio

Mean
Square

P Less
Than*

SDF
Coefficient'
Root 1 Root 2

2

Correlations
Root 1 Root 2

Time of Day Effect (df = 2, 10)
1.
2.
3.

Pitch Standard
Deviation
Roll Standard
Deviation

4.989

.668

.031*

2.207

.049

.555

-.126

.416

.030

.670

-.747

1.724

.114

.194

.956

1.494

.417

-1.174

-1.859

.120

-.361

Heading Standard

Deviation

'Standardized
Discriminant Function.
2
Correlations Between Variables and Composite Scores.
*Significance test accepted if P less than .05.

One relationship that is surprisingly absent in the above analyses is the relationship between helicopter performance as reflected by the measures of pilot's control
performance and aircraft stability and the effect of environmental conditions. Examinations of other maneuvers performed during the major fatigue investigation" . . have
demonstrated a clear relationship between wind conditions and the resulting helicopter
performance. For this investigation no aspect of pilot performance or aircraft stability has demonstrated any significant relationship between performance changes and
the environmental effects. The lack of wind effects on performance may be due to the
fact that this maneuver inherently contains some attitude instability due to the aerodynamic characteristics of a rearward moving helicopter and the fact that the pilot
cannot directly see the upcoming flight path.
Examination of Combined System Performance Measures
The results of the examination of the combined system performance variables (Set F)
are presented in Table 11 and show that there were significant changes both across
flight days and within the flight days. The significant changes in overall performance
were observed across flight days when the performance measures were considered alone
and with covariates. However, the relationship between the five covariates and the
appropriate performance error did not exceed the predetermined significance level (P
less than 0.05).
Therefore the analyses were again conducted using the two covariates
which showed the highest relationship with the performance error, wind speed and the
daily maneuver sequence number, which is an index of how many previous flight hours had
been completed during that day of testing. The results of these analyses are found in
Table 11.3 and 11.14, and again demonstrate a significant change between flight days as
well as a significant relationship between the two covariates and the performance
error. These latter tests (11.3 and 11.14) were used in the further description of the
changes in system performance.
The standardized discriminant function coefficients, presented in Table 12, show
that the predominant change in combined system performance across flight days occurred
on the pedal/heading relationship. This finding is also supported by the univariate
tests (Table 12.3).
This significant change in pedal/heading control is presented
graphically in Figure 1 which displays the average control performance quality value
for each of the first four flight days.
This figure portrays the predominately linear
trend toward a reduction in the pedal/heading control relationship across flight days
and also demonstrates a pronounced reduction in control quality from the third to the
fourth flight days. The standardized discriminant function coefficients (Table 12.1
and 12.2) indicate that the cyclic fore-aft/pitch control relationship and the cyclic
left-right/roll control relationship showed a relatively modest improvement in conjunction with the degraded performance on the pedal/heading relationship.
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TABLE 11
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
COMBINED PERFORMANCE MEASURES - SET E

Source
A.
1.
2.
3.

4.
S.
6.
B.
7.
8.

9.
10.
C.
11.
12.
D.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Day Effect (D)
P
D Adjusted for Five
Covariates
D Adjusted for Two
Covariates 2

F-Ratio'

Mean
Squares
Tested

Degrees of
Freedom
for
Error

P Less
Than*

Root

3.198

D/DS

9.00

31.79

.007*

1

4.194

D/DS

9.00

19.62

.004*

1

3.312

D/DS

9.00

26.92

.008*

1

3.00
3.00
3.00

60.00
60.00
60.00

.001*
.421
.045*

1
1
1

T/TS

6.00

16.00

.003*

1

T/TS

6.00

6.00

.484

1

3.00
3.00

62.00
62.00

.001*
.017*

1
1

79.68

.521

1

65.54

.660

1

15.00

22.49

.057

1

6.00

22.00

.011*

1

15.00

8.68

.921

1

15.00

63.89

.732

1

Test of Trend for D
2
Adjusted for Two Covariates
Linear
24.763
Quadratic
.954
Cubic
2.838
Time of Day Effect (T)
T
5.336
T Adjusted for Five
Covariates
1.034
Test of Trend for T
Linear
Quadratic

Degrees of
Freedom
for
Hypothesis

22.475
3.676

Test of Day by Time of Day Interaction (DT)
DT
.952
DT/DTS
18.00
DT Adjusted for Five
Covariates
.830
DT/DTS
18.00
Regressions
Five Covariates on
Day by Subject Interaction DS
2.076
Two Covariates 2 on
DS
3.693
Five Covariates on
Time of Day by Subject Interaction (TS) .442
Five Covariates on
DTS
.752

'F-Ratios are an approximation using Wilks-Lambda criterion. Only significant
or first roots are presented.
The covariates (1) Maneuver Sequence Number and (2) Wind Speed were used in
these analyses.
*Significance test accepted if P less than .05.
2 roots
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afternoon to the evening flight periods the cyclic fore-aft control relationship continues to improve--this time at the expense of the cyclic left-right/roll control
relationship and a continued deterioration of the pedal/heading relationship.
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The analyses of the quality of system performance as defined by the combined performance variables in Set F have provided a useful tool in describing changes in man
and machine components of the helicopter system. In the Course of combining and integrating the pilot control and aircraft stability measures, a view of the comprehensive
performance change is presented. The major finding in this investigation has been the
evidence describing a shift in the amount of control effort allocated to each of the
four primary control channels (cyclic fore-aft, cyclic left-right, collective, and
pedals) as a function of extended flight and the corresponding aviator fatigue. In
addition, results from this investigation strongly suggest that allocation of more
control effort to any one control channel requires some reduction of control effort on
one or more of the other control channels. Examination of the pilot's control performance has demonstrated that there was an increase in control effort on the cyclic
fore-aft channel both across flight days and within the flight days. These findings
were complemented by the analysis of the aircraft stability which demonstrated increased stability in the pitch axis. However, when the measures of the pilot's performance and the aircraft's stability are combined, it becomes apparent that the major
changes across flight days was not only the allocation of more control effort to the
cyclic fore-aft/pitch control relationship but also the cost of this allocation to the
other control relationships; noteably, the pedal/heading control realtionship. System
performance changes within the flight days clearly indicate that the stability of the
pitch attitude is maintained and improved at the expense of the heading attitude and
later the roll attitude. The authors would suggest that a similar relationship holds
in system performance changes across the flight days, although this investigation has
not presented direct support of this view.
CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, this investigation has demonstrated that there are changes in pilot's
control performance and aircraft stability as a function of extended flight requirements and the corresponding aviator fatigue. The separate and combined analyses of the
primary man and machine components of the helicopter system strongly suggest that there
is a reallocation of control effort in response to accumulation of extended flight time
under a demanding schedule. These changes in control effort are highly consistent with
previous research on fatigue and human performance and provide a classical indication
of the degradation of secondary task aspects to maintain or improve primary task performance. These findings have demonstrated that the control of the pitch axis, using
the cyclic fore-aft control, is maintained at the progressive expense of the remaining
control channels, Precise control of the aircraft's heading is most heavily affected
by the reallocation of control effort.
In addition, these findings have demonstrated
that there is a clearly accelerated decrease in heading control from the third to the
fourth flight days under a rigorous flight schedule.
It must be noted that the changes in the pilot's performance measures and the
aircraft stability measures were modest and clearly not life threatening to those
pilots who participated in this investigation. However, the consistent changes in
performance that are related to extended flight requirements may take on increased
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TABLE 12
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
SET F VARIABLES--COMBINED PERFORMANCE MEASURES
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE DAY AND TIME OF DAY EFFECT
Univariate
F-Ratio

Variable

Mean

P Less

SDF

Square

Than*

Coefficient'

Correlations

A.

Day Effect Adjusted for Two Covariates (df = 2, 13)

1.

Cyclic Fore/Aft
Combined Performance

1.870

11840

.184

.184

-.582

Cyclic Left-Right
Combined Performance

3.201

28805

.059

.259

-.228

10.602

1003

.001*

-.907

-.037

.021*

1.937

.442

2.
3.

Pedal Combined
Performance

B.

Time of Day Effect (df = 2, 10)

4.

Cyclic Fore/Aft
Combined Performance

5.815

47536

Cyclic Left-Right
Combined Performance

.956

4802

.417

-1.608

-.010

1.750

616

.223

-.684

-.186

S.
6.

Pedal Combined
Performance

2

1
2 Standardized

Disc iminant Functions.
Correlations Between Variables and Composite Scores.
*Significance test accepted if P less than OS.

4
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CONTROL PERFORMANCE QUALITY ACROSS
FLIGHT DAYS COMBINED PERFORMANCE
MEASURES (SET E) ADJUSTED FOR WIND
SPEED AND ACCUMULATED HOURS OF
PEDAL CONTROL CHANNEL
FLIGHT

The changes in control performance quality within the flight days were also significant (Table 11.7) although there was again no relationship between performance
error and the measured covariates (Table 11.15).
Examination of the coefficients
(Table 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6) clearly show that the major system performance changes
within the flight days involved an improvement in the cyclic fore-aft/pitch control
relationship, a reduction in the cyclic left-right/roll relationship of nearly the same
magnitude, and a modest decrease in the pedal/heading relationship. The average control
performance quality values for each of the daily flight periods are presented in Figure
2. This figure shows several interesting changes in the performance quality for each
of the three control channels. These data suggest that both the cyclic fore-aft/pitch
control relationship and the cyclic left-right/roll relationship improves from morning

to afternoon flights while the pedal/heading relationship deteriorates.

From the
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importance when it is considered that the pilots in this investigation concentrated
strictly on precision performance and had no auxillary duties such as navigation,
communication, target acquisition, and weapons delivery. In addition, it is suggested
that some aviators may not be as proficient, as were the recently graduated subject
pilots, when their skills are urgently required.
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SUMMARY
Pilot error remains the leading cause of aircraft accidents. Pilot fatigue due to
multiple stresses is a primary cause of pilot error. A vigorous and continuing
program to recognize aviator fatigue has been implemented in the U.S.First Armored
Division in Europe. Aviators are given lectures which review the various stresses
inherent in aviation. The two types of aviator fatigue, acute skill fatiue and
chronic skill fatigue, are discussed in detail. The emphasis is on reco-nition
by the aviators themselves of symptoms and signs of fatigue. Flight hour limitation is an important part of a crew rest program, but does not replace the other
elements as presented in this paper. Prevention of fatigue and recognition of
fatigAie which has developed is an essential component of an aviation safety
program. Prevention of aircraft accidents will result in the saving of lives and
increased combat readiness of aviation units.

The cause of most aircraft accidents remains "pilct error."
Under the term
"pilot error" are many different problems which have led to aircraft accidents.
Doubtless, pilot fatigue is a problem which in many aircraft mishaps has either led
to the accident directly or has contributed to other coexisting conditions which
together resulted in an error in human judgement or performance. Since aviator
fatigue is a factor which is amenable to recognition and treatment, it is a particularly crucial area for our attention.
In the U.S.First Armored Division a comprehensive pro-ram has been initiated to
recognize aviator fatigue and to manage it medically to prevent aircraft accidents.
Education of the aviator and of the non-aviator commander in the importance of fatigue
as a factor in aircraft mishaps, the causes of fatigue, and in the recognition of
fatigue are crucial components of the program. Each of these areas will be covered
in detail in the followinC discussion. This materia. represents thd factual basis
for our stress and fatigue presentations. Although flight hour limitations will be
discussed, it is essential for the reader to understand that flight hour limits are
merely one component of a multifaceted program to prevent, recognize, and deal with
stress and fatigue in the aviation environment.
Modern tactical doctrine emphasizes the all-weather, twenty-four hour a day
combat capability of our armed forces. Today's U.S.Army is prepared to fight in all
climates for prolonged periods of time in sustained high intensity combat. The tactical
battlefield is more complex, more dangerous, more demanding, and more stressful than
ever before. Fatigue, an ever-present component of combat since ancient times, will be
a crucial factor in combat effectiveness, since modern military equipment has become
more sophisticated. In particular, advanced airborne weapons systems such as the AHiS
attack helicopter require considerable expertise to reach maximum combat effectiveness.
Fatigue will degrade pilot performance, with consequent decline in combat effectiveness.
Newer devices, such as the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggle, place increased demands on
an aviator already beset by stresses due to tactical conditions and aircraft complexity.
An increased emphasis on night operations has been essential, yet fatigue may well be a
determining factor in these tactical exercises. Recognition of fatigue is essential to
prevent aircraft accidents, to save life, and to maximize combat effectiveness. Lives
saved through recognition of pilot and crewmember fatigue will return individuals to
combat units who can then more effectively perform their mission. A crew rest program
which is effective will increase combat readiness, preserve life, and decrease aircraft
damage and loss due to accidents. Our present First Armored Division interest in crew
rest has been strongly influenced by these considerations.
Limitation of flight hours has traditionally been a crucial component of crew rest
programs. However, equally important is recognition of individual aviation crewmember
variation and a unit commitment to close observation of individuals for sirns of
fatigue. Fatigue is frequently seen at flying hour limits well below those which will
be given later, and fatigue does not follow our guidelines precisely. Furthermore,
flight hour limits are to a certain degree arbitrary. Inadequate data exists on lar e
groups of pilots to define the time of onset of fatigue. Data on aircraft accidents,
collected in large volumes over the years, fails to define the limits of flight time
beyond which fatigue predisposes to or results in an aircraft accident. Individual
variation among aviators makes guidelines for fatiue difficult to apply unless we
monitor each and every aviator individually.
We emphasize to our aviators that stresses are the cause of fatigue. We further
emphasize
that there is no laboratory test to detect fati~ue, and that fatigue is
only demonstrable through identification of a performance decrement.
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It is important that aviators at the unit level be able to identify stresses in

the aviation environment and that they become aware of which stresses can be decreased,
which eliminated entirely, and which cannot be altered. Appropriate action for each
identifiable stress should then be part of the crew rest program. Identification of
the two types of fatigue, acute skill fatigue and chronic skill fatigue, by the
individual aviators in the unit is a key to the success of the program. Mana-ement
of each type of fatigue is then undertaken as will be discussed later. Non-aviator
commanders who employ aviation units in their operations should also be familiar with
these problems in order to employ aviation in the safest and the most efficient manner
possible.
Historical Perspective
A review of pertinent experience in the field of stress and fatigue throu'h

aviation history is important to avoid repetition of previous errors. Aviators in the
First World War flew aircraft with restricted performance capabilities, and were
retained in active combat for prolonged periods of time without adequate rest away from
duty. The vast majority of aviator losses in that war were related to aircraft accidents,
many of which were fatig-ue related. In many cases, accidents occurred durin the
take-off or landing sequences of flight. Syndromes nown now as chronic skill fatigue
were reported then even among experienced aviators.
Adequate corrective action to
prevent aviator fatigue awaited increased knowled e in aviation medicine.
In the Second World War, <lobal conflict placed climatological stresses on
aviators which ran-ed from the extreme cold of the arctic area to the tropical heat of
the Pacific and North Africa. Reverse cycle night training operations were undertaken
prior to World War II and the night air war in Europe was particularly stressful to those
aviators involved. Re ular rotation from fli;,ht combat duty to non-combat assignments
was a significant component of U.S.Army Air Force policy at that time.
During American involvement in the Republic of Vietnam conflict in recent times,
work done by Dr. Philip Snod rass showed the importance of days free from flight duty
in reducin- aviator fatigue.
This finding is used in current First Armored Division
crew rest policies. Limited tours of duty were helpful in reducing aviator fatigue,
as was re-ular rest from flying duty within the iperational area of the unit.
The conflicts in the Syria-Israel-Egypt are-s have demonstrated that modern warfare
among highly mechanized armies may well be of considerable ferocity and of limited
duration. Today most of our current crew rest problems occur during relatively short
periods of training, usually seven to ten days. It is during these periods of time that
crew rest guidelines, including flight hour limitation, are most crucial.
Stresses in the Army Aviation Environment
It is by approaching stresses in army aviation that we can best decrease fatigue.
Many of the stresses in Army aviation are listed in Appendix I. Although army
rotorcraft characteristically fly at flight altitudes below 10,000 feet above sea level,
hypoxia can occur due to carbon monoxide poisoning or hyperventilation. The aviator
who is a smoker has decreased night vision capability. Chan-es in aircraft speed and
direction are stressful. The NOE(nap -of-the earth) flight techniques now in use
require almost constant pilot alterations in speed, heading, and altitude, creating
a more stressful situation. Temperature and humidity factors can create additional
stresses which are additive to other problems. Vibration is an ever present fatirueproducing component of helicopter operation.
Cockpit environment plays an increasingly important role in aviator stress.
Complex weapons systems such as that in the AHIS Cobra attack helicopter place
increased demands on aviators and increase cockpit workload. Marked differences
exist between the cockpits of the 0H58 scout helicopter, the UTH-1H utility helicopter,
and the AHIS Cobra attack helicopter. Significant differences in cockpit workload
and comfort are present amon, these aircraft types and must be recognized in implementing flight time limitations. Dual pilot helicopters allow division of cockpit duties
and reduction in stress, whereas single pilot helicopters do not allow this reduction
in individual workload. Aircraft differ in their handling and flight characteristics.
The OH 58 requires considerably more control movement than does the UHIH, and
appropriate reduction in maximum flight hours allowable is therefore indicated.
Weather and night flying place increased stress on the aviator and should receive
reduced flight time maximum limits. Changes in work/rest cycle,poor meals,poor
accommodations, command responsibility, and poor maintenance support all contribute
si-nificant stresses. Unit level aviation medicine support is absolutely necessary
in treating psycholo "ical and medical problems in aviation personnel.
Self-imposed stresses are remediable stress factors. These include poor diet,
fatiguing recreational pursuits, alcohol use and abuse, smoking,and improper use of
drugs. It is important for unit level safety officers and flight surgeons to assess
the mission of each aviation unit in determining fatigue factors and in locally
tailorin- crew rest recommendations. Units involved in VIP missions often have long
stand-by periods which decrease crew rest. Aviator experience and level of training
affect each individual's response to stresses. Less experience and inadequate
trainin
will result in increased stress upon that aviator, which will mandate lower
flight hour limits for this individual until adequate training and experience have
been obtained. Reco-nition of mission completion is an important morale factor.

f
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to human factors
As weapons systems increase in complexity, increased attention
will be essential within our operational units. The increasing capabilities of
the ""TASand Advanced Attack Helicopters of the coming years will require new and
innovatilre studies at the unit and individual level of crew rest and fati-ue factors.
Modern tactical training now includes the use of the M24 protective mask. 'he Ar/PVS-5
ni'ht vision goggle is a highly stress-producing device whose employment must be
coupled with meticulous observation of aviators for fatigue related problems. Aviator
awareness of these stressful factors must be stressed again and again. Attempts to
eliminate or reduce the effects of these stresses are a crucial component of a unit
aviation safety program. These stresses acting on the aviator result in fatigue.
Types of Fatigue and Their Management
Operationally, we define fatigue as a state of decreased aviator performance due
to stresses operant on the individual in the aviation environment. Only by recornition of performance decrement can the aviator discover the presence of fatigue. We
emphasize in our crew rest program that it is the individual aviator who must detect
fatigue in himself and in others. Aviation safety officers and flight sureons are not
present in units in adequate numbers to effectively make these identifications. The
key factor is for the aviator himself to look for and recognize the sirens and symptoms
of fatigue in himself and in others.
Acute skill fatigue is the initial stage of fatigue seen in aviators. Its causes
are multifactorial and almost always it is due to multiple stresses. It is the initial
stage of performance decrement. Overcontrolling and irritability are easily recognized
signs of acute skill fatir;ue. Errors in timinr: may occur, and are particularly common
in the take off and landing sequences, the times of occurrence of many if not most of
both military and civilian aircraft accidents. Pilot workload is highest at these
times and the consequences of error are at their most critical point.
The fatigued aviator is prone to overlook important tasks in a series. Use of the
checklist is essential at all times to prevent this occurrence and is particularly
important during takeoff and landing periods. A decrease in control smoothness is a
sign of performance decrement. The fatigued aviator is more likely to be distracted and
has decreased attentiveness to cockpit and extra-cockpit tasks. This aviator is more
likely to develop target fixation, which can be a lethal mistake for the aviator.
The fatigued aviator is often unaware of his performance deficiencies. He will
frequently deny his fatigue and, due to "mission orientation," may attempt to fly
missions in which he should not participate due to fatigue. A unit recognition of
fatigue as a safety hazard will assist the fatigued aviator in verbalizing that his
fatigue is indeed present,and will support him when he is allowed rest to restore his
aviation performance. vati-ued aviators conduct poor instrument cross checks, and may
ignore peripheral instruments and secondary tasks. .,Flight maneuvers may become less
coordinated. A little emphasized effect of fatigue is the inability of the fatigued
aviator to resist vertigo-inducing factors.
Spatial disorientation is more readily
induced in the fatigued aviation crewmember. This can occur at any flight altitude, from
NOE to high level flight, and its consequences may be'disastrous. Transition to
instruments immediately if vertigo okcurs is mandatory.
Prevention of acute skill fatigue should be a primary goal. Each stress factor
should be addressed in a crew rest program. Adequate training is important. Sufficient
time must be provided for aviators to allow them rest and natural sleep, the primary
deterents of acute skill fatigue. Limitation of flight hours is a helpful component
of a crew rest program to prevent fatigue, but each individual must be monitored by
other aviators to detect early signs of fatigue. Management of acute skill fatigue in
aviation personnel is by the unit itself, and primarily consists of rest and natural
sleep.
If acute skill fatigue is not recognized and adequately managed, a more severe
form of performance decrement known as chronic skill fatigue will result. In this
condition, poor judgment, poor appetite, weight loss, sleep difficulties, and
alcohol abuse may be seen, along with any of the signs and symptoms of fatigue previously listed. The difference between acute skill fatigue and chronic skill fatigue is
one of degree, for the two conditions are not qualitatively different. Both result
in performance decrement. Acute skill fatigue is a step in the evolution of fatigue,
which may further progress to chronic skill fatigue. Management of the aviator with
chronic skill fatigue requires medical restriction from flying duty. Several weeks
are usually necessary for recovery, during which time rest, removal from duty, and
adequate sleep are required. Prevention of chronic skill fatigue includes the same
elements as prevention of acute skill fatigue. Again it must be noted that limitation
of flight hours is only one component, albeit a significant part, of a comprehensive
crew rest program. Aviator monitoring of each other is a critical necessity. A
listin- of the signs and symptoms of fatigue is found in the Appendix.
CREW REST POLICY IN THE U.S.FIRST ARMORED DIVISION
The above material is presented in briefing form using slide presentations to our
aviators, who are operationally organized as the 501 Combat Aviation "3attalion of the
IT.S.virst Armored Division. Crew rest guidelines have been provided which identify
fligh- hour limitations for -arrison conditions and also for tactical conditions,such

as field exercises and actual combat.

These flight hour limits are summarized in the
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Appendix to this article. Because adequate baseline data for determination of flight
hour limits is scant, the flir-ht hour limits given here represent the best available
estimates from our aviation safety officers, flight sur-eon, aviation commanders, and
the previously published data. The less stringent limitations on flight hours for
tactical conditions allow unit commanders considerable flexibility in flight operations
conducted during field exercises.
If flight hour limits are exceeded, the crew rest program requires that a written
report of justification to be forwarded to the aviation battalion commander with an
explanation of why flying hour limits were exceeded. This report will then be reviewed
by the battalion aviation safety officer and the aviation medical officer to assess
the impact of this action on aviation safety. These staff members will then report to
the aviation battalion commander regarding their findings. Direct contact by these
individuals wi+h the aviators involved in the event could provide valuable background
information and highlight aviation safety problems which could then be constructively
approached to prevent further safety hazards. Each individual aviator is given the
responsibility of employing his non-duty time to obtain adequate rest. Commanders
dealing with the employment of aviators for missions must consider all pertinent
stressful factors related to the flight, includin, flight duration, weather conditions,
mission type, aircraft type, and opportunity for adequate rest at intermediate stops.
Attention to rest facilities and adequate meals is a worthwhile aviation safety
consideration.
The crew rest program emphasizes that the fatigued aviator should inform his unit
commander if he feels that his fatigue may hazard a mission. Considerable responsibility
rests on the aviation unit commander in weighing aviator fatigue against mission
requirement. The crew duty day, listed under the heading in the Appendix of "Maximum
Duty Hours," begins when the individual arrives at his duty station and ends when the
individual leaves his designated duty station to return to his residence. Garrison
duty days are limited to a maximum of 12 hours. Tactical condition duty days are
limited to a maximum of 16 consecutive hours. Exceeding these time periods can only
be authorized by the aviation unit commander, again weighin; all applicable factors
and with consideration for aviation safety.
The crew rest period is defined as the time in which an individual will be allowed
to rest before assuming crew duties. For garrison duty, the minimum crew rest period is
10 hours. Under tactical conditions, the minimum crew rest period must include 8 hours
sleep in a 24 hour period. It is particularly important that individuals who perform
duty officer or other nighttime or after duty tasks receive compensatory time off to
obtain 8 hours of uninterrupted sleep prior to performance of further flight duties.
Flight hour limits are shown for garrison conditions in the Appendix. Maximum
duty hour limits for 7 days and for 30 days allow time for days off in order to
reduce and prevent aviator fatigue. Specific limitations of flight times for
particular mission types are also listed i.nthe Appendix. NOE(nap-of-the-earth)
day and night missions are particularly stressful and require limitation of flying
hours to those given. Although not specifioally listed in our current crew rest
document, current recommendation in our units is for a limit of 45 minutes on use of
the M24 protective mask, with one unmasked pilot always in a pilot or copilot position
and prepared to assume control of the aircraft. Also, our current recommendation is
for a maximum time for use of the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggle per evening to be one
hour for non-instructor pilots.
Flight hour limits under tactical conditions are also given in the Appendix.
These limits allow considerable flexibility for unit training under simulated combat
conditions.
We consider these flight hour limits a rational initial program which will require
meticulous monitoring and on-going reappraisal. These limits are consistent with
the mission of the U.S.First Armored Division, which must maintain a high standard
of combat readiness and training. Feedback from aviators and aviation units will
be essential. Army aviation constitutes a maZtificent capability for success on
today's battlefield. Crew rest programs are life-saving and cost effective.
Their development and implementation is an essential task for the army aviation
team. 7-v implementing an effective crew rest program in all its aspects we in
the U.S.Pirst Armored Division believe that we will save lives, increase unit
effectiveness, and maintain combat readiness.
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APPENDIX I.
Table A.

STRESSES IN ARMY AVIATION
1. Altitude stresses (including hypoxia)
2. Changes in speed (acceleration)
3. Temperature and humidity changes and extremes
4. Vibration
5. Cockpit environment
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
Table B.

Aircraft handling and flight characteristics

Weather and night flying (includir" all IMC)
Circadian rhythm changes
Work/rest cycle changes
Meals and accommodations
Command responsibility
Ground organization and maintenance activity
Psychological problems
Medical conditions
Self-imposed stresses (diet,recreational activities, alcohol use and
abuse, smoking, drugs)
Nap-of-the-earth flying
Anticipation, inactivity
A high accident and aircraft loss rate
Degree of aviator experience
Degree of recognition, praise and rewards to the individual and
to the unit
Human factors problems related to weapons systems
Aviator performance in the CBR environment (including use of the
M24 protective mask)
Stress related to human factors aspects of the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggle.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF FLYING FATIGUE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Overcontrolling
Irritability
Errors in timing (particularly during take off and landing sequences)
Overlooking important tasks in a series
Loss of accuracy and smoothness in control
Easy distraction
Preoccupation with one task component (including target fixation)
Decreased attentiveness
Unawareness of performance deficiencies
Loss of correct sequences
Neglecting peripheral instruments and secondary tasks
A tendency to split complicated tasks and maneuvers into component parts
A growing inability to correctly interpret sensory input and an
increasing susceptibility to vertigo
Slowed reaction time
Poor judgment
Poor appetite
Weight loss
Sleeplessness (often manifested by arriving early for duty)
Overindulgence in alcohol.

'1
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APPENDIX II.
FLIGHTm HOUR LIMITS
A.

GARRISON VLIHm. HOUR LIMITATIONS FOR AVIATION UNITS OF THE U.S.vIRST ARMORED
DIVISION
Maximum Flight Hours
Time Period
Maximum Duty
Day
Night
Day-Night
Hours
Dual/Solo
Dual/Solo
Du-1/Solo
24
48
72
7
30

7.

hours
hours
hours.
days
days

30 days

D.

8/6
16/12
22/16
35/25
90/70

6/4
8/6
12/9
20/15
50/40

6/5
11/9
15112
25/20
70/60

TACTICAL FLIGHT HOUR LIMITA"IONS FOR AVIATION UNITS OF THE U.S.FIRST ARMORED
DIVISION
Time Period

C.

12
24
36
60
240

Maximum Duty
Hours

Maximum Flight Hours
Day
Night
Dual/Solo
Dual/Solo

Day-Night
Dual/Solo

320

140/100

100/100

70/70

MAXIMUM FLIGHT HOUR LIMITS BY MISSION TYPE UNDER GARRISON CONDITIONS
1.

Night missions.
period.

Maximum of 6 hours total night flight during the duty day

2.

NOE (nap-of-the-earth) Missions. 4 hours total flight time during the duty
day period. Training period not to exceed 2 hours. At least 1 hour ground
timebetween periods. During NOE training, the NOE segment of the total flight
period should rarely exceed 75 minutes.

3.

Instrument Missions and/or Instrument Training.
duty day period.

4.

Night NOE flight. Maximum of 2 hours during duty day period. Night NOE
flights are limited to I hour periods with at least 2 hours ground time
between periods.

Maximum of 4 hours per

MAXIMUM FLIGHT HOUR LIMITS BY MISSION TYPE UNDER TACTICAL CONDITIONS
1.

Eight flying hours per duty day is maximum allowed except when approved by
the aviation unit commander.

2.

Maximum flight hour limitations per crew duty day must be adjusted by the
aviation unit commander when flight will be conducted in the proximity of
unusual weather phenomena, hazardous terrain or while in high stress
situations- formation flight, extreme hot weather or cold weather operations.

DIII-I
DISCUSSION
CAILLE:
(France)

I should like Dr. Kimball who is a psychologist, as I am, to pinpoint for us what
he means by fatigue. Make explicit the word fatigue. Is it a question of a transitory state; is it operational fatigue; or is it a question of an asthenic syndrome
that just occurs momentarily? Is it a question of the level of activation of the
nervous system and vigilance or, on the other hand, is it a matter of a purely
behavioral phenomenon and subjective phenomenon? In the way of criteria, we
find that operational parameters are proposed coming from the machine itself;
and, on the other hand, we have neurophysiological parameters. We're told
nothing about the development of the neurophysiological parameters, in particular, the electroencephalogram.

KIMBALL:
(United States)

We are defining fatigue as performance degradation. We are concerned here at
the Aeromedical Research Laboratory in the performance aspects of pilot functioning because although we do feel there are many indicators of fatigue that
can be used to address the flight environment, we are concerned with the output
of the aviator. In other words, if we see a degradation in flight performance,
we are in essence assuming that this is evident in fatigue in the aviator himself.
We have used mood scales, fatigue scales; we have monitored the heart rate,
looked at heart rate variability. We have not done EEG's. We have not found
a successful way to utilize this technique in the helicopter environment. Perhaps you have one. This is a multifaceted problem. There are corre!ates in
the physiological sense that can be helpful to mesh with the performance correlates to give us a better measure of what fatigue really is in the helicopter
environment.

GILLESPIE:
(United States)

Have you addressed the effects of aircrew equipment on fatigue; specifically,
helmet, flight suit, survival vest, that type of thing?

KIMBALL:
(United States)

No. The aviator in this particular study that Dr. Lees described came fitted with
the normal gear. No survival vest was utilized. He wore the same SPH-4 helmet, etc.

GILLESPIE:
(United States)

You mean all the aviators do wear the same equipment?

KIMBALL:
(United States)

In this training environment, yes. Since we've completed this study, they have
added a survival vest to their normal gear because of the NOE missions and the
possibility of going down in trees where they couldn't be found quickly.

GILLESPIE:
(United States)

Do you wear any cold water exposure suits?

KIMBALL:
(United States)

No sir, not in Alabama.

COOKE:
(United Kingdom)

Dr. Wood, you confine your recommendations, as far as I understand them, to
lirn:',ng total flight hours. I haven't seen the handout and all may be evident in
that, but are there recommendations in regard to other factors like the number of
sorties flown and the total number ot hours on standby and duty hours?

WOOD:
(United States)

Sorties limitation in particular is discussed for night flight and for daytime napof-the-earth flight. The type of TOW missile missions that we might be called
on to fly, a maximum time of about two to three sorties of NOE work per day,
limiting the NOE time period to about 75 minutes per sortie--this is covered in
detail in the handout. We've gone into a number of areas for both tactical and
garrison conditions.

KIMBALL:
(United States)

In summary of these papers, we've heard data which have demonstrated evidence
of fatigue as an accident cause. We've discussed methods to evaluate aircrew
fatigue and have been provided with research findings obtained in the helicopter
environment relating aircrew fatigue to long hours of flight and pilot performance.
And, we've had a description of a comprehensive program to describe fatigue
symptoms to aviator personnel and to delineate work/rest cycles in the intent
of increasing safety, pilot efficiency, and combat readiness.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN HELICOPTER
COCKPIT TECHNOLOGY
by
Howard P. Harper
Human Factors Engineer
Sikorsky Aircraft Division
United Technologies Corporation
100 N. Main Street
Stratford, Conn.
06602

SUMMARY
This paper discusses the requirements of future missions in terms of the need for advanced controls
and displays and improvements in cockpit vision, workload and comfort. A number of technological areas
are reviewed as candidates for inclusion in an advanced cockpit. A cockpit design incorporating this
technology is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Every two or three years a paper is published attempting to predict the future of the helicopter
cockpit (References 1 and 2). This paper will continue that tradition, but with a slightly different
emphasis. This will involve an examination of mission demands, a review of currently maturing technology, and a look at the constraints which must be overcome. The intent is to put forth a number of
advanced concepts and to consider the cockpit integration implications of each. Nothing can change in
a cockpit without reverberations which have a potential effect on all other systems. The intent is,
therefore, to consider the most probable advances in terms of their effect on the total cockpit.
MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The increasing demands of future missions consistently pressure the cockpit designer to keep pace.
Three mission categories are considered: land warfare, sea warfare and commercial operations. The
intent is to discover whether efforts directed toward one of these areas would have beneficial applications in the others.
Land Warfare The Army is moving NOE flight out of the experimental stage. It is no longer the
province of the test pilot - specially selected and trained - but the normal operational technique of
every pilot. The problems of night operations, navigation, formation flight, and instrument flight have
not been completely solved. Needless to say, the demands on the crew are extreme and it is equally
obvious that a major part of the solution rests with improved cockpit design. The AAH and ASH mission,
for example, mean more than just NOE flight between points. They require precision navigation, close
coordination within and between aircraft, complex tactics and accurate weapons delivery.
Sea Warfare The Navy's anti-submarine warfare missions are demanding from the point of view of
crew information processing, time on station (up to 8 hours with hovering in-flight refueling) and need
to return IFR to a small destroyer flight deck under heavy sea conditions.
Civilian Usage Civilian usage has been, and will continue to be, a demanding operating environment.
In partcu ar, operations such as logging or ship off-loading which require precise hovers interspaced
with short, low altitude dash segments are very fatiguing to crews. A recent article (Reference 3)
described the rigors of helicopter logging where pilots are paid by the board foot of lumber transported.
The record holder for one company moved 437 loads in one flight shift with 75 loads being transported in
one 78 minute period. Profitability in these operations requires quick turnarounds and maximumizing
flight hours each day. IFR operations in high density air traffic areas are also high workload conditions.
Landings on oil rigs and ship platforms require a high degree of maneuvering precision under adverse wind
and visibility conditions.
Table I summarizes some of the most demanding tasks from these military missions and points out
parallels in civilian helicopter usage. The mission requirements consistently show a need for sustained,
precision aircraft control under extremely difficult environmental conditions. Long term successful
performance of these tasks is questionable with today's cockpit technology. Table I relates these high
demand mission situations to cockpit areas which are candidates for improvement. As shown here, the
demands are similar across missions and thus efforts directed toward improved visibility, comfort, displays and controls and workload reductions will have applicability across the mission categories.
COCKPIT DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
In order to understand how we can get to an "advanced" cockpit from where we are now requires an
understanding of the web of military specifications and standards which govern cockpit design. Helicopter cockpit geometry is governed by MIL-STD-1333 and MS-33575. They specify, for example, the location and clearance of controls, the seat height, the back angle, the height of the panel off the floor,
and most of the other cockpit geometry parameters. Visibility is covered by MIL-STD-850. This defines
the angles of up and down cockpit vision which must be available at each azimuth angle. A key requirement is the 250 over the nose vision. MIL-STD-250 locates different functional panels within the cockpit.
MS-33785 describes the basic "T" arrangement of primary flight instruments. If the aircraft is to receive civilian certification for IFR flight, Part 91 of Civil Air Regulation tells us specifically which
instruments must be available. All of this establishes the cockpit geometry rather firmly. In an IFR
aircraft with a 5" (12.7 cm.) Vertical'Situation Display and a 5" (12.7 an.) Horizontal Situation Display
the designer is pinched between keeping the panel lower edge 16" (40.6 cm.) off the floor and staying
below the 250 over the nose vision line. Figure 1 shows visibility obstructions due to the pilot's arms,
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hands, feet, pedals, sticks and the minimum package of conventional primary flight instruments when all
of these specifications are adhered to. This shows that to improve over the nose visibility significantly,
the primary instrument package must change in size or location. It also shows that the feet and rudder
pedals are in an area where vision may be required. Therefore a significant improvement in vision will
require a change in primary flight instrument concept and perhaps a change in cockpit seating geometry.
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Figure 1. Cockpit Vision Constraints with Current Military Requirements.
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COCKPIT TECHNOLOGY
Many technological areas have matured to the point where they can have a significant impact in new
helicopter cockpits. Among these are display media, display software, fly-by-wire, voice synthesis,
on-board computation, and advanced seating concepts.
Head-Up Displays (HUD). Head-Up Displays have been widely used in fixed wing fighter and attack
aircraft. Their primary usefulness is the ability to superimpose computer generated symbols onto fixed
areas in space. This is particularly useful for forward firing weapons where the computer is generating
a weapons trajectory solution or where the HUD superimposes symbols over a ground point as a landing
aid (References 4 and 5).
The greatest potential for helicopter HUD's is in the weapons sighting role. Forward fired weapons
generally stay within the HUD field of view. The use of a HUD for approach guidance in a helicopter
poses genuine problems because of the need to keep the approach path within the HUD field of view.
Helicopter flight paths can exceed the field of view of the widest angle HUDs. A 200 vertical and 350
horizontal field of view is considered to be an extremely wide field of view. A 200 crab angle in a
helicopter low speed approach is not unusual.
The HUD display has several characteristics which affect the cockpit geometry. The combiner glass
itself must overlay the portion of the real world where symbols will be superimposed on targets. The
vertical dimensions will be centered on the horizon line or the aircraft longitudinal axis in some
normal condition, i.e., cruise flight or approach. Typically, there is an area below the HUD, housing
the CRT and optics, which blocks a large portion of prime display space. These displays require a
rigidly held eye point to insure that both eyes are within the exit pupil. The increased field of view
requires close mounting and therefore the display begins to approach the head strike zone.
Helmet-Mounted Displays (HMD). Conceptually the helmet-hounted display is ideal for a variety of
helicopter display and control functions. As a weapons sighting system it can be used for forward firing
weapons, for missile tracking, and for controlling turret mounted weapons. The instantaneous field of
view can approach 450 (Reference 6) but can be increased to encompass all of the normal unrestricted
head motion of the crewinan (+ 900 of azimuth, + 900 of elevation). This is done by sensing helmet line
of sight and driving a gimbarled sensor system-to that position. In addition, symbology can be generated and superimposed on the visual image over the entire system field of view. This, of course, lends
itself well to displaying FLIR imagery or Low Light Level Television. The HMD offers the possibility
to create a visual display with all of the desired elements positioned and scaled appropriately for the
full forward visual hemisphere. These systems have not yet achieved their full potential. However,
there is enough on-going research in this area to provide reasonable confidence that current problems
will be solved. Among the questions which remain are problems of monocular viewing of the display and
of the cockpit with the other eye, the need for stabilization of the image in roll, the means of creating
an aircraft oriented visual frame of reference, and the requirement for a head tracking system with a
dynamic response which is both accurate (to insure precise superimposition) and quick and stable (to
provide stability to the visual image to prevent vertigo and motion sickness). The additional helmet
weight (about one (1) pound, .45 Kg.)reduces survivability in crash conditions due to the greater loads
applied to the neck. The HMD opens the possibility for elimination of a large part of the conventional
display space. This means using areas not required for external vision as locations for systems monitoring
information. In the extreme, with a dependable HMD system, it is conceivable that normal cockpit
windows could be reduced in area in favor of a greater dependence on HMD imagery.
Panel Displays. This category includes both vertical and horizontal situation displays. In the
next cockpit generation we envision some form of electronic implementation. It appears that through the
80's displays with enough resolution to be used for FLIR or LLLTV imagery will be CRT's rather than
solid state matrix displays. Color is desirable and is certainly available in penetration phosphor
systems. These however, are not amenable to raster scanning to produce a high quality FLIR or LLLTV
picture. Therefore, we can look for a CRT-type vertical situation display capable of portraying
pictorial imagery with superimposed symbols to provide cueing for aircraft control in both marginal VFR
and IFR flight.
If there is one area where technology can reduce workload, it is in eliminating paper maps from the
cockpit. Map-type horizontal situation displays have been available for years but their cost, weight
and size have precluded their use in production helicopters. The Sikorsky S-67 Gunship evaluated a
system in 1972 and it exceeded all expectations. The moving map display may be considered merely a
convenience when cockpit workload is low, and lighting is good, but it is a virtual necessity for NOE
flight over unfamiliar terrain. One feature needed in a moving map display is the ability to annotate
the map before and during the flight. The crew should be able to do such rudimentary things as draw a
course line or note a destination or a target area on the map. The map display should be available to
each crewman, it should smoothly transition from one map frame to another, and It should provide an
image that is equivalent in detail to current paper maps.
Systems Monitoring Displays. Under this category we will cover engine and systems monitoring instruments and caution/advisory systems (discrete messages). With our current technology there is no reason
why a flight crew should have to monitor the positions of pointers on scales in round instruments to
evaluate the health of the aircraft systems. This approach is exactly that used in World War I.
One approach to an improvement in this display system was taken by Sikorsky in providing a vertical
scale instrument system for the BLACK HAWK. This system made use of vertical columns composed of a
number of lighted elements. These elements were color-coded such that when parameters were in the normal operating range only green lights were lighted. When a parameter exceeded the green zone the lights
would become amber or red depending on the magnitude of the deviation from normal. This provides a
color cue to the pilot that one of the systems is operating out of tolerance. This is an approach to
combining quantitative information with qualitative information in one display system. It has worked
very effectively in the BLACK HAWK. In future developments one might eliminate the analog vertical
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scale functions and replace them with green, amber, and red lights for each channel, supplemented by a
digital readout which the pilot could call up if he desired to see it. The colored lights might be
triggered by signals more sophisticated than merely a temperature or pressure which has exceeded a limit
but perhaps by a rate of approach toward a limit which would produce an out of tolerance condition at
some point in the future. Current caution, warning and advisory systems are candidates for major change.
The current concept of reserved space for each potential message is being made obsolete by the number of
systems we are monitoring. A survey of recent helicopters shows an average of 80 message capsules or
about 39 square inches of primary panel space. The alternative is non-dedicated display space where a
number of caution or advisory messages could be shown in a smaller area such as a CRT or flat panel display. This would require a computer based system to prioritize messages occurring simultaneously. An
even better solution would use the computer to analyze the pattern of signals to determine a probable
cause and present this processed information to the pilot along with a course of action. Such a system
is clearly within the bounds of current technology.
Auditory Displays. The concept is certainly not new and, in fact, auditory displays are already
used in almost ever current aircraft. They are usually tones presented in conjunction with warnings
such as gear up or low rotor RPM. Their usefulness is best determined by an analysis of the relative
levels of visual and auditory workload. Generally visual workload becomes a problem before auditory.
Data from the Army's NOE experience, however, seems to indicate that the crews are overloaded in both
modalities. In those cases where auditory signals are deemed appropriate, the new development in voice
synthesized displays would be considered. These systems are light, and can, with a reasonable computer
interface, reproduce speech with high intelligibility, (Reference 6). In the past vioce warning systems
have often used a female voice to distinguish the warning message from normal interphone traffic. Since
we are finding so many more women in cockpits, the robot voice quality found in these systems will be
useful for discriminating between conversation and priority messages. Possible applications include voice
warning, voice navigation commands, automatic checklists, and systems monitoring functions.
Controls. The current positions of the cyclic, the collective and the pedal controls all could use
improvements. The current cyclic position impedes entrance and exit, blocks the view to the lower portion
of the instrument panel and poses a crash hazard which has increased with the advent of stroking crash
energy attenuating seats. In addition, the current position of the control is set low because pilots
want to fly with their forearm resting on their thigh. This contributes to a forward leaning position in
the seat which leads to lower back fatigue and discomfort. The current collective grip typically moves
through about 10 inches of vertical travel. This often results in an uncomfortable position at its upper
and lower extremes. The collective is also an obstacle to normal and emergency egress in the left hand
seat of the side by side configured cockpit. The pedals and feet in typical current cockpit geometry are
positioned such that they block vision in an important area.
There have been investigations of a number of advanced helicopter controller schemes over the past
ten years. These have ranged from sidearm controllers with up to 4 control axes to 3 axes yoke controls.
Among the most promising is the U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory's 3-axis yoke. This system,
currently in developmental flight test, provides lateral and longitudinal cyclic and collective control
so that the pilot can control all three axes with both hands or with either hand alone. This has the
advantage of allowing the pilot to reach other controls in the cockpit with either hand and improves the
crew's chances of flying home if the pilot is hit in either arm. Another advantage is the reduction in
width of each pilot position by 5 or 6 inches and the resulting reduction in frontal profile of the aircraft due to eliminating the collective stick. The system has one of the disadvantages common to yokes
in general: visual blockage of prime panel space.
Another promising scheme is the use of sidearm cyclic, collective, and yaw controls. Consideration
has been given to both moveable controls and isometric (Pressure) controls. With either method a means
of synchronizing the controls at two crew stations, must be provided. The problem is difficult with the
moveable controls because of the need to keep the frictional forces low and yet back drive a second set
of controls so that the second crewman can assume aircraft control without introducing transients into
the system. With isometric controls the problem is worse because they cannot be mechanically back driven
to a synchronized position. For this reason an electronic synchronization system is required. The
proper installation for these controls requires an integration with the seat. Armrests are essential
because the greater sensitivity and shorter travels requires firm forearm support. The controls would
move with the seat when it was adjusted or when it stroked to attenuate crash loads thus avoiding the
head strike hazard posed by a conventional cyclic with a stroking seat. In addition, the controls and
armrests would hinge out of the way to allow good ingress and egress. With an escape system the controls
would probably remain with the aircraft. Among the other advantages are improved panel visibility, easier
ingress/egress and an extremely comfortable seating position. Each crew station width will be about 3
to 4 inches narrower than with a conventional collective control. The sensitivity of these controls is
well-suited to vehicles with good handling qualities but further testing would be required to establish
their capability with degraded AFCS modes. The vision blockage due to the pedals could be eliminated
by adding the yaw control function to the collective sidearm control. This would allow the feet to be
positioned further aft and flat on the floor thus opening the vision through the chin window.
Seats. Since the first generation of production crashworthy seats is just about to be introduced it
is dMrTult to foresee what the next generation will look like. It does seem that in a cockpit with
sidearm controls, the seat will become the focal point for cockpit integration. The seat will have a
greater back angle, probably 170 - 200 which will, when combined with the sidearm control, provide a
much more comfortable position than found in current helicopters. The next generation AH and OH helicopters have the technology available to include an escape system. The Sikorsky RSRA has now fully
qualified its escape system out to a velocity of 160 kts, (258 Km./Hr.).
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ADVANCED COCKPIT
Figure 2 shows a generic side-by-side cockpit of the mid 1980's which has been put together from the
concepts previously discussed. There are two CRT displays on each crewman's centerline. The upper unit
is a vertical situation display and the lower a horizontal situation display. There is no instrument
panel in the traditional sense. The lower console extends forward only as far as the knee and houses a
smaller flat panel display and the controls for aircraft systems, navigation, and communication. The
seats have a back angle of about 200 and incorporate sidearm controls integral with the adjustable armrests. On the right is a 2-axis cyclic control and on the left is a combined collective and yaw control.
As a result there are no pedals to obstruct the lower forward vision.

//
/

/
Figure 2.

Advanced Cockpit Using Side Arm Controls, Helmet-Mounted Displays
and Electronic Vertical, Horizontal, and Console Displays.

Figure 3 is a plot showing the visual obstructions resulting from this cockpit arrangement. The over
the nose vision is 350 and the foot and pedal obstructions are eliminated. The sidearm controls allow
an unobstructed view of the CRT displays. Table I! summarizes the functions assigned to each of the
display surfaces. The HMO will be required in AH and OH helicopters for all missions and in UH helicopters when operating in night NOE situations. When used, the HMD will display the night vision zystam
imagery and supplementary symbology required for aircraft control. In addition, the HMD will be used
for weapons control, navigation and high priority caution and warning information. The VSI primary
function will be display of aircraft control symbology for flight in IFR or marginal VFR conditions.
The map display will appear on the HSI. In-flight annotations will be recorded digitally and stored in
a cassette located on the center console. The flat panel display will be used for systems monitoring,
,.aution/advisory and communications functions.
RECOMIENDATIONS
As can be seen, the advanced cockpit discussed here is quite different from the cockpit designed by
rigidly following military specifications. It is recommended that the government review these requirements to determine whether they are unduly restrictive of technological advancement and design Innovation.
One approach might be the funding of preliminary cockpit designs with relaxed specification requirements.
These could be evaluated in mock-up form to gain confidence in this design method. Then, in future
procurement programs, the customer might just describe the mission, its performance requirements and the
anthropometric range to be accommodated and let the airframe cockpit design teams apply, without
unnecessary restriction, the best of available technology. This will, in the long run, greatly accelerate
progress in crew station design.
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SUMMARY
A helicopter is useful as a mobile platform for launching guided missiles but its high manoeuvrability presents
problems for the missile operator. The aim of these studies was to identify and analyse the problem areas
associated with the guidance of command-to-line-of-sight missiles from helicopters and to assess them experimentally. The weapon system considered employed a sight which was stabilized in pitch and yaw and which
incorporated a manually operated servo control for moving the sight in azimuth and elevation.
Four interactions likely to degrade performance were studied. These were (1) The simultaneous use of sight and
missile controls (2) Helicopter vibration (3) Helicopter forward motion and (4) Helicopter manoeuvre (roll, pitch
and yaw). Results of a first series of simulation experiments established that, in general, helicopter vibration and
forward motion did not degrade the operators' performance and that an operator could use the sight and missile
guidance controls simultaneously without loss of accuracy. However, any helicopter manoeuvre which caused the
field-of-view through the sight to roll was found to cause considerable degradation of performance, regardless of
any previous flying experience of the subjects.
This effect of roll phasing (cross coupling) was investigated in a second series of simulations which contained some
experiments where a system of roll compensation was used. This compensation caused the missile axes to appear
and remain parallel to a graticule in the sight and the field-of-view retained its attitude at launch throughout the
engagement. Provided the compensation was able to reduce roll phasing to less than 200 there was no degradation
in performance.
The realism and validity of the simulations used and the possible value of operator training are discussed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

General Scenario

The superior long range accuracy of modern anti tank missiles (A. T. G. W. ) gives them many advantages
over conventional armament despite the longer flight time of a missile compared to a ballistic round and
the higher cost per round. It was therefore inviting for the military decision makers to consider the helicopter as launching platform for A. T. G. W. systems in the late 19601s and early 197(?s. The high mobility
and manoeuvreability appeared to offer tremendous advantages over land vehicle systems which are normally
static during an engagement. In theory at least the helicopter can use its mobility to seek out the enemy
whilst staying out of range of conventional enemy armament. The high mobility would be useful also from
the logistics viewpoint allowing a swift return to forward bases for servicing and replenishment or role
change. The high manoeuvreability would also prove useful for evasive action when under enemy fire.
Thus, several N. A. T.O. countries began development of A. T. G. W. for helicopters and produced systems
such as ASh, HOT and TOW. In the U.K. also it was proposed to develop the In Service Swingfire system
for helicopter usage.
However, it was recognised at an early stage in the development programme that to make full use of helicopter mobility it would create new problems which were not encountered in the land based systems.
These problems largely centred upon the airgunner's ability to cope with weapon aiming in the helicopter
environment.
This paper describes a programme of work which investigated important aspects of the air gunner's performance during an engagement for the helicopter borne variant of Swingfire, with particular reference to
high manoeuvre effects.
1.2

Programme Objectives

In ATGW missile systems the operator has a high work load during an engagement; his full concentration
is required to achieve good performance. Thus, there was some concern about thepotential performance
in weapon guidance from helicopters due to an increased task loading and the presence of additional environmental stressors caused by the high mobility and associated vibration. At the time this study commenced
there was considerable emphasis on maintaining the weapon aiming performance in a wide operational
envelope including fast forward speeds and high levels of roll and heading change.
The first programme objective was to highlight and assess the main factors which were potentially performance degrading. Four main potential factors were identified: (i)

Increased task loading due to the operation of a sight slew control in addition to the missile
control.

Relative motion of target and helicopter causing apparent motion or parallax between the missile
(ii)
and target.
Visual effects due to rolling of the field of view about the sightline axis (the pitch and yaw sightline
(iii)
axes were to be gyro-stabilised).
(iv)

Performance degradation due to the vibration and accelerations experienced by the operator.

A preliminary experiment was set up to investigate the relative contribution of factors (i, (ii) and (iii) in
degrading performance.
An examination of vibration effects was omitted at this stage in the programme as it was considered
unlikely to have a significant effect at the levels encountered in helicopters. This experiment (which tested
the visual
ten B.Ae. personnel as subjects using the simulator described in Section 3) found that factor (iii,
effects of roll, to be potentially the most important factor degrading performance. Thus the subsequent
programme was oriented towards a quantitative assessment of the degradation in performance associated
with these visual effects.
Four experiments were undertaken as described below. In brief, the first two aimed to demonstrate that
visual roll could cause a significant degradation within the operational requirements. The final two experimews aimed to provide data for minimising this degradation.
Whilst the prime objectives were quite specific to the proposed weapon system; the findings have much
broader implications to the understanding of human performance and the design of simulators.
To provide some background information an outline of the proposed weapon system is given in the following
section.
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1.3

An Outline of The Weapon System

Features of the Swingfire system and the proposed helicopter borne version which are relevent to this paper
are outlined below. (Adapted from "Janes", Ref. I). Swingfire is a long range command-to-lin -of-sight
(C. L.O.S. ) anti-tank system. The missile is wire guided, command signals being generated by the
operator's joystick control. Those commands are interpreted by the missile as demands for a change of
heading referred to the roll and heading gyros in the missile autopilot; thrust vector control is employed.
The operator uses a periscopic sight (alternative xl and xlO magnifications) to maintain visual contact with
the missile during the engagement. After launch the missile is gathered into the operator's field of vision
by the automatic gathering phase in the guidance programme. In this way the missile is guided approximately onto the target sightline and final guidance is carried out by the operator. Swingfire has a velocity
control system and maintaining the joystick stationary once the missile is framed in the target is sufficient
to maintain the collision course.
The helicopter borne system (designated Hawkswing) was proposed to be a readily removeable system,
primarily for installation in the Lynx and Gazelle helicopters. The main difference between this and the
land based system lay in the use of the periscopic sight which was gyro stabilised in the pitch and yaw axes
referenced to the sightline. A controller enabled the operator to slew the sight in azimuth and elevation in
order to search out and maintain the target centrally in the field of view, compensating for the forward
motion and change of heading of the helicopter.
A feature of the proposed system was that operational capability was to be maintained at high forward speeds
and during evasive manoeuvres.
2.

ROLLING FIELD OF VIEW EFFECTS
The concept of "up" and "down" (or left and right) is relative to a particular system at a particular time.
This is known as the frame of reference of the system. In our everyday life we have few problems in
deciding our vertical frame of reference since the cues from our visual and vestibular senses normally
agree which way is 'Np". We have a little more trouble with left and right since they depend upon which
way one is facing at the time and the bilateral symmetry of the body does not aid differentiation. On terra
firma, frames of reference do not present much of a problem. However, this is not true for airborne
situations where the frames of reference of the aircraft and crew may well be different from that of Earth.
The best known example of this is the flying "inside-out" or "outside-in" 0ohnson and Roscoe, Ref. 2) which
occurs on the changeover from instrument flying in cloud to normal visual contact. Conflict of the visual
cues in judging frames of reference has been examined by many scientists, Witkin in particular (Ref. 3).
However the weapon aiming situation poses an additional problem, namely, the frame of reference of the
missile in flight. Firstly it must be emphasised that this paper is concerned solely with the remote vision
type of missile as opposed to the "on board" vision, type; the differences between which are illustrated
below in Figure 1.
When the missile is launched its gyro axes are referenced to the helicopter. A helicopter manoeuvre
after missile launch may introduce a misalignment between missile and helicopter axes, more particularly
between the operator's reference axes (when tied to the helicopter) and those of the missile. It is those
manoeuvres that roll his field of view which impair performance. This is illustrated below in Figure 2.
Thus, the missile does not respond to the operator's intention. The effect produced is for the path of the
missile to spiral around the target sightline as it goes down range, despite the operator's best efforts.
However, the consequences of helicopter manoeuvre are not so simple since it cannot be assumed that the
operator's frame of reference Is rigidly tied to the helicopter when outside visual cues clash with what his
other senses tell him. Thus the effect depends upon the misalignment between the operator's frame of
reference and that of the missile which is caused by
(a)

the relative rotation of the missile and helicopter after launch.

(b)

the operator's interpretation of the visual cues.

Although this effect is similar to cross coupling between the pitch and yaw axes there are several subtle
differences. For this reason engineers who were working on the project coined the term 'visual roll
phasing' to describe this phenomenon. Nordstrom (Ref. 4) was the first to study this phenomenon during
manual guidance.
3.

EXPERIMENT I - ELECTRONIC ROTATION OF CONTROL AXES
3.1

Introduction

This was a preliminary experiment to pave the way for a more detailed investigation. However, in the
present context it enables a comparison to be made between the subjects' performance when the roll phasing
was produced by rotating the control axes electrically rather than visually as in the later experiments.
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3.2

Description of Simulation and Experiment

A closed circuit TV system was interfaced to the weapon aiming controls via an analogue computer to
represent the air gunner's task.
The subject was seated in front of the display, with his preferred eye looking through an open eyepiece at
the TV display which subtended a 20 0 f.o.v.
A scenic monochrome background (including a static target) was displayed on the C. C. T. V. which moved
across the screen to represent the helicopters froward motion at 100 kmi/hr. This was achieved by signals
directed onto the scan coils of the TV tube. The subject used a light joystick control, operated by his left
hand, to keep the target area centralised on the screen.
A small bright square was electronically generated to represent the missile. A gather programme brought
the missile close to the target sightlne at the start of each trial after which the subject operated the weapon
aiming control with his right hand to hold the "missile" on the target. The analogue programme simulated
the basic flight characteristics of the missile (in the presence of wind gusting) at a given range in computing
the position of the missile on the screen. Thus the control characteristics were similar to those of the
Swingfire system which had a velocity (Ist order) control with control demand shaping. The control/display
ratio was not constant but diminished as the "missile" went down range.
Two weapon guidance joystick controls were tested:(i)

thumb operated displacement stick

(ii)

finger operated displacement stick

The former was the current In Service GM controller and the latter a modification of this, fitted with a
longer shaft and held verticaUy in a pen-like grip by the index finger and thumb (see Figure 4). The sight
slew control used was identical to the weapon aiming control; later tests revealed that a thumb operated
sight control gave less interference with the weapon aiming task then the finger operated one bt the effect
was small enough not to invalidate the present experiment.
The simulation had no facility for rolling the field of view therefore the effects of roll phasing were produced by electrically rotating the joystick demand vector.
Joystick Demand

Output to missile

Yaw:-

x cos 0 -y sin 0

-x

Pitch:- y

y cos0 -x sine

where B is the angle of rotation of the control axes defining the level of roll phasing (or cross coupling).
Four fixed values of 0:- 7.50, 150, 22.50, 3P were used with zero roll as control condition.
Seven subjects were used in this part of the programme. Four were air gunners who were being trained
for ASI I operations and the remaining three were BAe engineering apprentices.
All subjects were given a minimum of 100 training trials before commencing the experiment. In the experiment. In the experiment ten trials were undertaken by the subjects for each joystick/roll phasing combination; these were presented in a balanced order to minimise learning effects. Each trial was alternated
with the control condition. At the end of each run the time on target score was given to the subjects. The
trials were presented in blocks of thirty per session with a minimum 2 hour rest period between sessions.
During the experiment the direction of phasing was set on alternate trials for clockwise, then anticlockwise,
rotation of the control axes. The three BAe subjects undertook an extra set of trials in which the direction
of rotation was changed twice during an engagement guidance (by the operation of a switch).
3.3

Results

For brevity only a summary of the results are presented here. The mean time on target scores are given
in Figures 4a and b expressed as a percenotge of the control condition scores. These graphs show clearly
the linear degradation in performance associated with the phasing error level. A less significant quadratic
trend was also observed. The differences between the two groups of subjects were small and within the
limits of experimental error. The finger joystick control shows less susceptibility to roll phasing than the
thumbtick (analysis of variance showed that this result was statistically reliable at p <0.01). The former,
for example, showed a 107o performance degradation at 19° roll phasing whilst the thumbstick suffered the
same degradation at 70 phasing error. The changing direction phasing caused a greater degradation than the
fixed phasing and under the most severe roll phasing both joysticks had the same degradation.

r
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4.

3.4

Interim Conclusions

(I)

The results showed that roll phasing introduced electronically caused a degradation in performance.

(2)

Trainee airgunners were as susceptible as BAe personnel to roll phasing.

(3)

The finger joystick was less susceptible than the thumb control.

EXPERIMENT 2 - MOVING BASE STUDIES
4. 1

Introduction

Experiment I had demonstrated that roll phasing had a significant effect. The question remaind, however,
whether the air gunner would be able to adapt to conditions of visual roll or not. If not, would the added
stresses of the helicopter environment make manoeuvre impossible during an engagement.
The aim of this experiment was to reproduce the airgunner's task and environment as accurately as possible
to determine the degradation effect, and to select the most suitable weapon aiming control.
4.2

Simulation Description and Experimental Procedure

The 5 Axis Manned Vehicle Motion Simulator at BAe Weybridge was used for this study. A scout helicopter
cockpit, fitted with an APX-BEZU M250 gyro stabilised sight and weapon aiming controls was mounted onto
the vibration rig (see Figure 5).
The visual environment was achieved by projecting a suitable 35mm colour slide onto the screen 5m in front
of the subject. The slide projector was fitted with a zoom lens and mounted on a gimballed platform which
was servo controlled in azimuth and elevation. The zoom lens and the servo controlled platform were
controlled by an analogue computer to reproduce the visual effects of helicopter forward motion and change
of heading.
The weapon aiming task was made as realistic as possible by utilising the Swingfire classroom trainer
unit. This consisted of a high precision 2 axis servo controlled mirror which projected a circular spot of
light onto the screen to represent the missile flare. The missile guidance programme and flight characteristics were generated by the analogue computer. A medium range engagement was simulated. Similarly
to the previous experiment the thumbstick and the finger joystick were used as weapon aiming controls.
The slew control for the M250 sight was a short horizontal stick mounted on the left handlebar.
The roll manoeuvres were achieved by rolling the helicopter about its longitudinal axis; in addition, vibration was applied in the vertical axis taken from inflight recordings of a Scout helicopter.
The following conditions were examined experimentally covering the range of expected operational
manoeuvres.
Roll Amplitude

7.5, 15, 22.5, 30deg.

Roll Period

23 sec.

Launch Attitude

Horizontal; Banked at 100, 150, 200

Forward Speed

(l,100 km/hr.

Zero roll was used as the control condition.
Three measures of performance were taken (a) "hit" rate (b) terminal radial error (c) time on target;
these were obtained from direct telescopic observation or cine film analysis.
Six BAe apprentices were used as subjects in this experiment after a suitable period of training. The
experimental conditions were presented in a balanced order with the control condition at the beginning
and end of each block of ten trials. Each subject completed five replications of the manoeuvre.
4.3

Results

The three measures of performance were subjected to Analysis of Variance (see Table 2) backed by a non
parametric test, namely Wilcoxon's Signed Ranks test, to test the statistical reliability of the results. The
findings, which are illustrated graphically in Figure 6 a, b, c, are summarised below.
(I)

Effect of Forward Motion - the extra task loading caused by the forward motion
of the helicopter did not impair performance.
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5.

(ii)

Effect of Roll - this showed a significant degradation (p 0.01) in performance as the
roll amplitude increased, For the radial error this degradation was a linear function of
the roll amplitude. The "hit" rate as (defined in the terms of this experiment) showed a
marked degradation between the zero and 710 roll cases.

(iii)

Effect of Launch Attitude - when the helicopter was banked at launch performance was
impaired compared to the horizontal launch. This was due in part to the higher levels of
phasing experienced with this manoeuvre.

(iv)

Differences Between Controls - the controls showed no overall differences, but a highly
significant controller/roll interaction was observed (p<O. 01). The thumb controller had
a poorer relative performance under low roll phasing conditions (i.e. horizontal launch)
but a better relative performance at higher levels. This was mainly due to differences
between the two controls in the terminal pitch error. This is illustrated in Figure 7
where the maximum roll phasing angle shows an inverse relationship with performance.

(v)

Vibration - a comparison between vibration and static trials showed no significant
differences between the two.

Interim Conclusions
(1)

Although weapon aiming was feasible under high levels of manoeuvre performance was
severely degraded.

(2)

Roll amplitude and launch attitude both contributed to the performance degradation.

(3)

The finger joystick was better than the thumb control under conditions of low manoeuvre
with the situation reversed under conditions of high manoeuvre.

EXPERIMENT 3
5.1

Introduction

The previous experiment had demonstrated that visual roll had a significant effect upon missile guidance
performance. However, the question remained whether selected air crew would be susceptible to this
effect after a suitable training period. This study aimed to examine this aspect.
5.2

Description of Simulation and Experimental Procedure

The weapon aiming simulation was essentially similar to that of the previous study except that an Avimo
Ferranti AFI20 gyro stabilised sight was mounted in a cradle with a seat attached.
The visual effects of roll were achieved by modifying the Pechan prism assembly in the sight so that it
could be rotated by a servo motor. This modification restricted the rotation in azimuth to +2 . A roll
generator enabled the experimenter to select the required roll manoeuvre; a separate unit enabled the
control axes of the missile to be aligned to the helicopter axes at the start of each run. A medium range
engagement against static and moving targets was simulated. The visual effects of the following manoeuvres
were reproduced: Roll Amplitude

20, 30, 400

Roll Period

20, 30, 40 Sec.

Launch Position

Horizontally Banked at 100, 200, 300.

Zero roll was used as the control condition.
Three measures of performance were taken (i) hit rate (ii) radial terminal error (iii) incidence of
"grounding" (i.e. missile goes below the sightline). All three measures were judged by telescopic observation.
Ten subjects were used in this experiment, six of whom were experienced helicopter pilots, the remainder
were ground crew. Each was given a minimum of 250 practice trials before commencing the experiment.
The experimental conditions were presented in a balanced order as in the previous experiments.
5.3

Results

The first stage of the analysis of the results was to examine differences between the performance of the
flying and non-flying personnel. No significant differences were found. In general the results were similar
to those of the previous experiment despite the extra training and the lack of motion cues.* Roll amplitude
caused a significant degradation in performance (analysis of variance showed this to be statistically reliable,
p < 0.01 X this is illustrated for radial error in Figure 9. "Hit" rate showed a similar trend but the
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degradation was not significant at roll amplitudes less than 20 . The banked attitude at launch also degraded
performance (p <0. 05). However, the roll period did not reliably affect performance and there was only a
marginal difference between the 20- 40 sec. periods, see (see Figure 9).
5.4

Interim Conclusion

(1)

A performance degradation was observed when the operators were subjected to roll amplitudes
greater than 200, despite the increased training.

(2)

The roll period (or rate of roll) had no overall effect on performance.

(3)

There were no reliable differences between the flying and non flying personnal.

* Although the overall performance

was vastly improved due to the extra training and improvements to the

simulation.

6.

EXPERIMENT 4 - ROLL COMPENSATION
6.1

Introduction

The previous experiment had shown that roll compensation was necessary to maintain the operational
capability under the more severe conditions. Compensation could be achieved by roll stabilising the field
of view through the sight or by electronic resolution of the joystick output. However, there were technical
difficulties associated with the electronic method so the optical roll stabilisation was selected for testing.
6.2

Simulation and Experimental Procedure

This simulation used the same equipment as previously except for a modification to the AFI20 sight to
reproduce the effect of roll compensation. This consisted of an illuminated graticule which was injected
into the sight. This graticule remained fixed in the field of view and parallel to the missile control axis
°
(although a 10 error was also represented). At the beginning of the trial the field of view was frozen at
the launch attitude and the operator used the graticule as his frame of reference to guide the missile.
See Figure 10). The same ten subects were used from the previous experiment and the following conditions
20
were tested:- launch attitude of 0 , 10 ,
d 300, 400. In addition compensation errors between the
missile axis and the graticule of zero and 10 were introduced.
6.3

Results

The results showed that on all measures of performance the compensator enabled the operational capability
to be maintained under all the roll conditions examined in Experiment 3. The terminal radial error scores
are given in Table IA. From this a small improvement is obtained at a launch attitude of 20° which is presumably due to the
trying harder under a marginally more difficult condition. At higher levels of
0 subjects
0
launch angle, 30 and 40 , the tilting of the visual horizon appeared to distract the operator from the gra ticule and caused a degradation in performance. The incidence of missile "groundings", which was due to
a momentary loss of control, was the most affected measure of performance in this case.
The 10 compensation error caused a small degradation in performance. This degradation was only significant when the compensation error was biased away from the visual horizon (see Table IA and IB).
TABLE IA

MEAN RADIAL ERROR - COMPENSATED TRIALS
Attitude at Launch

0°

1o

20°

30°

40°

Perfect Compensation

3.70

3.55

3.00

4.24

-4.12

100 error towards horiz.

3.78

3.60

3.85

100 error away from horiz.

5.32

4.62

4.89

expressed in M.rads at eye.
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TABLE lB

INCIDENCE OF MISSILE GROUNDING - COMPENSATED TRIALS
Attitude at Launch

00

100

200

300

Perfect Compensation

6.8

0

1.7

5.1

100 error towards horiz.

1.6

5. 1

3.3

-

-

10.1

5.1

16.9

-

-

10P error away from horiz.

400
15.2

expressed as percentage grounding rate
6.4

Interim Conclusions

The attitude compensator maintained operational capability for manoeuvres where the attitude at launch was
200 or less. Higher levels of launch attitude caused a degradation in performance, although the effect was
less than that of the uncompensated case.
7.

A FURTHER ANALYSIS OF ROLL PHASING
In examining the degradation caused by roll phasing in more detail a distinction must be drawn between the
actual roll phasing level (i.e. the rotation of the missile control axes with respect to those of the operator)
and the degree of visual roll which is perceived by the operator: The latter cannot be measured easily
whilst the former is defined mathematically for the simusoidal manoeuvres used in the experiments:P

=

A sin

2T

(t+a)+

where Pt is the phasing error at time t
A is Amplitude of the roll and T the period
B is the bank angle at launch
a is a constant = 0, T/12, T/4 when B= 0.

J&, A, respectively.

The degradation in performance was found to be related to the amplitude of the roll manoeuvre. This
suggested that the degradation was a linear function of the mean roll phasing level during the simulated
engagement. To examine this further a correction analysis was undertaken for Experiment 3 data between
the radial terminal error and the mean phasing level, P, during
(a)

the whole engagement

(b)

the best 5 seconds of the engagement

(c)

the best 2 seconds of the engagement

These correlations were found to be satistically reliable (p < 0. 05) but were not reliably different.
Correlation Coefficient
P15 (whole engagement)

+ 0.58

P5 (last 5 seconds)

+ .77

P2

+ .79

(last 2 seconds)

The mean phasing error during the last 5 seconds of the engagement, P5 , is an adequate description and was
related to the radial error by the following empirical relationship
R

= R

+ 0.06 P5

where R is the radial error in m. rads under zero roll (=3.5 m.rads). The highest value of P was 540
°
under a 20 roll amplitude, 20 launch attitude.
However, the prediction efficiency of P was only 62% and using P1 5 and P2 to give a weighted phasing level
made only a marginal improvement inihis efficiency. No other measure of phasing error gave a better
predictive efficiency.
The period of the roll manoeuvre did not affect the performance of the subject. Thus the rate of change of
phasing level had no effect, implying that the subject did not adapt to a given level of phasing error during
an engagement.

The second major factor in the analysis was the bank angle at launch. For Experiment 3 the following
empirical relationship between the roll parameters and the radial terminal error was derived.

R=k (A+0.5B)+C
R
A
B
k

where

is the radial error in m.rad at the eye
is roll amplitude in degrees
is angle of bank at launch
had a value of 0. 18 for this experiment

However, there is only a weak correlation between the mean phasing ievel P5 and the (A + 0.5B) factor
(r = + 0. 32). This indicates that the bank angle at launch causes the subject to adopt a different frame of
reference, thus modifying the perceived phasing error. The attitude compensated trials in Experiment 4
showed a similar trend under high levels of roll. Thus it appears that the operator's response is a compromise between his own body frame of reference and that of the visual horizon as seen through the sight
(which causes an induced phasing error).
These findings appear to agree with the work of Witkin on the personality trait known as "field dependency"
(or psychological differentiation) mentioned in Section 2.
It was postulated that subjects who were more "field dependent" (as measured by a suitable test) would be
more prone to the effects of visual roll. A previous study had measured the field dependency of R.A. F.
pilots (Seale, Ref. 5) using the Embedded Figures Test in which under time pressure the subject has to
search for a simple figure embedded in a more complex background presented on a card placed in front of
him. This study had revealed that the R.A. F, pilots were at the extreme end of the range showing low
"field dependency (or field independent). This test was conducted on the Army Air Crew used as subjects
in Experiments 3 and 4.
The results showed that the Army Air crew were closer to the population norm than the R.A. F. pilots in
terms of their "field dependency. There was a trend for themore field dependent air crew to suffer higher
degradation in performance under conditions of visual roll. This trend was statistically reliable (Spearman's
rank correlation r = 0.81, n = 9) only after one of the ten subjects had been excluded from the analysis.
Unfortunately the Embedded Figures Test seemed to be affected by differences in the educational attainment
of the subjects and therefore was not suitable for rigorous comparison across air crew from commissioned
and non -commissioned ranks. (This defect of the test was not documented at the time). It was tenta ively
concluded that the subjects susceptibility to visual roll phasing was related to the personality trait of "field
dependency".
8.

A MODEL OF ROLL PHASING EFFECTS
The operator's tracking behaviour at any point during missile guidance can be represented by the schematic
given below:-

-Operator---------------I

Pha sing
Error

Pha sing
Error

M

Correction
(¢

90)

Visual
e

Muscle
MMissile

Decision

Output to
Demand
Intent ion

A

VI
Visual

_-

--

I

(d., O1+a+ P)

--

In this schematic (c , 8.) is the correction vector in magnitude and direction required to reduce the guidance
error to zero at an fnstant in time, i. It is assumed that the operator makes discrete samples of the error
is the internal directional error (at the instant i)
and responds with the demand intention (di, 9i+cri) where
by:within the operator caused
(I)

induced phasing error produced by horizontal tilt.

(ii)

errors of visual judgement and muscle movement.
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The external phasing error,
due to the misalignment of the helicopter and missile axes by manoeuvre.
The value ai will be variable, distributed abots a mean which will be dependent upon the operator and his
interaction with the control stick. The results of Experiment I showed the thumbstick to suffer an equal
degradation in performance when subjected to 70 of phasing error against the 190 phasing error of the
finger operated control. This suggested that the thumbstick had an internal phasing error whose mean was
greater than 12 . This was partly due to the way in which the thumb articulates when making control demands.
How does the operator's strategy cope with phasing error? McLeod (Ref. 6) who undertook a similar investigation, suggested that the operator appeared to make no attempt to anticipate the direction of the phasing
error but relied on making a sufficient number of corrections to eventually reduce his tracking error to
zero.
Thus for this strategy to work effectively E > E
where E . is the correction required after d. has been
completed. If the operator makes no errors of magnitude (ogin of direction) this strategy will breakdown
when a + P >600 (from the properties of triangles). If errors are made in magnitude it can be shown simply
that this strategy also breaks down when
d.
C.

2cos(a+P)

I

(Eq. 1)

Thus the observed phenomenon of spiralling around the target can be explained by this model when
Ei = Ei+l j
01 4 01+1"
However, even under conditions of high roll phasing nearly 40% of the trials achieved a good terminal error
compared to 8(C in the zero roll case. Thus there appears to be some strategy which enabled the operator
to achieve a good performance. Returning to the model, if the operator attempts to minimise the internal
error (i.e. by making a - o and d. < t.) then the effects of the roll phasing will be reduced. However, it
did not appear to be easy for some subjects to adopt consciously a strategy which minimised the internal
errors. Indeed, on several occasions the trials had to be interrupted when some subjects were so susceptible to the spiralling effect under high roll that they would not believe the simulation to be working properly.
The reason for this is fundamental to the functioning of man's psychomotor skills.
that any task involving hand-eye co-ordination may occur in one of two modes:
(i)

preprogrammed - without visual feedback

(ii)

"wait and see" - with visual feedback

It is widely recognised

(although authors may use differing nomenclature). Well learned tasks such as tracking are normally in the
programmed mode and any visual feedback may be processed by the brain well after the subsequent demand
has been executed. The "wait and see" mode is generally reserved for difficult or unpredicable tasks where
the degree of control is more precise although slower, since the visual feedback is processed before the
next demand is executed. McCallum and Cooper (Ref. 7) have identified brain activity patterns which can be
associated with two types of motor control which they call categoric and scoputic. Thus in order to minimise
internal phasing errors the operator must revert to the "Wait and See" mode particularly when the external
phasing errors are high during a manoeuvre.
A similar effect has been observed in land based live firings when missiles have "barrel rolled" without any
obvious defect. From an analysis of the operator's control demands it appeared that the fault was self
induced by the operator when under stress by creating large internal errors. This was overcome by
training the missile operators to stop momentarily making control demands.
9.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SIMULATION

SELECTION AND TRAINING

This study has raised several aspects which are relevant to the design of simulators and the selection and
training of personnel for air crew. Three entirely different simulations were utilised, yet the results were
remarkably similar. The moving base simulation was in no way more effective than the fixed base one. The
reason for this is not hard to find since, in contrast to pilot training, the helicopter motion cues are not
intrinsic to the acquisition of skill in missile guidance but act merely as distractors.
The similarity between the effects of electronic rotation of the control axes in Experiment I and those of the
visual effects in Experiments 2 and 3 can be explained by the non-adaptation of the subjects to the actual roll
phasing level during weapon aiming. Thus, in designing simulators for skills training we must look closely
at the relevant factors which are to be incorporated. Some skills cannot be easily acquired through training.
Adaptation to visual roll is apparently one of these skills since it appears to be quite strongly related to
personality traits (i.e. field dependency). What needed to be trained in this case was the remedial tracking
strategy relying on a partial "wait and see" or scoputic mode of control. This could be equally well trained
on the simulation used in Experiment I although merely giving repeated weapon guidance trials may not be
the most efficient training programme. It is suggested that this catagoric-scoputic aspect of training is also
very relevant to other skills such as car driving and aircraft flying since it appears, on an experimental
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basis, that many otherwise competent drivers find themselves in potentially dangerous situations merely
because they do not revert to the "wait and see" mode rapidly enough when critical incidents occur.
Selection of missile operators is done on a very different basis from that of pilots and is based on attempting
to detect and reject the poorest operators rather than select only the best men. At the present time, selection tests have proved to be of very limited use despite extensive research. However, this study has suggested two factors not covered by previous research in detail.
Firstly there is an indication that the best operators might be field independent as measured by the Embedded
Figures Test. Further work using a more appropriate test (the Rod and Frame test) to measure field
dependence - independence on Vigilant missile operators came up with similar indications. The second
aspect is the facility to switch from preprogrammed to "wait and see" (i.e. catagoric to scoputic) mode when
under skilled performance. Whilst this facility might be measured indirectly in existing psychomotor tests
it might prove more effective to measure it directly. It is suggested therefore that further consideration of
these two aspects of skilled performance might enhance future selection techniques.
10.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The programme commenced by identifying four factors which were potentially performance degrading in
weapon aiming from helicopters. The feasibility of the human operator is such that only one of these factors,
namely visual roll phasing, affected performance greatly.
It was then thought that with a reasonable degree of selection and training the operator might be able to
anticipate and compensate for the misalignment of the missile control axes with respect to the operator.
However, this was not the case since horizon tilt affected performance even in the absence of any misalignment. Thus visual roll phasing was a complex effect and susceptibility appeared to be related to personality
factors. However, several subjects managed to adopt a strategy which minimised the degradation due to
visual roll phasing. This was achieved by utilising a slower, and more accurate tracking style which minimised over correction. Whilst some subjects did not readily learn this style on their own accord it appears
to be skill which can be learned if presented during the early stages of skill acquisition. The acquisition of
this style may be appropriate to many other psycho-motor tasks.

11.
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HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATIONS OF TODAY'S HELICOPTERS AS AN AID TO FUTURE SYSTEMS DESIGN
by
E J Lovesey
Flight Systems Department
Royal Aircraft Establibhment
Farnborough
Hants
England

SUMMARY
Of the 3000 military aircraft in service in the United Kingdom, nearly one-third now are helicopters.
With this increase in the proportion of helicopters also comes a growth in complexity in weapons systems
and avionics.
The requirement to operate, not just in daylight, but at night as well, increases still
more the task difficulty of the helicopter crew. Combined, these factors indicate that more effort will
be required to improve the helicopter human factors scene.
Until now, the helicopter crew have, in general, been able to cope with the situation, albeit at some
We have now reached the stage where we are asking the man to perform more and more
cost to themselves.
difficult tasks with increasingly complex equipment. Unless this equipment is carefully matched to the
man's requirements and his tasks are carefully designed to be within his capacity, the future manhelicopter systems will not meet the level of performance which is expected of them.
By examining problem areas now, we can at least prevent these being repeated in future hclicopter weapon
systems.
Cine filming, eyemark and voice recording of crew during "Nap of the Earth" and other flight
conditions are some of the ways in which present shortcomings can be highlighted. The future helicopter
systems designer can also be made aware of present hardware shortcomings by conducting structured interviews and using other subjective methods with the operators of existing equipment.
Questionnaires
submitted to operators have proved to be very effective, if performed in a scientific manner. Often
there seems to be little
or no communication between system manufacturer and the customer.
By showing
the designer and manufacturer how their products are actually used by the operator, the latter's
grievances will become meaningful and suitable action can be taken to prevent the present problems from
being perpetuated in future designs.

INTRODUCTION
Only by examining current helicopters to find out their good human factor features and shortcomings will
it be possible to ensure the perpetuation of the good aspects and the eradication of the bad.
To do this
effectively will require us to proceed along several different routes which can be divided into the three
broad categories of subjective evaluations, objective measurements and questionnaire/interview techniques.
SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS
Firstly, and perhaps the easiest, is to physically examine the cockpit and cabin of helicopters when they
are on the ground. A cursory glance will often reveal some incredibly bad design features due to poor
engineering, inadequate equipment installation or just lack of consideration for the equipment user.
Because of man's amazing adaptability he is usually able to cope for most of the time with these poor workspace and poor equipment layouts, albeit at some cost to himself and overall system efficiency. However,
in difficult situations, such as during emergencies when the man has little
or no spare capacity to overcome these shortcomings, he may be just unable to cope with the additional demands made upon him by the
poorly designed equipment.
Examples of poor equipment design, which add to the helicopter crewts workload, range from single switches
operating in the "wrong direction" (ie not in the recommended or accepted sense), to complete pieces of
equipment badly installed such as the well-known Scout helicopter radio assembly.
(See Figures I and 2.)
This radio was not only installed behind the front seats, requiring the pilot to remove his hand from the
collective lever and turn around facing backwards to operate it, but had controls mouuted in three
different directions.
This is such a clear example of how not to install equipment that all who have it
demonstrated to them aWree that they would never install arything as badly. However, someone at some time
designed it and others no doubt approved the installation. Only by highlighting such poor design can
others be made aware of the importance of considering the human factors aspect when designing or installing
new equipment and preventing past errors from being perpetuated.
Having detected the obvious shortcomings, the less apparent deficiencies must be sought out.
Sometimes
2
the apparently well-designed cockpit can contain hidden snags.
For example, Cressman found that the
COH58A Kiowa helicopter cockpit work space dimensions were such that 35% of all Canadian pilots would have
difficulty in reaching and operating controls, or viewing certain consoles or be inconvenienced due to
insufficient clearances between head, shoulders or limbs and the helicopter structure.
In addition, the
restricted clearance between the collective and cyclic controls under certain flight conditions was thought
to constitute a flight safety hazard for the larger pilots, especially when wearing cold weather protective
clothing. By constructing an adjustable anthropometer to represent the range of Canadian pilot personnel
it was possible to evaluate the cockpit work space in this way.
Only too often cockpits are assetmed by
a limited number of pilots who are extremely unlikely to represent the anthropometric ranges to be found
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in the user population. Even if representatives of 5th and 95th percentile pilots in stature can be
found, they are unlikely to have 5th and 95th percentile measurements in other critical dimensions, such
as sitting eye height, reach, leg length, etc.
WESTION

WIRE/lMVIEW
TBCHKNIQS

Questionnaires, if used sensibly, can yield information which would be extremely difficult to obtain by
other methods. Often, once a helicopter or its equipment has been designed, manufactured and delivered
to the operator there is little feedback of information to indicate either its faults or merits. A carefully designed and administered questionnaire can sometimes provide this feedback link, to the ultimate
benefit of both user, manufacturer and R&D authority 3 .
For a questionnaire to stand any chance of success a number of stages must be followed. Usually an
initial study must take place, with visits to part of the population who will receive the final
questionnaire. These visits will help to ensure that the correct questions are asked in a form which is
readily understandable by the population concerned. All too often human factors engineers ask questions
in their own jargon which are either ambiguous or misunderstood (or both) by the recipient.
On the other
hand, if questions can be phrased in the recipient's terminology it shows that the latter is not dealing
with someone completely out of touch with reality but with someone who has made some effort in trying to
understand the user's problems and who is open to suggestions. At this stage in the design of the
questionnaire, the means of analysis should be considered. All too often the questionnaire analyst is
confronted with a mass of almost unclassifiable and meaningless data which cannot be correlated with other
data. The correctly designed questionnaire will yield data that can be quickly and simply extracted and,
if necessary, processed by computer and correlated with other data. This can be accomplished by the use
of forced choice questions constructed around a decision tree.
Finally, even if the questionnaire has been designed to ask the correct questions in the right way, such
that the responses can be readily analysed, it will not achieve its potential if it is poorly administered.
A questionnaire needs to be distributed personally with an explanation of its purpose. Another problem
often encountered is that the equipment user has been complaining for years about its shortcomings but
nothing has been done to improve it. If a questionnaire arrives without explanation, the user may doubt
if it is worth bothering to complete it as nothing has happened in the past. If the questioner is available
to explain that the user's objections to the equipment have not reached him, and that this is an attempt
to remedy the situation, his chance of receiving completed questionnaires will be very much improved. The
distributor should be available to help anyone who still has difficulty in understanding any of the
questions. Similarly there should be someone detailed to collect the questionnaires when completed and to
return them to the originator.
Frequently there are complaints that a very low proportion of completed questionnaires have been returned.
This is usually due to some or all of the following reasons as follows
1

Questionnaires were sent to a Unit Commander by postfor distribution without any personal

contact by the originator.

2

No explanation was given of the purpose of the questionnaire.

3

The questionnaire was ambiguous or poorly designed.

4

There was no one to collect the completed forms.

5
The Unit has already received a number of poorly designed questionnaires recently and is getting
bored at completing them.
However, if the questionnaires are designed and administered in a sensible and scientific way they can
provide the equipment designer with information which is invaluable and often unobtainable by other means.
Even with a well-produced and administered questionnaire, difficulty is sometimes encountered with, for
example, pilots who are quite willing to discuss equipment, etc but uneasy at writing comments down on
paper. For this situation the structured interview might offer the best approach. The same procedure
should be followed as is required for a questionnaire except that the subjective responses are recorded by
the questioner rather than the subject. This technique has been used successfully on several occasions by
Howells, of Flight Systems Department RAE4. The procedure used was for the helicopter pilots to read through
sequentially structured general questions which led to forced choice branching questions. Having done this
and registered the preferred choice category the pilots went on to explain verbally the detailed reasons
for so choosing. The verbal response was then noted down by the questioner or discussed in greater detail
for clarification. Sometimes, if no objection was raised, the dialogue between pilot and questioner was
recorded on tape for later analysis.
This technique of a structured interview was developed initially for a trial to supplement radar plots of
a helicopter's position during an evaluation of a helicopter guidance approach aid. It was found to be
acceptable to the test pilots concerned and yielded information of both sufficient generality and detail
for use by the equipment designers. The latter were able to assess more fully the system performance than
they had previously, by reference to radar records alone.
Since this use of the structured interview, it has been usefully employed in the evaluation of helicopter
seating and helicopter workload studies. It would be equally applicable for assessing electro-optical
aids and other equipment for helicopter use.
In general, if performed in a sensible manner, subjective techniques using questionnaires or interviews
can yield much information which is unobtainable by other objective measurement techniques. It can also
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give the designer insight into why objective data result in the way they do.
Most important, subjective
information provides the feedback link between the equipment operator and the designer or manufacturer.
OBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF THE HELICOPTER CREW
Having devoted some effort to promote the use of subjective techniques for the investigation of the merits
and shortcomings of helicopters, it should be realised that objective measures are also required for the
evaluation of particular aspects of helicopter operations.
5

The use of radar plots of aircraft flight path and recordings of air speed, cyclic and collective control
6
movements are often used as objective methods for assessing pilot activity. However, these are not always
available or convenient to use, requiring extensive ground facilities or modification to the aircraft under
investigation and other objective assessment methods must be used.
Since much of the information that the pilot requires is acquired visually, it can be argued that study of
7
eye movements or scanning patterns (Lovesey) may indicate the difficulty of the task being performed at
the time. This can be achieved using "Eyemark" cameras or cine filming, both of which require little or
no interference with the helicopter or its systems.
Figures 3 and 4 show typical pilot scanning patterns recorded by cine filming of Scout, Gazelle or Pua
pilots during different stages of flight.
The directions in which the pilots ire lookfng have been
divided into the inside the cockpit categories of maps and instruments and the outside categories of to
the left, front and right.
Time spent looking in these directions are shown column by column in Figures
t
3 and 4. Each set of columns represents about a minute s record for a particular flight condition. The
typical patterns of pilots head activity shown here have been found to be more a function of flight condition than of the aircraft's type or of the individual pilot?.
For example, the cruise pattern shows
relatively few (17 per minute)long looks of several seconds to the front or at instruments. Cruising
flight can be considered as a comparatively leisurely task, unlike "Nap of the Earth" flight which is
perhaps the most demanding form of flight close to the ground.
"Low level" flight is somewhere between the above two conditions. Low level activity shows that the pilot
is glancing more frequently (28 per minute) and for shorter periods than he did during cruise. "Nap of
the Earth" shows even shorter and even more frequent glances (39 per minute).
During this type of flight

very close to both the ground and potentially hazardous objects, the pilot simply cannot spare more than
a second or so looking in any one direction. He is constantly scanning both inside and outside of the
cockpit during this period of high workload; some glances taking only a quarter of a second or less.
A GCA produces a different pattern altogether. In this case a single pilot spends almost all his time
looking at instruments with a very few short glances outside.
Similarly circle around, approach, descent,
hover and climb out from a small wooded clearing has yet another set of activity patterns. In general,
the more frequent the pilot glances, the higher the workload of the pilot. There are of course, exceptions
to this, such as during descent, when for the final stages, the pilot fixates on a point in the clearing
and does not take his eyes away from it until he is within a few feet of the ground.
Thus some measure of pilot workload can be gained by studying pilot head and eye movements. It car also
reveal some surprising facts. For example, at "Nap of the Earth" height it was expected that a pilot
would spend almost all his time looking outside the cockpit to detect and avoid trees, wires and other
potential hazards. However, cine films of pilot activity have shown that the closer the pilot flies to the
ground, the more time he spends looking inside the cockpit. The reasons for this are that he is constantly
scanning his instruments to check engine power etc and to detect engine and system changes which might
indicate failures. If he has no crew to help him, he may be map reading and changing radio frequer.:y. At
low level the view ahead may be only a few hundred yards or even less. This requires constant checking of
the map with the few identifiable ground features in view. At a height of several hundred feet, the pilot
can see for miles around and thus identify his position on the map quickly and with little difficulty.
Similarly, at low level, radio signals may be masked by ground features and this will require additional
tuning or frequency changing which would not be required at higher altitude.
Although cine filming of a pilot's activity pattern can provide some useful general objective data, it is
a relatively crude method of investigati g helicopter pilots scanning patterns. A more precise method
used in the United Kingdom and elsewhere is that of the "Eyemark" camera. This method uses a head
mounted recording sy. "im which incorporates a beam of light reflected from the cornea of one of the eyes
of the pilot. It provides a picture record of where the pilot's head is pointing together with a spot of
light superimposed on the picture of at what his eye is actually pointing. This enables the observer to
determine exactly where the pilot is looking. It is thus possible to calculate the amount and number of
times that a pilot looks at a particular instrument, or where outside he is looking during flight.
Figure 5 shows the more detailed "Eyemark" activity chart obtainod for a Gazelle pilot during low level
and climbing flight. Helicopter pilots glances of less than a tenth of a second have been recorded during
peaks of high level activity by this method. The "Eyemark" technique reveals similar but more detailed
and sensitive pilots visual activity patterns than does the simpler cine filming method. However, the
"Eyemark" is a much more costly technique and gives no indication of pilot manual activity in the cockpit
as does the cine film.
Often, visual activity recordings can be supplemented by tape recordings of the intercom during flight.
These not only aid in the analysis of the visual record, but can also give an indication of pilot and
crew workload. Voice recordings can directly infcrm the observer of the task difficulty by their content,
or in certain situations, by their quantity and frequency of occurrence. For example if the pilot is
constantly having to use his radio or intercom, it is an indication that his flying task still llot.s .omspire mntal capacity to take on verbai tasks. If these secondary tasks are then interrupted and the pilot
temporarily ceases speaking, it is likely that the primary task of flying has increased in difficulty and
the secondary verbal task has had to be dropped.
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This method of detecting a high workload in a flight situation was the starting point of an investigation
9
by Howells and Rogers and a method of detecting changes in the speech spectrum to indicate stress is now
under development.
CONCLUSIONS
Only by ensuring that the manufacturers and equipment designers are aware of the shortcomings and merits
of existing helicopters and their systems, will it be possible to help future designs to be optimised.
This paper briefly lists some methods which have been used by the Human Engineering Division at
Farnborough to provide this feedback link.
In the past, investigators have tended to be polarised towards either subjective evaluation using
questionnaires etc or objective measures. Rarely have both objective and subjective measures been used
Only by using various subjective and objective measures together will the full picture
simultaneously.
of the helicopter user and his requirements be built up and better future designs ensured.
Copyright O(

Controller HMSO, London, 1978.
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TADRAP: A COMPUTER-AIDED TECHNIQUE FOR
REDUCING AIRCREW TASK ANALYSIS DATA
By
David E. Gobuty, Chief
Human Factors Engineering
Hughes Helicopters
Centinela Avenue at Teale Street
Culver City, California 90230
U.S.A.

SUMMARY
As part of the Human Factors Engineering activity during design of the Hughes Helicopters YAH-64
Advanced Attack Helicopter, a technique has been developed for the computer-aided reduction of aircrew
task analysis data. Called TADRAP, for Task Analysis Data Reduction and Analysis Program, the system begins with the processing of raw data from a classical task analysis which was structured around a
five-tiered pyramidal scheme for mission description. Once coded and keypunched, TADRAP converts
the task analysis data into estimates of operator workload based upon expected task completion time,
plus weighted values representing the complexity factors of action cycle, sensory modality, and task
position. TADRAP facilitates task analysis validation and presents workload data in tabular form.
Future plans include expanding TADRAP routines to provide computer-graphics illustrations of analyzed
mission profiles.

1.

INTRODUCTION

TADRAP, for Task Analysis Data Reduction and Analysis Program, is a FORTRAN computer
program designed to reduce raw aircrew task analysis (TA) data into meaningful numbers. These numbers represent operator workload. The lower the workload, the less demanding is the task on the
operator.
TADRAP was developed to handle the TA effort for Hughes Helicopters' entry into the U.S. Army's
Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) competition, the YAH-64. Hughes' AAH is a twin engine helicopter
featuring a fully articulated rotor system and a tandem crew station arrangement. The pilot occupies
the rear crew station, some 20 inches (508 mm) higher than the copilot/gunner's forward crew station
location. Chosen the winner of a competitive flyoff in late 1976, the YAH-64 is currently in full scale
Phase 2 engineering development.
As a tool in the engineering process, TADRAP calculates and displays an operator workload index.
Knowledge of expected operator workload is valuable to system designers. As workload increases, so
too does system complexity and, perhaps, operator errors. Error frequency is a measure of system
efficiency. Therefore, early knowledge of workload data can have the effect of creating a more simpleto-use-design. As a result, error frequency is lower, and the system is proven more efficient.
In training, TADRAP workload numbers are useful in planning course curricula. Equipments
requiring relatively high workload are those which would benefit from training emphasis. Therefore,
TADRAP data spotlights equipments and operating sequences requiring more thorough training.
For the task analyzer, TADRAP provides a clue concerning candidate tasks for task sharing.
Should TADRAP show that one pilot is highly loaded while the other is idle or moderately busy, an attempt
at dividing labor between the crew members could be considered. The result, where task sharing is
possible, would be a more even distribution of tasks.
The net result of TADRAP workload data, applied early in system design, is a savings of money.
In the first place, time and energy consumed during the initial phases of system design could be concentrated toward increasing operator efficiency. Secondly, training programs could be designed with
insight concerning complexity of the training task itself. A training program might be tailored to provide
greater depth of instruction to high TADRAP-prediced workload tasks. Thirdly, an aircraft system
designed to minimize crew workload could result in greater accuracy and time-on-the-target values.
More efficient use of aircraft systems could result in fewer accidents and savings of increasingly scarce
manpower and material resources.
2.

GOALS

From 0_! beginning, TADRAP was designed with three basic goals in mind. First, TADRAP
should provide computer-calculated values for YAH-64 operator workload based upon a typical mission
scenario. The scenario would also be time based, and together crew workload at any given time during
the "mission" would be available to the task analyzer.
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Second, TADRAP
TA by the analyst could
TADRAP processing of
fatigue and data sorting
analysis information.

should provide a means whereby the inescapable subjective bias brought to the
be controlled. Utilizing the inherent "balancing" qualities of the computer,
raw (manuscript) task analyses should eliminate such subjective problems as
errors which will occur with human processing of multi-thousand entry task

Thirdly, the TADRAP system should provide flexibility to the task analyzer. Without software
changes, TADRAP should allow for changes in the time interval used as a flag for printing routines,
freedom in choosing segments of a mission for TADRAP processing, and relieve the analyst of some of the
mechanical chores associated with TA data interpretation. The TADRAP system developed to date has
met all of these goals.
3.

ASSUMPTIONS

Ground rules were eatablished at the outset of the TA effort to permit machine calculation of workload data. These ground rules, or assumptions, form the frame work around which the TADRAP system
is built.
3. 1 Task Analysis Structure
Basic to TADRAP is a classical TA. The analysis, once structured, was performed by skilled
human factors engineers working with knowledgeable military helicopter aviators.
The TA began with development of a tiered, pyramidal approach to mission description. Beginning
at the most general, at the top of the pyramid, and ending at the most specific, at the bottom of the
pyramid, five TA levels were developed:
1.

Mission

2.

Phase

3.

Segment

4.

Function

5.

Task

Mission. The MISSION describes the overall goal of the system in the configuration being analyzed.
Examples of YAH-64 missions are Anti-Tank and Aircraft Ferry, to name two.
Phase. PHASE divides the mission into its first cut elemental parts. For the YAH-64, typical
phases are: Preflight, Enroute, Engagement, Return, and Postflight, to name five.
Segment. At the SEGMENT level, scenario-dependent events are identified. Examples include:
Start Engines, Fly VFR, Perform Postflight, and Exit Forward Crew Station, to name four.
Function. Segments are divided into one or more FUNCTIONS. Each function identifies a serial
set of tasks which must be further analyzed to completely describe crew activity. Function examples are:
Tune Radio, Adjust Cabin Temperature, and Maintain Altitude, to name three.
Task. Finally, all functions are divided into their sequential TASKS. For TADRAP, the task level
represents the basic unit of operator work. Task examples are: Operate Toggle Switch, Adjust Collective
Control Lever, and Apply Wheel Brakes, to name three.
3.2 Segment Library
Probably the single most important aspect of TADRAP is its ability to produce workload data
structured from the segment level down. TADRAP, in essence, formulates a library of workloadanalyzed mission phase segments. Once a detailed, five-level TA is completed, a task analyst is provided the option of varying the structure of his task analyzed mission by recombining segments in a
different order. In addition, as each new mission is task analyzed, new mission segments are identified.
These segments are then added to the existing library of workload-analyzed segments.
This segment-basic structure of TADRAP provides flexibility and eventually reduces TA effort.
When the library becomes filled with the various wrokload analyzed segments, future TAs need not reach
five levels of complexity. The analyst need only TA to the third level, the segment level, and stop. His
next step would normally be to continue analysis down to the task level. However, with a complete
workload-analyzed segment library, he need only select those segments identified in his three-level TA
from the existing library, and then go directly to TADRAP for workload printout.
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4.

WORKLOAD MODEL

In essence, four facets of a task were determined meaningful for calculation of crew workload.
Therefore, at the task level, comparative workload can be expressed, in part, as a numerical index
equal to the sum of three weighted primary workload determinants - Action Cycle, Sensory Modularity,
and Task Position with weighting factors ranging from one to five. Time is considered a fundamental
Soncomitant of task load, and has the desirable feature of being easily manipulated within an experimental
environment.
It is also one of the easiest variables to measure, assuming that the minimum interval to
be measured is of greater duration than a few seconds. For this reason, it appeared desirable to develop
a crew loading model wherein the validation criteria could be expressed in terms of time limits.
Intuitively the most practical, and therefore the most acceptable approach to developing an analysis
of AAH Crew Workload seemed to require the development of a mathematical model. The model approach
has several desirable features.
Being expressed in mathematical relationships, it is relatively easy to
program the elements for machine processing. Once programmed, it is possible to manipulate the input
data, and derive the effect of changes in crew tasks, function reassignment, and mission reorganization.
A model has one further feature that iq es-cially desirable.
By using a model one can essentially
reduce the workload analysis to a counting procedure for the analyst. In turn, demand upon a limited
manpower base is reduced and the reliability of the analysis is improved by eliminating a certain degree
of subjective judgement.
This, however, does not eliminate all the effects of analyst subjectivity from
the workload conclusions. Input data to the model are all taken from the AAH Crew Task Analysis, and
within the present state-of-the-art TA is stdll largely a matter of expert judgement.
In accordance with the foregoing constraint*, and the practical considerations involved, a TADRAP
Crew Task, Function and Segment Loading Model was developed as summarized in Figure 1. TADRAP
programming was accomplished such that data can be extracted directly from the Task Analysis, input
to TADRAP and the resultant crew workload can be machine displayed for one or more tasks, functions
or segments. One essential characteristic of the model is that in addition to the computational flexibility
provided by any model, the TADRAP model produced loading values which are expressed relative to an
allowable bandwidth of upphr and lower time limits. Thus, a series of tasks or functions can be graphically portrayed as a rising and/or falling band of varying width. The centerline of the band is a line It"
which traces the base time estimate, and a line "tw" which traces the weighted time. The weighted time
"tw" is a unction of inherent task load based upon the parameters of Sensory Modality, Action Cycle and
Task Position (all defined later in the text). The deviation of Itw" from "t" graphically displays either
(or both) the effect of inherent load and/or the "queing" effects of serial tasks.
The particular bandwidth concept described above was incorporated in the TADRAP model for two
reasons. First, all time estimates available within the state-of-the-art are derived from either past
intuitive studies, empirical measurements of specific tasks in past development programs, or generalized estimates such as those of the American Institute for Research (AIR) (1962).
While the AIR studies
are a praiseworthy attempt to develop an index extensible to other programs, they are still highly particularistic. Although the index represents an averaging, or normative approach to data developed on
several different pieces of equipment, it still is considered to be limited in scope of equipment covered,
and possibly somewhat optimistic when applied to an airborne weapon system program. As a rough
estimator, the index is probably "not too bad"; but as a predictor, it's probably "not too good".
It was determined therefore, that to make use of existing time estimates, it would be necessary to
establish some form of confidence limits within which time could vary and still be considered acceptable.
1/ 2
The bandwidth chosen was established as 'It" + (2t)
. For time estimates greater than 10 seconds and
less than 25 seconds, the acceptable bandwidth will be as great at *1/2 sigma and as small as *1/4 sigma.
As time exceeds 50 seconds, the bandwidth limits will approach zero deviation from the estimate.
The second reason for incorporating the bandwidth concept in the TADRAP model was that once the
bandwidth was established for any given event, or series of events, the time data derived from real time
simulation could be immediately accepted if it lay within the bandwidth, or rejected if it lay outside the
bandwidth. This makes it possible to consider a practical method for validating workload data computed
by the TADRAP model.
Based on the foregoing discussion, the TADRAP Crew Task, Function and Segment Loading Model
of Figure 1 satisfies all primary objectives. The model assures reliability in the analysis. It is flexible
enough to allow consideration of different mixes of tasks, functions and segments within a minimum effort.
It is sensitive enough to differences in load to reflect changes at the task level. And finally, it is capable
of validation.
5.

TASK ANALYSIS

The TA forms the basic data source for TADRAP processing of crew workload.
The format of the
TA was engineered with three goals in mind. First, the TA should be complete.
That is to say, it should
be structured in such a way that the task analyst is encouraged to provide detail descriptions of subtask
and gross task elements.
Second, the TA should be designed to reduce task analyst subjective bias.* It is
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Ten designations are used:
The first three represent raw data from the Task Analysis:
1.

t = Estimated task time based on empirical data.

2.

x = The sum of weights given to a task, function or segment considering Action Cycle, Sensory Mode, Task Position.

3.

n = The number of steps in a task, tasks in a function or functions
under evaluation.

The remaining seven are calculated:
4.

w = The calculated weighting factor.

5.

tI

6.

t 2 =The upper limit of the time estimate.

7.

R

8.

t

9.

L c = Calculation of continuous loads at any given point.

10.

w

The lower limit of the time estimate.

The numerical range from t 1 to t 2'
Calculation of weighted time.

L d = Calculation of discrete load at any given point.

*When considering an individual task containing only a single step will always
be equal to x.

Figure 1.

TADRAP task, function and segment loading model.
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fully recognized that TA is a highly subjective art form. However, techniques aimed at reducing the
breadth of subjective interpretation should be designed into the analysis from the beginning. Lastly, the
TA should allow easy conversion of manuscript TA entries into TADRAP keypunch input. Therefore,
once the TA is completed by the professional analyst, reduction of the TA data into TADRAP-meaningful
input can become a clerk function.
5. 1 Form
The Task Analysis Worksheet, illustrated in Figure 2, was developed to satisfy the goals described
above. Briefly, the form contains a heading which identifies the name and TADRAP key numbers for the
mission phase, segment, and function being analyzed. Note that each row on an analysis worksheet
represents one task, and each sheet represents one function. A collection of sheets describe a segment.
All tasks are numbered with a
On the left hand side, the first column contains a task number.
seven digit unique identifier consisting of three digits for the segment, two for the function and two for
the task. The next six columns are reserved for the TADRAP verb, object, modifier (VOM) triad and
their two-character identifiers. In partial fulfillment of the goal to reduce subjective bias, TADRAP
requires the task analyst to force-fit the task being analyzed into a VOM format. The verb describes the
action, the object is the object of the action, and the modifier provides for greater task generalization.
The two character VOM identifiers are utilized by TADRAP in a table look-up routine for subsequent
display.

The following is an example of a VOM triad:

POSITION PO CONTROL CN ROTARY SWITCH RS

TASKAIYLSI

Figure Z.

Task analysis worksheet.

The column headed "0" designates the operator performing the task; whether P (pilot), C (copilot/
gunner), B (both), or E (either). Under "Control/Display" are entered the nomenclature of the control or
the display with which the task is associated, as well as a narrative definition of the control or display
options (such as: ON/STBY/OFF).
In the center portion of the worksheet, a brief narrative description of the crew member's task is
entered in the "Operator Action" column. The "Task Type" column codes whether or not the task is of a
continuous (C) or discrete (D) type. Continuous tasks are those associated with omnipresent crewmernber
activity, such as scanning the flight instruments and operating the flight controls. Discrete tasks refer
to those tasks performed over and above the continuous ones, such as tuning to a specific radio frequency
while in flight. "Feedback" entries indicate the primary sensory modality stimulated as a result of the
The "Stimulus Input" provides for a brief narrative of that act which
task having been completed.
resulted in the present task.
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On the right side of the worksheet, the first four columns are provided for future growth when it
may become possible to predict the criticality of a task response, and describe accuracy requirements
and delay tolerance. The "A/C" column is reserved for the action cycle weighting, chosen from a
standardized list. The next two columns permit entry of weightings for sensory modality ("SM") and
task position ("TP"), also chosen by the analyst from standardized lists. Time estimated necessary to
perform the task being analyzed is chosen from the AIR Data Store (Munger, 1962). The last column
provides room for a narrative comment.
5.2

Action Cycle

The action cycle represents an attempt to define tasks in terms of their subtask elements. A
weighting scale of one to five was assigned to each of the currently identified fifteen action cycles. The
lower the weight, the fewer the subtask steps. Table I identifies the TADRAP action cycles and their
weighting s.
TABLE I.

ACTION CYCLE WEIGHTING

Action Cycle

5.3

Weight

Locate - Act
Locate - Return

I
I

Locate - Act- Return
Locate - Observe - Return
Act - Feedback - Return
Act - Feedback - Act
Feedback - Act - Feedback
Locate - Act - Feedback - Return
Locate - Select - Act - Return
Locate - Observe - Process - Return

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Locate - Act - Feedback - Act - Return
Locate - Select - Act - Feedback - Return
Locate - Observe - Process - Act - Return

3
3
3

Locate - Observe - Process - Act - Feedback - Return

4

Locate - Observe - Process - Act - Feedback - Act - Return

5

Sensory Moelality

The SM column permits the analyst to describe primary sensory modality or modalities utilized by
the operator in performing the task. For example, it is assumed that tasks which require auditory
attention only, such as receipt of a radio message, consume less "energy" as compared to tasks which
require both visual and auditory attention; therefore, tasks of the former type are assigned weights of
one, and of the latter, weights of five. Sensory modality weightings are presented in Table II.
TABLE II.

SENSORY MODALITY WEIGHTING

Sense Mode

5.4

Weight

Auditory

1

Cutaneous

2

Visual

3

Visual and Cutaneous

4

Visual and Auditory

5

Task Position

Changing attention from task-to-task between inside the aircraft and outside the aircraft causes
operator "energy" consumption to increase. This is the premise behind the task position weightings
In selecting a task position weight from the table, the analyst first examines the
presented in Table I.
previous task in the current series. He then concentrates on the task which is the subject of task analysis.
Understanding the position of the current task, with respect to the previous task, he then selects the
appropriate weight from the table.
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TABLE III.

TASK POSITION WEIGHTING

Task Position
Previous Task

5.5

Present Task

Weight

Inside

Inside

I

Outside

Inside

2

Inside and Outside

Inside

3

Inside

Outside

4

Outside

Outside

5

Key Punching

TADRAP input consists of a deck of punched cards containing important elements from the task
analysis. Essentially, each individual card contains data describing one task. To facilitate conversion
of the manuscript task analysis, the worksheet is designed as a keypunch load sheet. Keypunch operators
may directly convert the manuscript analysis to card format without an intermediate step.
6.

TADRAP PROCESSING

The TADRAP system performs four basic functions, using "raw" task analysis data as input.
Next, under control of
First, the data is formatted and stored on a random access peripheral device.
the task analyst, TADRAP searches the data for selected segments. Once a selected segment is located,
Finally, TADRAP displays the resulting
the system calculates task workload and time bandwidths.
analysis by outputting it on a high speed printer. A copy of the analysis is stored in the machine for
future use.
6.1

Variables

TADRAP permits the task analyst to select the report increment, as well as individual segment(s)
from the segment library to be processed.
Report Increment. The TADRAP system computes workload data on a second-by-second basis
However, it may not be desirable to
throughout the entirety of the segment(s) selected for analysis.
print the analysis in second-by-second increments, especially when many segmentq are being processed
at one time. A second-by-second printout of task analysis data may be useful when many short duration
tasks are encountered, in order to provide hardcopy data describing workload on each task. Typically,
however, to save output time and expense, the analyst might select a once-in-five or once-in-ten second
report increment. In this way, noncritical segments, which may consume large amounts of time, do not
consume overwhelming amount of output space. Critical segments may be re-run, at a later date, in a
second-by-second format, as needed.
Segment Selection. Out of the vast library of mission phase segments, an analyst may be interested,
at any one time, in only a limited number. TADRAP allows the analyst to preselect only those segments
of interest for workload analysis.
6.2

Discrete and Continuous Tasks

TADRAP is sensitive to the fact that some tasks performed while an aircraft is in flight are of a
continuous nature, while others are discrete, occurring at specific points throughout a mission. In order
to provide a workload figure that takes into account these important factors, TADRAP is first used to
These
compute workload values for the continuous tasks performed by the two AAH crewmembers.
values, the continuous task load constants, are used in additive fashion during airborne segments in the
Should discrete tasks be performed without the presence of continuous
computation of discrete workload.
tasks, TADRAP avoids adding the continuous load constant, printing instead just the discrete workload
values.
7.

TADRAP OUTPUT

Output from TADRAP currently consists of a workload analysis document produced on a computercontrolled high speed printer. Figure 3 presents a sample of the TADRAP workload analysis format as
well as a key for interpreting the data contained therein.
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KEY
1.

Pilot, Copilot/Gunner and "BOTH" continuous task load constants are displayed.

These

constants are utilized whenever the analysis calls for continuous and discrete tasks to be

performed simultaneously.
run.

Report Increment may be varied with each workload program

NOTE: Due to mechanical constraints, the "cent" symbol () replaces "percent" symbol
(%)on all printouts.
2.

The name of the segment being workload-analyzed on any particular page is printed in
abbreviated form.

3.

Workload analysis printouts are divided into a pilot as well as a copilot/gunner half.

4.

Each workload-analyzed three line portion is separated by a dotted line. The heading
appears on each page and helps to identify information appearing within the portions below.

5.

Each page heading includes the Segment number, Function number, and Function name
being analyzed.

6.

A typical Pilot Workload portion identifies:
a.

The sequential time in which the task appears within the segment being analyzed.

b.

The number of seconds, in parentheses, which the task analyst has assigned in the
task analysis as being required for task completion.

c.

The sequential number of the task as it appears within its function.

d.

A three number, two star grouping which presents, from left to right, the lower
limit of the task time estimate, the calculation of task workload, and the upper limit
of the task time estimate.

e.

The verb, object and modifier which identify the task operation.

f.

A comment providing narrative amplification of the task.

Figure 3. Sample workload analysis format (sheet I of 2).
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KEY (CONT)
7.

A typical copilot/gunner workload portion provides exactly the same information as a
pilot workload portion, but on the opposite side of the page.

8.

A "BOTH" workload portion appears whenever the pilot and copilot/gunner are simultaneously performing the same task. The information presented is identical to that in
a pilot or copilot/gunner portion.

9.

The program computes pilot and copilot/gunner workload for the function as a whole
when the last task within a function has been processed. The printout includes, from
left to right, the time elapsed from the beginning of the segment, the function identification number and its name, pilot and copilot/gunner workload and the time required
for performance of the function.

10.

After processing the last task and function within the segment being workload-analyzed,
the program computes workload values for the segment as a whole.
From left to right,
the total time elapsed from the beginning of the segment is displayed, as are the segment
identification number and its name.
Values for pilot and copilot/gunner workload are
presented with the number of seconds required for segment completion.

Items 6d, 9, and 10 are major significant TADRAP outputs.

Figure 3.

8.

Sample workload analysis format (sheet 2 of 2).

FUTURE PLANS

Current utilization of TADRAP data is limited. Because TADRAP produces workload report documents, instead of graphic representations, a significant portion of analyst time is consumes in data
extraction. Modern techniques utilizing the digital computer as a graph generator are adaptable to
TADRAP.
Currently, each workload analysis run is saved in precisely defined format.
With time, a computer program could be written to cause TADRAP to generate workload-over-time
plots for each crewmember. Reduction of manual plotting chores will permit TADRAP data to be available
to design and training decision makers in a timely and easy to interpret format. When workload data is
available to those in a position to influence system design, improvements in the crew station man-machine
interface will be easier to implement.

9.

REFERENCE
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'-search, Report No. AIR-C43-1/62-RP (2), 31 January 1962.

10.
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UTI LISATION D'UNE MLTIIODIJ 1W BIOSTLEOM [TRiIL DANS
LA C'ONCEPTION D'UN POSTE DE PILOTAGE D'HELICOPTERE
par
A.Coblentz, Y.Deloison. G.lgnazi et J.Prudent
Laboratoire d'Anthropologie et d'Ecologie Humnaine
Universite Rene Decartes
45 rue des Saints-Peres
75 270 Paris Cedex 06
France
-OBJECTIFS

F

DE L'ETUDE

-

Les cabines de pilotage des b~licopt~res franqais furent conques jusqu'en
1975, 5 partir des normes amdricaines r~aumdes sur ia fiche MS. 33575 :"Dimensions,
Basic, Cockpit, Helicopter", 6ditde en juin 1969. Ces normes figuraiant dans is documentation de rdf~rence aussi bien pour ceux qui concevajent lea nouveaux types d'appareils que pour ceux qui lea rdalisaient.
Les Etats-Majors Sinai qua la Direction des Recherchaa Etudes et
Techniques
ont estim6 qua lea normes am~ricainea r~pertoriges dana cette fiche devaient 9tre
adaptdaa, pour des raisons argonomiquas, A is population utilisatrice franqaise. En
effet, une bonne adaptation dimensionnelle du poste de pilotage sux caractiristiques
anthropomdtriques des sujeta appelda A lea occuper contribue A accroltre le confort
d'un poste de travail faisant ddjA l'objet de nombreuses critiques.
La notion d'inconfort peut, en particulier, 3tre illustrge par certains mod~les anciens d'hdlicoptares, dana lesquels, pour compenser l'abs.enca de r~glage du
si~ge, certaina pilotes d'une tailla inf~riaure A 1,70 m. sont obliggs d'installer des
coussins supplfimentaires sur l'assise du si~ge et derri !re leur dos pour atteindre lea
palonniers et lea autres instruments de vol. Il en rgsulte qua le pilotage, sur ce typa d'appareil, et parfois sur d'autres mod~les, plus r~cents, antralne au terme d'un
certain nombre d'heures, variable salon la fr~quence at le type de vol, des douleurs
cervicalas, dorsales at lombaires, stigmatisfies par lea pilotes at confirm~es par lea
Services de Sant6 des Armdes.
Ces douleurs samblant provoqu~es par lea multiples contraintes auxquelles
sont soumis lea pilotes. On y trouva aasoci~es, de mauvaises attitudes en posture assias (hyper extension du cou at asym~trie lige au maniamant concomitant des manches des
pas cyclique at collactif au cours des diff~rentas phases de vol) at des contraintes
mecaniques li~es A l'environnement (vibrations ou trdpidations).
La but de notra 6tuda consistait A d~finir, grace 5 la connaissance des caractfiristiquea anthropom~triques fonctionnelles de la population franqaise de pilotes
d'hfilicopt~res de l'Armie de Terre (ALAT), de nouvalles norvies ergonomiquas d'am~nagement des postes de pilotage adaptdes aux besoins des opgrateurs.
2- DEROULEMENT DE L'ETUDEAu cours d'une premi~re phase, nous nous sommes randus aur 4 bases d'h~licopt~res situaes an des zones gdographiquas diffdrantas. A l'aide des informations recueillies aupr~a des pilotas at de documents bibliographiques, nous avons analys6
-

la fonction de pilotage, le r8le at l'action des commandes de V:ol,
lea conditions d'anvironnamant A bord at lea diff~rentea contraintas du
poste de pilotage pour des apparails de types diffdrents,
lea caract~ristiques de la population utilisatrica

*£ge,
*qualification profeasionnalle dana l'arm~e,
*carsctiristiques biomdtriques.
Au cours d'une deuxiame phase, nous avons rgalis6
un appareil de masure parmettant de relevar. pour chaque point anatomique at pour
chaque point choisi sur le mat~riel 6quipant una maquette du poste de pilotage d'hfilicoptare, lea trois coordonndea X, Y at Z, obtenues dana un sysame piom~trique de
rfrence fixe;
- une maquette de simulation du poste de pilotage, tenant compte des rasultata pr~cgdominant obtenus at int~grant l'ensemble des connaissances ergononiques at dimensionnelles A catte 6tude.
Grace A ce aystame de mesures tridimensionnallas at A la maquette, nous avona
po sonrini lea
u
v~sAriaonspor'atidsfae
es iloretes aujcurts t anas da
puosurior as rag lea vardoniner poratitdsfaie les diffrens au cets det sanys
le
simulation de pilotage d'h~licoptgre.
-

3- POPULATION UTILISATRICE
3.1

-

-

Prasentation des fichantillons servant A dfiterminar lea caract~ristiques anthropom~trigues de la population utilisatrice Le pilotage des halicoptares repraisentant un type tr~s particulier da poste de
travail, nous avona cherch6 A d~finir lea caractgristiques anthropom~triques
de Is population utilisatrice.
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Dans ce but, 54 mensurations ont it
relevges sur un Echantillon
lotes devitus, puis 6quipfis en tenue de vol.
11

faut remarquer que

cet

dchantillon

se trouvait

de

115 pi-

constitug de deux

siries
-

la premit-re, compos~e de 50 pilotes d'h~licoptares, dont Paige mayen 6tait de 30 ans et demi, a 6tfi subdiviade pour des raisons de
mdthodologie, en deux groupes
* Pun constitug de 35 pilotes d'hdlicopt~res aur leaquela aeulea lea mesures biomdtriquaa ont 6t6 relevfies,
*l'autre, formd de 15 pilotessur leaquala lea mesures anthro-

pom~triques furent
simulation
-

ralevdea et qui en plus ont effectug uneI

sur m'aquette;

la seconde, comprend 65 pilotes de l'Armde de P'Air, susceptibles
de piloter des hdcicoptdres, examinds lora d'une prdcddente enqugta effectuge au coura des anndes 1972-1973.

Afin de savoir s'il 6tait possible de rassembler ces deux adries, camposaes en fait de trois groupes, en un 6chantillon jugg reprfisentatif de Ia population des pilates dhglicopt !res, nous avons effectug une analyse statistiqua. Nous avons adopt6 comme mdthode l'analyse de la variance. Cette m~thode
rdpondait A deux finalitds:
- La regroupement des mesures biom~triques individuelles des deux 96ries, pilates d'hdlicoptilres (N - 50) et pilotes d'avions (N - 65),
permettait de d~finir lea caract~ristiques anthropom~triques de
1'C-chant illon.
-

3.2

La comparaison du groups des 15 pilotes ayant effectug une simulation sur maquetta, avec l'ensemble de Is population utilisatrice,
ainsi qua 1'6tude de la rdpartition des mesures biomdtriques individuelles de ces pilotes au samn de catte mima population utilisatr ice.

statistiques par la mdthode d'nalyse de
groupes constituant la population utili1satic
-,

-Comparaisons

1a variance des trois

Pour comparer ces trois groupes, l'anslyse de la variance a port6 sur
mesures biom~triques caractdristiques prdaantges dans be tableau n*1.

lea huit

L'analyse du tableau n*2 fait reasortir qua pour aucune des huit meaures biomdtriques 6tudiges, la valeur du F de Sn~d,&cor ne se r~v~le significative. Cette observation permat d'affirmer Is similitude des trois groupes qui
peuvent donc 8tre rassembida en un saul 6chantillon.
Las 115 sujets de l'6chantillon ainsi formg reprasentaient un effectif statistiquement suffisant pour donnar une image rielle de la population
concarnee.
3.3

biomdtrigues de la population utilisatrice -

-Caractfiristigues

3.3.1

-

Mes.,res biomatriaiues at

techniglue de masuras

Certaines mensurations ant itg relevaas en utilisant lea techniques
habituelles de l'anthropomgtria. L'homogdnditg de Ia mathode de mesure a permia ainsi de rendre ces meaures comparables aux donnaas franqaises at 6trangaras recuaillies antfiriaurement.
A ces mensurations traditionnelles s'ajoutait un certain nombre de
mesures originales qui reprdsentaient un ensemble de donndes complgmentaires indispensables au but par iculier de cette 6tude.
3.3.2

-Choix

-

des

mensurations

Ce choix a parmis

Sur. le aujet dev,6tu
*de caractdriser biomatriquement Is population utibisatrice
at an particulier de daterminer Is longueur des chainons
interarticulaires,
*d'apporter lea donnges nacessaires A 1'glaboration de b'6quipement individual,
*d'6valuer l'fivolution anthropomatrique probable, au terme
d'une dacannie, de la population des pibotes d'habicontares.

-

Sur Ze aujet

5quipI

de praciser l'encombrement
*de connaltre lea distances

du sujet dana son paste de travail,
at lea hauteurs fonctionnabbes

d'atteinte.
A partir de ces
67 informations
*33 sur
*34 sur

54 mensurations salactionnaes, nous avons
biomitriques dont
le sujet devPatu,
be sujet 6quip6.

recueilli
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1733.580

56,58

927.36

30.02

15

923,06

24.31
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24,45

3u,
35

3

Distance acromln - sige IredresL,) ...

65

1,4

27,0

3

517.06

26.25

15

Distance acreton - 6picondyle .........

65

322.2

16.8

35

327.8B

18.68

is

316.20

13,27

Distance 6picondyle - styloide radiale .

67

263,7

17,2

267.17

12.38

15

261,68

12,85

Distance condyle fdmoral externe points de la nali~ole enterne .........

65

434,5

18,1

35

432.C

21,82

15

421,33

20.85

- Distance E.I.A.S. gauche - sol .........

65

990,3

43.2

35

993.06

50.02

15

972,13

46.09

*n
f

a

nombre de sujets.
noyenne du groupe.
6cart-type

: PRESENTATION DES PARAMETRES STATISTIOUES CONCERNANT
HUIT MESURES BIOMETRIQUES CARACTERISTIQUES.

Tableau n*1

Ueprdn

Nobre de
sujets

CARACTERES

c

[err

n1uyr
rup,

tlepr
dS
licert
]iiertt

65

35

15

3 - 1
2

32,96

115
15

Stature .....................

65 .35
115

3 - 1
2

36
116

15

3 - 1
2

65 * 35 * 15
119

3 - 1
2

.

65 * 35 * 15
115

3 - 1
2

.

65 * 23 * 15
103

Taille asis (dredss i

.....

Distance eurenan-sige
..................
(redress
Distance acroion-picondyle
(redresa) ..................
Distance 6picondyle - stylo de radiale ...............

Distance condyle fdrreralexterne - pointe nallela et..

65 * 35 * 15
119

.

65 * 35 - 15 ee1.......................... 115

Distance E.I.A.S. gauche -

Tableau n*2

Rapport F de
SnteCor at,

des groupes

sauil de 0,09

76,11

F (2.112) • 0,42

n.s.

1.00

n.e.

0.63

n.,.

0.26

na,

2.94

n.m.

115 - 3

Roids .......................

659

Carr noyen
Iirtrleur

112

31 4,39

115 - 3
112

3190.75

F (2.112)

546.74

116 - 3
113

872.3?

F (2.113)

183.19

115 " 3
112

694,20

F (2.1123

783.12

115 - 3
112

266,74

F (2,112)

3 - I
2

157.93

103 - 3 "
100

123.42

F (2.100)

*

1.28

n..

3 - 1
2

1856.97

115 - 3
112

315.08

F (2.112)

*

2.74

n.e.

2474,12

115 - 3
12

2091,49

F (2.112)

1.16

hn.e.

3 - I
2

'

*

ETUDE BIOMETRIQUE COMPARATIVE DES TROIS GROUPES DE
PILOTES, EFFECTUEE PAR LE TEST DE SNEDECOR.
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3.3.3

-

Princi~aee

nsuratio

dgiisn

1'encombrement du suietss!is

Nous avons aglectionni A ilint~rieur de la liste des mensurations,
celles qui apparaissaient comme les plus reprfsentatives de Vencombrement de l'homme assis. Ce. mesures principalesnous ont permis, A
partir de diverse. attitudes fonctionnelles adoptfies par le sujet
assis, de sch~matiser, sous forme de volumes d'encombrement, les diff~rents filfments segmentaires du corps humain (Cf. figure nlI).

51
Mesure

noj/
4

-

50 -

Taille assia redress4
Longueur maximale de la tate

I''

51 - Largeur de Ia t6te/

33

-

39
40

-

38

-

26

-

-

14 -

Largeur des fipaules
Profondeur du thorax
Profondeur de l'abdomen

4

Largeur coude A coude
Distance ol~crane - articulation
.mtacarpo--pha langienne
Hauteur coude - sage
4

Hauteur acromion - sage
Largeur des fesss assis
Longueur fesses - genoux:

9
36

-

20

-

37

-

41
21

-

Largeur des deux genoux non serr~s
Epaisseur des cuisses (1/3 supgrieur)
creux poplit6
Longueur fesses

16

-

Hauteur genoux

-

//''/

~

'

-sol

18 - Hauteur creux poplit6 - so!
43 - Longueur du pied

46
47

-

Largeur du pied
Hauteur mall~ole externe

-

.01.

Figure n*1

4

-METIIODE

PRINCIPALES MENSURATIONS DEFINISSANT
L'ENC0O4BREMENT DU SUJET ASSIS.

-

La m~thode utilis~o P consist6, grace A un relev6 de coordonnfies tridimensionnelles (A, Y, Z) de points anstomiques d'uno part at do commandos d'autre part, a
ddcouper 1'espace sn une strie do planis horisontaux, salittaux at frontaux dont P'ensemble reconstitue Ie volume rfel dons loquol sont situios leosaires d'atteintss extrimos at pr~firentielles des smubros supiriours at infirieurs.
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Figure n*2

SITUATION RELATIVE DE L'OPERATEUR ET DES AXES SERVANT
DE REFERENCE AUX SERIES DE PLANS
- TRANSVER$AUX,
SAGITTAUX,
(AD

=ACROMION

FRONTAUX.
DROIT - AG

=ACROMION

GAUCHE).

xx

I,,

SI.

4AD

Figure n*3

:ZONES D'ATTEINTES EXTREM~ES ET D'ACTIVITE PREFERENTIELLE
PASSANT PAR UN PLAN TRANSVERSAL SITUE A 10 CM. AU-DESSUS
DE L'ACROHION.
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Zone d etteintes *xtrema,

~Zone

46

daectivitd prefirqenjolle

2U

II

-4'

-61

Figure n*4 :ZONES D'ATTEINTES EXTREMES ET D'ACTIVITE PREFERENTIELLE
PASSANT PAR UN PLAN SAGITTAL SITUE A 10 CM.DU PLAN DE SYMETRIE.

CZone dottintes uetibnwe
SZone d'ectivjt6 pti4renteje

2j

3,z

........
....

AA

y

2

.......

Figure n*5: ZONES D'ATTErNTES EXTREMES ET DACTIVITE PREFERENTIELLE
PASSANT PAR UN PLAN FRONTAL SITUE A 30 CM.EN AVANT DE L'ACRONION.

-

Plansa transversaux
horlizontaux
FIGURE n*6

EMBRE SUPERIEUR

-9-

Plans sagittaux
verticaux

Plans frontaux
verticaux

SUBDIVISION TRIDIMENSIONNELLE DE L'ESPACE
DE TRAVAIL D'UN OPERATEUR ASSIS.

22m

Figure n*7

SYSTEHE DE ?4ESURES STEREOMETRIQUES.
(LE CHASSIS ET LE SYSTEME DES CHARIOTS).
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4.1

-

atdriel
4.1.1

permettant le

-Systame

relev6 des

mesures st~r~omitrigues-

de mesures st~r~om~triques

Afin de connattre Ia position dans l'espace d'un point fixe, ou Ia pos ition a un moment donng d'un point mobile, nous avons r~alis6 un appareil permettant d'obtenir rapidement et directement des coordonn~es tridimensionnelles.

de Z'cwpareil

-Description

Cet appareil
-

(Figure n*7

ci-avant)

est

constitu6

d'un chassis mgtaii uE mat~rialisant les arates d'un cube de deux
matres de co8te. Trois faces de ce cube sont concr~tis~es par des
panneaux pleins :le premier constitue Ia base du cube, les deux
autres panneaux sont verticaux et perpendiculaires entre-eux; uls
constituent l'arriare et le c8t6 gauche de l'appareil.
A l'intirieur de ce volume, d~limitant un r~f~rentiel, tous lea
points sont idantifiablas en coordonn~es tridimansionnelles.
d'un svst~rne de mesure compreat
.2 toises parall~les aitudes entra lea deux ar~tas sup~rieurea latirales parmattent lea lectures des masures postgro-antgriaures
salon l'axe X'X,
*I toise placge parpandiculairement entre lea deux pr~c6dantes permet una lecture selon l'axe Y'Y, at
toisa mobile varticale port~e par un syst~ma de chariots, permet une masure selon l'axe Z'Z.
*le syst~me des chariots permet, en amenant 1'extrgmitg inf~rieure
de la toise verticale "au contact" du point A cotar, de lire directemant lea coordonn~es X,Y,Z. Ii eat constitug de daux 616ments:
- un petit chariot portant Isa toise verticale, cette derni~re
fournit una lecture directe de la coordonn~e Z
Ca petit chariot
mobile se d~placa sur des rails mat~rialisant
?'axe Y'Y. Nous
obtenons ainsi une lecture diracte de Ia coordonn~a Yo (Figure
n*8) .0
lea rails de ce petit chariot constituent lea 6lments d'un second chariot qui se d~place dana le sens ant~ro-post~rieur,
soit selon l'axe X'X. La position de ce second chariot parmet
de connaltra Ia coordonn~e X 0(Figure n*8).

xx

Figure n*8

-

z

LE SYSTEME DES

x

CHARIOTS

Syst~me geom~trigue de r4f~rence
Un systame de coordonn~es tridimensionnelles permat de connaitra Ia
position de tous lea points situgs dans la volume d~terminfi par l'appare il.
Nous avons choisi un syst~me d'axes trirectanglas (Figures n*9 et 10)
dont I'origine 0 se situe en arriara et en haut du plan sagittal de
I'appareil, c'est-A-dire que
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la coordonn6e X0 de lsaxe X'X pracise la position postgro-antfirjeure du point cotre Par construction, les valeurs de X0sont toujours
posit ives;0

la caordonnde Y0 de l'axe Y'Y prdcise Ia position droite, gauche
ou sagittale de ce point. Par convention nous ayons choisi Y0n~gatif du catfi droit du sujet assis dana I'appareil.0
Ces deux axes OX et Y'Y sont donc perpendiculaires et situls dens un
plan horizontal. L'axe Z'Z eat perpendiculaire Alce plan. La coordonnae Z0mesure Ia "hauteur" du point. Les valeurs de Z0sont toujours
positives par construction (Figure n*10).
-

Figure n09
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pilotes pouvaient, grace A la multiplicit6 des raiglages, rechercher lea
conditions d'exlcution optimales et 51fl51 d~finir de fa4;on subjective
leur meilleure position de confort.
Signalons 6galevment que nous avions fixg, par convention, l'angle form6
par l'horizontale et 1'azimut z~ro A 250 (Cf. Figures n*12et 13), &fin
de posslder un replre fixe velable pour l'ensemble des pilotes. En effet,
tous lea filfments du poste 6tant riglables, indfipendaument lea uns des
autres, aucun ne pouvait noun servir de r~ffrence. II nous a Peru plus
simple et plus satisfaisant d'amener le centre de vision des pilotes
sur un axe virtuel commun A tous et parfaitement dlfini.
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Figure

0

n II

VUE D'ENSEMBLE DES DIFFERENTS FI.FNENTS
COMPOSANT LA IAQUETTE DU POSTE DE PILOTAGE.

Figure n*12
REPRESENTATION SUIR LA VUE
IE PROFIL D'UN PILOTE, DE
L'ANCLE D7 VISION HORIZONZERO DE 250.
TALE -AZIMUTH

Figure n*13
VUlE DE FACE REPRESENTANT L'ALIGNEMENT DU
CENTRE DE VISION DlU PILOTE (C.V.P.) AVEC
LE PANNEAU INCLINE SERVANT DE REFERENCE
DANS LA DETERM~INATION DE L'ANGLE DE VISION HORIZONTALE -AZIMUTH
ZERO DE 250.
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4.2

-

esures stirdom~trigues-

4.2.1

de Ia maS!uettt e: diffferent s r6Slagst

-Utilisation

Dana un premier temps. le sujet en tenue complate de vol s'installait
dans Ia maquette et, grace aux difffrentes possibilit~a de riglages,
modifiait les divers 616ments du poste en fonction de sa morphologic
et de son appr~ciation personnelle du confort. Ces rfiglages 6taient
exficutfis par un opgrateur. our lea conseils du pilote et dons l'ordre
suivant:
- fixation des harnais de sficuritfi,
- riglage du siage en hauteur et d'avant en arribre par rapport aux
palonniers, afin de possfider une assise et une position de jambes,
conf or tab les,
- riglage des palonniers en hauteur et inclinaison des n~dales, leur
course 6tant appr~ciae par le sujet (Cf. Figure nI15),
- riglage du champ visuel :I'ensemble siage-palonniers 6tant ensuite
diplac6 dans le but d'amener le centre de vision du pilote sur l'axe
horizontale-azimuth z~ro de 25*,
- v~rification des r~glages du si~ge par rapport aux palonniers, compte
tenu du dgplacement pr~c~dent,
- riglage du manche du pas collectif (Cf. Figure n*16),
-

rfiglage du manche du pas cyclique

(Cf.

Figure n*14).
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PROJECTION DANS UN PLAN SAGtTTAL DES POSITIONS EXTREMES
DUi DEBATTEMENT DUi MANCHE DUiPAS COLLECTIF, PRAFYOSEES PAR
LES 15 PILOTES.

LES POSITIONS SONT1

CONSTRUXTES A PARTrR D'U' P.R.S. COMMUtN AUIX 15 PrLOT'S.

Dana un deuxi~me temps, nous avans relevd une eairie de isesuresa yant
pour but de dfifinir, d'une part lea rfiglages effecti,6a par I*asujet,
lea positions, lea courses, lea d6battements des diftfirents filiments
du poste de pilotage, et d'autre part d'apprficier 1'encombrement du
sujet A ce paste de travail.

SP.R.S.

Point de r~fdtanca du sibge.
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4.2.2
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-EXEMPLES

AV.

SCI1EMAS ILLUSTRANT LES POINTS MESURES PAR LA METEODE
STEREOMETRIQUE.

DE RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX-

Afin dillustrer les possibilitfs de la mgithode stfir~om~trique, nous donnons
ici lea reprfisentatione graphiques conhtruites A psrtir des rfsultats expgrimentaux
et illuetrant deux cap particuliers
celle du aujet Ie plus petit et cells du sujet
is plus grand, rencontrfis dane notre fichantillon.
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VUE SLJPERIEURE DU POSTE DIEPILOTAGE
19 PRS

Planche de synth~se

Point de r~f~rence

Sujets th~criclues 5%, SM0%.11
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11 faut inister sur le fait que ces sujets th~oriques ant itg respectivement constituis de la somme des 616ments anatomiques segmentaires 5%, 50%
et Q5% composant le corps bumain (buste, cuisse, jambe, pied, bras, avant-bras,
main, hauteur des yeux et taille
du su,et assis redressiS, puis relich6). Dans
ces conditions, le sujet th~arique 5% (1,64 mn.) est plus petit que le sujet
r~eI reprfisentant le 56me percentile de la stature (1,66 mn.); Is sujet thgorique 95% (1,87 in.) eat plus grand que is sujet r~el reprasentant Is 951lme percentile de Is stature (1,85 mn.).
Le princips de ces constructions thaoriques permet de couvrir toutes
lea possibilitils de combinaisons des aI1inents sepmentaires, quelle que soit Ia
valeur des percentilages. En effet, il exists toujours des diffgrences interindividuelles. Ainsi par exemple, pour des individus de mine stature, Is rep-
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port entre ia hauteur du buste et Is longueur du membre infirieur n'est pas
constant; lea uns peuvent avoir un petit busts et des membres inf~rieurs relativenent longs; d'autres peuvent avoir un grand buste et des meiabres inf~rieurs
relativement courts.
Les sujets thgoriques 5% et 95% d~terminent donc lea Zimites inf,6rieure
et auzriezure des diverses possibilit~s r~elles et th~oriques des combinaisons
entre lea divers 6l6ments anatomiques et qui peuvent ainsi reflfiter lea variations des rapports corporels.
De plus, nous avona 6td amends A 6tudier pour ce poste particulier de
travail et les postures qu'il impose, is variabilit6 des anqles de confort
(ou pl~us exactement de moindre inconfort) des segments interarticulaires. Ces
angles pricisent lea attitudes des pilotes et permettent de diterminer leurs
zones d'atteintes.
6.2

des rfisultats

-Prisentation

-

Les fiches techniques figurant ci-avant repr~sentent la synthise de
cette 6tude. Nous pr~sentons sur lea figures n'20, 21, 22, 23 et 24, lea dispositions relatives des commandes de vol et du siage itudifies en fonction
d'une visibilitg minimale de 25* dana l'axe pilote.
Ces fiches sont pr~aent~es de is faqon suivante
- Pro
2etion dans Ze 2Z! de
gmtjie du aidgE d

piote

A partir de l'ensemble des meaures caract~risant lea sujets petits
5%, moyens 50% et grands 95%, nous avons d~fini un posts de pilotage
adaptd 1 chacun de ces suiets thfioriques (figures n*20, 21 et 22).
La figure n023 prdaente la conception du poste de pilotage adaptable
A 90% de la population utilisatrice.

La figure n*24 pr6sente en vue sup~rieure la conception du posts
adaptable A 90% de la population utilisatrice.

7

-CONCLUSIONS

-

Les problames posga par la r~alisation d'un posts d'activitg aussi comnplexa que le posts de pilotage d'un hglicopt ?re sont multiples. Nous venons de mettre en 6vidence comment, par lea moyens d'une mnithode de biostgirfomfitrie, il nous
avait 6t6 possible d'apporter aux ing~nieurs de conception at aux constructeurs,
lea 616ments qui, compte tenu des impgratifs biomfitriques at techniques leur permettraient de ripondre aux besoins de oficuritAi at de confort de ce posts de travail
particulier.
Au-delA de cet exemple, ii eat bon de retanir que si l'on veut aborder
Z'd5tude dynamique de l'utilisation d'un posts de travail, quel qu'il soit, il s'avare n~cessaire d'aller au-dell de la simple description atatiatique de is morphologic
et de is connaissanca du volume d'encombrement de l'utiliaateur potentiel. L'ernploi
de Is m~thode stirgom~trique constitus un progras en ce sans.
Lorsqu'on utiliase la m~thode traditionnelle de meaurs anthropom~triquesI
A laide des instruments habituels (toise, pied A coulisse, c~phalomatre, ruban mitrique,....) les dimensions soot releve-es indA-pendamnent lea unas des autres, at il
n'est-j~imais possible de priciser laura positions relatives dana l'eapace. Aprzes
que le calcul des principales caract~ristiques at lea d~veloppements corrglationnels
aient dt 6tablis, l'exploitation et l'interprfitation na portent qua sur des valeurs
num~riques brutes St non sur des segments orientis dana l'espace.
En utilisant ls sysame de r~firence simple, que reprfisente un triadre
trirectangle, lea points de repAres anatomiquas ne sont plus indapandants lea una
des autres et ii suffit d~s lora de dfiterminer lea trois coordonnfies (X, Y', Z) de
chacun des points anatomiques retanus.
L'utilisation de la gaomatrie analytique pour traiter mathfimatiquement
lea donnges tridimensionnelles, permet is r~solution de nombreux problamas, ce qui
augments considairablamant Ia richasse de 1'exploitation des donnfies. En affet, lea
coordonn~es relevfies par catte m~thode peuvent fournir de nombreuses dfiterminations
qu'il serait difficile, voire impossible d'obtenir autrament. C'est le cas an particulier:
- des disetances entre points anatomiques et lea dispositions pricises dana l'espace
de chaque segment, pour un geste donnfi,
- des distances entre points anatomiques et lea plans dfifinia par trois autras points
d'un segment anatomique,
- las angles entre droites joie~nant deux points qualconques qu' elles aiant ou non
un point commun,
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l'angle entre une droite et un plan,
- l'angle foru6 par deux plans, etc ...
Au total, I. relevg des masuras stdr~oo~triques, A condition qu'il soit
lee
associ6 a un type d'exploitation approprid, trouve certainaslant sa place parmi
rdpondre
mdthodes actuellas d'gtude de poste de travail. On peut, en opdrant ainsi,
aux principales pr~occupations des bureaux d'6tudes qui doivent, en permanence, de
recherchar des coinprollis entre lea contraintes techniques li~es A 1'61aboration
des
postes de travail de plus en plus complexes et lea impfiratifs biomficaniques
utilisateurs.
-
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AN ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER PILOT CONTROL BEHAVIOUR AND WORKLOAD DURING INSTRUMENT FLYING TASKS
by
J. Smit
P.H. Wewerinke
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
Amsterdam
The Netherlands
SUMMARY
During helicopter instrument hover- and navigation (tracking) tasks a number of flight data, physiological measures and subjective ratings were collected. Mathematical models were used to describe and
analyze the pilot's control behaviour and attentional workload. The optimal control model seems to offer
a suitable framework for the description of control tasks as complex as helicopter instrument flying. A
control effort model, which was formulated in terms of the optimal control model, describes the relationship between performance and attention paid to the task. The physiological variables and subjective
ratings in general reflected the variations in control effort connected with the various tasks.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Apart from the stresses connected with military helicopter operations, as there are: perceived threat,
time stress, discomfort by heat, vibration, protecting clothes etc., there is an attentional workload, inherent to the control of a helicopter. The flight characteristics of an unstabilized helicopter during
certain mission phases require a fair amount of control effort from the pilot. This certainly interferes
with other duties assigned to the pilot. In order to be able to predict mission effectiveness it is therefore mandatory to have insight in the complex interactions of the various workload constituents and mission performance.
This paper describes an exploratory experiment in which task analysis methods and workload estimation
techniques were used to assess the potential of these methods in the case of complex control tasks.
With respect to the description and the analysis of a task it is desirable to formulate the functioning of the pilot in terms commensurate with those used for the description of the other elements of the
complex man-machine system. The resulting conceptual framework can serve two purposes. Firstly, it can be
used as a diagnostic tool. This concerns the analysis of experimental results and the "explanation" of
system characteristics. The influence of human operator characteristics on total system performance can be
estimated. Secondly, the framework can be used to predict the behaviour of systems in the design stage and
to give an insight in the complex interactions between the various system elements. A promising contribution in this respect is provided by the state space optimization-, estimation- and decision theory. The
mathematical model of pilot controlling based on these concepts is known as the optimal control model
developed by Kleinman and Baron (Refs I and 2).
A control effort model formulated in terms of the optimal control model has been developed by
Wewerinke (Ref. 3). This model offers the possibility to estimate the trade-off between system performance
and workload (equivalent with invested effort). Another approach is the use of physiological measurements
and subjective ratings to obtain an estimate of the pilot's state in terms of level of arousal, signs of
stress responses, perceived workload-level etc. The objective of the experiment was to analyze control
behaviour and to estimate the attentional workload connected with the performance of tasks of different
levels of difficulty. For this purpose it was decided to choose instrument flying tasks, although instrument flying is not a standard part of the task inventory of the type of helicopter used in this experiment.
The advantage of the use of instrument flying tasks is that it offers the possibility to describe the
pilot's input in terms of displayed variables. This would be much more difficult to accomplish with the
use of outside world information. The description of the pilot's input as attained and the synchroneous
measurement of relevant flight data, pilot's control behaviour, subjective ratings and physiological
variables offered the opportunity to analyze the data in a multi-variate way. This potentially renders a
more appropriate kind of representation of the complex interactions occurring with realistic in-flight
conditions than an uni-variate approach.
2.

METHOD
Experimental program

Four military pilots participated in the experiment. An instructor-pilot acted as safety pilot. The
pilots had only little helicopter instrument flying experience (they had an average flying experience of
1200 hours of which 60 hours instrument flying). The Alouette III helicopter used was modified and
equipped for the instrument flying tasks and for the measurement and recording of the relevant flight- and
physiological parameters. Figures 1 and 2 show the modified instrument panel and the position of the crew.
The tasks to be performed were an instrument hover flight of approximately 3 minutes duration and two navigation (tracking) tasks. The hover task comprised stabilizing the helicopter at a height of 600 ft AGL
with minimal horizontal velocities. The aircraft attitude angles were displayed on a three-axis attitude
director indicator, ADI, as shown in figure 1. The horizontal velocity components were presented via the
flight director roll and pitch bars of the ADI. For instance, an "up" position of the pitch bar designated
a backward velocity, a "left" position of the roll bar a lateral velocity to the right. For all ADI indicators the "fly-to" principle was applied. The deviation from the prescribed height was displayed via a
vertical pointer at the left side of the ADI instrument. A height error indication of two dots corresponded
with a height error of 100 ft.
The instrument navigation (tracking) tasks consisted of flying along a track (defined by an Inertial
Navigation System output) with an indicated airspeed of 60 kts, at a prescribed height of respectively 600
and 150 ft AGL and minimizing the deviations from this track as indicated by the flight director roll bar
of the ADI. Full deflection of the bar corresponded with a cross track deviation of 200 ft. The sensitivity
of the height error indicator for the low level navigation was set at 60 ft height error for a deviation of
two dots, for the navigation at 600 ft it was the same as for the hover task (100 ft). By including the low
level navigation task it was intended to induce a higher attentional workload, forcing the pilot to a
tighter height control.
A standard sortie (of approximately 30 minutes) consisted of two hover tasks (of 3 min.) and the two
navigation tasks (of 5 min.). The visual navigation to and from the trial area served as a low-workload
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reference task for the evaluation of the physiological responses.
Measurements

All performance measures (aircraft attitudes, velocities, positions with respect to the desired
track, height), physiological measures and aircraft control positions were recorded digitally and processed with the aid of a digital computer. The following physiological variables were derived from the
recorded dat.:
Sfleart rate, the instantaneous heart rate, derived from the measured time intervals between successive
ventricular contractions (R-waves of the cardiogram) expressed as beats per minute
• Heart rate root mean square successive difference (RMSSD); this is a heart rate variability descriptor
which takes into account the trend of mean heart rate and minimizes its effect by considering the
observation order through difference scores (Ref. 4)
N-I
RMSSD =

(Xi+ I - X) /(N-2)

i= 1

• Heart rate average band power, ABP, in the frequency band .06 to .21 Hz. Average band power refers to
the area under the power spectral density curve between these frequencies. It represents the contribution of the autonomic processes which regulate the blood pressure (vascular regulation) to the total
heart rate variability (Ref. 5).
* Respiration frequency, the number of inhalations per minute.
* Skin resistance level, SRL, the mean value of the slowly changing resistance as measured between two
electrodes attached to the subjects left foot. The low-pass filtered resistance signal is transformed to
a conductance measure, SCL, expressed in units of conductivity (pMho).
. Skin resistance response, SRR, the rapid fluctuations of the skin resistance signal. As a measure of SRR
the standard deviation of the high-pass-filtered skin resistance signal was taken.
Subjective ratings were collected after each flight segment from the safety pilot (effort rating on a
non-adjectival rating scale) and from the evaluation pilot (effort ratings, demand ratings and controllability and precision ratings, see table 1). Control activity measures (RMS values) were derived from the
recordings of longitudinal and lateral cyclic control inputs (6e and 6a), tail rotor pedal control inputs
(ar) and collective pitch control inputs (CP).
As an overall performance measure, the index "J" was calculated from the recorded display parameters:
Jhover = (RMS h/hL)2 + (RMS vh/vhL)2
Jnav

= (RMS h/hL)

2

2

+ (RMS Y/yL)

wherein: h is the height deviation, vh is the horizontal velocity vector (composed of the longitudinal and
lateral velocity) and y is the cross-track deviation. These scores are weighed by their corresponding display limits (denoted by the subscript L). J is analogous to the cost functional of the optimal control
model, this performance criterion is assumed to be minimized by the pilot (denoting his control strategy).
Mathematical models
For the analysis of the complex control tasks and for the formulation of control effort involved, a
theoretic framework was chosen provided by the state space optimization-, estimation- and decision theory.
It consists of several submodels, corresponding with pertinent human operator characteristics (functions).
One submodel describes the way in which the operator will process the information available to him, to
generate an estimate of the system state. This can be associated with an internal representation of the
task (internal model) and allows a systematic investigation of a variety of information processing aspects.
Combined with a submodel for human control behaviour, this model is known as the optimal control model,
OCM (Ref. 1). It can be used to describe multivariable linear control situations and, because it is formulated in the time-domain, it can deal with time varying processes. The model is based on the assumption
that the well-motivated, well-trained human operator will act in a near optimal manner subject to his inherent limitations and constraints and the extent to which he understands his task. The model can be considered as normative because it formulates the human control behaviour as it should be, given the human
limitations and the task situation. The following human limitations are dealt with in the model:
1. The various internal time delays associated with the processing of information. These are represented
by a lumped equivalent perceptual time delay r, which has been found to be relatively constant
(0.20 sec).
2. The various sources of human randomness are represented by errors in observing system outputs and executing control inputs by including observation noise and motor noise.
Other human operator related parameters which have to be assumed in the model are:
The objectives of the task (instructions) resulting in an optimal control strategy (minimizing a cost
functional).
The overall level of attention dedicated to the task. The optimal (minimal cost functional) allocation of
attention among the various displayed variables is assumed (computed) in the model.
The following task characteristics are formulated in the model:
the helicopter dynamics
the disturbance environment (moderate atmospheric gust)
the information available to the pilot to perform the task (via the flight instruments).
The displayed information is for the hover task: pitch, roll and heading (angles and rates), horizontal
velocity vector and acceleration, height error and vertical velocity. For the navigation tasks: pitch-,
roll- and heading angles and rates, cross-track deviation, height error, forward-, vertical- and lateral
velocity. The pilot's control strategy is assumed to be such that a cost functional is minimized. The
weightings of the cost functional are selected on the basis of allowable deviations or limits: each variable which is included in the cost functional is normalized by the inverse of the limit. Values for the
limits of the displayed guidance variables (horizontal velocity and height error for the hover task, and
cross-track deviation and height error for the navigation tasks) are taken equal to the display limits.
Values for the limits of attitude angles and control deflections are determined partly from structural
limitations and partly from a knowledge of pilot preferences and task instructions. For a more detailed
description of the models and assumptions the reader is referred to the literature (Refs 6 and 7).
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Based on the fore-going, performance scores of the variables of interest are obtained using digital computer programs. These model predictions are compared with the experimental results.

For a complete description and prediction of human operator behaviour and its influence on system
reliability also the aspect of human controller's effort should be incorporated (apart from system performance). Because the pilot is highly adaptive, system performance will be maintained over a wide range
of task difficulty. But the effort invested by the pilot may vary considerably. In this context a control
effort model is developed in terms of the afore-mentioned optimal control model parameters. The model
predicts a workload index (control effort) based on the overall level of attention and the sensitivity
of task performance (cost functional, J) to the momentary attention paid by the subject. This model has

been shown to correlate very well with subjective effort ratings for a wide range of single-axis control
tasks (Ref. 3).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total number of 24 sorties were flown by the evaluation pilots. (Pilots A, B, C and D flew respectively 9, 7, 5 and 3 sorties.) During the familiarization trials it became obvious that especially the
instrument hover task was very difficult to perform for most of the pilots. Sometimes the safety pilot had
to interfere because of too large deviations from the prescribed flight conditions (height error, horizontal velocities, vertical speed).
Physiological measures and subjective ratings
The values of the physiological measures and subjective ratings, averaged over the four subjects are
shown in table 2. (The results are given in more detail in reference 8.) In order to normalize the various
measures and make them comparable between the four tasks, a conversion was carried out in which every
value was related to the sortic mean and expressed as a deviation percentage score. The means and standard
deviations (averaged over runs and pilots) of these deviation percentage scores are also given in table 2.
For the case of comparison with the other measures the deviation percentage scores for the heart rate
variability measures (RMSSD and log average band power) are reflected. So, high values of these scores
correspond with a relative suppression of the heart rate variability. The relatively large inter- and
intra individual variability of some of the measures is reflected in the large standard deviations. To
test the significance of the observed differences between the four tasks of the mean values of the deviation percentage scores, multiple comparisons were made. (Duncan's New Multiple Range test.) The results of
the multiple comparisons are given in table 3.
It can be concluded that the physiological measures (except the skin resistance measures) and the
subjective ratings reflected the differences between the tasks considered (visual navigation, instrument
navigation ard instrument hover) with respect to the required level of attention and effort. There was no
indication of any influence of the lower height above the terrain (150 ft) during the low navigation
trials in terms of emotional reactions connected with perceived risk. Probably, the presence of a safety
pilot was, in this respect, quite reassuring. Of the physiological measures the heart rate variability
scores (RMSSD and log ABP) did discriminate best between the various tasks (yielded the highest difference
scores). Also the various subjective ratings did discriminate very well between the tasks, which is of
course not so surprising, considering the range of the tasks in terms of effort and demand.
Results of a multi variate analysis
In this experiment data were collected and processed of which, for a multi-variate analysis, the following variables, classified into four groups, were chosen:
- physiological measures . heart rate
RMSSD
log ABP
respiration frequency
skin conductance level
skin resistance response
- the overall performance index (J)
- subjective ratings
. safety pilot rating
effort rating
demand rating
- control activity

indicators

. longitudinal cyclic control activity (a6

e
lateral cyclic control activity (06)
directional (pedal) control activity (06
collective pitch control activity (oC ) r

Every trial yielded a set of these more or less correlated variables. To get insight in the relations between the different variables and groups of variables some multi-variate analysis techniques were applied
(Ref. 8). Because of the relatively small sample size and the varying experimental conditions inherent to
this type of field experiments the results should be interpreted with a fair amount of caution, keeping in
mind that these results tell only something about this particular set of variables and experimental conditions. Multiple correlation is used to show the relationship between a linear combination of a set of
variables and one other variable. This analysis has been executed to determine the relationship between
three groups of variables (respectively: the six physiological variables, two subjective ratings, four
control activity indicators and the overall performance index, J). The canonical analysis has been chosen
in order to get an impression of the relationships between the various groups of variables. The results of
the multiple and canonical correlation analysis is given in table 4. All correlation coefficients for the
hover tasks are significant. For the navigation tasks there is a significant correlation between the
physiological variables (a linear combination) and the other groups of variables (linear combinations of
the subjective ratings, control activity measures and the overall performance index (J). These outcomes
indicate that a group of physiological measures potentially has a greater predictive power with respect to
other task and effort related measures than a single physiological parameter. These significant linear
relationships explain 40-75 % of the observed variance. The results are in general more conclusive for the
relatively high-workload situation (hover), as far as the correlations between the (groups of) non-physiological variables are concerned, than for the relatively low-workload situation (navigation tasks).
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Mathematical model results
Optimal control model predictions were obtained using the following assumptions:
• the cost functional weightings selected via the maximum allowable limits were chosen on the basis of the
available understanding of the task requirements and physical- and display limits
• the indifference thresholds were zero and the overall level of attention was obtained by determining the
"optimum" trade-off between system performance and attention.
The predicted system performance scores and the optimum allocation of attention (an equal division of
attention between longitudinal and lateral control has been assumed) are given in table 5 for the hover
task and in table 6 for the high-level navigation task. Also the corresponding measurements are given.
The results in table 4 indicate that there is a substantial difference in hover performance between the
three subjects considered. The model predictions concerning the guidance variables (height error, h, and
horizontal velocity, vh) are clearly too optimistic. However, the model predictions may reflect the
"limit" (optimum) of human control behaviour (of the well-trained, well-motivated pilot). This also holds
for the high navigation task. For this task the inter-subject variability is considerably less than for
the hover task; therefore, also the average performance is given in table 6. The experimental results of
the low-navigation task differ only from those of the high-navigation task with respect to the height performance. The model did (exactly) predict this performance improvement for the low-navigation task.
The assumption that no thresholds are involved in observing the display information is reasonable to
the extent it is related to the quality of the displays involved in the experiment. This was the consideration for neglecting the thresholds. However, the assumption is not in accordance with pilot's control behaviour in real flight: within certain limits the pilots tolerate display deviations (and do not take any
control actions). Thus, a second "prediction" was made assuming an indifference threshold of 1/6 of the
full display deflections of the guidance variables. The resulting scores are given (between parentheses)
in tables 5 and 6. In summary, it can be concluded from the foregoing that the optimal control model predictions seem to reflect optimal control behaviour, i.e., the model results can be used to predict the
"best attainable" performance (this is in accordance with the "normative" character of the model).
By changing some parameters in the model (details are given in reference 6) a better agreement
between model and experimental results was obtained. The resulting model sco~es are compared with the
measured scores for two subjects for the hover task in table 7. Apart from the substantial difference in
heading scores (possibly due to an inaccuracy in the description of the helicopter dynamics) all the important performance scores match well. One of the subjects performed the hover task with various horizontal velocity display sensitivities (5 and 25 kts full display deflections). fiemaintained a surprisingly
constant level of horizontal velocity performance in terms of display deviations and not in units of
knots. This e:cellently supports the assumption involved in the optimal control modelling that the pilot's
control strategy is such that the display deviations are within an "acceptable" region. It can be concluded from the foregoing that for all the tasks considered a good agreement between measured scores and
model results could be obtained on the basis of reasonable assumptions and basically two model parameters:
the indifference threshold ratio and the overall level of attention. The latter is mainly dictated by the
demand of the task while the first parameter may reflect the pilot's level of skill and motivation.
The model results are used to compute the corresponding control effort. Because of the limited data
this analysis can only be rather speculative. For subject A control effort has been computed for the hover
and navigation tasks. Also the theoretical curves of system performance versus control effort have been
established by varying the overall level of attention. The result is shown in figure 3. The model predicts
that the hover task is more demanding than the navigation tasks. Furthermore,it is shown that the hover
performance is more sensitive to attention (or effort) than the navigation performance. This may explain
why the inter-subject variability (in performance) is much larger for the hover task than for the navigation tasks. The control effort model results are compared with subjective ratings and physiological
variables (Tab. 8). In general almost all parameters indicate that the hover task is the most demanding.
Furthermore, on the average there is no marked difference between the high and low level navigation tasks.
In summary, it can be concluded that the control effort model yields effort predictions which are in good
accordance with other indicators of control effort. This provides additional validating evidence for the
control effort model which, so far, only has been tested against data obtained for laboratory tasks.
4.
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TABLE 1
Rating scales

Name:
Task;
Using the scale below, indicate the degree of effort you spend on
performing the task

0

1

,2

3

6

?

7

T

increasing effort
Rating Scale for
Demands on Pilot

Rating scale for
Controllability and Precision
0

0
Extremely easy to control
with excellent precision

22

_[Completely undemanding,

Very easy to control with
good precision

-- very relaxed and comfortable

3

3

Largely undemanding relaxed
Easy to control with fair
precision

5

5

-{

Controllable with somewhat

6
-{

6

inadequate precision
7 "4 but only
Controllable,
very imprecisely

-

Difficult to control

-

Very difficult to control

9

Nearly uncontrollable

100
0

Uncontrollable
l
o
Not applicable

---

Mildly demanding of pilot
attention, skill, or effort
of pilot attention,
Demanding
or effort
skill,
s

IVery demanding of pilot at8
9
10 C=
0

tention, skill, or effort
e Completely demanding of pilot
attention, skill, or effort
Nearly uncontrollable
Uncontrollable
Not applicable
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TABLE 3
Results of the multiple comparisons

COMPARISONS

Hover -

Vis. nav.

Variable

Hover

Hover -

-

High nay.

Low nay.

Low nay.

High nay.

-

Low nay.

Vis. nay.

-

High-iav.
Vis. nay.

Heartrate

S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

S.

RMSSD

S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

S.

log ABP

S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

S.

Respiration

S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

Safety pilot rating

S.

S.

S.

S.

S.

S.

Effort rating

S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

S.

Demand rating

S.

S.

S.

N.S.

S.

S.

frequency
Skin conductance
level, SCL.
Skin resistance
response, SFR.

S
: Significant (p < .05)
N.S.: Not significant

TABLE 4
Canonical and multiple correlation coefficients for the navigation
(N = 42) and hover trials (N = 33)

Groups of variables

Canonical or multiple
correlation coefficients
Navi ation
Hover

(H2 rins)
Subjective ratings
(effort and demand)
Physiological
variables

Control activity
measures

Overall performance
index (J)
Control activity
Subjective ratings
indicators
(effort and demand)Ovrlpefmac
Oellperformance
index WJ
Control activity

Overall performance

indicators

index (J)

ip
< .05
• p<.0

run-s )

13

.87

.85**

.82**
.8

.76**7

7*
7.1

7'

.44

.71'

.30

6*
.6
*

.33

-
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TABLE 5
Model predictions and experimental results for the hover task
MODEL

PARAMETER

A

MEASURED
SUBJECT
B

C

o8

(pitch attitude)

(deg)

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.4

CF

(roll attitude)

(deg)

1.0

1.6

1.3

1.6

RMS 4

(heading)

(deg)

RMS h

(height)

(ft)

RMS u

(long. velocity)

(kts)

RMS v

(lateral velocity)

(kts)

RMS vh (horizontal velocity)
06

2.5

4.8

21.3

55.1

100.4

0.8(1.0)

1.5

2.5

2.8

0.4(0.7)

1.2

1.6

2.2

(kts)

0.9(1.2)

1.9

3.0

3.5

(long. cyclic)

(deg)

1.1

1.1

1.0

0.7

(coll. pitch)

(deg)

1.1

1.1

0.8

0.4

(lateral cyclic)

(deg)

0.2

o.6

0.5

0.6

(tail rotor pedal)

(deg)

1.7

1.1

0.6

0.7

0.05(0.09)

0.20

0.66

1.49

15

5

3

4.3
13.1(16.3)

4.5

e

acp
0

6
a

06
r

Overall performance Jm
Replications

-

(.):

predictions with thresholds

TABLE 6
Model predictions and experimental results for the high level navigation task
MESRED[
SUBJECT
B
C

MODEL

PARAMETER

P~E.A

__D

AVERAGE

D

co

(pitch attitude)

(deg)

0.9

2.6

1.9

2.2

1.8

2.2

a

(roll attitude)

(deg)

2.8

2.8

2.4

3.1

2.4

2.7

0

(heading)

(deg)

3.6

4.9

6.2

6.6

3.6

5.5

RMS h (height)

(ft)

RMS u (airspeed)

(kts)

RMS y (cross track deviation)

(ft)

RMS

(cross track rate)

(kts)

a6

(long. cyclic)

aCP
06

12.5(15.4)

25.4

41.3

39.3

35.6

0.8(0.4)

5.2

6.5

7.3

7.0

35.9
6.6

38.7(43.2)

43.0

84.5

66.3

76.8

69.4

4.1

3.7

4.7

4.6

4.0

4.3

(deg)

0.7

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.7

(coll. pitch)

(deg)

0.9

1.2

1.2

0.5

0.3

0.9

(lateral cyclic)

(deg)

1.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.4

(tail rotor pedal)

(deg)

1.2

0.9

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.8

0.11

0.35

0.26

0.27

0.25

9

7

5

3

24

e

a
06
r
Overall performance, J

m

Replications

0.05(0.07)

(.): predictions with thresholds
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TABLE 7
Model "match" and experimental results of the hover task
SUBJECT A
MODEL

MEASURED

SUBJECT B
MODEL
MEASURED

o

(pitch attitude)

(deg)

2.1

1.7

2.1

1.6

a

(roll attitude)

(deg)

1.4

1.6

1.5

1.3

RMS *

(heading)

(deg)

6.8

2.5

7.8

RMS h

(height)

(ft)

22.3

21.3

54.5

RMS u

(long. velocity)

(kts)

1.5

1.5

2.1

2.5

RMS v

(lateral velocity)

(kts)

1.2

1.2

1.7

1.6

RMS vh (horizontal velocity)

(kts)

1.9

1.9

2.7

3.0

06

(long. cyclic)

(deg)

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.0

Ccp

(coll. pitch)

(deg)

0.8

1.1

0.8

0.8

~a

(lateral cyclic)

(deg)

0.2

0.6

0.14

0.5

(tail rotor pedal)

(deg)

1.6

1.1

1.7

0.6

0.20

0.20

0.58

0.66

0

Oa6

4.8
55.1

r

Overall performance, Jm
fLONG
PO
Threshold ratio TH

0.57

J.57

-16 dB

-15 dB

1/6 display limit

1/2 display limit

TABLE 8
Comparison of control effort model results, subjective ratings and physiological variables
SUBJECT

TASK
________

A

COMPUTED
EFFORT
COT

VARIABLES
PHYSIOLOGICAL
a
e RMSD
ABSfrD
Heart
log
Rep.
SCL

SRR

DEMAND

rate

__

__

SUBJECTIVE
EFOTD
RATING N

_______EFFORT

ro aS

Hover

17.0

5.0

5.5

85.4

2.0

1.0

17.6

41.5

.26

Low navigation

15.9

4.5

5.4

71.0

1.9

.9

16.9

41.9

.22

High navigation

15.9

4.3

4.8

72.1

1.8

.9

16.4

39.4

.25

Hover

16.5

7.5

7.4

84.5

2.5

.7

19.5

22.5

.40

Low navigation

15.1

6.4

6.4

78.8

3.1

.9

19.3

22.1

.32

High navigation

14.9

6.7

6.7

78.1

3.2

.8

19.2

21.0

.40

Average of

Low navigation

15.0

5.2

5.5

77.7

2.1

.8

18.3

38.1

.22

4 subjects

High navigation

15.1

5.2

5.7

77.8

2.0

.8

18.0

36.8

.28

B
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Figure 1 Alouette III instrument panel

Figure 2 Safety pilot, evaluation pilot (with respiration sensor and
blue goggles) and NLR observer in the Alouette III helicopter
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Figure 3 Performance versus control effort for subject A
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DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR AN INFORMATION TRANSFER METHOD "CUBITS"
FOR ALLOCATING PANEL AREA FOR AIRCREW STATION CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS*
Patrick M. Curran, Ph.D.
Commander, MSC, USN
Aircraft and Crew Systems Technology Directorate
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974 USA

SUMMARY
Current design procedures for the determination and allocation of panel space
for the controls and displays of the various systems integrated into aircrew stations do
not involve adequate consideration of operator capabilities and critical interface requirements.
The primary goal of this effort was to develop a systematic and objective method for the allocation of panel areas in aircrew workspaces. The developed procedure is
based on:
i) the criticality of the control or display on crew safety and mission effectiveness; 2) the frequency of utilization; and 3) the amount of information which is conveyed by the operator to the system through control actuation or which is conveyed to the
operator by the display presentation. This procedure utilizes an computational method
called "CUBITS" to establish a single figure of merit for the allocation of panel space.
This method also deals with the number of control settings and accuracy required in the
computation of the amount of information being transferred.

INTRODUCTION
The panel area for controls and displays which is available to aircrew in their
workstations is severely constrained by functional anthropometric limitations and space
available in the airframe. The great increase in the amount of controls and displays resulting from weapon system technology advances (but man's reach and visual capability remain constant) mandates that a logical and systematic approach be used to allocate panel
space.
The various military specifications and standards which are cited in procurement documents provide requirements and guidance for the desigi. of knobs, switches, and
other controls and displays, including minimum spacing between controls for operator m:nipulative ease. There are specifications for numerical readouts and other displays, and
for style and dimensions of alphanumerics for display/labeling usage and detailed requirements for abbreviations. Most of these specifications and standards specify a minimum
control size or a range of sizes. This leaves the system designer many alternative
choices of device and labeling sizes without providing criteria for making the selection
or without guidance on when to allow additional space above a minimum size. These current design deficiencies too often result in the selection and arrangement of crewstation
controls and displays which are later found to directly contribute to degraded system
performance and a decreased probability of mission success. Accordingly, the system and
operator performance related factors deemed to be most influential in the development of
effective criteria/requirements for control and display selection and panel space determination should receive major consideration in this design and development process.

DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this paper, the following definitions apply:
Information - A dictionary definition:
"the communication or reception of knowledge or intelligence." This paper considers a display as a device which transfers information to the operator and a control as a device through which the operator transfers information to the aircraft system or subsystem.
Information "BITS" - The units in which information is measured or expressed
quantitatively (Fano, Ref. 1).
The amount of information associated with the known occurrence of an event x; is:
1
I(xi) = loga [P(xi)
where P(xj) is the probability of an event occurring and log a is the logarithm to the
base a. If logarithms are taken to the base two, the units are bits. When the number of
possible events or choices is N, and each has an equal probability of occurrence, the above equation reduces to:
I = log 2 N bits
Opinions or conclusions contained in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views or endorsement of the Navy Department.
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Criticality - The rating of the importance of a control or display for the successful accomplishment of a mission and for flight safety.
Utilization - The frequency of use of a control or display.
CU - An acronym for criticality-utilization and used in this paper as a weighting (i.e., multiplying) factor to reflect importance of various degrees of criticality
and frequency of use in allocating panel area.
Packing Factor - The ratio of the sum of the "CUBITS" area allocations of individual controls or displays mounted on a panel to the total area of the panel.
Target Area - This is the area for a panel (or control group) which results
from the summation of the "CUBITS" area allocations of the individual controls and displays to be mounted on the panel.

RATIONALE
The design procedure set forth in this paper for allocating panel space for controls and displays takes into consideration the following two major aspects of man's performance:
a) As influencing control location and size-The time involved in actuating a control may be subdivided sequentially into
the time to extend the aim to the general region of the control and the time to aim at or
actuate the control.
If the control to be actuated is small and is closely surrounded by
other controls, the aim/actuate time will be longer than if the control was larger, or
was allocated more panel space so that less concern would be required to prevent inadvertent actuation of adjacent controls. This last phase of time, the aim time, is shown
in Figure 1 below as a function of the area surrounding the control device.

4--

0

I2-

0
0

I
0.25

I0.5

I
0.75

Time to "Aim" for Control
Figure 1.

Effect of Area Around a Control Device on Time to Reach the Control

b) As influencing display location and size-The time required to read the message of a display can be subdivided into
-hbesequenrial time phases of traversing the eyes to the display and reading or compreNending the display. Experimental (unpublished) tests show that the time to read a num.,e, iotter, or dial decreases (over the range of practical interest here) as the size
-N-e c~aracter is increased as shown in Figure 2.
The "time-to-aim" and "time-to-read" factors presented in Figures 1 and 2 are
influence panel area allocations in the manner described below.
The aircrewa %.,ny
tasks to perform, and most of these tasks are repetitive. Therefore, to re.. -ask ftme. the controls that are manipulated frequently and the displays that
.-. ,,,.,swntIv are allocated more panel area than the infrequently-used ones.
How-qw
' 'he Infrequently-used control/display devices are so vital to crew safety
. .hat operator reaction time should be minimized by allocating more
o"rolsldisplays. The above factors led to the development of a crit.') vighrting factor, which was defined previously. Following para-
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Effect of Character Size on Time to Read Character

graphs will describe procedures for developing "normal usage" panel area allocations for
controls and displays. Multiplying these area allocations by the CU weighting factor
thus increases or decreases area allocation to reflect criticality and frequency of use
factors.
A display which has a number of characters or symbols to be read by the operator obviously requires more display area than one which displays but a single symbol.
Similarly, a control which offers the capability of multiple selection choices reqires
more panel area than one which offers but two choices (e.g., ON or OFF). These differences are expressible as the information content or the amount of information transferred
between man and the system. The units of information representing information content or
amount of information transferred are "BITS" defined previously. The design procedure
accommodates the informational transfer capability of a control or display by allocating
a "normal usage" panel area in proportion to the number of bits of information of the
control/display. The term "normal usage" is used to distinguish this area allocation
from the one which results after multiplying by the CU weighting factor to obtain a CUBIT
area allocation.
In discussing "time-to-aim" and "time-to-read," it was mentioned that the initial time phase was that for traversing the eye to the display, or the hand to the general region of the control. In laying out the entire crew station, the systems designer
should give preference to locating in close proximity to the operator those control/displays or groups or panels which are most frequently used or most critical.
The basic objective of the design procedure for allocating area for controls
and displays is to achieve a more optimum crew station design, with the premise that panel area within easy reach and view of the operator is valuable "real estate." Any procedure which reduces the number of controls and displays which the operator must actuate
may therefore also be a desirable step. Thus, combining controls which are mutually exclusive will also save panel area. For example, instead of providing an OFF-ON switch
and providing a separate switch to select modes when "ON," the two switches may often be
combined. The elimination of dedicated panels in favor of integrated controls/displays
and time-sharing techniques in general may save panel real estate, but practically always
at the price of reducing rate of information transfer between the crewman and the system.
Thus, tradeoffs have to be thoroughly considered. For the purpose of this design procedure, it is assumed that such tradeoffs have been carefully considered, and have resulted
in a specific list of controls and displays which are to be located on a panel.

DESIGN PROCEDURE
Criticality and Utilization Weighting Factors
The CU weighting factor is a multiplying factor for increasing or decreasing
the panel area for a control or a display to achieve an area allocation which reflects
the frequency of use during flight and the criticality for flight safety or mission success. The choice of the numbers to be used for the CU weighting multipliers was the subject of much trial and error experimentation. Controls and displays not used in flight
are obviously demotable by a considerable extent as compared to controls/displays which
are used in flight. The CU weighting multipliers which resulted from the investigation
are given in Table I.
The frequency of use of a control or display should be selected from the results
of a time base analysis of operator tasks (e.g., the analysis required by reference 2 in
new aircraft development programs). The four frequency-of-use classification categories
are given the codes N, I, F, V shown in Table I. These will be used when tabular listings
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TABLE I
CRITICALITY AND UTILIZATION (CU) WEIGHTS

CRITICALITY

UTILIZATION
Routine
Frequency
of Use

Probable Use
Per Hour

Not Used
In Flight
Infrequent
or Rare*
Frequent
Very

Codes

Critical
For Flight
Safety or
Mission
Success

Emergency
(e.g., Avoidance of Enemy
Action, Preparation for
Crash Landing)
E

R

N

.2

.3

.4

2 or less

I

.8

1.2

1.8

3 to 15
16 or Greater

F
V

1.0
1.2

1.5
1.8

2.2
2.6

Frequent
* Backup equipment panels are included in this category.

are made of all the controls and displays which are to be accommodated on a panel or control grouping.
The selection of the category of criticality should also be made from the results of a time-based Analysis of Tasks. The following notes will also provide guidance
on selection of the appropriate category of Criticality. Routine is an average rating
of the importance of controls and displays and serves to give area preference in accordance with frequency of use for the purpose of reducing operator time in performing all
of his tasks. The two columns to the right of routine are concerned with shortening reaction time on actions where elapsed time from receipt of an indication requiring action
is important. Critical for mission success would include launching times of torpedos,
sonobuoys, missiles, and associated communications affecting such launching times. Critical for flight safety would include communications and navigation required for returning
to base, or required for notification of aircraft malfunction requiring aborting a flight.
The right-hand column, Emergency, would include events/actions required in which direct
threats to the aircraft or aircrew would exist (e.g., fire, engine malfunction, avoidance
of enemy actions, aircrew escape).
In selecting the weighting multipliers, unity was chosen for the combination of
frequent usage but not critical as to operator reaction time from an emergency class of
signal. It is thus the usual condition, and results in the CUBITS area allocation being
equal to the "normal usage" areas for controls and displays described in the following
paragraphs. The small mulitplying factors of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 are applied to controls
not used in flight. These small weighting factors thus encourage the not-used-in-flight
controls and displays to be located outside of normal reach, or the use of subminiature
devices.
Normal Usage Area - Controls
A control is a device through which the operator issues instructions or transfers information to the system. The panel area assigned to a control must take into account:
1) the physical size of available controls as required for the number of alternate control selections (choices); 2) the manipulative ease of control actuation; 3) the
clearance needed from adjacent controls; and 4) the labeling associated with the control.

The effect on required panel area of the above four factors is described in the following
paragraphs.
a) Number of Control Selections - It has been found that an efficient panel area
allocation for a control is obtained when panel area is made proportional to the amount
of information available through the control. The information units to be expressed in
bits as defined previously. Section A in Table II provides the information content of a
discrete control which corresponds to the number of choices (selections) available on
the.contrcl. The information content of a continuous control may be established by analyzing the control to answer the question:
If the continuous control were to be replaced

by a discrete control, what would be the minimum number of selection choices which would
adequately perform the function of the continuous control?
Section A of Table II can then
be used to obtain the bits of information. If N is the number of discrete selections which
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may be adequately substituted for the continuous control, 1/N is the resolution needed of
the continuous control. Section B of Table II provides the information content in bits
which correspond to a number of values of required resolution. A continuous control may
offer almost an infinite number of control steps. It is important therefore to make certain that only the minimum adequate number of steps or selections be considered in attaching an information content to the continuous control. Where the continuous control is a
qualitative one, a radio volume control for example, it is suggested that a resolution of
I part in 16 be used, if no satisfactory derivation can be made of the substituted number
of discrete steps. In the case of control panel light dimmer controls, it is known that
a 9-step selection is adequate. Light dimmers are therefore rated as transferring 3.2

bits of information.
TABLE II
INFORMATION CONTENT OF CONTROLS
A.

B.

DISCRETE CHOICE
Number of Choices

Number of Bits

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.0
1.6
2.0
2.3
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2

10
11
12

3.3
3.5
3.6

CONTINUOUS CHOICE
Resolution Required

Number of Bits

1/9
1/16

3.2*
4.0**

1/20
1/50
1/100

4.3
5.6
6.6

FOR VALUES NOT LISTED:
Amount of information in bits = 3.32 logl 0
choices)

* for light intensity controls
** for continuous qualitative

(number of

(dimmers)

b) Area of Controls for Manipulative Ease and Clearance - The previous section
proposed that the space allocated to a control be proportional to its information transfer capability in bits. The next step toward establishing a design procedure is to determine the panel area to be assigned to a control rated as a single bit. The major amount
of such area is established by the joint requirements that a control be of such size that
it can be conveniently actuated and that it be reasonably spaced from adjacent controls
to minimize their inadvertent operation. Panel area allocations being discussed at this
juncture are for normal usage (i.e., neither too high or too low in frequency of usage or
criticality). A control having an information transfer capability of one bit is a control
for selecting between two choices. Either a pushbutton or a toggle switch would normally
be selected. Using the pushbutton minimum diameter and clearances from adjacent pushbuttons specified in a major US regulatory document (reference 3), the pushbutton will occupy
0.27 in.4 (19.6mm2 ) of panel space. The rectangular toggle switch occupies I in., (25.4
mmL) of toggle space when in a group of other toggle switches, but can occupy as little
as 0.55 in.Z (13.97mmn) if other adjacent controls are of a different type (e.g., thumbwheels). Thus, approximately 0.8 square inches (5.16 sq. cm.) appears to be an average
value of panel area to assign to a single bit control, in the absence of labeling considerations.
c) Labeling on Area Allocation - Controls normally require labeling for identification of their function and of their selection positions. The effect of such labeling
on area allocation was determined by examining a typical selection of adequately labeled
controls for which the labelipg met the character size specified in reference 3 and the
controls met the control size specified in reference 4. This survey concluded that 1.1 sq.
in. (7.097 sq. cm.) per bit of panel space is required as an average value to accommodate
the size of the control, its clearance from adjacent controls, and its labeling.
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Normal Usage Area - Displays
Displays, in the context of this paper, are visual dynamic indicators of equipment, system, or situation conditions. They range from the simplest of indicators, such
as an advisory light, upward through displays of considerable sophistication and information transfer capability, such as heading and attitude indicators and larger cathode ray
tube displays. Displays transmit information by being visible or readable to the operator. The sizes of characters and the spacing and sizes of graduation marks are specified
in US regulatory documents (reference 3, 4, and 5). The documents also provide the criteria for the area needed for readability of display data under military airborne conditions. To this area needed for readability of display data must be added the panel area
of the devices which hold and mount the small areas needed for readability, and these panel areas for mounting are often the predominant factors in establishing total needed panel
area. The labeling for identification also adds to the panel area needed for a display.
A display device which transmits one bit of information is a two-choice device,
exemplified by a mechanical flag or by an advisory light which is either on or off. The
typical panel area requirement for such a device is 0.7 square inches (4.516 sq. cm.).
This panel area includes the identifying label. Displays, however, come in so many different generic forms that the 0.7 square inches per bit should be tested for applicability
to the particular generic type of display being considered. Numerical readouts, because
of their mounting requirements, require a panel space per digit window which is dependent
upon the number of digit windows. For a wide class of display devices, the size of the
information display area is covered by US regulatory documents and the package size in
which these devices are mounted is fairly consistent between qualified suppliers.
For
example, a US document (reference 6) specifies warning, caution, and advisory lights to
the point that the designer has little option on the panel area needed except for the
choice of legends and their abbreviations.
Numerical readouts are normally assembled with a module for each digit display
window and a retaining bezel (reference 7).
In the absence of the bezel, the length would
increase directly proportional to the number of digits to be displayed. The presence of

the bezel, with holddown screws at each end, adds a fixed length which makes the panel
area required per digit window decrease as the number of digit windows increases.
The
following Table III of panel area versus number of digit windows follows a design which
is in general accordance with specified designs (reference 7) but decreased in size for

numerals of 1/4-inch height.

TABLE III
Number of Digits

Panel Area (sq. in.)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.7
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.3
2.5

APPLICATION OF CUBITS METHODOLOGY

Area Allocation Procedure
The design procedure for establishing a design objective or "target" panel area
of a group of associated controls and displays (which may be the entire panel) requires
these major steps:
a) Determination of the information content in bits for each control and

each display as described previously.
b) i. The bit rating of each control is multiplied by 1.1 square inches

(7.097 sq. cm.) to give the "normal usage" panel area allocation.

2. The bit rating of each display is multiplied by an appropriate
square inches per bit selected from Table III to give the "normal
usage" panel area.
c) Each "normal usage" panel area is multiplied by its CU weighting factor, selected from Table I. This gives the CUBITS area allocation
for each control and display device.
d) The CUBITS area allocations for the controls/displays are added.

To
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this sum is added 1/4-inch x (the panel or group width) to provide
panel area for identification labeling of the control/display group.
The resultant panel area is termed the "target area."
The application of the above-described procedure is facilitated by using a tabulation sheet such as the one shown in Figure 3. The use of this data sheet is illustrated in Appendix A.
SYSTEM

Identification
Control/Display or Range

SUBSYSTEM
Level
Normal
f
Usage Normal
Alts. Bits per Bit Area

CU
Factor

CUBITS
Allocation

Summary/Total
Figure 3.
Application Notes
The actual design process will encounter a number of factors which may result
in a panel design requiring more area than computed by the CUBITS methodology. The term
"packing factor" will be useful in the discussion. It is defined as the ratio of the CUBITS area allocations of individual controls and displays mounted on a panel to the total
area of the final resultant panel.
The CUBITS design methodology does not specify how to lay out a panel. Good human engineering practice requires associated controls to be grouped together, and displays
and their associated controls to be grouped together. These logical groupings generally
result in more unused panel area than if a higher density of controls/displays were attempted in order to achieve unity packing factor.
Often a panel or a group of associated controls and displays will have its width
prescribed. Practically never will the widths of selected controls and displays add up to
exactly the available width. The same would apply if panel height were prescribed. This
incommensurability of the dimensions of the whole and its parts is likely to result in
packing factors of less than unity.
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The most frequently met with situations of prescribed ranel width are those in
which the panel width must be 5.75 inches (14.6 cm.) to meet the requirements of the applicable US specification (reference 8).
The rear dimension of the control box within
such panels cannot exceed 4.75 inches (12.1 cm.) of width. Although all of the behind
panel components must be within the 4.75 inches (12.1 cm.), most of the extra width on
the top of the panel is available for labeling and also for clearance required around
controls. An effective panel width of 5 inches (12.7 cm.) has been found to be practicable for panels meeting the US specification (reference 8) when calculating panel height
from target panel area.
Appendix A provides an example of applying the CUBITS panel area allocation
methodology to analyze a panel which contains two control groupings. The complete panel
was found to have a packing factor of 75 percent. The top control grouping (radar) has
a packing factor of 70 percent. This can be improved by layout changes mentioned in Appendix A. The lower grouping of controls has a packing factor of 77 percent. With the
requirement to accommodate four selector switches, the panel height must be sufficient
to locate one selector switch above the other with clearance between them in accordance
with the US specification (reference 4) for manipulation without interference. There is
thus no practical way of reducing the panel area of the bottom grouping of controls.
Panel areas are also subject to statistical variations of the individual devices
from their assumed "normal usage" panel areas, and of the number of devices which must be
fitted on a panel. If a panel is to accommodate a relatively large number of differently
sized controls and displays, the probability is greater that a packing factor close to
unity can be achieved than if but a few devices must be accommodated. In the latter case,
giving consideration to placing a small group of controls/displays along with other groups
on a panel may result in an overall saving of panel space in the crew station.
It should be noted that panel area allocations for controls are not based upon
the size of the device being controlled. Remote control should be used on devices being
controlled which otherwise would require additional panel area beyond that allocated by
the CUBITS method.
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APPENDIX A
Figure A-1 shows a panel for a developmental airborne system which combines on
one panel two different control groupings. The top group of controls and displays all
relate to selection of a radar's parameters and advisory lights as to the radar's status.
The bottom group of controls/displays serve to select what is to be displayed on a CRT
display, radar being one of these options.
od.

Table A-1 shows the computations for this panel as required by the CUBITS methThe target panel area allocations are:

Area (in. 2)

(cm.

Radar Control/Display Group

11.6

(29.5)

Display Selection Group

16.6

(42.2)

28.2

(71.6)

Using 5 inches (12.7 cm.) as the effective panel width, a panel height of 5.6 inches
(14.2 cm.) would give the panel an area equal to its target area, and the US specifications (reference 8) would then require the panel length to be 5 5/8 inches (14.29 cm.).
The actual panel height is 7.5 inches (19.1 cm.) or about 2 inches (5.1 cm.) higher than
that possible if all devices could be neatly packed in with no odd spaces left over. As
pointed out previously, achieving unity packing factor is practically never possible. It
does appear that the top (radar) portion of the panel could be reduced in height about 1
inch (2.54 cm.) by relocating the Emission toggle switch between the two selector switches
and running the four advisory light indicators in a row across the top of the panel.
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TABLE A-1
SYSTEM

SUBSYSTEM

Level
Normal
f
Usage Normal
Identification
of
Settings No. of
Area
Usage
Control/Display or Range Alts. Bits per Bit Area
iti'1

CU

SttWeightlng

Radar Subgroup

Factor

CUBITS
Area
Allocation

_

2

1

0.7

0.7

R

I

0.8

0.6

D2
03

2
2

1
1

0.7
0.7

0.7
0.7

R
R

I

I

0.8
0.8

0.6
0.6

D4

2

0.7

0.7

R

I

0.8

0.6

CI

2

1

1.1

1.1

C

I

1.2

1.3

C2
C3

7
6

2.8
2.6

1.1
1.1

3.1
2.9

R
R

V
F

1.2
1.0

3.7
2.9

1

Allo ance for su group
____

___

10.3
1.3

ab liig

11.6

____________

)isplay/Select
C4

3

1.6

1.1

1.8

C

F

1.5

2.7

C5

5

2.3

1.1

2.5

R

F

1.0

2.5

C6
D5

5
2

2.3
1.0

1.1
0.7

2.5
0.7

R
R

F
I

1.0
0.8

2.5
0.6

C7

3

1.6

1.1

1.8

R

I

0.8

1.4

C8

2

1.0

1.1

1.1

R

I

0.8

0.9

C9

7

2.8

1.1

3.1

C
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SUMMARY
This paper presents the human factors engineering (HFE) planning, implementation,
and contributions in the evaluation of the U.S. Navy Light Airborne Multi-purpose System
(LAMPS) during calibrated range and open-sea operations. The major purpose of this test
and evaluation program was to exercise and evaluate a short-range and extended mission version of the entire integrated LAMPS system in both a controlled range and flight operational environment. Human factor engineering participation in this overall program was di
rected to the critical evaluation of the interfaces among the various system operators
and their equipments in the two LAMPS system versions. The major HFE objective in this
program was to assess the adequacy of the air and ship crews and their station designs in
the two LAMPS system versions and to identify what changes in software, hardware, and oD-

erator task assignments should be recommended for future LAMPS preproduction equipments.
The major sources of HFE data in this program were subjective; primarily operator questionnaires, structured observations, and tape-recorded interviews. Objective data
included mission key-event printouts, internal communication system (ICS) voice tapes, and

aircraft and shipboard display photographs.
ing conclusions were made:

As a result of this test program, the follow-

a. For the short-range LAMPS, a two-man aircrew can effectively perform the two
primary missions during normal operations. The Air Tactical Control Officer (ATACO) is
occasionally overloaded, while the Remote Radar Operator (REMRO), Electronic Support Measures Operator (ESMO), and Acoustic Sensor Operator (ASO) can adequately perform their

assigned tasks.
b. For the extended mission LAMPS, the three-man aircrew can effectively perform
the primary missions during normal operations in daylight. Nighttime operations (not test-

ed) are expected to be degraded from daytime operations by an undetermined extent because
the on-topping operation with instruments is less accurate than the visual on-topping procedure used in daylight operations.
Two of the aircrew, the Air Tactical Officer (ATO) and Sensor Operator (SO),
were occasionally task overloaded but not to an extent which was considered serious enough
to jeopardize mission success. Of the four LAMPS shipboard operators, only the Acoustic
Sensor Operator (ASO) required too much time to perform his tasks. It was considered that
this was due to the poor software/hardware implementation of his station which would be alleviated by the adoption of the design and task procedural recommendations resulting from
this study.
c. The voice intelligibility of the UHF communications set was good and the data
link voice channel was considered excellent.
d. The effectiveness of future LAMPS preproduction systems would be significantly
enhanced by the adkption of the specific recommendations resulting from this HFE test and
evaluation program.

INTRODUCTION
System Description
LAMPS is an integrated ship and air system in which a helicopter, based aboard
a ship, serves as an extension of the shipboard surveillance and attack systems. The helicopter provides an elevated platform for radar surveillance and electronic listening, and
a means for deployment of sonobuoys, detection of magnetic anomalies associated with submarines and the delivery of weapons. The helicopter thus provides the means for redetection, localization and classification of surface and sub-surface targets.
The normal mode of operation is with the ship in control of the helicopter. A
full duplex data link between the helicopter and the ship makes available for shipboard
processing and display the radar, countermeasure receivers for the electronic (warfare)
support measures (ESM) and acoustic sonobuoy signals which were received by the helicopter. The data link also transmits magnetic anomaly detection (MAD) marks to the ship.
Through the command channel of the data link, the ship may control the airborne radar,
countermeasures receiver, selection of sonobuoys, and fly-to-point directions for helicopter flight. The Air Tactical Control Officer (ATACO) aboard the parent ship directs the
aircraft's tactics, utilizing both helicopter-transmitted data and ship-derived data.
Should the data link be unavailable for use because of failure, emissicn control (EMCON)
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or line-of-sight propagation effects, the helicopter is equipped to perform its primary
missions independently of the ship. However, the helicopter does not have as extensive
sensor processing capabilities as does the ship.
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and
The LAMPS system has two primary missions:
anti-surface ship targeting defense. The LAMPS concept includes the secondary missions
of medical evacuation, vertical replenishment, radio relaying and gunfire spotting. The
secondary missions were not exercised in this test and evaluation program and consequently
HFE evaluations were conducted solely for performance assessment of the primary missions.
ASW
In the ASW mission, the LAMPS helicopter serves as an extension of the shipboard
surveillance and attack systems, thus permitting greater speed of closing on the submarine,
and permitting sonobuoy and weapon deployment without the increased hazards to the ship of
enemy attack which would accompany closer approach by the ship to the submarine. Until
the time that active sonar is used, the submarine may not be forewarned that localization
of his position is imminent. In the typical ASW mission, the helicopter would be maintained in a state of readiness on the deck. Once a detection is made by the ship or some
other fleet element, the helicopter is launched and vectored to the expected position of
the target where localization and target classification are performed. If the contact is
lost, the helicopter will attempt to redetect. When the target is localized, the ship's
commanding officer will decide whether or not to attack the contact.
ASST
As in ASW, the ship is faced with the prospect of relatively close-in attacks
while itself being relatively restricted in its capability to maneuver clear of the threat
or to combat the threat with its own defensive armament. The role of the LAMPS helicopter
is to provide sufficient early warning of attack to enable the parent ship to initiate appropriate evasive or retaliatory measures. In ASST operations, the altitude of the helicopter and its standoff capability permits obtaining this early warning to the ship. The
helicopter's radar and electronic support measures set are the prime ASST sensors for accomplishing this primary mission.
Crew Functions
In the short-range and extended mission versions of the LAMPS the shipboard crew
is composed of the Air Tactical Control Cfficer (ATACO), the Acoustical Sensor Operator
(ASO), the Remote Radar Operator (REMRO), and the Electronic Support Measures Operator
(ESMO). It is expected that the specific task assignments for these shipboard operators
used in this test program will change in future operational LAMPS system design due to
the likelihood of LAMPS tasks being combined with similar functions for other non-LAMPS
shipboard equipments.
On the premise that performance of the LAMPS primary missions could be accomplished effectively, the short-range version of the LAMPS utilized a two-man aircrew [Pilot and Air Tactical Officer (ATO)] while the extended mission LAMPS version had the following three-man aircrew:
Pilot, Air Tactical Officer (ATO), and Sensor Operator (SO).
The task assignments for the LAMPS aircrew are expected to apply closely to the crew tasks
for the future LAMPS operational system.
Detailed summaries of the air and shipboard crew task assignments are contained
in References 1 and 2.
Program Rationale
The total program of engineering and functional testing to validate the LAMPS
system consisted of three broad phases:
1) testing in the laboratory environment, 2)
local flights at the Naval Air Development Center, and 3) extended over-water tests on a
calibrated range followed by open-sea tests. Due to program scheduling and funding limitations, adequate HFE testing was not included in the laboratory and local flight tests.
As a result, HFE problems/issues that may have been identified during these initial tests
had to be considered in the at-sea test phase.
The major purpose of the liFE participation in the at-sea tests was to determine
HFE adequacy in terms of impacts on overall systems performance (i.e., hardware, software,
and human operators) with such questions as: Are the airborne and shipboard operators able
to adequately perform these jobs? Do the controls and displays allow effective accomplishment of the required operator interfaces? Are there identifiable mission segments which
consistently require excessive operator interactions? etc.
Ideally, this man-system performance assessment should be obtained from direct
HFE investigative involvement in the flight tests with data derived from objective measurement of appropriate human and systems functions. Such tests would require precise
measurement of operator actions in their multi-varied procedural forms, and accurate identification of inputs of the various initiating operational sources which would dictate the
required operator response in prescribed time frames. In such tests dedicated HFE flights
for the various types of missions would have to be conducted to allow close control and
measurement of the specific tactical situations and the resultant operator actions.
In
this way operators could be tasked to execute a predetermined sequence of actions within
the established time frame imposed by the tactical situation to provide explicit informa-
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tion on operaor capability to effectively accomplish the required tasks.
An analysis of the LAMPS system design, the variability of the predicted tactical situations, and the limited LAMPS program scheduling/funding revealed that operator performance could not be evaluated with strictly objective measures and that primary
reliance would have to be placed on subjective measures. The LAMPS system requirements
do not specify target or maximum allowable time for the accomplishment of specific operator actions. Due to complex, interacting and relatively unpredictable display and control
initiating variables from airborne, shipboard, and target sources predetermined sets of
operator tasks could not be established for the various missions. Accordingly, subjective
methods consisting of HFE personnel observations, operator questionnaires, and tape recorded operator interviews were employed during these tests.

TEST PROCEDURES
Aircrew Composition
The adequacy of the two-man aircrew for the short-range version and the threeman aircrew for the extended mission version of LAMPS was primarily an issue of task
loading.
In the absence of any formal definition, these crew compositions were to be
considered adequate if the operators were consistently able to perform all assigned functions in a correct and timely manner. In the case of the short-range version, this issue
was originally raised since it was suspected that certain LAMPS mission phases, particularly
ASW localization during restricted operations, could not be conducted in a timely manner
by only two airborne operators. For example, during the time an ATO had selected and
managed sensors, examined sensor returns, translated sensor data into tactical data, and
finally converted to attack data it was possible that a present generation submarine
could have escaped. If the aircrew performance impeded mission effectiveness in any way,
the aircrew composition would be judged inadequate.
Short-Range Version Tests
The testing program for this short-range LAMPS version is presented in Figure
1. Detailed information on the specific procedures and questionnaires employed are
included in Reference 1.
Controlled Range and OPEN-SEA
As may be noted in Figure 1, the aircrew and ship crew were tasked to record
their observations whenever events of HFE significance occurred. To facilitate the
gathering of this information, the operators were provided brief, generalized, questionnaires at the completion of each flight. In flight, pilots and ATO's recorded their
answers to specific questions furnished on knee-pad cards. These knee-pad questions,
prepared for ASW, navigation, and Radar/ASMO flights, were brief and related to operation
of controls and appearance of displays specific to the mission of that flight. In
addition the ATO was tasked to record any HFE related in flight problem occurring on the
multi-purpose display (MPD) with a hard-mounted, pre-aimed 35 mm camera. An additional
data source consisted of ICS tape recording for each flight.
All of the operators completed detailed questionnaires concerning lighting,
control location/actuation, display location/appearance, procedural adequacy, observed
operator overloads, etc., after each second, tenth and last day of test operations. The
test program questionnaires used during the controlled range phase were reviewed, modified,
and expanded for the open-sea tests.
The responses to the questionnaires and the knee-pad cards as well as the
information from the MPD photographs and ICS tapes provided the basis for structuring
interviews and the debriefing formats.
Voice Intelligibility
The purpose of the voice intelligibility tests was to quantitatively assess the
performance of the UHF communications set and data link voice channel. The test method
selected was a variation of Egan's 1000 phonetically'-balanced monosyllabic word test.
This test procedure includes a sender whose task is to read the list of monosyllabic
words over the communications net, and a listener who records each word as he hears it.
The listeners score sheet is then graded against the transmitted list. In order to
maintain consistency across all tests the word lists were pre-recorded on cassette tapes.
Tape players were provided to airborne and shipboard operators. The details of this
test and word lists used are included in Reference 3.
Extended Mission Version Tests
As may be noted in Figure 2, general and detailed questionnaires were used for
both the controlled range and open-sea tests. Detailed information on the specific
procedures and questionnaires employed are included in Reference 2.
Short questionnaires were available after each flight for use by the ATO, SO,
and ATACO. A longer, more detailed questionnaire was completed by each of the LAMPS
operators at the conclusion of the test.
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The questionnaire responses were employed to structure the operator interviews
and debriefings.

RESULTS
Short Range Version Test
The human factors engineering data collected during these tests strongly
suggests that a two-man aircrew can adequately execute both LAMPS primary missions. All
pilots, ATOs and ATACOs, were confident that the aircrew would not be overloaded utilizing
a full-up system. No instances were observed or reported where the inability of a pilot
or ATO to perform assigned functions in any way jeopardized mission success. However,
the data is only valid for the environment in which it was collected and may not be
applicable to operational LAMPS mission scenarios. For example, the most demanding situation for the aircrew is ASW localization, classification, and attack during restricted
operations, i.e. helo control. These tests were by definition normal operations, i.e.,
operations with the ship in control. Each of the flights were preplanned and directed
toward the exercising of specific sub-systems.
Most of the comments concerning task loading and two-man aircrew adequacy were
obtained from tape-recorded interviews with pilots, ATOs and ATACOs. All operators
emphasized that the pilot was not overloaded. All pilots agreed that they never experienced
overload. It is interesting to note that all pilots primarily performed their own assigned
tasks, and were reluctant to provide assistance to the ATO during "busy" periods. This
may be partially attributed to the fact that at no time did any of the ATOs become so
overloaded that pilot intervention was mandatory. Some instances were noted where pilots
took over certain communications, usually between the helicopter and calibrated range
command and control, when the ATO was very busy. One pilot did perform some keyset
functions, but in general, the pilots didn't want to become involved in ATO duties. An
opinion, generally shared among the pilots was that there were "...
too many hands down
there for one keyset" when the pilot attempted to intervene.
The ATOs were also very consistent in their comments. All of their comments can
be summarized as:
"There are periods of very heavy task loading. These periods are
always brief and almost invariably due to equipment malfunctions. Operationally the ATO
should not be overloaded with a full-up system."
All the ATOs mentioned that the periods
during which they felt busiest were those times when equipment was failing or dropping
off-line, and they were required to reinitialize the operational program or re-cycle the
equipment. It was often during these periods when additional communications to the ship
or range control were required to explain or discuss the difficulties. The extra voice
communications only added to the ATO's problems. The ATACOs interviewed were also in
agreement regarding the adequacy of a two-man aircrew. They believed that two men were
sufficient in the aircraft and reported ATO overloads only during periods of equipment
malfunction.
Voice intelligibility testing was conducted on a single flight during the
controlled range exercises with the ATACO reading the 100 monosyllabic word list to the
helicopter. All 100 words were received and 73 percent were recorded correctly by the
ATO. Only four of the 27 incorrect responses indicated that the ATO totally misunderstood
the word. The subjective responses were definite and unanimous; voice communications were
considered to be consistently excellent with the data link voice channel being the preferred
mode. Without exception, all operators interviewed reported no deficiencies in the area
of voice communications and offered only favorable comments. Operators were especially
enthusiastic about the data link voice channel is inherently secure due to data link
directionality. Unlike the UHF antennas the data link antenna is directional; aimed at,
and continuously corrected to, the ship position. A second feature of the data link
voice channel is that it provides an audio indication of overall data link performance:
i.e., when voice transmissions begin to fade the command and control and sensor information
will probably also be breaking up. This indication may provide the ATO or ATACO time to
evaluate the problem and take corrective action. The third advantage attributed to the
data link voice channel was that it was considered superior to UHF communication at all
ranges, and especially at long ranges. No quantitative evaluations were performed to
confirm this finding, but again operators were unanimous in their agreement.
Extended Mission Tests
In the primary mission of ASST, none of the LAMPS operators was task overloaded.
In the ASW mission, the pilot, ESMO, and the REMRO were not overloaded, the ATACO was
fully loaded, and the ASO was task overloaded to a degree of jeopardizing mission success.
The ASO was appreciably overloaded because of the many actions he had to perform to achieve

a desired result. These steps comprised successive button depressions as sequences of
cues were displayed on his CRTs. There was simply too much button pushing required to
perform often repeated tasks such as creating verniers or selecting sonobuoys for audio
monitoring. Many of the recommendations resulting from this study on redesign of the
ASO Station are aimed at reducing the number of button pushings. However, there is no
assurance that the ASO would not be task overloaded even if all the recommendations were
followed. The future LAMPS system is expected to have double the number of sonobuoy
receivers, which will certainly increase the ASO workload. The number of tasks which the
ASO must perform in the projected redesign should be analyzed very carefully to ensure
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that a satisfactory man-machine interface will result.
In all of the tests the pilot was not task overloaded. However the ATO and
SO were task overloaded during certain times of the ASW localization phase of operations
under helicopter control. The task overload condition of the ATO and SO was judged to
be not so serious as to jeopardize the mission. A number of the recommendations resulting
from our study have as their objective a streamlining of the ATO and SO operations and
decreasing the need for communications between the two of them.
In the ship-helicopter communication system, the data link voice channel was
found to be superior to high frequency (HF) radio in clarity and superior to ultta-high
frequency (UHF) radio in both clarity and range. However, a serious deficiency was
noted due to the lack of provisions for ATACO and ATO use of this channel. Although the
narrow beam width of the data link antenna provided some measure of security, it was not
up to the desired standards of secure voice. Also, the HF radio was not used much
because it was subject to interference and was not a secure system. At extended ranges
data link was lost as the helicopter descended for Magnetic Anomaly Detection (MAD) usage.
Identified Problems
Even though the major purpose of the HFE test program was directed to aircrew
size adequacy and questions of voice intelligibility, the numerous questionnaires which
were administered and the extensive debriefs which were conducted identified many HFE
problems and deficiencies related to system/subsystem design and operation. The HFE data
obtained from these sources allowed total system performance, i.e., hardware, software,
and the human operator to be examined. Many specific recommendations involving changes
in operator tasks/procedures, crew station geometry/configuration, control and display
design/location, interior lighting and crew station habitability, life support and escape
design resulted from these tests.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
HFE Testing
A major conclusion reached as a result of the HFE involvement in this new LAMPS
system testing program is that human factors engineering testing should be initiated as
early as possible in the overall test program and continued for the program's duration.
The importance of undertaking human factors testing in an integration laboratory, or on
a system simulator, or even earlier cannot be overemphasized. If a total human factors
engineering test program is properly administered, the bulk of HFE testing should be
completed prior to arrival at the "operational" test site. Any issue which can be investigated prior to integrated system testing should be. This concept is vital since
experience has shown that once operational testing is underway human factors issues
receive low priority. As soon as hardware problems, weather problems, or any other
unexpected delays occur, human faccors testing is pushed lower and lower down the priority
list.

Equally important as a strong and early human factors engineering effort is
the development of a comprehensive and detailed test plan. This test plan should be more
than an unrelated collection of specific test procedures for investigating specific
subsystems, displays, and controls. The comprehensive test plan should be generated by
working from the general to the specific. First, the very general issues to be examined
must be identified. Then, the general areas can be subdivided into more identifiable
elements. This sub-division continues until specific test plans and procedures are
defined. The human factors engineer must know exactly the purpose of each test, what
types and amounts of data are required, and the most appropriate data collection and data
analysis techniques. The test plan should be completed prior to any actual testing.
Lastly, the test plan must be flexible enough to allow investigation of unanticipated
problems in successive test stages.
Crew Size
Based on the data collected during the controlled range and open-sea tests,
it is concluded that the two man aircrew in the short-range version and the three-man
aircrew in the extended mission version of LAMPS can adequately perform the primary
missions during normal operations.
In the short-range version tests, there was no evidence to suggest that either
the pilot or ATO were overloaded when utilizing a full-up system. There were no instances
observed or reported where the inability of the pilot or ATO to perform assigned functions
in any way jeopardized mission success.
In the extended mission version tests, the pilot was never task overloaded
while the ATO and SO encountered task overloads during ASW localization operational
phases which were not considered to jeopardize mission success. Specific recommendations
to reduce the ATO and SO tasks and decrease the need for communication between the two
of them should considerably reduce these overload conditions.
During the short-range version tests the ATACO was occasionally overloaded at
certain times while the REMRO, ESMO, and ASO operators adequately performed their assigned
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tasks. The scope of the ATACO's comments, particularly those with regard to task
overload and confusion during times of high rates of information transfer indicated a
need for a complete system review of the LAMPS shipboard implementation.
Communications
In the short-range version tests, it was concluded that the voice intelligibility
of the UHF communications set was good and the data link voice channel was excellent.
The single reason that voice intelligibility did not receive an overall rating of
excellent was the 73 percent UHF intelligibility-score recorded during the single
inflight voice test conducted. Absolutely no statistical significance can be attributed
to this score. Data link voice was the unanimous choice of all operators for voice
communications.
In the extended mission version tests, communications between all LAMPS
operators had considerable shortcomings as noted previously. Recommendations resulting
from these studies have been made to: provide secure HF and secure data link voice;
expand the number' of operators who can use the data link voice channel; use powered
inter communications systems (ICS) on the ship instead of sound-powered; increase audio
volume available; and, in the helicopter, eliminate the possibility of transmitting
simultaneously on more than one radio.
HFE Problems/Deficiencies
During these tests many of the HFE problems related to systems performance
were identified as primarily due to system/subsystems design or operational deficiencies.
Approximately 200 recommendations for improving man-machine interfaces at all seven
of the LAMPS operator stations resulted from this study. 'The specific recommendation
covering operator tasks/procedures crewstation geometry/configuration, display/control
design/arrangement, and life support/escape design are delineated in References 1 and 2.
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RESUME
Une nouvelle batterie exp~rimentale a 6t6 6talonnie entre 1974 et 1977 sur 165 moniteurs
et 800 pilotes d'h~2.icopt~re; elle comporte des 6preuves psychom~triques. classiques (Matrix,
MMPI, RTS, ANX... ), des questionnaires de motivation, une 6preuve de pilotage (programm~e et
d~pouill6e sur microprocesseur), une polygraphie EEG et ECG analys6e suivant lee algorithmes
AMC de Hjorth.
La validit;6 de ces pr~dicteurs est d6montr~e sur 200 pilotes op~rationnels. Une analyse
factorielle des correspondances permet de r6duire cette batterie.

Depuis 1956, le personnel navigant de IlAviation L~g~re de l'Arm~e de Terre franqaise (ALA~T)
±aisait Ilobjet d'une e~lection peychotechnique mise au point par le Centre dlEtudes et de Recherches psychologiques de l'Arm6e de l'Air (C.E.R.P. Air) A partir d'une batterie US de Flanagan et
des travaux de PLACIDI, MALMEJAC et leurs successeurs.
En 1973, par suite de l'&volution de 11ALAT vers Ilusage exciusif de l'h6licopt~re et la
tactique du combat a6romobile, il a Paru n6cessaire de la doter d'une battense de selection des
pilotes construite A partir de sa nouvelle physionomie.
tine commande de la Direction des Recherches, Etudes et Techniques de 1lArmement (DRET) confia 1'6laboration de cette s6lection A l'un de nous. L'16tude pr6liminaire s'appuya sur l'exsznen
de 165 moniteurs et 400 616ves-pilotes 'lab initia"l.
Dane le cadre de commandee ult6rieuree. de la DRET, un mat~riel A base de microprocesseurs
a 6t6 construit au Centre d'Etudes et de Recherchee de Peychologie Appliqu~e (CERPA) de la Marine
A TOULON, dlune part pour l'adzninistration syst~matique des questionnaires de motivation et de
personnalitA, d'autre part pour l'analyse automatique des trac~s 6lectro-enc~phalographiques et
6lectrocardiographiques ainsi que pour l'Atude de la perfectibilit;6 psychomotrice sun plateforme
Alouette II (tracking et attention diffus~e).
Cette batterie 6labonie de 1974 At1976, mise en service le 10 mai 1977, comporte
I.- des tests cognitifs classiques :niveau de culture, facteur G, facteun S.
2.- six 6preuves 2schm, riue pr~paratoires ALl'entretien psychologique de d~pistage dee nbvrotipues et des caractb0F6_rel
a) Questionnaire de motivation (MOT), de 48 items regroup6s en cinq clusters :qualit6 des
antic~dents, motivation militaire, motivation a~ronautique, "leadership", style de vie. Ce questionnaire a 6t6 valid6 sun 160 instructeura et 165 officiers et sous-officiers en service dans
lee anciens groupes de l'aviation l6g~re de Corps d'Arm6e (GALCA) et 4e division (GALDIV),
b) Questionnaire d'anxi~t;6 latente (ANX) de 50 items, inspirfi du HAS de TAYLOR,
c) Questionnaire de d~pistage des tendances autoagressives (RTS) de 21 items,
d) Questionnaire introversion-extraversion (QI/E.) d'EYSENCK, de 50 items,
e) Forme abr~gie du MMPI, inspir~e de FASCHINGBAUER de 166 items,
f) Questionnaire de d6pistage des troubles psycho-somatiques (QC1) de 100 items, inspir6
du Cornell-Index.
Prochainement, ces six questionnaires seront 6mis sur consoles de visualisation individuellea avec r~ponse sur clavier. Le d~pouillement des riponses tiendra compte non seulement du contenu de celles-ci, mais 6galement de la strat6gie adopt6e par le candidat :temps de latence,
corrections. L'entretien psychologique s'appuiera donc, comme auparavant sur lee r~ponses finales
fournies par le candidat et il sera en outre 6clair6 par le comportement de ce dernier devant
chaqus question.
Il gagnera, de ce fait, en objectivit6 et en profondeun, come cela a 6t6 v6rifi6 Bur
d'autres cat~gories de personnel soumises A des questionnaires analogues administr~s par un diepositif automatis6 construit au CERPA autour dlun calculateur HEWLETT-PACKARD. Ces personnels
itaient des nageurs de combat, des plongeurs dfimineure et des infirmiers.
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3.- Spreuve de pilotage simul6
Le candidat prend place our une plateforme d'hilicopt~re Alouette II dont lea commandes
(paloriniers, cyclique, pas g~n~ral) agissent our deux segments de droite visibles our un 6cran
do t~l~viojon et rendant compto des changoments d'assiette et des d~placements verticaux de
l'h~licopt6re. Au cours do l'6preuve, ces segments lumineux regoivent du microproceoseur des
modifications programmfies al~atoirement et sioulant lea changemento do position do l'h~licoptire. L~ecandidat corrigs lea 6carts en agissant our lea commLndes de lapparoii.
Simultan~ment, le candidat-piloto doit comptabilisor un symbole luminoux significatif
d~sign6 A l'avance parmi cinq symboles apparaissant dons uno succession alkatoire et dons des
sites programmis au. hasard our un 6cran parabolique occupant is champ visual.
Apris une s~ance de familiarisation do cinq minutes avec l'installation et l'action des
commandos (directives verbals diffus~es A partir d'un enregistrement our cassette), is candidat sot soomis it deux s~quences de pilotage simul6 avec comptabilisation do symboles. Los deux:
s~quences, comportant chacune troio es~ais do cinq minutes, sont s~par~es pgr une nuit do repos.
Au cours do chaque eooai, leo 6carto en X (palonniers), en Y et A (cyclique) et on Z (pas
g~n~ral), non corrig~s instantan~ment par le candidat, mont calcul~s en moysnne et variance. Une
courbo do perfectibilit6 eot 6tablie our lensemble des six ossais.
Un indice do coordination du tracking our quatre axes (D) et calcul6 en temps r~ei & partir do la omse des carr~s des 6carto en X, Y, Z et A :il oxprimo la capacitfi du candidat A
contr8ler los quatre param~tres do mani~re oynchrone (perfectibilit6 mayenne :25 A 17). ILescore
do comptabilisation du symbols lumineux sot pris en compte s~parfiment.
Pendant l'Apreuve, un moniteur observe ls comportement du mujet, enclenche les sfiquencem
succeomivem et contr~le lea donnes fiditfis par l'imprimante.
L~ecoefficient do corr~lation multiple actuol do cette fipreuve synth~tique atteint .66
avec le contr~le en vol des 23 premiires heures d'6cole do pilotage.
4.- Etude do 1l vuln~rabilit6 neuro-physiologigue
La principals originalit6 do la nouvelle s~lection, miss au point d'apr~s l'examen do 3000
..,jetm (pilotes do 1'ALAT et 6galement nageurs do combat do la Marine), r~side dano l'Atude objective do la vuln~rabilit6 manifest~e au couro do situations contr8l~eo (hyperpnfie volontaire,
stimulation luminouse intermittonte, calcul mental, exercics musculaire) our des trac~s 6lectroencfiphalographiques et L-lectro-cardiographiques.
La miss en 6vidence d'indices de vuln~rabilit6 A partir do tracfis polygraphiques recourt
A l'analyso harmonique des signaux (FOURIER, WJORTH) et A leur traitement en tempo r~ei our microprocosseurs.
-

l'Alectrocardiogramme eat analys6 en fr~quence at on arythmis (FC et Ar)
l'analyse do Ilfilectroencfiphalogrsmmo permot do dfigager trois paramitres
" l'activit6 (A) ou amplitude on microvolts du signal
" la mob-ilit6 (M) ou fr~quonce do giration do l'autompsctre en hertz
" la complexit6 (C) ou richosso on harmoniques on hertz

L'EEG eat enregistr6 on dfirivation rolando-occipitalo droite et gauche dans six situations
Yeux formfis (YE) au ropos allong6
3 minutes
En hyperventilation volontairo (HPN) :3 minutes
Sous stimulation luminous. intermittent. (SLI), youx: clos :3 minutes A la fr~quence do 6,4
hertz choisie cosine la plus discriminante pour d~pister la photosonsibilit6,
- Sous compression oculaire (ROC :r~floxe oculo-cardiaque)
:60 secondes
- Au cours d'uno 6prouvo do calcul mental (CK), yox clos
2 minutes suivies, pour comparaison,
d'une minute do tracfi sans calcul mental, yox ouverts,
- Au cours do la phase do rficup~ration apres 40 flexions -extension
des genoux: et des hanches
(accroupi - debout) oxicotA.. en 40 a-,omdee.
-

Le calcul do la variance des paramitres FC at Ar d'one part, A,M,C droites et gauchos
dbtaliron ndierfdo 'un~rabilit& cbtfi do 1 A 5 ot un indice dlasymitrie
d'aure
artporet
en amplitude
et on fr~quence emtro .ceva
droit St l. cerveau gaucho c8t6 do 1 A 5 Aigalement.
Los relations do phase at I& coh~rence du spectre crois6 (z8nos homotopes droites ot gauchos)
no peuvent pas *tre calcul6ea en temps r~el avec motre fiquipement, mais les rapport d'activit6 et
do comploxit6 D/G sont des pr~dictenis valid.. do r~ussite do toutes lea tUches psychomotrices.
La candidature des individos vuln~rables, prfisentant une majoration dos ondee EEG lent..
theta (param~tro M abaissA) ou on. forte r~activit6 A 1'iprouve du JR0C .t do 1a SLI, ainsi quo
cello des candidats A forte asymitrie eat & d6courager, compte tenu des difficult~a du vol opirationnel (vol tactique, vol do noit avec ou nans aide A 1s vision nocturne) dane une machine
bruyante ot vibrant.. Le bon pilots pr~sente one avance du cerveau gauche dirocteur our le cervoau
droit sp~cialis& dans 1a reconnaissance des formes ot de alignements.

5.- Entretiens ot evnthe
Le passage A l'amtenno de sfilection s termine pour le candidat par on entretien avec le
mfidecin psychologze attach6 au Centre (aspect caract~riel at meuro-psychologique) at um entretien
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avec 1'officier observateur pilots de 1'ALAT, chef du Centre (aspect motivationnel et psychomoteur). Cee entretiens s'appujent sur lea rasultatsg des 6preuves d6crites plus haut :niveau
cultural, niveau intellectual, motivation, stabilit6 caract~rielle, vuln6rabilit6 neurophysiologique, perfectibilit6 6 l'6preuve de pilotage simul6.
Ii eat proc6d6 ensuite A une synth~se de ces resultats
cmn et de J1officier ALAT. Le candidat est alors class6 dans
courbe de GAUSS repr6sentant la population s~lectionn6e. Ces
meilleurs aux plus mauvais r~sultats au acne du pronostic de
A
B

=5

A l'occasion d'une r6union du m~del'une des sept fractions de Ia
fractions sont c~t6es en allant des
r6ussite

% de la population

=15%

C+

Co
CD

20%
20%

=20%
=15%

E

5%
5

Ce classement diff6rentiel est la seule donn6e communiqu6e au commandant qui reste maitre
du nivaau exigfi A l'admission en fonction de la reesource et des besoins de 1'ALAT. Toutefoie
l'admission des candidate classes D et E ne doit pas Stre envisagee.
VALIDA TI O
Mise au point de 1974 a 1976, cette nouvelle batterie n'est utilis6e comma outil exclusif
de s~lection des pilatee d'h6licopt~re de 1'ALAT qua depuis mai 1977.
Environ 10 A 15% des candidate sfilectionn6s seront admis en 6cole de pilotage. Las candi.
dats e6lectionn~s en mai 1977 doivent au pr~alable a'engagar au titre de l'Ecole Nationale des
Sous-officiers d'active de l'Arm~es de Terre qui laur dispensers une formation militaire de
neuf mois commencant au dfibut de l'ann~e 1978. Leur s~jour en Ecala de pilotage eat pr~vu de
d~cembre 1978 a juillet 1979. Un lot de 100 candidate ieeu de la nouvelle s~lection sera dieponible pour une validation d~finitive au 2ime semeetre 1980.
Cependant, lea 6lments de la batterie ont subi au cours de la phase exp~rimentale et
continuent A subir one validation partielle a posteriori A l'occaeion de leor application aux
pilotes admie en krole de pilotage depuis 1973 et aux nageure de combat de la Marine.
En ce qui concerne la validation au samn de l'ALAT, la battense des tests psychom~triques
est appliqu~e chaque ann~e A environ 150 pilotes admis dapuis 1973 et actuallement en service
dans lea unitfis op~rationnelles. Les r~sultats des tests cant confront~s avec un crit~re constitu6 par la notation gaussienne attribu~e i l'int~ress& en tant qu'homme (H), par son entourage
militaire, en tant que militaire (M), par see chefs, en tant que pilate (Pu) par see moniteurs.
En mars 1978, naus avons procWd au contr8le de l'adaptation en unit~s op~rationnelles da
1'ALAT
pr~s de 200 pilotee ant 6t6 examines. Naus en avons extrait lee validations suivantes
- lindice de
caordination du 36me easai du pilotage simol6 eat corr6lA avec la notation P
exprimant Ia valeur do pilate dane son unit6
cette corr~lation e'exprime par un coefficient
r de PEARSON = .41, significatif a P > .01.
- le pourcentaga d'accroissement de la friquence cardiaque (paramitre FO) 8.1ue l'action
des diff~rents stimuli eat 6galament corr6lA avac la notation P :r = .28, P = .05 pour l'Apreove
d'hyperpn6a (HPN).
- le paurcantage de diminution de la fr~quence cardiaque sous compression oculaire (paraznAtre ROC) eat corr6lA avec le critire P A r = .37, P = .01.
A l'occasjan de cetta m~me 6tude, la validitA d2 lap1agogie de base d. natre 6cola de
flAX (enseignemant pratique do pilotage) a pu fitre dMontrhe
on note antre l'adaptatian du
pilate en unit6 (critire P ) at le test correapondant aux 45 premi~res heuras de pilotage, on
caefficient r = .27, signi~icatif A P = .05. La test an 6cala aux 84 prami~res heuras de pilotaga eat correlfi avec le smem critira P (r = .28, P = .05) at enfin la valeur du pilate est
carr~le avac ia moyanne de sortie de stage (r = .39, P > .01). Sans cetta ituda, le commandament n'aorait pas pu disposer de cetta information.

CONCLUSION
S'appoyant our des techniques modernes de racueil at d'analyse automatique, axplorant taos
lea secteora de la personnalit6 du futur pilate (motivation, efficienca intellectuelle, perfectibilit6 psychomotrice, vuln~rabilit4 neorophysiologique, prafil psychologique), faisant appal A
des situations-tests concr~tes, prochas de la situation r~ella du pilotaga, catta nouvalle battenae de s~lection fournit A l'officier at ao m~decin charg6 d'6tablir le bilan du candidat, au
coors de l'entx-etian individual, des 6l6ments d'appr~ciation objectifs at diff6rentiela.
Elle se propose d'Otre un premier pas vera l'ad6quation indispensable at qoi doit demeurer
peraneteentre la s~lection, la formation militaire at 4echnique at le critire final canatitui
par la reueaite dans la carri~re.
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NOTE CONCERNANT L'ANALYSE
DES CORRESPONDAN4CES DE LA BATTERIE ALAT

-

CS1

L'analyae factorielle des correspondences (BENZECRI) permet d'obtenir tine repr6sentation
r6duite de la r~alit6 multidimensionnelle :chaque candidat pilote est ici d6crit par
-

tinparam~tre d'Age
cinq paramitres de motivation (cinq clusters duiquestionnaire de motivation)

-

tinparsmitre "Pr6occupations psychosomatiques" :QC1
tinparamitre intellectuel (3 condens6a en 1)

-

tinparam~tre "Anxifit6 latente" de Taylor

-

tinparamitre RTS (tendance auto-agremaive)

-

tinparaitre Introversion/Extraversion, inspir6 d'Eysenck

-

14 param6tres MMPI (4 validit6, 9 cliniques, I introversion sociale)
qtiatre FO et Ar (16 paraitres condens6s en 4)
trois paramitres EEG :A, M, C (48 param~tres condens6s en 3)

-

-

detix param6tres de pilotage (tracking), 6 esais
tinecat6gorie synthfitiqie de personnalit6
VGP

-

66 parani~trea condensa aen DV4 et mimoire

La r6duction (calctil6e stir IBM 360/44) opire la recherche des axes d'inertie dtintiage et
permet a repr~sentation en projection (axe otiplan). Le premier axe, explicite 8% de l'inertie
totale et peUt 8tre interprdt6 cosine tinaxe clinique (caract6riel et de normalitfi psychiqie).
Le deuxi~ime axe (?% de l'inertie) pet itre nomm6 :axe strtictural (tempfiranmental). Les
mujets acttiellement retensia
la mfilection (categories psychologiques A, B, C+.)et 1em mietix
not~s en Ecole (B1, B2, -P)et en Unit6s (Honime, Militaire, Pilote) sont:
- lea pltia extravertis, mais aussi lea pluis s~rieux (autocontrainte), prfisentant tine bonne
capacit6 mn6moniqie en attention difftis~e, du IHleadership"I et duipoint de vue neurophysiologique,
tin niveau d'activation 6lev6,
- lea momns anxieux, lea momns d6prim6s, ayant moins tendance A me d6valoriser et i me pr~occuper
de leur sant6,
- uls mont g6nfiralement plus &g~s, pr~sentant des meilleurs ant~c~dents et tine pr6dominance tempfiramentale duisystame sympathiqae,
-lea
sujets mal adaptfis acctiaent tine forte vulnirabilitfi cardiaque et &lectroencfiphalographique
et tinmanqie certain de capacitfi de coordination aui tracking stir quatre dimensions (DV4 forte).
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EXAMEN RADIOLOGIQUE DU RACHIS
ET APTITUDE A L'EMPLOI DE PILOTE D'HELICOPTERE

Mddecin Chef des Services R.P.
(1) 3,
Midecins en Chef AUFFRET (2) et DELAHAYE
P.J. METGES
1 )3)

En 1971 (3), nous proposions la d6finition d'un standard sp~cifique d'aptitude A l'admission A l'emploi de pilote d'h~licoptbre. Nous pensions qu'aux nuisances sp6cifiques
de ce poste de travail devraient correspondre des conditions particuli~res d'aptitude.
Pour diverses raisons, ce projet no fut pas enti~rement retenu.
1Les donn6es actuolles du probleme des lobalie de
ioo
'~iotre
Les annees ant passe. lie nouveaux odesdappareils sont entr~s en service. Les
lombalgies des pilotes d'h6licoptbre existent toujours comme 1e montrent deux 6tudes inspir6es par R.P. DELAHAYE et R. AUFF'RET (1) (2).
En 1974, C. COLLEAU (2) rapporte lea r6sultats d'une enqu~te men6e pr~s des pilotes
de la Base A~ronavale de LANVTE0C-POULMIC. Il met bien en 6vidence l'importance du
type de mission sur la survonue des lombalgies. Il insiste sur la nocivit6 A ce point
de vue, des missions RESCUE P.A. des h~litreuillages qui imposent des vols, les vibrations engendr~es par l'h6licopt~re sont particuli~rement importantes.
En 1977, VICENS (1) rend compte des conclusions tir6es de la surveillance clinique
et radiologique effectu~e aur une courte s6rie de personnel navigant. Il s'agit de
celui de la section des voilures tournantes du Centre d'Essais au vol de Br~tigny
sur Orge. Clest un personnel hautement qualifi6, motiv6 et entrain6.
20 Caractbre des lombal ie

Leur origine est due dune part & Ia position de pilotage et d'autre part aux vibrations engendr~es par l'h~licoptbre.
La clinique montre que ces lombalgies ant une intensit6 variable allant de la simple
gene & la douleur p~nible. Elles Ivoluent sous forme chronique entrecoupde ou non
de poussdes aigues apparaissant pendant ou apr~s le vol. Ces douleurs sont li~es au
pilotage d'h~licopt~re. Aucun pilate n's cannu do tels sympt8mes en vol sur avion.
Ces lombalgies commencent & apparaitre apr~s 1000-1500 heures de vol (Colleau, Vicens) d6lai plus long que celui des statistiques anciennes (SLIODSBERG) (4) 300-500
heures. Ces d~lais varient en fait selon les individus et diminuent chez les pilotes
porteurs d'anomalies rachidiennes pr6-exi~itantes (anomalies transitionnelles lombosacr~es en particulier).
Apr~s ces d6lais d'apparition, les rythmes de vol correspondant A l'apparition, ou.
A Itentretien des phdnomines douloureux: sont en mayenno do 30 A 40 heures par mols,
3 4 4 heures par jour, 1 H 30 en vol continu. Ces seuils s'abaissent pour les missions en vol stationnaire ou A faiblo vitesse.
30 La prophylaxi e des loMbaigies des pilotes dth6licopt~re

so situe a pl~uirs niveaux
-

lors de ls conception de l'h6licopt~re, clest la recherche d'une meilleuro filtration des vibrations. Les si~ges doivont of frir une position so rapprochant des
angles de confort de WISNER-SWEARINGEN. L'utilisation des stabilisateurs automatiques ot du pilate automatique am~liore lea conditions de pilotage.

-

lora do l'emploi des appareils en formation, il eat possible d'imaginer un Plan
de charge en vol des pilotes, inf~rieur au seuil dtappsrition des lombalgies.

-

le m~decin du personnel navigant (flight surgeon) joue un r8le important dana la
surveillance m~dicale et l'endoctrinement du personnel navigant. Il intervient,
cosine conseiller du commandemont pour lea respects des r~gles d'hygi~ne, la pratique des sports et l'importance do Ia charge do vol.

-

l'adoption d'un standard d'aptitude particulier A l'adimisaion du pilate d'h~licoptbre permettrait de sFiecti
o las candidatsaot didliminer ceux Qui so r6v~lent
lea plus fragilos dana toutes lea statistiques.

(1) Service do Radiologie do l'Hopital d'Instruction des Arindes BEGIN,
69 avenue do Paris 94160 Saint Mand6.
(2) Laboratoire do Mddecine Arospatialo du Centre d'Esaais en vol do Brdtigny
aw' Orgo 91220
(3) Chaire d'Electro-Radiologie et do Biophysique Adrospatiales do l'Ecole d'Application du Service do Sant6 pour l'Armde do l'Air.
26 Boulevard Victor 75996 PARIS ARMEES
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40 Le standard d'admission des ilot;e d'hT~icI9t~re
La miss au point de Ce andard nest
adfinition du segment rachidien critiqueLe segment rachidien critique. Les arguments cliniques et physiopatbologiques sont
significatirs. Le rachis lombaire et la charni~re lomboaacr6e constituent principalement le segment critique sp6cifique bora du pilotage des h6licopt&rca. Par contre,
pour lea pilotes d'avions de combat, le segment rachidien critique eat diff~rent:
cleat le rachis dorsal et la charniire dorsolombaire qui constituent pour l'essentiel lea segments lea plus senaibles lc-- de l'6jection. En effet, cleat 1A easentiellement que sont observ6cs lea lUaions vert~brales (fractures aurtout) aprbs
6jection.
Puisque lea segments critiques sont diff6rents, on ne peut donc pas concevoir un
standard d'aptitudc commun A ces 2 poates de travail (pibote d'avions de combat,
pilote d'h~licoptbre).
50 Le standard d'atiud des pilotes djhfbicopt6re9
SoT apTes : eacniats chez qu les exmens cliniques et radiologiques ne r6v6lent pas d'anomalies statiquc, morphobogiquc, susceptibbes de fragiliser son segment critique :ba charni~re lombosacrge et le rachis lombaire. Ainsi, ib existe
des causes communes d'inaptitude au pilotage d'avions de combat et des h~bicopt~res
et des causes dtinaptitudea sp~cifiques A chacun de ces postes de travail.
igommunes
6 Causes
Ce sont :e
aI ecins evolutives (Mal de Pott, m6litococcie, spondylo-arthrite
ankybosante).
Lea sdquelles de fractures autres que lea fractures-tassements cungiformes ant6rieures sans l6sions discales adjacentes.
Lea troubles de la statiquc vert~brabe dana le plan frontal quand la scoliose a un
angle sup6rieur A 150.
Les anomalies cong6nitales complexes (ag6n6sie p~diculaire, articulaire, hypog6n6aie
du corps vert~bral, etc .. .).
70 Causes dlinapttds
'pcif!qe
ioae
d' tasitinnelle
0iotr
C'steseteleen
'eitecAudue
nmai
lombosacr6e sicelle
ci slaccompagne d'un d6sencastrement de la nouvelle vertbbre-pivot ou charniire.
Si cette vertb~bre ao projette au des'sus de ba ligne horizontale unissant lea bards
sup6rieura des 2 cr~tea ibiaques, elle eat ddsencastr~e. Dana ces conditions cette
vertibre-pivot, mobile, mal arrimde au bassin, va favoriser le suruenage du nouveau
diaque charni~re.
Il y a 14 une pr6disposition de ce disque A toutes lea l6sions d4g6n~ratives trauL'iesec de nico-rartiuain
rnves-are
rdumetl
i.cd
~in
maxtiqus ou micortiueais. tases-are
rqemetl
ig
eUi
ddg6ndratives (Schmori et Junghans) cat une cause d'inaptitudc.
Cleat 6galement le cas des malformations asym6triguca de ba charni~re lombosacr~c
qui ont dlailleurs souvent un Freentissement sus-jacent.
La Uyse isthmiciue bibat~rale d'une vertbbre bombaire g~n6ralement L5 ou L4 avec
apondylolisthesis qui eat une cause de fragilis-ation du disquc adjacent, devrait
6galement justifier llinaptitude.
Lea sdquellcs d'6pphsoe de croissance (Maladie de Scheuermann) nlentrainent
11inaptitude que si
ee interessent Is segment bombaire avec des modifications

morphologiques cun6iformes et des irr6gularit6s des plateaux vert~braux marqu6es,

atteignant plusieurs vertbbrea. Ces aspects sont tr~s rarement r6alis~s au. niveau.
du rachis lombaire.
11 faut insister sur la n6cessit6 d'une bonne musculature rachidienne.
80 Causes d'iNatitudc s6cffilue au pibotaxe d'avions de combat
Lea anomaie
mrniionle
aom Dosacrees, lea, lyses isthmques sans spondybolisth~sis sont compatibles avec cc poste de travail. Lea sdquelbes dl 6piphysose
de croissance responsabbes d'une accentuation de Ia cyphoac dorsabe physiologique,

de d4formation en coin ant~rieur des corps vert~braux et d'irr6gubarit~s marque~es
des plateaux atteignant plusieurs vertbbres, entrainent b'inaptitude.
En somme, A segment rachidien critique diff6rent pour lea pilotes d'hdlicopt~re

(lombosacr6) et pour lea pibotes dlavions de combat (dorsobombaire et dorsal), il
eat bogique d'envisager b'utilisation de standards d'aptitude diff~rents A ces 2

postes.

Nous ne traitons pas du problbme des pibotes d'aviona de transport pour lesqucla
la toldrance en matibre d'aptitude rachidienne nous parait devoir Otre trbs large.
90 Conclusion
Nous -proposona, en cc qui concerne l'aptitude rachidienne au pilotage des st,'.dards
adaptds aux segments rachidiens critiques propres aux diffdrents postes de travail.
Il s'agit surtout des pibotes d'avions de combat et des pibotes d'h6licoptbres.
L'aptitude A l'un de ces 2 empbois ne signifie pas forc~ment l'aptitude A l'autre.
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A SYSTEM OF TRAINING IN AVIATION PHYSIOLOGY AND HUMAN
FACTORS FOR ARMY AND NAVY HELICOPTER AIRCREW
P S ORMEROD
RN Air Medical School
Seafield Park
Hillhead
Fareham
Hampshire UK.
SUMMARY
Helicopter aircrew are employed in widely varying roles and situations, facing entirely different
sets of aeromedical problems. There are fundamental differences in their aeromedical training requirements,
especially from those of fixed-wing aviators. A method of designing courses of training is described.
NOTE
The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and although examples have been based on
the teaching given at the RN Air Medical School, literal extracts of RN methods have not been used. The
paper should not be regarded as a description or commentary on the training methods used in the Royal Navy.
INTRODUCTION
Aeromedical training designed specifically for helicopter aircrew is a relatively recent development.
Helicopter pilots were, and frequently still are, given either physiology training intended to fulfil the
needs of a fixed-wing situation or worse still, given no training at all.
The early helicopters were relatively simple in construction and equipment, having a very limited payload,
endurance and flight envelope. Despite their spectacular VTOL and hovering capabilities, their fixed-wing
contemporaries, the second generation, transonic jets, held much more interest for the aviators of the
day and for their medical advisors.- Helicopters were without oxygen equipment or ejection seats, flew at
modest speeds and stayed low.
The prevailing attitude was that helicopters present to their pilots few of the traditional physiological burdens of flight and the need for aeromedical training was therefore left undiscovered or ignored.
More than thirty years after the arrival on the military scene of the first helicopters, this attitude can
still be found although the changes in the helicopters, their equipment and the roles in which they are
operated could not be more dramatic. Even the light helicopters of today, in the role of battlefield
reconnaissance in which the early machines were used, would hardly be recognised by those who flew thirty
years ago. The low-light vision systems which permit such delicate and difficult flying as that involved
in darkened approaches to unprepared and unfamiliar sites and the anti-tank missiles which can be deployed,
would be as surprising to the veteran aviator as the spectacular improvements which have come about in the
available engine power and the flight envelope. Larger helicopters are used to carry a remarkable range
of sensors, on-board processing equipment and weapons in a variety of military settings. These developments
have led to recognition, at last, of the considerable range of human factors problems in helicopter flying,
the severity and significance of which are evidenced by the close attention being given to them in recent
years by the research laboratories.
Flight in the hovering and VTOL modes is a source of so different a set of spatial orientation
problems that special training is immediately justified. An even more pressing indication for purposedesigned, effective aeromedical and human factors training for helicopter aircrew is however the high
proportion of helicopter accidents attributed to aircrew error and the implications which the helicopter
environment can be shown to have lor the overall effectiveness of the weapon and sensor systems which
they carry.
There is no indication however, for aeromedical 'education' of aircrew, indeed with the increasing
complexity, and hence practice-dependence, of the skills they are expected to maintain, the time taken up
on gaining knowledge which is genuinely 'background' in character must be minimised. The requirement is
for purposeful, economic aeromedical 'training'. It should provide the aircrew with the knowledge necessary
to anticipate and avoid difficulties and it should contain the clearest possible advice onhow to deal with
problem situations. It is not enough to teach the scientific principles which are the keys to solving the
problems, the aircrew are busy enough at their jobs to be in need of pre-digested and dogmatic advice on
aeromedical matters. They are not fools but neither are they so super-intelligent and quick-thinking that
they can apply complex physiological principles - such as the interaction of the visual, vestibular,
kinaesthetic and proprioceptive senses in the overall perception of balance in a hovering helicopter - in
the short time available to them to solve the problems of controlling the machine in an emergency situation.
Much better to circumvent the clever physiology so beloved by the teacher, tempting though it is to regard
it as a preliminary step. At the end of the day the student needs only the ability to apply, reliably, the
practical implications of the medical problems.
A TRAINING SYSTEM
It is this direct relationship between the specific requirements of the student and the content of
the training given which constitutes a training system. If the training is to be effective, it must be
designed so as to be easily and reliably absorbad by the students. The bare facts must therefore be
sufficientlyembellished with explanation and presented in such a way as to appear convincing and relevant.
Hopefully it can also be made interesting and enjoyable.
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A successful system will have the following characteristics:
I. A clear training objective - a statement of the nature and standard of the
ability of the student is to be given at completion of training.
2. A basis of thorough examination of the students working situation to reveal
the problems he faces and hence his training needs.
3. A training content which reflects the range and relative seriousness of the
aeromedical problems in the particular flying task and the best available
advice on how to deal with them.
4. A standard of instructional method and control which ensures that the
training content is purposefully and economically presented.
5. A provision for review and correction or improvemert of the training
system. This will include monitoring the standard of knowledge in the
population of aviators throughout the time scale in which the training
is required to be effective - which is normally throughout employment on
flying duties.
Aeromedical training courses for helicopter aircrew have been held at the Royal Navy Air Medical School
since 1970. All RN helicopter aircrew and British Army pilots attend for initial and refresher training.
This paper is not a description of a particular syllabus of training however but a commentary on the methods
used to devise the present courses and the factors considered to be important in determining the usefulness
to aircrew of aeromedical training.
COURSE DESIGN
This is achieved in five stages:
1. Job analysis.
2. Production of an Instructional Specification.
3. Definition of training content.
4. Production of Instructional material.
5. Provision for feedback and System Control.
Job Analysis
Whilst some of the medical problems to be included in the training are comon to all helicopters, and
some are coumon to all flying machines, it is as shallow and inaccurate to refer to helicopter problems in
general as it is to couple fighter aircraft with transports. Given the objective, to optimise 'personal'
performance, it is the 'personal' problem which must be defined. The Army pilot of the battlefield utility
has a very different set of problems from those of the pilot of a large helicopter such as the Super-Frelon
in the anti-submarine search and attack role, operating his dipping sonar from the deck of a carrier. The
Army pilot spends much of his time flying visually and his skills are tested by the need for tactical
'hedge-hopping' flying and difficult landings at unfamiliar sites. The ASW pilot spends a lot of time
instrument flying and doing procedural manoeuvres such as the approach to his ship's deck or into the hover
over the sea. His skills are tested by the need to monitor the complex systems of his aircraft and the
capability which he must maintain for prompt action in difficult emergency situations.
Even when the airframe and role in which aircrew do their flying are apparently similar, the range
and relative importance of problems will not necessarily be the same. The American SH3 series are
superficially the same as the British Sea King and the Canadian CH34. They all hover over the water with
a dipping sonar at night but the flying techniques used to do this, especially the emergency techniques,
create situations offering opportunities for spatial disorientation which reflect quite different priorities.
They have a similar flight envelope but spend quite different proportions of their time in different parts
of it. The SH3 is operated exclusively from big through-deck ships, the Sea King also embarks in cruisers
and fleet support ships, the CH34 with its bear-trap landing system is operated from destroyers.
Within the same air force, a particular helicopter may be operated
units. They may be due to geographical or climatic variation or simply
of the tasks which constitute the role. One squadron may spend most of
operations, another with the same aircraft does mostly coastal shipping
Rescue.

entirely
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its time
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Surveys of the incidence of particular aeromedical problems, such as those of Felix at al (1) and
Evans (2), can be extremely useful but because of the variations described above there is no substitute
for a direct approach to the aviators doing the job concerned. It may be possible to make use of
questionnaires, it may be necessary if the training system is on a large scale but it will often be sufficient
to interview a small sample of the aircrew concerned in the manner of taking a clinical history. As the
aviator describes the practical flying situations he finds himself in, including the emergencies which arise
and how they are dealt with, the doctor questions him in more detail to explore possible opportunities for
visual illusion, vestibular misrepresentation of true orientation, environmental variables such as atmospheric
pressure, temperature, unusual vibration and so on. Needless to say this process of communication is made
easier if the doctor has some personal experience of flying to ease his understanding of the aviator's jargon
and to identify more easily with the situation described, but this brings with it the danger that the job
analysis will be coloured too much by the doctor's personal flying experience, which is generally limited
and narrow.
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Enquiries should cover the following sources of job variations; the list is far from exhaustive and
it will be apparent that considerable initiative is necessary to collect a realistic picture.
Flight Profile - What type of flying occupies most of the aviators time? What sort
of altitude and speed ranges, what special manoeuvres, mostly day or night? What sort
of landing sites, types of flight deck? How does he judge his range and height whilst
approaching a landing or hover in these situations? What are the emergencies which
can arise and how does he cope with them? Are there any situations which are
particularly difficult to deal with in his type of helicopter? Has he or anyone he
knows ever experienced difficulties or unusual sensations during any phase nf flight?
Does it make a lot of difference if the aircraft is in a particular configuration of
payload or wind conditions, does this type of aircraft or that role have a reputation
for being difficult or marginal in any special situation? Does the way in which it
is operated present any difficulties for the crewman or navigator? Do they have to
conduct winching operations in any special way? Does the crewman show difficulty or
inaccuracy in judging range and relative movement in any particular situation where
his assistance is important?
Displays and Instruments - What range of avionics is carried and how are they used?
What proportion of flying is instrument-based and how are instrument failures dealt
with in critical flight situations? What sort of displays are used for other
information, where in the cockpit is it located, does anything he might use in a
turn demand head movement to be seen? How are the radar and sonar monitored? Are there
any situations in which he expects to have poor results or difficulties and why?
Physical Environment - Is the aircraft pleasant or unpleasant to operate and which
situations are subjectively worse than others? Does any phase of flight, climatic variation
or geographical location produce particular difficulty or distress? Does any particular
situation produce exceptional levels of noise, vibration or thermal stress? Do the seats
and personal equipment present any disadvantages? What is the procedure for strapping
in and does this present difficulties doing the job, is there any conflict between staying
well strapped in and achieving the mission?
Operational Environment - Does it make a difference to the difficulty of the job or any
of the factors mentioned so far if he is in a busy air traffic or tactical situation?
How does this affect his workload, how does he achieve a visual lookout and fulfil his
duties in the cockpit? Does his pattern of employment give him plenty of practice in this
sort of setting or is it unusual to meet anything on this scale?
Psychological Factors - What motivates him toward (and away from) this type of flying?
Are any aspects of it elating or frightening? What sort of pressures are applied through
crew relationships, the social and couand structure of the squadron, competition for
promotion, demands from above, ambiguity or conflict in regulations and so on?
It will be apparent that this enquiry, if it is thorough, approximates to a full ergonomic survey
of the jo, and indeed if such a survey has been done the results should certainly be consulted. But the
purpose here is different. If significant design shortcomings are revealed they should obviously be
acted upon but for training application what is needed is a realistic appraisal of the practical
difficulties of doing the job with the present equipment and in the present physical and psychological
climate. There are many disin.:entives in military aviation to the frank reporting of difficulties
experienced and failures achieved. The pragmatic aviator is well aware that considerations of blame
and retribution feature prominently in the minds of formal boards of inquiry and that even a casual
admission to his contemporaries as well as his superiors can have profound effect on his personal future.
The doctor has the enormous advantage of the umbrella of medical confidence under which information can
be solicited although it must be realised that the medical profession generally is regarded with as much
suspicion by military aviators as by civil licence-holders and this barrier can be broken down only by a
special effort to do so. Questionnaires will achieve results only if there is provision for genuine
anonymity of reply. The most useful stories of aeromedical near-disaster may only be revealed by personal
interview however since the underlying aeromedical significance of an incident will frequently be inapparent
to the aviator. His view of the event and especially his rationalisation afterwards is likely to be in
terms of a straightforward misfortune, adverse circumstances or mistake and he will therefore ignore or
discount as irrelevant when completing a questionnaire, an item in which the history-taker will be able to
detect underlying aeromedical causes.
The training course itself may be the most fruitful source of the anecdotal probl,, situations which
are so rich in instructional value. Aviators will talk amongst themselves about comu
problems given
the right surroundings and there is considerable merit in a teaching system which encourages dialogue, such
as in tutorials, as well as ucing formal lectures and demonstrations.
Production of an Instructional Specification
The course designer is likely to emerge from the job analysis phase with the beginnings of a range of
topics which portends a training marathon if high standards of awareness and ability are to be achieved in
the aircrew population. It will be necessary however to contain evangelical zeal and to devise a practical
compromise between the ideal and that which can be achieved in the context of the time and resources
available. Aeromedical training must take its place in the queue of many other worthy demands on aircrew
time for ground training and to attempt to represent any other cause to the military commanders is likely
to be counter-productive. These gentlemen are likely to have developed themselves as aviators at a time
when aeromedical training, especially for helicopters, was primitive or non-existant and the very fact of
their survival tends to diminish in their eyes the need for such 'education'. It is part of the medical
course designer's task to present them with an accurate perspective of the value of aeromedical training
for aircrew.
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Nevertheless it is useful at this stage to keep to the straight and narrow of an idealised
solution because it is the only sure way of avoiding the neglect of important topics. The technique
used is the writing of the Scalar, a logical statement in diagramatic form of what is expected of the
aviator in achieving his flying task. If the overall requirement is for him to be able to peak his
personal performance in the face of the physiological and psychological obstacles which his helicopter
world presents, then the first line of the Scalar states this: 'Optimises personal performance'.
In order to do this he will have to be able to identify certain situations in which problems exist
or threaten and react appropriately. These constitute subordinate 'abilities' which he must have if he
is to succeed in the overall objective. The wiring diagram of the Scalar is then developed into more
and more branches of these subordinate abilities until each branch end is a unit which depends on
knowledge of a few facts or a particular technique rather than calling for further subdivision. The
distinction is not crucial since the function of the Scalar is purely to explore the logical consequences
of the top line so that nothing is missed. All the terminal 'abilities' and their key points will
eventually be included in the instructional specification.
The example given in Figure 1, at first sight perhaps forbidding, demonstrates the value of this
exhaustive approach by presenting on the right hand side a list of abilities (with implications for
topics to be covered in training) which, assembled any other way, would be liable to ommissions. It matters
little what the shape of the wiring diagram becomes or the terminology of the intermediate 'abilities';
the end product is the range of 'abilities' which if he does not already possess, the aviator must be
trained in if he is to be properly equipped to do his job.
This list of desirable abilities can then be used to write an instructional specification of items
which must be included in the course. For each topic a list of 'key points', the facts or techniques
which must be taught if the ability is to be conveyed, is assembled. The order in which these key points
are taught is determined later, according to instructional convenience; at this stage the concern is to
ensure that everything which needs to be taught, and the standard of knowledge which the student must
achieve, is contained in the specification. A sample page of such a list is given in Figure 2.
In practice the contents of this specification will often be unattainable and it will be necessary,
as implied earlier, to aim for a less ambitious training objective because of the constraints of time and
resources. Nevertheless any shortfall from the training requirement defined by the methods described
above carries with it the irrefutable implication that the aviators at large will be deficient to that
extent in the skills deemed necessary to perform their task. This may or may not show measurable
consequence, for example as a higher incidence of accidents or of operational failure, but logically it
must have some effectmeasurable or otherwise. The instructional specification is a useful starting
point for the inevitable process of compromise however and a valuable document on which to base argument

for allocation of sufficient training time, equipment, and facilities. Military Commanders (or Company
Managers) are more likely to respond sympathetically to proposals based on logical argument and threats
of specific consequences if training is denied than to emotive claims for aeromedical teaching based on
unspecified flight safety requirements.
Definition of Training Content
The bare list of facts and techniques to be taught must now be turned into a workable plan of lessons
in the context of the constraints of time and resources available to teach them. Among the more important
points to be decided early on during this phase of planning is the timing of the lessons in the overall
sequence of flying training and employment of the aircrew population. The aim is to attain and maintain
a certain standard of ability throughout employment on flying duties. It is likely that a system which
includes elements of formal initial training and follow-up instruction, formal or otherwise, will be
necessary in order to achieve this.
Ab Initio Training - Aviation medicine is a difficult subject to assimilate, especially to the
standards aspired to in this system, without personal flying experience to relate problems toward. On the
other hand there is a distinct risk in allowing a student to proceed to a stage of flying training when
he will fly solo without warning him at least of the more spectacular physiological problems which may be
encountered.
A case in point involved a student pilot who was sent off solo to practice steep turns during the
light fixed-wing training which precedes basic helicopter training. He had an hour for this sortie which
took him some distance from the airfield in clear sunny skies. After a while he got bored with steep
turns at the briefed altitude and began to explore the flight envelope further. le enjoyed himself
enormously with this new found freedom and it was sometime later when, finding himself at 16,000 feet and
about to become overdue to return, he was faced with the problem of a rapid descent and transit back to
the field. He decided that spinning down to 2,000 feet would solve the problem and promptly did so. This
story would not have emerged if he had not been so incredibly lucky as to survive this descent, despite an
aircraft which was notoriously unreliable in protracted spins. The student, whilst not reporting the
incident formally for obvious reasons, was perceptive enough to realize afterwards that something
unusual must have happened to lead him to choose such a dangerous manoeuvre. He knew himself to be a
It was some
cautious fellow and would not have dreamt of spinning from 6,000 feet, let alone 16,000 feet.
time later that he learned that hypoxia affects confidence and judgement at much lower altitudes than those
which produce tangible symptoms such as light-headedness. This student had in fact attended a course of
training in aviation medicine at the very beginning of flying training in which he did well enough. On
completion of this initial course however, this student at once began the exciting, consuming business of
his first ground training on aircraft systems and navigation, his first real flying lessons - even if the
ideal training had been given, if it was remembered at all, it would have been at the back of his mind on
such an occasion as this.
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An attempt to teach aeromedical 'abilities' to the full standard and to expect retention of
knowledge into and beyond the later stages of flying training is therefore unlikely to be successful.
The first experience of aviation medicine training can be wasted unless it is consolidated as flyine
training proceeds. An attractive alternative is to divide the ab initio training into two sta,.er.
a simple but convincing acquaintance with the more obvious and dangerous problem at the very beginning
of training and a more thorough training to meet the objective proper at a later stage.
If this method is adopted, it is particularly important to ensure that what is taught in the first
brief visit to the aeromedical classroom is confirmed rather than confused by what is taught in the air
in basic flying training. The medical course designer must satisfy himself that this is so by taking an
interest in the flying school's training methods. This will probably result in the discovery that even
if the formal syllabus has no medical ingredient, the flying instructors will have their own ideas about
important aeromedical points to demonstrate to their students. Tactful negotiation may be necessary to
agree a common line, especially if the flying instructor's ideas are in need of correction, either in
factual content or in method of teaching.
A dramatic example of this came to light when an instructor lost control of his aircraft whilst
demonstrating the dangerous consequences of violent head movements during aircraft turns in a spare
moment or two during an early night flying familiarisation sortie in a helicopter. His technique involved
rapid shaking around of his own head whilst on the controls, the consequences of which terrified the
student who barely succeeded in gaining control from the completely disabled instructor in time to prevent
a crash. This incident is typical of the type which are not formally reported. Misconceptions and illcontrived, imcomplete knowledge instilled in the impressionable student at this stage can be difficult to
replace with a true perspective of aeromedical problems later on, even if he survives the initial teaching
session.
Other factors may influence the form of training given to student aircrew. In the Royal Navy these
include a requirement to train non-pilot aircrew, tactical navigators and winch men, to the equivalent
standard and at the same time and on the same course as the pilots. Their duties place a different
emphasis on a knowledge of such topics as spatial perception and vigilance performance on sensor displays,
but there are advantages too in bringing crew members together at this early stage. The crewman needs
to be able to judge range and height reliably if he is to successfully conn the pilot in a hover over a
survivor in the water or into a confined landing space. He will be expected to assist in visual lookout;
he may spend hours staring at his radar or sonar or his duties may involve weapon aiming or release in
circumstances where aeromedical factors affect his performance. Whilst common training complicates
attainment of the individual instructional specifications, the extra knowledge of each other's problems
is far from wasted. Job analysis, the writing of the Scalar and an instructional specification should still
be done separately for each crew job before any attempt is made to combine the training programme.
Continuation Trainin
- It must not be assumed that the desired level of knowledge achieved on completion
of the initial training will be maintained by virtue of the flying experience gained in the normal course
of flying duties. In a written test used to assess the knowledge ofabinitio students at the end of their
course the average score for Navy students was 67%, whilst the experienced aviators averaged only 372 in
the same written test, given in their case before the refresher training began. The interval between
initial and refresher training varied but was not less than four years.
Continuation training in one form or another is probably indispensible to satisfactory standards of
aeromedical ability among aviators but many factors influence the way in which it can be most expediently
conducted. The extra demands on aircrew time and the difficulties which may be caused by the undesirability
of having them assemble from their flying stations at some central location will often be an important
consideration and it may be necessary to consider as an alternative providing touring instructors from a
central source or making use of Flight Surgeons at the flying stations to give the instruction instead.
Both of these options have disadvantages; touring instructors implies a requirement for touring or
multiple provision of equipment such as rotating chairs and even decompression chambers. Use of local
specialist labour implies difficulties in standardising and monitoring training and, not least, the
additional problem of teaching the Flight Surgeons what and how to teach. It would be wrong to assume
that purposeful, economic training can be delegated easily, by virtue of the specialist knowledge which
the Flight Surgeon's own training has given him, unless he is given specific briefing on the conduct
of this particular training system and has acquired instructional skills in addition to his medical powess.
The individual Flight Surgeon is unlikely to be doing enough of this type of work to achieve the
professional instructional standards which are possible in a central school.
An important ingredient, but not the sole source of continuation training, can be a programme of
articles on aeromedical subjectsin flight safety and other journals and magazines which the 'target'
aircrew are known to read. A successful programme, covering the necessary range of topics, repeated with
a suitable periodicity and with sufficient freshness of style to recapture the interest of the non-captive
audience, can be useful in maintaining standards of knowledge which long intervals between formal training
will erode. A propaganda campaign of this type is inevitably a one-way conversation however, and although
a valuable means of providing centralised teaching support to the local Flight Surgeon, if used as the
sole means of continuation training it is difficult to ensure effectiveness. Such a system would also rob
the central school responsible for the initial training of the opportunity for the regular feedback which
refresher courses have been found to be so good at providing. Refresher courses are an invaluable source
of the otherwise unreported anecdotes which are so useful in teaching the subject effectively, examples
of which have already been described.
The course designer must bear in mind through the process of defining the content of his training
course, the very real temptation to include matters which concern or interest him professionally but are
either peripheral or irrelevant to the students true needs. Every course of training will bear the imprint
of the designers personal interest or attitudes to the subject just as every teacher's classroom style is
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similarly affected. One of the advantages of using the Scalar is that it helps the designer to focus
his mind and direct his efforts towards the real objective of the training and the production of a
detailed instructional specification containing all the key points to be conveyed is of similar value
to the teacher.
Production of Instructional Material
An important factor in the standard of training eventually achieved is the calibre and consistency
of the teaching. Teaching (and course design) are skills which are separate from expertise in aviation
medicine. If professional instructional assistance is available it will often be profitable to seek
advice, especially on matters of instructional technique. If the instructional package which the
student receives is to be effective it will be:
1.

Credible - This is a function of the teachers status, which must clearly entitle him
to speak authoritatively on the subject. An aviation physician should be acceptable in
this role, especially to impressionable trainee aircrew, but in facing experienced
aircrew, credibility is quickly sacrificed if the doctor proves unable to identify with
their particular situation or if he appears to be trotting out the same old generalisations
and platitudes which they heard last time around. A realistic, sympathetic rapport is
necessary. Aviators are chosen to be self-reliant and will readily ignore advice which is
not delivered with real authority. It helps in achieving credibility for the teacher to
have personal flying experience, ideally to be himself a qualified aviator with practical
knowledge of the students own flying task. This is not an absolute requirement however,
indeed it should not be assumed that doctors and medical laymen are the only suitable
teachers. The subject matter of the training is, in reality, applied aviation skills and
only incidentally and superficially involves academic physiology and psychology. In
suitable circumstances an aviator, perhaps one who is no longer eligible for flying duties
and who has learned the subject well, could do the instructing or some of it, well enough.

2.

Relevant - The importance of relevance in the student's eyes cannot be overstated if
he is to be expected to learn, retain and use the aeromedical training throughout his
flying hours, especially during difficult moments when his mind will be fully occupied,
with no time to work out his own solutions from physiological first principles. Problems
must be brought to his attention using examples taken from known incidents directly
connected with his future flying tasks and if necessary situations which are at once
plausible and relevant to his future needs must be invented in preference to using genuine,
but irrelevant, stories. For example it is of little value explaining the 'breakaway'
phenomenon by citing the case of the high flying solo jet pilot - a description of the
sensory isolation experienced by helicopter pilots whilst wearing hoods for instrument
flying practice will be much more pertinent. If real accident details of a case of
particular illusion of depth perception in a helicopter are not available, invent one
rather than use a story of an accident to a DC3 in the 1940s. The plausibility of the
invented accident must be carefully checked however.

3.

Convincing and Memorable - The impact value of a practical demonstration, especially
a personal demonstration is high. It excludes the possibility of the 'it can't happen
to me' response which can be expected when attempting to teach almost anything implying
a human limitation, especially to aviators. Rotating chairs and demonstrations of
visual limitations and illusions are easily constructed and it would be almost
unthinkable not to use them. Practical demonstration of altitude effects may be more
of a problem since a chamber will be required. There is however, no effective substitute
for a personal experience, at least once in a flying career, of the insidious and
inexorable effects of hypoxia on confidence and judgement before the development of
tangible symptoms, if the sort of incident described earlier is to be avoided.

4.

Uncomplicated - Some of the topics to be covered are necessarily involved and difficult,
perhaps even controversial in their true cause, mechanism or application. These are
matters to be settled in the medical forum and certainly not to be reviewed as part of an
initial training course for aviators. Students attending for refresher courses may relish
a deeper analysis and welcome background information, especially on developments in
research, but in the main the policy should be to simplify and further simplify the subject.
Medical terminology can be largely ignored, even at the expense of inventing simple names
which are easy to remember and relate to the problem even if they do not enjoy general
recognition. The temptation for an instructor to pursue in extra detail those aspects
of the subject which interest him has already been mentioned, it can be extremely difficult
to resist adding a few words to highlight the marvellous symetry or subtlety of a
physiological mechanism or mentioning in passing the part played by the instructor himself
in discovering or explaining a particular problem. But unless there is a genuine reason
to include such material, perhaps to add interest or conviction to the key point being
taught, the teacher is merely cluttering the students mind and may well be confusing the
issue.

5.

Positive - The aim of the training is to enable aviators to deaZ with problems and
not to create more problems for him by cataloguing situations which he must find his
own way out of. Certain areas of the subject matter can take on an air of gloom and
despondency entirely unsuited to the students best interests, unless the teaching is
contrived to avoid it. The problems which the aviator may face must be stated clearly
and convincingly, but in each case equally clear recommendations on the best course
of action should be made too. The subject of proper use of seat harnesses for example
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should be dealt with as a constructive technique for minimising or prevention of
crash injury rather than a macabre parading of the teacher's knowledge of the
anatomical consequences of crashes involving extreme and unsurviveable violence.
The knowledge that the cause of death with high GX forces may be mediastinal
tearing and rupture of the major vessels, if of little practical value to the
aviator himself. Much better to emphasise the potential benefits of careful
adjustment of the harness every time he straps in and the value of adopting a
particular posture in the seat in the event of an emergency. Especially with
ab initio students, care must be taken not to add to the psychological
pressures of flying training or to sow in any aviator the seeds of an unnecessary
anxiety condition. If the problem raised has no known solution which can be
explained in the classroom the aviator is unlikely to be able to think one up
in the heat of the problem situation and the subject is perhaps best left alone.
6.

Interesting - Fortunately it is not a difficult task, especially if the material
is genuinely relevant to the students needs, to make aviation medicine
interesting to aviators who are generally highly motivated and intensely inquisitive
professionals. Practical demonstrations add interest as well as impact.
It may
be useful to emphasise a central theme and purpose for the training, for example
by referring individual topics back to the fundamental problem of optimising
human performance in the particular working situation. The evolutionary context
in which the sensors and cerebral faculties developed is one way of explaining the
limitations - with the counterpoint that the two million or so years since stone
age man appeared is too short a time scale for major biological improvements in
response to the short term demands of helicopter flying. The aviator is stuck with
the problem of exploiting his cave-man equipment and must learn to live with its
limitations in a space-age job.

Provision for Feedback and System Control
The end product of this training system is, hopefully, a beneficial effect on accident rates and
operational effectiveness. Many other variables influence these quantities however and in the case of
operational effectiveness measurement or even establishing criteria of success may be difficult. The
course manager is left with little alternative to direct measurements of the level of ability in aeromedical
matters among the aircrew population which he serves.
Techniques of measurement, whether by questionnaire, written examination or other means, are another
aspect of instructional skill in which the doctor will benefit from seeking advice. It can be difficult
to ensure reliability or validity of measurement unless the questions used are carefully chosen and arranged.
Multiple choice techniques offer great convenience in processing results but present extra difficulties
in achieving a balanced factual coverage which is also unambiguous to the reader. Further discussion of
these matters is beyond the scope of this paper.
Sources of Reference for Students and Teachers
There is at present no handbook or
aircrew. The handbook by Dobie (3) may
parallels the course contents exactly.
and instructors with useful information

text which is written to fit the special needs of helicopter
be of some value if it is not possible to produce material which
The review by Hartman et al (4) may provide the course designer
which is not covered by standard aviation medicine texts.

CONCLUSION
This paper has set out to establish that devising an effective training programme for helicopter
aircrew is far from a simple task if the training is to be both effective and economic. Helicopter
aircrew have special requirements, often unique to their aircraft type and role as well as being quite
different from those of fixed-wing aviators. Traditional methods of demonstrating practical
difficulties which aircrew may encounter must be adapted and new ones invented to cater adequately for
these requirements. Training methods in aeromedicine and human factors is not well covered in the
literature and so the subject matter of the paper has been deliberately kept as broad as possible, at the
expense of exhaustive treatment of any particular aspect, in the hope that comment and suggestion will be
provoked from other teachers of aeromedicine.
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FIGURE 1. THE SCALAR
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FIGURE 2.

SAMPLE PAGE FROM INSTRUCTIONAL SPECIFICATION
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Health Hazards

ENABLING OBJECTIVE/STANDARD

1. Protects eyes - Identifies
dangerous circumstances
from options
test. in written
~2.
test.

LESSON No:

6

DURATION:

0.45

LOCATION/INST.

Lecture Room

METHOD/AIDS

KEY POINTS

1. Importance of good eyesight
to an aviator's career.

Lesson
Vufoil
Issue
helmet visor
Isugole

Sources of possible injury:

Issue goggles

a. Foreign" Objects. Dust in
turbulent air, chiselling
and grinding in workshops.
b. Aviation fuels and other
fluids.

safety glasses

Issue
Aircrew
sunglasses
A

c. Direct exposure to rapid
airstreams; birdstrike on
windscreen, conning for
winch transfer.
d. Intense U/V light. Snow
blindness, welding flash.
e. Intense visible light.
Direct sunlight; lasers,
weapon flash.
3. Appropriate use of clear and
tinted visor or safety glasses.
4. Avoidance of unsuitable coloured
or pigmented shades.
2. Avoids Noise-induced Deafness
identifies risk sources
and degree from options in
a written test.

1. Noise induced deafness is
insidious and irreversible.
2. Deaf aids offer little
benefit.

Film:

3. Damage relates to:
a. Frequencies and intensity
-of sound levels at the
ear.

Damage Risk Graphs
Standard ear defenders
Helmet ear muffs.

"Dangerous Noise"
(20 minutes)

Lesson

b. Duration of exposure.
c. Cumulation of exposure.
4. Average exposure due to normal
helicopter flying duties is
boderline for significant
damage.
5. Need for scrupulous protection
on duty.
6. Avoidance of other sources:
a. Gunnery, rifle clubs.

NOTE:

This example page does not constitute a complete
lesson. Although the topic of health hazards has in this
case formed a self contained lesson because of the time
taken, it might in other circumstances have been coupled
with other topics under a broader lesson title such
as 'PERSONAL HEALTH'.
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VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE HELICOPTER PILOT
William F. Lowe, Ph.D.
Human Factors and Cockpit Arrangement Group
Bell Helicopter Textron
P. 0. Box 482
Fort Worth, Texas 76101

SUMMARY
This paper discusses the 1978 effort of the Human Factors Engineering group
at Bell Helicopter Textron relating to the definition of the helicopter pilot external visual requirements. The paper outlines the original goals that were
planned and describes the tasks accomplished so far. The major part of the
paper is devoted to the discussion of the flight test results of pilots flying
obstacle avoidance maneuvers. Prediction that pilots would maneuver closer
to obstacles on their side of the aircraft as opposed to obstacles on the copilot/
observer side and that as speed of fly-by maneuvers increased the distance
required for safe clearance would increase were not completely supported by
the data. Explanation of these contradictory results are offered. The remainder of the paper discusses a survey of commercial operators to determine
the unique requirements of their operations. A vision plot of a new commercial twin turbine helicopter is included and its excellent visibility is discussed.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Early this year our Human Factors Engineering group requested and received company research and development funding to study helicopter pilot vision requirements. The total effort originally involved three specifically
defined tasks. One task was to obtain additional data pertaining to an earlier exploratory study of visual free time.
This research was initiated about five years ago and reported by Dr. Strother.' The second task was to investigate vision requirements specific to obstacle avoidance flights. A previous test flight evaluation of this problem
had been made at Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT) about two years ago. The third task was to survey the unique
vision requirements of commercial operations such as logging, off shore oil, tower/pole setting and other commercial work.
Due to the high workload in the Human Factors group, a decision was subsequently made to limit the effort to
only the obstacle avoidance flight tests and to compile questionnaire responses from our larger commercial operators
to determine their unique requirements. This paper discusses the results of the flight tests and summarizes the
responses received from the questionnaires.
The study discussed here was actually started about two years ago. The objective was to test the ability of
pilots to maneuver safely, yet in close proximity to obstacles as a function of crew seating arrangements (side by
side vs. tandem, for example). Results from this type of study would allow us, hopefully, to relate helicopter
pilot vision requirements to design concepts for vehicles committed to flying nap-of-the-earth (NOE) missions.
In NOE flight the pilot typically maneuvers close to obstacles and even between obstacles. This allows the helicopter to be masked from detection while approaching as close as necessary to enemy positions in the accomplishment of the mission; for example, scouting or weapon delivery. Thus, natural obstacles, such as trees, are
used for cover from enemy detection and protection from enemy fire. A major problem in this type of flight is
the pilot's ability to judge the size of the opening between obstacles and the maneuvering area required to reach
favorable positions for accomplishing the mission without striking obstacles with the rotor tip. There are at least
two factors which influence the pilot's ability to make this judgment. One is the technique in which the pilots
estimate the position of the center line of the aircraft as a point midway between two obstacles. This is the desired manner of flying between two obstacles (See Position A on Fig. 1). Actual performance, however, may be
based on the pilot's seated position within the aircraft with respect to the center line of this aircraft which can
cause him to leave a wider margin on the copilot/observer side than on his side. Thus, he would require more
clearance between obstacles or conversely reduce his perceived margin of safety. (See Position B on Fig. 1.)
A second factor which may affect his ability to make a sound obstacle avoidance judgment is the visibility
available to him to see the obstacle in relation to the main rotor tip. On his side of the helicopter he generally
has adequate vision of the obstacle and the rotor tip path at 900 to his flight path. When the obstacle is on the
copilot/observer side, the pilot's vision may be obscured by door posts, door frames, and the observer. It may
be even further reduced by observer sighting systems equipment, such as scope boots and telescopic sight units.
So, two years ago, we commenced to do an exploratory test of these concepts. One pilot flying an OH-S8
helicopter with a side-by-side cockpit hovered and air-taxied past a hard obstacle, and then a tree, as close as
he felt safe. A total of 18 measurements was taken. These represented 8 trials with the obstacles on his side of
the OH-S8 and 10 trials with the obstacles on the observer/copilot side. His single trial performance and the
mean (i) of his performance is shown in Table I.
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As can be seen from Table 1, the pilot did hover and air taxi closer to both the solid obstacle (concrete
pillar) and the tree when the obstacles were on his side. it is interesting to note that he, generally, came closer
to the solid obstacle than he did to the tree. This result we believe can be attributed to the fact that in comparison with the tree the concrete pillar presented a much more sharply defined obstacle (even though considerably
more dangerous) . Fig. 2 shows the difference in the distance required in the worst case (air-taxi) condition.
When the obstacle was on the observer's side of the aircraft the pilot required almost 10 times the amount of separation from the obstacle.

Fig. 2. Worst Case Clearance
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TEST PLAN
It was decided to obtain more data of the same nature, by additional testing, in the overall vision requirements
effort.
The test plan called for the use of a Bell 206B (with a side-by-side cockpit and a 33.4 foot rotor diameter), a
Bell Model 212 (side-by-side cockpit and a rotor diameter of 48.0 feet), and a Bell Model AH-I Cobra (tandem cockpit, pilot in the rear seat and a rotor diameter of 44.0 feet). The pilot's task would be to hover, make 10Kt fly-bys,
and 30Kt fly-bys. They were to do each of the three maneuvers twice with the obstacle (tree) on their right and
twice with it on their left. We predicted the results of the test flights to be as follows:
1. Pilots would be closer with obstacle on his right (as had been demonstrated in the earlier
flights with the OH-58 Scout helicopter).
2. Pilots would fly closer to obstacles with the 206 than with the 212 (increased rotor diameter
and cockpit width would force the pilot to increase his margin of safety).
3. There should be no difference which side the obstacle is on for the AH-1 Cobra pilot because of the tandem cockpit arrangement.
4.

Speed would cause the distance from the obstacle to increase up to an asymptotic level.

That was the plan. Unfortunately, extensive bad flying weather earlier this year caused us to curtail the flight
tests considerably. The workload for both our Production and Experimental Pilot staffs was so great that we were
ultimately limited to the use of eight pilots and only one aircraft, a Model 206B. Neither the Model 212 nor the Cobra
could be made available. So with the use of one aircraft and eight pilots, we set out to study vision requirements
at NOE. The instructions to the pilots were again "come as close to the tree as you feel safe." When the pilot indicated he was as close as he felt was safe, a marker was dropped by an observer in the aircraft to mark the position.
The experimenter sat in the cabin behind the pilot and dropped the marker (a 5 pound shot bag) down between the
side of the ship and the right skid. Measurements from the positions of the markers to the base of the tree were
taken and recorded. The raw data was adjusted by +2.5 feet to account for the distance from the outer skin (drop
point) to the CL of the 206B. The rotor blade radius (16.66 feet) was then subtracted from the total distance measured in order to determine the calculated distance of the rotor blade tip to the tree trunk. At the hover and fly-by
rotor blade altitude, the tree branches were estimated to extend about 10 feet from the tree trunk.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is always very satisfying when the results of your study clearly support your predictions or hypotheses. It
is equally satisfying if your results completely negate the prediction or hypotheses of a fellow experimenter. However, it is somewhat disappointing to report that our results did not clearly and obviously confirm the predicted
performance. An explanation for this will be offered later.
Table II shows the individual pilot performance (mean distance of two trials) and the mean distance of the
sample of pilots. Fig. 3 shows the same information graphically. As you can see, there is considerable variability
in the pilot's performance. You can also see that the predicted effect of speed not only is not supported, but is in
fact contradicted. The prediction that pilots would be closer when the obstacle was on their side of the aircraft is
not completely supported by the data.
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Fig. 3. Rotor Tip Distance from Obstacle
The contradictory effect of speed seems quite easily explained. The prediction made was based on the concept
that the pilot's task would be referenced to the obstacle represented as a single tree in an open field. The actual
target tree was, however, the tallest and largest tree in a row of ten trees. As a result, on the 10 and 30Kt fly-by
trials, the pilots would back off a considerable distance before starting their run. Thus, they estimated their
clearance on the row of trees (instead of a single target tree) and maintained this clearance as they flew past. In
the hover tests, however, they approached the target tree in sideward flight.
The data show that the pilots hovered slightly closer when the obstacle was on the left. Obviously the magnitude of the difference is of no practical use. The result was, however, unexpected. This is somewhat more difficult to explain than the effect of speed. Four of the pilots flew on days when the atmospheric conditions were
ideal with winds of 0-10 knots. On the last day of data collection the wind was 18 knots, gusting to 25 knots. We
wanted data on four more pilots so we decided to continue the test flights. Flying under this gusty condition
meant that when the target tree was on the right the pilot had an 18-25 knot tailwind. When the obstacle was on
the left side, he was headed into the wind--a much safer condition--and he was not as concerned about the tail
rotor getting into the branches. The difference in the performance under calm and gusty conditions is shown in
Fig. 4. The wind effect does not seem to be a factor in the fly-by trials since the aircraft is basically more stable
with speed. On both the 10 and 30 knot trials the pilots were closer with the obstacle on the right side of the aircraft.
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The results, based on a sample of these eight pilots, do not agree with the one pilot exploratory test. Fig. 2
shows tha't in the Air Taxi trial (worst case) he required almost 10 times the clearance distance when the obstacle
(tree) was on the copilot/observer side of the helicopter. The results of this study indicate that the pilots required less than 10% more clearance.
SURVEY RESULTS
Considerably more knowledge has been gained about the military's visual requirements in helicopters than those
of commercial operators. A questionnaire was prepared and forwarded to some of the larger operators asking for
their visual requirements. Each of these were known to operate from 10 to over 150 helicopters. At the time the
paper was prepared we had received completed questionnaires from 36 pilots.
Table III shows the results based on this sample of pilots.

Major criticism was directed to "up through the
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green house" (referring to the tinted overhead window) and "to the rear" (referring to the aft view) . Many design suggestions and comments were received. Through a very concerted effort, the BHT Engineering Department has greatly improved the pilot vision in our new, commercial, twin turbine Model 222. Fig. 5 shows the
improvement in the vision Forward and Up, To The Side and Up, and To The Side and Down categories.
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Fig. 5 shows the pilot's vision available in the Model 222. The heavy black line is the Mil Std 850B required
vision for side-by-side seating. At 0 the over-the-nose vision available meets the required 25' of downward
vision. The forward and up vision is considerably better than the 850B requirements.
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MIL-STD-850I
Fig. 5.

VISION REQUIRBDMENTS

A "-M

Model 222 Pilot Visibility Plot

The vision to the side, up and down, is excellent, exceeding all the military requirements. The usual vision
blockage caused by the windshield post and door post has been greatly reduced compared to earlier models.
CONCLUSIONS
We feel that additional flight test evaluation of the effects of limiting the helicopter pilot's vision, both in time
and by obscuration due to structure, should be performed. We plan to perform additional studies but strongly recommend more research be devoted to examining these problems. In the area of vision restrictions we hope to see
studies on the effect of several variables on the ability to avoid obstacles, particularly,
- Increased rotor blade diameter
- Speed
- The pilot sitting on the aircraft center line (such as in a Bell Cobra)
- Well defined as opposed to ill defined obstacles
- Intermittent illumination of the obstacle and in the cockpit
We are also anxious to increase the data available in other areas, that of visual time available to, or required by
the pilot, and the attitudes the pilots have subjectively, toward the vision available from their cockpits.
We feel the pilot's vision is a critical design factor and the improved cockpits of the future will reflect a careful consideration of this important feature.
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OPERATIONS
OBSERVATION OF NIGHT SHIPBOARD HELICOPTER
FROM A 210 FOOT U.S. COAST GUARD CUTTER *
CAPTAIN W. W. HARVEY, JR, USPHS (R) FLIGHT SURGEON
USCG TRAINING CENTER, ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA 94501
A COAST GUARD AVIATOR NEEDS A TAPETUM LUCIDUM, SIMILAR TO THE MEMBRANE BEHIND THE
RETINA OF A CAT'S EYE WHICH ACTS AS A MIRROR TO REFLECT LIGHT RAYS BACK ONTO THE
RETINA, FOR NIGHT TIME SHIPBOARD HELICOPTER OPERATIONS.
ALSO A CAT'S GYRO SYSTEM

WOULD BE HELPFUL.
This thought occurred to me while conducting night helicopter operations to
observe the effectiveness of flight deck lighting aboard the U.S. Coast Guard
Cutter Dependable. During these observations I also gathered additional data
from the pilot, the LSO (landing signal officer), and other members of the
ship's crew.
My intention is to outline these observations, add a simple review of visual
perception and attempt to stimulate all personnel involved in night helicopter operations in concentrating more effort in improving all safety aspects of this concept.
From discussion with our more experienced pilots assigned to the "Shipboard
Helicopter Operations Division", at AVTRACEN Mobile, it appears that these pilots
feel relatively secure in night shipboard landings. This feeling is prevelant especially with those who have the most experience in icebreaker operations and many months
if shipboard deployments.
The inexperienced pilot, though HB qualified as a first pilot-flying AAH52A had
this to say:
"Liftoff from the flight deck caused no great amount of undue stress, strange
but acceptable, as the cutter moved from under and away, as departure was to
the left at an altitude even with the cutter's superstructure and stack. There
is apparently a visual sensation of the tail rotor swinging dangerously close
to the ship's abovedeck structure as the helo turns into the wind.
Instant darkness envelopes the aircraft on leaving the visual reference of the
ship, requiring immediate attention to instrument flying conditions, in a turn
at low altitude away from the ship."
The pilot is on instruments until turning thru the dark void to a crosswind
leg to sight the lights of the ship, causing an instrument/visual reference
situation.
In this particular flight, the pilot experienced vertigo and alerted the copilot/
instructor. He requested that the instructor pilot assume control of the aircraft, which he did and subsequently performed a smooth roll out, recovered
the lost altitude, and corrected the aircraft's altitude, with confidence and
without incident.
After a short period of straight and level flight, controlled by the instructor
pilot, the junior pilot resumed control of the aircraft and landed on the ship's
flight deck with good and "comfortable" control.
This all illustrates a good, mature training experience which was appreciated
by the instructor pilot and the junior pilot.
Three principal areas for night helo operations were selected for observation
in an attempt to better evaluate the total lighting effect. These three were from
the boat deck just above the helo shelter, from behind the LOS on the flight deck,
and from the cockpit of the aircraft. The findings of these observations are presented
in outline.
The shipboard flight deck lighting configuration is outlined in the schematic
at the back of the paper. Briefly, it consists of two wing-mounted side cargo
lights on the boat deck deflected downward into the water, and three specially
mounted red-lensed flood lights. The aft third of the flight deck is illuminated
by two hooded white lights mounted in loose or freely moving brackets for ease
of positioning.

•

Opinions or conclusions contained in this paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views or endorsement of the United States Coast Guard or
of the United States Public Health Service
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A.

Observing from after boat deck:
1.

Forward 2/3 of flight deck illuminated by two (2) wing mounted cargo lights
and three (3) specially mounted red-lensed flood lights.

2.

After 1/3 of flight deck lighted by two (2) hooded white floods specially
mounted but loose in the mounting brackets for positioning.

3.

The above lighting created satisfactory outlining of flight deck from this
area of observation.

4.

B.

C.

This lighting produced a dark transition visual perception:
a.

Forward 2/3 flight deck red/rose.

b.

Dark transition light perception zone between red-white.

c.

After white lights meshed into brown/red-white.

Observing from behind LSO standing on flight deck:
1.

Forward flooding with light of grid and flight deck adequately perceived.

2.

No distracting lights.

3.

White aft floods did not shine at or blind LSO.

4.

Aft white lights apparently of minimal benefit.
a.

Possibly a green or green/white combination.

b.

Possibly green/yellow combination.

c.

Above may give sharper contrast to grid and aft flight deck.

d.

Darkened transition color area between white-red.

5.

Grids on 210 have poor contrast and outline for positioning of aircraft with
present lighting from LSO position.

6.

Present illumination makes determination of wheels-down difficult on approach
over after-deck, i.e. LSO cannot tell whether wheels in well or extended due
to approach altitude.
Observing from aboard the aircraft:

1.

On short final 500-800 feet out, 200-150 feet altitude and closing:
a.

Complete after section of ship red-brown/black-black in appearance from above
sequence but all with relative definition of perception.

b.

Ship's white side lights arranged to aid pitch-roll definition relatively good.
(Grid 7 degree pitch permitted 10 degree roll.)
(Non Grid 4 degree pitch, 5 degree roll.)

c.
2.

Too much light might create halo effect; too little light will not provide
adequate ship visual reference definition.

Prior to touch down:
a.

Pilot attention concentrated on LSO.

b.

No blinding or distracting lights noted.

c.

Flight deck prominent as faded rose/red.

d.

Grid poorly visualized.

e.

White deck markings tend to grey out.

f.

Touch down made by LSO signal.
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DISCUSSION:
On lift off from the flight deck at night the pilot leaves visual reference
to go on instruments which creates the ideal condition for vertigo-visual reference

turns.
During practice touch-and-go to a flight deck, the pilot remains on instruments
until base-leg (and the ship becomes visible). Again visual-instrument reference
flying establishes the setting for disorientation, visual illusions and vertigo.
Visual reference to the ship, i.e. ship-sea movement, pitch, roll, and forward
movement is aided by the side white lights and sea reflection which visually displays
the ship and flight deck as a multiphasic moving target and the usual references
for judging height and closure are changed. Prior to touchdown, the flight deck
appears either too high or too low and it is necessary to fix on the LSO. Do not
fly up and down movement of the ship.
Night operations present, to both the experienced and inexperienced pilot many
night visual illusions. Dim light on the flight deck causes an apparent sensation
of being high and farther out; visual restrictions of darkness create night myopia.
The small target of the flight deck on a 210 foot Coast Guard Cutter, which is a
24 foot diameter white circle with a center lineup line and a center four foot solid
white diameter circle, compounds illusionary sensations on final approach over the
stern. Again, creating the illusion too high and too far out makes for a low to
short approach.
In general most pilots feel the present lighting system is adequate, providing
the proper amount of contrast definition and illumination on the aft part of the
ship and flight deck and grids for safe operation as well as providing enough illumination for the tie-down crews, firefighters, rescueman and LSO with talker.
Despite this feeling of comfort re visual aspects of approach and touch down,
all who fly with the Radar Altimeter Warning System (RAWS) are further comforted
by the "beep to a hover" provided by this instrument.
Finally, on any approach always be prepared for a go around or wave off.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. What started as a lighting effectiveness observation again emphasized the ever
present problem of disorientation.
2. Disorientation frequently occurs during approach and take-off.
3. Visual illusions commonly occur on approach and can be disastorous.
Recommendation - that counter measures be constantly stressed in all helicopter
training for both experienced and inexperienced pilots.
4. Helicopter flight deck lighting presently used on Coast Guard 210 foot cutters
is satisfactory for night shipboard operations.
Recommendation - constant feed back from commanding officers, LSO's, pilots
and ship crewmen in an attempt to improve flight deck lighting.
Request comments from others not directly involved but knowledgeable in illumination
and visual perception.
5. Concur with all pilots that there is no substitute for frequent inflight training
program for training of pilots, aircrewmen, and ships' ..
rew in actual flight operations.
6. REPEAT: All should note visual and somatic illusions are a frequent cause of
disorientation.
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VISION - REVIEW OF FUNCTION OF THE EYE

A.

Visual Reception - Retina:
1. Rods
a.

Take over at level of 0.1 ft. candle about the level of full moonlight

(night vision).
b.

Perception of color is not possible.
(1) It is possible to distinguish between light and dark colors at night

only in terms of intensity.
(2) If intensity (brightness) is above cone threshold, color can be
percieved.
(3) At 0.1 ft candle (moonlight), vision is on 1/7 as good as during
average daylight.
2. Cones
a.

Concerned with day vision

b.

Concerned with color vision.

3. Visibility of an object
a. Angular size of object.
b.

Quantity and direction of illumination.

c.

Contrast between object and background.

d.

Length of time seen.

e.

Atmospheric separation.

f. Moving or stationary.
g.
B.

Retinal adapation.

Visibility and illumination:
1. No gain in visibility above 1000 foot candles.
2. Prolonged exposure to glare and illumination, i.e. brilliant light:
a. May cause temporary blindness.
b.

Photophobia.

c.

Discomfort.

d.

May affect night vision up to five (5) hours.

Recent experimental work has shown exposure to bright sunlight has a cummulative
and adverse effect on dark adaptation. Individuals exposed to intense sunlight
for two to five hours show a definite decrease in their sensitivity at low brightness levels. Persistant sunlight exposure retards dark adaptation and loss
of night visual acuity for several days. Visual acuity reduces rapidly (photopic)
as the image moves rapidly away from the center of the visual field. A target
will be perceived at maximum stance only if observer happens to look within
a degree or so of its position.
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Review of function of the Eye - Continued.
C.

Night Myopia:
1.

Light shift to myopia under conditions of dark adaptation-- Purkinje affect.

(Under conditions of light adaptation, the retina is more sensative to orange and
red hues; when dark adapted, more sensitive to the blues, i.e. the eye seeks the
White light broken into spectrum components.)
blue end of the spectrum at night.
A hyperop (far sighted) can relax the accommodation and possibly see better.
2.
An emmetrop (normal) or myop (near sighted) may become more myopic.
3.
The situation can become critical for an aviator especially if mildly myopic.
He might have a -0/25 D and still read 20/20 daylight, but at night may "effectively"
become -0/50 or -0.75 because of the retina trying to focus the blue lights.
Add a little tension for night carrier landings which cranks in a bit of ciliary
spasm, he may become -1.00 or -1.25, which effectively makes him 20/50 or 20/60
vision.
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OCULOMOTOR PERFORMANCE OF AVIATORS DURING AN AUTOROTATION
MANEUVER IN A HELICOPTER SIMULATOR
Richard N. Armstrong, Gerald P. Krueger,
John H. Sapp, & Yvonna F. Jones
US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
The oculomotor performance of ten US Army pilots, a group of
five experienced and a group of five newly graduated aviators,
was filmed during helicopter simulator flights conducted under
precision instrument flight conditions. Each pilot flew a onehour precision instrument flight in a simulator on each of four
days. On the fourth day, the flight scenario included a simulated
engine failure that required the pilot to execute an autorotation
maneuver. Oculomotor performance, pilot control, and aircraft
flight dynamic measures were recorded during the fourth flight.
The allocation of pilot visual activity to various instruments
was observed to differ as a function of two phases of the autorotation maneuver. Pilots controlled rotor speed and airspeed
closer to desired limits in the second phase than they did in the
initial phase of the autorotation. Few differences of pilot
visual activity were exhibited as a function of the experience
level of the pilots.

INTRODUCTION
The utilization of autorotation techniques to safely land rotary wing aircraft
during certain airborne emergencies, e.g., engine failures, has contributed much
toward minimizing the loss of equipment and human life. However, accidents in which
pilots do not successfully complete attempted autorotations continue to be a problem in
US Army aviation. During fiscal years 1973-1976, 710 reported mishaps involving
autorotations resulted in 15 fatalities and 91 injuries. The cost of aircraft damage
for those mishaps exceeded 15 million dollars.'
Knowing how to correctly perform the autorotation maneuver takes on increased
importance when one considers that the Army is currently preparing for the conduct of
flight operations during periods of adverse weather and low visibility in 24-hour
mission scenarios. These flight conditions make the conduct of autorotations more
difficult. They also increase the need for reliance upon the aircraft instruments in
accomplishing the maneuver.
The successful completion of a forced landing via autorotation depends on many
variables. They include the type of helicopter, the particular system failure encountered, environmental conditions, terrain features, time of day, aircraft flight dynamics, and especially the aviator's ability to quickly and accurately analyze failure
situations and to perform the correct emergency flight procedure(s).
If the present
safety record in the use of the autorotation maneuver is to be improved, even under the
additional 24-hour mission requirements, a better understanding of pilot performance
during the maneuver is imperative.
How well an aviator responds to emergency situations is much dependent upon his
acquisition of aircraft status information through perceptual cues, his processing of
the perceived information and his resultant control action. Although aviators utilize
all their senses during flight, a major portion of the information a pilot requires to
fly a helicopter is obtained through the visual sensory modality. Effective aviator
visual activity in the use of cockpit instruments is especially important in the performance of an autorotation under instrument flight conditions.
To optimize a pilot's visual activity during performance of an autorotation, the
information the pilot needs during the maneuver must first be identified. Once the
informational requirements have been established, alternative methods of presenting
this information can be evaluated and effective visual scan strategies determined.
One useful way of studying the information requirements is to examine what information pilots presently use in performing autorotations. Pilot oculomotor activity has
been studied in helicopter flight maneuvers under visual flight rules (VFR)2
and
instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions.'
However, for the most part these studies
were concerned with the visual performance of pilots under normal flight conditions.
There are no published data concerning pilot visual activity during the execution of
emergency flight maneuvers. The study reported here explored the relationship between
oculomotor activity and aviator proficiency in the execution of an autorotation maneuver
during instrument flight conditions in a helicopter simulator.
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METHODOLOGY
Overview
Each of ten US Army aviators, a group of five new graduates and a group of five
experienced pilots, flew four precision instrument flight profiles in a moving base
helicopter simulator. A 50-minute flight scenario was repeated once on each of three
It included an instrument takeoff (ITO), climbs and
consecutive days of the test.
descents while maintaining assigned headings, climbing and descending turns, level
flight, navigation enroute, an instrument landing system (ILS) approach and execution
of a missed approach (Figure 1).
On the fourth day the flight scenario was shortened
somewhat for the last of the four flights. An unannounced engine failure was introduced
on the climb-out segment of the missed approach immediately after the simulator reached
an altitude of 1500 feet. The pilots responded to the engine failure by entering
autorotation.

FLIGHT PROFIL

Figure 1.

IFR Flight Profile

During all flights, pilot control movements and aircraft flight dynamic measures
were recorded on magnetic tape by means of a digital computer. Visual performance data
were collected on 16mm film using a corneal reflection technique during each pilot's
fourth flight. Both sets of data were analyzed to evaluate aviator and aircraft performance. This paper presents some of the results obtained from the autorotation
segment of the fourth flight.
Subjects
The subjects were ten rated US Army aviators. Five were recent graduates of the
Army's Initial Entry Rotary Wing Flight Course and had an average of 197 hours of
rotary wing flight experience. The other five were more experienced pilots with an
average of 2300 hours of rotary wing flight experience. Three of these more experienced pilots were current instructor pilots while the other two had served in that
capacity in the past. All were current in the Army's UH-1 helicopter. The average age
of the recent graduates was 24 years and that of the more experienced aviators was 29.
Apparatus
Research Simulator Facility. The research simulator (Figure 2) used in this investigation is a replica of the US Army's utility helicopter cockpit with a two degree-offreedom motion system. The cockpit switches, flight controls, instruments, navigation
aids and power management gauges are the same as those found in a standard UH-1 helicopter (Figure 3).
The flight dynamics are controlled by a closed loop analog computer
and are patterned after the aerodynamics of the UH-1. The motion system provides the
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flight crew with kinesthetic sensations much like those of real flight. The major
difference between the dynamics of the simulator and those of the helicopter is that
the antitorque pedals in the simulator are more sensitive than those in an actual
helicopter. This difference requires the aviator to be more attentive to those controls and their associated flight parameters during flight.

Figure 2.

Research Simulator

Figure 3.

Simulator Cockpit

On-line data collection is provided through a data acquisition system consisting
of a multipurpose acquisition and control system interface, a Systems Engineering
Laboratory (SEL) 8500 hybrid analog/ digital computer and associated computer programs.
The data acquisition system provides the capability of real-time monitoring and recording of 22 different flight parameters during actual simulator flights. These
parameters include aircraft control movements, navigation and position information,
flight instrument indications and aircraft flight dynamics (Table 1).
Each parameter
is sampled 20 times per second and recorded on both magnetic disc and tape.
TABLE 1
RECORDED FLIGHT PARAMETERS

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Altitude
Rate of Climb
Heading
Pitch Rate
Roll Rate
Airspeed
Ground Position N/S
Ground Position E/W
Left/Right Cyclic Movement
Fore/Aft Cyclic Movement
Collective Movement

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Pedal Movement
Rate of Turn
Torque
Gas Producer RPM
Pitch Attitude
Roll Attitude
Throttle Position
Rotor RPM
Longitudinal Velocity
Lateral Velocity
Aircraft Trim

Eye Movement Recorder and Analyzer. Visual performance of all subjects was recorded
by means of a modified NAC Eye Mark Recorder in conjunction with a LOCAN high-speed
motion picture camera and special 16mm Kodak Ektachrome film. Figure 4 shows the NAC
Eye Mark Recorder mounted on an aviator's head.
The optical scene in the pilot's forward field of view, in this case the instrument
panel, is obtained through the image lens on the front of the device and transmitted
through a fiber optic bundle to the 16mm camera where it is recorded on the film. A
small light located slightly below and to the right of the subject's right eye, produces
an optically focused, wedge-shaped image which is reflected off the cornea of the eye
through a series of mirrors and prisms to the optic bundle where it is superimposed on
the optical scene being filmed. A series of adjustments on the device allow for calibration of the corneal reflection image so that it appears on the recorded visual
scene at the exact point at which the subject is looking. Figure 5 shows one frame of
the movie film taken during this investigation. The white wedge-shaped image indicates
the viewing point of the pilot at a specific moment in time.

V
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Figure 4. NAC Eye Mark Recorder

Figure 5. Pilot's View Recorded on Film

All film recordings were made in real time during the simulator flights. This
equipment allowed the experimenters to determine where the pilots were looking each
1/16 of a second.
A schematic diagram of the instrument panel and the 15 instruments and display
areas analyzed in this study are shown in Figure 6.

ALT:
VV:

Altimeter
Vertical Velocity Indicator

RPM:
CAU:

CI:
T/S:
RHI:
ATT:

Course Indicator (OMNI)
Turn and Slip Indicator
Radio
Magnetic Indicator
Attitude Indicator

RPL:
PED:

AS:
TRQ:

GP:
EGT:

ENG:

Airspeed Indicator

Torquemeter Indicator
Gas Producer Tachometer Indicator
Exhaust Gas Temperature Indicator

Figure 6.

0TH:

Dual Tachometer (Engine liRotor RPM Indicato,'n
Master Caution Light
RPM Warning Light

Pedestal Panel
Engine Instruments:
Fuel Quantity and Pressure
Engine Oil Temperature and Pressure
Transmission Oil Temperature and I'ressure
Electrical Voltmeters and Loadmeter
Areas Other Than Those Listed Ahove

Instrument Panel Layout

Since the engine status gauges are monitored infrequently during an autorotation they
were grouped together for purposes of reporting the data. The controls and displays
located in the center pedestal console were grouped together for the same reason.
The eye movement data were time-scored by projecting the film on a screen one
frame at a time with an 16mm projector analyzer. The pilot's viewing time on each of
the 15 instruments or display groups was summarized utilizing the SEL 8500 computer
system.
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Oculomotor Activity Measures
Three separate measures were used in the analysis of visual performance:
a. Percent viewing time--the percentage of time spent looking at a specific
visual area during the maneuver.
b.

Dwell time--the mean fixation time spent looking at a specific visual area.

c.

Scan rate--the rate at which each visual area is viewed per minute.

The equations for these measures are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
VISUAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES

ti

Percent Viewing Time

% VT

Dwell Time

DT = -t
ni

Scan Rate

SR

=

-

tt

X 100

t.

- X (60 sec)
tt

ti

Total time spent looking at a specific
visual area "ill in seconds

tt

Total flight time in seconds

ni

Number of looks at a specific visual area
"i" during the flight

Procedure
Prior to the first of the four simulator flights each pilot was briefed on the
experiment and the flight profile he was expected to fly. He was told to fly the
profile according to standard instrument flight rules (IFR) and to hold assigned altitudes, airspeeds and headings "as closely as he could" while keeping the aircraft in
trim. Cruise speed was to be 90 knots, rates of climb and descent were to be made at
500 feet/minute and all turns were to be executed at a standard rate, 3*/second. Each
pilot was also informed that emergency situations identical to those experienced in
the actual aircraft could occur in the simulator. If this were to happen, he was to
carry out the same emergency procedures he would perform under actual flight conditions.
After the initial briefing the pilot moved into the simulator where he was shown
the basic operation of the device. He then took over the controls, performed an ITO,
some level flight, a few turns, climbs and descents, and then landed. This initial
training period lasted from 20 to 30 minutes.
The fligh. profile was then flown with one of the investigators acting as the
copilot and on-board observer. The copilot assisted the pilot in tuning radios and
navigation aids but did not take over the controls or make radio calls. Both the
pilot and the copilot wore standard Army flight suits, helmet and gloves during flight.
The flight itself was under the continual direction of another experimenter acting as
an air traffic controller outside the cockpit. A total flight lasted 50-60 minutes.
Prior to the second, third, and fourth flights each subject was provided feedback
as to how precisely he flew on the preceding flight(s)% This feedback consisted of
showing the pilot a graph of his performance on each of the flight parameters he was
requested to maintain as well as graphs of his aircraft control movements. The graphs
were reviewed in detail with the pilot, and goals of increasing precision in holding
to the requested parameters were stressed.
The first three flights were training flights to bring the aviators up to an
optimal level of proficiency in the simulator. Three flights were selected as the
optimum number for transition based on prior evaluations conducted in the simulator.
The fourth flight was conducted as described in the overview section above. The data
collected during the fourth flight provided the basis for this analysis.

J
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Autorotation Performance Criteria
The objective of performing an autorotation maneuver in response to an aircraft
emergency is to land the aircraft, preferably without damage to the equipment or
injury to the flight crew and passengers. The accomplishment of that task involves a
number of complex aerodynamic tradeoffs between potential and kinetic energies and
pilot control measures.
The autorotation maneuver in response to an emergency condition can be considered
in three phases. In the initial phase (Phase 1) the aircraft will tend to deviate
from previously controlled conditions in response to the specific system failure(s)
encountered. The pilot must first diagnose the nature of the emergency to determine
what action is to be taken. Once he has determined that an autorotation is necessary,
he must take steps to set up the aircraft conditions necessary to maintain positive
aircraft control. This is accomplished by smoothly reducing collective pitch to
maintain rotor speed, adjusting the antitorque pedals to maintain coordinated flight,
and adjusting the aircraft attitude to control the heading, airspeed and the rate of
descent.
During the second phase (Phase 2), after the pilot has established the desired
aircraft control there will be less of a tendency for the aircraft to deviate from the
established flight conditions than there was during the initial phase and the aircraft
aerodynamics will stabilize for a relatively smooth descent toward the ground. The
desired autorotation flight parameters
for a UH-1 helicopter are described in the US
Army's Aircraft Operator's Manual s and the Rotary Wing Instrument Guide. 6 The prescribed rotor speed is to be in the range of from 294 to 324 rpm (339 maximum). Under
visual conditions, the recommended indicated airspeed is from 70 to 80 knots with a
minimum of 53 knots and a maximum of 99. During IFR flight an aircraft attitude
should be established such that the airspeed is reduced to 60 knots and maintained
until visual contact is made with the ground. Heading deviation is to be within + 100
and the aircraft must be held in proper trim. The aviator strives to maintain the
balance of these conditions during the descent portions of flight.
The final deceleration and termination phase (Phase 3) of the maneuver begins at
approximately 100 feet above the ground. Cyclic control is used to reduce excessive
forward speed and then collective pitch is applied to cushion the landing. This last
phase must be completed using visual cues from outside the aircraft because present
instrumentation in US Army helicopters does not provide accurate absolute altitude and
angle of deceleration information necessary to initiate the proper control actions
without outside cues.
During autorotation exercises in the US Army's UH-1 synthetic instrument flight
trainer the pilot is expected to6 control the simulator according to these same criteria
for airspeed, heading and trim.
The synthetic flight trainer is considered to have
crashed when the rotor speed exceeds 341 rpm or drops below 259 rpm. The pilots who
flew in this investigation were likewise expected to control the research simulator
within these limits. It should be noted that the above limits have been established
as guidelines. The exact limits to which flight parameters can deviate and a successful
autorotation still be accomplished have not been specifically defined under actual
emergency conditions.
Since the research simulator was not equipped with a visual system, the data analyzed in this study was limited to Phases 1 and 2 of the autorotation or to that portion of the maneuver above 100 feet in altitude. A review of the data indicated that,
in general, the initial phase of the maneuver was completed within the first twenty
seconds after the onset of the simulated engine failure. The two flight segments
analyzed were therefore established as:
Phase 1--Beginning with the introduction of the engine failure and up to 20 seconds
into performance of the autorotation maneuver.
Phase 2--From 20 seconds into the maneuver until the simulator reached an altitude
of 100 feet above grouind.
The design of this experiment specifically precluded discussing autorotation
maneuvers with the aviators prior to the initiation of an unannounced engine failure.
Therefore, exact performance requirements were not discussed with the aviators before
they performed the autorotation.
The parameters selected to represent aircraft performance in the analysis were
those defined in the UH-1 operator's manual:
airspeed, rotor speed, heading and air-

craft trim. The pilots' control of heading was evaluated by analysis of root mean
square (RMS) variation around the 0600 heading which the aviators were instructed to
maintain during the execution of the ILS missed approach prior to the introduction of
the engine failure. Rotor speed was evaluated with respect to the RMS variation from
the average rotor speed at the time of the initiation of the engine failure (317 rpm).
Aircraft trim was considered in light of the RMS deviation of the inclinometer (the
ball of the turn and slip indicator) from the centered or null position. Since the
operator's manual does not specify a single airspeed requirement for autorotations,
airspeed variation was evaluated with respect to the standard deviation about the mean
airspeed maintained by the individual aviator.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Oculomotor Activity
A description of how the aviators allocated their visual time is presented in
Figures 7 through 12. These charts summarize the visual activity directed to each
instrument during Phases 1 and 2 of the performance of the autorotation. The mean
percent viewing times for all instruments monitored are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
mean dwell times allocated to these same instruments are shown in Figures 9 and 10 and
the average scan rates in Figures 11 and 12.
Examination of the visual measures concerning the aircraft status and warning
displays (torquemeter, gas producer tachometer, exhaust gas temperature, engine instruments, master caution light, RPM warning light and the pedestal panel) reveals very
little overall usage of these displays. However, it should be noted that the amount
of visual activity directed to these displays was higher during the first phase of the
maneuver than it was during the second phase. The majority of that activity occurred
during the first few seconds of Phase 1--the time period during which the aviators had
to diagnose the nature of the emergency. During Phase 2 of the autorotation many of
these instruments were not even looked at.
Since these displays are not directly
related to the control of the aircraft, and since they were viewed infrequently, they
were excluded from the analysis reported here. The course indicator was also excluded
from the analysis due to its low rate of usage during the autorotation.
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The percent viewing time, scan rates, and dwell times were each analyzed separately
using an analysis of variance which treated the aviator's experience level as one
factor and the two phases of the autorotation as repeated measures. The analysis was
limited to the visual activity directed toward the instruments that are normally associated with the control of altitude, heading, attitude, airspeed, and rotor speed.
The significant results of these analyses are shown in Table 3. Since this investigation
was an initial exploration of the relationship between visual activity and performance, corrections for multiple F-test comparisons were not conducted and significance
levels of p < .10 were considered.
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF VISUAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES ANALYSES

Dependent
Variables

Between
Pilots
Experience
Level

Within
Pilots
Flight
Phase

Flight Phase X
Experience Level

Viewing Time
Altimeter
Radio Magnetic Indicator
Attitude Indicator
Airspeed Indicator
RPM Indicator
Vertical Velocity
Indicator
Turn/Slip Indicator

.025

.001
.005
.10
.025
.05

.10

.01
.10
.025

Dwell Time
Altimeter
Radio Magnetic Indicator
Attitude Indicator
Airspeed Indicator
RPM Indicator
Vertical Velocity
Indicator
Turn/Slip Indicator

.05
.10

.10

Scan Rate
Altimeter
Radio Magnetic Indicator
Attitude Indicator
Airspeed Indicator
RPM Indicator
Vertical Velocity
Indicator
Turn/Slip Indicator
NOTE:

.10

.001
.005
.01
.005
.01

1.

p values are those of the upper limit of the intervals:
p < .001, .001 < p < .005, .005 < p < .01, .01 < p < .025,
.025 < p < .050, .050 < p < .10

2.

df = 1/8

As shown in Table 3, significant differences were found in all three measures of
visual activity between the two phases of the autorotation for the altimeter, attitude
and radio magnetic indicators. The scan rate and the percent viewing time for the
airspeed and RPM indicators were also found to differ between the two phases of the
autorotation. The significant mean visual activity levels allocated by the ten pilots
to each of these five instruments are graphed as a function of the phase of the autorotation in Figure 13.
In general, the aviators increased their visual activity on
four of the instruments (altimeter, attitude, airspeed, and radio magnetic indicators)
during Phase 2 of the autorotation. The increase in visual activity on these instruments was in part balanced by decreased utilization of the RPM indicator.
The dwell time on the altimeter, RPM, and vertical velocity indicators, along with
the scan rate on the attitude indicator and the percent viewing time for the altimeter,
were found to differ as a function of the group experience level. On the average, the
new aviators tended to dwell on the altimeter, RPM, and vertical velocity indicators
for longer periods of time than did the more experienced aviators (Figures 9-10).
The

newer aviators also spent a significantly greater percentage of time viewing the
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altimeter (Figures 7-8).
In addition, they looked at the attitude indicator less
frequently (Figures 11-12) than did the experienced aviators.
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Pilot Visual Activity as a Function of Autorotation Phase

There was only one significant interaction between the experience level and the
autorotation phase variables on the oculomotor activity measures--that for the dwell
time on the vertical velocity indicator. As indicated in Figure 9, the dwell time on
the vertical velocity indicator was about equal for both groups of pilots during Phase
1 of the autorotation; but, on the average, the newer pilots dwelled on that indicator
longer during Phase 2 of the autorotation (Figure 10).
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Aircraft Flight Performance Measures
Each of the performance measures selected was assessed by the analysis of variance
with repeated measures on the two phases of the autorotation. The results of that
analysis are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF CONTROL PERFORMANCE MEASURES ANALYSES

Dependent
Variables

Between
Pilots
Experience
Level

Within Variables
Pilots
Flight
Flight Phase X
Phase
Experience Level

RMS Aircraft Trim (Ball)
RMS Heading
SD Airspeed
RMS Rotor RPM
NOTE:

.001
.10

1.

p values are those of the upper limit of the intervals:
p < .001, .05 < p < .10

2.

df = 1/8

The standard deviation of airspeed and the RMS of rotor speed were both found to
differ as a function of the two phases of the autorotation. The overall means depicting the significant decrease in the pilots' control variations of rotor speed and airspeed in Phase 2 of the autorotation are shown in Figure 14. Both the rotor speed and
airspeed variability were less during the second phase.
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There were no significant differences between experience levels nor were there any
significant interactions between the experience level and the autorotation phase variables for the pilot control performance measures.
Visual Activity and Flight Performance
The relationships between visual activity measures and the flight performance
measures during the autorotation maneuvers are not straightforward. When the visual

I
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activity measures which were significant (Figure 13) are compared with the significant
control performance variables (Figure 14), direct one-to-one relationships do not seem
apparent. For example, during Phase 1, the visual activity toward the RPM indicator
was higher than it was during Phase 2. Likewise, the variability of the rotor speed
was higher during Phase 1. This would indicate that relatively higher levels of
visual activity during a given flight phase are in some way related to higher variability of a pilot's control of the flight parameter. If this were true, the variability of the airspeed performance measure would be expected to be lower during the
first phase of the autorotation because of the relatively low visual activity directed
to the airspeed indicator during that period. However, examination of the data in
Figure 14 does not support that assumption. The airspeed variability was actually
less during the second phase of the autorotation. Another example would be the fact
that significant differences were found between autorotation phases for the percent of
time, dwell time and scan rate on the radio magnetic indicator; however, the aircraft
heading did not differ significantly between the two phases of the autorotation.
In a similar manner, even though the analyses did not indicate significant differences between aviator experience levels on flight performance measures, there were
differences between experience levels with respect to the visual activity directed to
various instruments (Table 3).
The data do support the theory that pilots visually attend to the flight parameter
of most concern until it is brought under control and then shift their attention elsewhere. As an example, both the rotor speed variability and the visual activity toward
the RPM indicator decreased from Phase 1 to Phase 2. The visual activity on the other
four instruments increased during that same interval.
It appears that as the pilots
stabilized their rotor speed control, they also began to reduce the level of visual
activity devoted to the RPM indicator and to shift their visual activity to other
instruments.
It is apparent that the relationships between visual activity and the performance
measures in this study are more complex than mere direct one-to-one relationships.
Relating the visual activity on an individual instrument to the pilot's control of
the flight parameter associated with that instrument is partially precluded by the
fact that the information provided on certain instruments is redundant. For example,
in this study some of the aviators reported they were not concerned with airspeed as a
separate entity. Their reported technique of stabilizing the airspeed was to place
the simulator into the proper attitude and then the airspeed would "take care of
itself."
Airspeed stability could therefore be achieved through use of various combinations of visual activity to the airspeed indicator and the attitude indicator. The
attitude indicator itself is a multifaceted instrument which presents aircraft pitch
and roll information. These parameters are in turn related to airspeed, heading and
altitude. Therefore, a single look at this instrument could mean many things.
Thus far we have looked at the pilots' visual and simulator control performance
separately and have compared them over the two flight phases of approximately 20
seconds each. These comparisons point out that the relationships between visual
behavior and control performance are not related in a straightforward manner. What
appears to be needed is a time link approach to analyzing both sets of data simultaneously
and sequentially. An example of the sequential time link between visual scan behavior
and pilot control performance is illustrated for a single aviator in Figure 15. The
horizontal axis of the graph represents cumulative time as the autorotation maneuver
progresses. The solid markings in the parallel tracks depict the sequence of the
pilot's visual activity in the form of the time spent viewing each instrument during
individual fixations. The individual aircraft control parameters are shown by the
solid lines which vary in amplitude over time.
During the initial phases of the maneuver this pilot spent a considerable amount
of time viewing the RPM indicator at the expense of other instruments. He appears to
have done so because the rotor speed was rapidly decreasing from the initial value of
317 rpm to a value lower than that desired. During this same period heading and
airspeed were both decreasing, but at a slower rate.
At approximately six seconds into the flight a control movement was introduced
which changed the rotor speed from a decreasing trend to one that was increasing
toward the desired level. The aviator then appears to have shifted his visual attention
toward other instruments but had not yet checked the radio magnetic indicator (RMI).
The heading continued to move toward the lower limit of 0500.
At approximately 7.5
seconds, the aviator monitored his radio magnetic indicator for the first time.
Shortly after he checked the RMI, the direction of heading movement reversed indicating
a control change on the part of the aviator. This relationship between the pilot's
visual scans and his aircraft control performance continues tiorough the rest of the
maneuver. It should be noted that not all fixations resulted in a change to the associated performance measure. For example, the pilot looked at his airspeed indicator
numerous times during the maneuver, but the downward trend of the airspeed measure
continued. Presumably, these fixations on the airspeed indicator informed the pilot
that the airspeed was decreasing at an acceptable rate and a control correction was
not necessary.
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Figure 15.

Sequential Time Link Between Pilot Visual Scan Behavior
and Control Performance Measures

Similar trends were noted in the data of other aviators tested in this investigation. We are presently evaluating a time sequence approach to analyzing the performance measures as they are time linked to the visual activity. That analysis
should provide a more comprehensive quantification of the relationship between aviator
visual activity and aircraft control performance.
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this exploratory study was to investigate the relationship between
aviator oculomotor activity and pilot control of a simulator during performance of an
autorotation maneuver under instrument flight conditions. This maneuver differs from
the standard or normal flight conditions in that the aviator is concerned with one objective--successfully landing the aircraft. Oculomotor activity should therefore be
directed toward those instruments that will aid in reaching this objective.
A number of general conclusions can be drawn from the data presented here with
respect to aviator oculomotor activity during autorotation to a simulated engine
failure.
a. After a few initial glances at the aircraft status and warning displays to
diagnose the emergency situation, the majority of the aviators' visual activity was
devoted toward the RPM, attitude and the airspeed indicators during the initial phase
of the autorotation.
b. After the rotor speed variability was reduced, the aviators decreased their
visual activity toward the RPM indicator and simultaneously increased visual attention
to the attitude, radio magnetic, altimeter and airspeed indicators.
c. Throughout the autorotation the newer aviators exhibited longer dwell times to
the altimeter, vertical velocity and RPM indicators than the experienced aviators.
They also spent a greater percent of viewing time on the altimeter and looked at the
attitude indicator less often than did the more experienced pilots.
d. In terms of aircraft control performance, both groups of pilots exhibited more
control of both rotor speed and airspeed in the second phase of the autorotation than
they did in the first phase.
e. The relationships between oculomotor activity and specific aircraft performance
measures during autorotations are more complex than can be made by direct one-to-one
comparisons. An analysis of the simultaneous and time sequential links between pilot
visual scans and flight parameter control seems to be required to provide a more
definitive understanding of the complex ties between aviator visual activity and
aircraft control performance.
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The data obtained from this exploratory investigation add to the existing data
base concerning visual performance in helicopter flight and should assist in future
work directed toward the optimization of pilot visual activity during emergency situations.
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R=%UJ
Grice kune xdthodologie at un appareillage originaux Ilacuit6 visuell. angulaire en contrasto color6 olaultand a dt6 6tudi6e our 6oran do tidiiion RVB. Loe couloura teatde. mont Is
rouge,e
Is ert, is bien, I& pourpre, Is cyan, I* jaune et ie biano & dgaiit6 do luminance pour i'enmombie. I* contrasts do briliano. a 6gaiement 6t6 6tudid.
Ce travaii offoctud our un. population do 60 mombres duipersonnei navigant ftgga do 20 & 50
an. a Persial
-do ddfinir Ia
tailie optimum do caractbro aesurant uno reconnaissance do forme avec une
bonne probabiiitdo
-do prdciser leo contrastes colord. amourant une meilloure rapidit6 do perception .
Los dones ainsi recuoilliem pouvont pormottre i'optizmation do ia lecturo d'informationo our tube cathodique.
INTRODUCTION
Pilotes*, ingdnieure at uddocins *'accordant pour roconnaitre quo l'dvolution des missions
at des performance@ des ahronofo do combat future ndossito Iiiaboration do nouveaux modes do pr4sontation do. donndeu do vol. Em effot, on admot quo Ie nivoau do saturation tant du point de vue
physioiogiquo quo technoiogiquo oat our 10 point d'Stre ddpaasd.
La maltris technolohique duitube cathodique autorioc maintonant la conception do nouveaux
tableaux do bond at do nouveaux modes do prdsentation do Ilinformation.
At in d'optiuimer cotte nouvolle interface homfie/machine, ii out ndcessaire d'approfondir
nos onnaimsanceo do contain. parambtres physioiogiques do ia perception visueiie.
Parmi iee nouebrouses questions qui peuvent me poser noun avons choisi l'dtude do llacuit6
visuello angulaino en contrast* coiordour doran de tdldvision obmorY6 en vision lointaine.
Le r8ie important do in couloun dona In pndmontation d'informationa a dtd ddmontr6 par de
noubreux: travatax ainoi quo i'attestont 1ee revues bibliognaphiques do COOK (1974) at do SUIPLE
(1971). Trb. rdcemment CHRIST (1975) a offectud un certain nombre do rechorches our In couleur dana
lea oyet&.oa do prdsontation viouoiie d'informations.
L'dtude des conclusions de l'oneeble do coo travaux conduit b,prdconison llemploi do Ia
couiour parc. quo ioe performance. sont, in puupant duitempo, smdiiordea at on aucun cas d~grad4es.
Cotto notion dtant admioo, ii convient d'optimiaer is presentation et do d~finir une hidrarchisation des couleure permttant un. prime d'information plus rapid.. De. dtudes ont 4t4 faites
et i'on trouvo lee rdfdrencea chos lea auteura cit~s ci-desaus. 11 oat & noter quo coo 6tudes ont
6t6 faites pour in pius groaao part on prdaentant tine couiour our in fond noir ou blanc. Or, in
tochnologie do. viaualiaationm dioctroniquom eat auffisanmmnt avancdo pour pormettre des pr~sentation. en contralto coior6 aimuitan4.
I

-

POSITION DU PROBLDE

Lea phdnombnoa do perception en contrasts coicrd mont 4tudide depuia longtompa (Chovreul,
Pieron, Neimoltz, Land...). L'attention dos autour. sleet portde murtout our los modifications do
sensation colorge induite par In priaentation aimuitande do deux plagoa do aouleure diffdrentea.
Dana 10 domains orgonomique, 1. contrasts color6 doit *tre abordd molon dour voies, aoit
quo In couleur porte en oiio-m~ne 1. mesaoge (lampe alhumdo/ftointe) noit qu'ollo sot supportde par
no forme qui participe auasi au message. Ii faut niorm roconnattre une forms colorde our fond colord. L'acuitd vinuelie eat une fonction qui correapond & un tel sch~ma.
L'd4tude des publications pontant our 10 sujet no permet paa do ddgagor comme noun ailona ie
voin, des donndel cohdnentes. Ceci eat dift pour une part aur nombreux parambtres qui r~giamont in
perception do. couloureaet I'acuitd viauolie. Le problbme se complique par ailleurs du fait do in
tenminologio at do in mdtnique qui nWont 6t6 codif idea quo rdceumont par In, C.I.E. Pour notre part
noun utilisono in terminologie ot in mtrique cornespondent aux normom C.I.E.
Loe donndoa de In iittgraturo quo noun prdaentons pouvont Stre clasado. on dour grouposI
1. 1cr groupo correspond aux: rdoultata ise plus ancien. qui me rapportont kLdee expdriences offectugoo avoc do. systbmes do presentation colorda faiment appol & in projection de piages colordes,
& partir do lapom avoc filtres ou do aourcee apoctralos, & Ilutilioation de stimuusa pigmentaire
(en g~n~ral papier) 6cinirds par uno lamp.. Le douxibme groups me rapporto A des travaux plum rEcents utilinant do. visualinationo dlectroniquem de type tube cathodique (is plus fr~quent) ou bion
diodes Eloctroimminooconte. etc...
1..-Leo oywttmmoo d'affiohage &-bale-do ioz!.ea
Mae ADAM (1949) a memurd l'acuitd visuelo en prdoontant des optotypen de diffdronteo coulous our fond gris isolumineux. A chaque foia ii chenchait avoc do. stimulus achrouatiquos 1. contrast@ do brillanco donnant in mlso performance. 11 montro ainni que plum In couleur sot satur~E
meilIoure set Ilaouit6 visuehle puisqu'ello doviont 6quivalents & coil. obtenuo ysec des contrasto.

do brilianos do pius on plua grand@. Par aiiiourm ii penes quo l'aouitd vimuolle on contrasto colord
set dtroitement corrdide au oouui diffdrentioi ohromatiquo.
MECIER, on 1957 napport@ iee ndoultate do PARRIS at RAND aolon looquelo & lumincoit4 Egale
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lee couleure donneraient ian. meilleure acuit6 vimuelie dane i'ordre muivant : jaune, vert jaune,
orange, vert, rouge, vert-bleu, bleu. Alora qua ROUX (1958) rapporte des rdaultata de ARNUL? et
FLAMMN melon leaquela ci lea luminances sont bien 4gaiea lee aeuit~m sont identiques pour toutee
lea couleurm et la luxibre blanche.
LEGRAND en 1956, dane son iivre, rapporte lea rdaultate do noubreux auteure qui mont contradictoires t "en come, ce problbme do i'acuit4 en luibre coiorde eat extramement confue".
En 1966, CAVONIUS et SCHUMACHER ont 4tudi6, chez deux aujeta, l'acuitg viauelle color4e
avec un rdaaau dent imsbarrem alternantee mont 4quiiumineumes, maia dent lea longueurm d'onde dif..
f~rent, ce qui revient A pr6aenter ianteat color4 our ianfond colorg. Lour diapomitif exp~rimentai
perfet d'obtenir dec tests colorda trbc fortement maturda. Une longueur d'onde eat attribude, fixe,
& une adrie de barrec, l'autre ednae de barren eat illuicinde cuccemaivement par tout le spectre
visible. Plum le
entre la longueur d'onde duiteat et celia duifond eat grande meilleure eat
i'acuitg. Maim rdcultatm trbc intdremcant, I'effet de cette diffdrence de iongueur d'onde W'est pas
identique pour tout le apectre. L'acuit set bonne pour un foible
,
i le teat et 1e fond ment
devra Stre beaucoup plum important pour
iliuminda avec de courtec lonuieurc d'onde alora qua
obtenir leuS.. nivaau d'acuitg avec lea granden longuourm d'ondm duaapectre visible.
POKORNY at Coil. en 1968 ont aemur6 avec lanrdmeau l'acuit6 vicuelie an faimant varier la
longueur d'onde duiteat chez cinq cujeta, at & diffdrentm niveaux de luminances. L'acuitd vimuelle
augments aayadtriquement avec la luminance duiteat. Eile eat plum bases pour Ie bleu chez quatre
aujeta, ianaujet montre aummi itne acuit4 vimuelle dameurant plum bamme loraque la luminance augmente, et ceci dana le rouge.
1.2. - Contracte colori et vimualication diectronique
PUIG (1976) rapporte dana ma revue bibliographique iancertain nombre de travaux qui me mont
attachdm Ak4tudier l'apport de ia couleur dana la d&tection at la reconnaissance de cible our dem
4cranm de tdldvision. Can recherchem ont port6 cur dem 4tudec gbobalem de simulation at aucune ne
rapporte d'4tude de l'acuit6 vimuelle.
Lea travaux me rapportant & la licibilit4 d'inforaationa cur 4cran de TV ont au pour th~aa
la coaparaimon dam performnances obtenuem avec diffdrentc myctbmem d'affichages at la vue directe
(HENES 1973, LONG 1969, PUIG 1976).
II faut noter deux publications concernant la perception de la couleur our 6cran de t614vision : EAKUSING (1976) a cherchd & connattre be noabre de couleurm pouvant 6tre reconnuem mans
confusion our ianaymttane TV trichrome Shadow Mack. 11 a montr6 qua 6 couleura pouvaient 6tre dimcnimin~en avac une bonne probabibit4 tie rouge, Ie vert, 1. bleua, le jaune, cyan at pourpre.
DUPONT-ENIUS (1977) a ddtermin4 lea seuiba diffdrentielm chromatiquem cur 4cran de t4bdvision trichrome Shadow Mack. Son dtude cur vingt aujeta ne liii a pas permia de confirmer lee r4sultato donuda par MACADAM en 1942. Lee points macurea ne me trouvent pas cur uns ellipse maim
daccinent une figure ovoldala accidentde.
Ainmi noum n'avonc pam trouv6 dana la bitt~rature de travaux qui puiccent donnar den 414menta de rdponce pr~cis au problL~me qui noun 6tait poad.
Lam donn~es qua noum avona rapport~es en 1.1. ne peuvent Atre transpoe~ea directement car
elies n'ont pas Wt 6tabliea cur dem tubes cathodiquec.
Or, lee adcaoniaam aim en icia dana la perception vimuelle d~iaages prdaentdec cur tuba cathodique mont trbm probablement diffdrenta de cciii utilioda boraque le stilus eat "Stabbe".
En effet parttculibrement avac la tubes A balayage TV, l'image regina par l'oeil eat une
image conatnuita 94quentiellement dane be tampa at dana Ilespace.
Nous avens donc 6tg conduits & concevoir et r4aiiser ianappareiblage pour Atudier lea points
suivants
- Quel eat le r8le du contracta de brilbanca dana llacuit4 vimucile angubaire meaur&e cur
ian 6cran de t'5l~vision ?
- En contrasta color4 aimultan4 axistc-t-ii des diff4rences d'acuit4 vimuabbe melon lea
coubeura utiliaeme ci on r4alise 1'4gaiit4 de luminance antra le tact at be fond ?
- Quelle eat la plum petite taibbe duid~tail cignificatif d'un teat acaurant unebonne perception ?
- Existe-t-il una influence pr4pond4rante da la coulcur duafond ou duitest ?
II

-

NETHODOLOGIE EXPERIMENTALE

Pour dam raisons techniques nouc avens Wt amends k~ effectuer deux expdnimcntationa qui diffbrent l'une de l'autre par lea couleura testdea at l'dcran de tdldviaion tamt4. Au courm de l'expdrimentation noum baa ddaignerons par A at B.
A)

jj~lg
1) Lea moniteurm de tdldvision

Expdrimentation A
Un tdbdviaeur coulaur Schlumbarger RC6 V3 de type RVB 4quip6 d'un tube viddocolor A67150X
de 63 cm de diagonale. Ce moniteur eat duitype Shadow Maak trichrome h babsyage 625 lignes.
Expdnimantation B
Elba a 4td conduite cur ianmoniteur Sony PVM 1300E,/AS 4quip4 d'un tube trinitron de
de diagonale.

33 am

2) Syotbme gdndrateur d'image
11 permet l'incrustation 4lectronique d'un teat color6 cur fond d'une autre couleur. La balayage TV ne permettant pas Ia rdabisation d'une image circubaire auffiasiaant prdciae pour obtanir
un annoau, noum avens choimi ianE conatruit melon lea r~glea de l'anncau de Landoit. L14paiaaeur dem
barren eat 6gale & l'dpaimaeur dam bacunas. La E eat insonit dana iancarr6 da 5 unitdm de base, l'unit6 4tant ddfinie par l'dpaimacur do ba barre. La ddtaii cignificatif cat done Ia lacuna qua b'oeii
doit percevoir.
Ce 9 pout Stre oriantd vera le haut, le ban, ia gauche, ia droita de i'dcran en 6tant toujourm centr4 cur cehui-ci.
Il pout Stre prdment6 melon 9 tailles.
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Caraot~riatiques
des tailles pr~sentdee
NItaiiie

0

Vaisur angulaire125
duid~taii significatif

125

1
146
46

2

3

2'8
208

230
'0

4

6

251
2'1

313
31"

7

33"35"
334
355

11
52"
52"

Le systbae offre tine palette de 6 couleurs pour ie test et Is fond. On iiispose de 3 fois
6 canaux. Chaque canal permet ia constitution d'une couleur par adlange des trois fondamentales
rouge, vert, bleu.
3) Le systbme de commands
Ii eat piiotd par in ruban perfor6 g4ndr4 par tincalcuiateur & partir dun programme 4tahHi
en fonction du type d'expdrimentation choisi. Sur ie ruban sont d4finis t 1'image, le temps de pr6sentation at l'ordre de succession.
4) Lea ystbme de r4ponse
Le sujet rdpond per i'interm4diaire d'un manipulateur & 4 positions correspondant aux 4
orientations de i'optotyps. On obtient ainsi ia nature de la r6ponse et is temps do r~ponse duicijet .Cen r~aultata sont enregistrds sur ruban perford en uS.. tampa quo sont repris iee caract~ristiques de l'image ayant provoqu4 la rdponse.
Trois types de rdponsea sont possibies
a) is sujet reconnait ou pense avoir reconnu l'onientation duisymbols et l'indique
b) ii no i'a pas reconnue at ii appuis sur tininterrupteur signifiant "je ne sais
pas"
c) ii slabstient de r~pondre.
Dans tous lee cas, Vintage reste affich4e pendant ia dur4e fix4e par is programmte.
B)

lemrmq~jU1

1) Lee couleurs
Nous avoni
I~3 inejinA
ouleurs fondamentales du t4l4viseur t rouge (R), vert (V)at bleu
(B) et dciii m4ianges a le jaune (J) at ie blanc (W), ainsi que ie pourpre et Is cyan. La colonim~trie effectude avec un spectrophotombtre "Gamma Scientific" type 3000 A, a permis is caicul des
coordonndas trichroinatiques dane ie systbme X Y Z.

a R

:

a y

a

9

V

o,67

034

0,33

0,57

a

:

B

a

J

a

w

0,15

0944

0,28

0,08

0,42

0,2-1

Avec ces 5 teintes dtait test4 is noir. Au total nous avions donc 6 possibilitds pour is
fond et 6 pour Is test. Compte tenu que lettres et fonda de m~me couleur n14taient pas programmda,
cela donna 30 posaibiiitda de contrastes aimuitanda.
Expdnimentation B
Outre lea trois fondamentaies rouge, vart, bleu, ont A6d 6tudida ie blanc, ie pourpre et is
cyan dont lea coordonngs trichromatiquea sont t - pourpre
x 0,40 Y
0,22
- cyan
x 0,24 Y
0,34
11 y a donc 4galement 30 possibilitgo de contrastes simultands.
2) Lea sujets
Trente membres du Personnel Navigant de l'Adronautique ont 6t4 examin4s N chacuna des exp~rimentations salt 60 sujet. aii total. Lair Age dtait compris entre 20 et 50 ana, en trais groupes
de 10 sujets, par tranche do 20 h 29, 30 A 39, 40 & 50 ane.
Ces sujets prdsentaient mne vision normals puisque membres diiPersonnel Navigant. Nous aviona
connaissance de leur dossier de visits systdmatique et pouvions 4iiainer touts anomalie mame iftbre.

3) Las conditions do prdaantation duitest
Noiin avons 6tudi6 l'acuit4 visusile en vision de loin. La tdldviseur 4tait situ4 AN e m (expdnisnoe A) et A 4 m (exp~rience B) diisujet k i'extrdmit4 d'un grand tunnel en toils grise. Ceci
permettait d'avoir tins ambiance neutre au point de vue couleur. Ce tunnel 4tait elair4 par deg tubas fluorescents qui permettaient d'obtenir tindelairement uniforms de 300 luxi & 1 . duiaol (hauteur
das youx du sujet instalid dams un fauteuil N positions multiples).
4) La luminance de l'dcran
Elea damaure constants pour tout.. lee coulsurs. Rile a At4 fixd. & 15 nits, mesures avec
in radio-photom~tro 4quip4 d'une cellule oorrigde CIE, siir laquelie est mont4 tintdidscope nvsc tine
ouverture de 2*. La piaga test dtant aupdnieire h 21, nous 4tions dams des conditions photopiques.
La luminance do i'environnement imniddiat diitdldvissur 4tait de 12 NL 13 nits.
C) OE M isation d'une ofano
Pour meaurer i~acuit4 *isuaile nous devons montrer au sueot tine gae do talles de caractbres telle quii y ait aiimains une taille toujours pernue correctement at tins tailie non parque.
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La ddfinition offerte par l'4cran do tdvision no noun a pa. permie d'obtonir dos taillos non pergus pour certain.. couleur.. Dix taillee furont pr4entdee.
Afin d'dviter lee r6pones dues au hasard, chaque taille 4tait montrde 4 fois (haut, ban,
droito ot gauche).
Pour chaque couple color6, tout.. lea tailles et position. 6taient prdaent~es. Au total,
noum devions montrer 900 images. Chaque imago dtait constnuite en ddfinissant le temp. do prdsentation (1500 mm), la tailie et i'orientation de in iettre, in couleur du fond at Ia coulour do
Is iettre.
L'ordre do pr~sentntion dtait randomied par an programe our caiculatear. Entre cheque is&go I. calcuinteur inshre l'ordro do prdeentation pendant tine second. d'ane piae~gblanch. isoluninous aux coulours, nuin d'4liminer lee effete do contrasts color6 cons4cutif.
La durdo de chaque adance 4tnit approximativement do 45 minutesIII

RESULTATS

-

Deux typos d'analyses ant dtd effectudst
*analyse qualitative portant our le pourcentage do banns rdpones,
*analyse quantitative reposant our l'dtude des ddlais do rdponses.
Lea traitements etatietiques utilieds pour coin (analyse do in variance et couparnison
des moyonnes conmdcutives) ant 4t6 faits mdpardment pour lea deux expdriences, loe rdsultatosmont
prdsentds pour chacune des manipulntions.
3.1
x~primntaLtion
Eli. concern. iee couple. colords foruds & partir des cauleurm rouge, vent, bieu,
blanc ot noir.
3.1.1.

-

ane,

Etude dos couples calorda

3.1.1.1. - Etude quantitative
La comparnison des moyenncs cansdcutives solon In mdthode do NEWMAN'S et KEULS, permet do
construire is tableau I qui prdsonto loe ddlais do rdponses en fonctian do la couleur du fond,
touts tailles canfondues.
On pout, our co tableau, diffdrencier dciii groupes do couleurs, Is bleu et ie rouge d'ane
part, ie blanc Jnne et vert d'autre part.
Le bleu et is rouge donnont de. temps do rdponsos moyens groupds ot bane ; alarm quo lee
ane blanc et vort.
ddiais do rdponms moys sant plus disperads our iee fonds
Le fond nair donns isa moiliours rdaultats avoc dos valourn moysnnes dgalas pour toutos
lee couleurs do cnractbre sauf pour is bleu. Ceci s'sxpiique parco quail y a contrast. do luminance. Cetto donnde 6tait attendue et confirms l'hypotht-se do ddpart.
Si llon considbre lee ddlnis de rdponses en fonction de In couleur do In lettre avec des
fonds color6B diffdrents, los rdsultats cant idontiquss ik ceux 6noncds ci-dessus ot no mont donc
pas expoods.
3.1.1.2. - Analyse qualitative
Ls tableau II prdsente sous formse aynthdtique is pourcentage mayen do rdponses justes pour
tin f"vd da coulour donnd en fonction do In couleur diicaractbre. Le clamement do. coulsurm me
f',
9 fagon trbs pnralilsl & cslui obtonu en conmiddrant lee ddlnis do rdponsem mayena. On pout
ue tous loa ddlais do rdponmes compriseontro 590 st 633 as correspondent &.an taux do r6n:*. -.
po: los ,astes supdrieur IN 95 %. Lee n~nes observations ant dt6 faites si l'on considbre in porformanc-- Dcox tine coulsur do lettre en fonction des divsrses coulsuro duifond.
3.1.2. - Analyse do l'ncuitd vimueile angulaire solon lea coulsuro
La figure III prdmente 1e temps do rdponso mayan pour une coulsur do fond en fonction do
in taills diicaractbre (touts coulsurs de cnractbre confandues).
On nots que lorequ'il y a contrasts de luminance (fond noir) in performance est la mailInure pour touts lea tailles.
Pour in plum petite taillo correspondent au ddtail signifioatif vu. soua an angle do
1125", lee fonds rouge, bisu ot jaune provoqusut lee ddlais de rdponse 1ee plus longs. Maim dbe
in taille 2 on note qus lee couleurs rougs et bisue permettent in meilleure rapiditd do perception pour touts lem taills.
Cspendant, lea diffdrencos entre couleure vont s'amenuisant au fur et & mosure que in
taille diicarnctbre oroit pour permettre tine performance 6galo au. nivsau de Ia taille in plum
grands (5#21").
3.1.3. - L'analyso de in variancs
L'dtudo de in variance a permis do mettreaen 6vidsnce an. plus grand. dispersion des d6lain do rdponme si V'on considbre in coulsur duifond et au contraire an. homogdnditd plus grande
pour lea couleurm do iettre. Ceci pout permsttre do conciuro quo in couleur d'un fond a an r8le
plus important done in perception et pormet do miouxc diffdrencier lea couples colords qus no le
permet in couleur do in lettre.
Ce rdsultat a. congoit bien iorsqu'on envisage isa proportions relatives do l'important
rayonnoent sngendrd par I. fond et in plus foible quentitd 4miae par is caractbre.

3.2.

-

Expdionatin

Cotte expdrimentation nynit pour but l'dtude de l'ncuitd visusile angulnire selon lee
contrasts colords obtenus & partir des oouleurs rouge, vort, bleu, cyan at pourpre.
La mdthodologie a dtd on tout point comparable A cello appliqudo lore ds l'expdrimentation
A.
Cependant, contrairemont & in manipulation A daux couples do coulourm (vert/eyan ot rouge/
pourpre) donnent des rdeultate so dietinguant trop nettemont dem outram. Aummi, pour oertainm traitements statistiques, Ile ont dti oxtraits afi de no pa. porturber lea rdsultnts edndraux.
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3.2.1.

-

Etude des couples color6a
3.2.1.1.

-

Etude qualitative

Le tableau IV montre lea ddlaia do rdponsoa ucyona (toutem tailles confonduem) des couleurm
do lettrea pour un fond damd.
Coma pour Ilexp6rimentation A, on note quo la couleur do fond bisue donne des r~oultata
lea plus group~a et lea meilleurs.
Le fond blanc donno des rdaultato l~gbrement plum disporeds que le fond bleu, man nottemont plus homogbne quo lore do l'oxpdrimontation A.
Pour lea fonda rouge et pourpre, lea r~oultata Bout group6a mauf loraque oo couleura mont
prent4ea ensembles dana tincouple colord.
Le uS.. phdnombno me remarque pour lea couleura vert et cyan.
Dana corn couples color6a ±1 faut notor l'allongement trba important do. d~lais do r6pone.
Si l'on envisage pour tine lottre Il'ffet do la couleur du fond on retrouve tine hidrarchie
aimilaire & cello inoncde ci-deamue et lea rdaultata ddtaillda no Bout paa expoada.
3.2.1.2. - Analyse qualitative
Le tableau IV prdaente le pourcentago moyen (toutee taillea confonduea) de rdponaea jumtea aelon Ia couleur du fond pour lea diverses couleura do lottrea. Il met bien on dvidence lea
effete doa couplea vert/cyan ot rougo/pourpre, qui no pormettent qu'un pourcentage trbu faiblo do
bonnee rdponaoa.
Lea couples colorda utiliada lora de l'oxpdrimentation A donnent des rdaultata identiqus.
On remarque que lea doux nouvellom couloura teatdo i Ie pourpre et le rouge, loraqu'ellea no Bont
pas oppoadom donnont lea performances lea mailloures.
3.2.2.

- Acuitd visuolle angulaire et couleur
L'd4tudo des rdaultata prdaentda ci-doamue noun a conduit & 6liminer, car trop ddfavorablem,
lea couples vert/cyan et rougo/pourpre pour 6tudier l'effot de la taille du caractbre.
Ausmi our la figure 5 on pout voir l'dvaluation du ddlai moyen do rdponaea (toutoa couleura
do caractbrea confondues) pour tinfond donnd en fonction do la taille do l'optotype.
Compto tenu de l'dlinination des couplea colorda ddfavorablem, on pout donc notor l'amdlioration rapido du ddlai de rdponae avec l'augnentation do la taille do l'optotype. Ce rdaultat eat
idontique h6 celui trouv4 lora do l'expdrimentation A.

3.2.3. - L'analyae do variance indique Ia prdponddrance du fond our la lottre pour l'expdrimentation B comae pour ltexp6rimentation A.
analyse Wnt pas auaai fine quo pour ltexpdrimentation A du fait dea dispersions introduitosCette
par lea couples particulierm d6j.2mentionnds.
DISCUSSION
Lea rdaultata quo noua venona do pr~aenter Bont difficilement confrontablom aux travaux antdrioura car 1e stimulus utiliad eat trba diffdrent. En effet, l'imago tdldvisuoUe net conetmalte
adquontiellement dana le temps et l'eapaco et a'oppoae en cola aux syatbmea do atimulation typo
"botte & lumibre".
Du point do vue colorimdtrique pur, on peut cepondant considdrer loa rdoultate obtonum par
Mac ADAM. Cot auteur a montrdi quo parmi lea troia paranatroc de la atimulation colordo (tonalitd,
luminoaitd, maturation) la aaturation 6tait tin 6ldment important do l'acuit6 & luminosit6 conatanto. Il mouligno aumai la notion do liison
entro l'acuitd viauelle ot 1e amuil diffdrentiel chromatique. Nos rdaultata laiaaont & penser 4galement que plus uno conleur oat maturdo, meilleuro emt
l'acuitd.
Do m~mo, ai l'on conaidbre lea coordonndes trichromatiquea do non stimulus on pout conmiddrer quo coa derniora mont dquidiatantes dana Ie triangle CIE x, y, z, 1931 (fig. 7) ot lea diffdrencoin de performances conatatdea a'expliquent mal daneasc diagramme. Les mgmes parambtres, roport6a
aur tintriangle UCS 1964 (fig. 8), montrent qu'en fait l'dquidiatanco Wn'et pas reepectde, aurtout
pour lea mdlangom comportant du bleu (pourpre et cyan).
Notre protocols d'dtude a 6t6 contruit do fagon & minimiser lea influences psycho-mociologiquem do la couleur, do la nature do la tacho, do la fatigue dvontuelle pour tenter de n~bere
quo 1e phdnomne 1e plua pur possible.
Ainai, noua avona utiliad tindchantillon do population homogbne conatitu6 par dea mombrom
du Personnel Navigant do l'adronautique. Le aymtbme do rdponae 6tait conqu pour dviter entre autro
touto verbalisation do la part du mujet.
La tache dtait auami 6ldmentairo quo possible compto tenu quo l'on no pout, dana Una dtude
ergonomiquo, diasocior la rdponae motrico do la perception.
La durde do l'oxpdrimentation et 10 protocols do prdeontation des imagos ont dt6 congues
do tell. sorte qu'une 6vontuelle fatigue no perturbs pas lea rdsultats. Bien quo non n'ayona pam
d nn6 prdcddemmont con rdaultate non avona pu vdrifior qu'aucune ddgradation do la performance no
me produimait an courm do l'examen.
Toujoura dana cotto perspective do rdduire lea aources do fatigue, l'onvironnoent lumineux
do l'dcran dtait tel quail no comportait anoun contrast. exoemif. Il eat certain quo ce no wont
pam 1& des conditions opdrationnollem ot1des contramtem violonta penvent Atre rencontrda. 11 oat
donc ndcoamairo do vdrifior coin donndem en haute ot bass luminance.
La. form. du stimulus ndoeasaire pour nine 4tudo prdoiae do b'aouitd 6t&it rebativement nontre quent au contenu informationneb.
Aussi, il faut conmiddror quo lea rdmultata quo non avons prdaentda no mont quo des didmonte do base pour l'dtude ndoosmaire dee divers paraabtrea de la limibilitd d'iano information en
saturation rdebbe.
D'un point do vue tochnologique, il faut remarqner que parmi lee coubeurs dominant lee
millours rdsultate figurent be blon *t lea mdlangee ot il participe. Or, actnelbement lea symt6mea oathodiques embarquables roposent our 1e principe du tube & pdndtration variable qui ne poraot
que lea conloure autoriaem par tinadleage dierouge at do vert. A ae propel, on pout ae demander
copendant si cot handicap ne pout pas Itre pour me* part compond par la neilbeure ddfinition quo
pormet l. balayage cavalier on abdatoire qni eat associd an tube & pdndtration. Anemi none menons
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une 6tudo physiologique our c. systbao d'affiohago.
CONCLUSIO
Afin do prdcieer certain. parambtros phyciologiquos do la perception visuolle our tube
cathodique, um. mdthodologi* ot um apparoillage originaus: ont 46t6 conpue ot min au point.
Le premier th~mo d'application a 6td l14tudo do l'acuitd vimuolle en contrasts color6
simulteand our 4cran do tdvision.
Lee contrant.. testdo ont 6td obtenus A partir don couleurs rouge, vert, blou, jaune,
*yen ot pourpro ainni qu'& partir du blanc et du noir.
Los rdoultata montront quo lorsqu'on orde um contraste do brillanco la performance oet
la meillouro quells quo soit la coulour utilineo. Par contro, ei Ilon rdalino iano dgalit6 do luminance lea ddlais do rdponso lee plus rapid.. mont observdc avec lea coulours rouge, bleu. Le
pourpro autoriue dgalemont umo bonne perception sauf lil eat oppoad au rouge.
L'influonce do Ia coulour du fond oat plus important. quo cello do la couleur do Ia lettre.
Coo rdsultate constituent des donndes do base permettant l'dlaboration do oyetbme. do
prdcomtation do l'inforination en couleur cur tube cathodique.
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VISUAL PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD OF HELICOPTER PILOTS
DURING INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
R. R. Simmons, M. A. Lees, & K. A. Kimball
US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P. 0. Box 577
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
Flight under instrument flight rules (IFR) is reported to be
one of the most important factors contributing to aviator fatigue
during helicopter operations. This study was initiated to collect
visual and psychomotor performance data in an attempt to investigate and study the general visual performance of aviators during
IFR conditions. Two groups of aviators, with varied experience
levels, were the subjects. A NAC Eye Mark Recorder and the Helicopter In-Flight Monitoring System were utilized to collect the
required data. The results indicated, among other findings, that
pilot subjective opinion does not agree with objective data.
Additionally, the attitude indicator and radio compass comprised
over 60% of the pilots' total visual workload, while the aircraft's
status gauges were monitored less than 10% of the total time.
These data should provide invaluable information concerning the
visual requirements of pilots for safe helicopter operations.

INTRODUCTION
The airmobility concept can be defined as the utilization of aerial vehicles organic
to the Army to assure the balance of mobility, firepower, intelligence, support, and
command and control. The aerial vehicle which has proven to best provide the support
for this concept has been the helicopter. Army aircrews, utilizing the helicopter to
support the ground fighting forces with rapid transportation, supplies, and medical
evacuation, fly under any and all weather conditions. To accomplish these missions,
Army aviators are required to fly through meteorological conditions during which they
are unable to identify any outside references to aid in the control of their aircraft.
This necessitates that they receive all visual cues from cockpit instruments which
artificially represent their aircraft's relative spatial and geographical position.
This type of flight, which is performed utilizing instruments to fly the aircraft, is
referred to as flight under instrument flight rules (IFR).
This IFR flight condition has been referred to in AGARD Advisory Report No. 691 as
being the most important contributing factor to aviator fatigue during helicopter
operations with a possible exception of nap-of-the-earth flight. Additionally, in
light of the reported accidents during IFR flights or reduced visibility conditions, 2
it can be concluded that either relevant perceptual cues which exist outside the
cockpit are not adequately represented within the cockpit or the information is present
but cannot be used effectively. It must be pointed out that optimal rotary wing flight
during IFR and reduced visibility conditions is not likely to be achieved by merely
representing the outside world in the cockpit via an instrument display. The basic
questions of what cues are required for safe flight and how to correctly display them
must still be answered.
Several studies have been devised to collect data related to visual performance.
These investigations can be divided into three categories:
(1) subjective opinions of
visual performance, (2) objective visual performance data during fixed wing flight, and
(3) objective data during helicopter flight. Studies by Siegel and MacPherson, Clark
and Intano,4 Simmons, et al, 5 have analyzed the opinions of aviators as to which instruments they felt were utilized to fly selected maneuvers. However, these findings do
not agree with research results of Frezell, et al; 6 Sanders;' and Simmons, et al.1
These investigators have reported a very poor agreement between subjective data and
actual pilot visual performance.
Additional studies by Milton, Jones, and Fitts;e
Fitts, et al;9 and Diamond10 have utilized test equipment to obtain objective visual
performance data of aviators during flight maneuvers in several fixed wing aircraft.
Although these investigations provided useful information as to visual performance
during fixed wing flight, data obtained during this work cannot be easily generalized
to rotary wing flight because of the extreme aerodynamic differences between airplanes
and helicopters.
Sunkes, et al; 1' Stern and Bynum; 12 Frezell, et al,' have recorded visual performance in helicopters during selected visual flight rules (VFR) flights. Additionally,
two reports"3 16 investigated a number of maneuvers utilizing both the interview technique as well as in-flight recordings of visual performance of two aviators during IFR
flight. These efforts have provided some needed information as to the frequency,
duration, and sequence of fixations during helicopter operations. Although all of
these studies have provided useful information for the visual performance data base,
much investigation remains to be accomplished before a reliable visual performance/workload model can be established for safe helicopter flight.
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The purpose of this investigation was to measure the visual performance of helicopter pilots during IFR conditions in aa attempt to provide a data base which would
not only answer some of the basic questio~s about visual workload during instrument
flight, but would also provide a means of comparing simulated IFR, VFR, night, and napof-the-earth flights in helicopters with respect to their varying visual performances
and workloads. This information will be invaluable when applied to the development of
more efficient training techniques, procedures, and aircraft instrumentation in that a
significant reduction in the overall visual performance/workload of the aviator during
helicopter operations will be realized.
METHOD
Subjects
Subjects for this investigation were selected from a group of volunteer Army pilots
stationed at Fort Rucker, Alabama. For design purposes subjects were assigned to two
general groups of aviators. The first group consisted of five rated helicopter aviators
who had no visual problems which would be incompatible with the NAC Eye Mark system,
possessed an Army standard instrument rating, were currently on flight status, and had
logged less than 250 hours of flight time. For comparisons to past reports this group
was designated as student qualified aviators (SQA).
The second group of five subjects possessed the same qualifications as the first
with the exception that they had logged over 2400 hours of flight time and were instrument instructor pilots. Again, for comparative reasons, this group was referred to as
instrument qualified aviators (IQA).
Equipment
Equipment utilized to record visual performance included a NAC Eye Mark Recorder, a
LOCAM high speed motion picture camera, and Kodak 4X negative black and white film (ASA
500/400 ft. X 16mm).
NAC Eye Mark Recorder
The basic device employed to study visual performance/workload was the NAC Eye Mark
Recorder which utilizes the corneal reflection technique. Through the application of
this technique, fovial fixation points as well as other oculomotor behavior can be
detected and recorded. An illuminated reticle is focused on the cornea and reflected
by the mirrors on the NAC such that the reticle is superimposed on the pilot's actual
field of view. The pilot's eye movement and fixation points are then recorded on 16mm
film. The complete description, specifications and operating procedures for the NAC
system are outlined in USAARL Report No. 77-4.19
Camera System
The camera arrangement consisted of a LOCAM Model 51-0002 high speed motion picture
camera with decoder and time code generator. The NAC/camera arrangement is illustrated
in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1.

TOTAL NAC RECORDING SYSTEM
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The LOCAM camera with decoder is located to the far left of the picture. The recording
adapter and optic bundle link the NAC mask to the camera. Directly behind the camera
is a 30 Vdc battery which provides power for the time code generator located to the
right of the NAC. The smallest box is a variable power supply which was designed and
fabricated by the laboratory to provide a constant power supply for the reticle light
of the NAC.
Aircraft (JUH-IH)
Subjects for this investigation flew in an Army JUH-lH helicopter modified to
provide inputs to the HIMS. The aircraft was dual instrumented with the pilot's panel
arrangement being standard with the exception of an AAU-32/A Altitude Encoder/Pneumatic
altimeter. Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of the UH-1 instrument panel.
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PROCEDURES
Initial Briefing
The selected subject pilots initially visited the laboratory and were interviewed.
During these sessions, subjects were fitted with the NAC mask, briefed about their
general responsibilities during the study, and scheduled for the research flight to be
initiated from Cairns Army Airfield, Fort Rucker, Alabama.
In-Flight Investigation
On the designated date each subject met the research team at the USAARL Aviation
Section at Cairns AAF. During this time the subject pilot was briefed. He was to be
the pilot in command during an instrument flight which would be initiated from Runway
36, where the pilot was to perform an instrument takeoff, track in-bound to the Enterprise nondirectional beacon, perform some basic IFR flight maneuvers at the command of
the safety pilot, and finally perform an ILS approach to Runway 06 at Cairns. After
this briefing the subject was fitted with the NAC and the system was calibrated. The
subject then proceeded to the aircraft where he was seated and the normal safety procedures of fastening restraints and checking communications were accomplished. The NAC
system was connected to the camera system and fine adjustment of the NAC performed.
Before starting the test profile, the helicopter was hovered from three to five
minutes to allow the NAC time to settle on the subject's head. This time was utilized
to move the aircraft from its parking location to the taxiway short of the designated
runway. The NAC was adjusted for the final time and the camera turned on.
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The profile, as described, consisted of requiring the subject pilot to fly under
instrument conditions toward the Enterprise nondirectional beacon. During this enroute
phase, the subject was to perform, on command, a variety of basic instrument flight
maneuvers to include level flight, climbs, turns, climbing turns, descending turns, and
straight descents. For purposes of this investigation, these maneuvers are defined in
Table 1.
TABLE 1
FLIGHT MANEUVERS FOR THE UH-1 AND UH-lFS STUDIES

Instrument Takeoff (ITO) - Is defined from complete stop on the active runway through
lift off to 450 ft., maintaining runway heading.
Climb - Is defined as straight ascent of at least 1000 ft. maintaining a constant
No separate
heading with standard school procedures (+ 10 knots airspeed and 500 FPM).
navigation task was assigned.
Cruise - Is defined in this study as level flight for at least one minute, maintaining
standard school procedures with no additional task assigned other than maintaining
constant heading.
Descent - Is defined as the intentional loss of altitude of at least 1000 ft., mainThahnng a constant heading following school procedures with no additional task assigned.
Climbing Turn - Was performed by simultaneously changing direction of 180 degrees and
climbing 500 ft. No other task assigned.
Descending Turn - Was the simultaneous descending and turning 500 ft. at 180 degrees.
No other task assigned.
Level Turn - Was performed by banking the aircraft and turning while maintaining
constant altitude and airspeed. No other task assigned.
Instrument Landing (ILS) - Is defined ini this study as the published ILS approach
RWY6 to Cairns Army Airfield. The mancuver began at Cairns outer marker (OM) and
ended at Cairns middle marker (MM). This maneuver differed from all other maneuvers
in that the additional task of monitoring the OBS gauge was required.

Figure 3 demonstrates the mission profile. Average time for these research flights was
30 minutes. Because of the limitation of film capacity, cameras were changed about
midway through the profile and calibration of the NAC was checked. This calibration
check was again performed after the completion of the profile.

FIGURE

3.

MISSION PROFILE
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After mission termination the subject was debriefed and given a short questionnaire
which requested his impressions of his visual performance during the various maneuvers.
Measurements
Continuous information was recorded pertaining to the ten subject pilots' visual
performance. Oculomotor behavior was collected at 16 data points per second. Twelve
areas were selected which best described the pilots' visual performance. A thirteenth
area was labeled "all other areas."
If the percentage of time spent monitoring this
area was significantly low it could be assumed that the other twelve areas accurately
represented the total visual performance of the subjects. A list of these areas is
presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2
THE THIRTEEN VISUAL DATA POINTS

1.

REST

All other areas not included in the following twelve areas:

2.

ALT

AAU-32/A Altitude Encoder/Pneumatic Altimeter

3.

VSI

Standard UH-1 Vertical Velocity Indicator

4.

OBS

Standard UH-1 Omni Indicator

5.

T&B

Standard UH-1 Turn and Slip Indicator

6.

RMI

Standard UH-1 Radio Magnetic Compass

7.

AH

Standard UH-I Pilot's Attitude Indicator

8.

AS

Standard UH-1 Airspeed Indicator

9.

TORQ

Series of instruments including the Torquemeter, Gas Producer
Tachometer, and Exhaust Gas Temperature Indicator

10.

RPM

Dual Rotor and Engine Tachometer

11.

ELEC

The electrical gauges which include AC and DC Voltmeters and the
main and standby Generator Loadmeters

12.

OIL

The oil monitoring gauges to include Engine and Transmission Oil
Temperature and Pressure gauges

13.

FUEL

The Fuel Pressure and Fuel Quantity gauges

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Visual Performance
Visual Performance was analyzed for each of the eight maneuvers described in Table
1. Reduction of the film data provided seconds per maneuver that fixations were recorded within each of the thirteen areas described in Table 2. From these values, the
percentage of time spent within each area per maneuver was computed as well as mean
dwell time and scan rate per minute for each area. The definitions and formulas utilized
for these measures are found in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
DESCRIPTION OF BASIC AND DERIVED VISUAL MEASURES

UNIT

DEFINITION

SYMBOL/FORMULA

1.

Fixation

The stationary eye movement within
a designated area for at least 100
milliseconds

F

2.

Number

The sum of fixations on a designated area (instrument)

N

3.

Time

The sum of time spent fixated on a
designated area (instrument)

T

4.

Link Values

The visual path traveled from one

LV

area (instrument) to another
S.

Dwell Time

Mean time fixated per area

DT = T/N

6.

Percent of
Time

The percentage of lapse time
during a maneuver which was
allotted to each area

%T = T/

T X 100

7.

Percent of
Number

The percentage of fixations
during a maneuver allotted to
each area

%N = N/

N X 100

8.

Scan Rate

The rate that each area was
fixated

SR = N/

T X 60

These visual data for each subject were combined into appropriate groups and the
results are reflected by Tables 4 through 7.

TABLE 4
PERCENT OF VISUAL FIXATIONS (tN)
ITO

SQqA
AH
RMI

40.5

(6.2)

28.8

(S.Z)

,A

SQA

TR
U RN

L

IQA

SOA

IbA

38.4

31.9

34.9

18.9

27.7

25.1

22.4

22.2

30.0

24.1

(2.1)

(2.7)

(10.0)
(5.8)

(8.0)
(7.S)

(8.1)

(7.5)

(4.8)

(8.1)

T-

4.0
(1.6)

8.4
(5.8)

2.9
(2.2)

7.2
(4.8)

1.9
(1.3)

4.2
(1.3)

ALT

8.6
(5.3)

6.4
(2.6)

12.3

(2.8)

9.8
(2.7)

6.1
(2.S)

7.2
(1.7)

A/S

9.5
(3.9)

11.0

(3.)

13.7

(3.7)

13.8

(S.3)

7.6
(3.3)

9.4
(Z.4)

VSI

4.9
(2.9)

4.6
(4.7)

B.5
(5.6)

3.6
(3.5)

$.1
(S.0)

4.b
(3.2)

OBS

0.3
(O.S)

3.3
(S.7)

3.1
(3.1)

24.3
(4.1)

18.6
(3.5)

TRQ

1.8
(1.6)

3.5
(2.3)

3.3
(1.5)

1.3
(1.2)

2.0
(1.3)

0.1
(0.Z)

0.2
(0.8)

RPM
ELEC
OIL

0
0
3.6
(2.5)

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0.1
(0.2)

0

0

0

FUEL
REST

C

1.2

(2.4)

2.3

(2.3)

1.0

(2.6)

i

1.9

(2.7)

0.9

(1.2)

1.9

(1.6)

r
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TABLE
PERCENI OF VISUAL FIXATIONS (IN)

SQA

CLIMB
--

A

SQA

CRUISE

IQA

SQA

DESCENT

IA

40.5
(6.2)

38.4
(10.0)

91.9
(8.0)

34.9
(8.1)

18.9
(7.5)

27.7
(8.1)

28.8
(S.2)

25.1
(5.8)

22.4
(7.5)

22.2
(4.8)

30.0
(2.1)

24.1
(2.7)

T-B

4.0
(1.6)

8.4
(S.8)

2.9
(2.2)

7.2
(4.8)

1.9
(1.3)

4.2
(1.3)

ALT

8.6
(5.3)

6.4
(2.6)

12.3
(2.8)

9.8
(2.7)

6.1
(2.5)

7.2
(1.7)

A/S

9.5
(3.9)

11.0
(3.)

13.7
(3.7)

13.8
(5.3)

7.6
(3.3)

9.4
(2.4)

VSI

4.9
(2.9)

4.6
(4.7)

8.5
(5.6)

3.6
(3.5)

8.8
(5.0)

4.6
(3.2)

oBs

0.3
(0.s)

3.3
(5.7)

3.1
(3.1)

24.3
(4.1)

18.6
(3.5)

TRQ

1.8
(1.6)

3.5
(2.3)

3.3
(1.5)

1.3
(1.2)

2.0
(1.3)

0.1
(0.2)

0.2
(0.8)

AH

0
0
3.6
(2.5)

RPM

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

ELEC

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

OIL
FUEL

1.2
(2.4)

REST

2.3
(2.3)

1.0
(2.6)

1.9
(2.7)

0
0
0.1
(0.2)
0

0.9
(1.2)

1.9
(1.6)

TABLE 6
VISUAL DWELL TIME IN MILLISECONDS (1)
ITO

IOA

SOA

10A

SOA

IQA

AH

920
(850)

840
(580)

570
(340)

790
(580)

510
(370)

680
(460)

RMI

600
(370)

550
(270)

580
(310)

670
(420)

680
(490)

620
(390)

T-B

S20
(130)

670
(160)

560
(200)

590
(210)

410
(--))

620
(350)

ALT

450
(170)

420
(180)

480
(210)

450
(180)

550
(230)

520
(270)

A/S

S80
(380)

400
(190)

480
(2S0)

410
(160)

480
(260)

490
(280)

VSI

530
(70)

440
(120)

470
(160)

260
(80)

470
(200)

410
(190)

onS

2S0
(20)

270
(60)

330
(90)

750
(460)

720
(350)

TRQ

260
(110)

710
(130)

660
(190)

300
(140)

600
(320)

RPM

0
(0)

ELEC

OIL
FUEL
REST

L.

ILS

SQA

0
0
460
(ISO)
0

0
0

0
0

0

S10
(40)

0

0

0

0

0)
70
(0)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ELC0

300
(180)

130
(50)

160
(40)

170
(30)

310
(100)

290
(30)
0
Soo
(320)
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TAILE 7
VISUAL DWELL TIME

(X)

IN MIILLISECONDS

DESCENT

CRUISE

CLIMB

0AIA

S A

SOA

10A

SA _

IQA

All

660
(470)

740
(420)

670
(440)

790
(480)

630
(400)

690
(440)

RMI

730
(430)

680
(370)

750
(450)

690
(390)

602
(330)

760
(410)

T-B

SI0
(200)

740
(240)

650
(370)

670
(240)

650
(300)

670
(270)

ALT

660
(330)

530
(250)

590
(280)

550
(230)

540
(230)

620
(300)

A/S

540
(270)

510
(250)

520
(270)

490
(200)

570
(320)

440
(180)

VSI

620
(250)

Soo
(180)

sso
(210)

40
(260)

580
(220)

Soo
(180)

OBS

240
(100)

260
(50)

240
(100)

300
(80)

370
(150)

330
(150)

TRQ

740
(250)

S70
(320)

630
(350)

700
(260)

520
(210)

800
(390)

RPM

410
(70)

140
(20)

360
(100)

110
(30)

260
(100)

140
(0)

ELEC
OIL
FUEL

0

0

0

0

0

190
(20)

0

120
(10)

0
0

0
(0)

0

160
(30)

0

0

0

0

220
(10)

350
(80)

370
(100)

210
(50)

300
(70)

290
(90)

REST

170
(60)

Tables 4 and 5 denote the percentages of fixations

550
(230)

along with the standard deviation

for each group for each of the flight segments during which the thirteen areas were
fixated. The data depicted in Tables 6 and 7 represent the mean dwell time spent
viewing each instrument. The presentation of the data in percentages and rates allows
the results to be compared across maneuvers and subject groups regardless of subject
variance in time required to complete the maneuvers.
Figures 4 through 6 graphically illustrate the percentage of lapsed time each group
spent within each area. The solid bar represents values for the IQA group and the
broken bar those of the SQA group. Scan rate and lapsed time differences were minimal
across groups; therefore, scan rate data are not presented.
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From inspection of the mean values, it was determined that the RPM, electrical,
oil, and fuel gauges comprised less than one percent of the scan rate or percentage of
lapse time measures obtained during most of the maneuvers. Because these values were
extremely low, and at times zero, they were eliminated from the statistical analyses.
Additionally, the visual area labeled "all other areas" typically comprised only one
percent of the total lapsed time and was deleted. Finally, the gauges described in the
"torque" area were noted; but because this area represented three gauges which confounded the results and because it was not homogeneous with the remaining flight gauges,
it too was excluded from the remaining tests. The statistical analysis was performed
utilizing the remaining seven areas. These areas were the altimeter, vertical speed
indicator, radio magnetic compass, attitude indica*)r, airspeed indicator, turn and
bank indicator, and omni indicator. These instruments could best be described as
aircraft flight displays, and those gauges which were excluded, as aircraft monitoring
gauges. The final analyses were performed between two groups of subjects across the
eight flight maneuvers. The visual performance measures of the seven flight instruments
were utilized as dependent variables for these analyses.
Multivariate and univariate analyses were performed employing group scan rates,
dwell times, and percentage of lapse times, to determine if one of these measures was
superior in describing visual performance differences between subject groups or maneuvers. Initially, a multivariate analysis of variance test (MANOVA) of the percentage
of time was performed between the two groups of subjects, eight maneuvers, and seven
flight gauges. The results are shown in Table 8.
TABLE 8
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY:
PERCENT OF LAPSE TIME FOR ALL MANEUVERS

SOURCE

F-RATIO

GROUPS

8.427

MANEUVERS

7.386
2.951
1.849
1.255

GROUP-MANUEVER
INTERACTION

HYPOTHESIS
df
7.0

ERROR
df

P
LESS THAN

CANONICAL R

2.0

.110

.983

49
36
25

258.26
240.973
217.761

.001
.001
.011

.967
.771
.613

49

258.26

.135

.614

Significant test uses Wilks-Lam4.jla criterion. The third factor was subjects and was
used in creating appropriate error terms for the primary comparisons.

The group and group-maneuver interactions were not significant; however, as was expected,
there were differences across maneuvers. Next, the climb, cruise, and descent portion
of the flight profile appeared to contain similar visual fixation data. The performance
during these three maneuvers was tested by MANOVA and no significant differences were
found between groups, the group-maneuver interaction, or across the three maneuvers
(Table 9).
TABLE 9
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY:
PERCENT OF LAPSE TIME FOR CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
HYPOTHESIS

ERROR

P

SOURCE

F-RATIO

GROUPS

2.683

7.0

2.0

.224

.918

.639

14.0

20.0

.804

.700

1.882

14.0

20.0

.096

.848

MANEUVERS

df

df

LESS THAN

CANONICAL R

GROUP-MANUEVER

INTERACTION

Significant test uses Wilks-Lambda criterion. The third factor was subjects and was
used in creating appropriate error terms for the primary comparisons.
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Because these three maneuvers demonstrated no significant differences they were
tested, in turn, against the remaining maneuvers. The results of these three maneuvers
compared to the ITO, the ILS, climbing turns, descending turns, and level turns only
reflect differences on the maneuver main effects (p < .05).
The MANOVA was utilized next to test the difference between group dwell times
during each maneuver. Again, comparisons between visual dwell time during climb,
cruise, and descent demonstrated no significant differences. These three maneuvers
were compared in turn with each of the remaining maneuvers. Significant differences
were found when data from these maneuvers were compared against the ILS (p < .009).
When the scan rate data were submitted to an identical test, significant differences
were observed among the three maneuvers, the ITO (p < .001) and the ILS (p < .001).
It may be noted in the above multivariate comparisons that the degrees of freedom
for the test were relatively few in number, resulting in an extremely conservative test
of the experience level and maneuver main effects. However' since the main purpose of
these comparisons was to determine if there were any major differences between visual
performance on these factors, this conservatism is considered appropriate.
Because of the results of the MANOVA, univariate F tests associated with significant
visual performance variables were examined as an aid in describing changes in visual
performance across maneuvers. The groups differed in performance during climb, cruise,
and descent only in the percent of time fixated on the turn and bank indicator (F =
This same group difference was found testing each of the
11.087, df = 1/8, p < .01).
remaining maneuvers as illustrated in the test of the three maneuvers against the ITO
(F = 21.222, df = 1/8, p < .002).
There were no other group differences noted during
the univariate tests of the percentage of time, scan rate, or the dwell times.
The significant results of the univariate F test of the maneuvers utilizing percentage of lapsed-time measure are presented in Table 10 and the results of the same
test of the maneuvers with the scan rate measure are shown in Table 11.
TABLE 10
UNIVARIATE F TEST OF MANEUVERS/PERCENT OF TIME

ALT

VSI

13.44
.001

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT

F
P

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND ITO

F
P

9.61
.001

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND ILS

F
F

14.05
.001

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND DESCENDING TURNS

F
P

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND CLIMBING TURNS

F
P

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND LEVEL TURNS

F
P

3.84
.02

T&B

3.43
.03

6.57
.002

AH

AS

OBS

8.53
.001
5.41
.005
4.02
.02

3.60
.03

RMI

7.38
.001

7.80
.001
11.73
.001

7.66
.001
3.14
.04

146.75
.001
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TABLE 11
UNIVARIATE F TEST OF MANEUVERS/SCAN RATE

ALT

VSI

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT

F
P

4.98
.02

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND ITO

F
P

6.45
.002

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND ILS

F
P

11.94
.001

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND DESCENDING TURNS

T&B

8.75
.001

RMI

AH

AS

OBS

5.40
.006
3.14
.04

9.26
.001

F
P

4.71
.01

6.64
.002

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND CLIMBING TURNS

F
P

4.78
.009

CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT
AND LEVEL TURNS

F
P

16.67
.001

128.73
.001

3.28
.04

A stepwise discriminant analysis was performed utilizing the scores of the seven
instrument flight displays which had previously been chosen. Separate analyses were
performed for the percent of lapse time, scan rate, and dwell time. A stepwise discriminate analysis was utilized to determine if the variables could effectively define
changes in visual performance between groups and maneuvers. The two subject groups
were tested to determine if they could be classified by the 39 variables. Table 12
reflects the results of this test. From these results, it can be demonstrated that
dwell time was not a good discriminator of groups.

TABLE 12
STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS CLASSIFICATION
OF SUBJECT GROUPS

VARIABLE USED

GROUP

CLASSIFIED AS:
SQA
IQA

PERCENT

Dwell Time

IQA
SQA

11
26

27
12

71
68

Scan Rate

IQA
SQA

7
32

31
6

81
84

Percent of Time

IQA
SQA

7
33

31
5

84
86

Finally, the same stepwise discriminant analysis, utilizing the seven variables
simultaneously, was performed to determine if the maneuvers could be correctly classified. Only the ITO and ILS could be classified with any accuracy (89t).
Questionnaire
Following each test flight, subjects were provided a pilot's opinion questionnaire
which had been prepared for USAARL Report No. 76-18, "Pilot Opinion of Flight Displays
and Monitoring Gauges in the UH-l Helicopter.""
The sections of the questionnaire
which closely relate to the objective data are the frequency of use and importance
which each aviator rated the flight instruments during climb, cruise, and descent.
Current aviator responses were compared to responses of the original group of aviators
who had answered these same questions. For each section and display category, a Kendall's
Coefficient of Concordan-e (W) was computed to determine the relationship between ranks
for the two subject groups. The coefficient of concordance (W) for the two groups for
the frequency of use of the flight display during climb, cruise, and descent as well as
the order of importance were significant at the .01 level indicating a high level of
agreement between the two groups. Current and past aviator opinions are presented in
Table 13.
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TABLE 13
PILOT OPINION:

FREQUENCY OF USE OF INSTRUMENTS

FREQUENCY OF USE
MONITORING
GAUGES

RUN UP

HOVERING

PRE-TAKEOFF

CLIMB

CRUISE

DESCENT

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Engine RPM
Gas Producer
Torque
Exhaust Temp.

1
7
9
3

1
2
3
4

1
7
10
S

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

TREND INFORMATION
Trans. Oil Press.
Eng. Oil Press.
Trans. Oil Temp.
Eng. Oil Temp.

4
2
6
S

5-7
5-7
S-7
8

3-4
2
S
3-4

S
7-S
6
7-8

S
9
7-8
7-8

6
S
7-8
7-S

FUEL MANAGEMENT
Fuel Pressure
Fuel Quantity

10
8

10
9

9
6

9
10

10
6

10
9

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Main Generator
DC Voltmeter
AC Voltmeter
Standby Gen.

13
11
12
14

11
12
13
14

11-12
11-12
13
14

11-12
13
11-12
14

11
12
13
14

11
12
13
14

.05
,01.001

.01

.001
.01

.001
.001

2

X
Wr

<

.01

<

.01

.001
.001

FLIGHT GAUGES

Airspeed Indicator
Altimeter
VSI
RMI
Turn 5 Bank
Artificial Horizon
Magnetic Compass
Clock
VOR
2

X
Wr

<
<

NA

I
2
3

I
2
3

I
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

4
6
S
7
8
9

S
4
6
7
8
9

.01
.01

.01
.01

.01
.01

DISCUSSION
The visual data which have been reported to this point were collected to develop a
pilot visual performance data base during helicopter flight. The maneuvers were flown
under instrument flight rules, and varied from an ITO through climbs, cruise, descents,
and turns, which are basic IFR maneuvers with no navigation tasks, and finally included
an ILS. Aviator visual performance during these maneuvers is quite complicated.
The data base is essential however, because there appears to be no other method to
determine what cues are required for safe helicopter flight. The questionnaire data
demonstrate that aviators' opinions do not agree with their own objective visual data.
Although subjectively aviators feel that the attitude indicator and radio magnetic
compass ranked very low in priority of use, visually they depended very heavily on these
same two instruments. The visual performance related to these two instruments combined
accounted for two-thirds of their total visual lapse time across all maneuvers.
Utilization of the attitude indicator and radio magnetic compass seems to indicate
that pilots place a high priority on maintenance of the aircraft's stability about its
major axes (pitch, roll, and yaw).
The data of the present study would support this
assumption in that before a pilot can utilize fine detailed information about his
flight, he needs to determine that the aircraft is positioned spatially about these
three axes. Only after this is ascertained would the pilot scan other instruments for
fine detail.
Projecting this line of thought, the instrument panel can be divided into three
separate zones. The first zone which could be labeled "aircraft stability management"
would include the attitude indicator for pitch and roll information, and both the radio
magnetic compass and turn and bank indicator for yaw information. To gain this stability information from these instruments would require the pilot to perform simple
visual tracking tasks in contrast to reading quantitative information from other instruments such as the altimeter or airspeed indicator.
The second zone provides the finely detailed information about current aircraft
status such as exact altitude or airspeed. This zone could be labeled "quality flight
management" and would include the altimeter, airspeed indicator, and vertical speed
indicator. Instruments in this zone would be utilized only when the monitoring of zone
one was not critical.
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The final zone would be comprised of the remaining instruments which include special
navigation instruments and aircraft monitoring gauges. This third zone could be termed
"special requirement gauges."
These gauges are not vital for normal flight but are
monitored or used only on as-time-allows or on a need-to-know basis. These zones are
illustrated in Table 14.
TABLE 14
INSTRUMENT CLUSTERS WITHIN EACH ZONE

ZONE 1

1.
2.
3.

ATTITUDE INDICATOR
RADIO MAGNETIC COMPASS
TURN AND SLIP INDICATOR

AH
RMI
T&B

ZONE II

1.
2.
3.

ALTIMETER
AIRSPEED INDICATOR
VERTICAL VELOCITY INDICATOR

ALT
AS
VSI

ZONE III

1.

AIRCRAFT MONITORING GAUGES

2.
3.

SPECIAL NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTATION
ALL OTHER VISUAL AREAS

TORQ, RPM, ELEC
OIL, FUEL
OBS
REST

If these zones adequately describe aviator visual performance during IFR flight in
a helicopter, the twenty-three instruments utilized by the pilot have been reduced to
three zones. The visual performance data from this investigation describe the percentage
of lapse time, scan rate, and dwell time. However, the importance or cost of a zone or
gauge can be described by the sum of the frequency that an area is visually fixated and
the average time fixated in that area (dwell time). The lapse time and number of fixations on the gauges can be utilized to derive this single value. The formula would
appear as:
CF z = (T/E T + N/E N)/2.
CF represents the "cost factor" of each zone,
"T" is in seconds, and "N" is number. If this value is divided by two, the CF is in
percentage of workload.
If the above formula is utilized, the data in this study can be reduced to a single
value for each of the three zones across eight flight maneuvers. The CF value reflects
the percentage of time, scan rate, and dwell time as one value. A summary graph for
the three zone/cost factor approach is represented by Figure 7. The solid line represents the SQA aviators and the broken line the IQA.
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Each zone represented on the graph has a distinct level of visual work cost. Zone
1 utilizes approximately 60% of the total effort; Zone 2, 30%; and Zone 3 less than

10%.

Zone 2 effort is increased only as Zone 1 decreases and Zone 3 remains fairly

constant with the exception of the ILS maneuver. The reason for this observation could
be that the ILS was different from all the other maneuvers in that it included not only
basic flight but also a navigation problem. Zones 1 and 2 have distinct workload

of the maneuvers requiring some
points for the ITO and ILS maneuvers with the rest
effort allotted between these two maneuvers. The ITO appears to be the least stable
maneuver requiring maximum work cost within Zone 1 while during the ILS the utilization
of Zone 1 is at its lowest point. Since both maneuvers are considered to be high
workload situations, these values in Zone 1 could represent a maximum and minimum
workload required in the zone to afford stability management of a helicopter. Notice
that during these same two maneuvers Zones 2 and 3 are at the same workload levels from
one maneuver to the other. This demonstrates that as workload increases, both of these
areas are sacrificed.
The fact that all maneuvers other than the ITO and ILS are at a level of less than
maximum effort, and more than minimum effort in Zone 1, could represent some rest time
that is not essential to flight.
The statistical analysis which was previously completed supports the Zone/CF theory
to a large degree. The values which comprise the CF were tested separately. The
MANOVA and univariate F of the percent of lapse time, scan rate, and dwell time (CF
value) demonstrated no differences between the climb, cruise, and descent maneuvers and
demonstrated minimal differences when these were compared with the turn maneuvers. The
major differences were found when comparing CF values of the ITO and ILS maneuvers to
the "flight" maneuvers; likewise, the stepwise discriminant analysis utilizing the same
three criteria could classify only the ILS and ITO with any accuracy.
The univariate F test demonstrated differences in the percent of lapse time and
scan rate of altimeter, vertical speed indicator, radio magnetic compass, and the
attitude indicator when comparing the climb, cruise, and descent maneuvers with the
ITO. Reviewing the mean values demonstrates that the usage of the gauges in Zone 2
(ALT and VSI) was depressed while Zone 1 (AH and RI) required more attention during
the ITO. The OBS gauge was significant only during the comparison of the three flight
maneuvers with the ILS. Finally, the turn's CF values were significantly different
from climb, cruise, and descent because of the rearrangement of usage of the instruments within Zone 2. These conclusions are also supported by the graph in Figure 7.
The univariate F test revealed the only significant difference between subject
groups was their use of the turn and slip indicator. The stepwise discriminant analysis also was able to discriminate groups mainly by their usage of this same instrument.
Therefore, Zone 1 for the two groups was expanded and the results appear in Figure 8.
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The visual performance on the radio magnetic compass has varying results across groups.
However, the attitude indicator (with the exception of descending turns) and the turn
and bank indicator do show distinct level differences between groups. Finally, it
should be noted that with the exception of the difference of the two groups within Zone
1, their CF performance paralleled one another (Figure 7).
The total visual workload
of the SQA was lower in Zone 1 than the IQA, allowing the SQA more time for Zone 2.
This usage of Zone 1, as other data are indicating, could reflect a major difference of
proficiency levels with the SQA being the more currently proficient.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study was initiated to investigate the visual performance of pilots flying
during helicopter IFR maneuvers. The study of IFR maneuvers was unique because the
aviators were forced by conditions to receive any and all of their visual cues to
manipulate the aircraft from an instrument panel. This limited visual field allowed
investigators to analyze which cues were fixated and derive what information was visually obtained by the pilot. During VFR this extraction of visual performance would be
very difficult because of lack of precise definitions as to the quality of possible VFR
cues.
The data reflected in Tables 4 through 7 and Figures 4 through 6 represent pilot
visual performance during the various maneuvers of this project. This information is
useful in itself in describing general visual performance during helicopter flight.
Some conclusions can be noted from this data.
a. When compared to Fitts, Jones, and Milton's visual studies 9 in fixed wing
aircraft during IFR maneuvers, it is readily apparent that the percentage of utilization of the RMI and AH are reversed during helicopter flight with the AH being utilized the most.
b. During helicopter flights the AH and RPI comprised over 50% of the total visual
performance with no other instrument being utilized one-half the time of either instrument with one exception--the ILS maneuver.
c. The mean dwell time for instruments with simple pointer systems such as the AS,
ALT, and VSI was 400 to 500 milliseconds while more complex instruments such as the RPI
and AH required 500 to 600 milliseconds.
d. Oil, fuel and electrical gauges were each observed less than one percent of the
time. If consideration is given to this fact, it can be interpreted in the sense that
each aviator has less than a one percent chance of detecting any malfunction reflected
by these gauges.
e.

Subject opinion data did not agree with the objective visual data.

The above results have a basic application in describing visual performance during
helicopter operations. However, because of the numerous tables and figures involved it
becomes extremely difficult to attempt to predict or model visual performance/workload
in other aircraft or during other operational missions. To attempt to combine all the
useful information into a more concise package, the visual zone/cost factor was introduced. The zones were ranked as to their visual importance to the pilot with the aircraft stability management zone being the most important. The cost factor accounted
for the frequency and duration of the pilot's fixation to describe his total visual
requirements. This formula provides some possible useful alternatives.
a. -The usage of Zone 1 between groups of subjects could describe current proficiency differences as described in the discussion section.
b. It could also be predicted that a significant reduction in Zone I could be
accomplished by providing a more stable helicopter platform as in fixed wing aircraft.
Such a reduction would provide more visual time for other tasks such as monitoring of
other gauges or attending to other mission needs. Additionally, because Zone 1 comprises over 55% of the visual workload, any visual performance reduction in this area
would have significant savings in visual workload.
c. With the minimum and maximum visual workloads in Zone 1 noted for the ITO and
ILS maneuvers, perhaps accidents during inadvertent instrument flight could be explained as exceeding the minimum visual workload in this zone for aircraft stability
management.
This study should not conclude visual performance/workload but should assist in
developing a data base for predicting visual performance/workload during flights in
aircraft of varying stability and during adverse weather missions dictated by military
requirements. The application of this and similar information to aircraft panel design
could ultimately provide the significant factor which determines safe tactical mission
accomplishment.
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VISUAL POCKETS - A DESIGN PARAMETER FOR HELICOPTER
INSTRUMENT PANELS
R. W. Bailey, COL (Ret)
Consultant
United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362
and
David D. Glick, MAJ
United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362
ABSTRACT
The concept of fixation points between instruments
("Visual Pockets") for instrument flight of helicopters has been proposed as a new concept to reduce
pilot work load and improve performance. It has
also been proposed that this concept be applied
to cockpit instrument panel design. In view of
the significance attached to this revolutionary
concept of "Visual Pockets," a review and perspective of helicopter pilot visual information requirements are presented with special emphasis on
the impact of "Visual Pocket" concepts.
INTRODUCTION
In a presentation to this group at Koln by Barnes' entitled "Use of eye-movement to
establish design parameters
for helicopter instrument panels," it was proposed that data
from previous studies 2' 3 provide the basis for a new concept in instrument panel design.
In summary, it was reported that, "the point of greatest fixation time was often found to
be a point from which it was possible to peripherally monitor instruments the pilot considered important."
Because of basic physiological function limitations of the visual
system, classic and accepted perceptual information processing mechanisms, as well as a
great deal of data collected at this laboratory, this concept was and is radical and suspect. One might first believe Barnes' conclusion was predicated upon errors in calibration; however, the author was careful to explain, "the spacing of the instruments was such
that we were easily able to determine that the pilots were fixating on blank portions of
the panel rather than these seemingly useless fixations being caused by loss of calibration in the eye movement measurement system."
In view of the fact that this new concept
was proposed as the basis for future cockpit design and thereby could play a key role in
survivability and operational success a review of some of the key findings, data base of
the Barnes paper, as well as a review of the functional limitations and capabilities of
the visual system are in order lest we compromise an already marginal and difficult task.
To provide a quick review, the Barnes paper reported three areas that were noninstrument fixation points:
The "Pocket," a point midway between the Attitude Indicator,
Remote Magnetic Indicator, Altimeter and the Vertical Velocity Indicator, identified in
this photo by the arrow on the far right. A visual pocket called "Dower" located between
the Airspeed Indicator, Dual Tachometer and the Torquemeter identified by the upper lefthand arrow, and another visual pocket called "Temp-slip" located at a point between the
Gas Producer Tachometer, Exhaust Gas Temperature Indicator and the Turn and Slip Indicator
identified by the arrow in the lower left of Figure 1.

Figure 1
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Four in-flight eye movement data segments were reported that are documented in a
previous study.'
These data, according to the report appear to be from a single aviator
of unknown skill level and the following conditions:
Cruise IFR - Four runs totaling 618 seconds of recording with 793 fixations recorded
and 5WTTiiaT-i-ns not identified "because of blinks, movement, movement beyond the system
limits, etc.," leaving a total of 479 seconds of data.
1800 Standard Rate Turn (three degrees per second) - Data were reported based upon
threeitiurns lastng-T
li-ends during which 191 eye fixations were recorded and 94 eye
fixations lost, leaving a total of 125.5 seconds of data.
IFR Hover in ground effect data was based upon one flight lasting 77 seconds during
which-'Ueye- ixations were recorded and 20 eye fixations lost, leaving a total data time
of 70 seconds.
Low Level Cruise IFR - These data were not a part of the original design, but "were
flown t utlotMize--Ilm 073w-ch remained when the scheduled mission was accomplished," which
is the Cruise IFR described above.
This portion of the experimental design is presented to shed some light on the differences in data that we have collected during real IFR flights of ten fixed- and rotarywinged aviators of much longer duration (3.7 hours of data) employing the same methodology.
To date, we have been unable to identify visual pockets or peripheral vision employed to
monitor instruments other than those fixated by the pilot.
Visual Search
Visual search is not usually covered in physiologic or psychological textbooks on
visual perception, although it represents the most important process in the extraction of
information from visual displays. To better understand how this function is performed,
it is necessary to consider those functions that are critical to this extracting of information from visual displays.
Acuity
The decrement in visual acuity from the fixation point to the periphery of the retina
results in a severe penalty if we try to use the periphery to analyze visual stimulation
in detail as shown in this data plot by Alpern.4
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Figure 2
According to the visual pocket technique while fixating the "Pocket" location, the
pilot should monitor the Attitude Indicator, Altimeter, and Vertical Velocity instruments.
As a result of cockpit distances and layout, we find the most one could expect to perceive
by such a technique would be "trend" information since the alphanumeric portions of these
displays require 20/140 acuity, 1001 contrast and greater than 10 footlamberts of luminance. The peripheral retina is capable of only 20/SO at the near edge of the instruments
but rapidly drops to 20/200 prior to reaching the far side of any instruments in this
cluster.
If we apply the "visual pocket" technique to the pocket identified as "Power," the
fixation point for peripheral monitoring of Rotor RPM, Torquemeter and Air Speed, we again
find the peripheral retina is incapable of providing the kind of quantitative information
that is necessary. For example: The Rotor RPM instrument requires at least 20/60 acuity,
but peripheral retinal acuity at this angular distance away from the foveal fixation
point is 20/200. It might be possible to detect needle movement produced by catastrophic
engine failure (runaway or loss of power), but other clues resulting from such an event
would have already been perceived. (See Figure 1.)
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The Torquemeter would also be impossible to read since it demands 20/80 acuity and

the peripheral retina again is capable of only 20/200 at the visual angle separating the
instrument from the fixation point. (See Figure 1.)
The Air Speed instrument has large letters requiring only 20/160, but again the
visual angle from the reported "Power" fixation point results in 20/100 acuity at the
closest point of the instrument dropping rapidly to 20/200 before reaching the other side.
Perhaps trend information could be obtained from ndedle movement perceived in this portion
of the periphery especially sensitive to moving objects, but movement of the needle would
have to be fairly rapid. (See Figure 1.)
Fixation of the visual pocket called Temp-Slip was identified as the fixation point
used to monitor the adjacent Gas Producer Tachometer Indicator, Exhaust Gas Temperature
Indicator and the Turn and Slip Indicator. Quantitative information would again be impossible to acquire from peripheral vision because the alphanumeric information display
in this group requires 20/40 acuity for the Gas Producer Tach (EGT) to a 20/60 requirement for the remaining two instruments. Maximum peripheral acuity at the nearest point
of the instruments is 20/70 for the EGT and 20/100 for the other two instruments. (See
Figure 1.)
ATTENTION
We should consider the size of the useful visual field (the area surrounding the
fixation point from which information can be perceived and processed during a fixation)
in terms of its response to more than one stimulus if we propose to monitor more than one
instrument during a single fixation. Mackworthl has shown that too much information considered in a single fixation causes the field to constrict, i.e., results in a priority
to the foveal portion. In a research task requiring correct response in identifying three
letters presented for 100 milliseconds, one in the center as a fixation point, the other
two adjacent, scores were virtually perfect, but when the test letters added to the fixation letter were moved greater than three degrees from the fixation point, accuracy of
identification dropped to about 10%. Although not quantified in any of the in-flight
data we have seen to date, the accuracy of any alphanumeric information supplied by the
peripheral retina must be suspect of being incorrect.
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Figure 3
This is not to say the peripheral retinal information is not important. It is certainly important to provide information for the next fixation, lower thresholds for light
detection and the detection of movement. Gainer and Obermayer' in a paper, Pilot Eye
Fixations While Flying Selected Maneuvers Using Two Instrument Panels, were quoted in
support of the peripheral visual use by the visual pocket technique. Their study, however, was done using vertical tape instruments adjacent to an Attitude Director Indicator.
The Altimeter had a relatively thick horizontal bar to display altitude. The study was
done in an M B-S Simulator providing flight characteristics of a YF-102. One task was
maximum climb out and level off which was skillfully done without fixating rate of climb,
altimeter or an altitude planning scale. The movement and relative position in the
parafoveal field of the bars on these instruments did no doubt provide adequate peripheral stimuli. To extrapolate this singular and unique situation to round dials in a different enviornment is to make an apple from an orange.
Lighting
In addition, we should also remember the critical effect of cckpit lighting on
acuity. As seen on this graph by Chalmers, Goldstein and Koppany, levels below .01 fL
will produce a rapid rise in error probability.
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Figure 4
Vibration
Teare and Parks 8 reported decrements in acuity for vibration above 12 hertz and
amplitudes of .1 inches in their study of Visual Performance during whole body vibration.
Increased dwell times for instrument fixation in helicopters vs fixed wing aircraft
in a paper to be published by Simmons at the US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
(USAARL) has considered vibration as a possible cause for this result.
SUMMARY
The role of the peripheral retina is very important but not as the final perceptive
path. Perhaps the most succinct description of role of the peripheral retina is given
by Sanders9 in a monograph, Studies in Perception, dedicated to M. S. Bouman and published
by the Institute for Perception, Soesterberg, Netherlands. Sanders' data show peripheral
retina can provide sufficient information to develop expectancy for pointer position later
verified by fixation. The peripheral retina's high sensitivity to movement and detection
of relevant signals is the key to understanding the functional visual field, but not as
a final processor. Sanders says it best, "peripheral information can be very important
for the human operator who is inspecting a multi-source display." The expectancy principle guarantees continuity of successive perceptual samples and provides order and plan
in the visual scanning process.
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VISUAL AND OPTICAL ASSESSMENT OF GAS PROTECTIVE FACE MASKS
K. W. Welsh, HS, OD, and J. A. Vaughan, BS
Aviation Physiology Laboratory, Civil Aeromedical Institute
Federal Aviation Administration, P. 0. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125

SUMMARY
This study was conducted to evaluate the visual characteristics of and specify ophthalmic design
requirements for smoke/gas protective face masks for pilots and aircrew members. Visual tests with the
mask in place include: (i) peripheral field of vision, (ii) visual acuity, (iii) stereoscopic depth perception, (iv) color vision, and (v) spectacle frame displacement.
Measurements were made on five adult males (age range 35 to 54 years) while wearing each of the 26
devices and again without the masks.
Reduction in the temporal and inferior field was found with some of the goggle-mask (two-piece) combinations. These data indicate that 30.8 percent of the test items degraded visual acuity below 20/20
at the 0.4 m (16.0 in) distance, 15.4 percent at 0.76 m (30.0 in), and 7.6 percent at 6.0 m (20.0 ft).
Mean values of depth perception ranged from 2.4 percent to 404.4 percent over control (no mask) values.
The three goggles with tinted facepieces created no alterations in color perception. Spectacles worn
with the two-piece protective masks were displaced upward on the face. Full-face (one-piece) masks displaced the spectacles downward. Suggested criteria for an acceptable protective mask are discussed.

Introduction.
Protection of helicopter pilots and aircrew members from toxic gases and smoke remain essential for
effective helicopter operations. This postulate is verified by the U.S. Army's current program to
develop a new generation protective face mask for both ground and airborne personnel.
This study, conducted at the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Civil Aeromedical Institute,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, was designed to evaluate the visual and optical properties of 26 commercially
available protective masks. The 26 masks were evaluated because they passed, or indicated a potential
to pass, a minimum acceptable level of gas protection as determined in the Protection and Survival
Laboratory at the FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute.
Tests conducted on each of the 26 test items include five visual tests and six purely optical tests.
However, this paper will be limited to a discussion of only the visual tests. Tests conducted using
five volunteer male subjects included:
(i) visual acuity at three angles and distances, (ii) changes in
the normal peripheral field of vision, (iii) stereoscopic depth perception, (iv) color vision for test
items with tinted facepieces, and (v) the effect of the masks on proper positioning of eyeglasses.
Methods.
Visual performance was evaluated for the 26 test items shown in Table 1. The 26 items consisted
of five fullface (one-piece) and eight two-piece (goggles and oxygen mask) units. As shown in Table 1,
five of the eight goggles were tested with two or more oxygen masks.
The five test subjects ranged in age from 35 to 54 years (mean 43 years). Three had uncorrected
visual acuity of 20/20 or better at 6.0 m, 0.76 m, and 0.4 m, and the remaining two subjects wore corrective lenses to attain these acuity levels. Either nonprescription or corrective lenses were worn
with each test item by each subject throughout the experiment with the exception of the visual field
measurements.
To minimize experimental variability, all the tests were conducted with the subject's head in the
Frankfort Plane, a standard reference plane for head positioning. It is defined as the position of the
head when the upper border of the auditory meatus is horizontally aligned with the lowest Point on the
orbital margin of the maxillary bone. The device for positioning the head in the Frankfort Plane is
shown in Figure 1. It consists of a metal ear bar inserted about 1.0 cm into the auditory meatus and
adjusted to apply slight pressure on the upper surface of the ear canal. A curved bar in a horizontal
plane with the ear bar is swiveled forward to touch the lower orbital margin of the maxillary bone.
The pitch of the head was pivoted around the ear canal by an adjustable chinrest to align the tip of the
curved bar with the lower orbital margin. The chinrest together with two cupped occipital supports,
3
formed a rigid -point craniostat.
The wear angle of each test item is the angle between the frontal plane of the head and the transparent facepiece. This plane was recorded by marking two points along a plumbline - one on the upper
part and the other on the lower part of a card attiched to the test item as shown in Figure 2. The
subject's head could then be repositioned in the Frankfort Plane by realigning the two points on the
card with the plumbline.

k,-

A. Peripheral Field of Vision. Measurements were taken on a Ferree-Rand arc perimeter designed
to measure the peripheral field 95.0 arc degrees on each side of a central fixation point. Luminance.
across the arc of the perimeter was 6.45 mL (6.0 fL). The test subject was instructed to keep his gaze
on the central fixation point while the experimenter slowly moved a circular white test target (12.0 m
in diameter) from the periphery toward the fixation point and to signal when he became aware of the
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moving target. The peripheral field was measured both with and without the test items along 12 equally
spaced meridians around the subject's visual field.
B. Visual Acuit.
Tests were conducted at distances of 6.0, 0.76, and 0.4 meters. The test symbols
were Landolt C" figures that varied in size to equate visual acuity levels of 20/40, 20/30, 20/25, and
20/20 at the three distances. The subject was asked to indicate the position of the break in the Landolt
"C" (either left, right, up, or down) beginning with the top row of figures (20/40) and tn read from left
to right toward the bottom row (20/20). The test card containing the Landolt "C" figures was positioned
approximately 5 and 10 arc degrees below the subject's line-of-sight (horizontal) for the intermediate
(0.76 m) and near (0.4 m) tests, respectively. Measurements were made at an ambient luminance level of
53.8 mL (50.0 fL).
Incorrect responses were recorded at each of the three distances. Subjects wearing
bifocal lenses were allowed to look through the distant portion of the lenses if the bifocal portion
interfered with testing at 6.0 m.
C. Stereoscopic Depth Perception. Stereopsis was measured at 6.0 m with the standard Howard-Dolman
apparatus. After donning a test item, each subject made five rod alignments by pulling a looped cord
attached to a movable rod to align the rod with a stationary rod. The final separation between the two
rods was read on a millimeter scale. Each subject, as his own control, made two series of five alignments
without the test items. Ambient luminance was controlled at 53.8 mL (50.0 fL).
D. Color Vision. For test items with tinted facepieces, Dvorine Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates were
used to detect changes in normal color vision. A Macbeth easel lamp produced luminance of 23.7 mL (22
fL) on the plates. Subjects read numbers on the 14 test plates presented in a random sequence, and errors
were recorded.
E. Sectacle Frame Displacement. Physical displacement of the spectacle frame by the test item was
quantitatively determined. The subjects wore zylonite frames selected to fit their facial features. A
strip of paper tape (1.0 x 35.0 mm) was placed on each subject's spectacle lens 4.0 mm below the center
of the pupil. After the subject donned the test item over the spectacles, his head was positioned in
the Frankfort Plane and a fullface photograph was taken at eye level with a Nikon 35-mm camera at a distance of 1.0 m. Each photograph was analyzed by measuring the distance from the center of the pupil to
the edge of the tape with an optical reticle. The displacement, either up (+) or down (-) was multiplied by a magnification factor of 7.71 to represent real displacement values.
Results.
Mean values of the peripheral visual field tests show that the superior field remained normal or only
slightly reduced for all 26 test items. The temporal or lateral field was also normal wh'n the subjects
wore the one-piece masks or goggles with transparent side shields. Reduction in the temporal and
inferior field with two-piece items was caused primarily by the opaque material surrounding the transparent facepiece of some of the goggles or by the upper portions of the oxygen masks. The inferior field
was further decreased by oxygen masks with prominent nasal cups that elevated the goggles on the face.
The graph of the mean visual field of test item 08 (Figure 3) is an example of the impairment of both the
temporal and inferior field. One-piece test items generally provided a larger inferior field of vision
than did the goggles/oxygen mask combinations (Figure 4).
The data in Table 2 indicate that 8 of the 26 test items (31 percent) degraded visual acuity below
20/20 at the 0.4 m distance. Acuity was somewhat less impaired at 0.76 m (4 of 26 test items, or 15
percent) and at 6.0 m (2 of 26 test items, or 8 percent). In all other cases, visual acuity was 20/20
(denoted by dashes in Table 2).
The most likely reason for degraded acuity at the near distance (0.4 m)
and to some extent at the intermediate distance (0.76 m) was the visual distortion created when the
goggles were pushed upward by the oxygen mask. This displacement caused the subject's line of sight to
pass through the peripheral, rather than through the central, portion of the facepiece.
Results of the Howard-Dolman test for depth perception, shown in Table 3, were calculated in terms
of the percentage of change from control values. Mean scores ranged from 2.4 percent for test item 17
(a goggles/oxygen mask combination) to 404.4 percent for test item 23 (a polyurethane hood). A close
relationship was noted between test items that created high alignment disparities and those that degraded
visual acuity (compare test items 02, 03, 04, 05, and 23).
Results of the color vision evaluation indicated that the three goggles with tinted facepieces (test
items 06, 09-18) and the tinted fullface hood (test item 26) caused no alteration in color perception.
Bifocal displacement for the 26 test items is given in Table 4. Results show that bifocal displacement was upward with the 21 goggles/oxygen mask combinations (mean +6.62 mm, range +2.20 to +10.33
um) but was consistently downward when the five full-face devices were worn (mean -7.66 mm, range -5.U0 to
-12.18 em).
Discussion.
As indicated by these data, visual performance is frequently altered by wearing gas/smoke protective
masks. The wearer's peripheral field of vision is reduced in proportion to the relative size of the
transparent facepiece. With two-piece combinations, the prominent nasal portion of the mask can also
restrict vision in the lower field. Compensatory head movements when wearing the test items would tend
to enlarge the useful field of vision but may be time consuming and disruptive to other cockpit duties.
Also, excessive head movements may result in unacceptable leakage from the mask and/or possible influx of
toxic gases. One-piece (full-face) masks provide a larger visual field than two-piece items and would
presumably enhance spatial perception and object detection during hovering and landing operations.
Alterations in normal stereoscopic depth perception caused by distortions within the transparent facepiece

may also degrade flying performance.
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Displacement of a spectacle frame after donning the mask may reduce visual acuity, especially for
objects in the lower field. Frame displacement with respect to the individual's line-of-sight can create
prismatic deviation of the spatial world or change an astigmatic correction factor of the spectacle lens.
Also, if bifocal lenses are worn, the position of the lenses can be elevated or depressed after donning
the face mask.
The authors recognize that further testing including appropriate field evaluations are necessary
to assess the operational effectiveness of current or future mask designs. The authors suggest the following minimum visual and design requirements for protective face masks:
1.

Create no impairment in distant, intermediate, or near visual acuity when worn by a normalsighted individual or an individual wearing prescription spectacle lenses.

2.

Cause minimal reduction in the wearer's peripheral field of vision. The device should provide
a peripheral vision envelope of at least 1200 (600 on each side of the central point) in the
horizontal meridian, and 800 (400 above and below the central point) in the vertical meridian.

3.

Create no significant stress and/or change in the integrity of the binocular system. Significant alterations include diplopia, suppression of vision in one eye, or a marked degradation
of stereoscopic depth perception.

4.

Cause no changes in color perception, including the addition of color to a neutral surface
(white or gray) by tinted facepiece or the reduction in normal color perception by selective
absorption.

5.

Be designed and constructed to fit snugly but also allow adequate space for corrective lenses
to be worn comfortably at the normal wear angle without being displaced upward or downward.

Im
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TABLE 1.
Test item

Test Items

Goggle

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
Ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Respirator

Sierra 322-01
Sierra 322-01
Sierra 322-01
Sierra 322-01
Sierra 322-20
Puritan 118071
Robertshaw 595-900
Robertshaw 595-900
American Allsafe G202-13R
American Allsafe G202-13R
U.L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
H. L. Bouton 1970
Welsh 1083
Welsh 1083
Ii.L. Bouton 552
Robertshaw 900-002-066
Robertshaw 900-700-062-01 (Hood)
Scott 1O100C2A
Sierra 651-100-1
Robertshaw 900-700-062-02 (Hood)

TABLE 1U.

Puritan 114120-01
Sierra 358-1030
Sierra 358-1002
Sierra 232-37
Sierra 520-120
Puritan 114020-20
Puritan ZM40I-M36
Puritan 114020-20
Sierra 358-1030
Sierra 520-120
Puritan 114020-20
Puritan 114120-01
Sierra 358-1030
Sierra 358-1002
Sierra 358-62
Sierra 520-120
Sierra 232-37
Eros Scott Intertech
Puritan 114020-20
Sierra 520-120
Sierra 520-120

VISUAL ACUITY
Test Distance

Test Item

6.0 m

0.76 m

0.40 m

.*
-

1/5**

315
1/5

01
02
03

1/5

04

-

05

-

06

-

07

-

08
09

-

10
11-

-

1/5

2/5

1/5

-

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

-

19
20
21
22

-

23

5/5

24
25
26

-

2/5

-

* All test
**

1/5

5/5

5/5

1/5

2/5

subjects (n = 5) had 20/20 visual acuity.
Numerator of fraction indicates number of subjects with less
than 20/20 visual acuity.
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TABLE III.

DEPTH PERCEPTION

Test
Item

Mean Alignment
Disparity (m)

Change From
Control (Z

Test
Item

Mean Alignment
Disparity (mm)

01

34.6

146.8

14

21.6

9.3

02

42.6

195.4

15

19.2

5.6

03

49.8

246.8

16

19.2

04

30.8

100.4

17

17.6

05

48.5

211.9

18

24.1

16.7

06

20.2

20.7

19

18.8

22.2

07

31.4

77.6.

20

21.0

08

27.4

95.3

21

23.2

47.9

09

20.3

19.4

22

18.8

14.4

10

23.6

35.7

23

67.9

404.4

11

20.0

17.0

24

20.9

8.6

12

21.7

23.5

25

24.4

30.5

13

17.2

9.2

26

36.8

119.2

TABLE IV.

Change From
Control MZ)

31.6
2.4

4.8

BIFOCAL DISPLACEMENT

Mean Displacement

Standard Deviation

Test Item

(M)

(mm)

01

+5.86*

3.63

02
03
04
C5
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

+8.79
+9.17
+3.16
+2.78
+8.40
+2.20
+5.94
+10.33
+3.16
+8.02
+7.86
+8.94

3.80
1.60
6.73
3.29
1.82
3.18
5.73
3.64
4.13
4.56
5.02
4.32

14

+8.56

3.08

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

+3.08
+7.40
+7.09
+8.79
+7.25
+6.71
+5.47
-6.25
-5.47
-9.33
-12.18
-5.09

4.85
1.20
5.48
3.38
3.24
4.52
5.28
1.17
3.00
5.62
8.51
2.12

* With reference to the center of the pupil (+) indicates an

upward displacement and (-) indicates a downward displacement.
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Opp
Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Test subject with head positioned in Frankfort Plane.

Subject wearing goggle/oxygen mask combination; wear angle is marked by two points
on the card attached to the side of the goggles.
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TI- 0

Figure 3.

Mean values of peripheral visual field for two-piece
combination test item. Broken and solid lines are
values with and without the test item, respectively.

TI. 25

2*706

Figure 4.

Mean values of the peripheral visual field for one-piece
(full-face) test item. Broken and solid lines are values
with and without the test item, respectively.
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INTERNAL COCKPIT REFLECTIONS OF EXTERNAL POINT LIGHT
SOURCES FOR THE MODEL YAH-64 ADVANCED ATTACK HELICOPTER
by
Christopher C. Smyth
Human Factors Engineer
US Army Human Engineering Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground,Maryland 21005

SUMMARY
The US Army Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) has developed a computer program for
computing the internal cockpit reflections on the transparent canopy surfaces of external
point light sources. Computations have been completed for the Model YAH-64 Advanced
Attack Helicopter (low glare canopy design).
The results show that primary reflections
as seen from the pilot's position are possible on (1)the upper rear corners of the
forward side canopy surfaces, (2)the upper edges of the rear sides, and (3)the sides of
the top surface. Computations have also been completed for the copilot's position and
show possible reflections on the front and side surfaces. A computer graphics output is
used to show reflection points on canopy layouts and perspectives of the cockpit.

INTRODUCTION
The US Army Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) has developed a computer program for
computing internal cockpit reflections on the transparent canopy surfaces of external
point light sources. This work is part of a three-stage effort to determine optimum
canopy designs for the Model 209 AH-IS Cobra Helicopter and the Model YAH-64 Advanced
Attack Helicopter (AAH). This work was undertaken at the request of the Project
Manager's Office, USA Aircraft Survivability Equipment. The low glare canopy design
presently used on both models consists of flat, transparent panels on the front surfaces
and simple cylindrical panels on the sides and top. The design is a reasonable choice
for reducing both solar glint to outside observers during daytime operations and
internal reflections of outside light sources during nighttime operations.
A flat plate canopy (FPC) design was originally developed for the Cobra and AAH to
reduce daytime solar glint to a momentary flash at certain observer-aircraft-sun angles.
A moving aircraft no longer produced the continual solar glint which was present on the
earlier compound-shaped canopy designs. The continual presence of solar glint had
increased the range of visual detection by ground observers.
However, in certain lighting situations during nighttime operations, the internal
surfaces of the FPC performed as mirrors reflecting virtual images of external light
sources that were visible to the pilot. HEL has shown by computer analysis that these
reflections are possible on most of the transparent surfaces and for a wide range of
source locations (1).
These virtual images of ground-level lights were disorienting
to the pilot and he could not easily discriminate between the light sources on the
ground and their reflections from the canopy surfaces. This problem was a potential
safety hazard during flight.
The present low glare canopy design was developed to reduce these two conflicting
problems to manageable levels. The design incorporates front planar transparent
surfaces and simple cylindrical surfaces for the sides and top. HEL recommended a
similar design with, however, novel features (2).
The present work effort is directed
toward a closer study of the two problems of glint and reflections, and developing an
optimum design for the canopy's transparent surfaces.
METHOD
A ray-tracing program was written to trace in three dimensions the straight-line
rays from the nominal position of the pilot's eye backwards to visible points on the
internal surfaces of the cockpit. Each ray is traced between transparent surface
points until a nontransparent surface is reached. These surfaces are assumed to be
diffusive without specular reflectances and the ray is considered absorbed. At each
reflection point on a transparent surface, the reflectance and transmittance are
computed along with the directional cosines of the corresponding transmitted and
reflected rays. In this way, a reflected ray reaching the pilot's eye is traced
backwards to all possible external sources that can generate that ray.
The transparent surfaces of the low glare canopy design are specified as a set of
planar and cylindrical surfaces and their corresponding edge vertices. Each planar
surface is specified by the coordinates of its edge vertices and the consecutive order
in which adjacent vertices are listed. A cylindrical surface is specified by cylindrical
parameters and the consecutive sequence of the edge vertices and their coordinates.
The cylindrical parameters are (1)origin point on the cylindrical axis, (2)directional
cosines of the axis, and (3)the radius of the cylinder. The edges of the cylindrical
surface are assumed for simplicity to be curvilinear lines which become straightened
when the cylinder is transformed into a flat plane.
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Given directional cosines and an origin point of a straight-line ray, the program
computes,in turn, the intersection point of the ray with each surface. The program
tests the intersection point against the surface edges. The reflection point for the
ray is that intersection point which is contained within the edges of the corresponding
surface segment. The angle of incidence between the surface normal and the ray at
this point is computed along with the corresponding values of reflections and transmittance and the directional cosines of the transmitted and reflected rays. Tracing
backwards, the reflected ray becomes the incident ray for the next set of computations.
(See Appendix A of reference (1) for ray tracing on planar surfaces and computation of
transmittance and reflectance values, and Appendix B of reference (3) for derivation
of equations used in ray tracing on cylindrical surfaces.)
The program includes internal and external obstructing surfaces and the internal
blast barrier of the YAH-64 between the pilot and copilot, as well as the transparent
surfaces of the canopy in the computation. The obstructing surfaces are those that
either obstruct the pilot's vision or block incident rays from external sources. The
internal surfaces are (1)the pilot's seat, display panel and side armor, (2)the
copilot's seat, gunner-sight and side armor, and (3)the sides and floor of the cockpit.
The external surfaces are (l)aircraft nose section, (2)gun pods and wheel wells, (3)wing
stubs, (4)rocket pods, (5)engine intakes, and (6)rotary housing. These surfaces are
specified as planar segments in the same manner as are the canopy surfaces. The
intersection computations are performed first for all obstructing surfaces and
computation of a reflection point for a ray on an obstructing surface renders the
computation complete since the backwards traced ray is considered absorbed.
The transparent blast barrier,which separates the copilot and pilot, is treated
first as a reflecting surface and then as a transmitting surface for reflection points
on surfaces beyond it.
This computation process is repeated for pilot-viewing directions indexed at equal
increments over a quarter sector. The sector is bounded by vision directly to the front,
to the side, top and bottom. In this way, a table is constructed which lists at discrete intervals all possible internal reflection points and the corresponding external
light directions. This approach generates a large amount of data and a computergraphics routine is included for output. The primary reflection points and the corresponding incident ray entry points are shown on side, top and front views of the canopy
and on perspective drawings of the cockpit as seen from the pilot's position. Similar
comments apply to computations for the copilot's position.
(See Appendix C of reference
(1) for a discussion of perspective drawings.)
DISCUSSION
The results of this application are shown in Figures 1 through 19. These figures
are hard copies of the computer graphics output. Figure 1 shows side, top and front
views of the canopy frame, blast barrier and obstructing surfaces. The pilot's nominal
eye position is shown in each view. The blast barrier and obstructing surfaces are
sketched in with broken lines. The aircraft fuselage and tail assembly are not included
in this sketch.
Figure 2 shows side, top and front views of the canopy frame and blast barrier,
sketched with broken lines, separated from the obstructing surfaces. Figure 3 is a
perspective drawing of the cockpit as seen from the pilot's position. The pilot's
nominal viewing direction is shown by the small cross near the top center of the upper
front canopy surface. The drawing covers a 60-degree field-of-view and shows that the
lower portions of the front and forward side canopy surfaces are blocked from view by
the pilot's instrument panel.
The frame edges for the canopy sides are drawn as straight lines connecting
adjacent corner vertices. This is done for convenience in the computer graphics
routines. The computations assume that the frame edges for the cylindrical surfaces are
curvilinear lines (see Method).
Figures 4 through 13 show "dots" for the entry positions of external rays
generating primary reflections on the right-hand side of the canopy for the pilot's
position. Also shown are the corresponding primary reflections spaced at two degrees
by two deSrees increments. The number shown at each reflection point is equal to the
negative value of the logarithm (base 10) of the light reflectance. The numbers are
truncated to their integer values by dropping the fractional parts. The numerical
"zero" corresponds to those reflectances which are greater than 0.1 in value. The
numerical "one" corresponds to those values equal to or less than 0.1 but greater than
0.01.
Figure 4 shows that entry points are possible over much of the lower front panel
and the side surfaces. Figure 5 shows that primary reflection points can occur on
(l)the upper rear corner of the front side panels, (2)the upper edge of the rear side
panels, and (3)the side edges of the top panel. The front side panel reflections have
reflectance values in the 0.1 to 1.0 range, while those on the rear sides and top are
in the 0.01 to 0.1 range.
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Figures 6 and 7 are perspective drawings of the cockpit as seen from the pilot's
nominal viewing position and direction. Figure 6 shows entry points on the lower front
and front side surfaces. Figure 7 shows primary reflections on the right-hand side of
the canopy. Figure 8 shows reflection points where the pilot has shifted his viewing
direction 20 degrees to the right.
(Note that some reflection points are shown on the
canopy frame. This is because the structure outline is drawn as straight line members
between the corner vertices instead of the curvilinear members used in the computations.
See Methods.)
Figures 9 through 13 show reflection points generated on one canopy surface by
external rays entering another surface. Figure 9 shows reflection points on the top
surface generated by entry points on the right rear side surface. Figure 10 shows
reflections on the top surface generated by entry points on the right forward side
surface. Figure 11 shows reflections on the right rear side due to entry points on
the left rear side. Figure 12 shows reflections on the right forward side due to entry
points on the lower front surface. Finally, Figure 13 shows reflections on the right
rear side due to entry points on the left forward side.
Figures 14 through 19 are similar drawings for the copilot's position. Figure 14
shows "dots" for the entry points of external rays generating primary reflections seen
from the copilot's position. The figure shows that entry points occur on the forward
side surfaces. Figure 15 shows that the corresponding primary reflections occur on
(l)the upper corner of the lower front surface, (2)the upper edge of the forward side
surfaces, and (3)the upper front surface. The associated reflectance values range in
value from 0.01 to 0.1.
Figure 16 is a perspective drawing of the cockpit from the
copilot's position. The drawing shows reflection points where the copilot has shifted
his viewing direction 45 degrees to the right.
Figures 17 through 19 show pairings between entry points and reflection points by
canopy surfaces. Figure 17 shows reflections on the upper front surface generated by
entry points on the right forward side surface. Figure 18 shows reflections on the
lower front surface due to entry points on the right forward side. Finally, Figure 19
shows reflections on the right forward side due to entry points on the left forward
side.
CONCLUSION
A computer program developed by HEL to show internal cockpit reflections of external
point light sources has been applied to the Model YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter
(low glare canopy design).
The results show that during nighttime operations, groundlight reflections are possible on the transparent surfaces of the canopy. Reflections
are possible from the top and side canopy surfaces for the pilot and the front and
forward side surfaces for the copilot. The results are an improvement over the flat
plate canopy design since reflections are limited to certain portions of these surfaces.
Where reflections actually occur depends upon the particular lighting situation and
flight scenario.
REFERENCES
i. Smyth, C.C. Computing internal cockpit reflections of external point light Sources
for the Model 209 AH-IS Cobra helicopter flat plate canopy design. Technical
Memorandum 20-77, US Army Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground,MD,
1977.
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3. Smyth, C.C. Computing Internal Cockpit Reflections of External Point Light
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Top, side and front views of canopy frame.
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Entry ray positions on the right rear side canopy surface and
their corresponding reflection points on the right side of the top
surfaces.
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Entry ray positions on the left rear side canopy and their
corresponding reflection points on the top edge of the right
rear surface.
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Figure 12.
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Entry ray positions on the lower front canopy surface and their
corresponding reflection points on the upper rear corner of the
right forward side surface.
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Entry ray positions on the left forward side canopy surface and
their corresponding reflection points on the upper front edge
of the right rear side surface.
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Entry ray positions generating reflections on the right hand side
of the canopy as seen from the copilot's nominal position.
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Primary reflection points on the right hand side of the canopy and
their associated reflectance values for the copilot's position.
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Figure 17.

Entry ray positions on the right forward side canopy surface and their
corresponding reflection points on the right side of the upper front
surface.
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Figure 18.

Entry ray positions on the right forward side surface and their
corresponding reflection points on the upper right corner of the
lower front surface.
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Figure 19.
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Entry ray positions on the left forward side surface and their

corresponding reflection points on the upper edge of the right
forward side.

SZNSORIAL ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
by
Brig.Gen.Prof.Gaetano ROTONDO, IAF (M.C.)
Italian Air Force Medical Service H.Q.

Via P.Gobetti 2 - 00185 ROME - ITALY

SUMMARY.
As components of physical and psychic workload in the piloting of helicopters, and
therefore as possible pathogenetic concurrent factors of operational fatigue in helicopter aircrews, Author examines and analyzes the effects of some sensorial phenomena re
lated to the use of such rotor-powered aircraft.
Particularly acoustic and non-acoustic vibrations associated with flying this type
of vehicle are discussed in their action not only on auditory apparatus, but also on the
function of other apparatuses and central nervous system, with special reference to the
effects exerted by vibratory motions on visual function.
Another problem taken into consideration is the disorientation that, particularly
during helicopter flights, pilot may experience whenever there is a conflict between his
own sensorial evaluations and the information supplied by the instruments. In helicopter
operations this problem becomes far more serious than in the case of conventional fixedwing aircraft, since accelerations may occur simultaneously along all three of the aerodynamic axes of the vehicle ; so that it is possible for the pilot to experience more
frequently environmental and coeneethetic situations that are ambiguous from both the
visual and vestibular standpoint . this may sometimes produce flight accidents.
Finally Author examines the means that might be employed for the purpose of ascer
taning and individuating functional changes and possibly preventing negative effects
produced by the above-mentioned sensorial phenomena, in order to attain an ever higher
degree of flight safety in helicopter operations as a result of the prevention of flight
accidents due to the human factor.

PRELIMINARY RIMAKS.
In the study of physical and psychic workload and in the analysis of possible causes
of operational fatigue in helicopter pilots, considerable importance may be attached to
the effects of some sensorial phenomena related to the use of the rotor-powered aircrafts,
such as vibrations, noise, and other specific fatiguing factors of a psycho-sensorial na
ture involved in carrying out of this type of flying activity.

EFFECTS OF VIBRATIONS.
As regards acoustic and non-acoustic vibrations, we are concerned with an extremely
complex problem.
In particular, helicopter vibrations are characterized by a frequency
that, depending on the type, may range from 280 to 320 Hz and an amplitude that varies
as a function of the balancing of the rotor blade or, as this is normally put in technical

language, the proper tracking of the two halves of the rotor. This type of v2bration is
vertical and becomes more accentuated when the two halves of the rotor are not in perfect
track. Although there exist many other vibrations of a cyclic type and several frequen
cies, including horizontal vibrations and the variable vibrations that depend upon the
relative wind and ground resonance, the vertical vibrations undoubtedly remain the most
important ones as regards repercussions on pilot's
body.
The ultimate effect of prolonged and repeated exposures to vibratory motions of
various frequencies, amplitudes and directions may take the form of a wide range of trou
blee that consist essentially of headache, buzzing, general discomfort, a feeling of
numbness, generalized weakness, irritability, deterioration of will power and the capa
city to concentrate, reduction in reflex time, psychic depression, and tiring
of the eyes
and ears.
These disturbances, given their intensity and persistence, may well be said
to contribute in a decisive and preponderant manner to the genesis of operational fatigue
in helicopter pilots (9,10, 13) and of helicopter accidents (7).
Particularly troublesome and fatiguing is the effect that vibrations will eventually
exert on visual perception of the pilot and, more particularly, on his visual acuity (4,
7).
The veil that drops in front of his eyes as a result of continuous vibrational me
tions at frequencies above about 15-20 Hz will make it practically impossible for him
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to read panel instruments or flying charts.
It is well known that prolonged visual fa
tigue leads inevitably to general fatigue within a short period of time.
Particular practical interest may also be attached to the effects exerted on visual
acuity by sinusoidal vibrations (i.e. frequency of approximately 10 Hz and amplitude
exceeding 2.5 cam).
This may be particularly obvious during low-altitude flights in per
turbed atmospheric conditions. In fact, it has been experimentally demonstrated (4) that
vibrations of 2.7 cm amplitude caused a 10 drop in visual acuity when the frequency was
1 Hz, a 12% drop at 2 Hz, and a 30% reduction at 3 Hz. Furthermore, with an amplitude of
5.5 cm, visual acuity is reduced by 12% at 1 Hz and by 20% at 2 Hz. And lastly, when vi
brations have an amplitude of 11.25 cam, visual acuity diminishes by 15% at frequencies of
1.5 Hz. These results may also be valid for those cases in which the pilot, subjected to
vibrations, fixes his eyes on an immobile object at infinity (a distant reference point
on the horizon, for example). On the other hand, if the object is fixed but close to the
pilot (eg. dial on the instrument panel) the reduction in visual acuity will be accentu
ated.
Motor activity is also compromised by vibrations.
In a helicopter, it becomes par
ticularly difficult
to perform the small movements needed for the control operations,
especially when the oscillations are intense, of variable strength, and make themselves
felt
at irregular intervals.
Very intense vibrations may also provoke chest anginoidal
pain, visceral pain, and even occasional diarrhoea with discharges of blood. Slow oscil
lations cause a feeling of depression.

EFFECTS OF NOISE.
The action on the auditory function of the noises due to the helicopter engines is

almost as disturbing and fatiguing as the effects of vibrations.

In fact, no matter what

the origin of the noise in the helicopter (engine power, thrust, number and type of rotor
blades, speed of the rotor tips, number of H.P. per rotor blade, etc.), there can be no
doubt that prolonged and repeated exposure to the noises of such rotor-powered flying
vehicles, just like exposre to the noises of other types of aircrafts, will lead to audi
tory fatigue and, thus, exert a considerable influence on the origin and subsequent aggra
vation of general fatigue (16).
Indeed it is well known that noises, depending on dur
ation and intensity of stimulation, may provoke states of adaptation, auditory fatigue,
deafness, as well as other general effects on many physiological systems. When noises

attain a certain level (about 80 db) and act for a certain length of time (12-16 hours),
they at first produce a state of adaptation that consists in a raising of the threshold

of acoustic perception (TTS = Temporary Threshold Shift).

If noise persists, such thre

shold shift remains constant (ATTS = Asymptotic TTS) and continues at this level even
after noise exposure has ceased (20) ; however, if the interruption of noise exposure
persists for a few days, threshold value will return to its normal level. Following
repetition and prolongation of noise exposure, on the other hand, the initial state of
adaptation may give way to auditory fatigue, which mRy be defined as a reduction of per
ceptive sensitivity due to continuous stimulation of the auditory apparatus. Such re
duction persists for some time after the cessation of the noise that has brought it about.

It is followed by a period of recovery, rather rapid at first, then markedly slower, poa
sibly even with interruptions or brief reversals. There is a clear correlation between
fatigue and intensity of the stimulus, and this becomes particularly obvious above 60 db.
An equally clear correlation exists between fatigue and the duration of the stimulus.

If noise exposure becomes customary, subjects having a special predisposition may,
in the absence of adequate protection, reach an ultimate stage consisting of occupational
deafness properly. In that case, the TTS is transformed into a PTS (Permanent Threshold
Shift) and hence an irreversible form of acoustic damage (18). The various times for the
onset of permanent damage are influenced by a variety of causal and concurrent factors
that may be either endogenous (individual susceptibility, age, previous ear affections)
or exogenous (intensity, frequency and rhythm of the noise, and working conditions).
Apart from the local effects on the auditory apparatus, it is well known that noises
may also exert general actions on other systems (6,16) such as : 1) the central nervous

system, with modifications of chronaxia, reflexes, reaction times, and endocranial pres
sure, and with electroencephalographic, neuromuscular, and psychic disturbances ; 2) the
circulatory system, with variations of the cardiac rhythm, arterial pressure, and electro

cardiographic patterns anomalies ; 3) the respiratory apparatus, with modifications of
depth and frequency of the breath, and sometimes with apnea, followed by polypnea ; and
4) the digestive apparatus, with variations of the secretion of saliva, gastric motility
and secretions, motor activity of bowels, etc.
Therefore, a considerable influence may be exerted

-

through a state of auditory
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fatigue - by prolonged and repeated exposure to aircraft and helicopter noises in &
neral, on the genesis and evolution of flight general fatigue. According to OOE.MANN
et all. (2), the phenomenon of fatigue induced by noise can, in fact, be explained as
the final outcome of a struggle of noise against the other impulses that reach the en
cephalon at the same time. The greater concentration needed to capture such desirable
impulses implies an excessive expenditure of energy and leads rapidly to a nervous fa
tigue. The observable manifestations of such nervous fatigue are the previously men
tioned neurological phenomena, which include the reduction of the chronaxia of motor
nerves (6), the lengthening of simple reaction time and the increase of the "average
variation" of the reaction itself, i.e. the number of errors and the inconstancy of the
The lat
motorial reaction (15), and lastly the attenuation of the patellar reflex (1).
ter phenomenon is not observed in subjects exposed to the noise while protected by means
of ear muffs ; this may be interpreted as an exhaustion phenomenon that is secondary to
an earlier phase of nervous hyperexcitability and suggests that noise exert its fatiguing

action on the nervous system, primarily through the mediation of the ear. Indeed, TIZZA=
NO (16) affirms the concept that "the ear is not a closed vessel that merely gathers and
dissolves noises it receives. Somewhat similarly to a transformer, it converts sound vi
brations into neuron vibrations that will transmit the perceived sensations to the brain".
EFFECTS OF PSYCHO-SERSORIAL FACTORS : SPATIAL ]TSORIENTATION.

Another phenomenon of a psycho-sensorial nature that must be taken into conside
ration is the spatinl disorientation that, particularly during helicopter flights, pilot
may experience whenever there is a conflict between his own sensorial evaluations and the
information supplied by the instruments. This conflict may induce him, if his critical
faculty has not been sufficiently trained or if it has been compromised by fatigue, to
conit manoeuvering errors due to failure to correct the trim of the aircraft (or an in
stinctive but erroneous correction) in situations that call for manoeuvres absolutely op
posits to pilot's instinct.
In helicopter pilots, this problem of disorientation in flight may become far more

serious than in the case of conventional fixed-wing aircraft, since accelerations may
occur simultaneously along all three of the aerodynamic axes of the vehicle. In these
conditions, it is possible for the pilot to experience more frequently environmental and
coenesthetic situations that are ambiguous from both the visual and vestibular standpoint,

so that the interaction of sensorial information frequently leads to conflicts.
sometimes contribute to produce flight accidents.

This may

Generally speaking, however, the types of disorientation to which the helicopter

pilot is subject are, for the most part, similar to those reported in fixed-wing aircraft.
But there are some particular types cf disorientation which are peculiar to rotary-wing
aircraft and are most apt to occur in the helicopter's flight envelope, at low altitudes
and slow airspeeds, or in a hover. Not only, in fact, is the helicopter capable of roll,
pitch, and yaw movements (i.e., rotational acceleration about the x, y, and z axes) like
conventional aircraft, but in a controlled hover it is capable of linear acceleration
along the three axes. Thus, the pilot in a hover experiences a mixture of vestibular
and proprioceptive stimuli which may be more difficult to interpret than those experienced
in fixed-wing aircraft.
According to TORMES and GUEDRY (17), with minimum visual cues, forward (+Gx) acce
leration is less conducive to disorientation than backward (-Gx), lateral (+Gy, -Gy), or
vertical (+Gz, -Gz) acceleration. In fact, a common maneuver employed by helicopter
pilots when disoriented is increasing forward airspeed and flying straight and level
long enough to regain spatial orientation. It is not surprising, then, that the sensation
of backward (-Gx) motion, especially in a night low-altitude hover over water, is so die
orienting. This sensation of "backing down" usually results in incorrect control input
which leads to unusual aircraft attitudes.
Particularly in operations conducted by naval helicopter pilots disorientation is
often experienced while in low-altitude hovers at sea in IFR conditions, and at night.
Factors which contribute to disorientation in this setting include relative motion il
lusions and somatic sensations while in the hover configuration. Disorientation is also
frequently reported during approaches and takeoff from aviation ships at night (17).
The nature of many helicopter missions, e.g., night search and rescue operations, may
mean that the helicopter pilot is involved in situations requiring shifts between IFR
and VFR more frequently than the fixed-wing pilot. Such shifts facilitate and potentiate
disorientation.
Characteristics of helicopters which are recognized as playing a role in disorient
ation include the helicopter's capacity not only for above-mentioned angular and linear
acceleration along three axes, but also for occasional high-vibration levels. Since a
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large component of vibration in helicopters is a function of the basic propulsion system
and the aerodynamic properties of rotary wings, vibration is a very important problem ;
effect on the vestibular and proprioceptive senses, which chronically
particularly, its
and acutely in certain phases of flight are causally related to disorientation, may be
due to excessive translational lift vibrations ; also vibration dampeners on inadequate
Vibration can also degrade visual acuity
instrument panel allow blurring of instruments.
times in some helicopter operations.
for instruments at critical
A helpful countermeasure against the blurring of vision for cockpit instruments
flight movements may be a temporary increase of luminance level which irm
during critical
instru
proves vision when there is relative vibratory motion between the eye and flight

ments (5), and which may be an effective countermeasure against other forms of disorient
ation (14).
The frequency of disorientation may be also reduced by changes in cockpit
instrumentation which include reducing the area of the instrument scan by combining flight
instruments and providing command information, thereby reducing both data processing time
and the amount of head motion required to monitor the instruments.
OONLUSIONS.

After having examined the effects of sensorial and psycho-sensorial phenomena re
lated to the use of helicopters, it would certainly be interesting and important if it
were possible to define the degree and limits of the psychophysical workload they involve.
Numerous methods have been proposed for the purpose of obtaining a measure of workload
by quantitatively evaluating the functional changes produced by these stressing and fa
As it is
tiguing factors on the single organs and apparatuses and/or the whole body.
known, such changes may consist of : an increase of the latency time of the pupillar
reflex ; a diminution of the capacity for rapid binocular fusion ; an increase of the
accomodation time for near and distant vision ; a reduction of the critical flicker
fusion frequency (8,19), and changes of other ophthalmic indexes ; variations in the
duration of the central nervous time of the orbicular blinking reflex under light stimul_
ation ; an increase of the duration and inconstancy of the psychomotorial reaction times;
increased instability in neuromuscular coordination ; audiometric changes ; electrocar
diographic changes, and variations in the Ruffier and Dickson index of cardiac resistance
(9) ; urinary and haematic changes, etc.
Quite obviously, it is extremely difficult to find a precise differential criterion
that could be used to obtain a quantitative graduation of the workload, because of the nu
merous and extremely variable individual, environmental, and circumstantial factors condi_
tioing the reaction to any kind of stimulus. However, the individuation of some of the
above-mentioned functional changes may often give an approximative idea on the harmful
effects of the sensorial and psycho-sensorial phenomena specifically related to the use
of helicopters.
As regards the means that might be employed for the purpose of possibly preventing
negative effects produced by such phenomena, it is certainly very important the use of
constructional and functional measures which are able to reduce the production of acoustic
and non-acoustic vibrations and increase the protection from their general and local
effects.
Also the above-mentioned countermeasures against the various forms of disorientation
in flight (temporary increase of the luminance level of the instrument during some critical
flight movements, adequate changes in cockpit instrumentation including reduction of the
area of instrument scan and incorporation of a flight director system in helicopters,
reduction of extreme head movements, etc.) can be very helpful and effective in counter
acting disorientation and preventing possible flight accidents. It is also necessary to
recommend that all known disorientation countermeasures be stressed in basic and secondary
helicopter training, with special emphasis on those situations which are particularly trou
blesome in helicopters. Besides, rotary-wing pilots should be trained to be especially
where disorientation is most likely to occur, and should
alert in those phases of flight
learn to recognize and disregard visual and vestibular phenomena which may lead to diso
rientation.
In this way, it will be possible to attain an ever higher degree of flight safety
in helicopter operations as a result of the prevention of flight accidents due to the
human factor.
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THE EFFECTIVE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT OF HELICOPTER CREWMEN
Robert T. Camp, Jr. and Ben T. Mozo
Bioacoustics Division
US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
Internal and external noise levels of helicopters are usually measured to
determine the acoustic environment of the crewmen. These types of measurements
alone are inadequate for assessing the real acoustic hazards of personnel. The
attenuation characteristics of helmets and hearing protectors and the variables of
of the physiology of the human ear must be taken Into account in determining the
effective acoustic environment of Army helicopter crewmen. Also, the acoustic
hazards of voice communications systems noise may influence the overall acoustic
environment of the personnel. The composite acoustic environment can be determined
only with complex acoustic measurements that are necessary to quantify the effective
acoustic environment of the crewmen.

INTRODUCTION
Noise characteristics of helicopters should be given consideration in the design and purchase of aircraft for several reasons. The high sound pressure levels associated with the operation of military
aircraft are hazardous to hearing by most damage risk criteria. Also, the high level sounds may interfere
with communications and operational efficiency of crewmen.
The traditional approach to the task of ascertaining the acoustic environment that may affect the personnel is to measure sound pressure levels at various crewmen's positions under various operational conditions.
In discussions of helicopter noise problems in popular and scientific articles it is often assumed that
the sound pressure levels within the aircraft are the actual pressure level values that impinge on the ears
of the personnel who operate the aircraft. It is assumed that the ambient sound pressure levels are the same
as the effective acoustical environment of the crewmen. The effective acoustical environment is defined as
the actual acoustic energy that is received by the hearing system.
Measuring the effective acoustic environment of helicopter crewmen is a complex process. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss the differences between the ambient acoustic level environment of the aircraft
and the actual acoustic levels that affect the aircraft crewmen's ears.
HUMAN AUDITORY SYSTEM EFFECTS
The human ear is divided into three sections: the external, middle, and inner ear. The inner ear
amount
contains a complex system of membranes, nerves, and hair cells that may be damaged by noise. The
of noise induced hearing loss is determined by the effective acoustic environment or the actual energy
transmitted into the inner ear.
The middle ear is a pathway to the inner ear and is equipped with certain protective mechanisms that
affect the acoustic input. It contains two muscles that limit the input to the inner ear.
The external canal is shaped as an irregular tube. There are various forms and sizes. The variations
of sizes and shapes may produce various amounts of protection, especially in the high frequencies. Unpredictable limiting characteristics of the middle ear plus the variations of sizes and shapes of the external
ear canal make it difficult to measure the actual acoustic stimuli travelling through the system to the
inner ear.
HEARING PROTECTOR AND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS EFFECTS
The humar auditory system just discussed is not the only source of variables that may affect the
actual sound transmitted to the ear. Hearing protective devices, earplugs, headsets, and helmets contribute to the transformation of the acoustic environment to sound spectrum characteristics and sound pressure
levels that may be vastly different from the values obtained using free field measurements in the cockpit.
In general, all types of hearing protectors, both insert and circumaural, attenuate high frequencies much
more efficiently than they attenuate low frequencies.
Let us take, for example, the case of a typical pilot flying an Army CH-47 helicopter wearing the
standard SPH-4 helmet. One would expect that the change of sound characteristics beneath the helmet when
fitted on the head of the aircrewman would be the original sound spectrum on the outside of the helmet
minus the attenuation characteristics of the helmet. If the pilot were flying with no voice communication
system or warning signals activated, the resultant spectrum at the external ear would be approximately the
values as determined by this method. One must remneber that the helmet earcups are sealed tightly over
the ears of the crewmen and contain earphones thaL generate a sound source beneath the helmet. One normally does not associate very high sound pressure levels with an earphone. Coupled to small volumes such as
the canal of the human ear, earphones are capable of generating up to 120 dB sound pressure level. Our
investigations of sound sources from communication systems, warning signals, navigation signals, have
revealed that a very significantly high sound pressure level may be transmitted from the earphone. These
levels are much greater than the ambient noise that is transmitted through the helmet.
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Another source of noise that may enter in the total effective acoustic environment is the distortion
created by the design of voice communications electronic systems. It is well-known that military voice
communication systems are designed with distortion. Some military specifications require only 70% intelligibility and specify certain various amounts of peak clipping which yield harmful distortion harmonics.
The effects of peak clipping have been thoroughly discussed in some of my previous presentations to this
group. Peak clipping may cause a decrement of intelligibility and also creates unnecessary harmonics
that add to the total excessive energy that is transmitted to the ears and thereby the contributor to
hearing loss. Added to these harn-nics, often we have found inverter power line noise that yields very
high acoustic signals through the earp!,ones and therefore is a significant source of acoustic hazard.
TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS EFFECTS
Another aspect of the problEn that one should note is the characteristics of transducers. Microphones
and earphones should have flat response within the audio range, ideally. If either the microphone or the
earphones have peaks the crewmen may set gains of voice communications and other signals emitted through
the earphones that are unnecessarily high level. By some evaluations the M-87 microphone has been considered one of the best military type noise cancelling microphones available. The response characteristics
contain a very large peak in the 4000 Hz range. So when one receives messages transmitted through this
microphone, there is an unnecessarily high emphasis of the 4000 Hz range. With our present-day knowledge
of hearing loss causes, it is well established that this is the most vulnerable portion of the audio
spectrum for hearing damage. If this microphone were used in low ambient noise conditions and if the reception were in quiet environments, there would probably be no significant amounts of hearing loss.
However, in its application in high noise environments, where gain settings are very high, the net result
is that the ear is subjected to large quantities of energy which for long periods of time may cause
significant hearing loss for some personnel.
Earphones should also have flat response. If they produce peak response one would expect the same
potential hearing damaging spectra when listening in high level noise much for the same reason that peak
microphones cause problems. The recent trend to change to lighter earphones should be watched carefully
to avoid the regression of headphone response. Some of the small earphones may produce high distortion
when driven at the levels required in the noisy military environment.
With the excess energy caused by variables of transducer response plus the many other signals such as
voice communication messages, warning signals, navigation s ials, and special instrumentation, there are
significantly high acoustic levels generated beneath th he ,*-t earcups.
SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF LOW FREQUENCY NOISE
One other aspect of the helicopter noite problem that may affect the effective acoustic environment of
the crewmen is extremely low rotary blade passing frequency which is usually below the octave bands traditionally given in the analyses of survey data. In this region of the audio spectrum, measurement is
seldom made of the aircraft noise spectra. The attenuation characteristics of the hearing protectors worn
also in helicopters is not usually reported. The question arises: Are these low frequencies passing
through the helmets? Do they cause high frequency harmonic distribution that contributes to the total noise
in the effective acoustic environment?
Our laboratory is presently engaged in the investigation of the effects of low frequencies on animal
ears. We have found significant temporary threshold shift in the high frequencies when the animals were
exposed to long periods of low frequency band centered at 63 Hz.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, the purpose of our presentation is to call attention to the fact that the ambient sound
pressure level measurements often made in helicopter cockpits with sound level meters will not yield
essential information about the noise characteristics that truly affect the helicopter crewmen. We should
be aware of the difference between these levels and the actual effective acoustic environment that must be
determined by other means. We have shown how the ambient acoustics level transmitted through the helmets
is transformed by the attenuation characteristics of the helmet or other hearing protective devices that
the crewmen may be wearing. In addition to these transformations, there are added signals caused by the
design of microphones, earphones, hearing protective devices and electronic systems. In a word, the
actual acoustic energy at the eardrums of the crewmen is usually totally different from the acoustic environment measured around the various positions inside the aircraft. We have also discussed the variables
of the middle ear that limit and modify the acoustic spectrum that is produced at the eardrum. All of
these variables and unknowns make it very difficult to assess the real erp-(j./
that reaches the inner ear,
the locale of hearing damage. We have methods by which we measure the out i'* of earphones and the magnitudes
of various warnings and navigation signals necessary in the operation of helicopters.
Precise narrow band measurements are necessary and in addition, standard real-ear attenuation characteristics of helmets and hearing protective devices must be accomplished. A better estimate of the total
acoustic input to the crewmen is made by the insertion of a tiny microphone in the ear with small wires
that will not affect the attenuation characteristics of the helmets. Also, we have developed a portable
cement chamber that is very useful in estimating the output of earphones as used in the helicopter
operations.
It is recoinended in future helicopters voice communication systems, auditory warning systems, and
other special instrumentation with auditory signals be designed with consideration for the total systems
output so as to minimize the acoustic hazards that presently exist. This approach is necessary for
realizing the most efficient operation of the crewmen. The evaluation of this low frequency problem can be
done only after sufficient research has been accomplished. The recent findings about the significance of
low frequency noise spectra cast doubt about the present universal application of dBA for reporting helicopter noise measurements. It is also recommended that as more sophisticated instrumentation is obtained
for the measurement of helicopter noise that more attention be given to the extremely low frequency of the

rotary blade.
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A SURVEY OF COMMUNICATIONS IN THE HIGH NOISE ENVIRONMENT
OF ARMY AIRCRAFT
MITCHELL S. MAYER
AND
ARTHUR W. LINDBERG
US ARMY AVIONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
FORT MONMOUTH, N.J.
07703

ABSTRACT
In Army aircraft, the noise environment consists of a continuous noise level comprised
of a mixture of random (broadband) and periodic frequencies (the aircraft noise signature
or "whine") and in the case of gunships, transient high-level noise bursts generated by
the weapons systems.
The noise environment reaching the aviator's ear is comprised of
direct ambient noise penetration and communications systems processed noise (during
periods of communications use, or "open mike operations").
The most insidious impact of the high noise levels is the long-term permanent hearing
threshold shift, or hearing loss, that the aviator may incur from his prolonged exposure
to the aircraft's interior sound pressure levels.
Improvement of speech intelligibility under all flight conditions will improve the
aviator's effectiveness by reducing the number of transmission repetitions necessary to
assure that a message is correctly conveyed, thus reducing the distraction level during
critical mission phases.
Reducing the ambient aircraft noise processed by the communications system will further improve speech intelligibility and reduce this particular
increased noise contribution to pilot stress.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Noise may be defined as an undesired sound level reaching one's ear. The noise may
vary from a low level tape "hiss" during a quiet musical passage on a stereo system to
the sound generated by a pneumatic drill at a short distance.
The effect of noise upon
the human physiology will range from a simple annoyance, through efficiency reducing
stress, to actual permanent damage of the inner ear.
In Army aircraft, the noise environment consists of a continuous noise level comprised
of a mixture of random (broadband) and periodic frequencies (the aircraft noise signature or "whine") and in the case of gunships, transient high-level noise bursts generated by the weapons systems.
The noise environment reaching the aviator's ear is comprised
of direct ambient noise penetration and communications system processed noise (during
periods of communication, or "open mike" operation).
The continuous noise characteristic of the aircraft may represent an enjoyable sound to the aviator during a routine
flight, much as the throaty exhaust system on a sports car contributes to its appeal
for an automobile buff. However, this same noise characteristic will become a source
of annoyance during moments of high stress on a critical mission involving communication, and will actually contribute to the pilot stress condition, reducing the functional effectiveness of the aviator to perform his mission assignment safely and in the
minimum time.
The potential stress-producing perceived noise levels of selected Army aircraft are:
Aircraft
AH-l(

)

UH-l( )
OH-58A
CH-47C
OV-lD

dbA

(SPL)

90-100

92-98
90-101
105-115
100-110

NOTE:
Levels are preceived noise levels without hearing protection.
Data from tests
conducted by US Army Avionics R&D Activity at Fort Hood, Texas
(September 76 to March 77).
In addition to the contribution of these perceived noise levels to aviator stress,
they also represent a flight safety hazard due to their communications "masking" and/or
attention distraction effects, even when the aviator employs some form of hearing
protection.
The most insidious impact of the high noise levels is the long-term permanent
hearing threshold shift, or hearing loss, that the aviator may incur from his prolonged
exposure to the aircraft's interior sound pressure levels.
Recent personnel hearing
loss studies by the US Army Medical Research and Development Command conservatively
estimated that from 30 to 80 percent of all Army personnel develop some degree of
noise-induced hearing loss while on actiVeduty. This is particularly true of Army
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aviation crew members and airc aft ground personnel, who are exposed to the intensity
and frequency spectra of typical Army aircraft. The distressing fact concerning the
noise-induced hearing loss experienced by aviators is that it is a true perceptive,
or nerve, deafness for which prosthetic compensation (i.e., electronic hearing aids)
is not possible.
Improvement of speech intelligibility under all flight conditions will improve the
aviator's effectiveness by reducing the number of transmission repetitions necessary
to assure that a message is correctly conveyed, thus reducing the distraction level
during critical mission phases. Reducing the ambient aircraft noise processed by the
communications system will further improve speech intelligibility and reduce this
particular noise contribution to pilot stress. We at the Avionics R&D Activity are
currently pursuing teclnological advances and/or improvements to the Army aircraft
communications system to further reduce the ambient noise levels at the aviator's
ear and improve speech intelligibility.
The development of solutions for the joint problems of speech intelligibility and
hearing loss are made difficult through the involvement of the disciplines of aircraft
noise source control, acoustics and vibrational physics, and communications electronics.
In the succeeding sections, we will define the system and hardware performance parameters
which contribute to the overall intelligibility/hearing loss problems, the difficulties
in analyzing and testing the communications system performance, the development of
laboratory test techniques and our current understanding of the communications contributory effects, which may be eliminated through system/equipment improvements.
2.

ANALYSIS OF THE AIRCRAFT NOISE ENVIRONMENT

Before a discussion of the communication system can commence, an understanding of the
noise environment in which the communication system will operate is necessary.
The helicopter ambient environment is inherently noisy due to the weight/performance
design trade-offs which must be made in rotary-wing design. Military aircraft, especially
are susceptible to this problem because the addition of noise-control devices would
increase the weight of the aircraft, reducing mission effectiveness and flight performance
parameters. The airframe designer must trade off noise reduction improvement costs
against those costs associated with the operationally desirable design elements of
performance and payload.
Each Army aircraft possesses a different and distinct noise "signature". The typical
aircraft ambient noise environment consists of an aperiodic broadband noise spectrum
generated by the turbine drive train, rotor system and general shell structure, that is
loudest in the low frequency range and gradually diminishes in intensity as the frequency
increases. In addition, periodic noise peaks may exist in the spectrum of interest that
are the result of transmission gear meshing, turbine rotation, drive train shaft vibration and acoustic resonances of the cabin cavity. The noise levels within the aircraft
interior will vary with the sample position and angle, due to the reverberent nature of
the interior. In other words, the sound pressure level (SPL) at the co-pilot position
may be greater than that measured at the pilot's location and slight variations in head
position and angle may dramatically change the perceived noise levels. Also, variations
in aircraft operational performance (i.e., takeoff, cruise, climbing turns, etc.) will
effect slightly the intensity of the perceived noise environment. The noise environment
spectrum is uneffected, however, by flight maneuver variations.
3.

LABORATORY SIMULATION OF THE AIRCRAFT NOISE SPECTRUMS

The vagaries of in-flight testing, encountered during our Army aircraft noise
investigations have led us to develop improved in-flight and laboratory analysis
techniques, that permit us to more readily investigate and understand the particular
noise environment of an Army aircraft. Also, we have devised laboratory noise environment simulation techniques, which eliminate the variables encountered in flight testing,
such as different aircraft and crews, atmospheric interference, weather conditions,
availability of aircraft and the cost of the flight time itself, that can result in
both test repeatability and financial problems.
Originally developed to simulate the CH-47 helicopter, the noise environment simulation facility has been refined to allow for the simulation of any vehicle noise environment (to include all aircraft and ground vehicular sources). Figure 1 shows the simulation system structure. The major sub-systems are:
a.

The noise generation system.

(1)

Crown dual-channel tape recorder and preamplifier,

(2)

A dual-channel octave equalizer

(3)

A dual-channel 700 watt RMS amplifier

(4)

Two Electro-Voice Sentry IVB speaker systems
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b.

A double-walled, semi-reverberent sound isolation chamber.

c.

An audio/acoustic/noise analysis

system

(1)

Real time

(2)

Real time narrow-band analyzer

(3)

A precision sound pressure

(4)

A video monitor/display

(5)

A minicomputer for data reduction and formatting

(6)

A digital plotter

1/3 octave analyzer

level measuring amplifier

For aircraft simulation, a short flight series is required to obtain a calibrated
composite tape recording of the actual noise environment and an analysis (1/3-octave
and narrowband) of the aircraft noise using a precision sound level analyzer with hard
copy output.
The tape recorder and analyzer are the portable equivalents of the systems
used in the laboratory simulation and analysis system and possess comparable accuracies.
The noise recordt.ng is reproduced in the sound isolation chamber using the noise
generation system. The dual-channel equalizer is used to match the sound isolation
chamber acoustical spectrum to the actual recorded aircraft noise spectrum and intensity.
A human test subject is positioned in the chamber and his helmet communications system
is connected to the aircraft communication hardware under test.
The test subject then
may record speech intelligibility test results, while sound pressure levels, at the
subject's ear, are automatically measured and recorded.
Accurate, statistical rating
of the voice processing performance of a communications device/system may be obtained
through the use of numerous test subjects.
Simultaneously, direct measurements of the
helmet earcup noise penetration and communications system noise susceptibility may be
performed.
The test results obtained with the simulator are comparable to flight test results.
However, the simulator tests may be repeated upon demand, regardless of weather and
atmospheric conditions, aircraft availability, and at a very low cost compared to flight
tests.
The test variables may be precisely controlled and manipulated to determine their
effect upon the communication device under test.
The aircraft ncise environment simulator has enabled us to obtain certain basic
performance data on the component devices of; and the overall, aircraft communications
system. The following discussions describe our findings on the individual device and
system performance parameters.
4.

ANALYSIS OF THE AIRBORNE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The current airborne communications system is composed of:
a.

A noise-cancelling microphone (M-87)

b.

A noise-attenuating helmet or headset

c.

'An intercommunication control system

d.

A VHF-FM radio set

(AN/ARC-114, AN/ARC-54)

e.

A VHF-AM radio set

(AN/ARC-115, AN/ARC-134)

f.

A UHF-AM radio set

(AN/ARC-164, AN/ARC-16, AN/ARC-51BX)

g.

An HF-SSB radio set

4.1

(SPH-4, David Clark 19LB-87)
(C-6533/ARC, C-1611/AIC)

(optional) AN/ARC-102

M-87/AIC Microphone

4.1.1
General Description:
The M-87 microphone is a dynamic, moving coil, noisecancelling microphone.
It is sound powered (does not require external DC power) and
exhibits a 5ohm output impedance.
The microphone is a common pressure gradient microphone which derives its noise cancelling capability (far field response) from the
presence of "equal and opposite" sound pressure levels (SPL) impinging on either side
of the microphone diaphragm.
The noise cancellation of this microphone provides the "first line of defense" in
the prevention of aircraft noise processing through the communications system and
contributing to the high levels at the aviator's ear.
The near field response (voice
reproduction) provides the basic transmitting interface of the communications system
with the aviator.
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4.1.2 Performance Analysis:
Figure 2 shows the nearfield frequency response of the
M-87. Note the sharp roll-off below 1KHz and the peak in the 3KHz to 4KHz region. The
low frequency roll-off of the microphone response causes a reduced electrical reproduction of the speech energy level in that region where the majority of the voiced speech
frequencies are located. The peak at 3-4KHz generates undesirable voice and noise levels
in the frequency band where the ear is most susceptible to hearing damage. Overall, the
modified speech reproduction of the current microphone degrades speech intelligibility
and speaker identification.
The above speech reproduction problems are compounded by the ineffective far field
response (noise cancelling) of the microphone, also shown in Figure 2. Broadband and
periodic ambient noise enters the communications system, through the microphone, and
is processed to both the listener and the talker (through his sidetone), adding to the
speech-masking noise level at the aviator's ear.
4.2

SPH-4 Earcup Assembly

4.2.1 Descri tion: The SPH-4 helmet's earcup/transducer assemblies consist of two
H-143 earphones transducers) mounted in two circumaural, noise-attenuating earcups.
These assemblies link the aviator with the communications system, and serve as the sole
attenuation devices to protect him from the potentially damaging sound pressure level
(SPL) present in the aircraft.
4.2.2 Performance Analysis:
The earcup assembly of the SPH-4 helmet is effective
in protecting the wearer from the aircraft ambient noise environment, however, this
protection is minimal (80-85dbA penetration) in certain Army aircraft, such as the
OV-lD and CH-47C. There is an insufficient margin of hearing protection provided to
permit communications without exceeding the maximum 85 dbA safe sound pressure level,
established by the Surgeon General.
The above remarks are in direct opposition to previously published statements concerning the noise attenuating effectiveness of the helmet and result from the differing
test methods of the environmental protection and the communications engineering disciplines.
It is our determination that the device or system must be tested in a controlled approximation of the environment in which it must function, to effectively evaluate the expected
performance capabilities of the equipment. The standard test methods for hearing protection, although readily repeatable, use unrealistically low ambient noise intensities,
and consequently, yield different test results. Figure 3 shows that the attenuation
characteristic of the earcups measured in a high SPL aircraft noise environment is
typically less than that measured using low-intensity standard threshold (ANSI Z24.1957)
techniques. The upper curve more closely approximates actual earcup attenuation measurements made in various Army aircraft samples at Fort Hood, Texas during the 1976-77 time
frame. The actual attenuation obtained by an individual is very dependent upon the
helmet fit and hair style.
This higher level ambient noise appearing within the earcups results from direct
penetration, poor earcup sealing, and a complex waveform regeneration phenomenon,
commonly called "pumping". Pumping action occurs when the high-level acoustic wavefront
strikes the earcup and causes it to move in resonance. Suspended in a resilient seal,
the earcup will effectively regenerate the forcing waveform at its interior, in much the
same fashion that a speaker cone regenerates a waveform, when driven by the voice coil
action against the magnet. The pumping effect increases in a logarithmic manner as the
noise level is increased, accounting for the higher levels of penetration recorded in our
simulated environment tests.
The high-intensity noise penetration generates an immediate communications problem.
Although the speech and communications system processed noise is transient in nature and
contributes minimally to the long-term ambient at the ear, the requirement to overcome
the ambient noise by at least 10db, in order to achieve proper intelligibility, may
generate distortion in the communication system and even within the aviator's eat, contributing to general pilot fatigue.
In addition, the frequency response of the earcup/transducer assembly is inadequate
for a high-noise environment communications system. Figure 4 shows the adequate
frequency response of the standard H-143 transducer, when measured external to the earcup.
The mounting of the transducer into the earcup radically modifies its frequency response,
causing high communications/noise peaks in the 3-4KHz region to be presented to the user's
ear (also shown in Figure 4).
This is precisely the frequency range where the ear is
mort susceptible to hearing damage.
4.3

Intercommunication Control System

4.3.1 Description:
The intercommunication control system (ICS), or intercom,
contains a microphone amplifier, a headset amplifier, a radio set transmitter switching
and control section, and a receiver input and isolation matrix. The salient characteristics of the microphone and headset amplifiers are:
Frequency Range:

300 to 6000Hz, (+1.0, -2.0db)

Distortion:

3% to 10% normal (12.5% Max)
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4.3.2
Performance Analysis:
(See Figure 5)
The frequency response, or bandpass
of the intercom is comparable to the average frequency range of the adult male speech
spectrum (200Hz to 6100Hz).
The distortion levels range from virtually unperceptible to
definitely noticeable.
The dynamic range and AGC parameters are generally adequate for
voice communications, however, improvements would be beneficial to meeting our basic goals
of low distortion speech processing and peak noise reduction.
In the older intercoms,
such as the C-1611/AIC, a certain amount of "peak-clipping" is employed to improve speech
intelligibility.
Studies preceeding the design of the earlier intercoms indicated that
speech intelligibility, in the presence of high atmospheric noise could be improved by
introducing a controlled amount of "clipping", or square wave limiting, of the speech
peaks.
The effect was to increase the "talk power", or signal-to-noise ratio by enhancing
the transmitted energy in the voice spectrum. More recent studies (succeeding the intercom
development) indicate that, in the high acoustic noise environment, the effects of peak
clipping on speech intelligibility range from marginal improvement to extreme degradation
as a function of the processed noise in the communications system. We now are aware that
more significant and repeatable intelligibility improvement results may be obtained merely
by limiting the system generated and processed noise floor.
4.4.

VHF-FM Radio Set

4.4.1
Description:
The VHF-FM radio set (30-76MHz) is the prime tactical line-ofsight (LOS) radio of the Army. Airborne versions provide the basic communications link
between the ground and airborne forces.
The VHF-FM has the potential to be the most "high
fidelity" airborne communications radio in the Army inventory.
Frequency modulation techniques yield superior voice intelligibility, due to the
inherent random noise and interference rejection properties.
The use of higher carrier
frequencies (i.e., 30MHz and above), where atmospheric and cosmic noise intensities are
low when compared to man-made interference and receiver noise, improves the signal
intelligibility (in both FM and AM radio sets).
The audio bandpass capability of FM
transceivers is generally greater then a comparable AM radio set for the same effective
spectrum usage (due to complex wave form modulation effects and low frequency concentration of the voice spectrum).
4.4.2
Performance Analysis:
The airborne VHF-FM has a voice bandpass capability of
6KHz, however, the use of audio pre-emphasis and de-emphasis circuitry limits the effective response of the radio set transmitter-to-receiver link to about 3500Hz.
In other
words, the transmitted audio high frequencies are emphasized (increased in amplitude)
to provide uniform modulation of the transmitter.
At the receiver, a de-emphasis network
is employed to restore the normal speech roll-off characteristic and generate a perceived
audio output comparable to other Army transceivers.
Also, the 150Hz tone used for squelch
de-activation (tone squelch mode) is not sufficiently suppressed by the audio bandpass
filter and may supply a masking effect for voice under certain cumulative system parameter
situations.
Consequently, the monosyllabic single word intelligibility of the VHF-FM is
essentially the same (80% to 90%) as that measured for the standard AM radio sets.
In
general, this intelligibility level (under low system-processed noise conditions) is
adequate for voice communications.
4.5

VHF-AM Radio Set

4.5.1
Description:
The VHF-AM radio set (116 to 150MHz) serves as a line-of-sight
(LOS) communications link between military aircraft and air traffic control operations
in and around civilian airfields.
The major noise interference results from man-made
sources and internal receiver noise generation.
4.5.2
Performance Analysis:
This radio set has a 3500Hz bandwidth and contributes
typically 3% to 55 distortion to the system processed signal under operational conditions.
The radio set noise contribution (from atmospherics and internal receiver noise genera-

tion) is adequately low.

4.6

UHF-AM Radio Set

4.6.1 Doscription: The VHF-AM radio set (225-400MHz) is the prime military air
traffic control radio set and is used for air-to-air inter-military and military airfield traffic control communications. Noise interference sources are essentially the
same as those of VHF-AM radio set.
4.6.2 Performance Analysis: The performance parameters of the UHF-AM radio set are
essentially the same as those of the VHF-AM radio set.
4.7

HF-SSB Radio Set (optional)

4.7.1 The high frequency single side-band radio set (HF-SSB) is the only beyond
line-of-sight airborne radio set currently available in the Army inventory. The
radio set operates in the 2 to 30 MHz frequency range, a portion of the RF spectrum
that is heavily used, throughout the world, for long range communications. Very
narrow IF and audio filters are employed to reduce the spectrum usage, in an effort to
reduce the crowding experienced as a result of global traffic and extreme propagation
ranges. This radio set is a candidate for the non-line-of-sight communication link
requirement of low level, Nap-of-the-Earth airborne operations.
The radio set is
generally an optional installation on the larger utility and heavy lift helicopters.
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4.7.2

Performance Analysis:

The basic disadvantage of HF communications is the

high levels of man-made, cosmic and atmospheric n)lse interference present throughout
the frequency spectrum, with atmospheric noise (i.e., lightning discharges) being the
principle contributor to communications interfLrence. The performance levels of HF-SSB
versus VHF-AM are comparable to the performances of an automobile AM radio versus an
FM radio; the reception range is very good, but the static lightning discharges and
general noise susceptibility can spoil the range advantage. The non-line-of-sight
communications capability is dependent upon sky waves reflected from ionized air
layers (generated by the sun's ultraviolet output) in the ionosphere, and will vary
dramatically on essentially a daily basis, as the altitude and ionization intensity
of the reflecting layer changes. A complex prediction process has been developed to
compensate for these variations by providing frequency effectiveness information, to be
used for channel selection during daylight, day-to-night transition periods, night, and
seasons of the year. There are periods, however, when even short-range communications
cannot be reliably accomplished (i.e., in the vicinity of intense thunderstorm activity).
The radios generally employ a very sharp 300-3500Hz bandwidth and produce 3% to 5%
distortion under operational conditions (discounting atmospheric distortion effects).
5.

THE OVERALL RESPONSE OF THE AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The overall response of the system consists of the combined operating characteristics
of each of its components. Figure 6 shows the resultant response when swept tone
(generated by an artificial voice) is used as an input signal to an M-87 microphone.
This signal was processed by the microphone amplifier of an interphone to the headset
amplifier of a second interphone and finally to the H-143 earphone inside an SPH-4
earcup assembly. The output was measured using an artificial ear with an attached flat
plate (for circumaural earcups).
The SPH-4 earcup assembly is firmly positioned on the
flat plate by a 1Kg force. This particular experiment does not include any radio transceivers nor the atmospheric link between them. The frequency response of the RF linked
system is similar, however, the increased system and atmospheric noise will result in a
slight additional reduction in speech intelligibility. A comparison of the overall response curve (Figure 6) with the previously introduced individual response curves of the
microphone, the earcup/transducer assembly, the interphone and the radio sets indicates
quite readily that the majority of the audio frequency response modification (speech
coloring) originates in the microphone and headset.
The microphone and headset interact unfavorably in the processing of noise to the
aviator's ear. Figure 7 shows the noise level inside the earcup during level flight in
a UH-lH helicopter. It is immediately obvious that an interaction breakpoint occurs at
approximately 1000Hz. Below this breakpoint, earcup penetration is the primary contribution to the aircraft ambient noise level at the ear. Above 1000Hz, the ineffective
farfield response (noise cancelling) of the microphone surpasses the earcup penetrating
noise level and becomes the main source of aircraft ambient noise at the ear.
We have conducted high-noise environment tests of a simulated low noise communications
system (S+N/N=40 db), using standard Army transceivers, intercoms and helmets. An ideal
noise cancelling, flat response microphone was simulated by recording messages with
a high quality 1/2 inch microphone in a quiet environment. These tests demonstrate that,
by essentially eliminating the communications system processed noise and using more of
the available system bandwidth (provided by the simulated microphone), speech intelligibility may be improved by as much as 50%.
By similarity, improvement of the earcup/
transducer assembly frequency response and attenuation characteristic will yield further
intelligibility enhancement and provide some marginal noise intensity relief (2-6db)
to the aviator.
As a result of these initial findings, we engaged in a series of improvement and
development programs, to provide the necessary increase system performance.
6.

MICROPHONE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

As discussed, our test programs indicate that speech intelligibility in the aircraft
noise environment may be significantly enhanced by improving the frequency response and
noise cancelling capabilities of the Army airborne microphone. We have generated a
specification requirement for a new improved high gain microphone, M-162( )/AIC, with a
flat (+3db) nearfield frequency response from 200Hz to 6000Hz and state-of-the-art
noise cancellation. Two potential candidates for the new microphone are:
a.

A militarized piezo-electric ceramic microphone.

b.

A militarized electret condenser microphone.

During the 4 Q, FY-77, and 1Q FY-78 we conducted extensive classical (anechoic chamber)
tests of the above microphones. Psychoacoustic testing of these microphones will begin
in FY-78. The respective nearfield and farfield frequency responses of these microphones
are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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We note that the piezo-electric ceramic and electret microphones require 10 volts at
8MA DC power to operate internal FET impedance matching amplifiers. Present Army aircraft
and avionics do not have provisions for providing power to these microphones. We have
a concurrent intercom improvement program, which will provide the requisite power on the
same lines presently used only for audio interconnection.
(This technique of supplying
power is known as "phantom power"). The high gain of the microphones is required to
improve audio isolation in the airborne communications system by providing greater
equalization of the microphone and headset audio levels in the common helmet interconnection cable.
7.

HEADSET IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Articulation Index prediction techniques and our simulated system tests indicate
that further improvement of airborne speech intelligibility and slight reductions in the
system-processed noise levels can be accomplished through improvements of the headset
(earcup/transducer assembly).
We have recently completed a program to improve the design compatibility of the
earcup/transducer assembly and provide a flat frequency response (+6db) from 200Hz to
6000Hz. See Figure 10.
The flat frequency response reduces the undesirable voice and
noise peaks present in the current assembly, however, the overall "talk power" will be
increased by providing more broad spectrum voice information, improving consonant and
unvoiced speech recognigion.
The noise attenuating capability of the earcup/transducer assembly represents an
improvement over the current SPH-4 helmet earcup performance limits.
Attenuation is
increased by approxirately 5db from 100Hz to 500Hz and approximately 10db from 2500Hz
to 10KHz. Additional test and evaluation of this earcup/transducer assembly will be
required prior to its introduction to the field.
8.

INTERCOM IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The product-improvement program for the C-6533/ARC inter-communication control system
was structured primarily to improve the universal use capability and audio isolation of
this device. However, during the initiation of the contractual effort, we determined
that the incorporation of an audio limiter will enhance our ability to control the voice/
noise levels at the aviator's ear by suppressing high modulation levels and noise bursts
to a set limit. As previously mentioned, a DC power regulator has been incorporated in
these engineering test models, to provide power to the candidate improved noise-cancelling
microphones.
We have incorporated individual volume controls for the numerous receiver inputs to
the intercom. The necessity for this improvement developed from a totally unrelated program for the development of a multi-function avionics control system. In this configuration, the radio sets (and their audio controls) will be located remotely from the control
panel, precluding priority volume level adjustment by the aviator. Incorporation of the
individual controls into the intercom will permit this adjustment technique to be
accomplished (by each aviator) from a single point, and allows eauh individual to adjust
the radio set volumes to his particular needs (in terms of hearing sensitivity). Due to
the magnitude of these "improvements" we have changed this effort to a development program
and re-designated the intercoms as C-I0 ;14( )/ARC.
9.

RADIO SET IMPROVEMENTS

We are planning to conduct baseline radio systems tests in a simulated aircraft
environment to investigate the feasibility of increasing the voice bandwidth beyond
3500Hz. The candidate radio set for this study will be the AN/ARC-114 VHF-FM, since the
bandwidth may be increased easily by disabling the de-emphasis circuit.
If significant
improvement in intelligibility is obtained, additional investigations of the impact on
spectrum usage and proximate receiver de-sensitization will be conducted to ascertain
the feasibility of incorporating such changes into the new production radios. A
considerable development effort may be required to improve receiver filter circuitry and
minimize transmitter spectral emissions to reduce the impact on frequency allocation
requirements.
Other improvement areas include the improvement of transceiver linearity (to reduce
total harmonic distortion) and the investigation of enhanced modulation techniques, for
increased speech intelligibility and audio isolation. Some interesting new modulation
schemes employing voice bandwidth compression have recently been developed. Application
of such a technique would permit us to increase the effective transmittal speech bandwidth
while maintaining (or possibly reducing) the RF spectrum usage, minimizing the previously
mentioned emissions problems. The improvements, where deemed necessary, will be
accomplished within the intent of MIL-STD-188( ), which is mandatory for use by DOD
Agencies in the design, installation and operation of new communications systems and
equipment.
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For the current family of radio sets, the processed external and internal receiver
noise level will vary from lOdb to 40db (assuming a low ambient noise environment) below
the desired voice signal level and is dependent upon the degree of signal attenuation
resulting from the separation between the transmitting and receiving stations. This
signal-to-noise ratio (S+N/N) range represents the normal physical limitations of
conventional analog audio processing and modulation techniques.
At the system level, digital speech processing techniques will be investigated as
a long term solution to the speech intelligibility, system-processed noise and audio
isolation problem areas.
Finally, we are investigating an electronic approach to noise reduction within the
helmet earcup. Briefly, the earcup/ambient noise level is sampled, processed through
an adaptive filter which inverts and adjusts the amplitude of the noise signal, and
re-introduces it to the earcup through the existing headset transducer. The inverted
waveform should cancel (or minimize) acoustically the penetrating ambient noise wave
form, resulting in an artifically quiet environment at the ear. Early investigations
of this technique indicate that it is effective for low frequencies (below 1000Hz).
Fortunately, this is the frequency range where earcup penetration is the primary contributor to the ambient level. (See Figure 7).
A problem associated with this technique
is the speed of adaptation to variations in the ambient environment.
If the adaptation
occurs too rapidly, portions of the speech waveform may be cancelled or altered; if the
adaptation is too slow, the technique may prove ineffective in reducing transitory elements
of the noise environment.
10.

SUMMARY

One willnote that the majority of the improvement efforts on the aircraft
communications systems will result mainly in speech intelligibility increases. This
improvement will increase the survivability of the aviator in a tactical low-level flight
situation, by reducing the communications period exposure requirement, mission profile
workload and, to some degree, pilot fatigue and stress. In addition, flight safety
should be enhanced for those aircraft accident situations, which have been linked to
poor or faulty communications systems.
However, the total effect of the improvements on the reduction of noise levels reaching
the aviator's ear, will be minimal, unless the adaptive filter/acoustic canceller technique
proves to be completely successful.
As previously stated, the desired voice signal must
be about 10db (average) above both the electronically processed and earcup penetrating
aircraft noise, to achieve some measure of reliable speech intelligibility. Due to the
acoustical combinational effects within the earcup, it is immediately obvious that the
communications system processed voice plus noise will contribute slightly to the long-term
average noise level at the aviator's ear, particularly at the extreme transmitter/receiver
separation condition, and during Nap-of-the-Earth flight operations. As an example, if
the ambient noise level is 85dbA, the addition of voice communications will raise the
perceived average level to 88-92dbA. Total elimination of the communications systemprocessed noise will not reduce the overall noise level by more than 2dbA to 6dbA. The
aircraft noise environment will remain at levels which contribute to human fatigue and
stress and, in the worst situations, pilot error, emergency declarations and aircraft
accidents. Further, the risk of hearing damage due to equipment degradation (i.e., helmet
earcup seal hardening) will remain.
Therefore, technological breakthroughs in the areas of aircraft noise source control
and reduction, and helmet earcup attenuation techniques are necessary to effectively reduce
the noise impinging on the aviator's ear. Currently available aircraft noise control
approaches, such as noise-attenuating structural panels and sub-chassis isolation of
engines and transmissions, must be incorporated into new production and modernized aircraft
to provide short-term relief from the currently unacceptable noise conditions. Such
approaches, while more costly than the present airframe fabrication techniques, will
minimize the impact on the aircraft mission and performance parameters and eliminate the
need for electronic appliques, with their resultant impacts upon system space, weight
and power requirements. Long term development programs, to provide the aforementioned
technological advances in both aircraft noise control and helmet attenuation are required
to permit the needed noise reduction in aircraft that will meet the Army's need for
increased performance and mission effectiveness in the battlefield scenarios of the future.
11.
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SUNaARY
There are many factors that influence helicopter radio communications. These can be divided, roughly,
into three groups. Firstly, there are the characteristics of the signal transmitters and receivers and
their siting. Secondly, there are the effects of noise and distortion of the signals and finally there
is the ability of the operator to perceive the signals while performing other tasks. In the past, considerable effort has been devoted to optimise the size and siting of aerials on the helicopter. Rather
less effort has been extended to interface the various equipments associated with these aerials with
other systems, with the helicopter environment or with the human operator. As the helicopter's radio
and other systems have become both more complex and greater in number, this has resulted in the crew
being required to perform more tasks in more difficult circumstances, so that now there is the danger
that the crew are overloaded and unable to operate the helicopter satisfactorily as a weapon system.
Although the effort devoted to correct aerial siting etc has not been reduced, the importance of the man
and the effect of the helicopter environment upon his ability to receive and process audio signals is,
at last, receiving attention. In particular, helicopter cockpit noise levels, helmet attenuation, signal
masking, total operator noise dose and crew task difficulty are all being studied with the purpose of
improving the overall helicopter/crew efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
Noise levels in modern helicopters generally are much higher than one would like to accept. Noise reduces
communications efficiency and can, if sufficiently high, produce temporary and permanent hearing loss.
There are a number of ways in which noise may be reduced and communications improved; depending upon the
helicopter and its systems characteristics and also upon the time in the helicopter's life at which
improvements are initiated. If the problem of noise is considered at an early stage in the design of a
helicopter and its systems, much of the noise can be "engineered out". This can be achieved by thoughtful positioning of engine, gearboxes etc and careful installation of aerials to reduce interference and
selection of a systems audio frequencies which do not correspond with noise peaks from other equipment.
If it is too late to alter the basic engineering then one is forced to consider other methods of reducing
noise and improving communications. These might include Active Noise Reduction, voice operated switching,
adaptive noise cancelling, improved noise attenuating helmets and minor re-shaping of audio signals which
coincide with predominant noise peaks caused mechanically by gear meshing etc.
THE I MORMATION LOAD
Before considering the systems which generate signals and noise at the men's ears, one should examine
mants ability to receive and process information. Man can be considered as a multi-sensor device with a
single channel between sensor and processor. This concept is depicted in Figure 1. If it is assumed
that the human operator receives and processes information in this way, it can be argued that information
from different senses must be time shared. There must also be a limit to the quantity of information
which can be carried by the single channel. It is therefore important that too much information is not
presented to the man. For example he cannot be expected to perform separate visual and auditory tasks
simultaneously, (a]though he might be able to cope with these tasks sequentially if their difficulty is
within his mental capacity).
If the signals reaching the sensors are degraded by noise or other environmental effects, then his workload will be increased and his ability to process the information presented
will be still further reduced. Figure 2 depicts both the information sources and some of the factors
which degrade man's ability to sense and process signals. Only by carefully matching information sources
to the mants processing capacity will the optimum man-machine system be produced.
This is a simple theory but difficult to achieve in practice. Figure 3 shows a typical modern ASW helicopter's audio signal and noise sources and their routes to the operator's ears. Starting with the
incoming signals from external sources, apart from atmospheric distortion of the signals between transmitters and receivers, there can be interference between receiving aerials. There may also be RF interference and airframe shielding of signals. Once the signals have been received they are processed by
the appropriate electronics, amplified and fed via the intercoms to the crew's head sets. During this
part of the process the signals may be still further distorted and subject to electrical noise pick-up.
Still further noise may bt picked up through each crew member's microphone each time someone speaks, or
in the case of the United Kingdom "hot mic" system, all of the time.
In addition, since protective headgear can provide only limited noise attenuation, the hearer will be
subjected to cabin noise, which may mask the already degraded signal coming through the intercom.
This is particularly a problem at the lower frequencies (see Figure 4) where helmet attenuation is
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particularly poor yet helicopter cabin noise levels are relatively high.
Consequently it is important not
to present audio signals to the man at these low frequencies since they will either be masked by helicopter
cabin noise, or will have to be of a sufficiently high level to be heaad that they may cause discomfort
and hearing damage to the listener. Improved attenuation at low frequencies on the British Mk 4 protective
helmet has eased the problem and work is in progress on a helmet with further improved low frequency
attenuation.
Fligure 3 illustrates another problem which confronts the helicopter crew. It is the quantity of audio
information to which they may be subjected. Even in an ideal situation where there is no distortion or
noise masking of signals, it could still be impossible to complete the audio task, simply because of the
number of simultaneous conflicting signals which have to be heard and processed by the operator.
In large
fixed wing aircraft the problem is sometimes overcome by using a relatively large number of operators,
each dedicated to listening to a particular audio signal. In the smaller helicopter with its limited crew
size this is not possible and one operator may have many audio tasks to do.
Only by presenting signals
clearly and using careful operating procedures, which minimise the chance of generating simultaneous conflicting signals, will it be possible for one man to perform several audio tasks efficiently.
The danger of presenting too much information to the man can be illustrated by the current audio warning
problem. In some present aircraft there are as many as fourteen different audio warnings. (The internationally agreed limit is 241) Even with fourteen warnings there are the problems of (i) learning to
what each warning sound refers; (ii) recognising the sound correctly when under stress, in an emergency
situation. Additionally, in emergency situations several audio warnings often occur simultaneously.
This
adds to the problem since the warnings are likely to mask one another and make the specific identification
of each warning sound difficult.
In other words, each signal has to be detected against a background of
other signals, classified and then responded to, all in as short a time as possible and under stressful
conditions, when the operator's mental capacity may be less than normal. A possible alternative to this
unsatisfactory situation might be to have a single audio warning which alerts the operator. He would then
determine the nature of the problem and possibly the corrective action required, from a visual display.
This could be in the form of a centralised warning panel or alpha numeric-CRT display.

SIGNAL FREQUENCY CHOICE
Equipment which has an audio output often works perfectly in the laboratory but is far from satisfactory
in the real life environment of a helicopter cabin.
Figure 5 illustrates a typical ESM or sonics situation
in a helicopter. The audio signal ranges from about one hundred to one thousand Hz. A signal of 80 dB
can be readily detected and interpreted in a benign environment.
Conversely, when heard in a helicopter
cabin much of the audio signal is mased by rotor and gear noise, despite the increase in signal level to
90 dB. Additionally, the noise level together with the higher signal level may cause temporary hearing
loss.
Both the problems of the noise masked signal and the hearing loss would be largely overcome if the audio
signal frequency range was changed.
Figure 5 shows that by choosing a part of the frequency spectrum free
of noise peaks, yet still
within the normal range of hearing, a reshaped and/or heterodyned audio signal
can be presented to the listener, which is not masked by noise. In addition to the improved signal to
noise ratio, the signal magnitude is lower and unlikely to add significantly to the noise dose and to
cause any temporary hearing loss.
CONTRIBUTION OF SIGNALS TO NOISE EXPOSURE
As mentioned above in section 3, the signal can contribute to the noise dose of the operator. Figure 4
and Figure 6 show,respectively, how the helmet attenuates the cabin noise to an acceptable level at the
ear and then the communication signal increases the overall sound level at the ear again. Glen and Moorse
showed that the communications signals at the ear, averaging 40% of the sortie time, are a major contributor to the total noise dose, and, without the signals the dose averaged about 6 dB less.
Current research into noise dose on RAF, RN and AAC aircraft also shows that the signal may contribute
significantly to the noise dose. An indication of some of the variables associated with the noise problem,
2
in this case concerning noise dose (although the principles apply equally well to communications and other
problems) is shown in Figure 7.
Present research is looking into distributions of noise in each of these
particular areas and investigating inter and intra aircraft variations. This will enable statistical models
to be built up of the noise for each type of helicopter. In helicopters, in particular, the distribution
of the bands of noise which cause interference with listening tasks is being found, which, with similar
statistical distributions for helmet attenuation, will allow adequate statistical cover to be made. Further
progress is being made in determing the acceptable noise level at the ear, taking into account sonar
listening or detecting tasks, ESM, noise dose etc and then working outwards via the helmet to provide
acceptable helicopter cabin environments for new helicopters.
ALLEVIATION OF THE NOISE PROBLEM
The problems of internal helicopter cabin noise and audio signals upon crew performance can be tackled in
several ways. Firstly every effort should be made at the start of a helicopter design process to minimise
cabin noise by sensible engine and airframe layout. Engines and gearboxes must not be allowed to intrude
into the cabin area, as they have on some past helicopters. The cabin should be isolated as much as possible
from the vibration and noise sources, by use of nodal beam suspension and similar techniques.
Aerials must be sited to reduce interference and shielding by parts of the airframe as far as possible.

Equipment should be integrated both within a system and between systems.

All too often different pieces

of equipment appear to have been designed separately so that when the system has been finally put together
there have been incompatibilities between its component parts.
This has resulted in the final signal

becoming virtually unintelligible.
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Similarly, the environment in which the equipment has to be operated must be known early in the design
stage. Audio signal frequencies must be chosen which are free from expected noise peaks generated by
rotors, gearboxes etc.
If, despite the measures listed above, noise levels at the operator's ears are still unacceptably high,
electronic techniques such as voice operated switches and active noise reduction must be employed.
Mechanical attenuation of noise by ear defenders or helmets may also be used, but as shown by Figure 4,
these metnods are of limited value at the lower noise frequencies of a few hundred Hz, typical of the
helicopter cabin, although active noise reduction techniques are giving considerable gains in attenuation
at low frequencies, ie up to I kHz.
CONCLUSIONS
In present helicopters, both the number and magnitude of audio signals are often too great to permit
efficient and safe crew operations.
Cabin noise needs to be reduced to improve the signal to noise ratio and to reduce the crew's noise dose.
Signals also need to be reduced both (i) in magnitude to reduce noise dose and (ii) in quantity to reduce
workload and to remain within manls processing capacity.
Only by carefully integrating all aspects of the helicopter and its systems with the crew who have to
operate them will the total man/machine system realise its full potential.
4 Copyright Controller HMS0, London, 1975
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DISORIENTATION IN ROYAL NAVAL HELICOPTER PILOTS
By
A P Steele-Perkins
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
Farnborough
Hants
and
D A Evans
Royal Naval Air Medical School
Seafield Park
Hillhead
Hants
Summary
The incidence of pilot disorientation in fixed and rotary wing aircraft has been
previously investigated, but information regarding special orientation problems of
naval helicopter pilots engaged in operations at sea and landing on moving platforms
was not obtained until 1974 when a survey of 104 active USN pilots was reported (1).
This questionnaire was adapted and distributed to RN helicopter pilots.
The aims of the survey were that useful information would be obtained on aircraft
manning, cockpit and instrument design for future helicopters generations, and
instruction to helicopter pilots regarding disorientation and thus a possible improvement
in flight safety.
Findings
Disorientation continues to be a factor in the loss of crews and aircraft. A
complete review of US Naval Safety Centre records over a 5 year period 1969-1973
disclosed 23 naval helicopter accidents in which pilot disorientation or vertigo was a
definite or suspected factor. 29 deaths resulted from 12 of these helicopter accidents.
No similar study has been completed for RN helicopter accidents.
Disorientation in helicopters has been previously studied in US Air Force and Army
pilots.
(2,3,4,5,6,7). However disorientation experienced by Naval helicopters,
especially while engaged in operations at sea, was first reported by Tormes F R Lt Cdr
MC USNR and Fred E Guedry, Jnr in 1974 (1).
In shipboard operations, the aviator is
confronted with new factors conducive to disorientation, and often with fewer visual
cues and more complex relative motion problems than with land-based aircraft.
This study was undertaken in order to elucidate the frequency and types of spatial
disorientation experienced by RN helicopter pilots. The helicopter has become increasingly prominent in anti-submarine warfare (ASW), Search and Rescue (SAR), and as a
general utility platform in modern naval operations. This prominence is reflected in
the percentage of operational RN aircraft which are helicopters, i.e. 66% in 1976.
This compares with 40% in 1965 and 37% in 1961. Comparable USN figures were 18.7% in
1973, 12.7% in 1963, and 7.4% in 1958 (8).
A questionnaire concerning disorientation was answered anonymously and individually
by 182 RN (USN 104) helicopter pilots. 52% (USN 56%) indicated one or more episodes of
severe disorientation and 9% indicated having experienced severe disorientation 10 or
more times while piloting helicopters (USN 5 times or more 8.6%).
A number of factors
conducive to disorientation were identified. Some precipitating factors appear to be
specific to operations over water or over a moving deck, although some of these may well
have their counterparts in special operations over land. Other factors are common to
land and sea-based operations and some are common to fixed-wing as well as rotary wing
aircraft.
The most common phenomenon reported by respondents was the "leans" (96%) and the
most common conditions reported as leading to disorientation were:1.
2.

Misinterpretation of relative position or movement of ship during night
approach.
Take off from carrier or other aviation ship, night.

3.

Head movement whilst in bank or turn.

4.

Reflections of anti-collision lights on cloud and fog outside the cockpit.
Misperception of true horizon due to sloping cloud bank.

5.

A surprisingly high figure (35%) was inability to read instruments due to vibration.
The USN survey revealed an even higher percentage (45%).
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PROCEDURE
Method
The USN questionnaire was adapted and approximately 300 were distributed through
Squadron Staff Officers to active RN helicopter pilots, 182 questionnaires (60%) were
completed individually and returned anonymously through Squadron Staff Officers.
Disorientation was defined in instructions as "an incorrect or seat of your pants"
impression of the attitude, position, or movement of the pilot and/or aircraft relative
to the horizon or other stable reference. The flight deck of a moving ship was
considered a "stable reference".
Vertigo was defined as "a sensation that the pilot or
environment is spinning". Navigational error was not considered true disorientation.
The degree of disorientation was to be subjectively graded by the responding
aviator as follows:
"mild"

-

pilot felt disorientated and uncomfortable but always felt in
control of the aircraft.

"moderate"

-

pilot felt disorientated and concerned and there may have been
adverse effect on aircraft control.

"severe"

-

pilot felt disorientated, mentally stressed and/or there was
definite interference with aircraft control.

All questions applied only to experience as pilot or co-pilot in RN helicopters.
Fixed wing experiences were specifically excluded.
Pilots involved in the RN survey were serving with anti-submarine, Commando and
training squadrons at the time the study was undertaken.
RESULTS
A list of factors and flight conditions which have been associated with disorientation in helicopters was presented in the questionnaire. Table 1 lists in decreasing
order the percentage of 182 aviators reporting disorientation under each described
circumstance, according to the aviator's recall, during his career as a helicopter pilot.
Additional factors not listed in the questionnaire but felt related to disorientation
by the respondent were elicited and are listed in Table II.
The aviators involved in the study had accumulated a total of over 234,000
helicopter flight hours (Mean 1285) including 36,000 actual or simulated instrument
hours (Mean 195).
Of 182 pilots involved in the study one (0.5%, USN 0.96%) denied any degree of
disorientation. 42 pilots (RN 36%, USN 23%) reported situations where both pilots
became disorientated simultaneously or during the same flight. Four (RN 2.2%) had been
involved in accidents or incidents as a consequence of disorientation. 3.8% of USN
pilots had been involved in accidents as a consequence of disorientation.
When specifically queried about severe disorientation as described above, 48%
(USN 33%) denied any episode of disorientation as helicopter pilots, while 52% (USN 56%)
admitted one or more episodes of severe disorientation. 9% had experienced severe
disorientation 10 or more times. 9 USN pilots (8.6%) had experienced severe disorientation five or more times.
Degree of Disorientation experienced by 182 RN
Helicopter Pilots
100
75
Mild
91%

50
25

Moderate
Severe
52%

Never
f

e

Degree of Disorientation
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Distribution of 182 RN Helicopter Pilots by Degree and
Degree of Disoricntation (with USN figures in brackets)

Degree of
Disorientation

Number of Occurrences
0

1 - 9

10+

Severe

87(48%)

79(43%)

16(9%)

Moderate

65(36%)

77(42%)

40(22%)

Mild

16(9%)

52(29%)

114(63%)

TABLE I
Percentage of 182 RN Pilots who have Experienced Disorientation under
Described Circumstances While Piloting Helicopters
(USN Percentage alongside RN results)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Sensation of not being straight and level after bank and turn
("the leans")
Misinterpretation of relative position or movement of ship during
night approach
Take-off from carrier or other aviation ship
Head movement while in bank or turn
Reflection of anti-collision light on clouds and fog outside the
cockpit
Misperception of true horizon due to sloping cloud bank
Reflection of lights on windshield
Landing on carrier or other aviation ship, night
Transitioning from IMC to VMC and vice versa
Fatigue
Distraction by aircraft malfunction
Inability to read instruments due to vibration
Night transition from hover over flight deck to forward flight
Misjudgement of altitude following take-off from carrier or other
aviation ship
Low altitude hover over water, night
Misperception of true horizon due to ground lights
Misled by faulty instrument
Vibration
Symptoms of cold or flu
Loss of night vision
Sensation of being suspended in space, detachment from aircraft
Awareness of flicker of rotors
Low altitude hover over water, day
Formation flying, day
Going IMC in dust, snow, water, in low hover
Formation flying, night
Landing on carrier or other aviation ship, day
Take-off or landing in strong cross winds
Low altitude hover over land
Self-medication with over-the-counter drugs
In flight refuelling from moving ship

RN

USN

96

91

73
52
51

58
39
56

48
46
44
44
43
38
36
35
35

70
47
36
51
62
33
29
45
49

34
29
28
25
24
11
20
19
18
16
13
12
11
5
4
3
2
1

21
81
33
25
24
22
15
35
10
8.6
19
25
0.96
13
6.7
1.9
2.8

As noted in Table I, the most common type of disorientation reported was "the
leans".
It is of interest that this phenomenon appears to be the most frequently
encountered type of disorientation, exclusive of geographic disorientation, in both
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. "The leans" has remained the most frequently observed
orientation problem for several decades regardless of aircraft type or performance
capabilities.
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TABLE II
Additional Factors associated with Disorientation in Helicopters
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Marker flares illuminating cabin
Insufficient planning night sortie brought forward
Banked turns at night over moving lights
Cloud flying (day or night) with side doors off (Wasp helicopter)
Low ambient temperature affecting visual acuity
Lack of recent instrument flying
Shoulder straps of different tightness
Many incidents occurred during IF training and simulated IF.

The "breakoff phenomenon" (95) was described by one pilot as his most memorable
episode of disorientation. 19% of the RN pilots in the survey reported sensations of
being suspended in space or detached from the aircraft. This question was asked in the
survey directly (following advice from the USN researchers).
During interviews many USN pilots reported sensations of being "Suspended in Space"
while flying helicopters but no feelings of estrangement, detachment from the aircraft,
or unreality as described by Benson (9) were elicited.
Case No. 69
Helicopter Type Sea King HAS Mk 1; Mission-Intensive Instrument Flying during an
instrument rating instructor's course (which I passed); weather - day; pilot hours - 950.
Having marshalled for GCA and on final run in before descending onto the glide slope I
had an impression of being completely "dissociated" from myself and looking down at
myself flying the aircraft. It was a feeling of being crouched over the controls and
looking down on everything. It was a most odd feeling which occurred at first because
of a mild disorientation but it occurred many times (approximately 6-10 times) later
because, I am sure, of awareness and concern of the first occasion. It always happened
at the top of GCA glide path before descending.
An extremely prevalent type of disorientation in USN Helicopter pilots, not
1reviously described, occurs at night in a 40 ft hover over water while "dipping" sonar,
a common submarine detection technique during which a sonar dome is lowered well below
the ocean surface. An apparent discrepancy in the comparative results was that 81% of
USN helicopter pilots in the survey had experienced disorientation in these circumstances
but only 29% of RN helicopter pilots had experienced this. This can be explained by the
number of Commando role pilots who would not have carried out night hovers.
A common predisposing factor in this cause of disorientation is the use of localising
of position light aids such as hover lights or flame marker floats. Whilst not specifically asked in the questionnaire all Anti-submarine Warfare pilots questioned thought
that this was one of the most potent disorientating factors.
Case No. 130
... At the time of the incident I was practicing dropping position markers, and to
note the position of the marker usually involved looking over one's shoulder. On this
particular night I looked towards the 'lights' of my contact to assess range and bearing.
But when I turned back to my instruments everything went. I did not seem able to
recover anything. I remember the Radar Altimeter height bug (set at 150 feet) coming on
and then pulling in power until I heard the overtorque bells ringing. I eventually
fully regained control in a spiralling turn at 1100 feet.
The Role of Aircraft Instruments
In this demanding flying environment, flight instruments must be designed to give
clear unambiguous interpretation in the minimum time under vibration (which may exceed
0.2g peak-to-peak).
Instrument space is at a premium as those helicopters with systems
capable of automatic hovering require extra instruments to give the information required.
Indeed the situation has been reached where there is no more space available, and it may
be argued that cramming instruments into a small space leads to clutter and difficulty
in instrument scanning. Any improvements in instrument design must reflect this
philosophy. A new device which could have considerable potential is the Malcolm horizon
(10).
This projects a thin beam of light across the cockpit and gives peripheral pitch
and roll information. Reported trials in Canada have been encouraging and the UK is
about to carry out an assessment.
Head Up Displays (HUDs) are at present difficult to install in helicopters because
of the space needed for the hardware. Unlike a fixed wing pilot who is normally viewing
the HUD as a matter of course, the distance of the windscreen from the helicopter pilot
would force the pilot to concentrate his visual scan over too small an area.
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A flexible response display involving cathode ray tubes (CRTs) has many advantages.
It can be located in the primary instrument area and is able to give the pilot the
information he desires for any given role. In addition the space normally taken up by
instrument surrounds or casings is now available, and therefore more information can be
presented in a smaller display area, without clutter.
Conclusion
This paper had described the frequency of disorientation and factors contributing
to it in a survey of Royal Naval helicopter pilots. It is planned to carry out a
similar survey by questionnaire in Royal Air Force helicopter pilots which will provide
further information on the factors leading to disorientation in the specific role of
operating support helicopters in the United Kingdom and Germany.
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OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATION OF AN/PVS-S NIGHT VISION
GOGGLES FOR HELICOPTER NIGHT FLIGHT
Wun C. Chiou, Ph.D.
United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 577
Fort Rucker, AL 36362

A potential hazard exists in helicopter night training with the second generation
night vision goggles (AN/PVS-5) when less than twenty percent moon illumination is
available or when the moon is beyond 600 azimuthal position. This paper reports
experimental results and discusses operational problems in which artificial illumination is being utilized to increase helicopter night vision goggle training duration
when ambient illumination is insufficient.
Two types of artificial illumination have been evaluated. The first type
utilizes the existing helicopter landing light as an illumination source. The
second type uses auxillary external illumination sources such as a searchlight.
Results indicate that the third method is the most desirable one for operational
considerations. As for the second type of artificial illumination source, two kinds
of illuminators were evaluated. A modified one kilowatt AN/VSS-4 (XG-4) armored
illuminator and the fire-fly lighting system were flight tested. Results reveal
that the former provides a far better illumination pattern than the latter. Spectral
transmission characteristics and optical quality of these artificial illumination
sources will be given in detail. Various advantages and disadvantages of using one
kind versus the other will also be discussed in detail.
In this paper, it has been
shown that an artificial illumination source or a combination of various sources can
be utilized to increase the helicopter NVG training time at night.

INTRODUCTION
Current scheduling of AN/PVS-5 night vision goggles (NVG) training conducted by
the US Army Aviation Center here at Fort Rucker depends greatly upon the level of
available night sky illumination. The second generation NVG require a minimum of
quarter moon illumination in order to perform certain landing and hovering maneuvers
for helicopter night training. At the present time, the NVG night training unit
uses photometric measurements to monitor the night sky illumination. When the
illuminance value falls below certain critical values, the training has to be terminated. This critical dependence of ambient light levels creates a major difficulty for
the night training program to fulfill its training schedule within a preassigned
time frame.
In order to provide an active training schedule, it is necessary to circumvent
the fluctuating night sky illumination by introducing a steady illumination from an
artificial illumination source (AIS). Two major types of AIS are evaluated in this
study. The first type utilizes the existing helicopter landing light (hereafter
abbreviated as type AIS I). The second type is to make use of available external
illumination devices such as a searchlight (AIS II).
Three major modification alternatives are provided for the AIS I. The reason
for the modification is that the landing light is usually too bright and does not
diffuse to a broader and useful illumination area. The first modification method is
to add a voltage control device in the aircraft electric circuitry such that the
landing light level can be controlled externally. However, this requires a considerable hardware modification.
It is excluded from the present study. The second
method for the AIS I is to apply an appropriate heat-absorbing filter in front of
the landing light such that the output illumination spectral energy of the landing
light falls within the NVG photocathode response wavelength range (approximately 200
to 1000 nm).
Two kinds of filters are used in this study. The first kind, termed
dark-pink filter, was originally used in the US Army INFANT system. The second
kind, called light-pink filter was from a US Army tank searchlight filter. The
dark-pink filter cost ten times more than that of the light-pink filter. However,
the former can sustain higher thermal energy radiating from the landing light than
the latter.
The third modification alternative is to apply an appropriate filter in front
of the NVG instead of the landing light filter. Although the spectral energy response
characteristics of the NVG photocathode tube is constant, the second and third
methods are not necessarily the same. The reason is that the second method only
filters the landing light while the third method filters any light source which
falls into the photocathode tube of the NVG.
For the AIS II, two kinds of searchlights were evaluated. The first kind is
called the Modified 1.0 KW AN/VSS-4 (XE-4) Searchlight (hereafter abbreviated as MSL
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or System A).
The second kind is the Fire-Fly Light System (FFLS or System B).
The
MSL was provided by the US Army Night Vision Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, VA. It was
a modified version of a US Coast Guard searchlight. The FFLS which was utilized
quite frequently in medical search/rescue mission in Vietnam consists of seven
helicopter mounted searchlight systems.
Since the present study contains two distinct substudies, the following description of the study will be divided into two subsessions for each session.
Substudy I
will describe the Artificial Illumination source Type I (AIS I). Substudy II will
be for the Type II (AIS II)
Substudy I (AIS I)
METHODOLOGY (AIS I)
a.

Sample

Figures 1 and 2 show the front and back sides of the dark-pink filter when
mounted on a circular alloy casting. The configuration is the same for the lightpink filter except the latter is about one-third thinner. A glass ground with
parallel cylinders is placed in front of the filter in order to uniformly diffuse
the light. The diameter of the filter is about 12 centimeters (or 4.72 inches).
Only the filter itself without the ground glass was spectrophotometrically evaluated.
In actual flight test, the ground glass was included in the total system.
b.

Apparatus

(1) Macbeth Transmission Densitometer TD-504 made by Macbeth Color and Photometry Division of Kollmorgen Corporation, Newburgh, New York was used to measure the
optical density of the filter.
(2) The spectral transmission characteristics and power spectral distribution
were performed by a Tektronix Digital Processing Oscilloscope - Rapid Scan Spectrometer
(DPO-RSS System).
The light source was a GE-100 watt tungsten light bulb. The data
acquisition unit was a minicomputer PDP l1/0S with various input/ output (I/O)
accessories. The DPO unit digitizes the waveform from the RSS optical unit which is
capable of scanning the optical spectrum from 300 nm (ultraviolet) to 1100 nm (near
infrared).
The spectrometer utilizes a Czerny-Turner grating monochromator without
an exit slit. The spectral response of the monochromator from the light source is
focused onto the target of a vidicon tube in which the signal is being discharged by
a sequential scanning electronic gun. Thus the vidicon target converts the charge
image into an electronic signal that is received by the plug-in unit of the DPO for
CRT display. The processes described above can be controlled by software programming.1
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (AIS I)
Since the optical characteristics of the dark-pink filter and the light-pink
filter are essentially identical, the following description involves only the darkpink filter. Results from the optical densitometry measurement show very interesting
optical properties of the filter. When the more reflective side of the filter is
placed in a face-up position, it has an average optical density (O.D) of 5.90. However, if it is placed face-down, its value is reduced to 4.41 O.D. It is obvious
that the filter has an optical characteristic of directional sensitivity. A second
unusual observation has also been noted. When the filter with the more reflective
side is face-up, the O.D. value increases from 5.64 at the center to 6.35 at the
edge. When the other side is up, the reading is approximately uniform across the
radial direction of the device which has the O.D. value of 4.41. One possible
explanation is that the multi-layer infrared coating materials at the filter surface
were "baked" by the light or the heat generated from the light. As a consequence,
the coating materials become nonuniform across the surface of the filter. Thus,
toward the center, the coating materials were gradually dissolved or evaporated away
as a function of exposure duration of the filter to the thermal energy.
The spectral power distribution of the filter within a wavelength range of 400
to 800 nm has been obtained. It is noted that the filter transmits virtually no light
at all in the spectral region except a small amount at the end of the red spectrum.
Following an execution by the automatic reference from the computer program, the
spectral transmittance of the filter is obtained (Shown in Figure 3).
In general, the
obtained spectral characteristics curve implies that the filter transmits the light
from 770 nm onward to the near infrared region. The spectral energy provides approximately one-third of the useful energy readily available to the NVG photocathode
spectral response envelope. It contains very little energy to the naked-eye.
Flight test results indicate an overall acceptance of the system for night flight
training although complaints have been made that some backscattering from the light
source was present. The backscattering problem may be due to several anomalous
optical characteristics. After this flight test, it was suggested that the filter be
cut and fitted directly into the goggles with tube outserts instead of placing it
directly in front of the landing light. This was the third modification method. The
subsequent flight test showed that the device did not provide adequate illumination
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since it reduces spectral energy sources other than the landing light which are needed
for a normal NVG operation.
CONCLUSION (AIS I)
Three kinds of filters with essentially the same optical characteristics were used
in this substudy to provide an artificial illumination source for NVG training at
night.
It was found that there were three anomalous optical properties of the infraredcoated filter:
(1) there existed a difference of about 1.5 optical density when the
light incident was shined through from the highly reflective side versus from the
coated side, (2) at the highly reflective side, the optical density increased radially
from 5.64 to 6.33, while at the other side, it was uniformly distributed across the
radial direction with an average value of 4.41 O.D., and (3) the transmittance of light
through the filter was dependent upon the angle of incidence. Results from the flight
performance evaluation showed the dark-pink filter coupled with the landing light is
the most satisfactory artificial illumination source to be used for NVG training at
night. The other two types present additional operational problems.
SUBSTUDY II (AIS II)
METHODOLOGY (AIS II)
a.

Test Samples:

(1) Modified 1.0 Kw AN/VSS-4(XE-4) Searchlight system (MLS or briefly System A).
This system uses 28VDC. It draws 70 amperes transient current and 50 amperes steady
state current. Beam width range is from five to thirteen degrees. The output illumination of this system is from 500,000 to 1,000,000 candlepower. Figure 4 shows System
A.2

(2) Fire-Fly Light System (FFLS - hereafter called System B).
Figure 5 shows
System B. 2 This systems consists of seven aircraft landing lights in which one is at
the center and the other six form the circular configuration. The system also uses
28VDC power source from the aircraft power generator. Each landing light draws 36
amperes steady state current and 1000 watt power output. The total illumination of
this system is about 350,000 candlepower.
b. Apparatus - The photometric equipment was the Spectra Spotmeter, Model UB/UBD
serial #B409 maniuTactured by Photo Research, a division of Kollmorgen Corporation. The
illuminanct
sensitivity range of the spotmeter with a cosine receptor CR-100 is from
10- 3 to 10' footcandle (fc.)
The cosine receptor, which mounts on the front of the
objective lens of the-spotmeter, measures the integrated illuminance from all sources
in the hemisphere above it. Since it is cosine-corrected, the correct illuminance
reading will be obtained from a source, regardless of where it is located in the forward hemisphere.
c. Procedures - This study was conducted from 2000 to 2400 hours on 15 June 1977
at High Bluff Stagefield, Fort Rucker, Alabama, USA. At this date and time, there was
no moon, which was ideal for this evaluation. High Bluff has five runways.
In this
study, only the first runway was used. The remaining runways were used for takeoff and
landing of test helicopters.
Test System A and System B were mounted in two separate UH-1D helicopters. The
test helicopters flew around the target at altitudes of 1000 and 3000 feet. The
radius of the flight path was approximately one-half mile. The light was supposed to
shine at the target as steadily as possible. Nevertheless at 3000 feet or above, the
target was barely visible, and the light cone moved around the target rather than on
the target.
Three test positions were used (shown in Figure 6).
Location I was at the end of
the first runway. Location II was situated at the center of the first quarter of the
runway which was 400 feet away from Location I. Location III was at the very center of
the runway which was 800 feet from Location I and 400 feet from Location II. The
symmetric configuration of the light cone allows us to apply results from three test
locations to the whole runway.
In each test location, four or five of the highest readings were recorded. Since
the light cone fluctuated due to the unstable condition of the target fixation and due
to the circulating nature of the flight path, the light readings also fluctuated from a
minimum to a maximum reading.
In addition to the highest reading, the light measurements were also taken within each quadrant of the flight path. This provides a reference curve to determine the overall uniformity and variability of the surface illumination.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (AIS II)
Table I shows data of the ambient light measurements. Data are average values of
four readings in each measurment position.
(All numerical values are to multiple 10-3
footLamberts
(fL.).)
It also shows the equivalent percent moon condition. For example
in system A, i.e., the AN/VSS-4(XE-4) searchlight at 1000 feet and at the end of the
runway, the available average luminance is 2.08 x 10-3 fL. which is equivalent to about
86% moon illumination.
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A conversion formula is also attached in Table I. Since the measurement was
obtained in illuminance (footcandle) by the spotmeter with the cosine receptor, the
rule of thumb to convert the available luminance (in footLamberts) is to multiply the
former by the surface reflectance of the object to be measured (In this case, the
average reflectance of the paved runway is assumed to be 55%.).
CONCLUSION (AIS II)
Figure 7 is the one-dimensional luminance intensity profile of the runway.
Notice that the upper curve is for the altitude 1000 feet and the lower curve is for
3000 feet.
Since only four data points are available in the lower curve due to the
weather conditions and the allowable flight time, results at this altitude are rather
incomplete. Nonetheless, in view of the similar shape of the profile between the two
altitudes, one should be able to infer that the general shape could be extrapolated if
needed.
From the profile, one notices that System B provides a brighter and steeper light
intensity distribution on the runway. In other words, it is less uniformly distributed.
In comparison, System A provides a smooth light intensity distribution over the runway.
From Figure 7, it should be noted that at a 1000 feet altitude, both systems
produce ambient light at the center of the runway in the range of 150% of the full moon
illumination. From observations through the night vision goggles, one noticed that the
supplemental light was too bright. A simple solution is to install a variable voltage
control device into the system such that any desirable moon condition can be readily
provided.
A final word of caution is that the data presented here was based on the cloudy
night sky condition with no ambient moon illumination. In the actual night to night
operation, the presence of the natural ambient moon illumination has to be taken into
consideration in order to compute the availability of the total actual percentage of
ambient illumination (i.e., the natural as well as the artificial ambient light) for
the night vision goggles (NVG). A photometric instrument is needed to continuously
monitor the ambient light level in order to assure the minimum amount of ambient light
which is required for safe night flight training using the NVG.
Since the present searchlight systems which were mounted in a helicopter with a
circular flight path did not provide a stable illumination condition for the test
field, several alternative methods have been explored, but no acceptable method has yet
been determined. Nonetheless, further research and development efforts are needed in
order to improve the current method for providing a stable and controllable ambient
illumination.
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TABLE I.

AMBIENT LIGHT LEVEL

Unit X 10f3 fL.
System B

System A

ILLUMINATION

ALTITUDE

(L)
1000 ft

3000 ft

ILLUMINATION

I MOON

(L)

EQUIVALENT
I MOON

2.08

86%

1.64

68%

II

2.25

93%

2.98

124%

III

4.49

135%

3.59

158%

Location I

Location

EQUIVALENT

I

II
II

-

-

--

-.

0.64

26%

1.34

55%

--

2.06

--

85%

Formula L = 0.55 x I
where I = illuminance in fc.
L = luminance in fL.
0.55 is average runway reflectance'

1

IES Lighting Handbook, Waverly Press Inc., Baltimore, MD, 1966, p 7-9
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Abstract
Confident, safe, and effective helicopter operation with the aid of the AN/PVS-5,
Night Vision Goggles (NVGs) may be acquired only during a period of training. The Army
Aviation Center experience in NVG stagefield training at night identified numerous
problem areas and their remediation, which are described in this report. An evaluation
of an approach to circumventing many of these problems as well as providing an added
margin of safety by providing the initial part of the NVG training during the daytime
using appropriate filters for the goggles is also described.

INTRODUCTION
The tactics of recent and projected military operations have focused upon two
requirements: first, the suspension of operations at dusk is now only history -continuous, all weather, 24-hour/day operational capability, in daylight and darkness,
characterizes the mid-intensity, high threat battlefield environment of the immediate
future. Second, the peculiar strengths and weaknesses of rotary-wing flight dictate
concealment and rapid, surreptitious mission accomplishment, which means terrain or
nap-of-the-earth flight profiles. Meeting the demand for low-level helicopter flight
at night maximally taxes all of the pilot's capabilities and skills. Indeed, with
respect to the acquisition of needed visual information, the capability of the visual
system may be exceeded, particularly when there is less than full-moon sky illuminance.
Considerable success in augmenting visual information for helicopter guidance under the
conditions of scotopic vision is afforded by the image intensification characteristic
of the AN/PVS-5, Night Vision Goggles.' However, the goggles do not provide imagery
which approaches the capability
of the photopic system for spatial, temporal, and
chromatic resolution. 2 It is, perhaps, this enigmatic visual experience -- imagery
qualitatively resembling scotopic vision but at photopic luminance -- which underlies
the interpretative reorientation necessary when the night vision goggles are used.
Specifically, the aviator must learn the significance for visual guidance of the
reduced (400) field of view (e.g., loss of streaming movement in the visual periphery
for velocity estimation), reduced acuity (e.g., poorer recognition of targets, navigational landmarks, obstacles, and other hazards), lack of color discrimination (e.g.,
airport color-coded lights, color-coded information on navigational maps), poor stereoscopic vision (no appreciation, for example, of slow backward drifting in hover position), and the requirement for manual refocusing from distant to instrument viewing.
In view of these drastic alterations of the visual information available via the
night vision goggles, confident, safe, and effective NVG helicopter operation may be
acquired only during a period of training. The Fort Rucker Army Aviation Center experience in NVG training, both with Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) students and qualified
pilots, as well as some training innovations still in the development stages will be
summarized in this paper.
NIGHT VISION GOGGLE TRAINING

Academic Training
NVG training for IERW students is presented as part of a general night operations
program and is preceded by a two-week course of night flying with unaided eye ("Night
Hawk" training). The academic syllabus includes night terrain identification, hemispherical illumination, and the psychophysiology of vision with an emphasis on night vision
performance enhancement. Ancillary NVG training proffered at this stage includes:
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proper attachment of the goggles to the flight helmet, providing adaptation to the
added weight and shifted center of gravity; and the operation of the four adjustments
of the goggles which are critical for optimum performance:
dioptric correction, focus
for distance, interpupillary spacing, and eye relief. Procedures for coping with
battery failure (which occurs without warning) are also covered. Finally, the requirements for modifications of the helicopter external and instrument lighting systems for
NVG compatibility are presented.
Stagefield Training
The limits of light intensification gain of the NVGs determine the constraint on
NVG training to those nights when ambient, sky illuminance exceeds approximately 2.5 X
10- 3 footcandles. This occurs when there is some 20 percent moon exposure at sufficient
elevation above the horizon and without a heavy cloud cover. With full moon, under
equivalent conditions, ambient illuminance is about 1.7 X 10-2 footcandles, and at this
level most aviators would prefer to fly with the naked eye. Within this range, the
absolute illuminance
is a
critical
variable
influencing
NVG operating
and training
problems.
If the total
ambient
level
is high,
the NVG imagery
is superior,
and the
effect of a discrete, bright artificial light source on the NVGs is negligible. As
the ambient level decreases, the quality of the imagery is reduced and the effect of
the light source on NVG performance is greatly increased. Thus, for example, interior
lighting in the control tower may have no effect on training on a high ambient night,
but the same tower interior lighting configuration on a low ambient level night may
prevent the NVG wearer from seeing the intended landing area. Because of this dependence
upon sky illuminance level, only some twenty nights per month provide ample moonlight,
and of these, moonrise may occur between early evening and early morning which forces
an irregular training schedule.
NVG Operating Problem Areas
The helicopter internal lighting is normally the first problem encountered when
conducting NVG training. There are several aircraft modifications that must be made
for satisfactory NVG operation including increasing the range of dimming of all instrument and caution lights to l0- 9 footLamberts, and painting the cockpit interior black
to minimize reflections. Any light source that comes on automatically, that cannot
promptly be turned off, must be attenuated. An example of this type of lamp would be
any caution, advisory or warning light. A pilot may receive a 20-minute-fuel-warning
light. If the master caution light is not attenuated to the NVG level and the ambient
illuminance is low, he probably will have very poor visibility outside the helicopter.
If this happens during a critical maneuver, it could be catastrophic. As a rule of
thumb, if the light can be seen with the unaided eye, it is too bright for NVG compatibility.
The external aircraft lighting may have the same effect on the NVG user as has the
internal aircraft lighting. If a position light is in the field of view of the NVG
pilot, he may not be able to see beyond it. Visibility may also be reduced by backscatter
from a position light that is not in his direct view. This characteristic of the NVGs
to adjust to the highest luminance level is analogous to the rapid loss of dark adaptation of the naked eye.
The selection of a stagefield training area cannot be arbitrary since it engenders
the same basic lighting problems encountered with the aircraft lighting. Any light
source that could cause reductions in visibility while training with the goggles needs
to be eliminated, including tower, barrier, and fire crew station lighting, street
lights on civilian property off the end of the runway, and automobile headlights.
Automobile traffic with headlights is a problem for the naked eye pilot, but is much
more critical during NVG flight training. Consideration must be given to the same
lighting problems when selecting nap-of-the-earth routes, confined areas, and pinnacles.
The impact on the local community also should be considered in selecting these areas as
very few people are completely indifferent to a helicopter operating over their home
late at night.
The support requirements for NVG training define the logistical problems for night
training in the school situation, where training must be conducted on schedule in order
that a constant student flow and a level demand on available resources be maintained.
This can be illustrated with a theoretical class of 40 students being trained to use
the NVGs as pilot aids. Given the lunar illumination requirements, conditions are
adequate to conduct only one NVG training period per night. For NVG training, the
student pilot to instructor pilot (IP) ratio is 2 to 1. The maximum time period the
student may spend using the goggles is 1.5 hours, and the IP may instruct with NVGs for
a maximum period of three hours. Safety considerations presently prohibit more than
four aircraft using a stagefield simultaneously and further restrict the operation to
only one type of aircraft per stagefield. Our hypothetical class of 40 students would
require 20 aircraft and 5 stagefields. Each stagefield has the following staffing: 3
aircraft control personnel using NVGs in the tower, a crash crew of 4 people with
equipment, a refueling truck and operator, and an A.P.U. with operator to start the
aircraft. While performing selected NVG training requirements, a chase/safety/observation

helicopter is required.

This increases the aircraft requirement to 25 and adds 10

pilots to the logistical requirement. Finally, the Federal Aviation Administration and
local regulatory agencies have rules and regulations that must be waived or amended to
enable the conduct of NVG training.
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The psychological stress that emerges in the night NVG training regimen will be
alluded to briefly.
In part, it derives from the reversal of the diurnal pattern of
work and rest.
In addition to its psychophysiological significance, there is in the
school situation the added administrative inconvenience that the required training
coordination be done during the day while training is conducted at night. Add to this
the conflict of availability at night of eating, medical, and entertainment facilities,
as well as the disruption of normal family living patterns, and it is evident that the
NVG IP and his students frequently experience considerable stress.
To insure safe flight operations during NVG training, each student receives academic
safety training on NVG operation, and crew rest requirements and maximum NVG utilization times are established. Flight safety is further enhanced by operating only when
sky illuminance exceeds the minimal level, by utilizing chase aircraft, limiting stagefield density, restricting to one the type of helicopter at any stagefield, and modifying
stagefield and aircraft to enhance NVG visibility.
Daytime NVG Training
The efficiency of training helicopter operation with the Night Vision Goggles has
been improved in two ways. First, the dependency upon sufficient natural night sky
illumination has been mitigated through the use of augmenting artifically produced
illumination, as described in a companion paper.'
The second approach consisted of developing a set of filter outserts so that NVG
training could be conducted during daytime.4 Such training would drastically reduce
the logistical problems and cost, while adding a significant margin of safety since the
IP would have unobstructed, daytime vision. Quite satisfactory NVG imagery - approximating that obtained with 25% moon exposure - is obtained without compromising NVG tube
life by using Shade 14 welders lenses during sunny days and Shade 12 during cloudy
days. A lower shade number (Shade 10) combined with appropriate polarizers permits
variable adjustment to a broad rasge of meteorological conditions. The two transmissivity characteristics that, are critical in choice of filter are the total density
and the near IR blocking capa1ilityV'If tfe latter is insufficient, given the high
near IR reflectance of foliage dnd the high near IR sensitivity of the NVGs, false
contrast is obtained such that from the air, trees appear white and merge in the
distance with the sky. Under these conditions, no clearly defined horizon is visible
and spatial orientation is disturbed. Welders lenses combine the desired characteristics
of high density and near IR blocking, and in addition, are readily available and
inexpensive.
Two adjunct devices enhance the quality of imagery obtained with the daytime NVG
filters. The first is a tight fitting filter holder with sunshade which has all internal
surfaces blackened. The other item is a set of soft, pliable eyepieces which couple
the eyes directly to the eye lenses, thus excluding stray light which would reduce
image contrast.
It should be mentionedtthat while the filters provide good imagery for
viewing beyond the cockpit, the imbalance in daytime illumination prevents the instruments from being visible.
The transfer value of training IERW students with the daytime filters to NVG
guided helicopter operation at night was assessed in a small study using four students.
Following Night Hawk training two students received one week of NVG training entirely
at night, while the other two received an equivalent duration of training with another
IP but entirely during the day using filtered NVGs. At the end of this training, all
four students were evaluated in NVG helicopter operation at night by another IP who did
not have prior knowledge of the type of NVG training that the students had received.
All four of the students were judged to be capable of flying with the goggles.
The two
students that received daytime NVG training with filters lacked some of the perceptual
experience unique to night flying (particularly momentary blooming to bright lights),
but the IP evaluator estimated that a single night training period would be sufficient
to bring the daytime trained students to the performance level of the others. The
basic skills of NVG operation transferred without any noticeable difference in performance.
While this test was being conducted in the school setting, three sets of daytime
filters were provided to a unit in the field, the Air Cavalry Combat Brigade at Fort
flood, Texas, to determine their value to NVG training in a representative tactical unit
training environment. The results of that experience were reported to be extremely
favorable. In all applications, stagefield and tactical, and in various aircraft, the
transfer from daytime, filtered NVG experience to the actual goggle environment was
reported to be successful.
It should be noted that the unit had gone into a reverse
training cycle to begin NVG training and welcomed the opportunity to go back to a
normal training day. This undoubtedly contributed to their positive response to the
daytime filtered NVGs. Fven at the unit level, though there remain problems with the
daytime filters, their advantages seem to far outweigh their disadvantages.
Summary
The alteration by the Night Vision Goggles of the visual information used for
helicopter guidance and control necessitates a program of training before safe, confident,
and effective NVG operation is acquired. It is recommended that NVG trainina be preceded by a course of instruction in unaided night flying.
Problems associa'.ed with
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night NVG stagefield training include internal and external aircraft lighting, stagefield lighting, aircraft density, personnel stress, and logistical support.
An approach to circumventing many of these problems, and affording an added margin
of safety, consists of providing the initial NVG training during the daytime using
appropriate filters for the NVGs. So equipped, the goggles constitute their own
simulator.
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HEAD AIMING/TRACKING ACCURACY IN A HELICOPTER ENVIRONMENT
CPT Robert W. Verona

United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 577
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY

This experiment was conducted to measure man's head aiming/tracking capability
using a helmet mounted sighting device. The influences of target speed, helmet suspension types, sighting eye dominance and helmet weighting parameters on head aiming/
tracking were investigated. If the aiming/tracking accuracy was sensitive to manipulation of the man-machine interface parameters, then it would seem to indicate that
improved aiming/tracking accuracy could be obtained by improving the interface.
The factors analyzed were: eye dominance, helmet weighting, target speed and
helmet suspension. The eye dominance and target speed factors were statistically
significant. However, the only factor of practical significance was target speed. A
subject aiming at a static target with his
head has an RMS error of about 3.5 milliradian-;. If the target begins to move 40 /sec the error increases to about 10.5 milliradians. When the subject begins to vibrate too, the error increases to 13 milliradians.
If the target speed doubles as he is vibrating, the error increases to 16.8 milliradians.

INTRODUCTION
Much interest has been generated in the aerospace community during recent years
concerning Visually Coupled Systems (VCS). A VCS can be defined as a closed-loop
technique utilizing the natural visual and motor skills of the operator to control a
system function. The development of methods to accurately and remotely measure head
position has enabled engineers to use the head as a control device. When the head
tracker is used to orient an electro-optical (E-O) sensor whose video information is
being viewed on a display also mounted on the head, a VCS is achieved.
In airborne anplications of VCS some of the head-tracker and display hardware
must be mounted on the crewmember's helmet; thus, the terms Helmet Mounted Display
(HMD) and Helmet Mounted Sight (HMS) are used to identify the display and tracker
respectively. Since the helmet alone introduces considerable weight to the operator's
head, the additional weight contributed by the VCS hardware must be kept to an absolute
minimum. This restriction is not only necessary so the aviator's safety is not compromised, but also so his performance is not encumbered.
Purpose
This experiment was conducted to measure man's head aiming/tracking capability
using a helmet mounted sighting device. The influences of target speeds, helmet
suspension types and sighting eye dominance, helmet weighting parameters on head
aiming/tracking accuracy were investigated. If the aiming/tracking accuracy was
sensitive to manipulation of these man-machine interface parameters, then it would
seem to indicate that improved aiming/tracking accuracy could be obtained by improving
the interface.
Literature Review
The only systematic perceptual-motor experiment conducted to measure the ability
of the neck and shoulder muscles to effect head aiming/tracking was performed by
Honeywell Systems and Research Division. The purpose of this study, conducted in 1965
by R. Nicholson,1 was to investigate the feasibility of using the HMS as a means of
aiming an armament system. A three-phase experiment was conducted. In Phase I, a
laboratory experiment measured static sighting accuracy. In Phase II, tiacking accuracies
were obtained using moving targets. The last phase was conducted to obtain field test
data for high-speed, low-altitude flights. The series of tests indicated that the
accuracy of the sighting process can be expected to vary between a fraction of a
degree and four degrees depending on the target angular rate and the target sighting
angle.
Other tests have been conducted to ascertain the performance characteristics of
specific HMS systems under specific conditions. 2,3 Bench tests were conducted at the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB), Ohio,
using the Volna Test Station to obtain aiming performance data without the man in
the system. Flight tests were conducted in high performance aircraft to obtain tracking/
aiming performance data during tactical operating conditions (Grossman, 1974).5
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An analysis of the previously referenced bench tests indicate that aiming accuangle and can be expected to vary from 0.01
racies are a function of the off-boresight
degree for the forward quadrant to 1 ° for the rear quadrant (Polhemus, 1975). 6 An
analysis of the flight test data indicates a median radial error of 0.80 and that 90%
of the time the radial error was less than 2.20 over all off-boresight angles, g-loads
and angular rates. However, rather than the performance of specific systems, the
measures of interest in the present experiment were the limitations imposed by the man
and man-machine interface.
The results of Nicholson's experiment indicate that the head can be used as a very
effective aiming device. However, Nicholson used a very limited range of target motion
parameters which highlighted the capabilities rather than the limitations of the aiming
functions. The maximum off-boresight angle for targets during the static aiming tests
was only 100.
The reaction times vary among the three subjects, the average being 2.04
seconds with .81 second standard deviation. This indicates that, given sufficient
time, a target can be held within a cross hair over small angular ranges with much less
than 10 circular error probability (CEP). However, if targets appear greater than 100
from boresight, which would be a less restrictive and more realistic situation, the CEP
is not known. During the dynamic portion of the testing, constant errors were introduced
due to tracking/aiming bias errors of the observer and alignment errors of the measurement
equipment. The author removed these errors from the data before analyzing it.
The
technique used to remove this error also tended to smooth the data.
METHODOLOGY
Sight System
A thorough analysis of the empirical data obtained from flight tests and static
bench tests of HMS devices indicated head aiming/tracking accuracies with a mean
radial error of 13.6 milliradians (mr) had been obtained. In order to measure the
man's capabilities alone, a device was designed which would measure static aiming
accuracies to within 1.6 mr using a cooperative target. This device consists of a 32
X 32 photocell array. The photocells were positioned with their centers on 1/2" increments in X and Y. Each photocell had two sensing elements, one activated the X axis
and the other activated the Y axis. When a photocell was activated it turned on CMOS
switches, one for X position and the other for Y position. The switches activated
voltage dividers and the position of the activated photocell was uniquely determined by
the X, Y voltages.
If the two photocells were activated simultaneously, the arithmetic
mean of the two cells was determined. This means the resolution of the array was 1/4"
as long as the activating source was approximately 3/4" in diameter. (The actual
diameter was determined empirically.)
The activating source was a PBL 150 watt quartz iodide lamp with an IR 740 nm high
pass filter. The energy from the lamp passed through a light weight non-coherent
fiber-optic light guide to a lightweight telescope mounted on the subject's helmet.
The emerging beam of infrared (IR) light was boresighted with the subject's reticle.
The beam of light was 5/8 + 1/8" in diameter as it impinged on the photocell array.
The configuration of this iiming/tracking system is illustrated in Figure 1. The IR
beam was not visible to the subject. Also mounted on the subject's helmet was a

---- - -------------

FIGURE 1. Sketch Shows Target Board Being
Illuminated by Infrared Spot Projector
Mounted on Subject's Helmet.
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Sperry Rand sight reticle generator. This device generated an illuminated reticle of
adjustable intensity; the collimated reticle could be viewed by either the right or left
eye. Prior to starting each testing session the subject's reticle and the spot of light
from the helmet mounted projector were boresighted at 80". As the subject aligned his
reticle with the illuminated target, the experimentors adjusted the spot projector until
it was centered on the illuminated target. The accuracy of the boresight was checked by
observing the X, Y monitor and displayed voltage levels. Corrections to the mechanical
adjustment were made electrically and statistically.

Target
A miniature lamp with a translucent white filter was installed in the center of the
photocell array. This lamp was the target. The intensity of the lamp was controllable.
The computer turned on the lamp to indicate the initiation of a tracking/aiming trial
and turned off the lamp to indicate the conclusion of a trial. The photocell board with
the lamp/target firmly affixed to its center was moved in a quasi-random direction at
pre-determined constant velocities. The speeds of the target were 0°/second, 4°/second,
and 80 /second. The target moved at a constant velocity throughout each 30 second tracking trial, but the direction and magnitudes of the acceleration vectors were constantly
changing. The target transversed a spherical path + S00 in azimuth and +300 to -I5O
elevation with a radius of 80" from the crewmembers-design eye. The device that moved
the array was called the moving target system (MTS). The hybrid computer generated
commands for the MTS servos to follow. The same quasi-random path was used for each
subject since the same random numbers (therefore quasi-random) were generated each
experimental session.
Data Acquisition
The X and Y channels coming from the voltage dividers on the photocell array were
observed on an X, Y monitor. These signals were simultaneously recorded for historical
purposes on a 14 channel FM instrumentation recorder and fed to the hybrid computer.
Since the beam was constantly in motion, even when the target and the cockpit were
in a static condition, some noise was introduced into the analog channels from the
photocell array. To compensate for the noise generated in the photocell array and lines
from the array to the analog portion of the hybrid computer, a series of threshold
levels were used by the computer to improve the signal to noise ratio. These threshold
levels also compensated for non-linearities in the voltage dividers. As a penalty, the
static resolution of the photocell array was degraded, but the dynamic accuracy was not
seriously effected. Thirty-two threshold levels were established in the X and Y channels
(3.2 mr).
The output of the photocell board was compared to the threshold levels and
the result recorded at 1,000 Hz. A probability density histogram was generated from the
30,000 data points obtained in each axis during the 30 second tracking period. The
statistics presented in this report were obtained from the analysis of these histograms.
The subject response switches, target servo position feedbacks, time code, intercom, target drive commands, and simulator accelerations were simultaneously displayed on
oscilloscopes and recorded on the 14 channel recorder. The subject response switches,
target servo position feedbacks and time code were also sampled and recorded by the
computer. At the conclusion of each 30 second tracking trial, the computer would
analyze 10% of the tracking data and provide its analysis within seconds to the test
director on a CRT and hard copy. This procedure proved also to be an invaluable tool in
troubleshooting the data acquisition hardware.
Vibration Environment
A 45-minute tactical scenario was flown in an attack helicopter (AH-lG) with three
orthogonally mounted accelerometers secured to the copilot/gunners floor panel. Simulated
TOW and live 7.6 mm, 40 mm and 2.S" rockets were fired. The accelerations measured at
the copilot/gunners floor panel were recorded as X, Y and Z vibration components. The
crew's communications were also recorded. This 4S-minute program was recorded twice on
each of three 90-minute master tapes to be used throug..out the test sequence. A time
code was added to the tapes so the USAARL Hybrid Computer could synchronize the aiming/
tracking tasks with the vibration according to a predetermined schedule. Small sections
of the vibration tapes were blanked since the accelerometers overload during gun firing.
Master tape I was played for all data collection tests so that the Multi-Axis Helicopter
Vibration System (MAHVS) replicated the helicopter vibrations experienced by the copilot/
gunner during the actual flight and each subsequent simulator flight. Each tracking
sequence and target movement was also repeated at the same time based on the time code
information syncronized with the vibration signals.
Subjects
Six Army aviators were used as subjects. Three were instructor pilots for the
Cobra Transition Course at US Army Aviation Center and two were US Army Aeromedical
Research Laboratory pilots. The sixth aviator had more than 1000 hours of gunship
experience in Republic of Vietnam. All six subjects passed the standard static acuity
and the dynamic acuity tests administered by an optometrist and research psychologist
respectively. The subjects were also given an eye dominance test. One of the aviators
wore glasses.
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Helmets
The six aviator subjects were fitted for form-fit helmets by Protection Incorporated personnel. Wax molds were made of the aviators' heads and plaster head forms
were made from the molds. The foam liners for each SPIt-4 light weight helmet were then
fitted to a particluar individual's headform. The hard foam liners were covered with
soft foam and leather and the backs were reinforced with fiberglass. The fiberglass
reinforcement enabled the helmet technician to remove and insert the foam liners in the
test helmet without damage to the delicate foam inserts. Absorbent cotton skull caps
were worn by the subjects to reduce possible heat discomfort.
The weight and center of gravity (cg) of the test helmet were adjusted to conform
to the weight and center of gravity of the standard issue SPII-4 during the symmetrically
weighted condition and the projected integrated helmet display/sight system (IHADSS)
weight and cg with the display during the asymmetrically weighted condition.
Cockpit
A metal mock-up of an AIt-1G copilot/gunner crewstation (less canopy), shown in
Figure 2, was fabricated and installed on the MAHVS. The crewstation geometry, seat,

FIGURE 2. A Metal Mock-Up of an At-IG
Cockpit Secured to the Multi-Axis
Helicopter Vibration Simulator.

instrument panel, and pedals were authentic. The cyclic control, however, was mounted
on the floor, as in the pilot's crewstation instead of its normal location. The trigger
switch on the cyclic was used by the pilot to indicate when he began to track the target
and his tracking confidence. The pilots were directed to squeeze the trigger switch on
the cyclic to the first detent as soon as they saw the target illuminate. The computer
began taking and scoring data at this time. The subjects were also directed to squeeze
the trigger to the second detent as long as they had enough confidence to "fire" a point
fire weapon at the target. The computer graded this data as "high confidence" data.
The information contained in this report is based on the sum of all the data without
regard to tracking confidence.
Safety
A multitude of precautions were taken to insure the subjects' safety during the
experiment. The MAHVS, shown in Figure 3, is equipped with a sophisticated fail-safe
system that shuts down the hydraulic systems at the slightest irregularity. The subject
held a fail-safe switch closed during the periods the MAHVS was operating. If the subject released the switch the system would immediately shut down.
The inter-communications systems provided the subject with a "hot mike" so that all
personnel in the area could monitor him, A closed-circuit low light level television
camera was tained on the subject so that his actions could be viewed by the RAHVS
operator and be recorded on video tape. These tapes were retained for historical
documentation.
A sophisticated radio communications system was also installed so the MAHVS operator could notify an on-call flight surgeon and the hospital emergency room if an accident
occurred.
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FIGURE 3. The Multi-Axis Helicopter Vibration
Simulator (MAHVS) Operator Monitors System
Performance. In the Event of A System
Malfunction Operator Must disarm Hydraulic
Systems, Correct Deficiency and Reinitialize
Simulator. Controller, Timekeeper and
Subject Stations Are Shown in Background.

RESULTS
Data
The independent variables in this study were eye dominance, helmet suspension,
was aiming/tracking accuracy
target speed, and helmet weighting. The dependent variable
There were two levels of
error.
(RMS)
squared
mean
root
(mr)
milliradian
in
expressed
two levels of
aiming/tracking;
for
used
eye
non-dominant
and
eye dominance, dominant
symmetrical
weighting,
helmet
of
levels
two
and
sling;
and
fit
helmet suspension, form
moving 80 /second;
and asymmetrical. There were four levels of target speed; high (target
static (target
subject vibrating), low (target moving 4*/second, subject vibrating),moving 4*/second,
static in one of three locations, subject static), and test (target
subject static).
Six combinations of the eye dominance, helmet weighting and helmet suspensiona
considered
variables were administered to the six subjects; each combination was
were:
treatments
six
The
treatment.
separate
suspension.
A. Dominant eye, symmetric helmet weighting, and form fit helmet
Dominant eye, asymmetric helmet weighting, ar.d sling helmet suspension.
C. Non-dominant eye, symmetric helmet weighting, and form fit helmet suspension.
helmet suspension.
D. Non-dominant eye, asymmetric helmet weighting, and form fit
L. Dominant eye, symmetric helmet weighting, and sling helmet suspension.

B.

Dominant eye, asymmetric helmet weighting, and form fit helmet suspension.
The 6 X 6
The treatments were administered in the order indicated in Table I.
effects.
learning
the
minimize
to
used
was
presentation
of
Latin Square order
The aiming/tracking data collected during this study are analyzed as though two
data are analyzed
separate experiments had been conducted. In Case I, eye dominance
is a constant
in addition to helmet weighting and target speed. The form fit suspension
are obtained from
factor for the Case I analysis. The data for the Case I analysis
in Table II.
treatments A, C, D, and F. The raw data for Case I analysis are shown
F.

weighting and
In Case II, helmet suspension data are analyzed in addition toIIhelmet
The data
analysis.
Case
the
for
factor
constant
a
is
eye
dominant
The
target speed.
Case
for
data
raw
The
F.
and
E
B,
A,
treatments
from
obtained
are
for Case II analysis
II analysis are shown in Table III.
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TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN*
NON-DOMINANT EYE
FORM FIT

DOMINANT EYE
SLING

FORM FIT
SYM
Treatments (A)

ASY
(F)

SYM
(E)

ASY
(B)

SYM
(C)

ASY
(D)

Ss
S1

1

6

3

4

5

2

S2

2

5

6

1

3

4

S3

3

4

2

5

1

6

S4

4

3

S

2

6

1

S5

5

2

1

6

4

3

S6

6

1

4

3

2

5

*Four target speeds for each treatment not shown

The figures in Tables II and III were calculated from the line-of-sight (LOS) data
obtained from photocell board X and Y output voltages; the position of the light beam on
the photocell board produced the output voltages. These outputs were sampled and recorded
each millisecond during the 30-second aiming/tracking trial. The mean and standard
deviation of the 30,OOOX and 30,OOOY photocell coordinates were calculated using the
following equations:
(1)

(2)

(4)

X

7 =

2

C1

.30000

Xi

i.1

30000

30000 Yi
E
i=l
30000

30000

(xi -

i=l

30,000

= 30000

Y

(Yi -Y)
i=l

30,000

The standard deviation (a) of the photocell coordinates were then converted to
subtended visual angles using the following equation:

(5) Tan -I s
For:

=

0

d - 80 inches subject to target distance
s = 0.5 inches distance between photocell centers
0 - 0.358* = 6.088mr

The x and y standard deviations were then converted into radial values. The photocell
coordinates were transformed into subtended visual angles by multiplying the photocell
coordinates by 6.088 mr/photocell. Since the Y and 7 were approximately equal to zero:
2
(6) r _

2
2 = (Xax) 2 + (7 - ay)

Ca
( 2 + a2y)

The ar values were then averaged over the number of replicates on the same condition;
The resulting
the mean and standard deviation of ar are listed in Tables II and III.
values of ar are somewhat inflated by using the equations and techniques discussed
above. The x and y values are treated independently rather than as paired values, i.e.,
For comparison purposes, however, the data techniques used are considered
X1 , Y.
generally acceptable.
STATISTICS
In Case I and Case II the factors were completely crossed and the treatments were
counterbalanced. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) computer programs and manual techniques
were used to analyze the data. The two computer statistical analysis packages used were
7
"Revised MANOVA Program" by Elliot M. Cramer and "Biomedical Statistical Programs""e
from the University of California, Los Angeles. The same results were obtained from
each method of analysis.
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---Case I Analysis
The ANOVA was applied to the Case I data using aiming/tracking accuracy as the
criteria measure (univariate). The factors tested were eye dominance, helmet weighting
and target speed. Each subject received all treatments. The ANOVA Summary Table is
shown in Table IV. The p values less than 0.1 are considered statistically significant
(p<0.1).
TABLE IV.

SOURCE OF VARIATION

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CASE I

SS

df

MS

F*

p

Eye Dominance

45.722

1

45.722

6.859

0.009

Helmet Weight

0.908

1

0.908

0.136

0.712

16299.598

3

5433.199

815.090

0.001

Eye Dominance X Helmet Weight

0.947

1

0.947

0.142

0.706

Eye Dominance X Target
Speed

0.837

3

0.279

0.042

0.989

Helmet Weight X Target
Speed

11.656

3

3.885

0.583

0.626

Eye Dominance X Helmet
Weight X Target Speed

7.897

3

2.632

0.395

0.757

4352.746

653

6.666

Target Speed

Within Cells

*Since the majority of the data variability is accounted for in a consistent manner by
the target speed factor, the F values for the interactions are less than one.

The eye dominance factor is statistically significant (p<0.009), but the helmet
weighting factor is not statistically significant. The target speed factor has overwhelming statistical significant (p<O.001). None of the interactions are statistically
significant.
Case II Analysis
The ANOVA was applied to the Case II data using aiming/tracking accuracy as the
criterion measure Cunivariate).
The factors tested were helmet suspension, helmet
weighting and target speed. Each subject received all treatments. The ANOVA Summary
Table is shown in Table V. The p values less than 0.1 are considered statistically
significant.
TABLE V.

SOURCE OF VARIATION

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CASE II

SS

df

MS

F*

p

Suspension

4.587

1

4.587

0.986

.321

Helmet Weighting

6.903

1

6.903

1.483

.224

16475.348

3

5491.781

1179.940

0.001

Suspension X Helmet Weight

6.881

1

6.881

1.478

.224

Suspension X Target Speed

2.082

3

0.694

0.149

0.930

11.574

3

3.858

.829

0.478

9.574

3

3.191

0.686

0.561

3048.560

655

4.654

Target Speed

Helmet Weight X Target Speed
Suspension X Helmet Weight
X Target Speed
Within Cells

*Since the majority of the data variability is accounted for in a consistent manner by
the target speed factor, the F values for the interactions are less than one.
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The helmet suspension factor is not statistically significant (p<0.32), and
neither is the helmet weighting factor (p<0.224). Again, the target speed factor is
statistically significant (p<0.0Ol). None of the interactions are statistically
significant.
DISCUSSION
The experimental data were obtained to allow hardware decisions to be made based on
objective data rather than speculation. With this thought in mind, the discussion
section will emphasize the practical significance of the experimental results.
Case I
The aiming/tracking performance of the subjects, although statistically better with
the dominant eye, is only improved on the average 6.1% when the dominant rather than the
non-dominant eye was used. (Figure 4) The effect of eye dominance on aiming/tracking
performance has important hardware implications. Different configurations are needed if
the right or left eye viewing option is provided to the HMS user. The manufacturing and
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logistics support costs of the HMS are reduced if only one configuration (right or left)
is manufactured and stocked. The 6.1% difference in aiming/tracking performance,
although reliable, is not considered of sufficient practical importance to insure the
cost penalties associated with separate right and left eye viewing. This position was
influenced by the much larger performance differences among the four levels of the
target speed factor.
The mean performances using the symmetrically and the asymmetrically weighted
helmets were essentially the same (Figure 5); no statistically significant difference
was observed. The subjects complained the asymmetrical weighting caused "hot spots"
and headaches. There were usually red marks on the forehead and around the left ear
(weight was over right ear) at the end of a day's testing when the subject wore the
asymmetric helmet. However, this discomfort did not deteriorate aiming/tracking
performance.
The performance changes with target speed levels are much more profound (Figure 6).
When the target was static and the subject was static, the average RMS error was
3.5 mr. As the target began to move at 4°/sec, the error increased to 11 mr. When the
subject began to experience vibration too, the error increased to 13.3 mr. An increase
of target speed to 8*/sec caused the accuracy to further decline to 16.5 mr. The changes
were 2.2, 2.8, and 3.7 fold, respectively, from the static condition. The target speed
factor accounted for such an overwhelming portion of the variation that interactions
involving target speeds have F ratios less than the expected value.

.

~speed

The target speed x eye dominance data (Figure 7) show the dominant eye performance
is better than the non-dominant eye performance at all target speed conditions. The
improvement seems to be absolute rather than a constant percentage across all target
conditions.
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The target speed x helmet weighting data (Figure 8) shows less consistency.
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Case I Target Speed X Helmet
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The subjects performed better with the asymmetric helmet weighting in the static
and low speed conditions, better with the symmetric helmet weighting in the test condition, and about the same in high speed condition.
The helmet weighting x eye dominance data (Figure 9) shows performance differences
of about 10% from the best to worst case, dominant asymmetric to non-dominant asymmetric
respectively. Very small differences were obtained.
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Case II
The aiming/tracking performance was statistically different for the four levels of
The same results were obtained from the
the target speed factor (p<0.001) (Figure 11).
target speed data in Case I. When the subject and the target were static and the subject simply aimed at the target, the average RMS error was 2.9 mr. The subject's
accuracy degraded to 10.5 mr. as the target moved at 4*/sec. When the subject began to
vibrate in addition to the target moving 4*/sec the accuracy degraded to 13.0 mr. The
increase of the target speed to 8*/sec caused the accuracy to further deteriorate to
15.5 mr. The changes were 2.6, 3.4, and 4.3 fold respectively from the static condition. The Case I data showed changes of 2.2, 2.8, and 3.7 from the static condition.
In both cases, the target speed factor accounted for an overwhelming portion of the data
variability.
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The aiming/tracking performance was not statistically different for the sling and
form fit helmet suspensions

(p<0.32) (Figure 12).

The subjects seemed to think they
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were performing better with the form fit but the newness and uniqueness of the form fit
may have influenced their comments.
In the field, when a life support equipment specialist is not available to insure optimum fit of the helmet, the sling suspension is
more susceptible to a tenuous fit than the form fit suspension.
The effect of symmetrical or asymmetrical helmet weighting (p<0.22) was not statistically significant (Figure 13).
The same results were obtained in the Case I analysis.
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The target speed x suspension data

(Figure 14) shows a reduction in accuracy as

target speed increases. The sling suspension seems to be better than form-fit, but the
difference in suspension was not statistically significant. The interaction of the
target speed X suspension factors was not considered statistically significant (p<.99).
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The target speed x helmet weighting data (Figure 15) also shows a reduction in accuracy
as target speed increases. The symmetric performance appears to be better than the
asymmetric performance, but the difference was not statistically significant.
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14
Helmet Weighting.
The helmet weighting x helmet suspension data (Figure 16) shows the accuracy
about the same for the symmetric and asymmetric form-fit sling suspensions. The
interaction is not statistically significant(p<0.22).
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AVIATOR VISUAL PERFORMANCE:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
A HELICOPTER SIMULATOR AND THE UH-I HELICOPTER
R. R. Simmons, M. A. Lees, & K. A. Kimball
U. S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P. 0. Box 577
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
Simulator instrument flight provides several advantages to
both the training and research community. These advantages
include decreased cost of operation, increased safety, and enhanced
flexibility for tailoring each flight profile to mission requirements. This research project was initiated to compare the visual
performance/workload of pilots during helicopter and simulated
helicopter instrument flights (IFR).
The corneal reflection
technique was utilized to obtain the visual data. Although pilot
performance in the Army's UH-lFS simulator and the UH-lH helicopter
were similar, several differences were noted. Additionally, the
zone/cost factor theory from previous studies was expanded. The
overall purpose of such research has been to proviae information
concerning pilots' visual requirements for safe mission accomplishment.

INTRODUCTION
"The most important aspect of the Army's helicopter flight simulator program is
credibility. The user must be given a system that he accepts as the best--one that he
says, 'lies
like the aircraft'."'
In 1972 the UH-1 flight simulator (UH-lFS) was
developed for the US Army to duplicate the flight, engine, and system characteristics
of the UH-1 helicopter (Figure 1).
The flight deck of the simulator is mounted on a
five-degree-of-freedom motion and the interior is configured such that it is an authentic replica of the UH-1H helicopter to the extent that the hardware is identical in
appearance, feel, and function to its aircraft counterpart. This UH-lFS is primarily
utilized for instrument and emergency flight training.

FIGURE 1.

UH-lFS AND UH-lH AIRCRAFT

Simulated instrument flight training provides several advantages to the military.
These advantages include decreased cost of operation, increased safety during training,
and enhanced flexibility for tailoring each flight profile to mission requirements.
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The fidelity of the simulation system does not require exact duplication of aircraft
aerodynamic characteristics to provide excellent flight training.
Although the research community shares the same advantages as the military training
staff in simulator utilization, to assure that their research data will generalize to
actual aircraft application, the fidelity quality of the simulation system must be
known.
This study describes a visual performance/workload comparison between pilots
performing instrument flights in the UI-lFS simulator and the UH-l helicopter.
The
objective of this research was two-fold.
First, such visual data provided an expansion
of the current helicopter visual data base collected by the US Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory in that it provided a preliminary examination of the Zone/Cost Factor (CF)
theory outlined in USAARL Report No. 78-6.2
Second, this visual data permitted an

objective comparison of the differing visual performance/workload of aviators during
simulator and helicopter instrument flight.

METHODS
Initially an investigation had been completed concerning the visual performance of
pilots during instrument flights (IFR) in the UH-I helicopter. The results of this
study were presented in USAARL Report No. 78-6. To assure the best possible comparison
between aircraft, the methodology which was utilized for this helicopter instrument
study was also applied in collecting the visual performance data in the UH-lFS. Subjects for both studies consisted of ten rated helicopter pilots who were free of visual
problems which might compromise the visual recording system, possessed an Army instrument rating, were currently on flight status, and had logged less than 250 hours of
flight time. This group of aviators was labeled student qualified aviators (SQA).
The second group of ten aviators possessed the same qualifications as the first
with the exception that they had logged over 2400 hours of flight time and were instrument instructor pilots. For comparison, this group was referred to as instrument
qualified aviators (IQA).
Equipment utilized to record visual performance included a NAC Eye Mark Recorder,
which employs the corneal reflection technique, and a LOCAM high speed motion picture
camera with negative black and white film. A static illustration of the total system
is provided in Figure 2. The complete description and specifications of the system
3
along with operating procedures have been outlined in USAARL Report No. 77-4.

FIGURE 2. TOTAL NAC RECORDING SYSTEM

The flight profile for both the simulator and helicopter investigations consisted
of an instrument takeoff (ITO), and basic instrument flight maneuvers to include climbs,
level flights, descents, and turns. Finally, each subject performed an instrument
landing (ILS) back to the originating airfield. A brief description of these maneuvers
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is provided in Table 1; and an illustration of the total profile is provided in Figure
3. Because data were lost during climbing and descending turns in the UH-1FS, these
maneuvers will not be compared.
TABLE 1
FLIGHT MANEUVERS FOR THE UH-I AND UH-lFS STUDIES

Instrument Takeoff (ITO) - Is defined from complete stop on the active runway through
lift Ott to 450 tt., maintaining runway heading.
Climb - Is defined as straight ascent of at least 1000 ft. maintaining a constant
No separate
'eading with standard school procedures (! 10 knots airspeed and 500 FPM).
navigation task was assigned.
Cruise - Is defined in this study as level flight for at least one minute, maintaining
stancard school procedures with no additional task assigned other than maintaining
constant heading.
Descent - Is defined as the intentional loss of altitude of at least 1000 ft., maintaining a constant heading following school procedures with no additional task assigned.
Climbing Turn - Was performed by simultaneously changing direction of 180 degrees and
climbing 500 ft. No other task assigned.
Des endinf Turn - Was the simultaneous descending and turning 500 ft. at 180 degrees.
thr task assigned.
Level Turn - Was performed by banking the aircraft and turning while maintaining
constant altitude and airspeed. No other task assigned.
Instrument Landing (ILS) - Is defined in this study as the published ILS approach
RWY6 to Cairns Army Airfield. The maneuver began at Cairns outer marker (OM) and
ended at Cairns middle marker (MM).
This maneuver differed from all other maneuvers
in that the additional task of monitoring the OBS gauge was required.

FIGURE

3.

MISSION PROFILE

Measurements
Continuous oculomotor behavior was recorded during the flight profile at a rate of
16 data points per second. Because the flights were performed under IFR conditions the
subjects' visual performance was limited to the cabin area and instrument panel. From
these available visual areas, twelve instruments were selected which best described the
total visual performance of the subjects. A thirteenth area was labeled "all other
If the percent of time spent monitoring this area was significantly low it
areas."
could be assumed that the other twelve areas accurately represented the total visual
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performance of the subjects. A list of these areas is provided in Table 2 and illustrated as arranged on the aircraft instrument panel in Figure 4. Both aircraft had
identical instrument panels with the exception of the particular type of altimeters.
TABLE 2
THE THIRTEEN VISUAL DATA POINTS

1.

REST

All other areas not included in the following twelve areas:

2.

ALT

AAU-32/A Altitude Encoder/Pneumatic Altimeter

3.

VSI

Standard UH-l Vertical Velocity Indicator

4.

OBS

Standard UH-I Omni Indicator

S.

T&B

Standard UH-l Turn and Slip Indicator

6.

RMI

Standard UH-1 Radio Magnetic Compass

7.

AH

Standard UH-1 Pilot's Attitude Indicator

8.

AS

Standard UH-1 Airspeed Indicator

9.

TORQ

Series of instruments including the Torquemeter, Gas Producer
Tachometer, and Exhaust Gas Temperature Indicator

10.

RPM

Dual Rotor and Engine Tachometer

11.

ELEC

The electrical gauges which include AC and DC Voltmeters and the
main and standby Generator Loadmeters

12.

OIL

The oil monitoring gauges to include Engine and Transmission Oil
Temperature and Pressure gauges

13.

FUEL

The Fuel Pressure and Fuel Quantity gauges
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Visual performance was analyzed for each of the six maneuvers described in Table 1.
Reduction of the data from the films provided seconds per maneuver that fixations were
recorded within each of the thirteen areas described in Table 2. Additionally, the
number of fixations per area were recorded. From these values, the percentage of lapse
time spent within each area per maneuver was computed as well as mean dwell time and
scan rate per minute for each area. The definitions and formulas utilized for these
computations are found in Table 3.
TABLE 3
DESCRIPTION OF BASIC AND DERIVED VISUAL MEASURES

SYMBOL/FORMULA

DEFINITION

UNIT

F

1.

Fixation

The stationary eye movement within
a designated area for at least 100
milliseconds

2.

Number

The sum of fixations on a designated area (instrument)

N

3.

Time

The sum of time spent fixated on a
designated area (instrument)

T

4.

Link Values

The visual path traveled from one
area (instrument) to another

5.

Dwell Time

Mean time fixated per area

DT = T/N

6.

Percent of
Time

The percentage of lapse time
during a maneuver which was
allotted to each area

%T = T/E T X 100

7.

Percent of
Number

The percentage of fixations
during a maneuver allotted to
each area

%N = N/E N X 100

8.

Scan Rate

The rate that each area was
fixated

SR = N/E T X 60

LV

ANALYSES
Raw data were compiled and are presented in summary form in Figures 5 through 10.
Figure 5 through Figure 7 represent the graphic differences of the subjects' scan rates
during three maneuvers.
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Figures 8 and 9 depict mean dwell time differences while Figure 10 illustrates subjects'
visual performance as to their percentage of lapse time per area. These figures are
presented as examples of the three preliminary data sets. A more homogeneous combination will be presented in the Results and Discussion section.
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The visual performance from the UH-I helicopter data had been previously analyzed
and reported in USAARL Report No. 78-6. From inspection of the simulator data it was
concluded that the data should be arranged in the same format as the UH-l data. Therefore, because the percentage of lapse time for the RPM, electrical, oil, fuel, and
torque gauge clusters as well as the area labeled "all other areas" comprised less than
10% of the total visual percent of lapse time, all were excluded from the final analyses. The seven remaining gauges were the altimeter, vertical speed indicator, radio
magnetic compass, attitude indicator, airspeed indicator, turn and bank indicator, and
omni indicator. These gauges could best be described as the aircraft's flight display
while those which were deleted as the monitoring gauges.
The data from the remaining seven instruments of the UH-lFS were separated into
zones to correspond with the instruments zones utilized in the U11-1 investigation.
Zone 1, "aircraft stability management," was comprised of the artificial horizon, radio
magnetic compass, and turn and bank indicator. Zone 2, "quality flight management,"
included the altimeter, vertical speed indicator, and the airspeed indicator. The last
zone, "special requirement gauges," was comprised of the omni indicator, and all other
gauges which had been excluded. The omni indicator was utilized only during the ILS
maneuver. Thus, none of the Zone 3 instruments were included in the analyses of the
five remaining maneuvers--climb, level flight, descent, turns, and ITO.
The final analyses were conducted to determine changes in visual performance between two separate aircraft, between two subject experience levels, and across six
maneuvers. The visual performance measures (scan rate, dwell time, and percentage of
lapse time) of the seven flight instruments within the three zones were utilized as
dependent variables for these tests.
Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Univariate F Test
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and an univariate F test were selected
to define signiticant visual performance changes across various types of maneuvers.
First, a full analysis (aircraft, groups, and maneuvers) was utilized to test only
three maneuvers--climb, level, and descent. These maneuvers had previously been identified as being representative of a standard in-flight maneuver; and as requiring
similar visual performance. The results of these analyses revealed significant differences in visual performance between the types of aircraft and also the two pilot
experience levels. No significant differences were observed in visual performance
across maneuvers; and there were no significant interactions of these main effects.
The results of the analyses of the group differences for the two significant sets
of visual measures are presented in Table 4. The standardized discriminant function
coefficients which show the relative contribution of each variable to the multivariate
dimension of performance change are also presented. In addition, the univariate F
ratios are presented as an additional aid in describing the visual performance changes
for each major variable in the multivariate analysis.
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TABLE 4
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
GROUP MAIN EFFECT
DURING CLIMB, LEVEL, AND DESCENT MANEUVERS

TEST

VARIABLE

F-RATIO

HYPOTHESIS
df

ERROR
df

P
LESS THAN

A'

B"*

Group Eff

Zone 1 Scan
Rate

6.428

3.00

14.00

0.006(Root
**
I) *

Univariate F

T-B Scan Rate

8.747

1.00

16.00

0.009

1.441

0.630

RMI Scan Rate

0.014

1.00

16.00

0.908

-0.433

0.025

AH Scan Rate

0.255

1.00

16.00

0.621

0.958

0.108

Group Eff

Zone 1 Percent Time

8.031

3.00

14.00

0.002(Root
*
I)"

Univariate F

T-B % Time

10.891

1.00

16.00

0.005

1.282

0.629

RMI % Time

1.013

1.00

16.00

0.329

0.416

-0.192

AH % Time

1.221

1.00

16.00

0.286

1.298

0.211

*--Standard Discriminant Function Coefficients
**--Correlation Between Variables and Composite Score
***--Significant test uses Wilks-Lambda criterion. Only significant roots are present.
The subject factor was used in creating appropriate error terms for the primary
comparisons.

The results of the analyses comparing visual performance between the UH-1 and the
UH-lFS are presented in Table 5. The standardized discriminant function coefficients
and univariate F racios are again presented to aid in describing the major visual performance changes.
The second, third, and fourth sets of multivariate analyses compared visual performance during the ITO, ILS, and turn maneuvers with the set of three standard in-flight
maneuvers (climb, level, and descent). The comparisons of visual performance on the
ITO maneuver and the in-flight maneuvers reflected significant changes between the
experience levels (groups), the type of aircraft, and between the maneuvers. These
analyses showed no significant interactions of the main effects. The significant
visual performance changes between groups and aircraft types were highly similar to
those changes presented in Tables 4 and 5, the analyses of the main three in-flight
maneuvers. Thus, for the sake of brevity, these results have not been included.
Analyses of visual performance, from the ILS and turn maneuvers when compared to the
three main maneuvers, indicated aircraft-maneuver and group-maneuver interactions.
Although the main effects compared similarly to the previous test, simple main effect
tests were required. These results are reflected by previous figures of scan rate,
dwell time and percent of time, and will be discussed in the remaining sections.
Changes in visual performance across all the flight maneuvers were similar to the
results reported in USAARL Report No. 78-6. Siace the primary purpose of this report
is to describe differences between aircraft, these significant changes across maneuvers
are not presented.
Stepwise Discriminant Analysis
A stepwise discriminant analysis was completed utilizing the scores of the seven
instrument flight displays which had previously been selected. Separate analyses were
performed for the percentage of lapse time, scan rate and dwell time. The results
reflected which visual performance measures were most important in discriminating
between the two types of aircraft and to what degree of accuracy the aircraft could be
discriminated between. Table 6 is a tabulation of the results.
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TABLE 5
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: AIRCRAFT MAIN EFFECT
DURING CLIMB, LEVEL, AND DESCENT MANEUVERS

F-RATIO

HYPOTHESIS
df

ERROR
df

P
LESS THAN

12.670

3.00

14.00

0.001

ALT Dwell Time 31.159

1.00

16.00

0.001

0.766

0.847

VSI Dwell Time 18.607

1.00

16.00

0.001

0.546

0,654

AS Dwell Time

10.179

1.00

16.00

0.006

-0.012

0.484

9.110

3.00

14.00

0.001

T-B Scan Rate

00.731

1.00

16.00

0.405

-0.019

0.153

R?41 Scan Rate

25.749

1.00

16.00

0.001

0.995

0.908

AH Scan Rate

1.798

1.00

16.00

0.199

0.415

0.240

Aircraft Eff

Zone 1 Percent Time

6.194

3.00

14.00

0.007 (Root
I)***

Univariate F

T-B % Time

0.002

1.00

16.00

0.969

-0.409

0.009

RMI % Time

7.531

1.00

16.00

0.014

-1.633

-0.596

AH % Time

0.009

1.00

16.00

0.926

-1.516

-0.020

Zone 2 Per-

4.601

3.00

14.00

0.019 (Root

TEST
Aircraft Eff

VARIABLE
Zone 2 Dwell

(Root
I)***

Time
Univariate F

Aircraft Eff

Zone 1 Scan

(Root
I)***

Rate

Univariate F

Aircraft Eff

I)***

cent Time

Univariate F

B**

A*

ALT % Time

7.338

1.00

16.00

0.015

0.910

0.682

VSI % Time

0.001

1.00

16.00

0.917

0.461

0.027

AS % Time

3.221

1.00

16.00

0.092

0.812

0.452

*--Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients
**--Correlation Between Variables and Composite Score
***--Significant test uses Wilks-Lambda criterion. Only significant roots are present.

TABLE 6
STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT

MAJOR CONTRIBUTING VARIABLES
FOR CLASSIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT
CLASSIFIED AS:

VARIABLE

ACFT

Scan Rate

UH-IFS
UH-lH

104
20

28
100

79
83

Dwell Time

UH-lFS
UH-11

107
31

25
89

Percent Time

UH-lFS
UH-1H

101
36

31
84

UH-lFS

UH-IH

% CORRECT

1

2

3

4

Inst
F Value

RNI
122.69

AH
14.46

VSI
18.72

AS
9.39

81
74

Inst
F Value

ALT
88.14

AS
34.08

AH
6.50

RMI
1.25

77
70

Inst
F Value

RMI
36.37

AH
22.71

VSI
9.32

ALT
6.91

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analyses of the visual data reflected significant differences between subject
groups as to their scan rate and percentage of lapse time on the turn and bank indicator. Additionally, both the turn and bank indicator and the attitude indicator were
major contributors to the MANOVA significance tests of subject groups. The tests
between aircraft revealed significance in all of the Zone 2 instrument dwell times, and
the scan rate of the radio magnetic compass. However, to better illustrate these
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independent distinctions of the aircraft into a single plane of reference, the zone/
cost factor (CF) theory which has been outlined in the UH-l report was utilized.
Briefly, this theory states that the instruments located on conventional aircraft
instrument panels could be grouped into three zones.
The first zone, labeled "aircraft
stability management," would include the attitude indicator, radio magnetic compass,
and turn and bank indicator. This zone would be the primary zone for instrument flight,
providing aircraft stability information about the three axes of the vehicle. The
second zone would be utilized only when monitoring of Zone 1 was not critical. These
Zone 2 instruments would include the altimeter, airspeed indicator, and the vertical
speed indicator. This zone could be termed "quality flight management."
The final
zone would be comprised of the remaining instruments which include special navigation
instruments and aircraft monitoring gauges. This third zone could be referred to as
"special requirement gauges."
These gauges are not vital for basic flight but are
monitored or used on an "as time allows" or "need to know" basis.
In addition to grouping the instruments into three major classifications, under the
zone/CF theory, the visual performance measurements are combined into one variable
labeled "cost factor" for each instrument or zone. Visual performance is a combination
of the time spent viewing a point (dwell time) and the frequency that the area is
fixated (scan rate). Therefore, the lapse time and number of fixations of an area or
gauge can be utilized to derive this single CF value. The formula would appear as:
CFz = (T/ZT + N/ZN)/2. CF represents the "cost factor" of each zone. "T" is in
seconds, and "N" is number of fixations. If this value is divided by 2 the CF can be
considered in percentage of workload.
If the above zone/CF theory is utilized the data from both the UH-I and UH-IFS can
be reduced to single values for each of the three zones across six flight maneuvers.
The CF value is a reflection of the combined values of scan rate, dwell time, and
percentage of lapse time. A summary graph for the three zone/cost factor approach is
represented by Figure 11.
The solid bar represents the visual data from the UH-1 study
and the broken bar that of the UH-lFS. The fact that the UH-lFS CF values in Zone 1
are elevated above the UH-l performance reflects more visual performance/workload
during UH-IFS flights was required to maintain basic aircraft stability. This allows
UH-iFS pilots less time on Zone 2 instruments. The MANOVA and univariate F tests
(Table 5) support this statement.
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Figure 12 is a breakdown of the individual instrument CF values within Zone 1, and
Figure 13 is the same breakdown for Zone 2. Differences in the visual workload of the
radio magnetic compass and the attitude indicator which was described by the multivariate comparisons of visual performance are readily apparent. Additionally, the aircraft-maneuver interaction during the ILS for the radio magnetic compass can be identified.
The results described by the MANOVA of aircraft main effects are also valid for
ir;truments within Zone 2. The pilots who flew the UH-1 experienced more visual workload on the airspeed indicator and altimeter within this area than did the pilots in
th. UH-1FS.
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CONCLUSIONS
Maximum visual performance of an instrument or zone of instruments as reflected by
increased scan rate or dwell time could indicate high visual workload. On the other
hand this same performance could reflect a high percentage of low workload, free time
in which the particular zone was fixated because it was centrally located. By reviewing
the data in Figure 11 it is readily apparent that the ITO maneuver requires the maximum
visual performance within Zone 1. This maneuver could also be classified as the least
stable maneuver, requiring high pilot psychomotor performance to attain and maintain
stability of the vehicle. The ILS, by contrast, is basically a general in-flight
maneuver, similar to a descending maneuver, coupled with a high navigation workload to
maintain the ILS course. This maneuver had the least aviator visual performance within
Zone 1. Thus, through these two maneuvers, the ITO and ILS, the maximum time required
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and the minimum time needed to maintain aircraft stability can be relatively established. It also can be assumed that the level of usage for Zone 1 instruments in the
remaining in-flight maneuvers reflect a certain amount of "low workload" time.
From the graphic illustration in Figure 11 a general UH-1 helicopter visual workload pattern can be developed. This pattern is not necessarily that of a general
helicopter IFR flight but would vary as a function of stability and aerodynamics of the
vehicle. This same pattern is quite different when compared to fixed wing
flight.' ' These differences will be discussed in future reports.
The visual workload pattern of the UH-I helicopter flight can also be observed in
the UH-lFS data (Figure 11).
This would indicate that the UH-lFS does simulate the UH1 helicopter IFR flight to some degree. Differences are observed for the level of
workload in the Zone 1 instruments with UH-lFS pilots requiring the most time. This
characteristic probably reflects a stability differential between vehicles which, from
the results of the other tests, is most predominant on measures of the vertical or yaw
axis gauges. Additionally, the dwell time on the instruments in the UH-lFS (Figures 8
and 9) are 100 to 200 milliseconds less than the dwell times in the UH-1. This could
reflect different vibration levels for each of the aircraft.
The zone/CF theory is not complete. However, through the addition of more visual
data to our current data base, such a theory could aid in predicting proficiency levels
of aviators as is outlined in USAARL Report No. 78-6 and perhaps provide a means for
differentiating visual workload as a function of vehicle stability.
Visual performance data has traditionally been numerous blocks of independent
evaluations of a number of differing variables such as scan rate, dwell time, and
percentage of lapse time. The zone/CF theory attempts to combine these blocks of
visual information into one concise picture and thereby provide a tool to enhance
instrument panel design, training and proficiency requirements, and, in general, provide safe helicopter flight regimes for mission accomplishment.
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DISCUSSION
CAMP:
(United States)

I want to make a comment about the flat-plate canopy. We measured the noise
environment--the noise inside the helicopter--after the flat-plate was installed,
and we found that we had traded a headache for a stomachache. This design
has disastrous effects on the acoustic control.

SMYTH:
(United States)

Do you remember what the differences between the flat-plate and the roundplate were in the Cobra system?

CAMP:
(United States)

No, I don't have the exact values. The Cobra is ideally designed. It is one of the
best designed helicopters in terms of noise spectrum. The flat-plate made it
the worst.

STEELE-PERKINS:
(United Kingdom)

We are obviously very concerned about the same problem in England with communications. One idea which I might put forward for consideration is with the
new generation flat-response microphones and the problem of getting power
across to them. An idea we have carried out at Farnborough in an experimental
microphone, a Knoles noise-cancelling microphone, was to make an extra little
box fitting into the actual helmet. In that box we put two little Mallory cells,
two batteries matched in parallel for the extra safety factor. From two very
small Mallory cells we had two months of continual flying with no problem at all.

BAILEY:
(United States)

Very good. I think that we would agree that we've always considered power to
be our cheapest, most easily obtained commodity in communications.

LINDBERG:
(United States)

We did look at battery systems. We were a little concerned that in recording to
meet some of the environmental characteristics of operating at low ambient temperatures and at high ambient temperatures that you would get a very strong
fluctuation in the voltage coming out of the battery and that could affect the sensitivity in the microphone to such a degree as to affect communications. We
were lucky to have Black Hawk, AH, CH-47 MOD programs ,roming forth at this
time. So while we were looking at the design of a new intercom, we decided t'
add the capability to the intercom itself The power is phantomed up the line
to the microphone without requiring any additional wiring or wiring changes
to the aircraft. If a pilot is interfacing into a new aircraft and has his SPH-4
helmet, all he would need would be a new microphone and he would be able to
operate.

BAILEY:
(United States)

The Black Hawk represented a tremendous improvement in some of our aircraft
noise factors. The low band pass frequencies were much lower in terms of
energy.

CAILLE:
(France)

CPT Verona, I was very interested by the methodological excellence, the Latin
square in six positions, in your study. It is a study that is methodologically
indisputable, but the criteria are more arguable. Why haven't you detected
the theta waves of the EEG which must be associated to this vibration study,
especially in the area of 6 to 8 hertz? The calculation of spectral energy between
theta and beta one would have given you an additional criterion that would have
been, possibly, more significant.

VERONA:
(United States)

In the original study, as it was planned, we did intend to use electrophysiological
data. However, because of the complexity of the systems, we had to run two
different studies. CPT Johnson did the electrophysiological study.

JOHNSON:
(United States)

The overwhelming reason we did not do the electrophysiological study concurrently with CPT Verona's study was that in order to obtain reliable electromyographic data in the vibration environment would require that we use either implantable fine wire electrodes or use skin abrasion techniques with surface
electrodes in order to get adequate electrical contact. Since the subjects quite
often were required to participate all afternoon on several consecutive afternoons, we felt this would be impractical from the standpoint of a man's comfort
and well being. It was decided that we would do a separate experiment using
electrophysiological techniques under conditions that were more amenable to
the subjects.

CAILLE:
(France)

Can you tell me the axes of vibration and the levels that you used?

VERONA:
(United States)

We used the X, Y, and Z as recorded aboard an AH-1 aircraft flying the same
scenario. The X, Y, and Z were orthogonal axes; we did not use roll, pitch,
and yaw. I believe the peak negative G was about 3.1. We had some gross

movements of probably six inches displacement In the simulator.

We did roll
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off at five hertz. We recorded the signals aboard the aircraft, brought that
same tape in, and went through the same scenario on the ground.
CAI LLE:
(France)

You said you used a high level and a low level. So, one was what--a ratio of
the other; or did you just turn the vibration down; or was it a terribly different
vibration level?

VERONA:
(United States)

Vibration was a one-to-one recording from the aircraft. The high and low
levels refer to target speed rather than vibration levels.
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SUMMARY
The 1977 U.S. civil fleet numbers some 7160 helicopters,
and (as of 1975) 27,872 active helicopter pilots. However,
helicopters comprise only four per cent of the general aviation
fleet. During the period 1964-1977, 3575 helicopter accidents
were reported, including three air carriers. This averages 255
accidents per year, but varies by year, with no distinct trend.
Of 7064 individuals reported to be in these accidents, 82.7%
received only minor or no injury. Where crew fatality occurred
autopsies were obtained in 33.4% of the cases, but in only 7.1%
were toxicological findings determined. From 1964 through 1976,
339 individuals were involved in post-impact fire, resulting
in 28 fatalities. However, an important finding is that when
an impact causes greater than minor injury, the chances are equal
that a fatality will result. Detailed investigations of impact
injuries have not been conducted in civil helicopter accidents,
whereas they have been on military helicopter accidents. Because
of this lack of attention to occupant protection and crashworthiness, no large body of statistical data is available for analysis
of the nature, site, and frequency of injuries. Rather, information
is available for only a small number of accidents. This paper
discusses mechanisms incurred in several selected accidents involving roll-over, rotor blade strike, and seat and restraint
system failures. The present injury and fatality rate could be
reduced in civil accidents by improved restraints, including use of
upper-torso belts, energy-absorbing seats, crashworthy fuel systems,
and increased use of protective helmets.

THE CIVIL HELICOPTER FLEET
The civil helicopter/rotorcraft fleet has increased steadily since 1946, when a Bell
Model 47 was granted the world's first commercial helicopter license (1).
Helicopter use
has expanded into many new areas, including, agriculture, law enforcement patrol and
rescue operations, construction work, logging, offshore oil rig transportation, medical
evacuation, pipeline inspection, overland oil and mineral exploration, mining, training,
and personal transportation.
By the end of 1977, the number of helicopters in active service had risen to 7160
(Table I), not including seven in air carrier use (2-6).
In 1977, 1,219 U.S. corporations
operated 1578 helicopters, an increase of 13.4% over 1975 in the number of corporate helicopters. An additional 1288 helicopters were utilized by 369 federal, state, and local
civil government users, and 959 commercial operators flew 4294 helicopters in 1977.
In
comparison, a decade earlier (1967) the corporate helicopter fleet numbered only 487
helicopters (7).
The three categories of helicopter operators (commercial, corporate,
and governmental) total 2547 operators flying 7160 helicopters. This amounts to an
increase over 1976 of 9.3% in the number of operators, and 15.8% in the number of active
helicopters (2-6). As of December 21, 1975, the most recent date for which FAA data are
available, there were 27,872 active U.S. helicopter pilots (8).
A detailed breakdown of the 1977 civil helicopter fleet for the United States and
Canada is shown in Table II (2,p.285). Worldwide, there are currently estimated to be
about 10,000 civil helicopters operational, with over 7,000 in North American and 1450
in Europe. The world inventory has been projected to total 12,000 helicopters by the end
of 1979 (9).
While there were only 357 heliports in the U.S. in 1960 (and some 19 states lacked
even a single heliport), by 1977 3,433 were listed (2), 417 for public use and 3,016 for
pxivate use. Of these, 299 are rooftop and 3,134 are ground-level facilities. There are
heliports on the 80 mobil oil rigs and 2,060 oil platforms in the Gulf of Mexico, and
others off Alaska and California--and, as of last month -the Atlantic coast. The U.S.
Forest Service alone maintains some 300 heliports and "several thousand" unimproved
helistops. There are also presently 699 hospital heliports (2).
U.S. civil helicopters range in size from the single-seat Rotorway Scorpion 204 kg
(450 lb) empty wgt., with a cruising speed of 59 knots (or 78 knots max. level speed
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TABLE I
ACTIVE U.S. CIVIL ROTORCRAFT

General Aviation*
Rotorcraft

Year

AIA

Commercial
Production

FAA

1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
1961

7,160
6,181
5,222
4,819
4,601
4,185
3,874

2,438
2,318
2,053
1,767
1,497
1,319
1,179

4,505
4,073
3,610
3,143
2,787
2,352
2,255
2,557
2,350
1,899
1,622
1,503
1,306
1,171
967
798

1960

936

634

3,433

Air Carrier
Rotorcraft

7P
7
10
13
14
16
18
16
22
22
21
21
20

755
864
828
770
575.
4 69 b
4 82 ab
534 ab
2
4 55 ab
5838
598
579

-

432

-

294

-

* Includes autogiros; excludes air carrier helicopters

p Preliminary data
a Excludes three Fairchild "Porters" in 1966; nine in 1967;
five in 1968; 13 in 1969; one in 1970
b Excludes foreign licensees of Bell

Data not found
Sources: Refs. 2, 4-8
-

at S/L) and range (standard fuel) of 91 nm (105 mi) (10), to the Sikorsky CH-53 converted
under NASA contract as a 16-seat demonstration prototype of the projected S-65C commercial
inter-city transport (14,536 kg (32,048 lb) empty wgt.) (11).
New-generation helicopters also include the Sikorsky S-76 5-13 passenger executive
transport (2242 kg, 145 ktas normal cruise - 161 ktas sea level maximum speed; range 401
nm at 125 k with 30 min. reserve), which has certification pending (FAR 29, Cat. A.)
(11, pp. 392-393; 12).
The Bell 222, featuring the first civil helicopter use of crashresistant fuel tanks and 8 g seats, is presently scheduled for first delivery in September, 1979. The Bell 222 was designed primarily as an executive transport helicopter
(1, pp. 284; 13-16).
Since there is a significant difference between the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) figures and those of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) relative to numbers
of helicopters in operation, Table I and III presents both FAA and AIA totals. The AIA
data were developed from survey responses from operators, the FAA data from "active
aircraft" (e.g., must have a current registration and been flown during the previous
calender year).
But why this should be such a large discrepency is not clear. For
example, the FAA lists 4504 helicopters in 1976 while the AIA lists 6181 that year, a
difference of 1676, or 27.1%. The major types of helicopter uses are listed in Table IV.
The 7160 helicopters (excluding seven air carriers) in operation (AIA data) in the
U.S. currently represent approximately four percent of the total 1977 general aviation
fleet of 186,000 aircraft (preliminary FAA data).
If the current ratio continues through
1985, when the FAA has forecast 262,000 aircraft (17), this would represent over 10,480
helicopters in U.S. civil operation.
OVERALL ACCIDENT STATISTICS
Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to provide a precise overview of the nature,
frequencies, and severity of trauma in civil helicopter accidents. To date very little
attention has been given to such analysis for civil helicopter accidents, possibly because they are such a small part of the total civil accidents. In contrast, military
helicopter accident investigations have resulted in a large body of excellent injury data
being collected, evaluated, and utilized in making the new-generation military helicopter
a much more crashworthy product. The Armys' Crash Survival Design Guide, presently under
revision, reflects the attention the Army has given to military helicopter crash protection (18),
and there is a relatively large literature dealing with military helicopter
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TABLE II
CIVIL HELICOPTER FLEET
U.S. AND CANADA 1977

Commercial

Corporate and Executive

Civil Government

Operators Helicopters

Operators Helicopters

State
Operators Helicopters
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delware
Dist. of Col
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusett
Michigan
Minnesota

Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshir
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Caroliza
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Caroli a
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virgini
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Puerto Rico
Canada

7
31
30
14
121
15
9
3
2
63
11
15
21
22
24
14
9
9
16
4
2
11
20
13

14
243
159
18
438
56
13
4
2
205
21
18
56
55
54
19
17
19
391
10
10
36
45
39
10
62
18
35
19
3
27
14
193
18
8
58
76
200
123
4
36
2
21
148
106
1
15
123
8
34
15

5
14
8
12
7
2
16
7
39
11
6
23
10
15
27
2
10
1
9
50
11
1
10
43
3
6
4

22
12
11
12
90
9
13
2
39
15
6
20
34
23
18
10
45
13
4
14
26
50
14

27
13
27
14
125
12
15
4
5
58
18
10
27
45
26
19
11
47
38
4
15
31
58
14

TOTAL
ALL
HELICOPTERS

8

191

7

23

54
7

170
12

1
7
27
5
4
6
12
10
8
6
2
13
2
3
3
9
3

1
22
75
20
5
12
26
19
22
9
5
24
8
20
3
35
6

232
256
209
32
733
80
28
9
29
338
59
33
95
126
99
60
37
71
453
22
45
70
138
59

6

7

8

14

31

12
4
11
8
9
39
9
52
13
7
44
9
51
89
3
19
1
17
70
9
5
23
52
45

12
5
14
11
10
47
10
67
27
7
49
15
54
103
3
22
1
17
135
10
5
28
69
48

9
3
5
6

20
4
10
14

4
1
16
2
1
9
2
6
5
1
1
2
6
20
2

11
1
36
3
1
25
3
14
13
1
5
2
36
46
4

8
7
4
2

22
25
12
2

5

6

94
27
59
44
13
85
25
296
48
16
132
94
268
389
8
63
5
74
329
120
6
65
217
68
36
21

2

8

2

2

3

6

16

119

967

100

131

31

250

1348

840
Commercial Operators ....
Corporate Operators .... 1,119
338
Government Operators ....
TOTAL ........ 2,297 U.S. Operators*
Commercial Operators
Corporate Operators
Government Operators

.

GRAND TOTAL .............
* Includes Puerto Rico

Commercial Helicopters....
Corporate Helicopters ....
Government Helicopters ....
TOTAL ..........

3,327
1,447
1.038
5,812US Helicopteri*

967
Commercial Helicopters ...
119
131
Corporate Helicopters ....
100
250
Government Helicopters ...
31
1,347Canadian Heli
250 Canadian Operators
2,547 Operators

GRAND TOTAL ..............
Source:

7,160 Helicopters

Ref. 2
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TABLE III
BREAKDOWN OF HELICOPTER OPERATIONS BY
TYPE AND NUMBER OF OPERATORS
(Courtesy Aerospace Industries Association, Ref. 1)

YEAR

TOTAL

HELICOPTER
FLIGHT
SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL

CORPORATE
AND
EXECUTIVE

CIVIL
GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

Operators
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

318
400
503
600
710
860
933
1023
1379
1424
1491
1532
1536
1891
2330
2547

50
55
85
106
121
156
183
144

94
106
145
150
212
299
353
427

193
265
322
405
451
508
519
522

31
35
36
45
47
53
61
74

-

-

-

148

689
672
758
752
725
779
911
959

596
590
566
599
608
833
1082
1219

162
167
181
203
279
337
369

705
882
994
1157
1333
1537
1699
1764

134
173
213
218
311
401
475
487

97
124
112
122
123
115
144
187

-

137
162
218
211
165
218
224

94

--

Helicopters Operated
AIA
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

936
1179
1319
1497
1767
2053
2318
2438
-

3433
-

3874
4185
4601
4819
5222
6181
7160

FAA
634
798
967
1171
1306
1503
1622
1899
2350
2557
2255
2352
2787
3143
3610
4023
4505
-

-

-

2390

770

-

-

2605
2992
3295
3418
3342
3702
4294

802
745
780
778
1056
1392
1578

273
467
448
526
623
824
1987
1288

*1968 and 1970 not included as no AIA surveys those years.
Totals include some helicopters on order.

crash tests, crashworthiness and

results of accident investigations.

The primary source of civil data are accident reports of the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) records.
However, detailed injury information has seldom been
included.
The only data uniformly provided for each occupant is a category of injury
("no injury/minor", "severe", "fatal").
Similarly, no detailed injury data are generally
listed in the NTSB computerized files, which go back to 1964.
These data have been
searched, utilizing the University of Michigan Automated Data Access and Analysis System
(ADAAS), for the NTSB individual files for some 3335 helicopter accidents (through 1976)
stored on magnetic tape.
Detailed biomedical accident investigation studies, with emphasis upon human factors
and occupant injury causation, have been conducted by the Civil Aeromedical Institute
(CAMI) of FAA, at Oklahoma City, and by HSRI, the University of Michigan, for a number
of years. But even these studies have involved few helicopter investigations.
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TABLE IV
HELICOPTER OPERATOR SERVICES
(Ref. 1)
Agriculture
Air Carrier (Part 127)
Air Taxi/Charter
Ambulance
Bank Paper
Transportation
Certified Repair Station
Commuter Air Carrier
(Scheduled)
Construction
Corporate (Part 91
Not for Hire)
Executive Transport
(For Hire)

Exploration
External Load
Fire Control/Support
Forestry, General
Government Agency
(Not for Hire)
Herding (Cattle & Stock)
Herding (Wildlife)
Law Enforcement Agency
Law Enforcement
(For Hire)
Logging

Mechanic Training School
(G.I. Approved)
Offshore
Patrol (Power-Cable-Pipe)
Photo
Pilot Training School
(G.I. Approved)
Pollution Detection/
Monitoring
Private (Personal)
Sightseeing
Trafic Reporting

Several air carrier helicopter accidents have had major NTSB team investigations.

However, examination of these has shown that the circumstances of the accidents precluded obtaining useful impact injury information. Both of the Los Angeles Airways
Sikorsky S-61L accidents, at Paramount, California, 22 May, 1968 (19), and at Compton,
California 14 August, 1968 (20) were non-survivable, and the aircraft were destroyed by
post-impact fire. The first was fatal to all 23 occupants, the second was fatal to three
crew and 18 passengers when a main rotor blade separated in flight at 1200-1500 feet
attitude. In a more recent case, on 16 May, 1977, a New York Airways Sikorsky S-61L
rolled over on its right side. Its landing gear failed while it was parked on the rooftop heliport of the Pan Am Building in New York. Substantial damage resulted (21).
The
four passengers outside were killed and one seriously injured, and one pedestrian on a
street below was killed and another seriously injured by falling debris. None of these
air carrier accidents thus provide useful impact injury data.
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Fig. 1 graphs civil U.S. helicopter accidents for the fourteen-year period 19641977. No clear trend is shown. A more complete compilation is provided in Table V.
During this period there have been a total of 3575 helicopter accidents, averaging 255
per year. While there has been some decrease in total accidents for the past three years,
this is due to the large number recorded in 1975. Totals for 1973 (265), 1974 (259),
and 1976 (256) remaining relatively stable. Data for 1977 are still preliminary and
may well end up close to the 1976 figure.

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF U.S. CIVIL HELICOPTER
ACCIDENTS WITH INJURY CLASSIFICATIONS
1964 -

Crp

No. of

Year
1977(1
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
Means
Totals

1977

_____

Accidents

M/N

S

F

M/N

S

F

240
256
298
259
265
225
222
247
268
232
241
304
251
267

212
235
285
244
269
231
218
254
248
220
228
293
246
266

32
38
31
25
30
18
22
19
21
20
24
36
24
28

19
21
22
34
21
24
14
16
29
28
21
19
14
17

107
143
205
152
190
186
121
202
204
158
157
200
136
229

22
30
19
17
20
18
11
5
13
13
18
26
16
16

25
34
24
16
17
34
11
10
22
52
23
27
9
10

246

26

21

170

17

22

255
3575

3449 368 299

2390 244 314

Crew & Pass.
M/N
S
F

Totals

319
378
490
396
459
417
339
456
452
378
385
493
382
495

54
68
50
42
50
36
33
24
34
33
42
62
40
44

44
55
46
50
38
58
25
26
51
80
44
46
23
27

417
501
586
488
547
511
397
506
537
491
471
601
445
566

417

44

44

505

5839 612 613

7064

(i) Preliminary data, probably incomplete. Does not
include 13 pilots and 12 passengers for which injury
data unknown. Does not include fatalities and 9 injuries
to ground personnel.

Although some 7064 individuals were reported to be in these accidents, 5839 or 82.7%
received only minor or no injury, similar to the proportion (78.8%) found to occur for
fixed-wing aircraft accidents over the period 1967-1976 (22).
A comparison of the fatality rate is shown in Fig. 2. This is the ratio of annual
fatalities divided by the total annual accidents. In addition, the fatality rates for
pilots and passengers may be compared. Passengers have had a higher rate for six years.
including the past three years, and pilots have had a higher rate for seven years, with
one year having equal fatality rates. Two years, 1968 (.34) and 1972 (.26), have had
much higher fatality rates. Although the rates have varied from .09 in 1965 to .34 in
1968, there seems to have been a slight upward trend during the past five years.
A similar comparison of the ratio of severe injuries per accident is provided in
Fig. 3. Pilots appear to incur severe injury only slightly more frequently than passengers. However, the total index for severe injuries per accident per year has not varied
a great deal, ranging from .10 (1970) to .27 (1976).
During the past two years severe
injuries have been reported more often than previously.
One point, however, deserves particular consideration, since it reflects upon an
important aspect of helicopter crash safety. For the total 3575 accidents reported during
this 14-year period, the number of severe injuries (612), combined for both crew and
passengers, and fatalities (613) are nearly identical. This indicates that in any civil
helicopter accident where greater than minor injury to an occupant occurs, the chances
are equal that a fatality will result. In comparison, in general aviation fixed-wing
aircraft, annual fatalities are about twice the number of occupants severely injured,
therefore, the chances of a fatality over severe injury are about t,.,o
in three, as compared to receiving more than minor injury (22-24).
For perspective, in an automobile,
the chances of receiving a severe injury in an accident are 25.4 times that of being
killed, given that the impact is severe enough to cause at least serious injuries (25,26).
Considering, therefore, only accidents that result in at least severe injuries, helicopter accidents appear to be less dangerous to life than fixed wing, but considerably
more dangerous than automobile accidents.
Injuries to pilots and passengers for each category are compared in Fig. 4.

These
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ANNUAL INDEX OF FATALITY PER ACCIDENT
(Ratio of Annual Fatalities /Total Annual Accidents)

data reflect the mean values for the past 14 years. The 293 mean annual total for
pilots exceeds the 209 average for passengers, since many accidents have occurred with
no passenger aboard. While the proportion of serious injuries is similar for both
groups, 10.5% of the pssngers received a fatality but only 7.1% of the pilots.
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Fig. 4

COMPARISON OF OCCUPANT TRAUMA

(ANNUAL AVERAGE)

1964-1977

SELECTED INJURY MECHANISMS
The previous section has reviewed various general categories of injury recorded for
the period 1964-1977.
Since data are not available to analyze the site, frequency, and
specific nature of trauma for these accidents, and thus provide an overview of the injury
mechanisms, selected accidents will be briefly reviewed. These are not intended to indicate
statistically significant problems and mechanisms, but rather to show some of the causes
of trauma documented in selected civil accident investigations and insight into the resulting biomechanics/kinematics.
1.

Roll-Over

During hard landings or emergency autorotations it is not unusual for the main rotor
blades to contact the tail boom as they hyperextend downwards in the impact, and may
sever the tail. Subsequently, the cabin usually rolls to the side and severe disintegration may occur as the blades strike the ground. This mechanism was identified by the FAA
in 1962 when three different FAA test pilots inadvertently crashed while conducting routine autorotation during certification test flights (27).
Since each of these flights were
being recorded on high-speed movie film, the exact sequence was clear during stop-motion
playback.
Case No. 1. An example of this type of accident is shown in Fig. 5. In this case
engine failure in a Brantly B2 occurred about 1000 feet above the terrain and the pilot
executed an emergency power-off autorotation into a farmyard. Touchdown deceleration
was light, but due to the uneven sloping hillside terrain, main rotor blade deflection
severed the tail boom aft of the cabin. The aircraft rolled to the left and was destroyed.
Despite the disintegration of the cabin plexiglass and violent lateral motion, the pilot
escaped with no injury except for a minor facial laceration caused by flying plexiglass.
In this instance, impact forces were insignificant, although in many such power-off emergency autorotations vertical impact force could be a major factor.
The tendency to roll about the longitudinal axis was reported in an analysis of U.S.
Army helicopter accidents by Haley, who found that at least one roll occurred in two of
three light observation helicopter accidents, five of eight utility helicopter accidents,
and in one of two cargo helicopter accidents (28).
E'

While no roll-over was reported, the tail rotor drive shaft was cut by the main rotor,
of the Bell Model 222 during a test flight on 1 December, 1977 when an emergency autorotation was made into a plowed field (29). Although damage was substantial there was
no fire
no reported injuries to the pilot or engineer passenger.
2.
SeatandFailure

Helicopters are considerably more prone to vertical impact in landings than fixed-

wing aircraft. This is especially
true in crash landings where the
primary force vector is usually
vertical, although lateral and forward horizontal forces may also be
a factor.
However, in many accidents injury has been attributed to
failure of the seat tiedown, seat
pan, or other seat structure.
Cases

have been investigated where the
lack of adequate energy-absorption
devices in the seat or seat cushion
have resulted in significant vertebral trauma.
In some cases "dynamic
overshoot" has probably occurred, in
which the seat cushion has yielded

and compressed rapidly without absorbing energy, resulting in amplification of the force on the occupant as his buttocks are decelerated abruptly by the underlying
structure.
In other cases the seat
collapses without providing adequate
force limiting or energy attenuation.

Fig. 5. Brantly B2 subsequent to emergency power-off
autorotation into hillside arp main rotor
blade severance of tail.

Case No. 2.
A Bell 47J-2A
upon return from a local sightseeing
trip passed over the heliport and while making a 1800 turn, the tail rotor pinion gear
failed, causing the aircraft to rotate.
It came to rest on a down slope wooded area in
a near level attitude, with the left side slightly low.
The pilot and two passengers received serious trauma, and two passengers were fatally injured.
There were four passengers on the rear bench seat, a common practice in that model, even though only two lap
belts were provided. The seating arrangement is shown in Fig. 6, showing the pilot seat
in front.
The pilots' seat was extensively damaged (Fig. 7).
The rear bench seat
(Fig. 8) is supported only by four detachable tubular legs in front and is hinged at the
rear.
This collapsed (Fig. 9), the left outboard belt being torn out.
Note that the
double belt utilized a metal-to-webbing release mechanism, which will be discussed in
Case 4.
Fatal injuries to two passengers included multiple fractures with one receiving a
fractured neck.
Major injuries to one passenger included compression fractures of the
fourth and fifth thoracic vertebrae, concussion, fracture of the left pubis and ischium,
multiple fractured ribs, and abdominal trauma with laceration of liver, ruptured spleen,
and chest pneumohemothorax.
These injuries reflect the failure of both the pilot seat
and passenger bench type of seat to provide adequate impact protection to occupants.

Fig. 6.

View of Bell 47J-2A single pilots'
seat structure.

Fig. 7.

Pilots' seat framework after impact.
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Fig. 8. Typical Bell 47J-2A rear seat configuration. Support elements consist of
four tubular supports in front and a
hinged rear.

Fig. 9. Four persons were occupying this Bell 47J-2A
rear bench seat which completely collapsed
in impact (cushions removed to show structure).

Not only were there only two belts for four occupants, but one belt utilized a deficient
metal-to-webbing construction with protruding release mechanism, there was no upper torso
restraint, and the bench seat provided insufficient energy absorption mechanisms.
Case No. 3. A Bell Jet Ranger 206B suffered a mechanical failure and subsequent
loss of power at about 800 feet altitude, and impacted in a grove of pine trees, sliding
down one tree. The fuselage came to rest upright with the right skid collapsed. The
cabin environment was not subjected to intrusion, extensive collapse, nor significant
structural failure. The pilots' panel was intact, the floor had minor deformations,
and no significant damage occurred to the rear seat and baggage area. However, injuries
subsequently fatal to the instructor pilot in the left seat, and disabling paraplegia to
the pilot in the right seat, resulted primarily from inadequate energy absorption characteristics of the seat structure and lack of upper torso restraint.
Major impact trauma to the instructor pilot included fracture-dislocation of the
first lumbar vertebra with compression of spinal cord and lower extremity paralysis,
multiple transverse process fractures, right second lumbar vertebra and left first, third,
and fourth lumbar vertebrae, compression fracture of twelfth thoracic vertebra, compression fracture of left lateral second lumbar vertebra, and concussion. Among major injuries to the right-seat pilot were multiple vertebral fractures (marked compression of
the body of the third lumbar, fractures to the left and right transverse processes of
second, third, and fourth lumbar vertebrae), ruptured diaphragm, hernation of the fundus
of the stomach and splenic tearing, and subsequent paraplegia.
Fig. 10 shows an external view of the seats, which were equipped with additional
padding for comfort, but which probably provided little if any energy absorption. The
forward portions of both seat structures had collapsed forward (Fig. 11), and both seat
pans were deformed and gashed where contact and penetration with underlying control and
boost structures occurred, and contact on the right side by the top of the inverter box,
two inches below the seat pan.
The injuries received reflect substantial lack of crashworthy seat-restraint protection. The extreme vertebral trauma, involving compression, multiple bilateral transverse
process fractures, and spinal cord damage indicate that the primary direction of loading
was vertical, but that the body spinal seated posture at impact was not entirely perpendicular to the force direction. Lack of upper torso restraint allowed the body to contact structures causing upper torso and head trauma as well.
The injuries incurred by both occupants were far more severe than would be the case
had adequate energy absorption devices and upper torso restraint been employed. The
Armys' Crash Survival Design Guide, for example, notes concerning seat strength and deformation characteristics that the load-limiter minimum stroke distance should be 8" for
rotary wing (18), while a 1962 Army troop seat design study recommended that the seatrestraint systemshould be capable of maintaining 25G + 5G in the pelvic area while deforming through at least 12 inches of vertical travel (30).
4.

Lack of Upper Torso Restraint

Case No. 4. The pilot of an Enstrom F-28A, subsequent to suspected mechanical malfunction and impact landing, received fatal injuries which were attributed to an intruding blunt object, probably as a result of a rotor blade strike when the rotor mast
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Fig. 11.
Fig. 10.

View of Bell Jet Ranger 206B seats
post-impact, with seat cushions in
place.

Right front seat with cushion and seat pan
removed, showing structural collapse. The
occupant received severe vertebral fractures
and spinal damage resulting in paraplegia.

failed. Neither of the two passengers were reported to be injured. However, the pilot's
lower face was almost obliterated, and major injuries included transection of the sternum,
comminuted fracture of the humerus with extensive left shoulder lacerations, left rib
fractures, laceration of the spleen and aorta with hemopericardium. It was determined
that had an upper torso restraint been available and worn this pilot would not have flexed
forward sufficiently to have been in the strike zone. Fig. 12 shows that blade intrusion
into the cabin area was very limited.
Blade intrusion (in-flight) was
also reported in the Los Angeles Airways Sikorsky S-61L accident at Compton, where one crew member was reportedly decapitated and received
slashing type injuries to the right
torso.
4.

Restraint Failure

The seat-restraint system
should be considered as a single
system, since adequate occupant protection is dependent upon both. This
is especially true in cases where the
seat belt tie downs are attached to
the seat. A strongly attached seat
belt is of little use if the seat
itself fails. Failure of any component, attachment, the webbing,
buckle mechanism, or the seat itself may result in injury to the
occupant. In the following accident, fatal ejection of the pilot
was directly caused by release of
a fabric-to-metal type lap belt.
Fig. 12. Enstrom 27A in which pilot fatally injured when
Case No. 5. A student pilot
lack of shoulder harness allowed head flexion
was practicing a running takeoff
Into probable blade strike in emergency landing.
from a salt-flat sandbar in a Hughes
269B. The right skid dug through
the crust into the softer terrain below, pitching the helicopter down and rolling to the
right. The student pilot, seated in the left seat, was ejected through the canopy and
fatally injured. The instructor pilot in the right seat was uninjured. Investigation
disclosed that although the pilot's seatbelt had been secure previously, it loosened
inadvertently as he was attempting to regain control and allowed him to be thrown from

his seat unrestrained at impact.
Deficiencies in the design of
this belt (shown in Fig. 13), which
have also been previously noted in
fixed-wing aircraft, were found by
the NTSB. In the impact sequence,
as the right skid dug in, the pilot
probably applied left and aft cyclic
control, causing his right arm to
contact and lift the seatbelt locking lever. The seatbelt release
lever, which protrudes above the
release mechanism, when snagged on
clothing or when contacted by the
arm during deceleration, can be
lifted and cause this belt to loosen
and slip through. The location of
the protruding release lever, near
the pilots' right forearm, also
increased the possibility of inadvertent loosening of the seatbelt
during normal arm motions in cyclic
control. NTSB analysis resulted in
a recommendation to the FAA for an
ammended TSO (31).

DISCUSSION

Fig. 13.

Metal-to-fabric lap belt used in Hughes 269B
accident in which the release mechanism inadvertently opened, allowing pilot to be fatally
ejected.

In view of findings reported by Haley at a 1971 AGARD Conference, that in Army helicopters for the period 1967-1969, 40 percent of all occupant fatalities occurred in survivable accidents with fire the single largest fatality cause (followed by head injury)
(28),a search of civil helicopter accidents records was made to determine the incidence
and injury effect of post-impact fire. From 1964 through 1976, 339 individuals were
associated with post-impact fire. However, only 28 deaths were attributed to this cause
in civil helicopter accidents. Of 280 fatalities to helicopter pilots, autopsies were
obtained in I1 cases (39.4%), but toxicology was only determined in 20 cases (7.1%) according to NTSB data.
The selected cases noted in the preceeding section indicate that there is a serious
need for detailed investigation of helicopter accidents to determine the nature and extent
of occupant protection and impact injury causation. However, it is evident that data
are presently insufficient to determine the extent to which such deficiencies have contributed to fatal and serious injuries.
A number of accident investigations have clearly shown that upper-torso restraints
are not nften installed, and this has been confirmed by a survey of manufacturers installations 1972-1978 (32).
Although at first glance it may seem that an upper-torso restaint
is of less value in a helicopter than in fixed-wing aircraft, it is at least as important
in occupant protection. In any impact, including the cases noted above, considerably improved protection can be provided by an upper-torso restraint. Such restraints should
utilize an inertia reel to allow freedom of motion of the pilot but include sensing and
automatic locking of the device during impact.
The upper-torso restraint serves to keep the occupant from flexing and flailing
against interiorstructure in an impact deceleration. In a helicopter an upper-torso
restraint serves an additional important function, in that it can keep the occupant's
vertebral column in better position to resist vertical impact injuries. This is because
if the back is allowed to flex forward during vertical impact, one effect is that distribution of the loading on the vertebral bodies is decreased, and with more concentrated
loading failure can occur at less load than if the back is more erect. The complexities
involved has been discussed in detail by Kazarian (33), and the role of the articular
facets described by King, et al. (34).
An example of greatly improved protection over case no. 4 is illustrated by Fig. 14,
a Hughes 269C operated by the San Mateo, California Sheriffs Department. Instead of the
standard civil seat, they utilize the optional military seat, offering additional occupant
crash protection. Both pilots utilize Y-yoke dual shoulder harnesses, attached to inertia
reels, and which stow above when on the ground for easy donning. The use of military
helmets is also mandatory, an item which could prevent much head injury in civil use.
A combination of well designed and installed restraints, including upper-torso restraint, seats designed to provide adequate crush space and energy absorption by a
number of force-limiting techniques, and use of protective helmets are measures which
can offer improved occupant impact protection in civil helicopters.
CONCLUSION
Civil helicopter accidents have not had the same degree of evaluation and attention
as military accidents. Relatively little is known concerning the mechanisms of impact
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injury causation except for a few cases which have
had biomedical investigation. This may be because
helicopter accidents make up only about four percent of the total civil accidents.
During the past 14 years there have been a
total of 3575 helicopter accidents reported, averaging 255 a year. An average of 505 individuals are
involved in helicopter accidents per year, and
approximately 82% receive only minor injury or none
at all. However, when an accident is severe enough
to result in greater than minor injury, the chances
are equal that a fatality will occur. This suggests that civil helicopters require improved occupant impact protection. From 1964 through 1976,
339 occupants in helicopter accidents were exposed
to fire, and 28 deaths were reported from this
cause.
A serious effort should be made to obtain and
record injury information in future helicopter
accidents to provide a basis for further evaluation.

Fig. 14.

Hughes 269C equipped with upper
torso restraint, helmets, and

military-style seat.
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COMPARATIVE INJURY PATTERNS IN U. S. ARMY HELICOPTERS
by
Laurel D. Sand
Air Safety Specialist
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Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

Summary
This paper examines the type of injuries, body area injured, and cause of injuries to 740 U.S. Army
aviators involved in 388 rotary wing accidents from 1 January 1972 through 30 September 1977. Considerations were given to two main areas:
(a) relationship to injury regarding the aviator's height, weight,
and location aboard the aircraft, cockpit condition, and aircraft altitude; and (b) comparison of present
injury experience with previous injury studies. The results, through statistical analyses, show that not
one or even combinations of those factors listed in (a) above were significant in injury causation.
Further, comparison of injuries shows that the overall injury pattern has not changed significantly in
the past 20 years. For example, injuries to the extremities, the head, and the spine continue to be among
the leading body areas to be injured. Also, 94 percent of all accidents from 1957 to present were
classified as survivable but produced 33 percent of all fatalities.

Introduction
The first U.S. fatal military aircraft accident occurred at 5:18 PM on September 17, 1908, at Fort
1
Myer, Virginia.
In that accident First Lieutenant Thomas E. Selfridge received fatal head injuries.
Mr. Orville Wright, also aboard the aircraft, sustained a broken leg, fractured ribs, and facial lacerations. The injuries incurred by Selfridge and Wright are similar to those injuries aviators receive
today. Since 1957 our data shows that head injuries have been a leading cause of death and that extremities have been one of the most injured body areas. Each year the Army experiences an unacceptable number
of rotary wing accidents In which injuries or fatalities occur even though the accidents are considered
survivable.
The purpose of this paper is to present a comparisnn of the injuries to occupants of pilot or copilot
seats in U.S. Army helicopter accidents from 1 January 1972 through 30 September 1977 with previous injury
2 3 4
studies. ' '
Injury data were gathered for each individual involved from the Technical Reports of U.S.
Army Aircraft Accidents stored at the U.S. Army Agency for Aviation Safety, Fort Rucker, Alabama.

Discussion
Accident Experience. From July 1960 through September 1977 the Active Army had 7,903 aircraft accidents
with 6,382 people injured and 3,046 people killed. The cost of these accidents totaled more than $912
million.
Figure 1 shows the U.S. Army aircraft accident injury and fatality rates per 100,000 flying hours from
FY 61 through FY 77. Significant increases in these rates are evident in 1962, 1964, 1967, 1972 and 1976.
The reason for the sharp rise in 1962 is that there were more than three times as many people killed compared to the previous year without a significant increase in flying hours. In 1972 there was a significant
rise which surpassed the fatality experience of the Vietnam era. This peak was due to five helicopter
accidents that produced 127 fatalities and 50 injuries. The increase in 1964 reflects the introduction of
the airmobility concept which brought about a significant increase in exposure to situations that cause
accidents. A similar pattern is seen in the 1966-1970 time frame during the Vietnam war. The rapid
decline in the injury and fatality rates after Vietnam is indicative of a post-war era with reduced demands
on aviation. In 1976 a large number of accidents involving weather and wire strikes resulted in nearly
twice as many fatalities as the previous and following years. The trend of the injury and fatality rates
is on the decline as shown in Figure 1. The accident rate has dropped 84 percent since 1961.
Accident Survivability. The U.S. Army criteria taken from Army Regulation 95-55 to classify an aircraft
accident in respect to survivability is:
"a. An accident is survivable if the crash forces imposed upon the occupants are, in your best judgment, within the limits of human tolerance and all portions of the inhabitable area of the aircraft remain
reasonably intact; i.e., are not collapsed sufficiently to impinge upon, or crush vital areas of a person
seated in a normal position.
"b. Fatal injuries or occupancy of an inhabitable area are not criteria for determining survivability
of an accident. For example, if the front seat area of a tandem seat aircraft was completely demolished
but the structure of the rear seat was virtually intact, the accident would be classified as partially
survivable even though the rear seat occupant was fatally injured. The accident would still be classified
as partially survivable if the rear seat was unoccupied. Thus, occupancy or nonoccupancy is irrelevant to
survivability.
"c. An accident is nonsurvivable when the impact forces exceed human tolerance and/or all inhabitable
areas are collapsed or disintegrated by impact to a degree where all occupants would sustain crushing
injuries of vital body areas."
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Table I shows the Army's aircraft accident experience, by survivability classification, as reported
in previous studies since 1957, i.e., Bezreh 1957-19602, Mattox 1961-19653, Berner and Sand 1965-19694,
and the present. Hereafter, these studies will be referred to as Bezreh, Mattox, Berner and Sand when

comparing findings.
It should be noted that even though more than 90 percent of all accidents are considered survivable
they account for a significant percentage of the total fatalities. In the FY 57 through FY 69 time frame,
35 percent of the fatalities occurred in survivable accidents compared to 33 percent for this period.
Table 2 shows the accident experience for the four categories of helicopters reviewed. Observation,
utility, and cargo helicopters each had more accidents with injuries and fatalities than without injuries
and fatalities. The reverse was true for attack helicopters, which had fewer accidents with injuries and
fatalities.
Patterns of Injury. The luwer extremities, the head, and the upper extremities continue to be among the
most injured body area (see Figure 2). During the periods examined by Bezreh and Hattox and for the
period of this study, it was found that these body areas were the recipients of more than 50 percent of
all injuries. Bezreh's study shows that the number of injuries to the head are significantly greater when
compared to Mattox and the present study. One explanation for the greater number of head injuries is that
protective helmets for aircrewmen were not available until mid-1959. Injuries to the face, neck, pelvis
and lower extremities tend to remain constant. There is a slight increase in injuries to the chest and
abdomen, while the upper extremities and spine show a decrease. Figure 2 also shows that for this period
more fatal injuries occurred to the head than all other body areas combined.
The preponderance of major injuries occurs to the lower extremities, spine, chest and head. The major
injuries that occur to the lower extremities, spine and head are primarily fractures, while the chest
receives injuries such as hemorrhage, lacerations and contusions of internal organs. Minor injuries are
generally lacerations, contusions, abrasions and sprain/strain which require less than five days in the
hospital or quarters. The legs head the list for these injuries followed by the arms and then the face.
Table 3 shows that certain injury types tend to remain constant. Bezreh and Mattox reported that
wounds, fractures and burns accounted for 85 and 86 percent respectively of all injuries compared to 81
percent for this time period. Lacerations, contusions and abrasions are the most frequent types of
injury, accounting for 50.4 percent of the total injuries, while fractures account for 27.2 percent.
Sprain/strain injuries account for 7.6 percent and all other injuries occur less than four percent.
Injury Causation. Injuries to the legs, arms and head occur frequently because these parts are most
distant from the restraint system and are free to flail during a crash. Head injuries are caused primarily by contact with aircraft structures, particularly in accidents in which the aircraft rolls over.
High impact forces generally cause concussion, laceration or contusions of the brain and rebound injuries
when the head strikes the seat back or other structures. In three cases fatal head injuries occurred
when the main rotor blade entered the cockpit.
Since 1969 the extremities have received more injuries than other body areas. The injuries generally
occur as a result of impact forces which cause structures to deform and impinge upon them or cause the
extremities to rebound into surrounding structures. Rare injuries to the legs played a major role in the
death of two occupants. One occurred when an OH-58 pilot was severely lacerated in the thigh by the main
rotor blade. The leg became infected from contaminated water and the aviator died of septicemia. The
other was the front seat occupant of an AH-1G. The aircraft struck wires across a river and crashed in
trees. A branch penetrated the cockpit and caused below-the-knee amputation and the occupant bled to
death before help arrived.
Seventy-four percent of the injuries to the spine are compression fractures of the vertebrae. Sprain/
strain injuries of the paraspinal muscles account for 24 percent and transection of the spinal cord 2 percent. The cause of these injuries is often vertical deceleration, i.e., the lack of energy attenuation
in the restraint system, landing gear and fuselage. A methodology for the analysis of injury causes is
discussed in "Engineering Analysis of Crash Injury in Army Aircraft" by Dr. J. E. Hicks. Injuries to
internal organs also occur for these reasons. The thermal injuries shown include fatal thermal injuries,
thermal injuries to persons who died from other causes and all nonfatal thermal injuries. Because of the
high incidence of thermal injuries, the Army spearheaded the development of the crashworthy fuel system.
This system and its effectiveness will be presented in this conference.
Causes of Death. For the past 20 years multiple extreme injuries, head injuries, and burns have been
called the "big three" causes of death as shown in Table 4. Bezreh, Mattox, and Berner and Sand found
these three injuries were responsible for more than 70 percent of the causes of death. Drowning was the
fourth leading cause of death during the 1965-1969 time frame. At present, drowning and hemorrhage tie
in fourth place. Three of the four drownings occurred in 1975 and in each case the individual was reported
as not knowing how to swim. The six thermal fatalities (6 percent) shown in Table 4 are explained as
follows: Two were in an aircraft not equipped with a crashworthy fuel system and four were in four
separate nonsurvivable accidents in which burns were listed as cause of death. Two of the aircraft were
equipped with the crashworthy fuel system and two were not. The dramatic drop in thermal fatalities is
due mainly to the success of the crashworthy fuel system and partly to the fire retardant Nomex flight
uniform. In contrast, "multiple extreme" injuries as cause of death for this time period is the result of
the five catastrophic helicopter accidents in which 127 people were killed.
Finally, a correlation analysis was performed to determine (a) if there was any difference in where
an individual sat, i.e., left or right seat or front or rear seat, (b) if the individual's height and
weight influence his receiving or avoiding injuries, and (c) if there were any relationships of any of
these combinations to the attitude of the aircraft and condition of the cockpit by type of aircraft. The
smallest aviator was 64 inches tall and weighed 110 pounds. The largest aviator was 77 inches tall and
weighed 223 pounds. The average was 70.4 inches and 173 pounds. The analysis showed that none of the
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variables were significant even in accidents in which one individual was injured and the other was not.
The study showed that statistically it makes no difference how big you are or where you sit. A separate
crash injury study being conducted by USAAAVS concerning the AH-1 series also verified that the relationship of injuries to seat location was not significant. A Ridit6 analysis was performed to determine if
the severity of injuries was associated with type of aircraft. This analysis showed that the probability
of injury was highest in observation helicopters, followed by utility helicopters. The attack helicopter
was the lowest of the group. Cargo helicopters were not analyzed because of their small number of
accidents and injuries.

Final Remarks
The trend in rotary wing accidents which produce injuries or fatalities is on the decline, as shown
in Figure 1. In addition, the overall accident rate has dropped 84 percent since 1961.
Several important
factors have contributed to this trend, i.e., an increasing awareness in aviation safety to include an
active safety educational program, improved life support equipment such as the SPH-4 helmet and Nomex
flight clothing, and the incorporation of the crashworthy fuel system.
It is predicted that the patterns of injury occurring in future accidents involving the Army's present
family of aircraft will compare closely with those in the past. Little has been done to improve the overall injury picture in these aircraft. However, due to past injury studies, a great deal of time and money
have been spent developing today's state-of-the-art in lifesaving crashworthy features. The next generation of aircraft will be crashworthy to the extent that all fatalities should be prevented and injuries
minimized in 95 percent of all survivable accidents. 7 The Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
(UTTAS) and the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) are designed in accordance with the Army's "Crash Sur8
vival Design Guide."
The crash safety design criteria of this document were the basis of the Army's
9
Military Standard HIL-STD-1290 (AV) which requires that all future Army helicopters be crashworthy during
crash impacts up to the 95th percentile survivable accident. The Army is spearheading the drive towards
aircraft that are not only safe to fly in but safe to crash in as well. For these reasons the overall
injury picture of the future should change significantly by reducing mortality and morbidity in Army aircraft accidents.
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TABLE I
U.S. Army Aircraft Accident Experience by Survivability
I July 1960 through 30 September 1977
Jan 61 - Dec 65*
(Mattox)

Jul 57 - Dec 60*
(Bezreh)

Jul 65 - Jun 69**
(Berner/Sand)

Jan 72 - Sep 77**

97%

95%

94%

84%

Partially Survivable

0

0

0

6

Nonsurvivable

3

5

6

10

Survivable

100%

TOTALS

100%

100%

100%

*Partially Survivable accidents were not a classification for these time periods.
**Survivable and Partially Survivable accidents were reported together as survivable.

TABLE 2
U.S. Army Helicopter Injury Experience Per Accident
I January 1972 through 30 September 1977
ACCIDENTS
WITH FATALITIES

ACCIDENTS
WITH INJURY

NUMBER OF
ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTS
WITHOUT INJURY

84

47

27

10

Observation
OH-6/OH-58

123

52

54

17

Utility
UN-I

172

81

63

28

9

2

3

Attack
AH-I

Cargo
CH-47/CH-54

4

TABLE 3
U.S. Army Helicopter Injury Experience by Injury Type and Degree
I January 1972 through 30 September 1977
% FATAL

PERCENT OF TOTAL INJURIES
Present
Bezreh
Mattox
'57.'60
'60'65

TOTAL INJURIES

%MINOR

% MAJOR

Lacerations
Contusions
Abrasions

471

83.6

18.6

22.6

50.4

58

60

Fractures

254

2.4

62.5

18.0

27.2

20

17

Sprain/Strain

71

13.6

2.8

0.0

7.6

5

7

Multiple Extreme

34

0.0

0.0

25.5

3.6

1

2

Concussion

29

0.0

8.4

0.0

3.1

4

1

Burns

27

0.4

0.9

16.5

2.9

8

10

Crushing
Rupture
Hemorrhage

27

0.0

5.4

6.0

2.9

4

1

INJURY TYPES

Decapitation

7

0.0

0.0

6.8

0.8

0

0

Miscellaneous

6

0.0

1.2

1.4

0.7

0

2

Drowning

4

0.0

0.0

3.0

0.4

0

0

Traumatic Amputation

4

0.0

0.2

0.2

0.4

0

0

934

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100

100

Total
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TABLE 4
Helicopter Causes of Death
BEZREH
%

MATTOX
%

BERNER/SAND

1 JAN 72

-30

Multiple Extreme

24

53

14

51

Head Injuries

24

15

22

27

Burns

24

15

41

6

Hemorrhage

9

2

3

4

Drowning

6

0

9

4

Ruptured Aorta

3

8

3

2

Transection of Spinal Cord

0

3

2

2

Asphyxia

0

0

1

2

10

4

5

2

100

100

100

100

Other
TOTALS

SEP 77
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF CRASH INJURY IN ARMY AIRCRAFT

byJ
James E. Hicks, Ph.D.
Aerospace Engineer
U.S. Army Agency for Aviation Safety
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

Summary
A methodology for identification of crashworthiness deficiencies in Army aircraft is discussed. The
methodology provides for injury and impact data to be extracted from accident reports using a speciallydeveloped injury coding system. Personnel injuries are costed through a technique which provides for
consideration of each injury based on its relative severity as determined by medical examination. Crash
injury causes are identified and ranked according to the magnitude of their effect and probability of
occurrence. The technique is designed to provide recommendations as to the most urgent crashworthiness
research/development/procurement efforts for consideration by aircraft systems managers and aviation research laboratories.
An application of the methodology to an operational Army aircraft is shown. Preliminary results as
to the more significant crash hazards in this aircraft are discussed. Recommendations are made as to the
use of the methodology and to additional investigation aids which would improve the future identification
of crash hazards.

Introduction
For a number of years, the U.S. Army has taken the lead in the prevention of aircraft crash injury.
This is due to the continuing research in this area and has lead to the incorporation of crashworthiness
improvements into both current and future Army aircraft.
Because of currently dwindling resources and diminishing funds for crashworthiness research, however,
the need has become greater than ever for an improved direction to crashworthiness R&D planning. This
is needed to insure that the funds available are placed against the most pressing needs. This paper
discusses a methodology for the analysis of aircraft crash injury which has been developed to identify
their underlying engineering design causes and focus on the most pressing R&D requirements. An application of this methodology to an operational Army helicopter Is discussed in order to show the output available.

Assumptions
The major assumptions of this technique are as follows:
a. Past aircraft accident data provides a valid baseline for establishment of future crashworthiness
design criteria.
b. The economic loss to the Army due to injuries of various degree in aircraft accidents is as specified in Reference [1].
c. The rates of injury occurrence and cost as identified in the baseline study period will prevail
for a future 20 !'car period.

Objectives
The overall objectives of this technique are to (1) identify the most significant injury causes, (2)
determine the extent of losses attributable to each and (3) establish under what crash mechanisms and
impact conditions each becomes a problem. Emphasis was to be placed on not merely documenting the types
and frequency of injuries sustained but also on identifying their underlying engineering causes. The
analysis of the engineering causes of crash injury was to consider the biological limitations of the human
body as presently contained in such investigation tools as the Dynamic Response Index (Reference (2]).
It was envisioned that a primary output of this effort would be an improved direction for crashworthiness
research and development including identification of follow-on research required to define specific design
changes necessary to reduce the identified hazards in current and future aircraft designs.

Methodology
DATA SOURCE
The primary data source for this analysis is the case files of Army aircraft accidents (Department of
the Army 2397-series forms). Appendix A contains definitions of an Army aircraft accident and additional
terms used in other sections of this report.
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Another data source was the pathology data bank maintained by the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
This source provided additional data beyond that available in the USAAAVS accident files for certain fatal
injury cases.
A final data source was a description of currently available technology in the aircraft crashworthiness and life support equipment areas. This information was derived primarily from research and development studies by U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory. Representative information available in the open
literature is contained in References [2], [3] and [4].
OVERALL STUDY METHODOLOGY
Each step in the analysis sequence is shown in Figure 1. The overall scheme is one in which analyses
of individual accident case histories establishes a data base of crashworthiness-related hardware deficiencies and related injuries. This data base is then analyzed to determine the most urgent crash hazards
and the impact conditions under which they occur. Details of the procedure used in each of these overall
steps are discussed below and are referenced back to Figure 1.
ACCIDENT REPORT ANALYSIS
The study of each accident involved two efforts: an analysis of the impact conditions and a medical
analysis of the impact trauma and causal factors. A system of classification and coding was developed to
aid in recording these findings. (The impact conditions were studied and coded but will not be discussed
in detail here.) This system took components of similar codes now in use within the USAAAVS automatic
data processing system as well as portions of codes in use in other crash safety investigations. The
objective was a system which was sufficiently descriptive to lead to meaningful findings and recommendations but not so detailed that the analysis was made cumbersome.

Accident Reports
and AFIP Data Bank
Id tify Injury Caus
and Impact Conditions

fChHzrs
BsdoFrqecCiashworthiness
an
CostRequilrments
Severty

Urgent
Identify
R&D

Crashworthiness R&D

FIGURE I.-Overall Sequence of Analysis
The coding system which resulted provided for a systematic classification of each injury in terms of (1)
its medical description of trauma, (2) the mechanism by which it occurred, (3) the underlying deficiency
which caused it, and (4) its resulting cost. Details of the code and its use are discussed below.
Medical Description of Trauma
All of the trauma incurred by each occupant was recorded in terms of a medical description of what
kind of injuries resulted and their severity. The following characteristics of each injury were established.
Location of injury by overall body region
Aspect of injured region
Type of lesion
Body system involved
Injury severity
The actual codes used for this analysis are available from USAAAVS. These codes were the result of a
combined opinion of the agencies concerned as to what portions of previous codes were useful. These codes
had one unique aspect in that the "injury location" was determined in terms of an overall body region
rather than an exact anatomical site. This procedure was used because the primary emphasis was placed on
the identification of injury causes and their remedies rather than a medical "cataloging" of the injuries
themselves. The determination of injury location by overall body region facilitated the engineering
analysis of the injury causes.
Mechanism of Injury Occurrence
The mechanism of injury occurrence described the process through which each injury occurred.
following mechanism parameters were established for each injury:

The

Mechanism action
Mechanism qualifier
These two parameters, in conjunction with the Injury Location description above, were used to comprise a
subject-verb-qualifier combination. This described how the injury occurred by use of a simple sentence
construction, such as "pilot's face struck cyclic."
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Injury Cost
The economic loss to the Army due to each injury was calculated based on Reference [1].
Reference ill
was applied herein based on the overall injury classification to each casualty and resulted in an estimate
of the loss for each casualty taken as a whole. In cases in which multiple injuries occurred to one
casualty, the cost of each individual injury was calculated as a portion of this total. A flight surgeon
determined the severity of each individual injury in these cases to identify the proportionate cost of
each individual injury. The proportion of the total cost which was due to each injury was weighted based
on the loss which would have occurred had that injury occurred alone relative to the costs of the other
injuries. The mathematical procedure used to calculate the cost of each injury is shown in equation (1):
Individual
Cost of Injury

Total Cost
of Casualty

Cost of individual injury acting alone
(1)
Sum of costs of all injuries, each acting alone

Use of this equation insures that (1) all injuries which occurred receive proper economic consideration
based on their relative severity and (2) that the sum of all the weighted injury costs is equal to the
"book value" for the cost of that casualty.
In fatal cases, all of the injuries were recorded on a frequency basis, but costs were apportioned
only among the fatal injuries. This distinction was made because the multiple extreme injuries in these
severe cases precluded a credible assessment of the economic benefits of preventing the less severe injuries.
Combined Injury Code
The components of the injury code discussed above were established for each casualty and then combined
to provide a description of his injuries, their causes and costs, in a format and level of detail which
permitted analysis of the critical trends (discussed below). Thus, an injury code such as the hypothetical
example shown in Table I below was established for each casualty.
TABLEI
Hypothetical Example of Use of Injury Code for Casualty Suffering Major Injuries

Location

INJURY DESCRIPTION
Aspect
Type
System

I

Spine

Inferior

2

Face

3

Hand

INJURY
NUMBER

Fracture

Severity

MECHANISM
Action
Qualifier

CAUSE FACTOR
Subject
Action
Qualifier

Cost

Skeletol

Major

Received

Excessive
Decelerative
Force

Seat

Allowed

Excessive
Loading

$45,405

Anterior Laceration

Skin

Major

Struck

Gunsight

Design

Provided

Inadequate
Clearance

$4,541

Right

Skin

Minor

Struck

Structure

On Impect

$54

Contusion

Extremetles Flailed

After the analysis of the impact conditions and the medical analysis of the injuries was completed for
each casualty in a given accident, the results of these two analyses were cross-checked to assure consistency and completeness of the overall analysis.
ANALYSIS OF CRASH HAZARDS
Identification of Hazards
The results of the analysis discussed above form a data base of crash injuries, their causes and the
conditions under which they occur. This data base was further analyzed to determine the most serious
crash hazards and ways of reducing them.
As used herein, a crash hazard consists of the combination of an injury location, its mechanism and
its associated cause factor. Thus, the first injury listed within the hypothetical example above is an
occurrence of the crash hazard "spine received excess decelerative force because the seat allowed excessive
loading." The extent of the excessive decelerative loading and the conditions under which it occurred
are provided by the results of the impact analysis for the example accident.
Rank-Ordering of Hazards
The crash hazards identified through the above analyses were rank-ordered according to their overall
significance. The criteria which were used to rank the hazards were (1) the frequency of the hazard, (2)
the severity of the resulting injuries and (3) the cost of the injuries. The procedure used to rank the
hazards consisted of two steps: first, the hazards were placed into groups of significance according to
their frequency and severity. Next, the hazards within each significance grou were ranked according to
their cost. These hazards were considered in identifying urgent crashworthirs research and development
programs for both current and future helicopters.
Ranking According to Frequency
Each hazard was evaluated according to the frequency of its occurrence and was placed into frequency
groups as shown in Table II. The format and rationale for this frequency ranking was modeled after
Reference 15].
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TABLE II
Crash Hazard Frequency Ranking
Descriptive
Nomenclature

Mathematical
Definition

A

Frequent

0.5< f*

B

Reasonably
probable

0.1< f < 0.5

C

Occasional

0.05< f < 0.1

D

Remote

0.01< f < 0.05

E

Improbable

Frequency
Index

f < 0.01

*f is defined as the relative frequency of occurrence of a
hazard and is calculated as
f - Frequency of occurrence of crash hazard
Number of accidents studied
Ranking According to Severity
Each crash hazard was evaluated relative the severity of the resulting injuries and was placed into
severity groups as shown in Table III. The rationale and format for this severity ranking procedure was
taken from Reference [5].
Table III
Crash Hazard Severity Ranking
Descriptive
Nomenclature

Severity
Index
I

II

III

IV

Definition**

Life-threatening

Results** in fatal
or critical injury

Serious

Results in major
injury

Marginal

Results in minor
injury

Negligible

Results in no more
than minimal injuries

**Worst credible result
Overall Ranking of Crash Hazards
The results of evaluating each crash hazard according to its frequency and severity as described above
were used together to place the hazards into overall significance groups. The frequency and severity
rankings of each hazard were weighted equally in this process. Table IV indicates how all hazards were
placed into one of eight groups as determined by the combination of frequency and severity indices.
TABLE IV
Hazard Significance Groups Based on Frequency & Severity Indices
Significance Group
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Frequency Index-Severity Index
A.I
A.II, B.I
A.III, B.II, C.I
A.IV, B.III, C.II, D.I
B.IV, C.III, D.II, E.I
C.IV, D.III, E.II
D.IV,'E.III
E.IV

The crash hazards within each significance group were then rank-ordered according to the cost of the
resulting injuries. The resulting ordered list comprises a "totem pole" of the most serious crash hazards.

Results
Results of an application of the methodology discussed above to a typical Army helicopter are discussed
below. Since the intent of this paper is primarily to discuss the study methodology, only representative
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examples of the analysis results are shown in order to indicate the validity of the approach. The accident data used in this application were the aircraft accidents which occurred to an operational aircraft in
a recent five year period. This period is judged to represent a statistically valid sample of the peacetime operation of this aircraft.
STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPACTS
Combined Velocity Components
Figure 2 depicts the longitudinal and vertical components of the change in velocity of the aircraft
center of gravity during its major impact for each of the accidents studied. The resulting impact survivability is indicatqd.
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FIGURE 2.-Varical aid Harilzss Cowrssus StImpact Velocity Chugs
Statistically derived curves for the 05th -ercentile imoact and for the 95th nercentile survivable
impact are superimposed on the individual data points. The 95th percentile survivable impact curve indicates a "design space" for improvements within the existing aircraft design. The 95th percentile impact
is analogous information for design and evaluation of crashworthiness features in future helicopters of
similar type. This distinction is made because the strength and crushability of the existing airframe
forming the "container" for the occupants limits the improvements which can be reasonably proposed for the
current aircraft. However, for new aircraft designs, this limitation is not as severe due to potential
improvements in the container itself. Thus, crashworthiness improvements for future helicopters should be
based on what impacts are expected (the 95th percentile curve) and not on what impacts were survivable in
current aircraft (the 95th percentile survivable curve).
Combined Force Components
In contrast to the velocity data, the estimates for the crash force did not lend themselves to statistical derivation of cumulative distributions and percentile curves. This was the result of the way in
which the data grouped around certain "reasonable" estimates. Satisfactory investigation/analysis techniques were not available for accurate determination of the crash forces.
INJURY CAUSE FACTORS
Influence of Impact Conditions on Injury
The influence of 'impact velocity on injuries was most strongly evident with regard to the vertical
velocity component. Figure 3 depicts the relative frequency of back injuries versus impact vertical
velocity change. Figure 3 indicates that significant numbers of back injuries occur even in impacts of
less than 20 feet per second vertical velocity change. Analysis of these individual cases revealed that
factors other than the vertical impact had significant influence on the incidence of spinal injury. These
other influences included the longitudinal and lateral components of the impact velocity and the occupant's
seating position at time of impact. Evaluation of the influences of these parameters is not possible using
currently available investigation tools such as the Dynamic Response Index (Reference (21).
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Frequency of Occurrence and Costs of Injury Mechanisms
Figure 4 depicts the frequency of occurrence and cost associated with the most prevalent crash injury
mechanisms. All accidents regardless of survivability and all injuries regardless of severity are included in Figure 4. A breakdown of the more significant injury mechanisms by underlying cause factor is
discussed below. Figure 4 indicates that the most frequent injury mechanism was determined to be "Body
struck structure" while the mechanism resulting in the largest injury cost was "Body received excessive
decelerative force." After these two, the mechanisms of "Body struck by external object" and "Body
exposed to fire" produced the next largest frequency and costs of injuries.
Cause Factors Resulting in Injury Mechanism "Body Struck Structure"
As discussed above, the mechanism "Body struck structure" resulted in the highest frequency of injuries (126 instances). The engineering factors which caused this mechanism to occur are depicted in Figure
5. Figure 5 indicates that excessive collapse of the aircraft structure was the cause factor resulting in
both the highest frequency and cost of these "body struck structure" injuries. The next most significant
factor was that the aircraft design provided inadequate clearance, resulting in significant injuries due
to occupant flailing during the impact and striking structure. The third most significant cause factor
resulting in body strike injuries was determined to be that the occupants seat failed under crash loading
resulting in the occupant, to varying extents, becoming a freely moving object inside the aircraft. It
is worthy of note that correction of any one of these cause factors in a new aircraft design may require
a "systems" consideration of all the factors. However, the evidence in the individual accident reports was used to determine the primary injury cause factors in each case in order to identify specific
Improvements for current aircraft.
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Cause Factors Resulting in Mechanisms "Body Received Excess Force"
The engineering factors which caused the 55 instances of the mechanism "Body received excessive decelerative force" are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 indicates that a large majority of the instances and the
associated costs of these injuries was caused by the aircraft and seat allowing excessive loading of the
occupant: i.e., during the major impact, the aircraft and seat transmitted peak forces to the occupant
which were beyond human tolerance. The energy absorption of the landing gear, airframe and seat failed to
protect these occupants.
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FIGURE 6.-Frequency and Cost of Cmse Factors Resulting in "Body Received Excessive Deceerative Force"

Most Significant Crash Hazards
The combinations of the above injury mechanisms and engineering cause factors comprise the crash
hazards identified through analysis of the aircraft accident data. A total of 22 crash hazards were identified for this aircraft type. These crash hazards were ranked according to the procedure discussed above
to identify the most significant hazards for possible remedial action. The results of the ranking process
are shown in Table V. The frequencies and costs shown in Table V include all accidents and injuries
studiet, regardless of severity. The hazards are listed in decreasing order of significance (based on
frequency, severity and cost). The injury costs associated with each hazard were computed for a 20-year
period of aircraft operation, with the rates and types of accidents assumed the same as in the base study
period (CY 71-76) and the projected aircraft flying hour program.
TABLE V
Rank-Ordered Listing of Crash Hazards, operational Army Aircraft, CY 71-76
Hazard
No.

Significance
Group

Description

Frequency
Index

Severity
Index

20-Year Cost

1

2

Body rec'd excessive decel.
force when A/C and seat
allowed excessive loading

B

I

S6,676K

2

2

Body struck by external
object when main rotor
blade entered occupiable
space

B

1

4,324K

3

2

Body struck structure when
structure collapsed excessively

B

2,585K

4

2

Body struck structure because of unknown causes

B

1,150K

5

2

Body struck structure because design provided inadequate clearance

B

531K
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Hazard
No.

Significance
Group

Description

Frequency
Index

Severity
Index

20-Year Cost

6

3

Body exposed to fire when
fuel system failed on impact

C

I

$3,639K

7

3

Body injured by unknown or
unclassified mechanisms

C

I

3,008K

8

3

Body struck structure when
seat failed

C

I

1,316K

9

3

C

I

201K

10

4

Body struck by external
object when external object
(other than main rotor blade)
entered occupiable space
Aircraft missing

D

I

1,504K

11

4

Body rec'd excessive decel.
force when structure collapsed

D

I

940K

12

4

Upper body struck structure
because restraint allowed
excessive motion

D

I

407K

13

5

Body drowned due to unknown
causes

E

I

752K

14

5

Body drowned because injuries
prevented escape from A/C

E

I

376K

15

5

Body rec'd excessive decel.
force when restraint allowed
excessive motion

D

11

8K

16

5

Upper body struck structure
because restraint was not
used properly

D

11

7K

17

5

Head struck by external
object when helmet displaced excessively

E

I

188K

18

6

Body injured during exit

D

III

1K

19

7

Body rec'd excessive decel.
force when inertia reel
failed

E

III

4K

20

7

Body rec'd excessive decel.
force because restraint was
not used properly

D

IV

1K

21

7

Body struck structure because inertia reel failed
to lock

E

III

<IK

22

8

Body struck by external
objects due to unknown
causes

E

IV

<1K

Table V indicates that the most significant crash hazards were identified as Significance Level 2.
Five hazards were identified in this group and each was determined to be reasonably probable (but not
frequent) and life-threatening (worst credible result). Of these five, the hazard "body received excessive decelerative force when the aircraft and seat allowed excessive loading" resulted in the largest injury cost and is thus ranked as the most significant crash hazard for this aircraft.
Identification of Crashworthiness R&D Requirements
The above rank-ordered listing of crash hazards was analyzed to identify pressing research and development requirements to remedy the significant crashworthiness deficiencies. Because the strength and crushability of the existing airframe limits the cost-effective improvements which could be made to the existing
aircraft, a distinction was made between the R&D requirements for current and future helicopters.
Based on the above medical and engineering analysis of crash injury data and engineering judgment as to
the crashworthiness improvements which can be reasonably expected within the existing airframe, Table VI
below is a rank-ordered listing of pressing crashworthiness R&D requirements for the aircraft studied.
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TABLE VI
Crashworthiness R&D Requirements for Current Aircraft

Priority*

Hazards Addressed by this Requirement
(Reference Table V)

R&D Requirement

1

#1, #8,

Develop and procure replacement crew seats
which will attenuate vertical loading on
occupant to survivable levels.

2

#2

Develop and procure rollbar/main rotor
blade deflector similar in function to
that incorporated into the design of certain developmental Army helicopters.

3

#5, #12, #15, #19, #21

Develop and procure replacement crew restraint systems which provide more effective longitudinal and lateral restraint
to upper body.

4

#6

Complete installation of approved crashworthy fuel system.

Crashworthiness R&D for future helicopters must consider each of the hazards listed in Table V. The
present designs of both the UH-60A Blackhawk and YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter contain a number of design features intended to reduce previously-identified deficiencies. Table V should be considered an
indication of the priority of those design features which provide an increase in crashworthiness beyond
that of the current aircraft. This priority should be considered within any future design decision in
which it is necessary to tradeoff crashworthiness features against each other or against other design requirements.
Additional R&D Requirements
Two additional research efforts were suggested by the results of the application of this methodology
to the study aircraft. These suggested efforts are intended to provide additional investigation aids to
improve the future identification of crash injury hazards. The first of these is the requirement for a
more accurate system of determining the impact conditions in all Army aircraft accidents. Presently,
these conditions (velocities, angles and forces) are estimated by the accident investigation board based on
witness statements and physical evidence such as aircraft and terrain damage. The inaccuracies in this
method are evidenced by the fact that accurate estimates of the crash impact forces were impossible to
obtain using information presently available in the aircraft accident report. These data were seen to
cluster around certain "typical, reasonable" values and precluded any valid estimate of their actual distribution (such as their 95th percentile values). An onboard crash data recorder is required for proper
analysis of the impact conditions against which crashworthiness improvements must be designed and evaluated.
Such a system is included as a portion of the Accident Information Retrieval System (AIRS) which is under
development at the Army's Applied Technology Laboratory (Reference [6]).
The second of these research efforts is a requirement for a more reasonable method of judging the influence of multi-directional impact forces upon spinal injury. The present data shows that the currently
used method (Reference [21)of evaluating the probability of spinal injury based on a one-dimensional Dynamic
Response Index (DRI) is inadequate because this method considers only the vertical component of the crash
impact load. As previously discussed, Figure 3 indicates that spinal injuries were found to occur in impacts involving vertical decelerations within human tolerance but which involved decelerations in other
directions. A number of personnel suffering back injuries appeared to be injured by the combination of
crash loads in multiple directions, rather than by the vertical component alone. Others suffered back injuries in impacts in which even the vector sumation of the crash load components did not appear significant. In these cases, other factors such as seating position may have influenced the incidence of back
injury. A system of evaluating all influences on back injury and determining future crashworthiness design criteria requires an improved spinal injury model which considers crash loading along multiple directions as well as other pertinent factors.

Conclusions
Based on this study of a typical Army aircraft, it is concluded that the methodology discussed provides
a useful system for the identification of crashworthiness design deficiencies and the research necessary to
reduce them. Use of the technique allows the following:
(1) Sumary of the medical analysis of accident trauma using a coding system based on general body location.
(2) Identification of the underlying mechanical causes of injuries which considers the bioengineering
limits of the human body.
*The overall priority of these requirements within the Army safety program can be established only after
similar analysis of other major aircraft types.
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(3) Identification of the costs of individual injuries.
(4) Identification of the most significant crash hazards based on frequency, severity and cost.
Application of this technique has identified the most significant crash hazards and the remedial research for both current and future helicopters of the type studied. In addition, requirements have been
identified for two systems/techniques of wide application to all Army aircraft accidents. These are (1)
an improved spinal injury model which considers multidirectional crash loadings and (2) a crash data recording system such as included as a portion of the developmental Accident Information Retrieval System
(Reference [6]).
In addition, application of this technique to the accidents studied has demonstrated a distinct difference in the 95th percentile impact and the 95th percentile survivable impact. It is concluded that crashworthiness improvements for future helicopters should-be based on what impacts are expected (the 95th percentile impact) and not on what impacts were survivable in current aircraft (the 95th percentile survivable
impact). The usefulness of the 95th percentile survivable impact is considered to be a definition of a
design space for improvements to existing aircraft only.

Future Efforts and Recommendations
As a result of this study and the successful application of the methodology discussed to a typical
Army helicopter, USAAAVS will coordinate the study of all major operational Army aircraft types. Results
of these studies will be provided to appropriate Army research organizations and aircraft system managers
for guidance in future R&D expenditures. In addition, the following recommendations are made:
(1) Recommend that the technique discussed be considered for use of other aircraft users, providing a
basis for effective exchange of crashworthiness information and injury data.
(2) Recommend the development of an improved spinal injury model which considers multidirectional crash
loading.
(3) Recommend continued development of the Accident Information Retrieval System.
(4) Recommend that crashworthiness improvements for future helicopters be based on the 95th percentile
impact, not the 95th percentile survivable impact.
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Appendix A
Definitions and Terminology
Aircraft Accident - Damage which occurs to one or more aircraft while flight was intended.
a direct result of hostile fire is not an accident but a combat loss.

Damage as

Crash Force - The maximum value of an assumed triangular crash pulse, determined at the aircraft
center of gravity, which occurs during the major impact.
Crash Hazard - A condition due to the design or configuration of an aircraft or life support equipment which may result in injuries to occupants in aircraft accidents.
Crashworthiness - The ability of a vehicle to sustain a crash impact and reduce occupant injury and
hardware damage.
Injury Cause Factor - The design deficiency which caused a specific injury mechanism to occur.
Injury Classification - A designation of the medical significance of all of the injuries incurred by

a given casualty taken as a whole.

Injury Cost - The economic loss to the Army due to accidental injuries to servicemembers, as calculated
according to DODI 1000.19.
Injury Mechanism - The mechanical process through which a specific injury was determined to have
occurred, i.e., "what happened."
Injury Severity - A designation of the medical significance of a specific injury.
Major Impact - That impact of the aircraft which results in the largest decelerative forces being
transmitted to the aircraft and occupants.
Survivability - An accident in which the following statements are satisfied for at least one occupant
aboard the aircraft:
a. The forces transmitted to the occupant through his seat and restraint system do not exceed the
limits of human tolerance to abrupt accelerations.
b.

The fuselage structural container maintains a livable volume around the occupant.

I
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Les elgies vert4brales des pilotes d'h6licopt~res
M6decin
M6decin
Mddecin
M6decin

en Chef R. AUFFRET (1)
Chef des Services R.P. DELAHAYE (2) (3)
en Chef P.J. METGES (2) (3)
VICLNS (1)

INTRODUCTION
Il y a plus de 40 ens que le pilate d'essais Maurice CLAISSE, aprbs un vol d'endurance
sur un h~licoptbre Br6guet-Dorand, soulignait le caract~re d~sagr~able des vibrations
se r6percutant dens taute la machine :"Secou6 sur une monture incanfortable pendant
une heure de val, le pilote se h~te d'atterrir et de rentrer au hangar pour soigner
ses courbatures".
Malgr6 les immenses progrbs technalogiques accomplis depuis le vol du premier gyroplane en 1907 cette remarque rapport6e par le Vice-Amiral JUBELIN, reste maiheureusement en grande partie encore velable actuellement.
La diminution des aggressions et nuisances et l'am~lioration de 11hygi~ne du poste de
pilotage W'ont en effet pas suivi le perfectionnement technique des appareils et se
sont constitu~es ainsi de v6ritables affections professionnelles cr~ges par le fait
du vol et & l'occasion de Ia pratique a6ronautique.
Ces manifestations pathologiques et leur relation avec le pilotage de l'h6licopt~re
ant 6tg tr~s 6tudi~s en France depuis 1950, date A lequelle lea premiers appareils
ant 6t6 utilis6s dens les formations de l'Armde de l'Air Frangaise.
De nambreux travaux leur ant 6t6 consacrds parmi lesquels il f-aut citer ceux de
MISSENARD et TERNEAU (1957), FABRE et GRABER (1959), MONTAGNARD et COLL (1961),
SLIOSBERG (1962) et plus r6cemment ceux de DELAHAYE, AUFFRET, SERIS, GIJEFFIER, METGES,
COLLEAU et VETTES.
Naus evans entrepris une 6tude syst 6matique clinique et radiolagique portent sur la
totalit6 du personnel navigant de la section Voilures tournantes du C.E.V. de Br~tigny.
Cette section camprend 12 sujets dont 119ge s'~chelonne de 28 A 53 ens avec une mayenne
de 38 ans et le nombre dtheures de vol sur h6licoptbres vanie de 400 & 7000 heures
(mayenne :2600 heures).
Saumis & une surveillance m6dicale semestrielle stricte, pratiquent pour la plupart
un entralnement spartif r6gulier, ces pilotes d'essais, ing~nieurs ou m~ceniciens
nevigents pr~sentent un ban 6tat physique gdn~ral et leur seule symptamatalagie fonctionnelle est rachidienne.
I Etude clinigue
1) Sur le plen clinique la ~loblie pr~domine, pouvant rev~tir ses deux formes habituelles, aigue ou chroniiie7cees-ci alternent le plus souvent dens le temps
chez un mgme sujet.
*Fr~auence:

La fr~quence retrouv~e dens notre 4tude eat de 8 cas sur 12 ; bien qu'un 6chentillon r6duit ne puisse donner lieu A l'61aboration de atatistiques significatives, ce chiffre rejoint ceux publi~s par MONTAGNARD et COLL (60 %) et SLIOSBEROG (75 %6)portent sur de grendes s~ries ; le paurcentage 61ev6 trauv4 par ce
dernier vient probablement du fait que son enqu~te concernait des pilotes op6rationnela en Afrique du Nord saumis A un v~ritable aurmenage.
d'apparition:
Tous lea auteura saccordent 4 mettre en 6vidence un d~lai d'epparition aux
ph~nom~nes douloureux :de 300 heures pour SLIOSBERG et VON GIERKE, 500 A 1000
heures pour M0ITAGNARD du mgme ordre pour COLLEAU.

*Circonatances

I)Lahoratoire de MWdecine A~rospatiale du Centre d'Essais en Vol. B.P. No.2. 91220 Br~tigny Air. France.
(2) Service de Radiologie de I'H-6pital dlInstruction des Armies BEGIN. 94160 St. MandU. France.
(3) Chaire d'Electroradiologice t de Biophysique A~rospatiales de I'Ecole d'Application du Service de Santi pour I'Armade
de l'Air. 5 bis Avenue de la Porte de Sevres. 75996 Paris ArnEes, France.
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Ce d6lai psrait actuellement 6tre plus long (1000 A 1500 heures dana notre 6tude) et
surtout soumis A des variations individuelles tr~a importantea ; ii eat diminu6 par ls
pr6sence de l6aions rachidiennes pr6xistantes ou dianomalies cong6nitales
clest
sinai qu'un pilote porteur d'une anomalie transitionnelle de ie charni~re lombosacr~e
a accusd des douleurs lombaires d~s la 20 bme heure de vol.
Quant au rythme de vol, ce facteur reconnu d'entretien de is symptomatologie, nous
avons retrouv6 des valeurs voisines de celles publi~es dans is litt6rature. Les seulls
propices h l'apparition de ph6nomines doulourewc sont en moyenne de
-

-

30 & 4Q heures de vol par nois
3 A

4 heures par jour

1H130 de vol & la suite.

*Symptomatologie

chronique est la plus fr6quente (7 cas sur 12). Son tableau eat
lie douleur
lomba
a)L celi
'ue
peu intense a type de fatigue, de pesanteur, de gine,
sidgeant clans Ia region lombaire, parfois plus bas situ~e (lombosacralgie)
elle est tranaversale m6diane, pr6dominant souvent d'un cot6, pouvant irradier vera la r6gion fessi~re, lea crates iliaques et plus rarement lea amnes
en avant. Cet endoloriasement eat rythm6 par lea vols, aggrav6 par lea efforts
de soul~vement et lea longs trajeta en voiture, calm6 par le repos en d6cubitus et lea s~ances de kin~sith~rapie.
L'examen met parfois en 6vidence une discr~te attitude antalgique acoliotique
avec raideur et une l6g~re contracture parevertdbrale ; minis le plus souvent
la statique eat correcte et l'exaxnen me r~v~le que des signes dynamiques:
16g~re diminution de l'indice de Schobert, retard du redressement du segment
lonbaire.
b) Lea .ombalgies aigues ont 6t6 retrouvdea chez 6 sujeta,
sur umfnde
lombaigie chronique, de fagon isolde.

5 6tant aurvenues

Leur mode de survenue est variable :on rel~ve souvent un ddbut progresaif
sans effort initial prdcis mais apr~s un surmenage inhabituel ou une apparition en deux temps la douleur ne se manifestant que quelquea heures apr~s
le vol ; parfois le ddbut eat brusque mais l'effort ou le faux-mouvement
ddclenchants sont alora inddpendants de la pratique adronautique (jardinage,
sport, etc ... ).
Ces lombalgies aigues revbtent le tableau du classique :tour de rein constitu6 par une douleur trbs vive, intense, rdveillde au moindre mouvement,
limitant tout ddplacement ; cette douleur sibge dana la rdgion lombosacrde,
souvent plus vive d'un c~t6 mais irradi6e habituellement & toute la rdgion
lombaire et feasi~re et souvent m~me dans lea cuisses.
L'examen, rendu difficile par l'intensit6 de lralgie, rdv~le des points douloureux latdrovertdbraux A hauteur des derniers disques, la contracture paravertdbrale et surtout l'inflexion antalgique cyphoscoliotique qui se maintient identique dana lea divers mouvements rachidiens. Il met en outre en
6vidence un sigme de Las~gue lombaire bilatdral.
Sous l'effet du repos en ddcubitus de prdfdrence sur un plan dur, du traitement antalgique anti-inflammatoire et ddcontracturant 11vlto eat en
r~gle favorable en quelques jours miis is lombalgie aigue se reproduit souvent
A intervalles variables sur un fond de douleurs chroniques (5 cas sur 6).
c) Enf in is

sciaigue, complications majeureade la diacopathie ddgdmdrative, a
6t6 retro-uv7dans 2 cas, frappant lea pilotes ayant plus de 4000 heures de
vol et souffrant depuis plusieurs anndes de lombalgies. Sur 128 sujets
effectuant un travail intensif, SLIOS3ERG en ddnombre 11.

L'examen clinique met en 6vidence l'imflexiom antalgique directe ou croisds,
lea classiques points de VALLEIX et surtout le signe de LASEGUE. La sciatique
ffceindiffdremment la racine L5 ou S1, souvent accompagnde alors d'une
'*oton du rdflexe achilden. On note en gdndral l'absence de aignes ndvrologiques ddficitaires importanta ; un de nos deux cas stest cependant manifest6 sous forme paralysante de type L5, due A une trbs volumineuse hernie
discale ayant mdcessit6 une intervention.
2) Les dorsalgies
Il slagit clasaiquement plus d'ume gene ou d'un endolorissementcque d'une vdritab13 douleur, sidgeant dana la r6giom moyenne du dos (D6-D7) et c dant h des mouvementa d'extension du tromc, elles aont souvent assocides A des douleurs lombaires. SLIOSBERG et COLLEAU em retrouvent environ 40 %~.Pour notre part, nous n'avona
ddnombr6 aucune vdritable dorsalgie ;cette diffdremce s'explique en partie par
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l1am6lioration de la position de pilotage et du confort dorsal des sibges, mfais aurtout par le fait que l'6tude de COLL.EAU concernait des pilotes de l'A6ronavale portant fix6 sur le dos un dinghy p1±6 et sa bouteille de gonflage d'un poias total de
8 Kg ; ce harnachement constitue un dossier inconfortable et inadaptd aux sibges de
sdrie, ces contraintes 6tant encore accentu6es par le port de la Mae-West.
3) Les cervicalgies
Dans son enqu~te, SLIOSBERG note que 30 56des sujets pr6sentent des douleurs
cervicales basses, m6dianes, pouvant parfois irradier vera l'6paule ou le nembre
supgrieur rev~tant alors la forme d'une n6vralgie cervico-brachiale. Elles sont
exceptionnellement 4sol6es, le plus souvent associ6es A des lombalgies ; COLLEAU
en retrouve 2 cas (sur 29), interpr6tant cette diminution par une am6lioration de
la visibilit6 aux conrnandes des appareils modernes.
Pour notre part nous avons mis en 6vidence 1 cas de cervicalgies aigues r6p~t6es
chez un pilote ayant 7000 heures de vol se pr6sentant sous l'aspect classique du
torticolis avec contracture musculaire intense et scoliose antalgique :ces 6pisodes aigus surviennent sur fond douloureux chronique.
D'autres pilotes ont signal6 aimplement une g~ne de la nuque ou du cou r~veill6e
aux mouvementa extremes de la ttte dont le rythme 4volutif eat variable ; elle
eat aggrav6e par le port du casque.
II Etude radiologigue:
Nous avons fait pratiquer un examen radiologique complet en position debout comnportant 8 clich~s :colonne cervicale, dorsale et lombaire face et prof ii, diaque
L5 Si face et profil.
Lea r6sultats de cette 6tude sont lea suivanta
1) Au niveau de la colonne lombaire:
-

aur le plan de la statique vert4brale :2 cas d'attitude sciliotique

-

2 cas d'anomaliea transitionnelles avec d6sencastrement partiel de la vertbbre
charnibre

-

chez 5 pilotes des signes arthrosiquea ont 6t6 not6s consistant easentiellement
en une oat6ophytoae rarginale ant6rieure atteignant lea corps vert6braux: de L2
& L5 avec une certaine pr~dominance pour lea 3 derni~res vert~bres.

Cette ost6ophytose s'accompagne 2 fois d'un pincement de l'interligne L4L5q dont
l'un correspond probablement
un aspect post-op6ratoire (cure de hernie hiatale).
Lea corrdlations radiodliniques sont relativement satiafaisantes dana ce groupe
(4 sujets sur 5 souffrent de lombalgies), ainsi que pour lea pilotes porteurs
d'une anomalie tranaitionnelle ; dana ce dernier cas eat adxniae depuis longtemps
la pr6disposition, 4lective, h l'6gard d'atteintea d6g6rativea, traumatiques
ou microtraumatiques (DE SEZE).
Par contre dans 2 cas de lombalgies av~r6es, dont une forme s6v~re compliqu6e de
sciatique, on ne retrouve pas de correspondance radiologique. Ce fait n'est pas
aurprenant puisque dana toutes lea grandes statistiques publi6es il apparait qu'au
minimum 25 % des lombalgies et des aciatiques n'ont aucune traduction radiologique
sur lea clich6s standards (G. VIGNON).
Enf in, depuis lea travaux de DELAHAYE, METGES, MANGIN et GUEFFIER montrant l'existence d'une attitude scoliotique chez 20 % de la population dite "normale" i1
apparait que ce trouble isol6 de la statique dana le plan frontal ne peut itre
reconnu comme le t~moin d'une manifestation pathologique en dehors des cas oul i1
s'agit d'une inflexion d'origine antalgique evec contracture paravert6brale.
2) Au niveau du rachia dorsal:
De discrets signes arthrosiquea ont Wt relev~s dana 6 cas, consistant essentiellement en une oat6ophytose marginale ant6rieure atteignant lea corps vert~braux
de D8 & D11 avec une pr6dominance pour D9 D10, le plus souvent aasoci6e 4 une
atteinte lombaire.
Des troubles de la statique frontale pour lesquels lea r~serves pr~c6dentes
reatent valables ont 6t6 retrouv6s 3 fois sans corrdlation avec la clinique.
3) Au niveau du rachis cervical
Chez tous lea aujets examin6s ont 6t6 mises en dvidence des d6formationa de type
arthrosique des apophyses unciformes de C5 C6 et & un moindre degr4 C7. associ~es
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dane 5 caa A dea troubles de la statique sagittale A type de rectitude sur le clich6
de prof ii. On relbve 6galement une oat6ophytoae marginale antdrieure C5C6 (dans 2
ca) et un pincement de l'interligne C6 C7 (1 cas) ; chez le seul pilote accusant
des antdc~dents de cervicalgies importantes, on note des aignes de type discarthrosique avec pincement des interli gnes C5 C6 et C6 C7, ostdophytose marginale ant6rieure C5 C6 C7 et post~rieure C6 C7.
Ii eat actuellement admia que ls cervicarthrose reprdsente une entit6 anatomoradjolagique dont I'apparition peut Otre prdcoce et dont l'extr~me frdquence au-deli de
40 ana (50 96)(de la population) contraste avec son incidence clinique souvent absente ou tout au mains intermittente. Cependant is prdsence de signes radiologiques
identiques chez tous les pilotes examinda, dont is plupart ntont pas atteint la
quarantaine, nous parait Otre significative.
III Approche physia-pathologicue
Toutes lea 6tudes r~alisdes jusqu'ici slaccordent & admettre que ls pathologie
rachidienne des pilotes dth6licopt~res est le r~sultat de l'sction synergique de
deux facteurs:
-

tin facteur postural

-

un facteur mdcanique microtraumatique dQ aux vibrations de l'h~licoptbre.

islmauvaise position de pilotage,

1) Le facteur postural:
Bien ddcrit par SLIOSBERG ii r~sulte du fait que le pilotage d'un h6licopt~re
requiert tne utilsation constante et coordonnee des 4membres ; le membre supdrietir droit manoeuvre le manche de ps cyclique responsable du mauvement de translation, le membre supdrieur gauche agit stir le levier de pas collectif r~glant is
austentation de l'appareil, lea pieds en! in actionnent le palonnier qui, par
l'intermddiaire du rotor de queue (rotor anti-couple), permet de faire pivoter
is machine et de choisir tin cap de vol.
La disposition de la commande de pas collectif oblige le pilate h se pencher
gauche tandis que lea impdratifs du vol a vue ndcessitent tine flexion du tronc
en avant, is tete en hyperextension. On congoit bien que une telle position aille
& l'encontre de tous lea crit~res de con! art 6tablis jusqulici ; SWEARINGEN et
WISNER ant ddfini is veleur des angles devant exister entre les pi~ces squelettiques adjacentes pour permettre, chez un individu assist un ban reichement des
groupes musculaires antagonistes, traduction physiolagique de Is notion subjective
de confart.
Ces valeurs di! fbrent notablement de celles mesur6es sur lea pilotes, surtout
dana lea appareils d'un modble ancien (SIKORSKY H 34 par exempie).
Cette attitude dissym6trique et permanente vs sinai engendrer une contraction
tonique des muscles paravertdbraux et sus tentateurs du rachis.
Or comme le nontrent lea modbles snalogiques ddcrita par DIECKMANN et COERM.ANN, le
carps humain est assimilable A tin ensemble de masses suspendues reli6es entre elles
parcde:s yst~mes de ressorts et d'amortisseurs (diaques intervertdbraux, ligaments,
muscles ; lea muscles jotient un r8le d'amortisseurs limitant lea mouvements du
aquelette et protdgeant sinai lea diaques intervertdbraux. Cantracturds, leur efficacit6 vs rspidement diminuer avec is fatigue et cet amartisseur sera forcd,
livrant sinai vertbbres et disques A l'action directement nocive dea vibrations.
En autre KEEGAN a d~montrd qu'au nivesu du rachia lombaire, is position assise
efface is lordase, lea carps vertdbraux tendent A se rapprocher en avant et llespace
intervertdbral A bailler en arki~re ; Is preasion nucidaire augmente (10 A
15 Kg / Cm2 soit 30 %6de plus qu'en position debaut) et le nucidus puipasus eat
refaul6 en arrit-re vera is partie p~riph6rique de ltannulua et surtout le capsuloligamentaire innervg.
Cleat donc stir tine colonne pr~alabiement fragiliade, aensibiliade, que vont agir
lea microtrsumstismes vibrataires.
Rdsultat du rendement imparfait de tout systbme m~canique en mouvement, lea
vibrations reprdsentent, aui m~me titre qtie is chaleur, tine forme ddgradde d'6nergie que ilop6rateur humain r6cupbre directement A son paste de travail sous farme
de nuisances. Leur carsetbre universel et leur importance ergonomique expliquent
quo de nombreux chercheurs aient essay d'en ddtermind lea effets physialagiques
et physiopathalogiques (COERMANN ; DIECKMANN ; WISNER, BERTHOZ).
Le domains adronautique eat lain d'Otre 6pargn6 par lea aggressions vibratoires
et en particuir l'hdlicoptbre quit parmi tots lea m4~yens de transpart utilis~s
eat de ceux qui engendrent lea vibrations deplus haut niveau.
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D'impartants travaux ant dt6 consacr~s A la meaure de ces ph4nom~nes et A l'6tude
de leur action sur le personnel navigant parmi lesquels il faut citer ceux de
GOLDMAN, VON GIERKE, GUIGNARD, et en France ceux de SERIS, AUFFRET, DEMA1NGE, VETTES.
A) Origine et mesure des vibrations
Lea vibrations enregistr~es A bard des hdlicoptlres sant d'origine m6canique et
a~radynamique ; elles sont ddcrites dans le systeme de coordonn~es rectangulaires
et r~f6rence (X, Y, Z) reli6 au squelette humain.
-

lea vibrations dlorigine m~canique:I
De basse fr6quence, elles sont pravoqu6es par le rotor principal taurnant
la frdquence.~'-et par los N pales de ce rotor ; sea causes sont multiples,
nous retiendrans parmi les principales:
* le fonctionnement des dispositifs articules (pas cyclique, battement)

li6a & la technologie m~me de Ilappareil uls engondrent des vibrations
de fr~quence N-Qprincipalementsur l'axe Z (si~ge-t~te).
* la diff6rence de train4e des pales avangantes et reculantes
* le mauvais r~glage en incidence d'une pale par rapport aux autres entral-

nant une vibration de fr6quencefl-selan llaxe Z
* 4ventuellement un d6faut dldquilibrage statique des pales (balourd) cr~ant

une oscillation do fr~quence-CL perpendiculaire A la prdc~dente.
De mayenne et haute fr~quence, elies ant pour origino
* le fonctionnement des moteurs ou turbines

* le rotor de frdquenceW et sea N pales (fr~quence NA)
* lea organes mobiles de transmission
-

Lea vibrations dlorigine adronauticiue
De tr~s basse frdquence, elies sont dues aux r6ponses do Ia cellule aux excitations adrodynamiques et aux actions du pilotes k travors lea aervocommandes
(SERIS ; AUFFRET) ; elles sont iuportantes dana lea 6volutiona & grande ou
faible vitesse, lora du survol de zones accidentges & basse altitude ou en vol
stationnaire prbs du aol.
La mesuro des vibrations par analyse spectrale ou. analyse de fr6quorlce qui
donne 1a r6partition des dnergies mises en jeu en fonction de la fr6quence
a 6t6 r alisde au CEV pour diff6rents types d'h~licoptbres ; elie a permis
de retrouver pour chaque appareil deux pica de basse frdquence caract~ristiques carrespondant & (3,7 & 8,5 Hz) et N (15 A 20 Hz).
Si le premier pic, dO A tan r~giage ddfoctueux peut Otre consid~rablement r6duit,
le second, inhdrent au fonctionnemont m~me de l'h6licoptbre, eat in6vitable.

La r6ponse du corps humainA ces vibrations a pu Stro 6valude en vol au moyen
d'acc~ldrombtres plac6a sur le sibge et lea principalos masses corporeilos
on peut 6galement l'6tudier aualaboratoire grice A des tables vibrantes. Le

laboratoire #e M~decine Al6rospatiale posabde un g6ndrateur de vibrations
6iectro-hydraulique qui peut 8tre actionnd soit par un programe rdgulier
(sinusolde), soit par une bande magn~tique reproduisant lea vibrations enregistr~es A bard des appareils.
B) Rdsultats
Lea off eta physiologiquos des vibrations sont dus aux d6formations et aux ddplacements relatif a importanta que subissent lea organes ou lea tissus A certaines
fr~quences.

Lea travaux do DIECKMANN puis do COERMAIN ant permis par le biais de mod~le
analogiques simples dl4tudier et d'expiiquer l'action des vibrations dlaxe Z sur
l'orgsnisme et en particulier sur le rachis.
Ces modbles pormettent de rendre compte de llexistenco porcau
egment du
carps d'une frdquence de r~sonnance, clest-&-dire une fr quonce & laquelle is transmission du mouvemont appliqu6 au support eat maximalo ; au del& de cette fr6quence
la transmissibilit6 diminue : ii a effot filtro.
Les actions physiopathologiques des Vribrations ddpendent done de la fr~quence do
r6sonnance des diff6rentes masses corporelles et do la frdquence impos6e aua supiport.

LOWMU
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Lea principales friquences de r~sonnance 6tudi4es par GOLDI4ANN et VON GIERKE aont
de
A
Hz pour le thorax dana son ensemble, de 12 & 14 Hz pour ia partie supdridure
du thorax avec flexion en avant du rachis, de 20 & 30 Hz pour la t~te.
D'une fagon globale, entre 2 et 10 Hz itamplitude de is r~ponse eat sup6rieure i
celle de l'excitation, au-delh elle diminue ; cependant entre 20 et 30 Hz du fait
de a rdsonnance Is tete posa~de une amplitude de vibration trois fois plus grande
que le aegment adjacent.
Ii eat facile de constater que toutes ces valeurs aont du m~me ordre que celles
des vibrations enregistr6es A bord dea hdlicopt~rea ; lea masses corporelles sinai
excit~es vont aubir des mouvements d'une relative ind~pendance sollicitant activewent les disquss intervert6braux et lea masses muaculsirea paravert6brales qui constituent le syst~me ressort-suortiaseur.
Ii faut souligner ici le r8le jou6 par le aibge assurant is transmission au pilote des mouvements de l'appareil ; en r~gle g~n6rale, lea sibgcs actues amplif lent
lea vibrations jusqu'& une fr6quence de 10-15 Hz puia tendent A lea amortir pour des
fr6quences supdrieures. Cette amplification aux bases fr6quences, parfois consid6rable (rapport de 2,5 ou Plus) vs contribuer A augmenter lea contraintes rachidiennes.
A cet 6gard, ii faut insister avec WISNER et BERTHOZ aur l'importance des d~phasages que peuvent prdsenter entre elles des diff6rentes masses auspendues et qui
seraient particuli &rement nocif a pour le rachis. en particulier lea changements
de phase thorax-bassin. Outre ces mouvementa axisux, lea vibrations d'axe Z produisent sur is colonne vert~brale des oscillations dtavant en arribre :entre 12 et
14 Hz par exemple, is colonne dorsale fldchit en avant ; ce ph6nombne eat particuli~rement net au. niveau,de is tate qui rdpond sux sollicitations verticales par des
oscillations horizontales.
On concoit bien que ce mouvement d'avant en arribre, aggravd par is position en
hyperextension et par le port du casque qui ajoute une certaine inertia au syst&me
puisse engendrer des l6sions au niveau de is zone charnibre repr~aent~e par is
colonne cervicale basse.
La physiopatblogie des vibrations d'axe X et Y sur le rachia eat plus mal connue
mais elle eat certainement loin d'Otre n~gligeable agiasant par le biais de forces
de cisaillement, souvent 1A encore ampiifi~es par ls coussin du sibge.
Au total, toutes ces donn~es physiopathologiques permettent de mieux comprendre
ls m6canisme d'action des vibrations aur le rachis senaibilia4 par une mauvaise
posture : une fois l'amortiaacur musculaire forc6, le surmenage du syst~se discoligamentaire va se traduire sur le plan anatomique par l'apparition d'une discopathie d~g~n6rative, A l'origine du tableau clinique et radiologique rencontr6.
IV

Noyena de pr~vention:
Conmme dana toute Is pathologic A caract~re professionel, deux: objectifa simultan~s
sont A poursuivre ; adapter l'homme A son travail et la machine A son op~rateur
humain
En ce qui concerne lea h~licopt~res, des progrbs conaid6rables psuvent etre conatatds au plan du niveau.vibratoire dams lea appareila de nouvelle g~ndration : cc fasit
a 6t6 mesurd sur GAZELLE, ii a pu Otre appr~ci6 subjectivement par lea pilotes sur
le DAUPHIN et 11ECTJREUIL derniers-n6a de la production a~ronautique frangaise. Il
eat dO au perfectionnement technologique qui permet de remplacer des syatbmea m~talliqucsasrticul~s par des pi~ces monobloc en mat~riau plastique, A l'inatallation
d'amortisssurs (cylind-blocka) diminuant lea vibrations engendrdea par lea rotors
et lea transmissions en mouvement.
Par contre hormis le Super-Frelon pour lequel is position de pilotage sat relativewent satiafaisante des progr~a restent encore & r~aliser dana cc domains sinai que
dana celui des si~ges qui trop souvent encore amplif lent lea vibrations de basse
fr~quence nocives pour is rachis.
Ii faut cependant noter ici l'arn~iioration apport~e en matibre de confort postural
par Ilutiliaation des stabilisateurs automatiques (Gazelle ; Alcuette III) et du
pilots automatique (Puma ; Super-Frelon).
En ce qui concerns l'adaptation de l'homme & son poste de travail, elle doit cowmencer par une s~lection soigneuss des futurs pilotes dth~licopt~rss comportant un
examen radiologique complet du rachis en position debout ; cet examen permet d'41iminer d'emblde de is profession lea sujets pr~sentant des troubles atatiques importants, des anomalies tranaitionnelles avec d6sencastremsnt total de is vsrtbbrepivot ou trbs aaayin~triques, certaines autres anomalies congdnitales ou s~quellea
d'affectiona acquises (arthrits, ost6oarthrites). Ii faudra ensuite veiller, au
cours de is pratique a6ronautique, au respect des suila de dur6e et de rythme de
vol propices & l'appsrition de douleurs vertdbrales.
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Enf in l'observation de r~gles hygidno-didtdtiques simples :alimentation samne et
6quilibrde, pratique r6gulibre d'un entralnement, physique (gyinnastique, natation
en particulier) permettra d'6viter l1apparition d'une surcharge pond~rale et d'un
rellchement de la musculature paravert~brale sensibilisant le rachis aux microtraumatismes professionnels.
Il faut souligner ici 1e r8le important que joue, par ses conseils et s surveillance le m6decin du personnel navigant dans le domaine de cette pr6vention individuelle.
Toutes ces mesures prophylactiques doivent permettre d'6viter l1apparition de ph6nombnes douloureux invdt6r6a avec le retentissement socia-professionnel et psychologique qulils comportent, ce dernier pouvant aller au maximum 3usqu'& ia ndvroae
ddcrite par BERGOUIGNAN en 1961 (ndvroae lombalgique).
CONCLUSION
En d6pit des progrbs accomplia dans le domaine des techniques a6ronautiques lea rachialgies engendr~es par le pilotage des h6licopt~res constituent toujours une pathologie
d'actualit6
Sur le plan fonctionnel, Ia lombalgie reste le principal sujet de dol6ances affectant
le type chronigue, entrecoup~e de pouas6es aigues, parfois compliqu6e de sciatique,
son d~lai d'apparition para! t actuellement retard6, sans doute en raison du ralentissement des rythmes de vol. Radiologiquement elle se traduit souvent par l'existence
de signes arthrosiquea, paxioia par Ia d~couverte d'une anomalie cong~nitale pr~disposante, enf in dana un certain nombre de cas (30 % pour DELAHAYE) l'examen radiologique
standard e at normal.
La pathologie rachidienne dorsale se r~sume en la pr6sence dana un pourcentage non
n~gligeable de cas (50 % environ) de discrets aignes d'arthrose frappant 6lectivement
D8 D9 D10 dont l'incidence clinique eat pratiquement nulle dana la population 6tudi6e.
Il a 6t6 mis en 6vidence enfin, chez tous lea pilotes examin6s l'existence d~image
de type arthrosique des apophyses unciformes de C5 C6 C7. associ~es souvent ALune
rectitude cervicale dana le plan sagittal.
Ces anomalies radiologiques dorsales et aurtout cervicales aurvenant avec une grande
fr6quence chez des aujets relativement jeunes indritent d'Stre prises en considdration
dana lea atatiatiques pr6c~demment publi~es lea dorsalgies et les cervicalgies rencontrdes chez lea pilotes opdrant dana des conditions diffdrentes 6taient plut8t
rattach~es A une contracture muaculaire paravert6brale. Il semble en fait qu'&l l'ombre
des lombalgies qui restent au premier plan du tableau clinique puissent se ddvelopper
pr~cocement de manibre insidieuse des 16sions plus haut situ6es surtout cervicales
n'apparaissant cliniquement que dana des conditions particulibres (vol intensif par
exemple).
Seule une 6tude A long tense clinique et radiologique comportant des examena rdp~t~s
dana lea m~mes conditions pourrait indiquer de fagon prdcise le devenir de ces l~sions
et leur 6volution par rapport A la population gdndrale.
Le d6veloppement de la recherche dana le domaine des effets physiologiques et physiopathologiques des vibrations permettra sans doute 6galement de mieux appr~hender ces
problhmes.
Pour l'inatant on ne peut fournir que des hypoth~ses.
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VERTEBRAL COLUMN INJURIES ASSOCIATED
WITH HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
by
Dr Ing. Leon E.Kazarian
6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Air Force Systems Command
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Ohio 45433, USA

ABSTRACT

The human spinal column is a flexible rod whose geometry varies with every movement of the body. The column
possesses in combination, a number of means to attenuate, transmit, and absorb mechanical loads. These actions are
achieved by a variety of mechanisms and, as a consequence, have impact on the severity and mode of hard and soft
tissue spinal injuries. In this paper, the USAF spinal injury experience for rotary wing aircraft is reviewed over the past
ten years. The data collected are based upon an indepth review of accident investigation reports along with a review of
radiographic records. For convenience, spinal injury types are categorized according to radiological appearance and
mechanism. Hard tissue spinal injuries range in severity from anterior wedge compression fractures to compressed
impacted centrum fractures. Traumatic disk injuries have been classified according to
- disk space narrowing
- vertebral end plate rupture and intraspongious disk herniation
- disk prolapse.
In this paper the various mechanisms of force attenuation, transmission, and absorption in the vertebral body and
intervertebral disk are delineated from experimental data and related to observed modes and severities of spinal injury.
The spinal injuries experienced by USAF aircrews and passengers are partially attributed to the structural inadequacy
and geometry of the support system, and the ineffectiveness of the restraint system to minimize torso rotation following
crash deceleration.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE BENEFITS OF AIRCRAFT CRASHWORTHINESS
by
Major Andrew E. Gilewicz
Aerospace Engineer
U.S. Army Agency for Aviation Safety
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

Summary
An assessment is made of the economic benefits of providing crashworthiness improvements within future
Army helicopters, as outlined in MIL-STD-1290 "Light Fixed-and Rotary-Wing Aircraft Crashworthiness."
The
discussion is based on two separate studies of Army helicopter aircraft accident reports. The first study
projects from a cost-effectiveness standpoint the crashworthiness features which would be most worthwhile
in preventing or reducing injury and hardware damage. The second study addresses itself specifically to
the current utility helicopter, U-1, and to the prediction of future accident losses for a number of candidate utility helicopter replacements. Projections were derived based on each helicopter's crashworthiness design features and the effectiveness in injury and hardware damage prevention. The net results of
these studies demonstrates the cost effectiveness of MIL-STD-1290. Additionally, the technical adequacy
of the design requirements is verified based on typical Army helicopter crash impacts.

Introduction
Historically, aircraft crashworthiness has been a product difficult to sell to the aviation community.
Dollar costs and weight penalties have been considered unacceptable. Operational expediency and a philosophy of "build them to fly, not to crash" have resulted in the development of aircraft which perform their
mission but fail to provide adequate crash protection for their occupants in the event of an accident.
From such accidents, design deficiencies have been identified, but the cost of retrofitting a large existing
fleet of aircraft with major improved crashworthiness features has generally been considered prohibitive.
The rapid expansion of rotary wing aviation in military operations during the 1960's produced a requirement for a new generation of helicopters for the U.S. Army. This requirement provided the opportunity for
those concerned with crashworthiness to interject their design concepts into the early developmental stages
of the new aircraft systems. This was accomplished by including the requirements of Military Standard 1290
(Reference (I]) into the aircraft design specifications. This MIL-STD, adopted by the Department of Defense
in 1974, represents one of the most significant recent milestones in aviation safety. This document specifies crashworthiness features required in the construction of future U.S. military light fixed and rotary
wing aircraft. These specifications are based primarily on the recommended aircraft design criteria contained in USAAMRDL Technical Report 71-22, Crash Survival Design Guide (Reference [2]).
The recognition of the desirability of including crashworthiness design concepts into new aircraft
systems does not automatically remove the cost considerations. New aircraft are becoming more costly with
improved technology. The need for economic justification of crashworthiness has become an important part
of the overall justification for new aircraft systems. The primary objective of this paper is to discuss
a proposed methodology for performing the economic justification of crashworthiness.

Definitions
Aircraft Accident - Damage which occurs to one or more aircraft while flight was intended.
a direct result of hostile fire is not an accident but a combat loss.

Damage as

Major Accident - An aircraft accident is classified major when the aircraft is destroyed, or damage
sustained is in excess of prescribed limits as to required repair manhours or the aircraft is lost or
abandoned.
Survivable I ccident - An accident in which the following statements are satisfied for at least one
occupant aboard the aircraft:
a. The forces transmitted to the occupant through his seat and restraint system do not exceed the
limits of human tolerance to abrupt accelerations.
b.

The fuselage structural container maintains a livable volume around the occupant.

Nonsurvivable Accident - An accident in which neither of the above statements is satisfied for all
occupants aboard the aircraft.
Major Injury.

Any injury requiring five days of hospitalization or any of the following symptoms with-

out regard to hospitalization:
a.

Unconsciousness due to head trauma.

b.

Fracture (open or closed) of any bone, other than closed fractures of the phalanges or nasal bones.

c.

Traumatic dislocation of any joint, excluding phalanges, or internal derangement cf the knee.
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d. Injury to any internal organ.
e. Moderate-to-severe lacerations which cause extensive hemorrhage or require extensive surgical repair.
f. Third-degree burns.
g. First- and second-degree burns involving more than five percent of the body surface.

Discussion
With the development of the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) the replacement for the
Army's primary helicopter, it became necessary to assess the costs and benefits of the crashworthiness
features of the system. Two recent studies by the U.S. Army address the economics of the crashworthiness
specifications of that standard. These studies represent an approach to the continuing system safety program of assessing the benefits of safety design features. They compare the costs of past Army aircraft
accidents with the predicted costs of similar accidents in generic type aircraft, equipped with the crashworthiness design features of MIL-STD-1290. Table 1 compares the typical design characteristics of the
aircraft studied with the crashworthiness features of MIL-STD-1290 and their potential benefits.
TABLE l.-Crashworthines$ Requirements of MIL.STD.1290 Compared to Current Amy Aircraft

ITEM

TYPICAL CURRENT DESIGN

POTENTIAL INJURY OR
HARDWARE DAMAGE
REDUCTION/ELIMINATION

MIL-STD-1290

and pilch.

U Vertical crash force injury
Sink speed capaeity = 20
ft/see with 10-degree roll and 8 Reduces rollovers which
reduces hardware damage
pitch.
ad flail injury.

Personnel
Restraint
Harness

Shoulder straps not used on
seats other than pilot seats,
except OH-6 and OH-58.

8 S;houlder straps required
I Convenient ingres.-egress
U Low.stretch webbing

Seating

Ultimate loads (total restraint 8 Pilot-30 g, 20 g, IS
U Other-24 g., 20 gy, 15 gl
system):
Is Pilot-I2-3 &, 6-10 ginjury
gy,
"Limits" g loads to
i1 g
sursivable levels
a Other-10 g, Sg,. IIg.

Landing Gear

Fuselage
Integrity
Main
Transmission
Integrity

Sink speedcapacity (zero
fuselage deformation) = 1 2-15
ti/see with zero-degree roll

U Rollover integrity is fair.
8 Large side openings reduce
strength and integrity of
some aircraft,
Tiedown strength, applied
separately:
. OH-6-17 g.' 17 gy,20 gz
320g.
Is OH-58-I5 g., 10

* Head and upper torso *'flail"
injuries
U Spinal column compression
fractures and other internal
r Torso ejection from fuselage

U Injuries caused by inward
U Rollover strength is better.
fuselage buckling.
0 Cockpit structure sustains
4 times aircraft weight at
any loading angle.
a Tiedown strength, applied in I Injuries caused by
selected combinations:
tranamission/rotor penetration of cabin.
20 g.r IS gy, 2D gx
Structural damage due to
displaced transmission.

9 Remainder-8 g., 8 gy, 8 g.
Tail Rotor

Tail rotor vulnerable to impact I Tail rotor protected from
impact by location and
by trees and other obstacles,
shielding.
U Blades are impact tolerant,

Main Rotor
Blade

Rotor hub-to-mast integrity
for flight loads only, except
O-6 static mat which

Better hub.-to-mast integrity.
(Rotor must not displace
excessively when outer 10%

I

provides good crash integrity,

span torn off.)

1 Eliminates many accidents
caused by tail rotor strikes.
I Eliminates loss of anti-torque
control after blade strike.
I Injuries caused by blade
penetration.
1 Structural damage due to
displaced rotor.

Study of Army Helicopter Fleet Crashworthiness
In the first study (Reference [31), 299 U.S. Army helicopter accidents in which major hardware damage
was sustained and at least one occupant suffered major injuries were reviewed for the 1970-71 period
(Table 2). Personnel injuries and hardware damage considered probably preventable by crashworthiness design features of MIL-STD-1290 were isolated. Identifiable hardware deficiencies caused 356 potentially
preventable injuries (Figure 1) and 160 potentially preventable fatalities (Figure 2). Had the aircraft
been equipped with the craslhworthy features outlined in Table 1, the potential dollar savings during the
2-year span of the study would have been $20,000,000. The potential hardware savings over the same period
would have been $18,500,000 or about 32 percent of the total hardware losses.
Table 2
Aircraft
AH-1
CH-47
OH-6
OH-58
UH-1
Total,
CY 70-71
Total in
this study

-

Summary of CY 70-71 Injuries in Army Aircraft Accidents, Five Aircraft Types
Total Major Crashes

Total Aboard

Total Casualties

Occupants in Severe,
Survivable Crashes
48
151
110
31
714

154
43
217
77
522

303
457
516
190
3,106

137
356
182
64
1,085

1,013

4,572

1,824

1,054

299

1,054

818

1,054
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FIGURE 1.-IdentIty ofHardware Deficiencies Causing 356 Potentially Preventable Injuries, CY 70-71
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FIGURE 2.-Identity of Hardware Deficiencies Causing 160 Potentially Preventable Fatalities, CY 70-71
A coSt effectiveness analysis compared the total benefits with the total costs over the life cycle of
a utility aircraft. The total life cycle crash safety benefits were estimated as the sum of the personnel
and hardware savings. These savings were compared to the projected costs of the increased crashworthiness
features in the generic UTTAS based on Army planning figures for acquisition costs and usage rates. Crash
safety benefits were projected using a range of anticipated accident rates. The cost of increased crashworthiness was estimated as a ratio of the weight of crashworthiness features to the aircraft empty weight.

This ratio was used to estimate the increase in the generic UTTAS life cycle costs, including both acquisition and operating costs, to provide MIL-STD-1290 crashworthiness features.
The cost of crashworthy improvements was compared to the personnel and hardware benefits to determine

the time required for the crashworthiness to "pay for itself."

The point at which this would occur was
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predicted to be 3 to 10 years, depending on the accident rate (Figure 3).
assumed to be applicable.

The 1970-71 accident rate was

From a cost-effectiveness standpoint, the individual crashworthy features which would be most worthwhile in preventing or reducing injury and hardware damage were determined to be:
REDUCTION OF OCCUPANT INJURY
1.

Improved occupant restraint, especially upper torso, to prevent flailing injuries.

2.

Fuselage rollover capability without collapse.

3. Improved landing gear to prevent snagging/gouging and resultant rollover, as well as greater
absorption of sink speed energy.
4.

Increased "load-limiting" capacity of seats and fuselage structure to prevent back injury.

5.

Crashworthy fuel system.

REDUCTION OF HARDWARE DAMAGE
1.

Protected tail rotor with tolerant blade will prevent many accidents.

2.

Improved landing gear to prevent rollover, as well as greater absorption of sink speed energy.

3. Impact-tolerant main rotor blade tips and transmission integrity to sustain unbalanced loads from
bent/broken missing tips.
4.

Crashworthy fuel system.

Study of Crashworthiness Improvements to the Generic UTTAS
The second study (Reference [4]) was done by the U.S. Army Agency for Aviation Safety (USAAAVS) with
support of a number of other Army agencies for the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) for
use in the Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) of the UTTAS. The study consisted of analyzing 138 major aircraft accidents which occurred in the time period 1972-75 (Table 3) and predicting
which accidents, injuries, and fatalities might have been prevented had the same missions been flown using
a number of UTTAS candidate utility type aircraft (Table 4).
The major advantage of the study was the realistic peacetime accident rate based on more recent data.
Additionally, specific aircraft types and missions were addressed. The steps in the crashworthiness and
acciaent analysis are depicted in Figure 4. The initial effort was to establish an accident rate for each
of the UTTAS candidate aircraft. Design features which would influence rate were taken into account.
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ASSUMPTIONS:
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1970-71 Amy accIdent rate, 28,700
hours per severe, survivable crash
(equivalent to 3.49 severe crashes per

--

100,000 flight hours)

.
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(2) UTTAS usage rate, 828 fligM hours
You per aircraft
(3) UTTAS ProJect Manager cost figures

2

/l

0 Break even points

CRASHWORTHINESS COSTS AND BENEFITS
FIGURE 3.-Crashworthy Feature Savings and Costs As A Function of Usage Time
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Table 3 - UH-lH Major Aircraft Accidents, CY 72-75
120

Number of Survivable Accidents
Number of Nonsurvivable Accidents

19

Number of Major Accidents

139

Number of Accidents Analyzed in this Study

138
2,837,653

Number of Aircraft Flight Hours:

4.86 per
100,000 flight hours

Accident Rate:

683

Number of Occupants Aboard

304 or 44.5%
of total

Number of Occupants Killed or Injured

Table 4 -

Candidate Utility Aircraft and Pertinent Fleet Parameters

Aircraft
Type

Projected Fleet
Size

Unit Acquisition Cost
(1975 Dollars)

UH-IH
UH-lH(PIP)
UH-IN
UH-IN(HOD)
Mode 214A(MOD)
UTTAS (Generic)

Flying Hours Per
Aircraft Per Year

1695
1695
1695
1695
1769
1107

$ 591K
$ 708K
$1,042K
$1,134K
$1,280K
$1,792K

324
324
324
324
324
324

COMPUTERIZED
DATA SANK

GENERATE UH-IN
ACCIDENT STATISTICS

"MANUAL" REVIEW OF
ACCIDENT REPORTS

CRASHWORTHINESS
ANALYSIS

CRASWORTNINESS
IMPROVEMENTS OF
CANDIDATE AIRCRAFT

IDENTIFY CAUSESOF
DAMAGES & INJURIES
IN UP

ACCIDENT RATE
ANALYSIS

1DESIGN

FEATURES OF
CANDIDATEAIRCRAFT

IDENTIFY CAUSE
FACTORS INUH.IH
ACCIDENT

A

T

DAMAGES & INJURIES
FOR CANDIDATE

ACCIDENT OCCURRING
TO CANDIDATE

AVERAGE LOSS
PIER
ACCIDENTAIRCRAFT
FOR
CANDIDATE

CANDIDATE AIRCRAFT

ACCIDENT RAETE

CANDIDATE AIRCRAFT

FIGURE 4.-Sequmw of Analsis
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Second, a mean economic loss due to hardware damage and personnel injury was established for each of
the UTTAS candidates, taking into account its particular crashworthiness features. Finally, the accident
costs for each candidate were derived by multiplying accident rates by the respective mean loss per accident. Accident costs were derived for an assumed 20-year life (Figure 5).

UU,

300.
0*

9
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(INSO
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UHa-

U-IN

U-N

WI-N

UH-1N
(MOD)

BLNE 24

TA

BELL 214A
(MOD)

UTTAS

0'

UH-1H

UH-1H
(PIP)

FIGURE 5.-Total Accident Costs for 20-Year Operati',nal '-ife
The study predicted that the accident rate (Figure 6) itself might be reduced by 40 percent by design
features such as the twin-engine design with single-engine capability. In addition to the savings expected from the reduced accident rates, the percent of total occupants killed or injured could be reduced
from 45 percent to 29 percent, a 16 percent improvement (Figure 7). The hardware savings, per aircraft
due to crashworthiness, are estimated to be a reduction from 65 percent to 38 percent of acquisition cost
(Figure 8).
This second study supports the following major conclusions:
a. Accidents constitute a significant portion of aircraft life cycle costs.
ments reduce these losses in spite of increased initial acquisition costs.

Crashworthiness improve-

b. Crashworthiness improvements and other safety features are most cost effectively included in an
aircraft as integral system requirements in the conceptual design stage. This technique provides the most
dramatic reductions in accident losses.

Conclusions
The net result of the two studies demonstrates the cost effectiveness of MIL-STD-1290. In addition,
the level of crashworthiness improvements in MIL-STD 1290 was judged sufficient relative to the crash impact conditions in the accidents studied. Therefore, these studies have verified the technical adequacy
of the design requirements based on typical Army helicopter crash impacts.
In a larger sense, both studies represent a reasonable approach to the continuing problem of adequate
assessment of the benefits of safety design features because the methodology used identifies these benefits
in the language of management-cost, performance, and time. This approach does not ignore the humanitarian
aspects of safety, but places major emphasis on a systematic, unemotional dedication of limited resources
to the most critical problems.
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SUMMARY
The next generation of US Army aircraft, currently under development, will possess
unprecedented crashworthiness. This achievement is a direct result of almost two decades of aircraft
crashworthiness R&D, adherence to crashworthiness military specifications, and the Army's commitment to
reducing loss of life and costs associated with helicopter crashes. These helicopters are equipped with
seats and restraint systems offering substantial improvements in comparison to existing helicopters with
respect to strength, body restraint, and crash force attenuation. These seat and restraint systems are
capable of retaining the seated occupant in the same relative position within the aircraft throughout the
95th percentile potentially survivable accident without the occupant being subjected to conditions in
excess of human tolerance.
Cockpit and cabin seat and restraint systems retention strengths have been demonstrated to withstand
drop and sled tests with velocity changes of 50 ft/sec and peak accelerations of 48G for drop tests and
30G for sled tests. This increased strength is achieved with lightweight designs and is made possible by
the application of load limiting principles. This crash force attenuation characteristic limits the
impact loading not only of the seat structure but also of the seat occupant. It is the design requirement
to reduce the probability of occupant injury due to decelerative loading which most deserves increased
?ttention. Optimally, one would like to be able to determine the statistical probability of occupant
injury for a given seat design and impact pulse. At present, this is not possible.

INTRODUCTION
For a helicopter to be efficiently designed to be crashworthy, the effort must be accomplished
beginning with the early design stages, as was the case during the US Army's Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System (UTTAS) and Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) development programs (1, 2, 3, and 4). The
fuselage must be designed to provide a protective shell around the occupants during crashes as severe as
the 95th percentile potentially survivable accident defined in Table I. This means that the fuselage must
have sufficient strength, stiffness, and crash energy absorption characteristics to prevent either
collapse of the structure or loss of retention of high mass items around the occupants. In addition to
this crash impact structural integrity requirement, the landing gear, airframe, and seating systems must
attenuate crash impact decelerations input to the occupant in the headward direction (see Figure 1) to
humanly tolerable levels to avoid spinal injury. Except for lateral loading of side-facing seats,
deceleration levels in the other directions during the 95th percentile potentially survivable accident are
within defined human tolerance levels assuming adequate occupant restraint. In addition to reducing
decelerative loading of the seat occupant, crash force attenuation features in a seat also reduce the
loads which the seat structure must withstand, thereby permitting a lower weight structure than would be
needed if one were to design for sufficient strength to withstand the nonattenuated crash loads.
Ideally, it would seem most efficient to simply specify human tolerance requirements and an array of
vehicle crash impact conditions and develop the helicopter as a crashworthy system with that mix of
crashworthiness features that is most efficient for the particular helicopter being designed.
Unfortunately, the necessary validated structural and/or human tolerance analytical techniques to perform
and evaluate such a maximum design freedom approach to crashworthinesc are not available. Furthermore,
testing fuselages sufficiently early in the development cycle to permit evaluation of systems concepts is
not practical. Consequently, a balance must be struck between (1) the pure system approach and (2) a
total definition of necessary performance on a component level.
i

Current helicopter crashworthiness criteria require that the aircraft be designed as a system to meet
specified vehicle impact design conditions; however, minimum criteria are also specified for a few crash
critical components. For example, crash tiedown load factors are specified for high mass items. The
landing gear must be able to decelerate the helicopter from a vertical impact velocity of 20 ft/sec on a
level rigid surface without the fuselage contacting the ground, and seat/restraint system strengths and
minimum crash energy absorption requirements are specified. Mandatory minimum crashworthiness design
criteria for US Army light fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft are stated in MIL-STD-1290 (5).
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This paper reviews helicopter crashworthy seat and restraint system design principles, presents recent
R&D results, and discusses areas deserving additional R&D.
INJURY DATA
As part of a current effort to update the Army's Crash Survival Design Guide (6), data from the US
Army Agency for Aviation Safety (USAAAVS) for Army aircraft accidents occurring in the period January 1971
to November 1977 have been reviewed. Injury data have been related to various segments of the body and
specific classes of helicopters, and are presented in Tables II, III, and IV. Helicopters are divided
into four classes: utility, observation, cargo, and attack. Percentages for each body segment for each
class of aircraft, including total helicopters are presented. Further, the injury data are for all
aircraft occupants, not just crew members or passengers. Table II presents injuries to body segments as a
percent of major and fatal injuries as defined by USAAAVS.* Table III presents injuries to three critical
body segments including the head, thorax, and vertebral column as a percent of major injuries. Table IV
presents the same information as a percent of fatal injuries.
It is apparent from the data presented in Table II that there are five body segments which sustain the
greatest percentage (each above 10%) of injuries in this category. These include head, upper extremities,
thorax, vertebrae, and lower extremities. Improving the crash protection for these segments of the body
should therefore be emphasized in efforts to improve the crashworthiness of aircraft and to reduce the
probability of serious injury in crashes.
A few more observations can be made concerning the data contained in Table II. First, it can be seen
that the percentage of head injuries does not vary significantly between helicopter types. This implies
that head impact with surrounding structure, including bulkheads, instrument panels, and glare screens, is
of frequent occurrence. It simply means that the motion envelopes of the head in all these aircraft
include the mentioned obstacles. The high percentage of injuries to the upper and lower extremities
probably also relates to the motion envelope of these members of the body and their overlap with aircraft
equipment and structure. The injury data also show that the percentage of head injuries in cargo
helicopters is higher than for other types of helicopters. The percentage of vertebral injuries is lower.
This probably relates to the increased structural depth of these larger helicopters, which produces
increased energy absorption. The attack helicopter produces the larger percentage of vertebral injuries,
although the observation helicopter is relatively close. These data simply emphasize the fact that the
smaller aircraft necessarily have less energy-absorbing structure and therefore produce higher
acceleration loads on the occupant than do the larger aircraft.
Several interesting trends can be noted by comparing Tables III and IV. First, remember that Table
III compares injuries to head, thorax, and vertebral column as a percent of major injuries, whereas Table
IV presents them as a percent of fatal injuries. It is interesting to note that vertebral injury is a
high percent of major injuries, whereas it is a relatively low percent of fatal injuries. Vertebral
injury, however, can debilitate the subject and minimize his chances of escaping the crashed aircraft.
This, of course, can reduce his chances for survival. Further, vertebral injury can often permanently
disable the subject through paralysis. Another trend that is apparent from these two tables is that a
much higher percentage of thorax injuries are related to fatal injuries than to major injuries.
CRASHWORTHY SEAT/RESTRAINT SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Because the seat/restraint system is so critical to occupant survival and because its crashworthiness
can be demonstrated relatively inexpensively, extensive seat/restraint system crashworthiness design and
test criteria have been developed in the last 18 years. MIL-S-58095(7) has been the Army's crashworthy
pilot/copilot seat/restraint system criteria document since 1971. Draft military specifications for troop
and cabin gunner seat/restraint system criteria have been validated and are in the coordination stage (9,
23). Table V contains a brief summary of the crashworthiness criteria contained in MIL-S-58095 and
MIL-STD-1290 and compares this criteria with the older, superseded seat criteria.
The factors (excluding postcrash factors such as fire) that determine a seat occupant's probability of
survival during a crash impact are outlined in Figure 2. The airframe should provide a protective shell
around the occupants such that the landing gear and airframe absorb a portion of the crash impact energy
while an inhabitable volume is maintained in which structural components do not penetrate and high mass
items are restrained. Within the protective container, structure should not entrap occupant extremities.
Any structure or objects within the strike envelope of flailing body parts should be delethalized; e.g.,
removed, padded, or made frangible. The structural response, including deformation, at the seat
attachment points must be withstood by the seat. The seat and occupant restraint system should be
*Major Injury - Any injury requiring five or more days of hospitalization or quarters or combination of
both or any of the following without regard to hospitalization:
a. Unconsciousness due to head trauma.
b. Fracture (open or closed) of any bone other than closed fractures of the phalanges or nasal bones.
c. Traumatic dislocation of any Joint excluding phalanges or internal derangement of the knee.
d. Injury to any internal organ.
e. Moderate-to-severe lacerations which cause extensive hemorrhage or require extensive surgical
repair.
f. Third-degree burns.
g. First- and second-degree burns, involving more than five percent of the body surface.
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designed not only to withstand the input deceleration/time pulse and restrain the occupant but also to
minimize the occupant's strike envelope. The importance of this last point is borne out by the
previous discussion of injury data. The occupant's motion envelope during energy absorbing movement must
be investigated to ensure that the occupant will not strike an object, e.g., cyclic stick.
The occupant restraint system should be as full-bodied as operational, cost, and weight considerations
will permit. Current minimum configuration criteria are shown in Figure 3; however, it should be noted
that the next version of the Crash Survival Design Guide will not recommend the side strap for the
pilot/copilot restraint system. The method for releasing the restraint system must be familiar, obvious,
and easy-to-operate. Inadvertent release such as might occur when clothing snags on the release buckle,
or due to inertial forces, or if the buckle is struck by the cyclic stick, must be avoided. High
elongation restraint system webbing not only increases the occupant strike envelope, but has been shown to
be a significant factor in amplification of occupant loading (see Figure 4) (10, 11).
A review of human tolerance data collected by Eiband and presented
indicates that energy-absorbing seat stroke must be provided to reduce
occupant in the 95th percentile survivable accident. Loads imposed on
the lateral and longitudinal direction, however, are tolerable without
adequate restraint.

in the Crash Survival Design Guide
the vertical loads imposed on the
forward- and aft-facing seats in
energy-absorbing stroke, given

Figure 5 shows the current human tolerance criteria for decelerative loading in the headward
direction. This curve shows that if the deceleration plateaus measured at the seat pan are less than 23G
for time durations longer than 0.006 second and higher for time durations less than 0.006 second, the
environment should be tolerable. It is the crash force attenuation function of crashworthy seats
that most challenges the designer, analyst, and test engineer today. The basic problem is how to minimize
the energy-absorbing stroking force to prevent spinal injury while being limited by the amount of
available stroking distance imposed by the aircraft geometry. This is an aircraft system
energy-absorption problem.
To illustrate this point, assume the aircraft to be a rigid body where
F

= force at aircraft center of mass (lb)

M

= aircraft mass (lb-sec 2/ft)

Zavg
iv

= aircraft average acceleration (ft/sec

if

= final velocity (ft/sec)

Z

= total vertical displacement of aircraft center of mass with respect to
ground (ft)

g

= 32.2 ft/sec

G

= average deceleration in G units =

2

initial velocity (ft/sec)

Then by Newton's law of motion,

2

F= MZ
.2

KE = N (Zi -

The kinetic energy (KE) Is

avq
g

2

)

The work ( U ) done by bringing the impact mass to rest (Zf = 0) from the initial velocity (Z1 ), assuming
an average force (Favg) is
FavgZ

M

vg Z

From the principle of work and kinetic energy,
U = KE

Z =Z

(1)

The vertical velocity component in 95 percent of all Army helicopter survivable accidents is 42 ft/sec or
less. For an average deceleration of 14.5G, equation (1 yields
W)
Z - (Z()/2Gg - Z
(14. 5)M772 1.89 ft a 22.68 in
Obviously, 22.68 inches of seat stroke Is impractical, so the crash energy absorption function must be
a combination of energy absorbing landing gear, crushable airframe structure, and seat energy absorption.
Figure 6 Illustrates how the seat and airframe (Including the landing gear) combine to limit decelerative
loading of the occupant assuming rigid body mechanics, a triangular deceleration input pulse, and a seat
energy absorber load-deflection curve with the same rise time as the input pulse and a square wave once
the limit load is achieved. For this system, the seat stroke Is
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m
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+

Once again, using the 95th percentile survivable vertical triangular input pulse from Table I as measured
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Figure 7 shows the test results upon which the current energy-absorber limit load criteria are based (12).
The data show that for a peak limit load of 4,650 pounds, the vertical component of deceleration in
combined dynamic loading tests, as well as that resulting from uniaxial loading tests, would be below the
23G limit. Dividing the 4,650 pounds by the effective weight of the movable part of the seat with the
occupant effective weight (318 pounds in this case) yields 14.62G for a limit load factor for the vertical
energy-absorbing system. I- was also shown in the reference 12 program that with the limit load factor of
the energy-absorbing system set at 14.5G, a minimum of 12 inches of vertical stroke would be required to
absorb the residual energy remaining after stroking of the landing gear and fuselage as defined by the
95th percentile survivable accident pulse in Table I (see Test Nos. 3 and 4 in Table VI). Since the seat
pan is normally located only on the order of 8 inches above the floor in most aircraft, it is apparent
that the seat must stroke below floor level into a well in the aircraft floor to achieve the additional
stroke as shown in Figure 8.
A limited analysis has been performed to further investigate seat system sensitivity to several
variables. The analytical method chosen to compute the response of the seat and occupant system was a
computer program called SEAT (12). The Dynamic Response Index (DRI) was chosen as a probability of injury
indicator for this analysis. SEAT is a five-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter model that represents a
seated occupant subjected to vertical crash pulses. Variables were input to SEAT and the response
of the seat pan was calculated. The response of the seat pan was then input to the Dynamic Response Index
(DRI) model and the DRI was calculated. A physical representation of the SEAT/DRI model is shown in
Figure 9. The DRI is used by the US Air Force for establishing acceptable ejection seat acceleration
performance (13).
The variables chosen for analysis were: (1) shape of input deceleration pulse at the base of the
seat, (2) shape of the energy-absorber/deformation characteristic, (3) shape of the cushion loaddeformation characteristic, and (4) occupant size. The eleven cases analyzed are summarized in Table VII.
Input pulse shapes included triangular, sinusoidal, and an irregular one from a crashworthy troop seat
test program. In cases I through 10, the peak deceleration, as well as the velocity change, was kept
constant. These various input pulses were analyzed to establish the effect of the various shapes that
might be used within existing criteria. The first three shapes are triangular, and are permitted by both
the Crash Survival Design Guide and MIL-S-58095. It will be noted that the rate of onset is varied in
these pulses and is therefore used as the correlating parameter.
Several separate energy absorber force versus deformation characteristics were analyzed. The first
was the trapezoidal shape which provides the most energy absorption per length of stroke. The case 8
energy absorber included a softer rate of onset simulating, to some extent, the characteristic obtainable
from elongation of work hardening material such as a stainless steel tube like that used in the reference
12 program. This shape is referred to as a variable limit load energy absorber by some researchers. The
case 9 energy absorber simulates a seat 'bottoming' because of inadequate stroke distance. The shape is
trapezoidal and is identical to the energy absorber in case I within the first 8 inches of stroke. At 8
inches of stroke, the load resisting the stroking of the seat is increased rapidly to represent the
'bottoming' effect. Case 10 represents a seat having energy-absorber characteristics identical to that in
case 1 except for an increase in resistive load after an 8-inch stroke. This increase in load may be
caused by rubbing of the seat bucket against the side of a well that is provided under the seat to permit
additional stroke distance in systems with inadequate distance between the seat pan and the floor.
Column 4 of Table VII presents the cushion characteristics. The case 6 cushion is twice as thick as
the case 1 cushion, and the case 7 cushion is double that. Column 5 indicates the occupant weight
percentile used in the analysis. Occupants ranging from the 5th to the 95th percentile were analyzed in
this study. The remaining columns in the table are results of the analysis and include the seat stroke in
inches and the maximum DRI for the various combinations.
The results of the analysis are qualified by the fact that it was run as a sensitivity analysis. In
other words, the results are to be used simply as comparative measures of the sensitivity of the system to
the described variables. No attempt to tune the model was made prior to the analysis to match, for
example, seat stroke with that measured in tests of similar systems; consequently, the actual values
calculated, such as seat stroke, should not be used as quantitative predictions.
Table VII shows that the DRI decreases with increased rate of onset. In other words, the steeper the
initial slope of the input pulse, the lower the probability of injury, according to the DRI. This trend
contradicts established human tolerance data; i.e., tolerance should decrease with increase in the rate of
onset if all other variables are held constant (6). The sinusoidal input pulse also produced a slightly
lower DRI than did the triangular-shaped pulses. Reducing the rate of onset of the load-deformation
characteristic of the energy-absorbing system had a significant effect on the DRI. The trapezoidal shape
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produced a DRI of 21.07 for case 2, whereas the case 8 energy absorber with a more gradual increase in
load produced a DRI of 18.00. It can be seen, however, that the trapezoidal pulse required only 10.86
inches of stroke; case 8 energy absorber required 11.4 inches.
Allowing the seat to bottom out, of course, produces undesirable effects;
that the effect is not as acute as might be expected. The trapezoidal energy
21.07. whereas the seat that bottomed out after 8 inches of stroke produced a
increase, as will be pointed out later, is appreciably less than the increase
5th percentile occupant in the same seat.

however, it is surprising
absorber produced a DRI of
DRI of 23.04. This DRI
associated with the lighter

In case 10, the load was increased from 3000 pounds to 3600 pounds to simulate the bucket striking the
seat well with a glancing blow. It can be seen that there is no effect on the DRI, peak pelvic
deceleration, or peak seat deceleration in comparison to case 2. The reasor for this is that the peak
values occur much earlier in time than the increased load that occurs at 8.0 inches of stroke. This would
indicate that some frictional input at this point in the pulse is not detrimental if the maximum DRI
criterion Is valid. In fact, the stroke for caselO was 8 percent less than that for case 2.
The effect of the softness of the cushion is well illustrated in the three cases which evaluated this
variable. The relatively hard cushion produced a DRI of 21.07 in case 2; the cushion which is half as
hard produced a DRI of 23.97; and the softest cushion produced a DRI of 32.76. Thus, the effect of a
soft, thick cushion can equal the effect of a seat bottoming out due to inadequate stroke, assuming,
again, that the DRI provides a valid measure of evaluating crash injury potential. Similar studies using
DRI to evaluate the effect of cushion properties on ejection seat protection also show the importance of
the cushion (14).
The 5th percentile occupant was exposed to a DRI of 26.65. This value should be compared with the
21.07 computed for the 95th percentile occupant. This is a rather large increase due simply to the weight
of the occupant, and for ejection seats, it would equate to a probability of injury of 90 percent. The
lighter 5th percentile occupant can be exposed to a higher probability of injury during the standard
operation of the seat than can a heavier percentile occupant who bottoms out. The last point sheds some
light on a frequent question associated with retrofitting crashworthy seats to existing aircraft.
The question has to do with whether it is better to set the limit load of the energy-attenuating system
per the established criteria or whether to increase the load to keep heavier occupants in more severe
crash environments from bottoming out. The last point would indicate that it would be better to maintain
the limit load criteria and provide a softer ride to most occupants in most crashes as long as the
occupant is restrained in the seat even after all stroke is expended. The others would bottom out, but it
would appear that their probability of injury would not be as high as might be imposed on occupants if the
limit load of the system were raised. This analysis needs to be conducted in considerably more depth
before a great deal of confidence can be placed in the above observations.
For the vertical energy-attenuation system to operate as required, the frame must limit lateral and
longitudinal excursions and guide the seat into the well. For some helicopters, seats which allow
energy-absorbing stroke in directions other than vertical are not acceptable, as they reduce or eliminate
the ability of the seat to perform its principal energy-absorbing function -- that of providing energy
attenuation in the vertical direction -- and/or increase the chances for the occupant to strike
surrounding structure. If the seat moves laterally or longitudinally, its vertical stroke may be blocked
entirely or cause a deceleration spike. Therefore, since the lateral and longitudinal strokes are not
required for human tolerance considerations, depending on the application, it may be desirable to provide
vertical crash force attenuation only.
Another significant consideration in crashworthy seat design is the seat's structural tolerance to
warping of the airframe structure to which the seat is attached. Floor warping is produced by crash loads
and distortions of the airframe. If the seat frame is too rigid, members might fracture or be overloaded
by the distortions. Criteria have therefore been established to require that the seat be designed to
accept full static test loads while being distorted. Bulkhead mounting of the seat is one method of
avoiding the floor warpage problem, which jenerally allows a lighter weight seat; however, any bulkhead
distortion must also be withstood.
COCKPIT SEAT/RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
Table VIII is a tabulation of all major crashworthy pilot/copilot seat R&D efforts in the last 13
years. The weight of crashworthy seats is noticeably on the decline for the same ballistic protection
criteria. Crashworthiness technology has advanced to the point that a crashworthy design can be achieved
with little or no weight increase. Another notable occurrence in the history of crashworthy crew seat
design is the frequent attempt to achieve the standard seat design. References 15, 17, and 21 were such
programs for helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. Experience has shown that the typical differences in
cockpit design between aircraft prevent the design of one seat to fit in several aircraft models without
unacceptable weight, cost, and/or crashworthiness penalties. As long as a particular seat design is not
specified before the airframe is designed, experience indicates that only seat components such as the
restraint system, cushion, and perhaps the seat bucket may be standardized. For example, the UH-60A and
YAH-64 seats are floor mounted and bulkhead mounted respectively. Pilot/copilot seat/restraint systems
currently being developed to comply with MIL-S-58095 include those for the UH-60A BLACK HAWK (see Figure
8) and the YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter (see Figure 10). These seats are similar concepts; however,
they differ in method of attachment, stroking characteristics, and ballistic protection.
The basic BLACK HAWK pilot/copilot seat assembly consists of an armored bucket and a seat frame. The
bucket is equipped with bottom and back cushions, headrest, and restraint system. The bucket is attached
to the seat frame through four carrier bearings. The seat frame is attached to four fittings mounted on
top of tracks on the aircraft floor, thus providing the aircraft attachment interface. The seat bucket is
formed from a state-of-the-art armor system comprised of a hot pressed boron carbide/Kevlar-49 ceramic
composite. Occupant retention within the seat is provided by an improved five-strap restraint system.
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This system provides lap belts, two shoulder straps with an inertial reel, lap belt tiedown strap, and a
single point of attachment buckle. To ensure against occupant submarining under the lap belt, the buckle
is permanently affixed to the lap belt tiedown strap which requires its use at all times. A seat cushion
with low rebound potential and which minimizes relative motion between occupant and seat is also
incorporated in the design to preclude occupant dynamic overshoot through "bottoming out" on the seat pan.
The two inversion tube energy absorbers (see Figure 8) attenuate the energy of a vertical crash pulse to a
survivable level by allowing the seat assembly to stroke downward relative to the supporting frame under
impact loading. Limit loads are sized using a 14.5G load factor and the effective weight of the 50th
percentile occupant. Depending on vertical seat adjustment position, between 12 and 17 inches of vertical
stroke are available. The energy-absorbing devices have been isolated from the seat structure so that
they will not be subjected to excessive transverse or bending loads. This separation of functions,
structure and energy absorption, ensures that the energy-absorbing system will perform satisfactorily
under the MIL-S-58095 dynamic loading conditions. The seat has been designed with sufficient lateral and
longitudinal rigidity, relative to the specification loads, to assure that it will stroke into the well on
the UH-60A, thus providing additional stroke beyond that available between the seat pan and floor.
Provision to withstand the seat racking specified in MIL-S-58095 without structural or attachment failure
during a crash is provided by several structural load release devices in the frame. For emergency
situations, the seat can be tilted back by disengaging spring-loaded pins. The seat then tilts back by
rotating about spherical bearings in the lower crossmember end fittings so the incapacitated occupant can
be pulled from the seat.
Five dynamic tests were conducted in accordance with cockpit seat test number 1 of Table XII on an
early prototype BLACK HAWK armored crew seat at the Naval Air Development Center (NADC), Warminster,
Pennsylvania, during the last part of 1976 and 1977. Analyses of these test data are not complete, and
several obstacles to interpretation of the data exist. The testing conducted was not sufficient to permit
isolation of the effects of the several variables; consequently, only tentative conclusions and
observations have been made.
The same seat test article experienced five consecutive 95th percentile survivable crasi, pulses with
only replacement of the energy-absorbing devices being necessary. In each case, the seat stroked into the
well, or depression in the aircraft floor under the seat, providing an additional stroke capability of 4
to 5 inches beyond that which would be allowed if the seat did not stroke into the well. The additional
stroke permitted by the well is necessary to provide the degree of protection required, and the tests
conducted have demonstrated the feasibility of the seat system concept including the well. However, the
seat bucket responses to the input pulses differed somewhat from those obtained in the previous testing
conducted in 1970 in support of the Army's criteria development (12). The initial decelerative spike,
following neqative spike (notch), and eventual second spike that characterize the NADC input pulse are
more pronounced and their amplitudes are higher than the triangular pulse required by MIL-S-58095. The
effect of this, particularly the magnitudes of the second spike, makes meeting the established criteria
more difficult. Effort is now being expended to select the best energy-absorber load setting to meet the
design criteria and to provide the most overall protection for the occupants.
In one test, the seat's vertical crash energy attenuation limited the deceleration of the 194 pound
occupant to tolerable levels. Peak decelerations did not exceed 23G for time durations in excess of 6
milliseconds. Also, in this test, the DRI was calculated to be 15.27. Figure 11 shows the headward
deceleration history measured on the seat bucket and dummy during this test. It also shows the input
pulse measured on the drop platform deck and corrected to the vertical, or Z, axis of the seat. A
weighted average deceleration of the dummy and moving seat weight elements is also presented. It was
developed by multiplying each estimated mass in the system by the deceleration measured on that mass,
summing these values, and dividing the total by the total weight. This plot shows that the
energy-attenuating system limited the weighted average deceleration imposed on the system to 13 to 14G.
Figure 12 shows the energy-absorber limit load together with the vertical seat pan deceleration/time
histories and the DRI plot overlaid on the seat pan deceleration/time history. Figure 8 shows the seat in
the post-test configuration in the drop test facility at NADC.
CABIN SEAT/RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
There has been considerably less crashworthiness R&D on cabin seats than cockpit seats. Until the two
programs eescribed in references 23 and 24, an operationally suitable, affordable, low weight cabin seat
had not been demonstrated to be crashworthy. Because of the number of cabin seats in a typical troop
transport helicopter and the low weight of existing noncrashworthy cabin seats (some less than 6 pounds
each), the need to minimize weight in a crashworthy seat is essential. Also, in designing cabin seats,
the following factors must be considered: folding, stowing, the occupant's unfamiliarity with helicopter
hardware, ease of inqress/eqress, avoidance of snagging on occupant equipment/clothing, ease of restraint
system hook-up and release both in daylight and at night, and the wide range of occupants, clothing, and
equipment to be accommodated. It would be inappropriate to discuss all of these in this paper. The
reader interested in these design factors should consult references 6, 8, 9, 23, and 24. Although
aft-facing seats are the preferred orientation from a crashworthiness standpoint, operational considerations often dictate that some seats be forward- or side-facing; for example, in the BLACK HAWK there
are four aft- and seven forward-facing troop seats. There are also two side-facing seats, one for the
crew chief/gunner and the other for any additional passengers.
The most thoroughly tested and promising troop seat design to date is that described in reference 23
and shown in Figure 13. This seat is the result of a US Army program to develop a draft crashworthy troop
seat specification based on the Crash Survival Design Guide and has been selected for the BLACK HAWK.
Pertinent seat characteristics are listed in Table X. Both forward- and aft-facing seats were designed,
subjected to ingress/egress/human factors engineering mock-up evaluation, statically tested, and
dynamically crash tested. These seats have two energy-absorbing diagonal struts beneath the seat pan and
two energy absorbers that connect the seat to the ceiling attachment hardware. All of these energy
absorbers employ the wire-through-roller, wire-bending concept shown in Figure 14. In addition to being
lightweight, low in cost and immune to environmental degradation, these devices are reliable and efficient
in the sense that their load-deflection curve is predictable and flat during stroking. Another important
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feature of this seat concept is that the crash force attenuators stroke in tension, which avoids the
stability problems that plague compression struts. Because vertical crash forces are attenuated by the
upper energy absorbers and transverse crash forces are attenuated by the diagonal energy-absorbing struts
and steel cables beneath the seat pan, the seat pan tends to maintain its parallel-to-the-floor attitude
during seat stroking. This is important because it not only makes the seat's kinematics more predictable,
but it makes the vertical crash force attenuation limit load more predictable for the system. The
stroking behavior of a seat with vertical energy absorbers in series is sensitive to occupant
center-of-gravity location and therefore is variable and sometimes unpredictable.
The operational suitability of this design concept was demonstrated by the use of a similar design in
the Boeing Vertol YUH-61A during the UTTAS competition and by the two ingress/egress human factors
engineering mock-up evaluations documented in reference 23. These evaluations revealed how necessary it
is to pay attention to restraint system design details if one Is to have an operationally suitable design.
Both three- and four-strap restraint systems were evaluated. Shoulder strap retractors and
automotive-type strap stand-ups for the lap belt and shoulder straps were shown to greatly facilitate
restraint system hook-up. Although strap retractors make the restraint system easier to hook up and
therefore increase the chances that the occupant will use the restraint system, available retractors have
been shown to be prone to jamming and fouling by the Army environment.
Following demonstration of the troop seat's strength and load/deflection characteristics by static
testing, a series of 11 dynamic crash tests were performed, the results of which are summarized in Table
X. Although MIL-STD-1290 requires two dynamic assembly crash tests, and despite the extensive component
and assembly static testing of these seats, it is significant that 11 tests were found to be necessary.
The fact that no crashworthy seat developed to date has passed the required crash criteria the first time
is worth remembering when planning a crashworthy seat development program. Tests 3A and 4A demonstrated
the ability of the forward- and aft-facing troop seats to withstand test number 2 of the dynamic test
criteria shown in Table XII. Seven tests were performed to trade off conflicting seat vertical crash
force attenuator factors.
In 1975, the Army crash tested a CH-47C to obtain data pertaining to the dynamic behavior of large
troop/cargo carrying helicopter structures and eight seats (25). Seven of these seats were of the
crash-force attenuating type, three were armored crew seats and four were troop seats. The
Crash Survival Design Guide contains dynamic design and test criteria which, for practical reasons,
assume a triangular pulse shape. Consequently, testing these seats in a full-scale crash test added a
realistic method of evaluation since the airframe structural deformation attenuates the crash forces
imparted to the seat and the seat forcing function is no longer a simplistic shape. It was not the
purpose of the crash test to qualify any of these seats; rather, the intent was to observe seat behavior
during an actual aircraft crash. Pilot and copilot seats must comply with all of the static and dynamic
test provisions of MIL-S-58095 (AV) and cabin seats must comply with the static and dynamic test
provisions of the Crash Survival Design Guide in order to be qualified as crashworthy. One forward-facing
crashworthy troop seat of the reference Z3 type was located in the aft portion of the aircraft. The
aircraft impact conditions were severe but potentfally survivable: Aircraft pitched 10 degrees nose up,
resultant velocity of 50 ft/sec, vertical velocity component of 40 ft/sec, and a horizontal velocity
component of 30 ft/sec. The peak vertical acceleration measured on the floor beneath the crashworthy
troop seat was 62.95G. The seat's vertical energy absorbers stroked 6.75 inches as designed, thereby
limiting the vertical decelerations on the dummy to tolerable levels as shown in Figure 15. Throughout
the crash sequence, the dummy was restrained in an upright position.
There are several differences between cockpit and cabin seats that significantly affect design.
Weights for cockpit and cabin seat occupants are listed in Table XI. The wide range of occupant weights
for cabin seats, the many possible occupant clothing and equipment combinations, the lack of any basis for
predicting the frequency with which the variously equipped occupants will occupy these seats, and the
finite seat vertical stroke available prevent the seat from absorbing all of the 95th percentile
survivable vertical impact pulse. Based on the dynamic test program of Table X, the cabin seat dynamic
test criteria of Table XII were selected as offering the best protection. Note that the 95th percentile
survivable accident resultant velocity change must be withstood by all seats; however, the peak
deceleration for cabin seats is less than for cockpit seats. The draft criteria resulting from this
program call for a 50th percentile clothed and equipped anthropomorphic dummy weighing 197 pounds to be
used for test number 1 of Table XII. The energy-absorption mechanism is supposed to limit the measured
accelerations to values within the acceptable pulse duration of Figure 5. This last criterion addresses
the crashworthy seat R&D area most needing attention -- analytical and testing techniques for the
determination of the probability of seat occupant injury due to crash impact loading.
There is a need for the aviation R&D community to develop and validate an anthropomorphic dummy
capable of simulating human response to three-dimensional impact, and in particular, impulsive loading of
the crash impact type parallel to the spine. Although extensive effort has been expended by the
automotive R&D community on anthropomorphic dummies, these simulators have been designed and tested for
accurate response to loading normal to the spine, not parallel. Furthermore, the anthropometry of the
soldier population varies from that of the civilian population. The need for such a validated,
repeatable, standard dummy is illustrated by the crashworthy troop seat test criteria. The injury
criteria of Figure 5 are based on acceleration history measured at the seat pan of a crew seat; however,
the typical troop seat is fabric over a tubular frame, thereby preventing meaningful seat pan acceleration
measurements. This necessitates the use of dummy accelerometer data to show compliance with Figure 5. A
high fidelity dummy is required for such compliance testing.
Of no less importance is the need for better criteria for human tolerance to crash impact decelerative
loading. Specifically, the seat designer and evaluator need an analog that will predict the statistical
probability of injury. If the seat crash force attenuation behavior is to truly be designed to minimize
injury, then an analytical tool is needed which the designer can use to determine the sensitivity of the
cumulative probability of injury of the potential occupant population as a function of seat variables.
The cumulative probability of injury analyses documented in references 27 and 28 are examples of the type
of analysis needed; however, the DRI was used in these studies. The DRI was developed and validated for
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ejection seat injury analysis. Because of the combined loading, varying pulse shapes, multiple impact
pulses during a crash, difference between ejection seat and helicopter seat occupant population, and
difference in helicopter and fixed-wing occupant body restraint, the probability of crash injury predicted
by the DRI must be considered suspect pending validation for the seat crash impact application.
Proposed design and test criteria for side-facing crew chief/gunner seats have also been verified ina
parallel program similar to the above-mentioned troop seat program. Both fixed-base and swiveling
versions of the seat shown in Figure 16 were successfully tested. There are advantages and disadvantages
to both types. Some gunners prefer the mobility and ease of egress of the swivel type and the swiveling
feature permits a favorable orientation of the occupant during a crash; however, the swivel feature adds
complexity and weight to the basic seat design. The fixed side-facing gunner seat is approximately 30
percent lighter than the swiveling type; however, the occupant is oriented such that the 95th percentile
potentially survivable crash loading in the lateral direction with respect to the occupant exceeds human
tolerance in this direction. Because of the nearness of structure that typically surrounds the gunner
station, the amount of stroking distance in the forward direction is limited. References 9 and 24 provide
a detailed discussion of the crashworthy side-facing crew chief/gunner seat program.
CONCLUSION
Design and test criteria for practical crashworthy seat and restraint systems have been verified.
Both the Army's AAH and BLACK HAWK are equipped with crashworthy seats and occupant restraint systems
designed in accordance with the Crash Survival Desi n Guide. These features will significantly reduce the
incidence and severity of crash impact Injurie
standing these unprecedented crashworthiness
achievements, there is a need for validated anthropomorphic dummies for crashworthy seat testing and for a
validated crashworthy seat occupant probability-of-injury model.
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Table I. Design Environment (5)

SUMMARY OF DESIGN PULSES FOR ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT*
IMPACT DIRECTION

VELOCITY
CHANGE

PEAK G

LONGITUDINAL
(COCKPIT)

PULSE DURATION
'T' (SEC)

(FT/SEC)

50

30

0.104

LONGITUDINAL
(PASSENGER
COMPARTMENT)

50

24

0.130

VERTICAL

42

48

0.054

LATERAL

30

18

0.154

PULSE SHAPE:

4LJPEAK G
G
T

TT

2

HEADWARD (+G
z)
DIRECTION OF DECELERATIVE FORCE
BACK TO CHEST
(STERNUNWARD) (+Gx)

LATERAL RIGHT
+GY)

VERTICAL
HEADWARD - EYEBALLS DOWN
TAILWARD - EYEBALLS UP
TRANSVERSE
LATERAL RIGHT - EYEBALLS LEFT
LATERAL LEFT - EYEBALLS RIGHT

LATERAL LEFT (-GY)

CHEST TO BACK
(SPINEWARD) (-Gx)

BACK TO CHEST - EYEBALLS IN
CHEST TO BACK - EYEBALLS OUT
NOTE: THE DECELERATIVE FORCE ON

TAILWARD (-Gz)

THE BODY ACTS IN THE SAME
DIRECTION AS THE ARROWS.

Figure 1. Decelerative Forces on the Body

5o-

Table II. Injuries to Body Segments as a Percent of Major and Fatal
Injuries

BODY SEGMENT

PERCENTAGE OF MAJOR & FATAL INJURIES
TOTAL
ATTACK
UTILITY OBSER- CARGO
HELI(AH)
(CH)
VATION
(UH)
(OH)
COPTERS

HEAD

19.6

10.5

22.9

21.5

19.7

FACE

9.1

9.2

10.0

11.8

9.4

NECK

2.5

3.0

1.4

3.2

2.6

UPPER EXTREMITIES

10.9

12.9

17.1

15.1

12.1

THORAX

13.7

12.2

7.1

8.6

12.5

ABDOMEN

7.8

5.9

10.0

3.2

7.1

PELVIS

3.8

2.6

0

1.0

3.1

VERTEBRAE

15.3

19.2

9.6

21.5

16.5

LOWER EXTREM-

17.1

16.6

22.9

14.0

17.1

IT IES

TOTAL NUMBER
OF INJURIES

Table III.

678

271

I____
____

____

70

93

____

1112

Injuries to Head, Thorax, and Vertabral Column as a Percent
of Major Injuries

BODY SEGMENT

HEAD

PERCENTAGE OF MAJOR INJURIES
OBSERTOTAL
UTILITY VATION CARGO
ATTACK
HELICOPTERS
(AH)
(CH)
(OH)
(UH)
11.5

15.8

11.1

14.8

7.7

8.2

5.6

3.3

VERTEBRAE

20.4

24.0

11.1

32.8

22.0

TOTAL NUMBER
INJURIES

417

196

38

61

710

THORAX

I

____

13.0
7.3

5q-12

Table IV. Injuries to Head, Thorax, and Vertabral Column as a Percent
of Fatal Injuries

PERCENTAGE OF FATAL INJURIES
BODY SEGMENT

UTILITY
(UH)

OBSERVATION
(OH)

CARGO

ATTACK

(CH)

(AH)

TOTAL
HELlCOPTERS

HEAD

32.4

25.3

35.3

34.4

31.5

THORAX

23.3

22.7

8.8

18.8

21.6

VERTEBRAE

7.3

6.7

5.9

0

TOTAL NUMBER
OF INJURIES

261

75

34

32

6.5
402

Table V. Crashworthy Seat Ultimate Static Load Factors

LOAD DIRECTION
WITH RESPECT
TO AIRCRAFT

CREW SEAT LOADS (G)
MIL-S-5822 *
MIL-S-58095
(1957)
(1971)

TROOP SEAT LOADS (G)
MIL-S-27174 * MIL-STD-1290
TYPE 1(1960)
(1974)

FORWARD

8.0

35.0

1.1

30.0

A TF

5.0

12.0

-

12.0

DOWN

15.0

48.0

10.0

46.0

7.5

8.0

-

10.0

20.0

3.0

UP
SIDE

6.0
20.0

• FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES, THE ULTIMATE STATIC LOADS PRESENTED IN MIL-S-5822
AND MIL-S-27174 HAVE BEEN CONVERTED TO LOAD FACTORS IN TERMS OF G, BASED
ON A 199.7LB OCCUPANT
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AIRFRAME RELATED:
* PROTECTIVE SHELL
. STRIKE HAZARDS
. STRUCTUAL HARDPOINTS
* CRASH FORCE ATTENUATION

SEAT/RESTRAINT SYSTEM RELATED:
• ORIENTATION
* STRENGTH
* STIFFNESS
* KINEMATICS
RESTRAINT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION & STRAP WIDTH
* RESTRAINT SYSTEM ATTACHMENT/RELEASE MECHANISM
* CRASH FORCE ATTENUATION
OCCUPANT:
* EFFECTIVE & TOTAL WEIGHT
• MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
• BODY POSITION
Figure 2. Seat Occupant Crash Impact Survival Factors
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Cockpit Seats

ITEM IDENTIFICATION
1.SINGLE POINT ATTACHMENT
RELEASE BUCKLE

2.LAP BELT
3.SIDE STRAP
4. LAP BELT TIEDOWN STRAP
5. SHOULDER STRAP
MIL-S-58095

0. ADJUSTER
7. INERTIA REEL

GUNNER/CREW CHIEF

Cabin Seats

.7
5

Figure 3. Occupant Restraint System Configuration
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1000

1000

~

I.75P

LAP BELT

900

-

900

3P
LAP BELT

800

SMU

5-

700

>

600-

-

800

- 700---

\

,.,600--

3N
LAP BELT

500-

Uj1.75N
500 -

LAP BELT

1.75N
400--

LAP BELT

400-

-1.75P

LAP BELT
3P

LAP BELT
0 1.75 2.25 3.0
HARNESS WIDTH (IN)
A. NYLON (N) SHOULDER
HARNESS

0 1.75 2.25 3.0
HARNESS WIDTH (IN)
B. POLYESTER (P) SHOULDER
HARNESS

Figure 4. Head Severity Index Versus Material Stiffness (Calculated for a
longitudinal crash pulse V = 50 ft/sec, Peak Deceleration of
30G and a 95th Percentile Occupant (11)
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C

'L

ca

SEAT SYSTEM

1-

DECELERATION

_uj

G

0t

.j

2 tm

AIRFRAME VELOCITY
SEAT SYSTEM
VELOCITY

2t

TOTAL SYSTEM
0 1SPLACEMENT-.~,

SEAT STROKE

SM

AIRFRAME DISPLACEMENT

TIME (t)(SEC)

Figure 6.

Airframe and Seat Deceleration-Time, Velocity-Time, and
Distance-Time Curves (6)

3.11SEAT

I~
PREDICTION

THEORETICAL
20\95TH PERCENTILE CRASH

PAN TRIAXIAL

71OAIN

LAIG03
01

7____8___

5
~2O30
201.0-

10.0-

o

CHEST, VERTICAL TEST DATA

V

CHEST, TRIAXIAL TEST DATA

L& PELVIS, VERTICAL TEST DATA

o

5.0-

g__________

SEAT PAN, VERTICAL TEST DATA
* SEAT PAN, TRIAXIAL TEST DATA
0 TEST-NUMBER
0.6

3.0

3.5

4.0

I
4.5

5.0

5.5

PEAK LIMIT LOAD (LB)

Figure 7. Peak Vertical Deceleration of Chest, Pelvis, and Seat Versus
Corrected Peak Limit Load (12)

6.0
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Table VI.

Seat Stroke as a Function of Test Number (12)

TEST
NO.

CORRECTED
VERTICAL
LIMIT LOAD
(LB)

MEASURED
STROKE
(IN.)

VERTICAL
STROKE
(IN.)

PERCENTILE
VERTICAL
PULSE

1

3,695

10.0

9.7

92.0

2

4,988

10.0

9.7

92.0

3
4

5,347
4,208

11.4
13.9

11.1
13.5

95.0
94.0

5
8
7

5,696
3,618
4,977

13.2
11.5
11.5

12.9
11.2
11.2

97.5
90.0
92.0

8

5,419

12.5

12.2

95.5

• BASED ON CHANGE IN VELOCITY.

i

~

gL

~FLOOR

Figure 8. Prototype Armored Pilot/Copilot Seat After Drop Test

Ak

M
5
C5K +

~M

NECKC

TORSO

:DAMPING RATIO
14K
-- I

M4
4DRI:

?Ce

Figure 9.

: STIFFNESS (LB/IN)
-2:ACCELERATION INPUT
(IN/SEC2)
~
n

M3
K BUTOCKS(RAG/SEC)
C3
C3 3 B TTO KS

STRUCTURE

:MASS (LB-SEC 2/,N)
8 : DEFLECTION (IN)

INPUT TO
DRI MODEL.

SEAT/DRI Model

max

wn:-NATURAL FREQUENCY OF
THE ANALOG: V 7i
385 IN /SEC 2

K6

8
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Sumary of Seat/DRI Sensitivity Analysis

Table VII.

CUSHION

ENERGY

INPUT PULSE

CASE

35.8

39~

I

31 ,F

...
LO)

FIC

7

E_
.019 .057

I:

8,,,,

.0T

t
.020.051

.

Wc

SEAT PELVIS
ACCEL
ACCEL STROKE

5.0

42.0

44.5

10.67

20.92

47.5

41.8

10.86

21.07

40.3

10.73

21.33

44.0

43.6

9.45

20.69

5TH
WE=102.04

47.5

50.6

5.99

26.65

95TH

47.9

54.2

10.46

23.97

49.2

66.3

9.57

32.76

23.8

33.8

11.40

18.00

101.7

'0.6

8.27

23.04

47.5

41.0

10.01

21.07

17.9*

22.70

9.90

9.75*

1TH

S)

60.

SAME
C
AS
I
CASE

___--

.038 .051

Sil

(IN)

(G)

343.6
i,

(G)

ORI

,.05,.3

SAME
CAS
1
I
CASE AS
___T

IIS)
8

Ws

(LOS) (LIS)

%TILE

ABSORBER
11 AV

OCCUPANT

(i.i)

T

39

4
.045

SAME AS
CASE 2

70

I)

2.1 2.6

707,.b 8IN)
4.2 5.2

&FOOCt(LlS
)

*

L.

1.511
.035

(11'

SAME AS

CASEI

11.0

93.
.07

3.0

*FOCC(S)

3 1

10

.01 6.0OI
IFIN((IS)

6 AV-- 32.6
SL2

1150TH
.035

1:
5

WE-139.05

10

1

.07

* PEAK ACCELERATION OF CHEST
* ORI USING PELVIC ACCELERATION HISTORY

Ws WEIGHT OF STROKING SEAT MASS LESS CUSHION
Ic= WEIGHT OF SEAT CUSHION
WE zEFFECTIVE OCCUPANT WEIGHT
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AAH Crashworthy Armored Crew Seat
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Table IX. Crashworthy Troop Seat Characteristics

oLIGHT WEIGHT: 15 LBS PER ONE-MAN SEAT/RESTRAINT SYSTEM
•LOW COST: APPROXIMATELY $300 PER SEAT
&OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY DEMONSTRATED DURING UTTAS PROGRAM
& BY HFE MOCK-UP EVALUATION USING IST TO 99TH PERCENTILE
SOLDIERS.
oHIGH STRENGTH DEMONSTRATED BY STATIC & DYNAMIC TESTS
o14.5 INCHES OF VERTICAL CRASH FORCE ATTENUATION STROKE
USING 2 WIRE-THROUGH-ROLLER ENERGY ABSORBERS

14.5 IN.
STROKE
AFTER IMPACT

BEFORE IMPACT

OVERTICAL CRASH FORCE ATTENUATION NOT AFFECTED BY OCCUPANT
C.G. SHIFTS. DESIGNS WITH ATTENUATORS IN SERIES ARE EFFECTED
AS SHOWN BELOW:
DESIGN C.G.
-CEILING
OF OCCUPANT OF OCCUANTA
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Table XI.

Seat Occupant Weights

Item

Percentile Weight (Lbs)
5th
Soldier (23)

50th

95th

Aviator (26)

Soldier

Aviator

Soldier

Aviator

Man

126.3

133.1

156.3

170.5

201.9

211.6

Total WeightClothed &
Equipped
k

166.6

144.3

196.6

181.7

242.2

222.8

Vertical Effective
Weight - Clothed

103.4

113.0

127.4

142.4

163.9

174.8

Vertical Effective
Weight - Clothed
& Equipped

136.7

113.0

160.7

142.4

197.2

174.8

FLOOR 62.95G
L.

35

DUMMY 23.75G

70

IL'

S1.879

1.929

1.979

2.029

TINE (SECONDS)

Figure 15.

Crashworthy Troop Seat

2.079

2.129

2.19
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TABLE XII.

DYNAMIC TEST CONDITIONS FOR AIRCRAFT SEATS

SEAT ORIENTATION
TEST 1
DOWNWARD, FORWARD, AND
LATERAL LOADS

TEST 2
FORWARD AND LATERAL LOADS

DUMMY INERTIA LOAD
ZV

z

z

x

30

100

INERTIA LOAD

TEST PULSE FOR COCKPIT SEATS (7)*
48G

30G
AV

&V= 50 FT/SEC
1.-

0.065 SEC

- "

50 FT/SEC
0.103 SEC

TEST PULSE FOR CABIN SEATS (23)*
24G

34G

AV

&V= 50OFT/SEC

*THE

RISE TIME FOR

-PEAK

THE TRIANGULAR
PULSES MAY VARY
BETWEEN THE TWO

VALUES ILLUSTRATED.tt

9LI

- I
--

o0.091
SEC

V50 FT/SEC

I----0.130 SEC
PEAK G-

G
IME

UPPER SWIVEL RING
UPPER ENERGY ABSORBER (2)
SH HARNESS INERTIA REEL

LAP BELT RETRACTOR (2)
STRUT ENERGY ABSORBER (2)
LOWER SWIVEL RING

Figure 16.

Swivel Gunner Seat Mock-Up
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SOME IMPROVEMENTS TO THE UK HELICOPTER COCKPIT
by
Wing Coumander D C Reader
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
Parnborough
Hampshire

UK

SUMMARY
The importance of helicopters to military forces cannot be denied, yet moves to improve the humanfactor aspects of helicopters have been late in appearance and partly ineffectual in application. In the
UK, however, there have been improvements to the restraint harnesses; the location and methods of stowage
of the survival aids; the strength, adjustment and anti-vibration properties of the crew seats; and experiments have been conducted to investigate the feasibility of different configurations of flight controls.

INTRODUCTION
Whilst helicopters have been in military use for more than 30 years, there is no doubt that from an
aeromedical aspect they lack many of the newer features that have been incorporated in fixed wing aircraft.
Cabin conditioning systems and ejection seats for instance are two major advances which enhance respectively
human performance and survivability, yet have not been extended to helicopters. The requirement to minimise
the all-up-weight of the helicopter is often used as an excuse against all innovation in the cockpit, yet
there is much that can be done that involves neither weight increase nor large sums of money. This paper
describes some of the improvements to the UK helicopter cockpit that are being sought and some of these may
be appropriate in other helicopters of the NATO alliance.
Harnesses
One of the most important developments has been the introduction of a negative G strap, between the
legs, to make the 4 point harness (double lap and shoulder straps) into a 5 point harness. The case for a
negative G strap has been made before (Reader, 1971) but briefly, the advantages of a negative C strap for
a helicopter restraint harness are as follows:
The negative G strap prevents the other elements of the harness from moving during impact. As the
upper torso moves forward in -Gx accelerations (eye balls out), the tension in the shoulder straps
tends to elevate the central point of the harness and lift the forward end of the lap straps. This
moves the lap straps away from the pelvis and onto the soft abdomen. In addition, it allows the
pelvis to "submarine", or move under the lap straps. This in turn flexes the spine and reduces its
tolerance to +Gz (vertical, eye balls down) accelerations. The negative G strap prevents this
movement, it carries small loads itself, but ensures that adequate pelvic restraint is present at
all times. As the pelvis cannot move forward, there are no additional risks to the genitalia.
During nap-of-the-earth flying, where vertical vibration is likely, the negative G strap fulfils
the same function as it does when fitted to harnesses in fixed wing aircraft. It functions as the
forward end of loops over each thigh and over each shoulder ensuring that under -Gz (vertical, eye
balls up) acceleration the body cannot move and displace the harness upwards. This function
accounts for the name by which this element of the 5 point harness is normally known, the negative
C strap, although it has been referred to variously as a stabilizing, crutch or controlling strap.
The 5 point harness is now fitted to all new UK military helicopters, all Royal Navy and most Royal
Air Force helicopters. The harness has been well accepted and has already been tested in actual crash
impacts. One of the areas for concern was whether the additional complication of the harness would restrict
underwater egress. A sample of the 5 point harness together with a 4 point harness has been fitted to the
cockpit of the Royal Navy underwater egress trainer ("the dunker") for almost 2 years. All aircrew undergo
training in this device with both the 4 point and the 5 point harness and they report little difference
between them in terms of egress times underwater.
Together with the 5 point harness, a new quick release fitting (QRF) has been introduced. Earlier
forms of the QRF had two main disadvantages, inadvertent and impact release. The QRFs could be released
inadvertently because one continuous action e.g. turning the operating head through 1200, would release the
QRF and all its attached straps. Flailing objects have struck the QRF during impact, so turning the operating head and releasing it with fatal results to the occupant. Most QRFs have some spring mechanism to lock
the lugs of the straps in position. Violent blows to the QRF can dislodge the internal locking mechanism,
compress the springs by inertia forces and unlock the QRF. The new QRF in use with the 5 point harness overcomes these difficulties by the introduction of a thumb catch which must be depressed before the operating
head can be turned and by special locking pins which lock the lugs positively in the QRF until the operating
head is turned.
Personal Survival Packs
During impact tests of various helicopter seats, it was observed that collapse of the seat was more
likely if the dummies slumped forwards onto the front of the seat. When the dummwies were prevented from
slumping or moving forwards, collapse only occurred at high levels of impact. Efficient harness design can
reduce the amount of slumping but the elimination of compressible seat cushions is much more effective.
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The substitution of a rigid sitting platform in place of a conventional cushion spreads the impact forces
over the whole seat structure and makes seat failure less likely. Furthermore, the platform can be contoured for comfort and the contours themselves provide some additional pelvic restraint. Earlier platforms
were hollow structures made from glass reinforced plastic (GRP), but it was soon realised that the enclosed
space could be used for the stowage of flotation and survival aids normally carried in fabric packs worn on
the back. These packs were heavy, bulky and uncomfortable, but any other method of stowage could not
guarantee that the aids would always be available after underwater egress. In addition to the discomfort
of these packs, their flexible nature led to premature deterioration of the contents through chafing which,
therefore, required frequent inspection. The packs had to be worn to and from the aircraft and gave rise
to persistent complaints of backache in flight. However, stowage of the survival and flotation aids in a
rigid pack used as a sitting platform overcomes all these complaints. The pack is not a personal issue, it
remains in the aircraft until used on emergency escape. The rigid pack prevents chafing and can be sealed
against the elements. A layer of natural sheepskin, cool in su mmr and warm in winter, is used as a cushion
on the pack for added comfort. Differently shaped packs are required for differing shapes of seats, but the
same top contour is used for all, moreover the operating and servicing drills are idectical. Trials in "the
dunker" have proved that egress underwater with the rigid pack poses no more problems than did the larger
flexible back pack. These rigid packs are now either in use, or in production, for all Royal Navy and most
RAF helicopters. They are also under trial in Canada, Denmark and Holland.
Seats
A major source of aircrew fatigue in helicopters is vibration. Aerodynamic engine and gearbox vibration together with atmospheric turbulence combine to produce an environment in the helicopter far from conducive for efficient performance, especially at high speeds. The frequency of vibration which causes the
human body to resonate is normally well below that seen in most helicopters, but parts of the body, e.g.
arms, hands and face, do resonate at about 20 Hz, a frequency of vibration often detected in modern helicopters. Whilst the elimination of the vibration at source is the ideal solution, careful choice of cushion
materials can isolate much of the vibration from the man. However, a more satisfactory solution is to isolate the seat and occupant mechanically from the airframe. The production crew seat for the Anglo-French
Lynx helicopter demonstrates this feature. The seat pan which contains the rigid survival pack is spring
mounted in a seat support structure. The seat pan and seat back are in effect doubled, the supporting
structures being connected to a separate seat pan and seat back plate by coil springs. Small metal stays
limit the movement of the sprung portion. The restraint harness is connected to the supporting framework
of the seat and so encompasses both occupant and spring mounted seat portions. Trials of the system have
been encouraging. The seat subjectively improves the comfort in flight, and vibration in the major axes is
markedly reduced.
Vibration measurements (Rowlands, 1976) show that the system isolates well at about 20 Hz, as designed,
both in the vertical and fore and aft planes. In the lateral plane the springs do not isolate to any great
extent because the coil springs are mainly uni-directional in function, and are mounted in the vertical and
fore and aft planes. Impact testing has shown that the coil springs become fully compressed early in the
deceleration, and then both parts of the seat move together. In the inverted position, the restraint harness and the metal stays prevent the two parts of the seat from separating. Later versions of this system
will incorporate elastomeric vibration isolators which have the advantage of acting in all three planes
simultaneously. They also incorporate built in stops to limit excessive movement.
Considerable progress has been made recently towards the incorporation of the principles of crashworthiness in UK seats and helicopter cockpits. Although the UK requirements for crash resistance are considerably
lower than current US military specifications, the principles of crashworthiness are well accepted. Later
versions of the UK helicopter crew seat will incorporate energy attenuating units to limit the force transmitted from the airframe during impact. The energy attenuating system used should be maintenance free, have
high specific energy absorption, be multi-directional in use and have a predictable performance under a wide
range of temperature conditions. Several types of energy attenuating units have been examined. Cylindrical
devices which utilize the deformation of a plastic inner component are simple and cheap to install and have
the advantage that they are widely used in the car industry. However, they will require heavy supporting
structure. A newer type of unit utilises the simple principles of wire bending but is incorporated into a
cylindrical unit to provide bi-directional function, not normally associated with wire bending devices.
This unit has been developed in the USA and has the merits of reported low price and weight. It remains to
be seen whether this type of unit can be satisfactorily incorporated in the seat under development in the UK.
Modern helicopters are highly manoeuvrable and agile and are capable of high forward speed. This
usually results in a pronounced nose down attitude in forward flight and aircrew have asked to be able to
compensate for this attitude by seat adjustment. The ability to tilt the seat back 100 would enable crew
to adopt a similar position to that in the hover and this should improve comfort as the crewman's back is
better supported by the seat as he no longer leans forward away from it. To maintain adequate functional
reach in the cockpit and external view, the degree of tilt must be limited, but early trials have shown that
subjectively this feature does provide additional comfort. Provided the ability to vary the angle of the
seat back is incorporated early enough in the design phase, it need not add to its complexity. Preferably,
it should permit continuously variable adjustment of the seat angle, but to ensure system safety together
with adequate structural strength under impact conditions, two positions (normal and reclined) will be used
initially.
Control Configurations
The flight controls for helicopters consist of a cyclic pitch stick, a collective pitch lever, a tail
rotor pitch control (foot pedals) and in some aircraft, an engine power twist grip control on the lever.
When automatic flight systems are not employed, all these controls require manipulation and, under many
conditions, work load is high. Adverse environmental conditions, especially vibration, increase the work
load still further. Most helicopter pilots rest the right forearm on the right thigh to enable a firmer
control to be obtained, and to limit undemanded inputs to the cyclic stick. This requires the pilot to
lean forward and to the left, and usually denies him much of the support offered by the seat back.
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Modern helicopters usually incorporate some form of automatic stabilization or flight control, and a
fuel metering computer to simplify engine handling. Despite this automation, the current configuration of
controls usually follows the older designs. In these, long levers and sticks with large control deflections
were employed so that the pilot could exert the considerable forces needed to control the helicopter in the
event of loss of hydraulic power assistance. Few large helicopters of recent design can be controlled in
this way without power assistance, thus the design of the controls has become somewhat inappropriate.
An alternative approach is to re-engineer the controls so that small forces and deflections are
required, and to fit the controls directly onto the crew seat. In this way the cyclic control could be
placed on the right hand side of the seat in front of an arm rest and the collective lever could be placed
on the left. Positioning of the controls on the seat would enable the pilot to maintain a mere comfortable
position, it would simplify the problem of control and seat adjustment because of anthropometric variation,
and would abolish the central stick which obstructs egress from the cockpit and interferes with internal
view of the instruments.
Experiments have been conducted in the UK to see whether helicopters can be controlled by nonconventional controls positioned in this way. Necessary preliminaries to any flight trials are simulator
studies, and these are now well advanced. Force transducer type controls were used in the initial assessments and, in the absence of a full scale helicopter simulator, a stylized helicopter pursuit task generated
by a digital computer was used. A variety of subjects, both trained and untrained in helicopters, took part
in the assessments. The experiments showed that a fair measure of close control could be obtained in this
way and that cyclic and collective controls could be combined if necessary. This would leave one hand available for the many other tasks which occur in flight.
The next step is to introduce this type of control into a full helicopter simulator prior to flight
trials. Such a radical departure from conventional controls requires a considerable amount of validation
before flight trials can start. However, the advantages from the point of view of human factors are so
great that the move should not be resisted for long. Side arm r seat mounted Lontrols are under consideration in the UK for the helicopter to replace the Sea King.
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SUMMARY
In 1968, the United States Army committed itself to a goal of eliminating postcrash
fires in survivable helicopter accidents. New helicopters manufactured after 1970
were equipped with a crashworthy fuel system, and an extensive retrofit program of
older aircraft was begun. This paper reviews all Army helicopter accidents during
the period 1968-1976 and classifies them by survivability and whether or not the aircraft was equipped with a crashworthy fuel system. Accident associated fatalities
and injuries were reclassified as to the primary injury involved and its relationship
to the existence of any postcrash fire. The direct costs involved in the care of
thermal fatalities and thermal injuries were calculated using the most conservative
estimates. It is shown that the helicopter crashworthy fuel system essentially elim-

inated postcrash fatalities and injuries in accidents involving helicopters equipped
with the new system.
INTRODUCTION
Aircraft postcrash fire injuries are emotionally hideous. The victims risk permanent disfigurement and are
prevent, for some, any
often socially crippled. Many never return to flying. Physical and emotional handicaps
gainful employment. The clinical care of burn patients is expensive, long term, and logisitcally difficult. A
social, occupational, financial, and medical responsibility is incurred. Employers, insurance underwriters, and
a tax-burdened public carry this responsibility. Public money pays for most military or government service related injuries.
The prevention of aircraft postcrash fire related injury and death has been a long sought goal of physicians,
airframe designers, manufacturers, and safety conscious management. Although crash impact forces have always
been the primary etiologic factor in aircraft accident morbidity and mortality, postcrash fires create disproportionate suffering when associated with large fixed wing transport and rotary wing accidents. This is particularly
true for accidents classified as survivable* or partially survivable.* Failure to escape or inability to escape because of momentary incapacitation, partial entrapment, or indecision are important secondary factors that contribute
to thermal injury.
Ironically, large transport aircraft and helicopters greatly differ as to the nature of a postcrash fire, survival
time, and usual cause of fire related death. Transports tend to slide away from the impact site and area of initial
fuel spillage. Fuel is largely contained in wings that break apart or burn external to the main inhabited space.
Large interior volumes allow time to egress of up to 90 seconds. Cause of death or primary incapacitation is smoke
and toxic fuel inhalation from burning polymeric structures used in furnishings, insulation, wiring, and non-load
bearing interior structures.
Helicopter crashes have a high vertical acceleration component that crush fuel cells located beneath the cockpit
and passenger compar-ments. Misting of fuel in the cockpit is common. Rotor action causes the aircraft to roll over
or beat itself apart structurally. Fire is immediate and rapid spreading. Small internal volumes surrounded by
large areas of plexiglass that usually break open on impact dictate a maximum time to egress and be outside the
fireball of 17 seconds.' Cause of death is flame contact and superheated air or flame inhalation.
The purpose of this paper is to report the operational effectiveness of the U. S. Army Crashworthy Fuel System
(CWFS) for helicopters in eliminating helicopter postcrash fire mortality and reducing morbidity.

*Survivability is a generic classification dependent on habitable postcrash cockpit structural space and/or
crash acceleration forces at the floor under the seat that are within human tolerance irrespective of the
influence of fire or water (drowning) , '
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BACKGROUND
In March of 1968, the Army Chief of Staff, General Harold K. Johnson, made a decision to allocate three million
dollars in emergency research and development funds for the development of a crashworthy fuel system (CWFS) for
Army helicopters. General Johnson's decision was based on a visit to Vietnam in early 1968, where Army field
commanders expressed their concern for the increasing number of personnel being killed or injured from burns
received in helicopter postcrash fires and who would have otherwise survived.
Acting upon the decision of General Johnson, the U. S. Army Materiel Command awarded contracts to several
companies for the development of a crashworthy fuel system for the UH-1 helicopter. The result of this developmental work was a fuel system designed to reduce fuel spillage by means of impact resistant fuel cells, fuel cells
which were self-sealing (ballistic capability), and fuel lines including valves with break-away and non-leak features. Fig. 1 is a schematic of the UH-1D/H fuel system.
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Schematic of the Crashworthy Fuel System installed on the UH-1D/H helicopter
fleet. The basic features are the same in systems installed in other aircraft types.

During the month of April 1970, following a period of intensive testing and evaluation, the first UH-1D equipped
with a crashworthy fuel system came off the production line.
The original concept was to install the system only on new aircraft. Not all Army aircraft were to be outfitted.
As early accident data from CWFS equipped aircraft were compiled by the U. S. Army Agency for Aviation Safety,
a dramatic conclusion was evident. There were no thermal injuries in CWFS equipped aircraft. Decisions were
rapidly made to incorporate the CWFS in other new Army helicopters during factory assembly. Human cost data by
2
Zilioli and Bisgard were used by the Army Safety Agency, Eustis Directorate, Army Air Mobility Laboratory, and
the Army Aviation Systems Command to demonstrate that a systematic retrofit program in the Army's utility helicopter
fleet could be cost effective from a human cost standpoint. A retrofit program was then instituted.
Table I outlines the rate at which the US Army has equipped its helicopters with the CWFS.
TABLE I
ARMY HELICOPTER CONVERSION RATE TO CRASHWORTHY FUEL SYSTEM
Aircraft

1971

1974

1975

UH-1D/H
44%
93%
100%
UH-IB/C/M
-26%
76%
AH-1G
-66%
100%
OH-58
-70%
95%
OH-6A
....
0
CH-47A/B
....
0
17%
100%
CH-47C
-CH-54
Conversion not planned
UTTAS*
Will be CWFS equipped
AAH**
Will be CWFS equipped
Will be CWFS equipped
ASH***
*Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
**Advanced Attack Helicopter
***Advanced Scout Helicopter

1976
100%
90%
100%
99%
63%
5%
100%
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METHOD
To determine the operational effectiveness of the crashworthy fuel system, accident data compiled by the U. S.
Army Agency for Aviation Safety were reviewed. Accidents occurring during two time periods were examined.
The first, 1967-1969, represents an interval during which no crashworthy fuel systems were installed. Accident
data prior to 1967 were not computerized and were considered statistically unreliable; thus, not used. The second
interval studied began in 1970, coincident with the installation of the first crashworthy fuel system. and extended
through 30 June 1976. No combat related accidents were included, primarily because of the incomplete nature of
combat accident reporting.
3

All accidents were classified as survivable or nonsurvivable as defined by Army regulation and the Army
4
This classification does not consider effects of fire or drowning. Hence, a
Crashworthiness Design Guide.
further classification was necessary to identify thermal and non-thermal crash events and their relationship to the
primary cause of death or injury. It is possible under this classification for an individual to survive the impact of
a nonsurvivable accident and die a thermal death. But the authors' analyses also identify those individuals who for
some reason died from impact forces in survivable accidents and then were exposed to a postmortem fire.
It is important for the reader to clearly understand this classification. The initial impression of lay persons or
persons unfamiliar with postcrash accident analysis techniques when viewing the burned wreckage and victims of
an accident is to make a wrong judgment that death was caused by fire. In fact, none of the victims may have died
as a result of fire. Only a careful reconstruction of the accident sequence and a thorough autopsy examination of
all deaths will assign cause of death and place the injuries seen in their proper sequence of occurrence.
It would be advantageous to assume that individuals involved in accidents classified as survivable without fire
would all live, Unfortunately, the assumption is not valid. Factors such as time to rescue, drowning, cockpit intrusion, restraint failures, inadequate or absent protective equipment, and other unusual events contribute to fatalities in survivable accidents. These factors were not examined in this study. Only the event primarily responsible
for the individual's death or injury was determined. A judgment was then made prior to final classification as to
whether the individual would have survived or escaped injury had that event not occurred, be it fire or impact
related.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table II presents fatalities and injuries from 68 nonsurvivable accidents classified as to their thermal and nonthermal etiologies. Data from accidents involving the three primary fleet helicopters being flown during the 19671969 time frame are presented. No aircraft were equipped with the crashworthy fuel system.
TABLE II
1967-1969 FATALITIES AND INJURIES IN NONSURVIVABLE ARMY HELICOPTER CRASHES*
Injuries

Fatalities
Thermal

Non-Thermal

Thermal

Non-Thermal

UH-1D
UH-1H

64
31

108
148

2
1

8
0

AH-1G

1

14

0

0

96

270

3

8

Aircraft

TOTAL

*68 accidents, no crashworthy fuel systems, 57 postcrash fires
Table III presents the same data on 1000 accidents classified as survivable. Elimination of fatalities and reduction of injury in survivable accidents are more realistic goals than trying to make nonsurvivable accidents survivable. It should be noted that postcrash fires occurred in 13.3 percent of survivable crashes and contributed 95
thermal injuries or 59.7 percent of the 159 fatalities produced in 1967-1969 by 1000 survivable accidents. Sixtyfour thermal injuries account for 4.7 percent of the 1361 persons injured. These thermal injuries represent a
fortunate group of aviators. Thermal protective flying suits were available but were still not universally used
by all units. Considering all factors that can mitigate rapid egress from a crashed and burning helicopter, the 64
survivors with thermal injury are operationally significant. The senior author of this paper concluded from interviewing hospitalized postcrash fire survivors in 1971 that accident victims who survive the impact aspects of helicopter crashes and then encounter an ensuing postcrash fire (listed in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence)
either do not know how they got outside the fireball, were thrown clear of the aircraft and/or fireball, or were
rescued from the aircraft/fireball by other aircrew. Rarely is rescue accomplished by formal rescue techniques.
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TABLE

III
1967-1969 FATALITIES AND INJURIES IN SURVIVABLE ARMY HELICOPTER CRASHES*

Aircraft

Thermal

Fatalities
Non-Thermal

Thermal

Injuries
Non-Thermal

UH--1D

47

106

32

718

UH-1H
AH-IG

47
1

49
4

25
7

530
49

TOTAL
95
159
64
1297
*1000 accidents, no crashworthy fuel systems, 133 postcrash fires
A comparison of injuries and fatalities, both thermal and non-thermal, for survivable and nonsurvivable accidents during the 1970-1976 time frame is depicted in Table IV. There were 1160 survivable accidents involving
aircraft not equipped with the crashworthy fuel system. Of these, 3.7 percent resulted in fire. This represents
a 72 reduction in fire occurrence as compared to the 1967-1969 data. A major factor in this reduction was the rapid
crashworthy fuel system retrofit program of fleet aircraft considered to be at highest risk. See Table I. Though
the 1970-1976 reporting period is longer, the net yearly accident rate has been steadily declining. This has been
especially true since the military "phase down" after the Southeast Asia withdrawal. There has been an overall
reduction in all injuries and death regardless of etiology. Factors contributing to this reduction include introduction of better restraint systems, more crashworthy seats, Nomex® aramid flight clothing, the SPH-4 helmet, fewer
old high-fire-risk aircraft (See Table I), and introduction of crashworthy airframe improvements.
TABLE IV
1970-1976 ARMY HELICOPTER CRASH FATALITIES AND INJURIES
Survivable
w/o CWFS
with CWFS

Classification
Thermal Injuries
Non-Thermal Injuries
Thermal Fatalities
Non-Thermal Fatalities
Accidents
Postcrash fires

Nonsurvivable
w/o CWFS
with CWFS

20
529
34
120

5
386
0
44

5
13
31
229

0
28
1
85

1160
43

1258
16

61
42

32
18

Table IV also shows that during the period 1970-1976, 1258 survivable accidents occurred involving aircraft
equipped with a crashworthy fuel system. Sixteen fires occurred and resulted in five thermal injuries, but no
thermal fatalities. This represents a 75 percent reduction in thermal injuries and elimination of thermal fatalities
when compared to survivable accidents during the same period in aircraft not equipped with the crashworthy fuel
system.
Table V shows the sources of flammable fluid spill causing postcrash fires in crashworthy fuel system
equipped aircraft accidents.
TABLE V
SOURCES OF FLAMMABLE FLUID SPILL CAUSING POSTCRASH FIRE.

Source

Survivable
Accident*

Nonsurvivable
Accident*

Ruptured fuel cell or lines
Hydraulic fluid
Transmission fluid
Fuel vent
Auxiliary tank
Engine
Unknown

10
1
1
9
0
0
1

12
1
1
0

TOTAL
22
*Accidents involving CWFS equipped aircraft

1
0
1
16

1970-1976

Other
------1
--1

The system is not crash proof. It is only crashworthy. Fuel vent leakage can be indicated in nine survivable
accidents. The fuel vent does not have crashworthy or non-leak characteristics and may be expected to cause fires
in roll over accidents. Ruptured fuel cells and fuel lines contributed another 10 fires. Though the fuel lines are
coiled or looped to allow considerable deformation before rupture, line fracture does occur. If fuel boost pumps
are running at the time of line fracture, raw fuel can be pumped onto hot engine surfaces or exposed to sparks.
Some retrograde flow can also occur, especially if all one-way valves fail to function properly, It is nearly impossible to reconstruct the exact sequence of events from the study of an aircraft consumed by fire. Tank rupture can
occur secondary to intrusion by cargo hooks, tree trunks, or other objects external to the airframe. Fig. 2 depicts
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an unburned crashed aircraft classified as partially survivable that has literally torn itself apart from roll over
during fuselage deceleration after impact with the ground. The intact and non-leaking main fuel cell can be seen
in the foreground where it was found by the accident investigation team.

Fig. 2.

This UH-1H crashed at night in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) . The
pilot and copilot survived with injuries. The crashworthy fuel system functioned
as designed. Note the right forward fuel cell in the foreground, which tore loose
from the aircraft and prevented fuel spillage. There was no postcrash fire.

It should be noted that one thermal fatality listed in Table IV occurred in a nonsurvivable accident. The individual may have survived had there not been a fire. Non-lethal facial injury possibly rendered the individual unconscious and thus unable to egress. Severe fire enveloped the aircraft postcrash and before any rescue could be
attempted.
Tables VI and VII break down injuries and fatalities respectfully by aircraft type for the 1970-1976 reporting
period. The majority of deaths and injury occurs in UH-IH accidents. The UH-IH is not necessarily less crashworthy. It is the workhorse of the Army helicopter fleet and the most flown aircraft; thus, exposing it to the
greatest accident risk.
TABLE VI
1970-1976 INJURIES BY AIRCRAFT TYPE

Aircraft
UH-1D
UH-1H
AH-1G
OH-58A

Thermal
w/o CWFS*
with CWFS**
1
18
3
3

0
5
0
0

Non-Thermal
w/o CWFS*
with CWFS**
39
352
75
76

TOTAL
25
5
542
*1221 accidents, without CWFS, and 85 postcrash fires
**1290 accidents, with CWFS, and 34 postcrash fires

LA

26
345
17
26
414
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TABLE VII
1970-1976 FATALITIES BY AIRCRAFT TYPE

Aircraft

w/o CWFS*

UH-1D
UH-1H
AH-IG
OH-58A

8
49
3
5

Non-Thermal
w/o CWFS*
with CWFS**

Thermal
with CWFS**
0
1
0
0

10
263
36
40

S
107
12
5

349
65
1
TOTAL
*1221 accidents, without CWFS, and 85 postcrash fires
**1290 accidents, with CWFS, and 34 postcrash fires

129

With this review of the fatalities and injuries caused by postcrash fires, it is of value to examine the human
costs of these fires. Table VIII depicts fatality and injury costs. These figures are very conservative in that
they are based on military medical facility care and not civilian facility care. These figures represent direct
costs to the Army and do not include Veteran's Administration benefits, Social Security benefits, or other factors.
They include a pro rata estimation of medical evacuation costs and average all active duty Army burn injury or
fatality expenses. They do not reflect costs of retraining. They do not take into consideration grade, rank, or
seniority. These figures do not reflect the intangible but considerable costs associated with personal and family
suffering, alterations in life style, and home care. The significantly higher figure for thermal fatalities probably
is derived from the fact that so many thermal fatalities are preceded by extended hospital care involving heroic
measures.
TABLE VIII
FATALITY AND INJURY COSTS*
Estimated cost for each
$155,000

Thermal fatality
Thermal injury

15,000

*DA Circular 385-48, 1974
Table IX depicts the human costs for accidents involving noncrashworthy fuel system equipped aircraft for
the period 1967-1969. It is to remember that these figures are considered conservative, and they take into consideration only those injuries and fatalities directly related to fire. If the primary cause of death was impact
injury with associated thermal injury, the statistic would not appear in Table IX. It is interesting to note that
the total number of individuals involved and their associated fatality costs for both survivable and nonsurvivable
accidents were approximately the same. However, for those accidents classified as survivable, the number of
individuals who sustained thermal injuries but apparently escaped some of the effects of the postcrash fire is
20 times the number of thermal injuries reported for nonsurvivable accidents. This difference may be attributable
to the severity of the accident and not the severity of the fire.
TABLE IX
HUMAN COSTS* FOR NON-CWFS ACCIDENTS,
Survivable
Individuals

Cost

1967-1969

Nonsurvivable
Individuals

Cost

Thermal fatality

95

$14,725,000

96

$14,880,000

Thermal injury

64

992,000

3

46,500

Total
159
$15,717,000
*Calculated using data Tables II, Ill,and IV.

99

$14,926,500

Table X depicts thermal injury and thermal fatality costs associated with noncrashworthy fuel system helicopter
accidents for the periodO-1976. The significant reduction in the number of individuals involved in both survivable and nonsurvivable accidents over the period 1967-1969 is attributable to the gradual attrition of older highfire-risk aircraft (See Table I) and the introduction of effective fire resistant clothing.
TABLE X
HUMAN COSTS* FOR NON-CWFS ACCIDENTS, ** 1970-1976
Survivable
Individuals
Cost

Nonsurvivable
Individuals
Cost

Thermal fatality

34

$5,270,000

Thermal injury

20

310,000

31
5

$4,705,000
77,500

Total
54
$5,580,000
*Calculated using data Tables IV, VI, and VII.
**1,221 accidents.

36

$4,782,500
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Table XI represents the direct human costs for thermal injuries and fatalities in survivable and nonsurvivable
accidents involving Army helicopters equipped with a CWFS for the period 1970-1976. The reduction is dramatic.
TABLE Xl
HUMAN COSTS* FOR CWFS ACCIDENTS, ** 1970-1976
Nonsurvivable
Survivable
Individuals

Cost

0

0

Thermal fatality

5
$77,500
Thermal injury
*Calculated using data Tables VI and VII.
**1, 290 accidents.

Individuals

Cost
$155,000

1

0

0

The introduction of any safety device, especially if it means modification to an aircraft, involves trade offs of
payload, fuel consumption, power, weight, and a host of others. These trade offs involve real dollars and perceived or actual reduction in operational capability. Table XII reviews the operational penalties and cost factors
for installation of the helicopter CWFS in new and retrofitted aircraft.
TABLE X1I
CRASHWORTHY FUEL SYSTEM OPERATIONAL PENALTIES AND COST FACTORS

Aircraft
UH-1D/H
UH-IB/C/M
AH-1G
OH-58A
OH-6A
CH-47A/B/C

Added
weight
pounds
160
93
130
67
70
610

Fuel
penalty
gallons

Development costs
dollars

Hardware costs
dollars

Aircraft
modified

Aircraft
net cost
dollars

11
18
6
1.5
6
54

362,000
214,000
250,000
320,000
631,000
2,215,000

7,400
9,500
4,600
4,200
6,900
20,000

3,077
900
769
2,065
244
426

7,517
9,737
4,925
4,354
9,486
25,200

CONCLUSION
The introduction of the helicopter CWFS into the United States Army helicopter fleet as an integral part of a
long-range program to eliminate crash fatalities and reduce crash injury has been shown to be a highly successful and operationally effective mechanism. As more aircraft are retrofitted with the CWFS and improvements are
made in crashworthiness design for hydraulic systems and other potential sources of postcrash fire, the goal of
eliminating postcrash fire as a significant hazard in survivable accidents seems to be within our grasp.
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A METHOD FOR SELECTING A CRASHWORTHY
FUEL SYSTEM DESIGN
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S. Harry Robertson, P.E.,
and
James W. Turnbow, Ph.D.
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Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85281

SUMMARY
A complete crashworthy fuel system (CRFS) involves many design considerations as well as an abundant
use of specialized hardware. By necessity, design tradeoffs are involved in the evolution of each fuel
system design. Since the successfui incorporation of the CRFS design into U.S. Army aircraft, much interest has been focused on the overall concept.
Presently, there is no single system which is universally adaptable to all aircraft. Consequently,
each fuel system designer is confronted with the problem of deciding how much CRFS hardware he should
incorporate into his fuel system design, to achieve the desired safety level.
This paper discusses a rating method that a CRFS designer can use to help determine the amount of
hardware and special design considerations needed to obtain a desired reduction in the fuel system "Fire
Hazard Level". It uses as its basis, man's tolerance to the thermal environment, and deals particularly
with changes in the escape times available to the aircraft occupants.

INTRODUCTION
When an aircraft crashes, its occupants are exposed to many hazards which affect survival, one of
which is fire. The fuel system is the major fire threat, however, cargo and other flammable fluids such
as lubricating and hydraulic oils can also be a factor.
Now that truly crashworthy fuel systems exist in some U.S. military aircraft, and crashworthy hardware is available from many aerospace manufacturers, the fuel system designer is confronted with the problem of trying to determine how much fire safety can (or needs to) be obtained from any given fiel system
design.
An evaluation technique has been developed which can allow a fuel system designer to rate a given
fuel system design to determine the relative "Fire Hazard Level" for each component and/or hazardous area.
Proposed crashworthy design changes can then be integrated into the original non-crashworthy design and
the system be re-evaluated to determine the "Fire Hazard Level" reductions.
For the evaluation to be performed, several assumptions must be made to establish a baseline or starting point. They are:
1. The only fire threat being evaluated is the one from the fuel system. (The cargo, oils, etc.
are not included in this evaluation, although they, too, could be evaluated if they were included in the evaluation process to be discussed later.)
2. That the fire threat associated with the original, or non-crashworthy, fuel system design,
is the basis from which the fuel system improvements are to be measured. As an example,
the overall fire threat associatc] with the original non-crashworthy fuel system is assumed
to be 100%. Improvements in fuel system desigto are measured in percentage of reduction from
the original 100% "Fire Hazard Level".
3. In order to evaluate the behavior of various fuel system designs, a crash environment which
is typical of the serious, marninally survivable accident must be used as the basic reference
point.
4. That the evaluator be familiar with accident reconstruction, fuel system behavior during crash
situations, and that he have some formal accident investigation training such as that offered
by Arizona State University's "Crash Survival Investinators School", a two week concentrated
course devoted exclusively to the study of human and system survival during the aircraft crash
environment.

DISCUSSION
The evaluation process is performed in the following manner:
1. The original non-crashworthy fuel system is defined, and the various components and/or
hazardous areas are denoted, as shown in Figure 1.
2. Each identified component or hazardous area in the non-crashworthy fuel system is evaluated
in accordance with the Rating System (defined later), to determine its relative "Fire Hazard

Level".

NON-CRASHWORTHY FUEL SYSTEM

2
1

3
4:

31

6~

7
Item

Description

Item

Description

I
2

Fillers
Tanks

6
7

Filter
Pump

3
4

Outlets
Fuel Lines (Upper)

8
9

Carburetor
Fuel Lines (Lower)

5

Selector Valve

Figure 1. The Non-Crashworthy Fuel System With The Components
and/or Hazardous Areas Identified.
3. The non-crashworthy fuel system design is modified to incorporate various crashworthy hardware
and/or design changes, and then re-evaluated in accordance with the Rating System to determine
the "Fire Hazard Level" reductions attributable to the improved design.
Note:

The non-crashworthy fuel system can be upgraded by the addition of only one crashworthy
item, or by the addition of many crashworthy items. Each upgraded system must be evaluated as a complete system to determine the "Fire Hazard Level" reduction attributable to
separate design changes. The reason for the complete re-evaluation of each upgraded
system is that the changing of one or more component and/or hazardous areas can, and
usually does, influence the behavior of the remaining components and/or hazardous areas.

RATING SYSTEMS (General)
The rating system evaluates the following four items:
1. The likelihood of fuel spillage occurring from the designated Items (Component and/or
hazardous areas) during the serious, marginally survivable crash.
2. The likelihood of fuel spillage from the designated Items catching fire.
3. The likelihood of an existing fire which started at a designated Item functioning as an
ignition source for other probable spillages in other designated areas. (The chain
reaction situation.)
4. The probable escape time available to occupants if a fire occurs at a designated Item.

4ATIqW.SYSTEM (Specific)
4-'r* of a Comonent to Cause Spillage
,o
q

Sttnq the fuel system components and/or hazardous areas for the likelihood of fuel spillage
oertosi. marginally survivable crash the following Items should be included in the evaluation.
-.,ar*tIty of the component and/or area during impact.
at*
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(b) Specific component or area design
2. Probability that a destructive impact will occur. Each designated area is rated in each
specific system configuration. The rating is given in the form of a percentage of probable
spillage occurrence. Example: If the designated Item will cause spillage during every
serious crash, it is given a 100% rating, whereas if it will causL spillage in only one
out of every four accidents it is given a ratinq of 25%.
Likelihood of Spillage Catching Fire
When rating the fuel system components and!or hazardous areas for the likelihood of fuel spillage
catching fire, the following items should be included in the evaluation.
1. Availability of ignition sources.
(a) Type
(b) Available energy and duration
(c) Location
2. Size of fuel spill
3. Probable spillage paths
Spillage occurring
is given in the form of
time during the serious
of every four accidents

at each designated Item is rated in each specific system configuration. The rating
percentages of probable ignition. Example: If the spillage will catch fire every
crash environment, it is given a 100% rating. If it will ignite in only one out
it is given a rating of 25%.

Fire Starting Other Fires
When rating the fuel system components and/or hazardous areas for the likelihood of an existing fire
serving as an ignition source for other spillages, the following items should be included in the evaluation.
1. Location of fire
2. Size of fire
3. Location of other ignitable material
4. Possible spillage paths
5. Possible flame spread paths
Each fire
If an existing
the likelihood
creases at the

is rated in each specific system configuration. The rating is given in the form of points.
fire is 90 to 100% likely to ignite surrounding spillages, a rating of 10 is given. If
of an ignition chain reaction is 80% to 90%, a rating of 9 is given. The point rating derate of 1 point for each 10% decrease in likelihood of occurrence, as shown below.
RATING POINTS

LIKELIHOOD OF CHAIN
REACTION OCCURRENCE

10

90 - 100%

9

80 - 90%

8

70 - 80%

7
6

60 - 70%
50 - 60%

5

40 - 50%

4

30 - 40%

3
2

20 - 30%

1

10 - 20%
0-10%

Estimated Escape Time
When rating the fuel system components and/or hazardous areas for the probable escape time ;vailable
to occupants if a fire occurs, the following Items should be included in the evaluation.
1. Location of initial fire relative to the occupants.
2. Growth potential of the fire.
(a) Initial spillage quantity
(b) Sustained spillage quantity
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3. Egress considerations.
(a) Location of occupants relative to escape routes
(b) Complexity of the escape (doors, hatches, handles, cargo and other potentially
delaying problems)
Each fire is rated in each specific system configuration. The rating is given in the form of points.
If the escape time is estimated to be less than 20 seconds, the fire is given a rating of 10. If the
escape time is more than 20 seconds, but less than 40 seconds, the fire is rated 9. The point rating decreases at the rate of one point for each 20 second increase in escape time as shown below.
RATING POINTS

AVAILABLE ESCAPE TIME

10
9

20 - 40 Seconds

8

40 - 60 Seconds

7

60 - 80 Seconds

6
5

100 - 120 Seconds

4

120 - 140 Seconds

3

140 - 160 Seconds

2

160 - 180 Seconds

1

180 -

0-

20 Seconds

80 - 100 Seconds

For a discussion of why 180 seconds is chosen as the maximum time duration, see Appendix I.

HAZARD UNITS
"Hazard Units" are arbitrary numbers derived by the following formula.
(FCS X LSCF) X (FSOF + EET)
FCS

= Rating in percent for each Item when evaluated for the likelihood of "Failure of a
Component to Cause Spillage".

LSCF = Rating in percent for each Item when evaluated for the "Likelihood of Spillage Catching
Fire".
FSOF = Rating in points for each fire when evaluated for the likelihood of "Fire Starting
Other Fires".
EET

= Rating in points for each fire when evaluated for "Estimated Escape Time" for occupants.

FIRE HAZARD LEVEL
The "Fire Hazard Level" is 100% for the complete, non-crashworthy fuel system design.
component and/or designated area it is derived by the following formula.
FHL =

Component
"Hazard
Units"
Total and/or
System area
"Hazard
Units"

For a specific

x
xI100

SAMPLE PROBLEM
To assist the reader in understanding how the rating system works, assume that the fuel system depicted in Figure 1 was evaluated in accordance with the procedures defined under "Rating System" and that
the totals derived are shown in Table 1.
It can be noted from the Table that the non-crashworthy fuel system has a total "Fire Hazard Level"
of 100%. Further, it can easily be seen that Item 3, the tank outlet area, is the largest contributor to
the fuel system fire problem. Obviously Items 2, 4, 6, 7, and 9 are also major contributors, whereas
Items 1, 5. and 8 are of a much lesser hazard.
If, for example Item 3 were modified so that it would greatly resist spilling fuel during a crash
(like using crashworthy, high strength fittings in the tanks; self-sealing breakaway valves at the coupling
between the tank and the fuel line; and the fuel line was made flexible to accommodate fuel system displacement), the rating for Item 3 might be as follows:
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Item
3

Description

%
FCS

%
LSCF

POINTS
FSOF

POINTS
EET

HAZARD
UNITS

FIRE
HAZARD
LEVEL

Outlets

10

10

2

1

.03

.04

If all other Item ratings remained the same, which may or may not be the actual case, depending upon
the influence on them due to the design change, the new "Fire Hazard Level" would be 77.94 or a 22.06 percent reduction in the original, non-crashworthy fuel system "Fire Hazard Level" of 100%.
This can be shown as follows:
Item 3. Outlet (original component design) "Hazard Unit" 16.20
Item 3, Outlet (crashworthy design) "Hazard Unit"
Total Original System "Hazard Units"
Component "Fire Hazard Level" =
Totalonen

.03

.03

73.4
100 = .04

Total non-crashworthy system "Fire Hazard Level" = 100%

Total crashwvorthy system "Fire Hazard Level"

=

"Fire Hazard Level" Reduction

= 22.06%

77.94

BASIC, UNMODIFIED FUEL SYSTEM

Item

Description

%
FCS

%
LSCF

POINTS
FSOF

POINTS
EET

HAZARD
UNITS

FIRE
HAZARD
LEVEL

1
2

Fillers
Tanks

.50

.50

8

8

4.00

5.45

.50

.80

10

10

8.00

10.90

3

Outlets

.90

.90

10

10

16.20

22.07

4

.50

.90

10

10

9.00

12.26

5

Fuel Lines
(Upper)
Valve

.80

.30

8

8

3.84

5.23

6
7

Filter
Pump

.80
.75

.75
.75

10
10

7
7

10.20

13.90

9.56

13.02

8
9

Carburetor
Fuel Lines
(Lower)

.20
.80

.75
.75

10
I0

6
7

2.40
10.20

3.27
13.90

73.4

100.00

TOTALS

Table 1. Tabulation of Points Obtained From Ratinq The Typical Fuel System Shown
in Figure 1.

CONCLUSION
In any given crash, there are many hazards to man's survival.
threats.

Fire is usually one of the major

The rating system presented provides a way for fuel system designers to evaluate an original non-crashworthy fuel system in terms of "Fire Hazard Level", and then evaluate an improved fuel system, to determine its "Fire Hazard Level" reduction.
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APPENDIX I
The length of time required for evacuation from a crashed aircraft can differ for a variety of
reasons. Examples include ratio of occupants to usable exits; ease of exit operation; interference problems, such as cargo, fire, etc.; degree of occupant injury, and obviously the availability of rescue personnel.
Studies,
in some 3,500
occupants are
a much longer

by the authors, of aircraft crash fire growth rates and of evacuation times used by survivors
air crashes, have shown that most evacuations fall into one of two categories. Either the
out of the aircraft within a fewseconds to a minute or so, or they are in the aircraft for
period of time - in some cases hours or days.

The growth rates of typical post crash fires are such that they usually start out small, grow in intensity for several minutes, then start to subside. Man's ability to survive these fires is usually predicated on the clothing he is wearing; the air he is breathing; the temperature to which he is being exposed; and the duration of his exposure.
A summary of actual crash data, as well as experimental crash test data, indicates that three minutes
is about as long as one can expect to survive in a major crash fire. In fact, his survival time will be
much less in many crashes, due primarily to the close proximity of the fuel to the occupants.
For further study of the subject, the reader is referred to the scientific literature, much of which
is summarized in the U.S. Army "Crash Survival Design Guide, USAAMRDL TR 71-22. This document coauthored
by the authors of this article, is the basic handbook in the field, and is available from the U.S. National
Technical Information Service. It is currently being updated for release in early 1979.
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BIOMEDICAL CONSTRAINTS ON THERMAL PROTECTIVE FLIGHT CLOTHING DESIGN:
A BIOENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Francis S. Knox, Ill, Ph.D.
Louisiana State University Medical Center
School of Medicine in Shreveport
P. 0. Box 33932
Shreveport, Louisiana 71130
Thomas L. Wachtel, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Surgery
University Hospital, University of California Medical Center
Regional Burn Treatment Center
San Diego, California 92103
and
Stanley C. Knapp, M.D.
Commander, US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P. 0. Box 577
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY
Current design standards for flight clothing worn by military aircrew members
in rotary wing aircraft specify that the flight suit must provide protection against
the thermal energy of a postcrash fire. The duration for which this protection must
last is usually from 3 to 10 seconds based on the observed evacuation times of uninjured crews from upright, intact, nonburning aircraft or helicopters.
The level of protection (acceptable burn inuury) is not specified, which, if
taken literally and to extreme, would mean that any test uniform or fabric that
allowed sufficient heat transfer to cause even a first degree burn when subjected
to the worst credible postcrash fire for ten seconds would be unacceptable. Moreover, a precise description of the postcrash fire is left unspecified.
From studies of the dynamics of large JP-4 fuel fires and of instrumented helicopter hulks immersed in such fires, the worst credible postcrash fire environment (WCE) was defined. 2,' Data from these fires allowed the construction and
calibration of a JP-4 fueled postcrash fire simulator. This simulator was used
to expose 95 domestic white pigs (animal model for human skin) to simulated
postcrash fires of various intensities (0.70 to 3.92 cal/cm'/sec) and various
durations (0.55 to 14.29 sec).
In some instances fabrics (e.g., Nomex) were
placed between the fire and the pig. The resultant burns %yeregraded on surface appearance and on depth of damage. The relationship between thermal
energy and burn depth is complex and depends on, among other things, initial
skin temperature, skin color, length of hair stubble, exposure time, and amount
and rate of tissue water boiling. Fabrics tend to lower the amount of energy
transmitted to the skin provided they remain intact and maintain an insulating
air layer. Multiple layers enhance protection. 4
Increased protection, measured in terms of burn area and depth, requires
the use of multiple fabric layers, heavy weight fabrics, and more thermally
stable polymers. However, the resultant textile and flight suit design requirements for thermal protection often conflict with other desirable qualities such
as comfort (including heat stress), durability, appearance, and cost.
The experimental burn data presented here and survival data from the
Natural Burn Information Exchange can form the basis of a rational consideration of the biomedical constraints on thermal protective flight clothing design
when compared with textile engineering and cost factors. Finding the proper
balance among the biomedical, textile, engineering, and cost factors will facilitate the selection of new flight suit materials and designs, and will help determine the allocation of resources between flight clothing and other protective
devices such as crashworthy fuel systems.
INTRODUCTION
There are many factors which influence the design of flight clothing. Among these are: appearance, durability, comfort, functionality, cost, and thermally protective capability. The need to provide aircrew members
with thermal protection is well documented, I but the optimization of a design which provides thermal protection
while meeting other design goals is not simple. Rational judgments regarding the advisability of purchasing a
new uniform fabric or design can only be made when the proper data upon which to make such a decision are

available.
Since the object of thermal protective clothing is to protect the aircrew member from a postcrash fire, how
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can fabrics and flight suits be evaluated in a way which will quantitativaly measure the improved medical prognosis of the wearer in the operational environment? Formulation of such a quantitative test method must take
into account the answers to five major questions. 1) what is the thermal environment against which the garment is expected to insulate the wearer? 2) what are appropriate exposure times? 3) from what is the garment protecting? pain? burn? smoke? toxic gases? 4) what is the clinical endpoint? threshold pain? epidermal burn? partial thickness hurn? time of useful function? survivability? 5) how are the f-hrics tn he
applied? in contact with the skin? spaced away from the skin? with underwear? . . . or without?
Clearly, the present standards fail to answer these questions thereby making any decisions regarding the
cost effectiveness of some slight improvement in protection (however defined) fraught with potential error.
The U. S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) Thermal Analysis Program was initiated in
order to develop a clinically valid algorithm for fabric evaluation.
The following rationale has guided these studies. Thermally protective clothing should be evaluated in a
manner which is readily understood by physicians, textile engineers, and managers. To do so, it must provide
a quantitative estimate of the severity of burn injury which the wearer would suffer when exposed to a worst
credible postcrash fire for a variety of times up to ten seconds. If possible, the burn severity should be related
to survivability. Survival of a burn patient depends on area burned, amount of full thickness burn, age, sex,
of all groups.
treating facility, and associated injuries. Minimizing area and depth of burn increases survival
unequivocal endThe USAARL bioassay method is such a method for evaluating fabrics which provides the
to evaluate
successfully
used
been
has
method
This
pigskin.$
analog,
skin
human
a
in
depth
point of burn
4 5
fabrics , but is too logistically cumbersome and costly for routine fabric screening.
of the constraints
This paper discusses the collection of a large data base using the bioassay method and
imposed on the clothing designer by the biophysics of burn formation.
METHODS
An instrumented UH-1 helicopter hulk was burned with 473 liters of JP-43 (Figs. 1 and 2), and an instrumented 1893 liter JP-4 pool fire was studied to arrive at a working definition of the worst credible postcrash
2
fire environment (WCE).
A new postcrash fire simulation furnace was built based on a NASA designed furnace.'
This furnace (Fig. 3) consists of a JP-4 fueled, firebrick lined box and a water cooled, pneumatically actuated
shutter system mounted in a movable animal holding table. This furnace can be set to deliver heat fluxes of 0.7
to 3.9 calories per square centimeter per second with furnace wall temperatures of 870 to 24500 F. At low heat
fluxes, the exposure was from 95 to 100% radiative while at high heat fluxes, more typical of postcrash fires,
the heat fluxes were 65 to 90% radiative consistent with observed values for large JP-4 fuel fires.
Details of the following bioassay procedures can be found elsewhere 4 To summarize, domestic white pigs
were anesthetized, closely clipped to remove the long hair, placed on the pig carrying table over an asbestos
template containing six circular holes and exposed to the controlled fire for controlled but variable lengths of
time. The resulting burns were photographed, graded on a 1 to 16 scale by clinical observation, biopsied at
24 hours, and subsequently graded by a pathologist as to general burn severity (microscopically graded on a
I to 10 scale), and burn depth in microns. In some instances, fabrics were placed between the pig and the
fire, either in contact with the skin or as single and double layers with space between the fabric and the skin .4
Likewise, heat sensors were exposed to the fire either bare or protected by fabrics.
The furnace wall temperature ws monitored continuously as was the heat flux in one of the template holes
using a slug calorimeter. In all, 95 pigs were used and mnre than 1500 burns evaluated. For each exposure of
a pig to the fire, the computerized data base currently contains the pig number; the burn site location; indication of the smokiness of the fire; the duration of exposure, corrected for the time of travel of the shutter; two
values for the heat flux, one derived from the slug calorimeter, digitized once per second and hand calculated
and one value from the slug calorimeter digitized at 100 per second and calculated by computer; the furnace
wall temperature; the skin surface temperature; the presence or absence of fabrics; the condition of the skin,
i.e., natural or painted with black paint; the gross grade on a I to 16 scale; the microscopic grade on a I to 10
scale; the epidermal thickness in microns; the dermal thickness in microns and the depth of the burn measured
from the epidermal border to the deepest extent of the burn; the length of the hair; the date; the time of day; a
new micrograde based on a second reading of the biopsy specimens; a new epidermal depth, a new dermal
depth; a new burn depth measured from the fat/dermal border up to the deepest extent of the burn; the total
depth of the dermis at the burn site; the total depth of the skin at the burn site; a corrected burn depth which
takes into account for the shrinkage or swelling of the burns (see discussion following); and a quality indication on a I to 9 scale indicating the general reliability of the data for that burn site.
The quality of the data was downgraded if some of the values, for instance, skin temperature, were calculated as opposed to measured, if some of the pathology data were missing or were ungradable and the like.
Several small studies were performed while collecting the data base. For instance, the data collected from
natural and blackened pigskin indicate that natural pigskin in these studies absorbed 60% of the incident
energy while blackened skin absorbed 90%. In another study, skin samples of various thicknesses were obtained using an air powered dermatome. Skin samples were divided and alternate strips sent to the pathology
section for thickness measurement and the other samples were weighed, dried, and reweighed in order to determine the distribution of water as a function of depth within the skin
This latter information is required for
the incorporation of a subroutine in the mathematical models to account-for tissue water and blister formation.
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both singularly and in conjunction with jersey knit t-shirt
Four high temperature fabrics were studied,
4
material to simulate standard underwear.
In another study, subsuperficial, mid-dermal, deep dermal and dermal fat border temperature measurements were obtained using small (. 002 to .005 inches) copper-constantan thermocouples during thermal exposures.
RESULTS
Definition of WCE
Postcrash fires of any vehicle, helicopters included, can be extremely variable. The amount of fuel available, its distribution on the ground and in the air subsequent to impact, the time of ignition, the buildup to a
steady state, the total duration of the fire, the presence or absence of wind and the like are all complicating
factors in describing a "typical postcrash fire."
How then do we define a typical JP-4 postcrash fire? Fig. 4 summarizes our current operating definition
along with some values from previous studies. The shaded area represents the extent of the variability generally
associated with large fuel fires. Small momentary excursions above and below this region are often experienced
but these usually occur in unfavorable conditions where the wind velocity is above I or 2 miles per hour. The
2
Notice
dashed line is a time-temperature tracing from one thermocouple in a JP-4 fire conducted at Fort Rucker.
that there is a transient buildup of less than 20 seconds during which the fire is spreading over the pool and
developing to its full height. Beyond this initial transient portion there is a "steady state" portion during which
the temperatures are generally in the region of 1900 to 2100" F. These temperatures yield heat fluxes which are
80 to 90% radiative and total 3 to 4 calories per square centimeter per second.
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Fig. 4.

Working Definition of Worst Credible Postcrash Fire Environment (WCE)
derived from large scale JP-4 fires. Dotted line is the output from one
thermocouple in a 1893 liter JP-4 fire. Solid line is the temperature profile of WCE. Shaded area represents general region of variability seen
in large scale fires.

The fire oscillates every 5 seconds or so, as oxygen is alternately consumed and entrained into the fire.
This pulsation is visible on 16 mm color movies taken of the fire. The solid line depicts our working definition
followed by a "steady state fire" of
of a "worst credible steady state" fire. A 15 to 20 second buildup period is
2
2100" F which delivers about 4 calories per square centimeter per second .
It should be stressed that this is a working definition and that no particular fire would be expected to dupli°
cate this profile over its entire course. The steady state temperature of 2100 F is 250' hotter than the suggested
6
The duration of the steady state period will be variable
temperature of 1850" F for a JP-4 fire over a water base.
depending on the amount of fuel available. Fire subsequent to fuel spills of 473 liters, for instance, will last
well beyond 50 seconds followed by a gradual decrease in fire intensity as fuel is consumed.
DATA BASE
The data base contains over 45,000 entries and is represented here by one page, Table 1. As a way of
visualizing some of the relationships within the new data base, Figs. 5 to 12 are presented. Fig. 5 shows the
surface appearance of a burn graded 4 on the gross burn scale. Fig. 6 shows the surface appearance of a
severe burn graded as a 16. Fig. 7 shows a section of pigskin stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The burn
grade is 1 with a corrected burn depth of 74 microns, i.e., epidermal damage only. Fig. 8 shows a section of
a more severe burn, grade 8, with a corrected burn depth of 996 microns. Fiq. 9 is a plot of Burn Depth vs.
New Micro Grade in which vertical bars indicate mean values and dots are individual data points. Fig. 10 shows
the relationship between total heat flux (cal/cm2) and micro burn grade. Fig. 11 shows the relationship between
total heat flux and surface appearance (gross burn grade) . Fig. 12 relates total flux and corrected burn depth
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as a function of exposure time.

Exposure times are indicated as numbers on the plot which signify the following

1 for 0 to 2 seconds; 3 for 2 to 4 seconds; 5 for 4 to 6 seconds; and 7 for 6 seconds or greater.

categories:

Table II shows the relationship between burn severity and the amount of shrinkage or swelling seen in the
biopsy specimens. Table III shows the results of a regression analysis which indicates that correction for
shrinkage did not significantly alter the relationship between burn severity (gross grade) and depth.
Two representative intraskin time temperature histories are plotted in Fig. 13 along with the output of a
preliminary version of the analytical model currently being developed.
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Fig. 6. Gross burn
Grade 16

Fig. 7. Micro burn
Grade 1. See
text for depth.

Fig. 8. Micro burn
Grade 8. See
text for depth.
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Burn depth as a function of Total Heat
2
Flux (cal/cm ) and exposure time.
Individual data points are identified
with exposure times as follows:
I = 0 to 2 seconds; 3 = 2 to 4 seconds;
5 = 4 to 6 seconds; 7 = greater than
6 seconds.
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Fig. 13.

Tissue temperature as a function of time at two different depths. Observed temperatures are
shown as symbols connected by straight lines for depths of approximately 200 microns (above)
and 2000 microns - fat/cermal border (below) . The output of a computer model (solid circles)
which did not take into account water boiling or tissue cooling by blood. The 90 F offset between the lower two curves is due to assuming that the starting surface temperature and the
initial temperature at a depth of 2000 microns are identical.

DISCUSSION
The initial objective of this project was to correct certain perceived deficiencies in the postcrash fire simulation source and in fabric application methodologies and then to use the bioassay method to collect a substantial
data base upon which to develop analytical and empirical models with which to generate clinically valid burn
predictions. The development of this data base was necessitated by the fact that previous data used primarily
hot water conductive heating or purely radiating heating such as would be experienced in the flash burns caused
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by atomic weapon detonation. There was no large data base generated with a JP-4 fuel fire as the input and pigskin (the best available animal model for human skin) as the biological sensor.
We now have such a data base and common to all such data bases there is considerable scatter in the data as
evidenced by the high Figs. 9 through 12. One of the more likely sources for this scatter could be fluctuations
in exposure time due to inconsistent shutter performance. An attempt was made to correct for the dynamics of
the water cooled shutter system based on a limited number of calibration tests, but this correction does not allow
for day to day variation. A second source of variation might be the variation in initial skin temperature at sites
7
other than the one measured. A University of Rochester study showed that skin temperature can have a significant effect on the degree of burn experienced for a given exposure and that there is a slow decrease in skin
temperature following induction of anesthesia.
Early in the experiment, the pigs were clipped four to five days prior to exposure, resulting in rather longer
hair stubble than in later pigs which were shaved or clipped on the morning of the exposure. Data on hair length
are available in the data base but have not been used in these figures to correct the total incident heat flux.
Some of the scatter is due to the judgmental process involved in gross grading and grading the biopsy specimens. Another study, not yet completed, is directed toward describing the nature and extent of this variability.
In this study, selected burn biopsies from our data base and from the University of Rochester studies were regraded by a senior pathologist in an attempt to uncover the places in the grading system where confusion regarding criteria and sources of variability in making depth measurements might exist. The finding which emerges
from this study is that depending on the pathologist's judgment about involvement of the upper dermis subsequent
to blister formation, the micrograde can change from a four (epidermal/dermal separation, partial) to a six in
which superficial dermal damage less than 500 microns is involved. In many cases it appears that some pathologists have -hosen to ignore slight damage to the dermis and call a burn in which blister formation is in process
either a four or a five, while others have chosen to call the same burn a six because it involves minor damage to
the dermis. Likewise, for the very deep burns which involve the dermis up to the adipose tissue border but do
not involve the underlying adipose tissue, there is often disagreement and inconsistency on whether to include
the dermal appendages which reach down into the adipose tissue in certain skin sections. The data base is currently under intensive review in order to quantify, as best is possible, these and other sources of variability so
that the models which are being and will be developed from these data will present a clear and unequivocal picture
of the burn process.
Recently, Takata$ published a model assuming first order reaction kinetics based on the preliminary data
base collected in this project. Since Takata's analysis it has become apparent that there is a need to correct the
measured burn depths in moderate burns to account for some slight swelling due to edema and in more severe
burns to account for the shrinkage and desiccation which accompanies these burns (See Table II) . This correction for deep dermal burns can be as much as 40%. Thus, a measured depth of 1000 microns in sorme instances
should be 1400 microns when referred to normal tissue.
Takata's model did, for the first time, include water boiling and a factor to account for attenuation of the
radiation by the hair of the pig. The importance of including water boiling can be shown by Figure 13 which
shows the recorded skin temperature at a depth of approximately 200 microns (superficial) in which the tissue
temperature never reaches boiling while output from the computer model, which did not include a subroutine to
account for water boiling, overshoots this temperature by 4 or 5 degrees. In more severe exposures, this overshoot would be considerably greater. Since in these models, tissue damage is logarithmically related to skin
temperature, the maintenance of skin temperature below the boiling point of water until that skin has been desiccated is an important factor in tuning the model to reflect what is really happening in the skin.
Notice, too, that while the current preliminary model follows quite well in the ascending, heating portion
of the recorded temperature, except for the overshoot, it cools off too rapidly at first during the cooling phase
and then maintains a tissue temperature which is too high at longer times. The result of this prolonged predicted
high tissue temperature is a severe over prediction of the resulting burn damage. Model optimization will require
the addition of water boiling, tissue cooling, and a consideration of those sources of variation that can be identified in the data base in adjusting the model to predict the observed burns.
Next, consider the performance of the sample fabrics which were evaluated using the bioassay technique as
4
previously reported.
Statistical analysis of these data showed that none of the fabrics in any combination sufficiently attenuated the heat flux to make it clinically significantly better than any of the other fabrics. The largest
improvement as measured by burn depth was seen, not between fabrics, but between the way in which the fabrics
were applied to the skin. That is, the introduction of spaces or underwear or underwear with spaces increased
the protection, i.e., decreased the burn depths. However, the minimal burn depth observed was slightly more
than 200 microns which is still clinically a second degree burn, just as were the unprotected control burns of
1200 to 1400 microns. The current state of the art in predicting burn survivability is such that burns are categorized as first, second, or third degree and the total area of burn (second and third degree lumped together)
or the total of area of third degree burn alone is used in computing burn survivability as a function of age and
sex. There are no clinical data currently available which allow the judgment to be made that the improvement
of protection manifested by a change in burn depth from, say, 1200 microns, changes the survivability assuming
that the areas of the two burns are equal.
Intuitively, one feels that such an improvement may well improve the survivability but the data are not yet
available. It is important to note, however, that these data reflect the performance of some of the best fabrics
available when exposed for five seconds to a worst credible steady state fire.
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If we could assume for the moment that 50% of the 81% body surface area covered by the uniform, excluding
head, hands, and feet, i.e., 40% total body area, receives the average burn for these fabric combinations (between 1200 and 200 microns) and assume, for the sake of argument, that there is no clinical difference between
a burn depth of 200 microns, i.e., superficial dermal and a burn depth of 1200 microns, i.e., mid to deep
dermal, then according to Feller, et al, for male pilots under 34 years of age, survivability would be projected at 87%, female pilots in the same age category at 78 or 79%. Pilots in the 35 to 49 age group would have a
72% survival closely followed by females of the same group at 68% survival. For senior pilots age 50 to 59, survivability with the same burn would be predicted to decrease to 62% for male and 56% for femLles, while for
pilots just prior to retirement, age 60 and above, the figures drop to 18% for males and 5%for females. Fortunately, most of the Army helicopter pilots are in the under 34 age group and thus have the highest natural chance
for survival.
It should be pointed out that the survivability statistics would vary depending on the general state of health
of the individual including other injuries and would probably be biased upward in the case of pilots who would
be expected to exceed the general population in health and physical fitness. Survivability will also vary somewhat from treatment center to treatment center.
Given the current survivability data then, and assuming no difference between burns of 200 microns and
1200 microns in depth, the survivability for a given area of burn, for example, 40%, will vary tremendously depending on the age of the pilot, the sex and the general health of the pilot. The second complicating factor is the
total area burned which is a dominant factor in survivability. The area burned will depend on not only the thermal
input experienced at a given location, which in a postcrash fire will, in all likelihood, not be the same over the
entire body, but will also depend a great deal on the construction of the uniform. Thus, single layered uniforms
which are worn a half size too small in order to look "military" would be more likely to result in the most severe
burns whereas uniforms worn slightly large would be expected to result in lesser burns, both in area and in
depth.

There is great variability inherent in the response of tissue to a reasonably well defined thermal input. Our
hope lies in producing a generally accepted data base with sources of error reasonably well documented and to
develop mathematical models which predict burn damage consistent with these data. Better clinical survivability
data are needed in order to facilitate judgments concerning the change in prognosis resulting from a change in
fabric or uniform design which is shown to decrease burn depths from 1000 microns to 200 microns.
To circumvent this problem, there have been systems developed to classify fabrics based on the time to
threshold blister as an endpoint . 0 One problem with this limited clinical criterion is that in those instances
where fabric combinations are shown to exceed such a threshold there has been no way of quantifying the clinical importance of the more severe damage. It can be shown, for instance, that third degree, i.e., full thickness
burns, are several times more effective in reducing survivability than second degree, i.e., partial thickness
burns. What is needed is a better understanding of the relationship between burn depth and survivability.
Hopefullv, these data will become available as the burn demonstration projects funded by the federal government
are completed over the next several years.
In the meantime, the present study indicates that single layered uniforms, white providing some protection
for a few seconds in a fully developed postcrash fire, do not appear, from the medical standpoint, to significantly
increase the chances of survival for longer exposures, i.e., five seconds or greater. The data also support the
contention that increasing the number of layers in uniforms and the addition of underwear can increase the insulating qualities of these uniforms but still may not provide what one might define as adequate protection. Further, this discussion of dermal burns completely ignored the question of the ability of a pilot to escape through a
fire which would result in excrutiating pain while wearing any of these uniforms in any mode of application in
much less than five seconds. Fortunately for the U. S. Army helicopter pilots of UH-1 aircraft, the introduction
of the crashworthy fuel system has reduced, to a great extent, the need for increased thermal protection via
thermal protective clothing.
11
that the application of one centimeter of shaving cream to the palm of the hand is
Finally, it was observed
sufficient to provide in excess of 45 seconds of protection from a 30000 F propane torch. From the engineering
standpoint, if one insists upon protecting aviators with flight clothing, which, in the tropical environments, must
be relatively lightweight and therefore nonprotective, the ability to rapidly introduce a water based foam between
the skin and such a uniform during a crash sequence has intriguing possibilities.

CONCLUSIONS
This report describes the biomedical constraints In designing thermal protective flight clothing. 1) Thermally protective flight clothing must protect the aviator from burns in a highly variable thermal environment.
As a design criterion, a worst credible environment has been defined as a steady state fire of 2000 to 21000 F
which reaches this level in approximately 15 to 20 seconds after ignition and remains in the steady state so long
as there is sufficient fuel. 2) It has been possible using the USAARL bioassay technique to assemble a large
data base relating thermal input from a simulated postcrash fire using a JP-4 fuel furnace to burns in pigs as a
human skin analog. This data base contains information relating thermal input to healthy bare skin and skin
protected by various standard fabrics. In addition, there is a data base relating the same thermal input to the
response of various thermal sensors. 3) The data base can be used in the fomulation of mathematical models
which will predict burn damage given thermal input. Current models need to be revised to take into account
potential sources of error in the data base and complicating factors such as tissue water boiling and heat removal by blood. 4) There is a pressing need to develop an adequate relationship between burn depth and
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patient survivability so that the clinical effectiveness of decreasing burn depths by insulating materials can be
rationally assessed.
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CRASH SURVIVABILITY OF THE UH-60A HELICOPTER
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SUMMARY

The Sikorsky UH-60A or BLACK HAWK is the
U. S. Army's
next
generation
Utility
Helicopter. It has been designed from the
outset to minimize the hazards found in the
many accidents that occurred in the combat
environment of Southeast Asia.
Its many crash survivability design features
combine to meet five basic requirements:
1.

A protective shell is maintained around
the occupants;
the energy-absorbing
landing gear cushions the crash impact
and the
structure is designed to
minimize penetration by rotor blades,
transmisst ons and engines.

2.

The loads on the occupants are limited
to non-injurious levels; all seats are
energy-attenuating.

3.

Major post-crash fires are prevented; a
complete crash survivable fuel system
is installed.

4.

The interior
structure is
Padding and
protect the
entrapment.

5.

Adequate emergency escape capability is
provided;
jettisonable cockpit doors
and cabin windows allow rapid emergency

is non-injurious; no hard
in the head strike zones.
shielding in the cockpit
aircrew from injury and

egress.

Two special equipment kits, one for extended
range ferry flights, the other for MEDEVAC
missions with litter patients, are also

designed to be crash survivable.
INTRODUCTION
The use

of large numbers

of U.

S.

Army helicopters

in

the combat environment

of

Southeast Asia caused a large increase in the number of accidents, injuries and fatalities.
The Army's concern at these losses of men and material resulted in the Eustis Directorate
of the U. S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory contracting with the
Aviation Crash Injury Research (AVCIR) Group of the Flight Safety Foundation. They were to
define the Army aircraft crash environment and develop design concepts and criteria to
improve their crash survivability. The many accidents investigated, full-scale aircraft
crash tests, aircraft crashworthiness evaluations, and design concepts developed
culminated in USAAMRDL Technical Report 71-22, "Crash Survival Design Guide".
From the beginning of the Sikorsky UH-60A Helicopter Program, now called BLACK HAWK,
TR-71-22 was used as a design guide.
Together with other specific crash survivability
criteria, it set the basic requirement that the BLACK HAWK be capable of protecting all its
occupants from injury in the 95th percentile combat survivable crash.
DISCUSSION
The Sikorsky BLACK HAWK helicopter is a twin-engined single main rotor and canted tail
rotor helicopter, able to carry a crew of three and eleven troops. The pilot and copilot
sit side by side in the cockpit. Immediately behind them are two sideward-facing gunner's
seats with sliding windows, which when open, allow the gunners to aim and fire their
weapons. The remaining ten cabin seats are arranged in a row of three forward-facing
seats, a row of three aft-facing seats and, at the rear of the cabin, a row of four forwardfacing seats. Large sliding doors are provided on each side of the cabin to allow very
rapid loadings and unloading of troops on either side of the helicopter.
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The major crashworthiness
include:

features of the BLACK HAWK are shown in Figure 1. They

A cabin superstructure that retains the engines and transmission at high load factors.
An energy-absorbing landing gear.
Crashworthy self-sealing fuel tanks and lines.
An inertial crash switch that activates the fire extinguishing system.
Crashworthy load-limiting crew seats.
Crashworthy load-limiting troop seats.
Extra emergency exits on both sides.
A tail wheel that protects the tail rotor in high flare landings.

Cabin superstructure retains engines

and transmission at high load factors
Extra emnergency exits on both aides

/

inertia -rdh switch ac'tivates
fire extinguishing sYStem

Load-limiting crew seats

inhigh flare landings
Self-seling fuel tanks and lines
Energy-absorbing lending ger
Loadimlting troop seats

Figure 1. UH-60A Major Crashworthiness Design Features.

In designing the BLACK HAWK helicopter, the objective was to provide a well-balanced
mix of design features which, in combination, would achieve five basic crash survivability
goals:
1.

Maintenance of a protective shell around occupants.

2.

Limitation of the loads on the occupants to non-injurious levels.

3.

Prevention of post-crash fires.

4.

Provision of a non-injurious interior.

5.

Provision of adequate emergency escape capability.

At the inception of the design, the basic components that make up the helicopter were
arranged, as shown in Figure 2, to provide a high level of crash survivability. For
example, a main wheel - tail wheel layout was chosen so that a nose wheel would not be
mounted under the cockpit. The tail wheel also protects the tail structure and the tail
rotor in high flare landings.
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Fuel tanks

Eletrons/avionis equilpmun

Figure 2.

Sikorsky UH-60A Component Layout.

The main landing gear is of the swinging arm type with support struts attached above
and outside the cabin. The two fuel cells are installed in the fuselage aft of the cabin,
well away from the landing gear, and also well separated from the electronics and
electrical equipment installed in the nose of the helicopter. These basic features
minimize the hazards caused by penetration of the cockpit, cabin and fuel tanks by a
collapsing landing gear, and by separating the areas of potential fuel spillage and the
ignition sources, the likelihood of a crash fire is reduced.
Of particular importance in the first
basic goal, maintenance of a protective
structural shell around the occupants, are the following features. Each landing gear
support strut is made up of two oleos, one above the other, which, in high sink speed
ground impacts, act as emergency energy absorbers and cushion the impact of the fuselage
with the ground. Spring-loaded orifice valves open, allowing the oleos to stroke through a
distance of 23 inches (58.4 cm. ) while decelerating the fuselage at an average of 9g. This
capability is sufficient to prevent the fuselage from contacting the ground at sink speeds
up to 35 fps (10.67 meters/sec. ). The fuselage structure also contributes to tne
helicopter's crash survivability. It is designed to retain the high mass items above the
cabin such as the main transmission and rotor and the engines to 20g forward, 20g downward,
and l8g sideward load factors (and other combinations) and prevent their breaking through
the cabin ceiling. It is also designed to prevent displacement of the main gearbox with a
forward tilt which would allow the main rotor blades to slice into the cockpit. The
structure is shown in Figure 3.

eForIti suppor frt

r

ue

Figure 3. High Mass Item Support Structure.

i
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The structure consists of pairs of main frames forward and aft of the cabin doors with
longitudinal roof beams to support the main rotor gearbox and the engines. The fuel tanks
are also prevented from entering the cabin when subjected to high forward inertia loads by
the bulkhead shown in Figure 3.
The structure is aluminum in order to provide the highest ductility and energyabsorbing capacity. This is particularly important because of the location of the main
transmission and engines above the cabin. The ductility allows the kinetic energy of these
items to be absorbed without building up very high load factors. The energy absorption
minimizes structural damage and injuries due to the effects of dynamic spring-back.
This fuselage capability, when combined with the energy absorption of the landing
gear, enables the helicopter to meet the requirement to maintain 85% of the cabin living
space in the 42 fps (12.80 meters/sec.) vertical impact crash.
In crashes with significant forward speed, the landing gear, with its large main
wheels, significantly reduces both the tendency to dig into soft ground and the resultant
longitudinal loads.
The smooth rounded shape of the forward fuselage minimizes plowing in nose down crash
impacts. Its design to resist high earth pressures reduces the tendency to scoop earth.
The ability of the fuselage to skid along the ground is aided by four underfloor keel
beams, shown in Figure 4, that run longitudinally from behind the fuel tanks right up to
the nose.
The continuation of the cockpit structure forward to the nose of the helicopter allows
its crushing to absorb the energy of longitudinal impacts into a wall or abutment and to
meet the velocity levels of 20 fps (6.10 meters/sec.) and 40 fps (12.19 meters/sec.) for
protection of the cockpit and cabin occupants respectively.

Lonitdinal keel bems

Figure 4.

Longitudinal Keel Beams.

The underfloor structure forms a grid of fuselage frames and longitudinal beams. This
construction minimizes the deformation of the cockpit and cabin floors and resultant
hazards to the crew and troops.
Even though the cabin sidewalls have large door and window openings, the structure is
designed to prevent parallelogramming, being able to resist simultaneous 20g forward and
10g downward inertia loads acting between the roof-supported components and the lower nose
structure.
To maintain at least 85% of the living space when the fuselage impacts the ground
laterally at 30 fps (9.14 meters/sec.), the cabin sidewalls are curved outward to allow
progressive energy absorption. This shaping also assists in maintaining the fuselage
protective shell in rollover accidents.
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The second basic crash survivability requirement is the limitation of the loads on the
occupants to non-injurious levels. To meet this goal, it is necessary that:
1.

The occupant be retained in his seat.

2.

The seat be retained in place in the helicopter.

3.

When the fuselage floor decelerations exceed the injury limits of the occupant,
the seat be able to limit the loads to a safe level by stroking and attenuating

the impact energy.
The BLACK HAWK seats meet these requirements.

The aircrew seat is shown in Figure 5.

,,,i'

I

Figure 5.

// "

Air Crew Seat.

The pilots are protected by armored buckets and wings. Each seat bucket is mounted on
four bearing assemblies on two vertical support tubes. The seat height may be asjusted by
moving the seat up and down the support tubes.
In high sink speed accidents, the seats
move down the support tubes, the motion being controlled by two inverting-tube type energy
attenuators. The seats provide the required 12 inches (30.48 cm.) of stroke from the
lowest adjusted position at a load factor on the average crew member of 14 1/2g. A cavity
in the cockpit floor structure is provided to accommodate this long seat stroke as shown in
Figure 6.

Narmd poition

Aftw u'esh,
mt 12 inche lowar

Figure 6. Crew Seat Stroking Capability.
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The attachment of the seat to the floor structure is designed to meet high load
factors even when the floor structure is warped and the support track rolled, thus preventing premature seat separation due to floor distortions.
The seats are equipped with improved restraint systems with lap belts, shoulder
harnesses with inertia reels, and lap belt tie-down straps. High-strength, low stretch
webbing is used. The single-motion rotary type buckles are at the ends of the tie-down
straps, requiring the use of these straps at all times. Adjustors are provided on each lap
belt section and on the two shoulder straps. The seat cushion design is close to the
optimum for reducing dynamic overshoot. It is quite thin when the man is sitting on it.
However, it is carefully contoured and allows some ventilation and is surprisingly comfortable. The improvements in the retention of the seat and the man under high crash load
factors will prevent the man from submarining under the lap belt, while allowing rapid
release from the seat when required for emergency escape.
The arrangement of the troop and gunner's seats in the cabin is shown in Figure 7.

FWD

-.

Figure 7.

Cabin Seating Arrangement.

All the seats, forward, aft, and sideward facing, are designed to provide a high level
of combat crash survivability. The seats, similar to those designed, developed and tested
under Army funding by the Eustis Directorate, are floor and ceiling mounted and attenuate
the loads on the occupant in both horizontal and downward directions. The basic seat
design is shown in Figure 8.

F

S

Figure 8.

Troop

Seat Design.
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Two separate attenuation systems are used. Each seat is suspended from the ceiling on
two wire-bending type energy absorbers which limit the loads in crashes with predominately
vertical decelerations. These attenuator devices absorb energy by pulling preformed wires
through rollers, causing it to bend, first one way then the other.
Two more wire-bending type energy absorbers, installed inside aluminum struts, are
installed below the seat frame. For all the cabin seats, regardless of seating direction,
these attenuators are positioned diagonally between the forward edge of the seat frame and
the floor fitting
under the aft edge of the seat frame, one on each side of the seat. Thus,
in crashes with high forward inertia loads, the attenuators stroke in tension and allow the
loads to attenuate in the forward direction.
The troop seats are equipped with improved retention systems that include both lap
belts and dual shoulder straps. The two side-facing gunners need to be able to move from
They wear body
their seats to aim and fire their machine-guns through the windows.
harnesses that are attached to the seats by three straps, each with an inertia reel. They
are able to extend about 40 inches (101.6 cm.), more than double the usual crew seat
inertia reel. Straps from the reels at each side of the seat frame are attached to each
side of the waistband of the body harness, while the third strap reaches from a reel on the
back of the seat to the body harness behind the gunner's shoulders. All the cabin seat
restraint systems are also made from low-stretch webbing, and where appropriate, are
equipped with adjusters.
The third basic requirement is the prevention of major postcrash fires. This is
accomplished in the BLACK HAWK by designing the fuel and other flammable fluid systems to
minimize spillage in crashes and by minimizing potential ignition sources in areas of
anticipated fuel spillage. Army experience with helicopters equipped with crashworthy
fuel systems has already clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of this dual approach in
preventing major crash fires and thermal fatalities and injuries.
To minimize ignition sources, the electrical wiring is routed away from the underfloor
area as much as possible.
The underbelly lights are designed to displace into the
structure to prevent exposure of the hot bulb filaments and are equipped with extra length
wires to prevent breaking and sparking of the wires. All the electrical equipment is
adequately restrained to prevent the shorting and sparking of pulled and broken wires and
is, where possible, located well away from the fuel system.
The antennas on the aircraft underside are both multi-function and flush with the
airframe structure to minimize damage and the risk of sparks. Other type antennas, mostly
of low power, are located away from the fuel tanks.
Another source of ignition is friction sparking, caused when a helicopter slides on
the ground. The underside and wheels of the BLACK HAWK are aluminum which does not spark.
In accidents where the helicopter rolls on its side the engines become a serious potential
ignition source. Rollover may displace the engine nacelles and expose the engine hot metal
parts. This hazard is reduced in the BLACK HAWK by the use of ductile titanium firewalls
and the activation of the fire-extinguishing system by a crash activated omni-directional
inertia switch set at a 5g load factor. The ingestion of spilled fuel into the engine will
be minimized by the use of a suction feed which prevents the continued pumping of fuel from
broken fuel lines. Major emphasis has been placed on the design of the fuel system to
minimize fuel spillage from the tanks and lines. The arrangement of the system is shown in
Figure 9.

Seff-sealing breakaway valves

Figure

Figure 9.

Vent lines

CFlls

Crashworthy Fuel System.

Fu9.
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The fuel cells are of crashworthy design per specification MIL-T-27422B and have
successfully passed the required 65 foot (19.8 meters) high drop test with no subsequent
leakage. Each cell is essentially rectangular and will not snag or tear on the structure.
The attachments of the cells to the structure are frangible to allow their displacement
without tearing the fittings out of the cell wall. The fuel quantity probe is of low
flexural strength and is equipped with a rounded shoe at the end to prevent its spearing
the tank. The structure is designed to crush without spearing the tank and, in this
regard, the use of void-filling polyurethane foam provides some additional protection. The
fuel lines, of crashworthy self-sealing flexible hose, will, with large component
displacement, activate the flapper-type self-sealing breakaway valves installed in the
lines. The vent lines are also equipped with poppet-type valves to prevent draining of
fuel through the vent lines.
The length of all the fuel lines is minimized by the position of the fuel tanks and
engines and they are placed close to the major structural members wherever possible. The
fuel lines are routed away from those areas of the fuselage most likely to suffer damage in
a crash; the fuselage underside and sidewalls.
The fourth basic survivability goal is the provision of a non-injurious or
delathalized interior. Of first concern are heavy items of equipment that would be very
hazardous if loose under high g loads. All such equipment in the BLACK HAWK is restrained
to 25 g loads acting in any direction.
Secondly, the crew and troops are positioned, when properly restrained, to prevent
head strikes.
The head strike envelopes of the pilot and copilot are free of hard
structural members, but come close to the upper windshield frame if they are thrown forward
and upward. It consists of a rounded box beam of fiberglass material and does not present
a significant hazard to a helmeted crewmember. Strike envelopes developed for the troops
in the cabin show that in one area the heads of the occupants can come close to a major
fuselage frame. The edges of this door frame are therefore protected by shaped, rounded
shields.

In the cockpit, leg injuries are minimized by padding of the lower edge of the instrument panel. Similar padding is also provided on the outstanding edge of the instrument
panel glare shield. The foot pedals have been extended downward and fairings have been
added to prevent foot entrapment under the pedals and between the pedals and the side of
the console between the pilots.
The third and last survivability feature for a non-injurious interior is the choice of
interior materials. In the BLACK HAWK they are, as far as practicable, non-flammable and
do not give off toxic smoke and fumes when burned.
The fifth, and last of the basic requirements, is the provision of adequate emergency
escape capability.
Since structural deformations can jam the sliding doors, extra
emergency exits, shown in Figure 10, are provided on each side of the helicopter.

WINDOW EXITS

COCKIT OOR PENNG

FOR moon9
MERGENCYEXITS

AFTEREMERGENCY
RELEASE

SCANN
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WITH 6 I

22 I

DOWSN CLOSeDPOSION

DLA

AOD

MIIUM SO OF ClASS V EMEGENCY EXITS.

Figure 10.

Emergency Exits.

The cockpit doors are jettisonable, as are two large windows in each cabin door.
minimum size recommended for emergency exits is shown in Figure 10 for comparison.
crewchief/gunner's windows, although not emergency exits, can also be used as exits.
the emergency exits are clearly marked.

The
The
All

Although the fuselage is wide and, on its side, presents a more difficult escape
problem, the seats can be used to climb up and out of both the cockpit and the cabin. The
emergency exit release handles are designed to leave the opening clear after actuation in
order not to hinder rapid escape.
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One feature, normally considered a requirement for rapid emergency egress, is the
installation of emergency lighting with its own battery power system. The U. S. Army,
however, deleted their requirement for such lighting for the following reasons:
1.

All occupants are close to emergency exits.

2.

Removable lights are subject to unauthorized removal; unavailable when needed.

3.

Crash actuation of lights detrimental if in enemy territory.

4.

Weight, cost and complexity are reduced.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
In addition to the basic aircraft leatures just described, there are two special
equipment kits which will at times be used in BLACK HAWK operations. The range extension
fuel system kit is designed to allow long-range ferry flights. Two auxiliary fuel cells,
of simple rectangular shape are installed in the BLACK HAWK cabin. Figure 11 shows their
relationship to the main fuel cells and other components.

Fuel Line
Vent

Fuel Dump
Lent

main Fuel Cells

]

-Auxiliary

Figure 11.

Fuel Cells

Range Extension and Primary Fuel Systems.

This complete system is designed to be crash survivable and meets the same standards
as the primary fuel system, except that the fuel cells are not of self-sealing
construction. They are, however, designed to meet the requirements of MIL-T-27422B in all
other respects. All the fittings in the tank are designed to meet the pull-out strength
requirements and are designed to break away from the support structure rather than pull out
of the cell wall.
The fuel and vent lines are equipped with self-sealing breakaway valves. The two fuel
cells are installed in structural boxes of aluminum/honeycomb sandwich construction. The
flooring of the boxes is fastened directly to the cargo tie-down fittings in the cabin
floor. The fuel cells are retained to the same high mass item load factors as the other
major components. The range extension system is designed to provide the same high degree
of crash survivability as the primary fuel system.
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The MEDEVAC kit is another special piece of equipment
that may be installed in the
BLACK HAWK cabin. It is designed to carry four patients in standard Army litters. It may
be pivoted to a position across the aircraft for loading of the patients from either side
side of the helicopter. In flight, the litters are rotated into a longitudinal position to
allow access by a medical attendant, as shown in Figure 12.

Upper Litter In Raised Position
Upper Litter In

Support frames for the four litters are mounted on pairs of arms which project
laterally from the corners of the box structure, with two litters on each side of the box,
one above the other.
The arms supporting the litters are mounted in vertical slides and are interconnected
by cables so that the two arms supporting a litter move up and down together.
The cable system of the two upper litters is also used to raise and lower them by means
of a simple handcrank mechanism to facilitate loading and unloading of the litter
patients.
The cable systems of all four litters also include wire-bending type energy
attenuators which allow the litters to move vertically downward when a predetermined load
on the litter is reached. The stroking load corresponds to a load factor of 13g on the
occupant. The design of the system provides a stroking distance of 7.6 inches (19.30 cm.)
for each of the litters.
Two adjustable straps are provided on the litter support structure to hold the
occupants and their litters on the support structure. The MEDEVAC kit will provide the
same high level of crash survivability as the basic aircraft.

In summary, the BLACK HAWK and its special equipment has many design features to
They
overcome the hazards found in accidents involving earlier utility helicopters.
combine to meet the basic crash survivability objectives;
the reduction of damage,
injuries and fatalities in accidents, particularly those in combat.
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THE APPROACH TO CREW PROTECTION IN THE CRASH ENVIRONMENT FOR THE YAH-64
John M. McDermott, Manager
Structural Analysis Section
Hughes Helicopters
Centinela Avenue at Teale Street
Culver City, California 90230
SUMMARY
The paper deals with the approach to crashworthiness in protecting the crew of
the AAH. Basic requirements of crash criteria specified by the Army are presented. Impact modes and impact velocities are discussed. The means used to
meet these requirements using a total systems approach (i.e., landing gear,
plus fuselage crushing and energy absorbing seats all in series) are presented.
Crash pulses felt by the occupants during the various crash impacts are presented. Design of energy absorbing seats is discussed. Protection of the crew
by use of turnover structure and by means of high load factors on heavy mass
items which could penetrate the cockpit is illustrated. Maintaining living space
during crash barrier impacts, and protection against blade strikes using the
roll over structure are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The beginning of the 1970's saw the introduction into the military requirements, of criteria in many areas
which previously had not been strictly defined. The first aircraft to be designed to these criteria were the
UTTAS and the AAH. For these two helicopters, the Army defined requirements' which listed criteria for
crashworthiness. This paper deals with the approach to the problems of crew protection for the crashworthiness standards specified by the Army for the Advanced Attack Helicopter.

Fig. 1. YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter.
CRASHWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for crashworthiness on the YAH-64 were laid down in the RFP which was issued in 1972.
This stated in terms of impact criteria, crash velocity and load factor capability the latest requirements for an
advanc-, attack helicopter operating in the modern Army. Table I shows the criteria as laid down for the
YAH-64 in terms of longitudinal impact, longitudinal nose down impact, vertical impact, and lateral impact.
TABLE I
CRASHWORTHINESS IMPACT CRITERIA
Direction

Impact Velocity

Criteria

Longitudinal

20 ft/sec

Safe evacuation

Longitudinal - I5 degrees nose down

60 ft/sec

95% cockpit space

Vertical

42 ft/sec

85% cockpit space

Lateral

30 ft/sec

85% cockpit space
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In addition, there are high load factors which are specified for the strength of the heavy items which might
prove to be a hazard to the crew during the crash environment. These are shown a-, follows:
Applied Simultaneously

Applied Separately

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)
Longitudinal

+20

+20

+10

+10

Vertical

(20*)20/-10

(13*)10/-5

(26*)20/-10

(13*)10/-5

Lateral

+20

+10

+10

+20

NOTE: (*) indicates alternate value to be used in conjunction with I g rotor lift, if more
critical.
Also, there is a requirement that turnover structure shall be incorporated:
Turnover Structure
Turnover structure shall be provided.
applied loads:

The turnover structure shall withstand the following independently

a.

4W perpendicular to a waterline

b.

4W longitudinally parallel to a waterline

c.

2W laterally

W is defined as a basic structural design gross weight. For this condition the aircraft shall be resting on the
ground in an attitude after turning over and shall be that which is the most critical for the safety of the occupants. The canopy shall be assumed to be buried to a depth of two inches in soil for distribution of turnover
loads.

The crash conditions are illustrated by Figs. 2 through 6.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal rigid barrier impact at 20 ft/sec.

SIl

Fig. 3. Lateral impact, nose first at 30 ft/sec.
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Fig. 4.

/
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Lateral impact, wing first at 30 ft/sec.

Fig. 5. Vertical impact, crash I condition at 45 ft/sec.

Fig. 6. Vertical impact - crash II condition nose down at 45 ft/sec.
DESIGN APPROACH
In approaching the problems of crashworthiness there are three basic rules of concevs which must be
observed. These are:
a.

It is essential to maintain living space for the occupants of the vehicle. Excessive crushing
must be avoided, and the restraint system must be such that the occupants do not strike the
inside of the vehicle with any kind of secondary collision.
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b.

The acceleration levels which are experienced by the occupants of the vehicle must be kept
down to the limits of human tolerance.

c.

Postcrash fire, which is one of the biggest hazards, should be avoided by the use of a
crashworthy fuel system.

Crashworthy Features
*

High strength and energy absoring crew seat

*

Redundantly supported static mast

*

Structural deformation

*

Cockpit roll bar

*

Crashworthy fuel system

•

Energy absorbing main gear

*

Collapsible gun turret

*

Collapsible optical turret

The overall approach to crashworthiness in the YAH-64 is not to consider any one particular element as
more vital in providing crash protection than the others, but instead to adopt the systems approach in which
each element is regarded as a link in a chain, each link being as important as every other link, and the whole
providing the total safety required during the crash.
The first element in this chain is the landing gear. During most of the helicopter crash attitudes, the
landing gear is the first element to come on contact with the ground. A fairly large proportion of all helicopter crashes are with the helicopter in a nearly vertical descent mode. The particular criterion for the
YAH-64 is a 42 feet per second vertical crash. It is assumed that the helicopter contacts the ground, and that
the ground is infinitely rigid.
The landing gear is of a trailing arm type (Fig. 7) which means that it is relatively insensitive to side
loads from the point of view of absorbing energy. The landing gear is designed to react to this 42 feet per
second vertical impact load by the use of an auxiliary stroking device. The normal, or design landing condition, has a conventional oleo stroking mechanism. However, the crash condition makes use of the kneeling
capability of the landing gear, which is provided to fulfill another design requirement, that of air transportability. In the crash condition, a pressure relief valve is activated. This pressure relief valve opens up the
auxiliary stroke (which is primarily there for kneeling) and provides another energy absorbing mechanism
in series with the main oleo. Essentially, the landing gear in this mode is a load sensitive device, rather
of the
than velocity sensitive. The load stroke curve is relatively flat and the energy absorption capability
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Fig. 7.

Crashworthiness landing gear trailing arm type.

The landing gear portion of the energy absorption takes up about 57 percent of the total kinetic energy of
the vertical impact. When the landing gear portion of the energy absorption is complete, the fuselage belly
contacts the ground. Up until that time, load factors have been relatively small; the design load factor for the
crash condition being 5.5 g. However, upon the fuselage contacting the ground, the load factor increases
rapidly and builds up to a high enough level to cause crushing of the lower fuselage structure. The crushing
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stroke of the lower fuselage is of the order of 5 inches and during this phase when the load factors are built
up, the occupant protection now passes over to the energy absorbing mechanism of the crew seats. The crew
seat consists of an armored seat bucket which is free to slide on bulkhead-mounted rails. It is supported by
dual energy absorbers which keep the load factors on the occupant to survivable levels during a crash. The
most critical condition for the seat is with the 95th percentile occupant and with the seat in its most down position at the beginning of the crash. This provides for the least amount of stroke and obviously for the heaviest
occupant we require the greatest amount of energy absorption. Hence, the combination of short stroke and
heavy occupant provides the most critical condition. It should also be pointed out that in order to protect the
lightest occupant, it is necessary to set the energy absorber stroking load so that it is based on a light occupant. This is because the heaviest person has the lowest g force and the longest stroke, while the lightest
occupant has the highest g force combined with the shortest stroke. Thus, the maximum survivable g level
on the lightest occupant determines the energy absorber load level, and this, in turn, then determines the
minimum stroke required for the heaviest occupant. The crash pulse for the vertical impact is shown in
Fig. 8, and, as can be seen, it is divided into the phases mentioned. That is, the portion containing the landing gear stroking phase, the crushing of the fuselage, and the stroking of the crew seat.

H

Fig. 8. Crash pulses for vertical impact, at 42 ft/sec.
For the provision of turnover structure refer to Fig. 9 where there is an illustration of the ship in the
turned over condition. The criteria as laid down is that it should take 4W vertical, 4W longitudinal, and 2W
lateral acting separately where W is considered to be the structural design gross weight of the aircraft. The
protection of the crew in this condition is achieved by means of the static rotor mast, the blast shield, and
rollover bar.

Fig. 9. Crashworthiness - turnover structure.
The crash load factors on the rotor system are shown in Fig. 10 which presents a table for the load figures
for heavy mass items. These apply mainly to the rotor support structure. One of the foremost hazards during
a crash is the danger of penetration of the cockpit area by the main rotor. On the YAH-64, very good protection is provided in this respect, because of the unique design of the rotor support structure. The rotor is
supported upon a static mast with the drive shaft going up through the middle and the main rotor supported
on bearings on the outside. The static mast is connected to a mast base which is supported on a truss structure
which connects to the deck of the helicopter (Fig. 11). With the high load factors specified for this crash condition, it is assured that in most crashes the rotor support structure would not break off and cause a possible
blade strike. In addition to providing structural integrity to preclude such occurrence, there is also a blade
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strike deflector which doubles as a blast shield for survivability. The blast shield protects the pilot and copilot gunner from an explosive projectile in either area. In addition, the rigid structure formed by this blast
shield acts as a blade strike deflector. It also acts as turnover structure, which is necessary to meet the requirements that are specified above. The maintenance of the living space in the cockpit area is a vital requirement for the crash condition. It would be of no use to preserve the occupants by keeping the g levels on them
to those within human tolerance, only to have them crushed by the collapse of the living space within the cockpit.
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Fig. 10. Crashworthiness load factors on rotor support structure.

Fig. 11.

Rotor support structure,

CONCLUSION
The approach taken in the crash protection for the crew of the YAH-64 is as follows:
The use of a systems concept in which energy is first absorbed by the landing gear. The second phase is
taken by crushing on the fuselage; and the third phase by energy absorbing crew seats. In addition, the high
strength static rotor mast prevents the blades from deflecting downwards, possibly striking the crew.. The
cockpit roll bar is an additional protection in this area, and also resists the overturn case. The crashworthy
fuel system is of a type proven from long experience in the Army to prevent postcrash fires.
The sum total of these approaches is to provide the crew with the most advanced concept of crash survival
in any helicopter to date.
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HELICOPTER UNDERWATER ESCAPE TRAINER (9D5)
WILLIAM F. CUNNINGHAM, LCDR, USN
NAVAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT CENTER
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32813

The drowning of helicopter aircrewmen has long been a major
concern. Although most military helicopters are designed to
float upright after water touch down, very often, either because of airframe damage or blade motion on water entry, they
roll right or left making escape extremely difficult. Naval
Safety Center records show that during the period from July
1963 to February 1975, 234 helicopters with 1,093 occupants
ditched or crashed in water. Almost half of the survivors were
forced to ez-cape from a submerged or partially submerged aircraft. The success rate of survival was 91.5 percent for those
trained in underwater escape while the success rate for those
who has not been trained was only 66 percent. It is evident
that a need exists to train helicopter aircrews and passengers
in the correct procedures for underwater escape.
To aid in such training the Navy contracted fur the procurement
of a Helicopter Underwater Escape Trainer (9D5).
This trainer
is a helicopter equivalent of the Navy "Dilbert Dunker" long
used as an underwater escape procedures trainer. The same principles of the "Dilbert Dunker" apply to the helicopter escape
trainer. Aircrews ride the trainer from different seat positions,
thoroughly gaining confidence in their ability to successfully
escape from anywhere in the helicopter. This training reflects
the belief that successful escape from a ditched/sinking helicopter depends largely on spontaneous action achieved through
repetitive drills. The results tend to prove this true.
The first production of the Helicopter Underwater Escape Trainer
(9D5) is in operation at Naval Aviation Schools Command at Pensacole, Florida. Exact operating procedures are being determined
during an evaluation period. It is anticipated that eventually
all aircrew personnel will be required to complete training in
the helicopter underwater escape trainer. In addition, personnel
who may have occasion to ride in helicopters will also be required
to receive this training. Following evaluation of the first
trainer, additional units are anticipated for Naval Air Station,
Jacksonville, Florida; Naval Regional Medical Centers at San Diego,
California and Portsmouth, Virginia; and Marine Corps Air Stations
at Cherry Point, North Carolina and El Toro, California.
Since its inception the helicopter has never been fully appreciated. Although an extremely versatile machine it is often looked upon with contempt or sullen disinterest by
many in the aviation community. This, in addition to its vernal quality, may account for
the relative low priorities in development of helicopter systems. This is particularly
true in the area of life support where until recently the helicopter pilot and aircrews
have been virtually ignored. Some of that is perhaps due to their own indifference as
indicated by the failure to carry parachutes or in some cases personal safety equipment.
Nevertheless there are indications that helicopter pilots and crewmen are greatly concerned
with one specific area of helicopter life support--that is underwater escape, a concern
shared by most, if not all, involved in helicopter operations, both crew and passengers
alike.
Statistics from the Naval Safety Center show that from July 1963 to February 1975,
234 helicopters with a total of 1,093 occupants either crashed or were ditched at sea;
196 persons died in those accidents, 130 were listed as lost/unknown, and 29 suffered
either a fatal injury or an unjury which caused drowning. The remaining 37 victims were
not injured, but drowned nonetheless. Of the 897 survivors, 437 (49%) egressed under
water! The success rate for aviators trained for underwater egress was 91.5%. The success rate for those who had not been trained was only 66%. Major problems encountered
by survivors were: inrushing water, disorientation, confusion, panic, entanglement with
debris, and unfamiliarity with existing release mechanisms. Difficulty in operating
release mechanisms on emergency exits was frequently encountered during actual underwater
egress. Among the most widely deployed Navy helicopters (H-2, H-3, H-46), there are
fifteen different types of external rescue handles.
Evidence shows that aircrewmembers who have received training in underwater egress
using the "dilbert dunker" underwater escape trainer are more apt to survive a helicopter
ditching. It seems probable that underwater egress training in a device representative
of an operational helicopter would serve to increase those survival chances. Low survivability rates highlight the definite need for underwater egress training for passengers.
Perhaps even the pilot survival rate can be increased with the use of a helicopter dunker.
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The need for helicopter underwater egress training has long been realized in the Royal
Navy, which has utilized a device for such demonstration since 1962. Since the trainer's
inception, drowning fatalities during ditching incidents have been reduced to near zero.
The training is mandatory for all aircrews, and is repeated at two-year intervals. Aircrews ride the trainer in different seat positions, thoroughly gaining confidence in their
ability to successfully egress from anywhere in the helicopter. Their training reflects
the belief that successful egress from a ditched/sinking helicopter depends largely on
spontaneous action achieved through repetitive drills. The results tend to prove their
hypothesis.
Because of our own difficulties experienced with helicopter underwater egress in 1972
the Navy established a project team of fleet representatives to determine what type of
training could or would increase the survival rate. Drawing from the Royal Navy's experience this team developed a set of Military Characteristics for a helicopter underwater
escape trainer now known as the 9D5. The device was not designed as a mock-up of any
specific helicopter, although that may change with future models. The final design called
for a cockpit portion in the shape of a large cylinder with seats for six occupants. The
interior and exterior are constructed of heavy fiberglass with the ends made of wire and
steel mesh. The "cockpit" is suspended by cables from a stainless steel support structure.
The support structure spans the width of a 24 ft x 34 ft x 15 ft deep swim tank, contains
the hydraulic up/down winches and roll actuators, and supports one end of the loading platform in addition to the operator's console. The hydraulic power supply is located in an
attached pump room.
The 9D5 was designed to lower its occupants at a controlled descent rate ranging from
0 to 10 feet per second from the uplock position to the water surface, followed by a sink
rate of up to one foot per second. After impact, the trainer is capable of rolling 180
degrees in either direction. Each of these actions is operator controlled. Egress can
be practiced aith the trainer floating upright, inverted underwater, or any position in
between. The uncertainty of exactly what occurs after water impact adds realism and thus
substantially enhances the value of the training. Egress from the trainer is via open
windows and doorways. Prior to egress, the trainee is required to operate the latch release mechanism and move a slide bar above the exit, simulating the required operations to
remove a window or doors from a real helicopter. The release handle on the present device
is not peculiar to those of any current operational helicopter. Rather, it is capable of
being positioned in any one of four quadrants. It can be pulled and moved left or right
dependent upon the specific setting of the operator. A slide bar over each door exit will
simulate the act of clearing a passage (solid doors and windows will not be used).
The
release mechanism and slide bar enable practice of escape techniques but are not intended
to prevent the trainee from escaping. For trainee safety an independent emergency system
is capable of retracting the fuselage and occupants to the water surface in less than ten
seconds from any attitude.
The interior of the fuselage simulates the pilot (2 seats) and passenger (4 seats)
compartments of a helicopter. Although capable of training six students at one time, it
is anticipated that no more than four will be trained during any one cycle, to assure that
adequate assistance can be given to any individual encountering difficulty. During
the training cycle, two trainees may ride in the pilot compartment and two il.the passenger
compartment, or all four may ride in the passenger section. Once in the water and the
motion of the device ceases, the trainee must perform three distinct actions:
1.

Release the seat belt.

2.

Operate the release mechanism properly (handle).

3.

Clear the exit (operate slide bar).

Once these operations are complete the trainee swims clear of the fuselage and to the
surface.
The training sequence begins with a verbal training brief for the students concerning
water survival and underwater escape techniques. The students don appropriate flight
equipment, climb the ladder to the loading platform and enter the fuselage section. They
are then strapped in and are ready to begin the escape exercise.
To assure student safety two experienced divers are in the water during device operations. They utilize a full face and head compressed air supply mask which also permits
voice communication with surface observers. The diving equipment is purchased as a part
of the 9D5 device procurement. An additional two observers and the device operator make
up the surface crew.
At present only one 9D5 is in operation. The device was constructed by Burtek, Inc.,
of Tulsa, Oklahoma and installed in a specially constructed indoor swim tank at the Naval
Aviation Schools Command, Pensacola, Florida. Naval Aviation Schools Command is conducting

training classes with the device to evaluate its operational capabilities and determine if
safe but realistic helicopter underwater escape training can be provided.

The evaluation which is nearly complete is considering the following factors:
1.

Determine number of students per training cycle.

2.

Determine safe, maximum student load per hour.
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3.

Evaluate escape handle realism.

4.

Determine potential for night escape training.

5.

Evaluate realistic water impact angle.

6.

Develop appropriate classroom aids.

7.

Determine device's potential for survival equipment evaluations.

8.

Evaluate gain from training non-aircrew personnel.

9.

Determine if device is satisfactory for new helos entering fleet.

10. Determine number of divers required for safe device operation.
11. Determine pool depth for realistic escape effort.
12. Determine degree of swimming skill needed for device operation.
13. Determine number of cycles required per student.
14. Determine if the device is capable of providing training compatible with helicopters presently in the fleet or programmed for introduction in the near term.
Once the evaluation is completed, a fleet project team, much like the one which planned
the first 9D5, will use the data to plan possible future procurements. From the data
gathered to date, the anticipated increase in the confidence of aircrews to overcome the
disorientation caused by inrushing water of a flooded compartment and to successfully
egress underwater has been realized. Although many confess apprehension about their
first exposure in the dunker, after several rides nearly all express supreme selfassurance about their abilities to egress successfully.
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BAILOUT

FROM

AUTOROTATING

HELICOPTERS
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U. Schmidt
E.A. BockemOller
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt f~r Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V. (DFVLR)
3300 Braunschweig, Flughafen
Germany

SUMMARY
Parachute jumps were conducted from an autorotating helicopter to prove the possibility of bailout with
a parachute as a means of rescue in emergency cases. The tests were conducted at glide angles of 170 proving
by their good agreement with the computed results the general applicability of the computational method to
glide angles up to 900. The results show that bailout from autorotating helicopters is possible for all
glide angles. It is recommended, however, that crew members are taught to perform the ball attitude and
give a delay of 3 sec before releasing their parachute.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is no rescue system existing for helicopters which offers a chance of successful survival comparable
to the ejection seat of a fighter aircraft. The development of a special rescue system for helicopters has
not been undertaken for a long time for several reasons.
First it was the possibility of autorotation, which was thought to be a comprehensive rescue system
for all emergency cases. However statistics have shown that autorotation can only be applied in about 30 %
of the emergency cases, since certain predictions have to be fulfilled like an intact rotor, intact control and sufficient height and visibility. A number of accidents happen even after a successfully conducted
autorotation during impact on uneven ground by tilting over of the helicopter.
When rescue measures were considered eventually, the existence of the rotor was the great obstacle
which prohibited the simple application of the approved ejection seats. A further handicap proved tc be the
additional weight of the rescue system which deducts from the pay load, an already critical factor for a
combat helicopter.
A valuable rescue system for helicopters with a wide range of performance requires the separation of
the rotor blades and an upward ejection or extraction. Such a solution,however,requires the consideration
of the rescue system in an early phase of planning of a new helicopter.
For all helicopters already in service a simple easy to introduce rescue possibility can only be the
rescue parachute. Statistics show that in some emergency cases a rescue parachute had or could have led to
a safe rescue. These are cases where autorotation by damage of main or tail rotor or loss of control or
heavy icing could not be conducted or had to be considered as no successful means because of low visibility or uneven terrain.
This investigation had to prove the possibility to safely bail out from an autorotating helicopter,and
further to work out proposals for the best way of controlled bail out, which means the best flight attitude
of the jumper after bail out to fly safely clear from the sinking helicopter for an unhindered inflation of
the parachute.
Measured flight pathes for 4 different flight attitudes of the free falling jumpers at an autorotation
glide angle of 170 agreed with the theoretical method for the computation of general flight paths which
showed that even at vertical autorotation a successful bail out can be possible.
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2.

MODES OF AUTOROTATION
For bailing out the jumpers used a Bell UH-ID of the German Air Force.
Fig. 1 shows the modes of autorotation, possible for this type of helicopter. The upper diagram describes

the flight path velocity versus sink rate, the lower diagram the horizontal velocity versus sink rate. It can
be seen that autorotations with flight velocities between 100 kts (flat autorotation) and 0 kts (vertical
autorotation) are possible. The sink rate is varying between 1500 ft/min and 3500 ft/min (vertical autorotation). Autorotations with a horizontal velocity of 65 kts with minimum sink rate and with a glide path angle
of about 140 on one hand and - to obtain a maximum range - autorotations with 100 kts horizontal velocity with
a glide path angle of 120 on the other hand are the most important and often applied ones. If possible,pilots
will avoid vertical autorotation, because of the difficulty to flare the helicopter near the ground out of
this flight path.
The precise location of the autorotation curve is a function of the mass of the helicopter and of the
air density. Due to these circumstances the bailout tests had to be conducted with the following autorotation
conditions:

vx = 65 kts (horizontal velocity)

v

= 2000 ft/min (vertical velocity = sink rate)

y

= 170 (glide angle)

Fig. 2 shows the horizontal velocity depending from inclination of the helicopter fuselage. This attitude is important for the separation of the jumper from the helicopter. The maximum pitch angle (e = 30)
corresponds with the horizontal velocity of 65 kts. This is the point at which conditions the bailout tests
were conducted.

3.

CONTROLLED BAILOUT FLIGHT PATH
For the bailout tests the 4 jump attitudes described in fig. 3 were chosen.
Attitude 1 represents the minimum drag, attitude 4 the maximum drag configuration. In the latter case

the body axis of the jumper is perpendicular to the wind blast. It is difficult even for the experienced
test jumpers to control this attitude.
Attitude 2, the frog attitude, produces drag and lift. Attitude 3, the sphere or ball attitude was selected as a most stable position. This attitude can easily be controlled and kept by a jumper for a long time.
The CD' S data [I

4.

shown in this fig. were used for the trajectory calculation.

FLIGHT PATH COMPUTATION FOR THE BAILED OUT JUMPER
For flight path computation of the jumper at different attitudes after bail out a special form of

equations of motion is used.
For this purpose new dimensionless variables are introduced by

x = " xg

v Zg
=-2
v2
t =i
v

g
t
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Furthermore 2 dimensionless parameters are introduced:
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If differ-entiation with respect to T is marked by a dot the equations of motion are written as follows:
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The initial conditions follow from:

x(0) =z(0) = 0
x (0)

cos y

z (0)

sin Y

The computed results for different glide path angles (y = 15, 30, 60, 900) and different values of drag
coefficient of the free falling body (CD ) and gliding number

(K

= 0 and 1) are shown in figures 4 to 11 in

earth fixed and in helicopter fixed coordinates. The terminal point of the flight paths in fig. 4 - 7
corresponds to 3 sec after bailout.
Fig. 8 - 11 show the initial phase of 1 sec after bailout.
For the computations CD values from windtunnel tests [l] were used. The measured flight paths correspond
satisfactorily with the computed ones for attitudes 3. The deveiations in attitude 1, 2 and 4 are due to
the difficulty to perform and hold these attitudes over the period of 3 sec.

5. MEASUREMENT

OF FLIGHT PATH

A total of 20 bailouts with two jumpers were made from an autorotating helicopter at an altitude of
4600 ft. The exit and separation of the parachutist from the helicopter was documented by 2 cinetheodolite
ground stations and by 16 mm motion pictures" taken at 64 frames per second and by 35 mm pictures taken at

6 frames per second by a motorized camera. The photo platform was a chase airplane flying formation with the
helicopter.
The helicopter and jumper trajectories were obtained with frame by frame analysis of the cinetheodolite
motion
pictures measuring the centers of gravity of man and helicopter. During the test the helicopter
pilot tried to keep the flight path constant. The correct attitude of the jumpers could be checked by the
motion pictures.
The jumpers left the helicopter from the right cargo door. In the moment of bail out an impuls produced
by the jumper was recorded to get an exact coordination for data reduction. The demanded attitude was kept
for 3 sec. After 10 sec the jumper released his parachute.
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The test results are shown in fig. 12. The trajectories demonstrate that for the allowed initial conditions (v, = 65 kts, v = 2000 ft/min) the dangerous area of the helicopter had been overcome after the
z

3 sec. This is also valid for the most untavourable maximum drag attitude. In reality the jumpers will not
fly exactly in the same direction as the helicopter but deviate to the side, most of all if they try to do
so, thus getting safe clearance from the helicopter flight path.

6,

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION AND MEASUREMENT
Measured and computed flight paths show relativly good agreement, regarding that it is impossible to

perform and hold the idealized attitudes during free fall as well as in a windtunnel. This was especially
difficult with the maximum drag attitude which is a rather unstable flying configuration even for an experienced jumper, but also for the minimum drag and the frog attitude, since the jumper has no good orientation how his body axis is positioned to the direction of wind. In addition gusts cause further deviation
from the ideal flight path. A very good agreement has resulted for the ball position, which is easy to perform and unsensitive to wind and gusts. The experimental curve is slightly more curved but the position
after 3 sec is exactly the same. The deviated curves 1, 2 and 4 are all on the safe side and it can be
assumed that sideward deviation will further contribute to safe clearance from the helicopter.
With this explanation and the good agreement of the stable ball position it can be concluded that the
CDS values from the windtunnel test can be used in the computation. The computed trajectories for 300, 600

,

and 900 can be valued as idealized extreme cases which are difficult to perform in practice for a specific
attitude, but it can be assumed that the practical trajectories will lie in between the band of curves
close to the ball trajectory, which is the recommended attitude for unexperienced jumpers.

7. THE STRESS LOADING OF JUMPERS JUDGED FROM THEIR HEART AND BREATHING RATES
Heart rate and breathing rate are indicators for the psychic stress of parachute jumpers. In this investigation this measurement was used to find out if any of the different attitudes causes more stress than the
other, but this suggestion was not certified by the results.
The heart rate is, as usually watched at all parachute jumpers, already 120 bpm or higher while sitting
in the aircraft before jump. The figure 13 relates to 2 experienced test jumpers for 10 jumps each. There
is a wide spreading for the two, while sitting in the aircraft but the one individual lies always close to
the upper borderline, the second close to the lower one. So the individual spreading is much less.
Values rise at the point of jump and rise further at the point of parachute opening which is initiated
about 10 sec after jump. The spreading diminishes almost at that point indicating that heart rate reaches
the upper limit with 180 bpm and each individual is in maximum stress in the phase of free fall concentrating to hold a stable attitude.
This minimum spreading also indicates that each of the attitudes brought maximum stress, not showing
any preference.
Hanging on the parachute brings only little ease, probably because of the concentration steering the
parachute to reach the landing point. Another maximum occurs before landing which is the phase of highest
stress for the experienced parachute jumper using a steerable gliding parachute.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BAIL OUT
The parachute test jumpers experienced no dangerous situations during any of the different attitudes
they performed after jumping out ot the helicopter autorotating with an glide angle of 170. As the computations show, this will not change significantly even at 900 vertical descent. As the test jumpers report,a
sideward separation takes always place after jumping out of the side door. In theory the separation will
only take place in vertical direction, which is no position to release the parachute. Here only the frog
attitude can lead to a clearance from the helicopter flight path.
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Since vertical descent is avoided in practice and the high possibility of sideward deviation of the
jumpers flight path,it is recommended that the untrained emergency jumper tries to perform the ball attitude, which means that he controls his arms and legs by pressing them to his body like in a squatting
posture with the right hand on the parachute release handle close to the left shoulder and the left arm
respectively to the right. He should also wait for 3 sec after jump before he releases his parachute if
altitude is sufficient.
It has been proven at DFVLR that with a rescue parachute consisting of a cluster of 3 small parachutes
a rescue from relatively low altitude is possible. Since in the majority of cases there will be a forward
speed of about 50 kts this parachute will lead to a safe landing when it is released in 100 ft altitude [2].

10. CONCLUSIONS
It was proven that bail out from an autorotating helicopter can be performed even by crew members untrained in parachute jumping. This fact should make easy the decision to bail out in situations where a
safe termination of the autorotation is doubtful.
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DISCUSSION
READER:
(United Kingdom)

MAJ Gilewicz spoke very highly of the new military standard 1290AV on military
crashworthiness standards. We will be producing, soon, a UK version of this
standard to go into our own classifications. I would recommend any of you who
are from other nations other than the U. S. who have not seen this standard
1290AV, military standards of crashworthiness, to obtain a copy.

SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

We heard about the military standard 1290 which is being applied to the military
helicopters. Do you know if there is any study going on at the moment to bring
into the civilian field some of the criteria which are being applied in the military
field as regards building, crashworthiness, and safety for civilian applications?

SNYDER:
(United States)

I know of nothing along these lines.

SINGLEY:
(United States)

(Addressing Dr. L. Kazarian, United States) A number of investigators have
proposed using a dynamic response index as a probability of injury model.
Would you care to comment on the use of the DRI as a probability of injury model
in light of your results?

KAZARIAN:
(United States)

The Air Force is responsible for putting the dynamic responise index into being.
For those of you who are not familiar with the DRI, it is a single degree of freedom model with a spring and a dash pot and somehow it's supposed to give you
some sort of a probability of injury. I don't understand how the DRI works.

AUFFRET:
(France)

Should one, after each airplane crash or helicopter crash, have a systematic
radio exam of the spinal column?

KAZARIAN:
(United States)

In the Fil11 group, our injuries are primarily in the area of T5, T6, and T7.
What we see in the Fll1 aircrewman over long-term follow-up is fusion at
about four vertebral levels. In the F4's we're seeing a loss in intervertebral
disc space height, and this is combined with a spinalosis deformance. The
long-term consequences seem to be vertebral body breaking with a loss in
range of motion. Paralleling these efforts, we've been impacting both baboons
and Rhesus monkeys in the same mode that we see the injuries being produced,
and we're seeing similar findings in the animals. I would recommend serial
radiographs, usually one right after the accident has occurred, one in approximately six weeks. On the F111's we're going at nine months, and then at one
year after that nine months, and approximately a year and half later. What we
have now with the F111 aircrewman is a very nice sequential series showing how
we're getting vertebral body fusion within the system. And, of course, the
question is should we allow the aircrewman to fly? Currently, the FllI is out
of spec; the support and restraint system is out of spec; and, if an aircrewman
has an increased thoracic kyphosis along with vertebral body fusion, there is
a very high probability that on powered inertial reel retraction (and this is
where we're getting our Ityperextension injuries in the thoracic spine) there
will be vertebral body subluxation and nerve root and cord involvement. We're
recommending an aircrewman who has sustained this type of an injury to be
taken out of the crew escape system; and, of course, you can't put him into the
ejection seat either.

PERRY:
(United Kingdom)

You've mentioned about how soon you take the first or second x-ray. Over the
years and again recently I've been x-raying helicopter pilots' backs who have
impacted, some severely, some not so severely. We have, in fact, not demonstrated fractures using good radiographic techniques until some three weeks
after the incident, although some had severe pain and some had minor pain.
So this would possibly be the forum where we could actually come to a plan or
an idea of a plan for just exactly how we should do this. In fact, I've got nine
cases in whom we didn't discover it until nine years later.

KAZARIAN:
(United States)

I should ha,,e told you about our radiographic techniques; I failed to do so. We
take routine AP and lateral films. After we take the AP and laterals, depending
upon where we think the injury may be located, we'll go ahead and take serial
linear tomograms and that's done In a rather precise manner. We're hoping
that we'll be able to use a cat scanner, but currently we're using serial linear
tomographIc techniques to follow up the injury. Once we determine the slice
that we're interested In, that is the distance we will stay with; and we usually
go one centimeter above and one centimeter below and take x-rays. That's the
sequential series after.

SPEAKER UNIDENTIFIED:

I was very Impressed with the work that you've been doing with the Air Force
data. Would it be true to say that the Army data are looked at as thoroughly as

DVI-2
you look at it?
KAZARIAN:
(United States)

I don't think so.

WENGER:
(United States)

Did I understand you to say that the Puma, which had close to the ideal sitting
arrangement, had a great deal of complaints regarding vertebral pain and
trauma?

AUFFRET:
(France)

I think that perhaps I was misunderstood. The Puma is currently a very well
regarded helicopter by flight crews in a number of different countries, and I
should like to pinpoint this fact. I think that the improvement of the subjective
feeling of the pilot (of Puma pilots) is more linked to an improvement of the
pilot's oosture than to a great deal of reduction in vibration.

STEELE-PERKINS:
(United Kingdom)

First, were' the vibration measurements on the floor of the aircraft or at the
man-se,; initerface because the Lynx has an antivibration seat which attenuates
to at least 50% the levels of vibration. Second, with most helicopters flying in
cruise flight with a nose down attitude with an occupant taking up a nose forward
seating position, how do you consider this affects the vibration of the occupant?

AUFFRET:
(France)

It's quite obvious, as far as the Puma is concerned, that the vibration level that
I showed on the slide was vibration levels that have been recorded on the helicopter floor. I didn't want to go into all the details about the various measurements that have been made about the head and the thorax in the Puma seats or
other helicopters; but we can't say that the reduction is considerable, particularly when the movement goes from the floor to the different parts of the human
body. When a Lynx pilot is in a very leaning forward position, he will undergo
at the top of the superior vertebral column a very bad vibrational level. Mr.
Kazarian showed this in what he presented. We saw that the fragility of the
column is linked to a forward flex. As far as arthrosis is concerned in the
cervical and dorsal column--without being able to give you any particular
statistics today because I don't have them--nevertheless, I am led to think that
we are going to see these arthrocic manifestations increase as a result of the
posture that I have described.
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